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Thesis Abstract:

The Prose Fiction and Polemics of Karel Matëj Capek-Chod

K. M. Ôapek-Chod (1860-1927) had a well-established reputation 
as a journalist and caustic polemicist before laudatory reviews 
of his third novel, Kaspar Lén mstitel (1908) secured him 
recognition as a major writer. His contemporaries, however, often 
criticized his works as the pessimistic outbursts of a cynic, 
which they were not.
The thesis is divided into two parts: the first treats his
belleslettres; the second, his polemics. In the Introduction, I 
consider the shortcomings of critical assessments of his works 
and suggest that they can best be understood as belonging to the 
tradition of literature of the grotesque. In Chapter 1, I 
summarize theories of the grotesque and indicate how aspects of 
Capek-Chod's fiction (narrative structure, characters, images and 
situations) , can be interpreted in this light. In the subsequent 
chapters, I analyse major themes in his fiction: depictions of 
science, art and artists; of woman; and of the Jews. I indicate 
in what respect his treatment of these themes is unconventional 
and contributes to the construction of the grotesque world of his 
fiction.
The second part of the thesis is subdivided into two sections: 
in the first, I treat his polemics concerning art exhibitions and 
contemporary events prior to the Great War. These polemics 
discuss the role of the critic and artist, and the relation 
between art and politics in fin-de--siècle culture. The second 
section treats polemics between Ôapek-Chod and critics of his 
fiction throughout his writing career. I demonstrate that he was 
highly sensitive to critics and that even when positive reviews 
appeared, any remark therein that he regarded as false inspired 
'sarcastic' fulmination. I ascertain that as a polemicist Ôapek- 
Chod was a nationalist writer, while nationalism is barely 
evident at all in his bellelettres, which analyse ironically the 
conflict between man's ideals and reality.
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In trodu cti on
1 . Biographical Notes
Matëj Capek, who later adopted the literary name K. M. Capek- 
Chod, was born in Doma21ice in February 1860. His father, Jan 
Czapek, taught draughtsmanship, architecture and mathematics at 
the Unterrealschule in DomaBlice. He died of tuberculosis at the 
age of thirty-four. Although Capek was only six years old at the 
time of his father's death, he retained a vivid impression of the 
man.i He was physically very strong: Capek states that he could 
lift a billiard table on his back.^ According to all accounts, 
Capek inherited this physical strength from his father. Czapek 
may have fostered an appreciation of the eccentric in his son. 
As well as the students, whom Czapek took on as boarders, there 
were also pets living in the cottage: a dog, a cat, a cockerel, 
a drake and a canary. Czapek had the habit of breakfasting at the 
table with all his pets.^ In 1924, writing in his journal, Capek 
recalls with amazement that his father, in a feverish state on 
his deathbed, had called his son to his side and asked him - to 
scratch his chest.* Capek's mother, Josefa née Jakubse, was the 
daughter of a well-heeled haberdasher (tkaniCkâf)J After her 
husband's death, the family lived in straightened financial 
circumstances.* She died in January 1912.  ̂Matëj Capek had two

^See the draft of a feuilleton Capek wrote about his father: 
Papers: Karel Matëj Capek-Chod; manuscript memoirs, no date; 
Pamâtnik nârodniho pisemnictvi (hereafter, PNP).

^Ibid.
^Ibid. See also the account of the same story in: Frantisek 

Pra2âk, 'Zvifâtka', Pod kîfidly domova, Ostrava and Prague, 1948, 
pp. 129-35.

^Capek comments: 'Do dneska mâm ve spiCkâch prstû pocit
ledovosti jeho'. Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, 1 April - 
14 May 1924; see the entry on 20 April 1924; PNP.

^Capek-Chod; manuscript memoirs, no date; PNP
*Josef âach, K. M. dapek-Chod, Doma21ice, 1949, p. 13.
^Papers: Capek-Chod; letter from Jan Hromâdka to Capek-Chod, 

24 January 1912; PNP. According to his sister, Capek was a 
devoted son. Sach, K. M. dapek-Chod, p. 90.



brothers, Jan and Vâclav, and a sister Marie. His younger brother 
Jan became a priest;* he died in 1892.* Vâclav trained as a 
maltster, but was employed as a post-office clerk.

Capek studied at the grammar school in DomaBlice from 1871 
to 1879. He later facetiously claimed that he took up a career 
as a writer because of the poor grade for Czech language he had 
received in the school-leaving exam;“ he received a bare pass 
(dostateCnÿ) for all subjects except physics and religion, for 
which he received a higher grade (dobry).^ Although he did not 
excel at school, he taught himself French and pursued independent 
study of German.In 1879, he matriculated at the law faculty 
of the Charles-Ferdinand University.^ He enrolled as an external 
student at the medical faculty in Prague; according to his 
sister, Capek also often visited hospitals as a student and was 
present at many autopsies.^ He supported himself by giving 
private tuition and lodged with a cobbler on the Kampa island.^ 
Capek did not complete his law degree, but left the city suddenly

*Frantisek Tvrdoft, 'K. M. Capek-Chod a moravsky nârodopis', 
deskf lid, 45 (1958), 5, p. 239.

*Papers: Capek-Chod; letter from Frantisek Kaspar dated 4 
November 1892; PNP.

°̂Sach, K. M. dapek-Chod, pp. 10, 21.
"Capek states that he received a grade of 'unsatisfactory' 

for his school-leaving assignment in Czech. He comments: 'Ulo2il 
jsem si za Bivotnl pokani, 2e budu a2 do své smrti dëlat vÿhradnë 
plsemné prâce z destiny, dokud to nedotâhnu aspoft na 
dostatednou.' K. M. Capek, 'Debut', Patero tfeti, Prague, n.d.
[1912], p. 493.

"Papers: Capek-Chod; documents: school-leaving certificate, 
1879; PNP.

"Sach, K. M. Capek-Chod, p. 18.
"Papers: Capek-Chod; documents: certificate of

matriculation, 1879; PNP.
"âach, K. M. Capek-Chod, p. 76.
"At least, according to Tùma. Ladislav Tûma-Zevloun, 

'JeBatec', Alej vzpominek, Prague, 1958, p. 81.



after a brawl between Czech and German students.^ In 'Debut', 
Ôapek comments cryptically that although he did not fight in the 
'Chuchle battle', he had been involved in it and thus it was 
advisable for him to flee to avoid a r r e s t . H e  lived in 
DomaBlice for a time and then found work as an extern for the Old 
Czech Pokrok (later renamed Hlas naroda) and in the editorial 
office of the Otto publishing h o u s e . H e  began work for the 
Catholic conservative newspaper Nasinec in Olomouc in August 1884 
and remained there until November 1888.^° According to Tvrdoft, 
Capek began by writing for the 'Day's news' (denni zpravy) and 
literature and art columns; he also wrote concert reviews.^ In 
his capacity as reporter for Nasinec, Capek witnessed the 
execution of Sergeant Lopatinskÿ, in the courtyard of the army 
hospital in Klaster Hradisko; he treats the incident in the short 
story 'èikovatel Lemaninsky'.^ He also wrote leading articles 
concerning politics, in particular, the conflict between Czechs 
and Germans,^ and was known for the fiery patriotic tone of 
these articles.^ Capek, according to Tvrdoft, attacked Taaffe's

^Ibid. See also: Frantisek Tvrdoft, 'Dokumenty o pfâtelstvi 
Al. Zâbranského a K. M. Capka-Choda', Vlastivëdnÿ vëstnik 
moravskÿ, 15 (1960), p. 243.

^^Capek, 'Debut', pp. 486-87. See also: âach, K. M. dapek- 
Chod, p. 33. The brawl, fuelled by nationalist tension, took 
place in a restaurant in Chuchle. Several German students were 
injured. Otto Urban, deska spolednost 1848-1918, Prague, 1982, 
p. 357.

^^Tùma-Zevloun, ' Je2atec', p. 81.
^Frantisek Tvrdoft, 'K. M. Capek-Chod v Olomouci', Ostravskf 

kulturni mësidnik, 4 (1979), 5, pp. 17-18.
^Trantisek Tvrdoft, 'K literarni ftinnosti K. M. Capka-Choda 

V olomouckém Nasinci', Slezskf sbornik, 55 (1957), 3, pp. 432, 
434.

^Frantisek Tvrdoft, 'Tësin v dile K. M. Capka-Chod', Tësinsko 
(1959), 4, p. 12.

^Frantisek Tvrdoft, 'Pokrokovost K. M. Capka-Choda v 
olomouckÿch bojich proti smiftovaftkâm s Nëmci', Vlastivëdnÿ 
vëstnik moravskÿ, 12 (1957), 3, p. 165.

^âach, K, M. dapek-Chod, p. 33.



policies, which aimed at reconciliation between the 
nationalities. Tvrdoft makes the broad claim that Ôapek's work as 
a journalist frustrated Taaffe's plans and thus prevented the 
further fragmentation and subjection of the Czech nation. 
Tvrdoft's claim, however, accords with Capek's own assessment of 
his role in Czech politics.^

Capek's involvement in community life in Olomouc gives 
evidence of his wide range of interests. In 1885-86, Capek 
arranged a number of lectures on the possible means of exploiting 
electricity in the workshops of small tradesmen; the lectures 
took place on the premises of the Slav Workers' Club (Slovanskÿ 
dëlnickÿ spolek) In 1886 he gave a lecture on art for the Slav 
Reading Club (Slovanskÿ Ctenâfskÿ spolek)Capek worked for the 
National Association for Eastern Moravia (Nârodni jednota pro 
vÿchodni Moravu); in 1887 he was elected honorary secretary of 
the executive of the central committee.^ In this capacity in 
1888 he invited Mikolas Ales (1852-1913) to design the costumes 
for the instalment of a tableau vivant; 'Nastoleni krâle 
JeCminka' was staged at a costumed ball in honour of the opening 
of the National House (Nârodni dùm) in Olomouc.^ Capek proposed

^Tvrdoft, 'Pokrokovost K. M. Capka-Choda', p. 167.
^In a letter to Arne Novak he writes: 'Moje publicistickâ 

Cinnost vÿhradnë se specialisovala na narodnostni boj zejmena 
pokud se tÿCe vyrovnâni s Nëmci, jemu% jsem brânil ze vsech sil 
a2 do ûmoru a mohu fici, 2e a2 budu le2et na smrtélné posteli a 
na své ûspëchy na tomto poli vzpomenu, snâze budu umirat. Jsem 
si spravedlivë vëdom, 2e nebÿti mého péra, vyrovnâni s Nëmci, 
resp. nârodnostni rozhraniCeni Cech bylo by se uskuteCnilo, ne-li 
V letech devadesâtÿch, tedy jisjbë v prvni desitce t. stol.' 
Papers: Arne Novâk; letters from Capek-Chod to Novâk, 1909-1922; 
see the letter dated 25 December 1922; PNP. Emphasis in the 
original.

^Tvrdoft, 'K. M. Capek-Chod v Olomouci', p. 18.
%Ibid.
^Ibid.
^®Emanuel Svoboda, 'Mikolâs Ales v Olomouci', Klas. Almanach 

Sdm^eni spisovatelii z Hané, Rotislav Bartocha et al. (eds) , 
1947, pp. 60-9. Capek's letters to Ales regarding the celebration 
are printed in this article.
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both the theme of the ball and the invitation to Ales.^ He also 
helped the sisters Madlena and Vlasta Wanklovâ, in whose home he 
lived with his mother and sister, in their work for the Patriotic 
Museum (Vlastenecké museum) It has been claimed that Capek 
left Olomouc in a rush because of an unhappy love. A 1922 
journal entry, in which he mentions having dreamt about Madlena 
Wanklovâ, appears to support this conjecture.* However, Capek 
received an offer of work from Hlas naroda dated 24 October 1888; 
if he accepted, he was to begin work by November at the latest.* 
It is most likely that this explains his sudden departure from 
Olomouc.

In 1891 Capek left Hlas naroda, the leading organ of the Old 
Czech Party, to work for the Old Czech [deska] Nârodni 
politikaJ^ In the same year he began work for Svëtozor; he was 
in charge of the graphic arts column.* He regularly contributed 
articles about Prague artists to the Munich journal Kunst für 
allé.* As a journalist for Narodni politika, Capek covered the

*The ball apparently was a success. Ibid., p. 67. Both the 
Mirostfe2e episodes in Antonin Vondrejc and the short story 
^Labyrint svëta' are based to some extent on Capek's involvement 
in the preparations for the celebration.

*Tvrdoft, 'K. M. Capek-Chod v Olomouci'. One is reminded of 
the sisters Mirza and Ada portrayed in Antonin Vondrejc. Madlena 
and Vlasta were daughters of the archaeologist and doctor 
Jindfich Wankel (1821-1897).

*Tvrdoft, 'Dokumenty o pfatelstvl Al. Zâbranského a K. M. 
Capka-Choda', p. 245; Sach, K. M. dapek-Chod, p. 91.

*Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments from 15 August - 16 
September 1922; see the entry on 25 August 1922; PNP. He 
describes her as a shallow flirt.

*Papers: Capek-Chod; letter from Josef Kummer to Capek-Chod, 
24 October 1888; PNP. In 1888 Capek also suffered from a bout of 
typhus. See; Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, entry dated 
6 April 1924; PNP.

^Papers: Capek-Chod; documents: request for a state grant; 
dated 20 April 1898; PNP.

*Ibid.
*Ibid.
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Paris Exhibition in 1900.^ In Paris, he met up with Vâclav 
Hladik (1868-1913), who worked for the Young Czech newspaper 
Narodni listy; Hladik arranged a meeting between Capek and Prokop 
Grégr (1868-1926), director of Nârodni listy, which led to an 
offer of work.'*® In February 1901, Capek left Narodni politika 
for Nârodni l i s t y . The journalist Mofic Bloch claims that Capek 
left Nârodni politika because of a conflict with the editor-in- 
chief; Capek would have been next in line for this position had 
he remained at the newspaper.^ Bloch asserts that Capek later 
regretted the decision. Hladik may have instigated Capek's 
involvement in the journal Do svëta. Praha - Pa^ië 1900, devoted 
to coverage of the Exhibition. Hladik edited the first two issues 
of the journal; Capek edited the remaining issues, that is, from 
January to October 1900.^

Ladislav Tùma (1876-1956) relates that Capek received a cool 
welcome from the Nârodni listy editors because of his earlier 
work for Old Czech newspapers/* It is difficult to believe that 
Tùma is correct when he states that Capek's change of affiliation 
caused a sensation; the influence of the Old Czech Party had 
declined significantly by 1900. Moreover, Hladik had also worked 
for the Old Czech Hlas nâroda.*^ Apparently, however, Capek 
quickly won the respect of his colleagues and the admiration of 
the younger journalists on account of his talents as a 
journalist.^ Even before he started work for Nârodni listy he

^^Papers: Capek-Chod; documents: journalist accreditation for 
the Exhibition in Paris, 1900; PNP.

'*®Tùma-Zevloun, 'JeSatec', p. 82.
'**Ibid.
'*̂ Sach, K. M. dapek-Chod, p. 23.
*̂ Do svëta. Praha - Pafië 1900, Prague, 1899-1900. Most of 

the articles are unsigned.
*Tùma-Zevloun, 'Je2atec', p. 82.
'*̂ Zevloun [Ladislav Tùma], 'Rodinnâ kronika Nârodnich Listù', 

Nârodni listy jubilejni sbornik 1861-1941, Prague, 1941, p. 73.
'*Tùma-Zevloun, 'Je2atec', p. 82.
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had acquired a reputation as a journalist.^ He was not only 
gifted but hard-working and conscientious: acquaintances and
friends recollect that he worked long hours.^ When he left the 
editorial offices at night, he went home to work on his fiction; 
he sometimes wrote until the morning/* Tùma speculates that his 
work as a journalist drained Capek of energy during his most 
productive years.^ There may be some truth to the claim that 
Capek's health was undermined by this work; in his correspondence 
with Jan Frantisek Hruska (1865-1937) , he complains about his 
exhaustion and problems with his vision.^ His correspondence 
with his employer indicates that he felt overworked and 
underpaid.^

Capek daily read not only all the Prague newspapers but also 
French, German and English newspapers. He did so not merely for 
the sake of keeping abreast, but to find material for his column. 
Capek's primary responsibility consisted of editing the 'Day's

^Ladislav Tùma, 'Capek-Chod, 2urnalista a dlovëk', Narodni 
listy jubilejni sbornik 1861-1941, p. 77.

*Tùma states that Capek wrote as much as five hundred lines 
of text daily. Tùma-Zevloun, 'JeBatec', p. 84. See also: Sach, 
K. M. dapek-Chod, p. 24.

*Tùma, 'Capek-Chod, 2urnalista a dlovëk', pp. 77-78.
^Tùma-Zevloun, 'Je2atec', p. 84.
^Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Hruska to Capek-Chod,

1905-1925; see letters dated 4 February 1915, 12 and 26 September 
1916; PNP. One is tempted to speculate on the extent to which 
'Ûvodnik' is autobiographical. Capek-Chod warns against such an 
identification in his letter to the editor: 'V rubrice
"Literature"', Narodni listy, 9 January 1917, p. 5. He is here 
responding to A[ntonin]. V[esely].'s review of Silaci a slabosi: 
'Novellista K. M. Capek', Narodni listy, 6 January 1917, 
supplement to no. 5, p. 11.

^^Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Capek-Chod to Prokop
Grégr, 1903-1907; in particular the letters dated 5 June 1903, 
13 April 1905; PNP.

^^Tùma, 'Capek-Chod, 2urnalista a Clovêk', p. 77.
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news' column, at least for his first ten years on Nârodnî
llsty.^ From his own account, and from the attacks directed at
him from rival newspapers, it is clear that he often wrote
leading articles. In this context, one might note that critics
have wrongly claimed that Capek acquired his knowledge of various
disciplines, and of all classes of society, in the course of his
work as a journalist. It appears that the knowledge and
experience he acquired as a journalist were, for the most part,
incidental to his fiction. In a letter to Arne Novâk (1880-1939)
commenting on the critic's Pfehledné dëjiny literatury àeské
(1913), Capek writes:

Svou znalost nejrùznëjsich 2ivotnich vrstev a 
prostfedi neosvoiil isem si iako denlkaf. je-li tim 
minëno, 2e toto povolani uvâdëlo më ve styk a studium 
vrstev a prost?edi. Jako denikâ? psal jsem takfka 
vÿhradnë ëlânky politicks, nehledlm-li k literàrnl a 
vÿtvarné rubrice, kterou jsem nëjakÿ das v Nâr. 
Politics obstarâval. V listë tom napsal jsem za 10 let 
kolem 3000 dalsich dlânkû, z nich nejménë 1500 
ûvodnikû, vÿhradnë politickÿch, rovne2 tak v Nâr. 
Listech. Jedinë soudni sift a denni zprâvy lokâlni 
poskytuji pftile2itost k studiu 2iv. pomërù a vrstev, 
jâ vsak psal do dennich zprâv vÿhradnë politické 
dlânky a zprâvy. Moje denikâftskâ dinnost byla spise na 
p?ekâ2ku mému studiu 2ivota a vrstev spoledenskÿch, 
nebot' më dr2ela v redakci nezftidka ba zpravidla 10-12 
hodin dennich a nodnich.^

For a number of years he also edited the 'Naudnÿ obzor' (General
Knowledge) column.^ Almost all this work was unsigned, in
keeping with the practice of the time.^ Capek only put his name

^Ibid. ; Sach, K. Af. dapek-Chod, p. 24. Vodâk's obituary also 
states that Capek wrote polemical articles for the 'day's news' 
column; Vodâk's obituary, however, contains a number of 
inaccuracies. Jindftich Vodâk, 'Karel Mat. Capek-Chod', Cestou, 
Prague, 1946, p. 205.

^Papers: Arne Novâk; letter from Capek-Chod to Novâk, dated 
25 December 1922; PNP. Emphasis in the original. The third 
edition of Novâk's study was published in 1922.

^^Prokop Grégr informs Capek that, in response to his 
request, he has been relieved of the responsibility of editing 
the 'Naudnÿ obzor' section. Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from
Grégr to Capek-Chod, 1905-1919; see the letter dated 19 April 
1905; PNP.

^^Tùma, 'Capek-Chod, Burnalista a dlovëk', p. 77.
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to the occasional reviews of books and exhibitions which he wrote 
for Nârodnî listy, and to letters to the editor in the same 
newspaper. Thus one can only ascertain his authorship of articles 
in those polemics which elicited a personal response from him, 
usually in the form of a letter to the editor or an article in 
another journal. At the same time, however, Capek was also 
regularly publishing in journals under his own name: his fiction 
was published in: deska revue, Ceskf svët, Hlas naroda, Kvëty, 
Lumir, Svëtozor, èvanda dudâk, Zlata Praha, Zvon, later, also 
Cesta; his reviews of exhibitions and theatre performances were 
published in: deska revue, Svëtozor, - and Zvon, apart from Narodni 
listy.

It is not clear exactly when Capek was transferred from the 
'Day's news' column. Tùma claims that Capek was given the task 
of writing about cultural affairs following Karel Kramâf's (1860- 
1937) buying of Narodni listy in 1910.^ For a number of years 
prior to this purchase, Nârodni listy had attacked the policies 
of the Young Czech Kramaf, who defended his stance in the 
newspaper Den.^ The public identified Capek with these attacks, 
thus it would have probably been expedient to transfer him to 
another column. However, it seems clear that Capek continued to 
write for the 'Day's news' column for some time after the sale 
of the newspaper.^ By 1913, he was working on the weekend

^Tuma-Zevloun, 'JeBatec', p. 86; Tùma, 'Capek-Chod, 
2urnalista a ôlovëk', p. 78.

^Tùma-Zevloun, 'Je2atec', p. 85.
^In 1911, in a letter to Emanuel Chalupny, Capek states that 

he is the author of 'day's news' articles attacking Jan Herben 
in das. Papers: Emanuel Chalupnÿ; letters from Capek-Chod to
Chalupny, 1911-1923; see letter dated 9 June 1911; PNP. The 
article to which Capek refers in this letter is: 'V "Cas”',
Narodni listy, 8 June 1911, p. 4. Attacks on Herben occur in 
Narodni listy throughout May and June of 1911. At the same time, 
Chalupnÿ was publishing a very critical account of leading 
Realists (Herben, Masaryk, Machar): 'Vznik ôeské strany
pokrokove', deskÿ jih, 29 April 1911, pp. 1-2; 6 May, pp. 1-2; 
13 May, pp. 1-2; 20 May, p. 2; 27 May, pp. 1-2; 3 June, pp. 1-2; 
10 June, p. 1.
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literary supplement;^ and during World War I (at least, from 
1914 to 1916) , he edited this supplement as well as the 
feuilleton co lu mn .Hi s own work, published pseudonymously, 
frequently appeared in the column. Capek regarded this position 
as a demotion; in a letter to Rù2ena Svobodova (1868-1920), Capek 
notes that his influence at the newspaper offices has declined.^ 

It has been wrongly claimed that he adopted the agname 
'Chod' after the war, to distinguish himself from the brothers 
Capek.* He used the name 'Capek-Chod/ as early as 1913; it 
appears on the title page of Z mësta i obvodu (1913) , and in 
every subsequent publication.^ From 1917 onwards, he continued

*T. Hruby sends him a submission for the weekend supplement 
in 1913. Papers: Capek-Chod; letter from T. Hrubÿ to Capek-Chod; 
dated 3 November 1913; PNP.

^^ùma-Zevloun, 'JeBatec', p. 87. This is corroborated by the 
correspondence preserved among Capek's papers; many of the 
letters (for example, those from Eduard Bass, Otokar Fischer, Jan 
Machek, Jan Pakosta) were posted together with submissions to the 
feuilleton column. See also his correspondence with Josef Hevera, 
who asks Capek to submit a proposal for the organization of his 
sections, the feuilleton and the literary supplement. Papers: 
Capek-Chod; letters from Josef Stanislav Hevera to Capek-Chod, 
1911-1916; letter dated 14 September 1916; PNP. A letter from 
Capek to Svobodovâ indicates that in the first month of 1917, he 
was still editing the feuilleton column. Papers: RùBena
Svobodovâ; letters from Capek-Chod to RùBena Svobodova, 1912- 
1919; letter dated 19 January 1917; PNP.

^̂ He writes that the position he has at the newspaper in 1916 
cannot compare with the influence he had six years before. 
Papers: RùBena Svobodova; letter from Capek-Chod to Svobodova 
dated 30 November 1916; PNP.

*See, for example: Tùma-Zevloun, 'JeBatec', p. 87.
*Capek gives a, perhaps facetious, account of why he added 

the agname in his speech to the syndicate of Czech journalists: 
'Kdy2 se toti2 mezi zaslou2ilé literaty zaCaly i ulice rozdileti, 
staral jsem se o to, abych nepfisel zkrâtka. Na Vinohradech mâme 
Chodskou ulici, tato nahoda pfimo vyzÿvala k tomu, abych se ji 
sâm zmocnil, a bylo po starosti.' K. M. Capek-Chod, 'Veterân, 
nikoli vsak invalida', Lumir, 53 (1926-27), 9, p. 466. In the
same speech he explains why he added the name 'Karel' to his 
Christian name, 'Matëj'. Ibid., p. 465. Gustav Halik (head 
physician at the hospital in Doma21ice), asserted that Capek 
chose the name 'Chod' because his mother came from the Jakubse 
line, numerous in the Chod region (Chodsko) . See: Sach, 2C. M. 
dapek-Chod, p. 59.
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to write the occasional article for Nârodni listy, but he had no 
regular duties at the newspaper.*^ However, he remained a member 
of the editorial board and still visited the editorial offices. 
He declined the offer to return to write polemics.^ Following 
the merger of the Young Czechs and the Realists after the war, 
the editorial board of the newspaper was expanded. Some of 
Ôapek's most vehement opponents in polemics, such as Jan Herben 
(1857-1936) and J. S. Machar (1864-1942), were added to the 
board; thus he may also have been relieved that his duties were 
so limited at the newspaper.^ Capek was then reconciled with 
some of his former opponents in polemics, for example, Viktor Dyk 
(1877-1931). T. G. Masaryk (1850-1937), a frequent target before 
the war for Nârodni listy journalists, was later on friendly 
terms with Capek.Capek was never, however, reconciled to 
Machar.

*See, for example, Viktor Dyk's statement to this effect in 
èach, K. M. dapek-Chod, p. 25; also, the funeral address of 
Frantisek Sis, 'Na rozlouCenou', Nârodni listy, 8 November 1927, 
p. 1. In a letter to his employer, Capek complained about the 
fact that he was no longer in charge of any columns. He had been 
asked to contribute a novel for publication in Nârodni listy. 
Papers: Capek-Chod; draft of a letter from Capek to the editor- 
in-chief of Nârodni listy, 1918; PNP.

‘’̂Frantisek Pra2âk, 'V redakci Nârodnich Listù', Nârodni 
listy jubilejni sbornik 1861-1941, p. 162.

^Papers: Capek-Chod; letter from Capek-Chod to an editor of 
Nârodni listy, 1923; PNP.

^^evloun, 'Rodinnâ kronika Nârodnich Listù', p. 107. 
However, he did feel neglected by his former employer. See the 
journal entry dated 26 March 1927: Papers: Capek-Chod; journal 
fragments, 17 January - 5 June 1927; PNP.

^See Capek's account of their meeting in Karlovy Vary 
(Carlsbad). Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, August 1924; 
entry not dated; PNP. See also the account of their meeting in 
1925: Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, August - December 
1925; entry dated 5 August 1925; PNP. Capek describes a 
reconciliation of sorts with Herben. They had rooms next to one 
another at Karlovy Vary; Herben asked Capek to help him with some 
difficulty he was having undoing his collar stud. Thus, Capek 
comments, his most confirmed enemy trusted him for a moment with 
his neck. Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, 16 June 1927; 
PNP.
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While he had retired from Narodni listy, after the war Gapek 

signed a demanding contract with Cesta;^ it appears that he had 
an obligation to write a phenomenal amount for almost no 
financial remuneration. His correspondence with Miroslav Rutte 
(1889-1954) suggests that Ôapek was obliged to write a certain 
number of lines per volume and was only paid for lines of text 
in addition to this obligatory amount.^ He frequently complained 
about the contract in his journal entries.^ Thus, the last years 
of his life were filled with draining intellectual labour.

Capek's energy was devoted not only to his work as a 
journalist and fiction writer, but also to his passion for the 
arts, of which his long career as a reviewer of exhibitions and 
theatre performances gives evidence. Tùma even claims that Capek 
studied with the painter Vojtëch Hynais (1854-1925) for a time.^ 
Whether or not this was the case, it is clear that they were good 
friends.^ It is common knowledge that he loved to play the

^He complains about it in a letter to Novâk: Papers; Arne 
Novâk; letter from Capek-Chod dated 17 August 1922. See also: Jan 
Vrba, 'Za K. M. Capkem-Chodem', Otokar Bifezina a jinl pHàtelé v 
mé pamëti, Prague, 1932, p. 372.

^Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Miroslav Rutte to Capek- 
Chod; see the letter dated 17 June 1924; PNP. For volumes 5 and 
6, that is, 1923-1924, Capek was paid a total sum of 3,010 
crowns. For these two volumes he wrote a total of 23,926 lines 
of text, of which 16,416 were obligatory.

^See: Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, entries dated 
17 and 26 January, and 19 February 1927; PNP.

^Tuma-Zevloun, 'Je2atec', p. 89. See also the comment to 
this effect by Heda Svobodovâ in: âach, K. M, Capek-Chod, p. 77.

^This is evident from their correspondence. Also, in a 
journal entry Capek notes that he owns ten pictures on display 
in a show of Hynais's work. Hynais had given him the pictures, 
which Capek insured at a value of 80,000 crowns. Papers: Capek- 
Chod; journal fragments, 17 - 20 December 1924; entry dated 17 
December 1924; PNP. Capek was also friends with the painter 
Ludvik Kuba H.864-1956) and with Hanus Schwaiger (1854-1912). 
See: Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Kuba to Capek-Chod; 1896- 
1923; PNP; and Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Schwaiger to 
Capek-Chod; 1899; PNP.
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violin,^ and had friends and admirers in the music world, 
including the opera singer Ema Destinnovâ ( 1 8 7 8 - 1 9 3 0 ) His 
passion for chess developed into an obsession, as his journal 
entries indicate.^ He usually played chess in Hlava's cafe.^ 
In his later years, he could not so much as observe a game of 
chess without it keeping him awake at night as he analysed 
possible combinations.M The description of Ôapek's chess-playing 
habits, for example, his delight in clever strategies, his
absorption in the game to the extent that he forgot to drink his 
coffee or smoke his cigar, his custom of chatting to the chess 
pieces, recalls not only Hvëzda's enthusiasm for chess in
Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan (1893) , but also that of Dr Freund in
Antonin Vondrejc (1917-1918) Capek regarded his chess-playing 
as an addiction and repeatedly attempted to give it up for the 
sake of his health.^

It seems that the one thing Capek did not have time for was 
his family. He suffered terribly from guilt following the death 
of his one son because he believed that he had been a negligent 
father. In a letter to Arne Novak he states that he had

^^ach, K. M. dapek-Chod, pp. 72-75. According to his sister 
Marie, Capek gave up playing the violin following the death of 
his son. Ibid., p. 75.

^See also the praise for Capek expressed by the composer 
Jindfich Jindfich (1876-1967) in: Sach, K. M. dapek-Chod, p. 72.

^See, for example: Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, 
entries on 2 6 and 31 January 1927; PNP.

^^ach, K. M. dapek-Chod, p. 28.
J. [probably Karel Juda], 'Capek-Chod, sachista', 

Narodni listy, 6 November 1927, p. 3. Capek refers to his 'hotovâ 
sachomanie': Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, entry dated 
26 February 1927; PNP.

J. , 'Capek-Chod, sachista', p. 3.
^One of his regular chess partners also states that the game 

exhausted him. Sach, K. M, dapek-Chod, p. 53. See also; Papers; 
Capek-Chod; journal fragments, entry dated 18 March 1927; PNP.
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sacrificed his real for his fictional sons.^ Vit (1896-1920) 
died of typhus; his parents believed that a misdiagnosis, 
apprehended only when the disease was in an advanced state, 
caused his death.^ Ôapek described his former friend. Professor 
Josef Thomayer (1853-1927), who was responsible for the 
misdiagnosis, as the murderer of his son.^ Ôapek did his utmost 
to atone for his own sense of guilt by caring for his 
grandchildren. Vit and Vladimir. In his journal he writes that 
his grandchildren are his only joy in life.^* His journal entries 
and the recollections of his friends indicate that in the last 
years of his life his one concern was to provide for their 
security.^ He even went to some lengths to help his daughter-in- 
law, Olga, whom he hated.^ This was one of the main reasons he 
engaged in rather undignified polemics over the award of State 
Prizes; he hoped to secure their financial future.^ In the last

"Papers: Arne Novâk; letter from Capek-Chod dated 6
September 1920; PNP.

w^ach, K, M. dapek-Chod, p. 30. See also Capek's journal 
entry: Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, entry dated 5
August 1925; PNP. Vit was falsely diagnosed as having 
'kryptogeneticka sepse'. See: Papers: Capek-Chod; journal
fragments, 6 September - 25 December 1926; entry dated 30 
September 1926; PNP.

"Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, 10 July - 28 October 
1927; entry dated 24 October 1927; PNP. Nejzâpadnëjsî Slovan is 
dedicated to Thomayer. The character Dr Vejbornÿ, Vondrejc's 
doctor (Antonin Vondrejc) , is said to be based on Thomayer. âach, 
K. M, dapek-Chod, p. 55. See also: ne [Arne Novak], 'Nâvstëva u 
prof. Thomayera', Lidové noviny, 14 November 1927, afternoon 
edition, p. 1.

"Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments; entry dated 23 July
1924.

"âach, K, M. dapek-Chod, p. 27.
"He helped her to find employment. Sach, K. M. dapek-Chod, 

p. 96. On his feelings for Olga, see his journal entries: Papers: 
Capek-Chod; journals; entry dated 1 April 1924; see also: entry 
dated 12 June 1924; PNP.

"Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments; entry dated 31
January 1927; PNP. See also Vrba's comment to this effect: Vrba, 
'Za K. M. Capkem-Chodem', pp. 370-71.
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years of his life, he was also all the more sensitive to 
criticism because he was worried that he was going senile.^

Ôapek was not in the best of health. He suffered from 
gout. He again had problems with his vision and with kidney 
st on es. In  the summers, he received treatment at Carlsbad; he 
also spent time with his family at Chlum u Tfebonê.^ His wife 
blamed Thomayer for the fact that Capek did not receive the 
necessary medical attention in time. Thomayer apparently had 
stated that Capek had haemorrhoids, when he was actually 
suffering from cancer.* Her statement may merely indicate 
resentment of Thomayer; it is not corroborated by Capek's journal 
entries. He writes that his doctor had informed him that he had 
a tumour, most likely benign, which should be removed.^ Vodâk 
states that the operation was for an intestinal tumour.* Capek's 
black sense of humour is evident in the comment he made to a 
journalist who tried to convince him to give an interview in 
October 1927: 'Poslyste, soumistfe, to je mi nëjak podezfelé.

^Papers: Arne Novâk; letter from Capek-Chod dated 17 August 
1922. In a journal entry he comments: 'Fuj tajxl, cely %ivot
nestoji za starou badkoru, a jestliSe jâ dokâzal Saldovi, 2e 
blbne a nebo zblbnul, mâ to za sebou, jak dlouho to bude trvat 
se mnou.' Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, entry dated 17 
December 1924; PNP. On his fear of senility, see also: Papers: 
Capek-Chod; journal fragments, entry dated 9 April 1927; PNP.

*Sach, K. M. Capek-Chod, p. 121.
^Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments; entry dated 6

September 1926; PNP. He may have given up alcohol on account of 
the gout and kidney stones. Except on rare occasions, he was 
teetotal for the last eighteen years of his life, àach, K. M. 
dapek-Chod, p. 121. See also: Papers: Capek-Chod; journal
fragments, entry dated 17 December 1924; PNP.

”ln 1925, he and his wife also travelled with their 
grandchildren to Italy. Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments; 
entry dated 26 June 1925; PNP.

*êach, K, M. Capek-Chod, p. 103.
^Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments; entry dated 9

October 1927; PNP.
*Vodâk, 'Karel Mat. Capek-Chod', p. 204.
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Neôichâte nëjakou mrtvolu?' ëapek postponed the operation
until he had learned whether or not he had won a State Prize for 
^esany (1927) On 3 November 1927 his heart gave out following 
the operation.*" According to his wife, he asked to speak to a 
priest before his death; he lost consciousness before the priest 
arrived. He did, however, receive Extreme U n c t i o n . T h e  
postscript to his death would have been appropriate to one of his 
fictional characters: thousands of admirers came to pay their 
respects at his elaborate funeral s e r v i c e . Nârodni listy 
undertook to pay for half the cost of the funeral; however, a 
year later, the funeral parlour for the city of Prague still had 
not received payment.

2. dapek-Chod's Fiction
Ôapek-Chod's contemporaries described his writing as Naturalist 
and grotesque; they did not consider the two terms to be 
incompatible. Critics sometimes also described him as a Realist, 
and as the creator of the 'Prague social n o v e l ' . H e  was 
compared with a plethora of writers: Balzac, Dostoevsky,
Herrmann, Merhaut, Neruda, âlejhar, Tilschova, Zola. Those 
critics who condemned his style also compared him with E. T. A.

*jat., 'Pët minut s K. M. ëapkem Chodem', Narodni listy, 29 
October 1927, evening edition, p. 1.

^Papers: Sapek-Chod; journal fragments; entry dated 15
October 1927; PNP.

*-b-, 'K. M. ëapek-Chod mrtev', Nârodni listy, 4 November
1927, p. 1; Tùma-Zevloun, 'Je2atec', p. 94.

iM^ach, K, M. Capek-Chod, p. 122.
iM'Posledni cesta K. M. Ôapek-Chod', Nârodni listy, 8 

November 1927, pp. 1-2.
iMpapers: ëapek-Chod; documents: bills for the funeral of K. 

M. Capek-Chod, 1927-1928; PNP.
io3Buriânek treats Turbina and Tilschova's Starâ rodina 

(1916) as depictions of the rise and decline of the bourgeoisie, 
reflected in the fate of a single family. Burianek appears to be 
unaware of the comic aspects of Turbina. Frantisek Buriânek, 
'Clovëk a prostfedi', Z modernl deské literatury, Prague, 1980, 
pp. 71-79.
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Hoffmann, Jean Paul and Poe. Ail his life, as is evident from his 
polemics, Ôapek-Chod argued with the critical interpretations of 
his works. He objected, first of all, to the tendency of his 
critics to identify Ôapek the journalist with Ôapek the writer 
of fiction; and likewise he objected to the identification of the 
author with his characters. He also rejected the assessment of 
his work as pessimistic. Unless one holds that Capek was utterly 
mistaken about his own intentions and the nature of his fiction, 
one must reconsider the assessments of his critics. I shall look 
at why his critics described him as a Naturalist and the 
inadequacy of the term as a description of his works. This 
analysis leads one to a consideration of the 'grotesque' 
character of his work. I shall consider his contemporaries' 
understanding of the term and indicate in what sense it can be 
used to describe his writing. What will become clear is that the 
assessments of critics have been one-sided; one must synthesize 
the various, often contradictory, readings in order to arrive at 
a plausible interpretation of his works. It also appears that 
those critics who condemned him often had the most perceptive 
insights, while those who defended and praised him overlooked 
some of the fundamental features of his writing.

3 . Naturalism and Realism
In the reviews of his first published work, Povidky (1892) , Capek 
was interpreted as a Naturalist; the label has stuck with him up 
to the present. The Lexikon deské literatury (1985), for 
example, notes that the documentary tendency in Capek's early 
short stories was characteristic of contemporary Realist and 
Naturalist works. The author of the entry, Eva Taxova, comments 
that Capek is Naturalist in his interest in characters who are 
physically or mentally deformed, and those who live on the fringe

‘̂̂For example, Voisine-Jechova refers to Capek-Chod as a 
writer of a Realist or Naturalist bent. Hana Voisine-Jechova, 
'Masaryk's style in the Framework of Czech Realist Tendencies', 
r.G. Masaryk (1850-1937) , vol. 2, Thinker and Critic, R. B. 
Pynsent (ed.), London, 1989, p. 176. Dobrava Moldanovâ contends 
the interpretation of Capek-Chod as a Naturalist in Studie o 
deské proze na pdelomu stoleti, Ûsti nad Labem, 1993, pp. 45, 47, 
59.
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of society.^* Panorama deské literatury (1994) describes Capek 
as the 'most distinctive creator of Czech Naturalism'.

The author's first critics, when describing Capek as a 
Naturalist, had in mind his 'mimetic' style and choice of subject 
matter in the lower classes. Thus F. V. Vykoukal (1857-1933) 
mentions Capek's faithful reproduction of reality in 'Na valech' 
and 'Frantùv roman'.Prokop Sup (1866-1921) comments that the 
author combines a Realist technique with a predilection for 
subject matter taken from the most humble and, at first sight, 
abnormal, groups in society.^* Arnost Prochazka (1869-1925) 
praises the author's ability to convey reality, but at the same 
time regards the author's concentration on the external world as 
a shortcoming.^* The leader of the 'Moravian Critics', Leander 
Cech (1854-1911), notes Capek's interest in the lives of workers 
and beggars, as well as in physical abnormalities.Jifi 
Karâsek (1871-1951) regards the author's depiction of the dregs 
of society, the 'heavy and stifling mood' of the collection, as 
inclining towards Russian Realism, particularly that represented 
by Dostoevsky."!

At the time of publication of Povidky, the terms Naturalism 
and Realism were used almost interchangeably; this may well

!^et [Eva Taxova], 'Karel Matëj Capek Chod', Lexikon deské 
literatury, vol. 1, Vladimir Forst (ed.), Prague, 1985, p. 388.

!^Josef Gallk et al.. Panorama deské literatury, Olomouc, 
1994, p. 184.

!°̂ F.V.V. (Frantisek Vladimir Vykoukal) , 'K. M. Capek:
Povidky', Svëtozor, 27 (1892), 3, p. 34.

i08p[rokop]. Sup, 'K. M. Capek: Povidky', Hlidka literarni, 
10 (1893), 2, p. 76.

!°*Ar. Pr. [Arnost Prochazka], 'K. M. Capek: Povidky', Niva, 
3 (1893), 12, p. 190.

"°L[eander]. Cech, 'Vÿpravnâ prosa', Osvëta, 24 (1894), 1,
p. 86.

!"Jifi Karâsek, 'K. M. Capek: Povidky', Literarni listy, 14 
(1892-3), 8, pp. 140-1.
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derive from the fact that Zola did not distinguish between 
them. George Becker has argued that there is no reason to do 
so; 'in essence and origin naturalism is no more than an emphatic 
and explicit philosophical position taken by some realists, 
showing man caught in a net from which there can be no escape and 
degenerating under those circumstances; that is, it is 
pessimistic materialistic determinism'.In the early 1880s 
Naturalism was regarded as a new development of Realism and 
various characteristics were ascribed to it.̂ '̂̂  In 1883, in an 
article on VlCek's Zlato v ohni (1882), Josef Kuffner (1855-1928) 
identified Naturalism with Realism, which he understood as an 
objective, photographic reproduction of reality.H. G. Schauer 
(1862-1892), in 1889, identifies Realism with Naturalism, but 
states that the literary trend in France is distinct from that 
in England and Russia."* He notes the Positivist foundation of 
Naturalism, and the aim of the Naturalist writer to present 
external, tangible facts according to a strict scientific 
method."7 The Naturalist writer attempts to photograph reality 
and carry out experiments with its elements.- He focuses on the 
working class because it constitutes a subject which he can study 
en masse."* In 1891, a year before the publication of Povidky, 
Josef Durdik (1837-1902) writes, 'Naturaliste hlâsâ, 2e jeho

"^Lilian R. Furst and Peter N. Skrine, Naturalism, London, 
1971, p. 5.

"^George J. Becker, 'Introduction: Modern Realism as a
Literary Movement', Documents of Modern Literary Realism, 
Princeton, N. J., p. 35.

"'̂ H. Hrzalova, ' Z historié sporù o naturalismus a realismus: 
osmdesâtâ a devadesata leta', Realismus a modernost. Promëny v 
àeské proze 19, stoleti, Vladimir Forst (ed.), Prague, 1965, p. 
96.

115Ibid., p. 98.
"*H. G. Schauer, 'Naturalismus vpoesii', Kvëty, 11 (1889), 

p. 624.
"'̂ Ibid., p. 625.
"*Ibid. Schauer points out that in practice Naturalist 

writers did not actually adhere to their own doctrines.
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hvëzdou byla pravda, pouhâ nemilosrdnâ pravda, 2e chtël 
skutefinost nâm pfedvesti, jak jest, ji otisknouti.'"* Naturalist 
works are characterized as weighed down by irrelevant details and 
treating vulgar subjects.In an 1895 article Vojtëch Kalina 
(1853-1923) refers to Zola as a R e a l i st . He  contrasts French 
Realists, who concentrate on man as a physical being, with 
Russian Realists, who are concerned with the 'whole' 
i n d i v i d u a l . Kalina accuses Zola of being a poor psychologist 
seeing only physiological functions in the i n d i v i d u a l . He 
likewise identifies Naturalism with the indiscriminate 
accumulation of d e t a i l . T o  be labelled a Naturalist in the 
early 1890s, then, might mean little more than that one provided 
an objective, detailed, possibly 'superficial' or non- 
psychological depiction of the lower social classes.

One can see why the themes of Capek's first collection led 
critics to label him a Naturalist; he treats such apparently 
standard Naturalist subjects as: the 'fallen woman' ('Na
valech') , the lives of factory workers ('Nëmâk') , social outcasts 
('Frantùv roman') and the poor ('2ebrâk'). The choice of such 
subjects is perhaps the only feature of ëapek's works which 
aligns him with the Naturalists; these subjects, however, were 
also of interest to the Romantics and Decadents. Becker 
identifies three main characteristics of Realism/Naturalism: a 
predilection for the humble, the ordinary, the near-at-hand, in

Josef Durdik, 'O naturalismu v basnictvi', Osvèta, 21 
(1891), 2, p. 101.

*20ibid., p. 105.
i^Vojtëch Kalina, 'Emil Zola', Osvèta, 25 (1895), p. 407.
i^^bid., p. 414.
'^Ibid., p. 219.
'w^bid., pp. 409-410.
i^Masaryk gives an analysis of Zola's Naturalist formula in 

his article 'against' Naturalism: T. G. Masaryk, 'Zolùv
naturalism', Nase doba, 3 (1896), pp. 123-4. See also: Karel
Brusâk, 'Masaryk and Belles-Lettres', T. G. Masaryk (1850-1937), 
vol. 2, Thinker and Critic, Pynsent (ed.), pp. 149-59.
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the choice of subject matter, with a tendency to épater le 
bourgeois; the tenet of objectivity in point of view, 
approximating the approach of the scientist; the representation 
of the universe as subject to physical causality.^* As critics 
hostile to Ôapek noted early on, his works are hardly 
Naturalist.Indeed, although the label has stuck to him, even 
those critics who used it in laudatory reviews, such as Rutte, 
Novak and Sezima (1876-1949), added that Ôapek went far beyond 
Naturalism.^*

What distinguishes Ôapek from Naturalist writers is, first 
of all, his lack of interest in- social issues as such, in 
classes, groups in society or the average man. In this 
respect, he can be distinguished from a writer such as Tilschovâ 
(1873-1957).^"° By stating this I am not denying the literary 
critical truism that Sapek was a keen observer of the 
distinctions between classes and of the lives of the 
underprivileged, for whom he felt great empathy. He directs his 
attention, however, at individuals, their delusions and 
disillusions, spiritual growth or stagnation.-The central moment

i^Hecker, 'Introduction: Modern Realism as a Literary
Movement', pp. 23-34.

*2?see, for example, the anonymous review: 'Poznâmka o
literarni etiketë'. Cas, 6 February 1910, p. 4.

^̂ *Arne Novak, 'Roman Antonina Vondrejce', Venkov, 18 June 
1918, p. 2; Miroslav Rutte, 'K sedesatinam K. M. Ôapka-Choda', 
Cesta, 2 (1919-20), 35, p. 687; Karel Sezima, 'Humorista-
Pesimista', Podobizny a reliefy, 3rd edn, Prague, 1927, p. 71.

i29^riting from a Marxist-Leninist perspective, MrkviSka 
attacks him for this in an article in 1950: 'dilo K. M. Ôapka- 
Choda nezùstane prùkaznÿm spolehlivÿm dokladem naseho 2ivota. 
Nenapsal v nëm pra%skÿ roman, nevytvofil dobovy dokument, 
nevytvofil realistickÿ pohled na ëeské dëni svych let, obraz 
mravù, ani neshroma2dil tfeba jen syrovÿ materiâl o konfliktech 
spoleèenskÿch sil, které se ji2 pfece zcela zfetelnë rÿsovaly a 
tak zfetelnë vystupftovavaly socialni boj.' Otakar Mrkviëka, 'O 
dile K. M. Capka-Choda', Lidové noviny, 21 February 1950, p. 5.

^̂ °Class differences constitute one of the themes of 
Tilschovâ's collection: Na horach, Prague, 1905. However, Capek's 
treatment of infidelity in 'Chvojka' {Ad hoc!) resembles that in 
Tilschovâ's 'Vdova' {Na horach) .
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in '2ebrâk', for example, is not the social commentary on the 
blind beggar's reaction to the discovery of his son's suicide, 
but, as in Joyce's short stories, the epiphany of the Ich- 
Erzahler. Likewise 'Nëmâk', although filled with details about 
the lives of factory workers, is none the less not primarily 
concerned with the conditions of the working class but with the 
changes of perception of the eponymous protagonist, who 
represents the artist rather than the worker.

While Capek is not concerned with classes, he is, like 
Weininger (1880-1903) , concerned with essences, in particular the 
distinction between male and female, and the nature of the 
artist/intellectual. I treat these subjects in the chapters, 
'Conceptions of Woman' and 'Science, Art and Artists'. In the 
last chapter of the first part of the thesis, I treat ëapek's 
conception of the character of the Jewish man. Ôapek's interest 
in essences (man, woman, artist, Jew) to some extent belies his 
identification as a Naturalist or a Realist writer. Stern 
describes Realism as a mode of writing premised on the view that 
there is one reality in the world and that this view is not in 
need of p r o o f . T h a t  is. Realism is defined in opposition to 
i d e a l i s m . stern writes of Realism: 'The object of its interest 
is the real world, which is neither the world seen as the 
Absolute Spirit in one of its temporal-relative manifestations, 
nor the world as Will and Idea'.^^ The depiction of essences 
runs counter to Realism thus defined. Moreover, as I shall show 
in the chapter 'Science, Art and Artists', Capek can be 
interpreted as depicting music in Schopenhauerian terms as the 
representation of the Will to Life. This undermines the 
interpretation of Capek as a writer who represents the individual 
as determined by heredity and milieu, as Naturalism is usually

^̂ Ĵ. P. Stern, On Realism, London and Boston, 1973, pp. 52-
54.

i^Ibid., p. 38. 
i^ibid., p. 54.
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conceived of Ôapek's works present the tension between the 
real and the ideal.

Ôapek's narrators, almost without exception, also violate 
the Naturalist dictum of objectivity in observation and 
presentation. Indeed, Ôapek did not aspire to objectivity. 
Rarely are his narrators self-effacing; on the contrary, they 
constantly draw attention to their presence and craft. The 
playful narrators of 'Na valech' or 'Sniva Katefina', for 
example, differ from the objective, invisible narrator of 
Merhaut's (1863-1907) 'Had' (1892) To borrow Stern's words 
again, Ôapek wrote literature of 'language consciousness', that 
is, fiction dominated by 'an articulated consciousness of the 
creative process, its psychology, technicalities, and 
institutionalization'.Literature of this kind, according to 
Stern, is incompatible with Realism.^* In the self-reflective 
aspect of his fiction, Ôapek can be seen as similar to Sterne, 
Diderot, Jean Paul, or, among Czech predecessors, Frantisek

i^See, for example: Emile Zola, 'The Experimental Novel' (Le 
Roman experimental, 1880) , Documents of Modern Literary Realism, 
Becker (ed.), pp. 173-4.

i^In a letter to Rù2ena Svobodova, in which he comments on 
the differences between their styles, Ôapek writes: 'Moje dilo 
Vâs nedrti, ale znepokojuje, ponëvad2 Vâm ukazuje svët po 
strânce, po jaké jste jej nemohla poznat u2 proto, 2e jste Benou, 
to vsak nedokazuje. Be Vâs umëleckÿ nâzor neni sprâvnÿ, nÿbrB 
toliko jinÿ, nebot' umëlecké nâzory jsou subjektivni a nikoli 
objektivni.' Papers : RùBena Svobodovâ; letter from Ôapek-Chod to 
Svobodova, dated 8 December 1916; PNP. An indication of Ôapek's 
lack of interest in objectivity is suggested by the treatment of 
the theme of photography throughout his works. One can follow the 
photography theme in 'Otec' (Nedëlnl povidky) , 'Sniva Katefina' 
(Patero novel), and 'Dceruska Jairova' (Ad hod). We notice the 
entirely different use of the photography theme in Merhaut's 
Andëlskâ sonata. Josef Merhaut, Andëlskâ sonata [1900], 2nd edn, 
Brno, 1923, pp. 16-20, 45.

^̂ Âll three works treat the theme of the 'fallen woman'. 
Josef Merhaut, 'Had', Had a jiné povidky [1892], 2nd edn, Prague, 
n.d. [1921], pp. 7-233.

i^Stern, On Realism, p. 159.
3̂*Stern refers to Hoffmann's 'The Sandman' ('Der Sandmann', 

1816-1817) as an example of literature in the language-conscious 
mode. Ibid., p. 161.
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Jaromir Rubes (1814-53) and Josef Jaroslav Langer (1806-46). In 
the chapter on the grotesque, I shall consider the self- 
reflective style of Ôapek's works as characteristic of the 
grotesque. In the chapter on art and artists, I consider further 
Capek's thematization of artistic creation.^*

Finally, Capek was concerned to represent faithfully the 
milieu of his characters, to allow them to speak and act in a 
plausible manner. To this end, he carried out a great deal of 
study, and many of his friends and acquaintances have described 
him wandering around Prague notebook in hand looking for 
material. However, while Ôapek does depict his characters 
speaking the idiom and manifesting types of behaviour peculiar 
to a particular milieu, he does not consistently represent 
characters as determined by that environment.Such a portrayal 
would imply that the question of free will and the individual's 
responsibility for his/her actions had been resolved. For Sapek's 
narrators this question remains open or is resolved in a 
paradoxical manner. One thinks, for example, of the fate of the 
eponymous protagonist of 'Sikovatel Lemaninskÿ'. Capek's 
portrayal of biological determinism is likewise ambiguous. He 
does frequently depict the actions of characters as motivated by 
sexual desire, that is, determined by instinct. However, just as 
frequently his narrators ironize a character's self-perception 
as a slave to desire or as a victim of Fate. One thinks, for 
example, of Bures in 'Znova a lepe', of the eponymous Antonin 
Vondrejc, or of Jifi Stach in 'Dceruska Jairova'. 'Kdo s koho' 
constitutes a parody of the determined and fatal physical passion 
described in Zola's Thérèse Raquin (1867).

^̂ ^Stern identifies the theme of 'the artist and society' 
with the literature of language consciousness. Ibid., p. 159.

"̂̂ ®0apek differs, for example, from SimaCek, who represents 
the character Barka Fisterova as determined by her environment. 
See: M. A. SimaCek, Duse tovarny, Prague, 1894. The friendship 
between âimâôek and Ôapek was strained by their interactions 
while working for Zvon. See: Papers: Ôapek-Chod; letters from 
Matëj Anastazia Éimàôek to Ôapek-Chod, 1894-1911; see the letter 
dated 8 February 1907; PNP.
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4 . The Grotesque
Critics have applied the term 'grotesque' to Ôapek-Chod's works 
with a fair degree of consistency from the early twentieth 
century to the present; thus far, however, only Pynsent has 
written a study of the grotesque aspects of Capek's works. 
Occasionally in Czech the term has been used as a designation of 
a genre. In his review of Romanetto (1922) and Vëtrnlk (1923) , 
Brtnik (1895-1955) uses the term in this sense. He describes the 
stories in Romanetto as 'grotesques' from Chodsko; he states that 
they are characterized by the same humour one finds in Ignât 
Herrmann's (1854-1935) works. He also describes Vëtrnlk as a pure 
'grotesque'. He appears to use the word in the sense of 'fanciful 
d e p i c t i o n ' . Brabec likwise refers to 'Dar svateho Floriâna' 
as a 'pohadkova groteska'.^^ Maur's application of the terms 
'arabesque' and 'humorous grotesque' is vague.

Most frequently, the term has been used as a description of 
the themes of Capek's works and of his outlook on life. Almost 
invariably, this outlook has been identified as pessimistic. 
The term is sometimes used in a colloquial sense meaning 
'bizarre'.^* Otherwise it implies a Combination of opposites or

B. Pynsent, 'Ôapek-Chod and the Grotesque', Karel Matëj 
dapek-Chod, R. B. Pynsent (ed.), London, 1985, pp. 181-215.

i^-btk- [Vaclav Brtnik], 'K. M. Ôapek-Chod, Romanetto', 
Zvon, 23 (1922-23), 23, p. 321.

[Jifi Brabec], 'Karel Matëj Sapek Chod', Literarni 
noviny, 8 (1959), 47, p. 5.

i^^an Maur, Karel Matëj Ôapek-Chod, Metodickÿ text k 100. 
vÿroëi spisovatelova narozenl, Plzefi, 1960, p. 5.

i^Jan Blahoslav ëapek, for example, describes Ôapek's 
grotesque 'feature' as the outlook on life manifest in a cruel 
grimace. J.B.C, 'Bâsnik pra2ského 2ivota', Novâ svohoda, 1 
(1924), 5, p. 89.

i^Brabec appears to use the term in this sense; 'V povldkach 
Ad hoc! (1919) je valka luôavkou, kterâ mënl falesné lidské 
vztahy na jejich skuteànou, ëasto grotesknl podobu.' Ji?i Brabec, 
'Pfedmluva', K. M. ëapek-Chod, Kaspar Lén mstitel, Prague, 1962, 
p. 27.
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an extreme form of irony. Sometimes critics have drawn 
attention to these aspects of Ôapek's fiction, without using the 
term 'grotesque'.^* The reviewer for Kmen describes the 
realistic grotesque in Ôapek's works as a mocking, unsettling 
attitude, a perspective from which life appears cruel and 
selfish.^* Kopal (1883-1966) similarly identifies the grotesque 
with a perspective on reality which includes simultaneously: 
hellish mockery mixed with the cry of a child and the groans of 
the d y i n g . H e  thus implies that such a perspective reveals the 
cycle of birth and death. He identifies Capek's attitude with a 
sarcasm which masks incurable sadness with life.̂ ^̂  The reviewer 
for Wove Cechy sees Ôapek's predilection for the grotesque in his 
choice of characters and in the resolution of his stories: he 
depicts Fate as scornful and malicious, destroying illusions of

'̂̂ Ândrenik refers to the author's, 'sklon ke grotesce, 
jakoby barokni rozpëti a odtud i zalibu v kontrastech'. Ivan 
Andrenik, 'K revisi ôeského naturalismu', Mlada tronta, 2 
September 1947, p. 5.

H.'s [probably Adolf Hoffmeister] appraisal of Capek- 
Chod recalls the contrasts of the grotesque: '[the author] dovedl 
najit slohovÿ ekvivalent pro drastickÿ smutek, tragikomickou 
ubohost a vystupftovanou protikladnost moderniho 2ivota'. A. H., 
'Dvacet let od smrti Ôapka-Choda', Almanach Kmene, Kamil Bednâf 
(éd.), Prague, 1948, p. 162. Haman's analysis of Capek-Chod's 
diction suggests the combination of opposites characteristic of 
the grotesque: 'V fadë pfipadù je tato stylova smësice aranBovàna 
tak, aby vynikl co mo2nâ nejvice svâr vysokého a nizkého, 
slechetného a podlého, vâ2ného a komického. Jsou tedy tyto 
detaily dikce polârnë organizovâny, tak%e vytvâfeji vzâjemnë se 
doplftujici celek, jednotu protikladù.' Aies Haman, 'K. M. ëapek- 
Chod a ëeskÿ naturalismus', Ceskâ literatura, 17 (1969), 4, p. 
351. Haman does use the term 'grotesque' to describe the author's 
pessimistic perspective on life. Ibid., p. 354. Jung's 
interpretation of Capek-Chod's 'pessimistic Naturalism' ('v jeho2 
kofenech je obsaBen poznatek o nerozhraniCeni stësti a utrpenl, 
smichu a plaCe') resembles a definition of the grotesque. 
Jaroslav Jung, 'Analytik lidského 2ivota', O knihach a autorech, 
(1987), Summer, p. 27.

'̂̂ -̂vh- [Viktor Hânek or Miloslav Hÿsek], 'K. M. Ôapek-Chod', 
Kmen, 4 (1920-21), pp. 10-11.

*̂ °Jos. Kopal, 'K. M. Gapek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc', Kmen, 2 
(1918-19), p. 194.

'^Ibid., p. 195.
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beauty and of the spiritual with a cynical b r u t a l i t y . Arne 
Novâk identifies the grotesque with Ôapek's pessimistic, 
tragicomic outlook, which is manifest in his presentation of 
situations in which instinct and reason, the serious and the 
ridiculous, agony and pettiness, the burlesque and the noble, are 
in close proximity.Sezima also identifies the grotesque with 
a cruel pessimism and with the harnessing of opposites, not only 
in terms of theme but also of style.Josef Hrabak (1912-1987) 
describes the 'grotesque situation' in Capek's fiction as one in 
which the individual is crushed by the pressure of his 
environment just when it appears that he will triumph over his 
l o t . A  reviewer for Pravda echoes Saida when she comments that 
Capek achieves the grotesque through depicting the collision 
between the real world as seen from a Naturalist perspective and 
the world of fantasy, of feverish vision; in other words, the 
clash between the real and the ideal.

Critics have identified the grotesque in Gapek's works with 
irony. Lantova describes the grotesque as deriving from a 
perception of occurrences as determined by ironic Fate. Kuôaba 
identifies the grotesque with irony and the tragicomic.^* 
Buriânek writes of the grotesque as a mocking irony. 
JanaCkova, discussing the conclusion of Kaspar Lén mstitel

i^br. J. L. F. [probably J. L. Fischer], 'K. M. Ôapek-Chod:
Turbina', Nové Cechy, 4 (1921), 3, p. 128.

^̂ Ârne Novak, 'Roman Antonina Vondrejce', p. 2.
^̂ "̂ Karel Sezima, 'Subjektivism v românë', Lumir, 50 (1923),

10, pp. 528-31. He treats here Vëtrnlk,
i^Josef Hrabak, 'Naturalista K. M. Capek-Chod', Rovnost, 19 

February 1950, p. 8.
i^ds [Dagmar Safafikova], 'Sto let K. M. Ôapka-Choda', 

Pravda, 21 February 1960, p. 5.
^^^Ludmila Lantova, 'Spisovatel a novinaf', Rudé pravo, 20 

February 1960, p. 3.
i^Miroslav Kudaba, 'Co s Ôapkem-Chodem na stfedni skole', 

deskÿ jazyk a literatura, 28 (1977-78), 2, p. 71.
159Frantisek Buriânek, 'Ôlovëk a prostfedi', p. 73.
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(1908) , also appears to use the term to indicate an extreme form 
of irony.

The term 'grotesque' has been applied to Ôapek's works in 
a derogatory sense. Thus, J. S. Kvapil (1904-1975) comments that 
the re-publication of Antonin Vondrejc in 1946 offers an 
opportunity to reassess Capek's prose, to expose the weaknesses 
of his grotesque vision, to plead for more active protagonists 
and more unified composition.In the same year, Holÿ describes 
Capek's artistic development as moving from the 'heartless 
grotesque' to the tragicomedy of F a t e . A  reviewer for Svobodné 
slovo uses the term 'grotesque' to indicate the occasional, 
undesirable result of Capek-Chod's frank portrayal of the 
powerless individual crushed by Fate.

In 'Capek-Chod and the Grotesque', Pynsent analyses 
grotesque characters and situations, grotesque parody and self
satire in the writer's works. He follows Thomson's definition of 
the grotesque.Pynsent regards the devices of the grotesque 
as manifesting a particular outlook on life: 'When one speaks
about Capek-Chod and his grotesque, one is speaking about his 
depiction of the conflict engendered by idealism in the face of 
almighty Fate. That conflict is always potentially grotesque.

In the chapter on the grotesque, 1 shall consider the 
history of the term and suggest that it can be applied to Capek- 
Chod's works without at the same time implying that the author 
was cynical; that is, the term need not imply a moral judgment

^*^Jaroslava Janâôkovâ, 'Karel Matëj Capek Chod', Ceska 
literatura 19, stoleti od Machy k Bifezinovi, Prague, 1994, p. 
132.

sk [Josef Kvapil], 'Karel Matëj Capek-Chod, Antonin 
Vondrejc', Nase doba, 53 (1947), p. 422.

[Lubos Holy], 'Karel Matëj Capek-Chod', Svobodné slovo, 
1 November 1947, p. 6.

î "j. U. [probably Jifi Urbanec], 'Duse pod skalpelem', 
Svobodné slovo, 20 February 1970, p. 4.

i^Pynsent, 'Capek-Chod and the Grotesque', pp. 200-202.
'wjbid., p. 210.
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of the works or of the author's attitude, but can be used to 
describe the characters and situations depicted in, and the 
structure of, Ôapek's works. I shall also suggest that the term 
'grotesque' captures the ambiguity characteristic of Capek's 
works, an ambiguity which makes it impossible to designate his 
fiction as presenting an exclusively pessimistic or life- 
affirming outlook on life.

5. The Polemics
During the years Capek worked for Narodni listy prior to World
War I, the public identified him with the polemical 'Day's news'
column devoted to current events and attacks on rival newspapers,
such as the Social Democrat Pravo lidu or the Realist das. These
newspapers identified Capek with the politics of his employer;
thus, attacks on Capek, his politics, his style as a journalist
and his prose fiction, often constituted attacks on the Young
Czech Party. The polemics writer for Rasln's (1867-1923) Slovo
attacks Capek in a manner typical of the rivals of Narodni listy:

Kdyby v 'Nârodnich Listech' lepe placenÿ bÿv. redaktor 
'Narodni Politiky', pan K. M. Capek vëdël, jakÿ hnus 
vzbuzuji jeho kudrnate, sprost'âctvim prospikované 
lokâlky, jak ëekâ se, 2e bude povÿsen na zodpovëdného 
redaktora nëjakého Brousku, a2 mladoCeskâ strana bude 
ûplnë V koncich, jak po venkovë s odporem stafi, vërni 
abonenti odklâdaji 'Nâr. Listy' od té doby, co zavlâdl 
tam Capkùv kurs a ton, snad by se mu pfece rozbfesklo, 
co pâse sam na sobë a na listë, do nëho2 psâval 
Neruda. Kdyby uvâ2il, 2e jednou v 'Sebranÿch spisech 
K. M. Capka', je2 po jeho smrti snad vydâ p. F. Topië, 
nakladatel redaktorù 'Nâr. Listù', bude z osmi dilû 
celÿch sest obsahovati jeho sebrané polemické lokâlky, 
snad by se pfece zarazil, jakÿ portrét si svÿmi 
'pracemi' kresli.^*

The polemics in which Capek was involved from 1900 until his
death testify to the fact that Capek's reputation as a political
journalist influenced his reception as a fiction writer.

1 66/A jestë K. M. Capek', Slovo, 7 March 1904, p. 9.
i67This is supported by the statements of his contemporaries. 

See, for example, F. X. Svoboda's (1860-1943) comment: 
'2urnalistické polemiky tvé ovsem vyvolâvaji ti hojnë nepfâtel, 
ktefi by za to râdi ranili të na umëleckém tvém dile. Tim stalo 
se, 2e snad nejvice ze spisovatelû nasi generace jsi nedocenën.
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Capek adopted the stance of the Young Czech Party; this is 

manifest, for example, in the anti-German nationalism of the 
'Day's news' articles and in Capek's art reviews.That Capek 
identified with this party is suggested by the fact that after 
the war he became a member of the Czechoslovak National 
Democratic Party.However, Capek asserted that those articles 
which he did not sign did not express his opinion.The theme 
of the role and responsibility of the journalist as creator of 
public opinion runs throughout the debates over contemporary 
issues in which Capek was involved, like universal suffrage or 
the Czech-German conflict.

Many of Capek's polemics concern the role of the critic. The 
question of the critic's responsibility to the nation was raised 
in debates over the relation between art and politics, in 
particular in reviews of exhibitions and plays. These polemics 
also discuss the activity of the critic, that is, the nature of 
his or her mediation between the artist and the public.

I have divided the polemics into two sections: (i) pre-war 
debates over contemporary political and cultural events; (ii) 
Capek's pre- and post-war conflicts with critics of his drama and

daleko nedocenën.' Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Frantisek 
Xaver Svoboda to Capek-Chod, 1902-1920; see letter dated 21 
February 1910; PNP. Capek engaged in polemics prior to 1900. 
However, with the exception of the dispute over Bilek, I treat 
only those polemics after 1900. In terms of the issues raised, 
the Bilek dispute is linked with later polemics, which also refer 
back to this exchange between Capek and Mânes.

i^Capek's mistrust of the German minority is also evident in 
his brief post-war commentary: 'Aby mêla vBdycky', Narodni listy, 
25 December 1923, supplement to no. 352, p. 9.

i^"Papers: Capek-Chod; documents: eight membership cards,
1883-1925; PNP. The National Democratic Party was the successor 
to the Young Czech Party. See: Vaclav L. Benes, 'Czechoslovak 
Democracy and Its Problems, 1918-1920', A History of the 
Czechoslovak Republic, 1918-1948, Victor S. Mamatey and Radomir 
Lu2a (eds), Princeton, N. J., 1973, pp. 71-2.

^̂ °A note from Prokop Grégr instructing Capek not to respond 
to Kramaf's recent article supports the view that the contents 
of Capek's articles were determined by the political opinions and 
goals of his employers. Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Prokop 
Grégr, 1905-1919; calling card dated June 1909; PNP.
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prose fiction. Within each section I discuss the polemics in a 
more or less chronological order; this organization of the 
material reflects the fact that the polemics build on one 
another; opponents in polemics often refer to earlier disputes. 
Many more polemics exist which could be traced through study of 
rival newspapers. The present selection of polemics was traced 
through a systematic search of Nârodnl listy for the years 1900- 
1914 and through references to Capek in other journals after 
World War I. The selection thus concentrates on the period in 
which Capek was most active in daily polemics. A detailed study 
of his polemical style would probably provide a useful tool for 
identifying more of Capek's anonymous articles; I believe, 
however, that the present selection reveals those issues with 
which Capek wished to be identified and indicates the style which 
made him famous, or notorious.

do not treat here Capek's feuilletons, published in 
Narodni listy during the war.
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The Grotesque and Capek-Chod
1 . Paradox in Romantic Irony and the Grotesque
Despite their variety, twentieth-century definitions of the 
'grotesque' share an understanding of the term as connoting a 
combination of opposites. In this respect, literary scholars 
generally follow Ruskin, who describes grotesque art as 'composed 
of two elements, one ludicrous, the other fearful'.^ In his 
interpretation of the activity which gives rise to this art, that 
is, the play of the mind with terror, Ruskin also suggests the 
paradoxical character of the grotesque.^ Kayser defines the 
grotesque as consisting in 'the very contrast that ominously 
permits of no reconciliation';^ as 'A PLAY WITH THE ABSURD',** and 
an attempt 'TO INVOKE AND SUBDUE THE DEMONIC ASPECTS OF THE 
WORLD'.^ His emphasis on the sinister quality of the grotesque, 
however, tends to undermine the contradictory character ascribed 
to the term.* In his interpretation of the grotesque as the 
'fusion of organic and mechanical elements', or mixture of the 
animate and inanimate, he draws upon the original use of the term 
to designate the frescoes decorating the Golden House of Nero in

iJohn Ruskin, 'Grotesque Renaissance', The Stones of Venice 
[1853], vol. 3, London, n.d. [1903], p. 139. Barasch comments 
that twentieth-century theorists have been influenced by 
Coleridge and Ruskin's theories of the grotesque. Frances K. 
Barasch, The Grotesque. A Study in Meanings, The Hague and Paris, 
1971, p. 152.

^Ruskin, 'Grotesque Renaissance', p. 155.
^Wolfgang Kayser, The Grotesque in Art and Literature [Das 

Groteske: seine Gestaltung in Malerei und Dichtung, 1957],
translated by Ulrich Weisstein, Bloomington, 1963, p. 59.

**Ibid. , p. 187. Emphasis in the original.
*Ibid., p. 188. Emphasis in the original.
*He writes: 'THE GROTESQUE IS THE ESTRANGED WORLD [...] We

are so strongly affected and terrified because it is our world 
which ceases to be reliable, and we feel that we would be unable 
to live in this changed world. The grotesque instils fear of life 
rather than fear of death. Structurally, it presupposes that the 
categories which apply to our world view become inapplicable.' 
Ibid., pp. 184-5.
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Rome.? He gives little weight to the fanciful character of the 
grotesque, exemplified by the frescoes, emphasizing that in 
grotesque art, 'human bodies [are] reduced to puppets, 
marionettes, and automata, and their faces frozen into masks'.* 
'If one were to tear the mask off', he asserts, 'the grinning 
image of the bare skull would come to light'.*

With a definition derived from Coleridge, Van O'Connor 
states that grotesque art, 'simultaneously confronts the 
antipoetic and the ugly and presents them, when viewed out of the 
side of the eye, as the closest we can come to the sublime'.^ 
Like Kayser, Van O'Connor endorses the now conventional, if 
suspect, notion that grotesque art is particularly suited to the 
twentieth century; he writes: 'The grotesque has developed in 
response to our age, to atom bombs and great social changes. 
Bakhtin does not make this assumption; indeed, he bases his 
definition of the grotesque on an interpretation of medieval and 
Renaissance art. His presentation of the technique of 
'degradation' or debasement, the 'fundamental artistic principle

?Ibid. , p. 183. On the frescoes, see Barasch, The Grotesque, 
A Study in Meanings, pp. 17-2 0.

*Kayser, The Grotesque in Art and Literature, p. 183.
*Ibid., p. 184.
^William Van O'Connor, The Grotesque: An American Genre and 

Other Essays, Carbondale, 1962, p. 19. Barasch writes that 
Coleridge, in 'On the Distinction of the Witty, the Droll, the 
Odd, and the Humorous', argued for the transcendental qualities 
in humour, what later critics identified as the potential 
sublimity of the grotesque. Barasch, The Grotesque. A Study in 
Meanings, p. 154.

^̂ Van O'Connor, The Grotesque: An American Genre, p. 6. See 
Kayser, The Grotesque in Art and Literature, p. 11; Lee Byron 
Jennings, The Ludicrous Demon. Aspects of the Grotesque in German 
Post-Romantic Prose, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1963, p. 1; 
Michael Steig, 'Defining the Grotesque: An Attempt at Synthesis', 
The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 29 (1970) , Winter, 
2, p. 253; Philip Thomson, The Grotesque in German Poetry 1880- 
1933, Melbourne, 1975, p. 27.
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of grotesque realism',^ emphasizes the contradictory nature of
the grotesque. For Bakhtin, degradation consists in:

coming down to earth, the contact with earth as an 
element that swallows up and gives birth at the same 
time. To degrade is to bury, to sow, and to kill 
simultaneously, in order to bring forth something more 
and better. To degrade also means to concern oneself 
with the lower stratum of the body, the life of the 
belly and the reproductive organs; it therefore 
relates to acts of defecation and copulation, 
conception, pregnancy, and birth [. . . ] .̂^

The action thus has both destructive and regenerative aspects.
He interprets the grotesque as attempting 'to grasp in its
imagery the very act of becoming and growth, the eternal
incomplete unfinished nature of being. Its images present
simultaneously the two poles of becoming: that which is receding
and dying, and that which is being born'.^^ The essence of the
grotesque is, for him, the 'contradictory and double-faced
fullness of life'.^

Jennings writes of the grotesque object that it 'always
displays a combination of fearsome and ludicrous qualities [and]
[...] simultaneously arouses reactions of fear and amusement in
the observer'.^ In the grotesque situation, exemplified by the
Dance of Death, he writes that, 'there must be a basic
incongruity, inherent in the structure of the concrete world
presented to u s ' . H e  interprets the grotesque as a means by
which 'humour conquers anxiety and fear'.^* Similarly, Steig

^^Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World [Tvorchestvo 
Fransua Rable, 1965], translated by Helene Iswolsky, Bloomington, 
1984, p. 370.

^̂ Ibid. , p. 21.
"Ibid., p. 52.
^̂ Ibid. , p. 62.
"Jennings, The Ludicrous Demon, p. 10.
^^Ibid. , p. 21.
"Ibid., p. 15.
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defines the term as 'the managing of the uncanny by the comic',^ 
adding that, 'a state of unresolved tension is the most common 
result'.^ Freud's analysis of the 'uncanny', which influenced 
twentieth-century theories of the grotesque, also develops, 
perhaps coincidentally, from a paradox. He points out that the 
word heimlich can be defined as 'what is familiar and agreeable, 
[as well as] [...] what is concealed' {unheimlich) , that is, the 
antonym of heimlich.The contradiction in the definition leads 
Freud to speculate that the uncanny derives from the familiar: 
'an uncanny experience occurs either when infantile complexes 
which have been repressed are once more revived by some 
impression, or when primitive beliefs which have been surmounted 
seem once more to be conf irmed '.

The conception of the grotesque as constituting a paradox 
is so well established that Barasch mentions it in her 
introduction to The Grotesque. A Study of Meanings as one of the 
three current uses of the term.^ The study concludes with the 
assertion:

Few important novelists since James Joyce have 
neglected the modern theme of man's search for meaning 
in a disordered and confusing world; the most 
prevalent means of expressing that theme have been the 
grotesque mingling of the ludicrous and the terrible, 
the use of incongruities, the juxtapositions of low 
comedy, sordid reality, and the noble delusions of the 
inner man.^

^^Steig, 'Defining the Grotesque: An Attempt at Synthesis', 
p. 259.

2°Ibid., p. 260.
^^Sigmund Freud, 'The "Uncanny" ', The Standard Edition of the 

Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, vol. 17 (1917-
1919), translated by James Strachey, London, 1955, p. 224. Steig 
discusses Freud's essay. Steig, 'Defining the Grotesque: An
Attempt at Synthesis', pp. 256-7.

2^Ibid., p. 249.
^'Barasch, The Grotesque. A Study in Meanings, p. 10.
24Ibid., p. 161.
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Thomson succinctly phrases this interpretation of the concept as 
'the unresolvable confusion of incompatibles'.^ The secondary 
characteristics he ascribes to the grotesque include those which 
are frequently associated with the term: 'a quality of
abnormality'; 'a high degree of radicality in substance, 
presentation and effect'; the inseparability of right and wrong 
in grotesque art; an anti-rational approach; experimentation with 
the unusual; the confusion of inanimate with animate/* A further 
characteristic of the grotesque, according to Thomson, is the 
arousing of lyrical expectations and their subsequent 
destruction.^

A direction for further refinement of the term is suggested 
in Thomson's comparison of the grotesque with irony: 'A world
view based on the notion of infinite irony [...] or of mutual 
irony on a grand scale [...] necessarily implies also notions of 
universal grotesquery and universal absurdity.Thomson usually 
distinguishes between irony and the grotesque, asserting that 
'irony depends on the resolvability, intellectually, of a 
relationship [...] while the grotesque presents essentially the 
unresolvability of incompatibles'.^^ Recent critics, however, 
have tended to emphasize a similarity between the terms; that 
similarity becomes particularly apparent when one considers the 
conception of irony elaborated by Friedrich Schlegel.

Schlegel's description of irony as the 'form of paradox'3° 
suggests an obvious comparison with the grotesque, which has been

^Philip Thomson, The Grotesque in German Poetry 1880-1933, 
p. 19.

^^Ibid. , pp. 19, 21, 22, 54, 56.
^Philip Thomson, The Grotesque, London, 1972, p. 55.
^'Thomson, The Grotesque in German Poetry 1880-1933, p. 24.
^^Thomson, The Grotesque, The Critical Idiom, p. 50.
^^Friedrich Schlegel, Philosophical Fragments, translated by 

Peter Firchow, Minneapolis and Oxford, 1991, Critical Fragment 
no. 48, p. 6.
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understood as 'related to the paradox in logic',or the 'visual
incarnation of p a r a d o x ' Ernst Behler identifies three
variations on the concept of irony in Schlegel's fragments, the
first two of which may be relevant to contemporary conceptions
of the grotesque.^ In the Lyceum (1797) fragments, irony is
conceived of as self-restraint:

Schlegel found two antagonistic forces in the author's 
creative drive, namely the creative strivings of 
poetic enthusiasm for expression which are 
counteracted by the scepticism of irony. More 
specifically, the function of irony does not reside so 
much in the destruction of creative production, but 
rather in a hovering, mediating position between 
enthusiasm and scepticism. Schlegel defined irony as 
a shifting between two poles, as 'alternation between 
self-creation and self-destruction', and termed the 
result of this ironical alternation 'self-restraint' 
(Selbstbeschrankung), i.e., the disciplined mastering 
of the creative drive. This idea is expressed in the 
following aphorism: 'It is just as fatal for a thinker 
to have a system as not to have one. He will therefore 
have to decide to combine both.

Nietzsche also identified the ironic attitude (dissimulation)
with self-control.” Nietzsche's conception of irony as a mask
also reveals the influence of Schlegel, who writes of Socratic

”l. E. Pinsky, Realism Epochy Vozrozhedenya, cited by 
Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, p. 32 nl2.

”Chris Snodgrass, 'Beardsley's Oscillating Spaces: Play,
Paradox, and the Grotesque', Reconsidering Aubrey Beardsley, 
Robert Langenfeld (ed.), Ann Arbor, 1989, pp. 27-8.

”Ernst Behler and Roman Struc, 'Introduction', Friedrich 
Schlegel, Dialogue on Poetry and Literary Aphorisms, translated 
and annotated by Ernst Behler and Roman Struc, University Park 
and London, 1968, pp. 46-7.

”Ernst Behler, 'The Theory of Irony in German Romanticism', 
Romantic Irony, Frederick Garber (ed.), Budapest, 1988, p. 61.

”See: Friedrich Nietzsche, 'What is Noble', Beyond Good and 
Evil, translated by R. J. Hollingdale, London, 1990, p. 214. 
Behler writes of Nietzsche: 'ironic dissimulation, configurative 
thinking and writing, double-edged communication, and artistry 
of living and philosophizing were his response to the universal 
irony of the world'. Ernst Behler, Irony and the Discourse of 
Modernity, Seattle and London, 1990, p. 99. My account follows 
Behler's analysis of the concept of irony, especially as it 
developed through Schlegel, Hegel, Heine and Nietzsche.
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irony: 'In this sort of irony, everything should be playful and
serious, guilelessly open and deeply hidden. [...] It contains
and arouses a feeling of indissoluble antagonism between the
absolute and the relative, between the impossibility and the
necessity of complete communication.The potential pessimism
of this fragment anticipates that of Heine's notion of 'God's
irony' or the 'irony of the world' which 'results from the
disappearance of the conviction of reasonable order in this
world'.^ Twentieth-century theories of the grotesque —  one
thinks, in particular, of Kayser — are indebted to Heine's
notion of irony.

The second variation on Schlegel's concept of irony,
according to Behler, its self-reflective character, is expressed
in the Athenaeum (1798-1800) fragment no. 116 concerned with
Romantic poetry:

it can also —  more than any other art form —  hover 
at the midpoint between the portrayed and the
portrayer, free of all real and ideal self-interest, 
on the wings of poetic reflection, and can raise that 
reflection again and again to a higher power, can
multiply it in an endless succession of mirrors.^

Schlegel's definition of irony as 'permanent parabasis' may
combine both the dynamic self-contradictory and self-reflective
character of irony. Georgia Albert states that in this definition
the two sides of irony expose each other as fictional,
commenting: 'The play that is interrupted by a parabasis reflects
on its own fictionality.According to Schlegel's definition,
ironic literature must be inherently self-reflective and involve

^^Schlegel, Philosophical Fragments, Critical Fragment no. 
108, p. 13.

^^Behler, Irony and the Discourse of Modernity, p. 92.
*̂See Kayser, The Grotesque in Art and Literature, p. 186.
’̂Schlegel, Philosophical Fragments, Athenaeum fragment no. 

116, pp. 31-2.
^beorgia Albert, 'Understanding Irony: Three essais on

Friedrich Schlegel', MLN, 108 (1993), 5, p. 841.
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a 'conscious reference to literature within literature itself'.^
As Immerwahr notes, however, self-conscious stylistic devices are
identified by Schlegel as arabesque (as used by him, synonymous
with grotesque)rather than ironic:

What is involved is the unusually close association or 
transposition of form and content, the discussion 
within the work of the form or medium along with the 
actual object of portrayal, or the potraying of this 
form or medium instead of the object. Precisely these 
stylistic devices are conspicuous in the examples of 
the arabesque in eighteenth-century literature which 
Friedrich Schlegel mentions in his 'Brief iiber den 
Roman': Laurence Sterne, Jean Paul Richter, and
Diderot's Jacques le fataliste.*^

The same authors are often labelled 'grotesque' by twentieth-
century critics.^ While in Schlegel arabesque is distinguished
as one manifestation of irony,contemporary notions of the
grotesque may incorporate his conception of irony as well as that
of the arabesque.

At least two critics have noted the similarity between
twentieth-century notions of the grotesque and Romantic irony.
Gerald Gillespie draws attention in particular to the subjective

'̂‘Raymond Immerwahr, 'Romantic Irony and Romantic Arabesque 
Prior to Romanticism', The German Quarterly, 42 (1969), 4, p. 
666.

*^bid., p. 682.
^Ibid., p. 673. Immerwahr writes: 'Schlegel uses the term 

"arabesque” to denote a form characterized by involutions, 
complex and seemingly aimless digressions, and wanderings back 
and forth between temporal and spatial settings as well as 
between levels of narrative reality.' Raymond Immerwahr, 'The 
Practice of Irony in Early German Romanticism', Romantic Irony, 
Garber (ed.), p. 84.

^Gee, for example, Kayser, The Grotesque in Art and 
Literature, p. 51.

^Immerwahr, 'Romantic Irony and Romantic Arabesque Prior to 
Romanticism', p. 683.

"̂ T̂he third aspect of irony in Schlegel, Behler argues, is 
symbolic, as is suggested in Ideas Fragment no. 69: 'Irony is the 
clear consciousness of eternal agility, of an infinitely teeming 
chaos.' Schlegel, Philosophical Fragments, p. 100. See Behler, 
'Introduction', pp. 46-47; and Behler, 'The Theory of Irony in 
German Romanticism', p. 62.
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and self-reflective style implied by both terms, referring to the 
first literary application of the term by Montaigne to describe 
his essays:

Because Montaigne's elaboration of a subjective 
discourse obeying inner rules rather than external 
generic norms became itself an inspiration for writers 
such as Diderot, one may justifiably conclude that 
such linking of the notion of the 'grotesque' with a 
new kind of self-centered discourse prepared the 
ground for the later romantic association of this 
ruleless realm with their own self-referential, 
'modern' (i.e.. Romantic) irony.

In his treatment of William Blake, Gillespie suggests that the
paradoxical character of the grotesque may be identified with
that of Romantic irony.'** He describes the grotesque as 'one of
several routes in the general development of irony as the
dominant modern approach'.'*^ The grotesque, he asserts, is
'inherently ironic, because it demonstrated the empowerment of
the creative mind, yet simultaneously provoked questions about
the vision and the visionary'

Frederick Burwick asserts that the grotesque presents 'the
illusion of delusion', citing as examples from literature
Hoffmann's 'The Sandman', Poe's 'The Tell-Tale Heart' and Kafka's
'Metamorphosis'.^* He emphasizes the similarity between the
paradox of irony and that of the grotesque:

It is not the content, per se, that renders these 
works grotesque; rather, it is the peculiar tension of 
dual perception which is required in responding to the 
grotesque. We must experience the work as illusion yet 
recognize it as delusion. The grotesque, then, 
involves an elaborate multistability of manner and 
matter. This was Friedrich Schlegel's reason for 
defining the grotesque as a mode of irony, for he

'‘̂ Gerald Gillespie, 'Romantic Irony and the Grotesque', 
Romantic Irony, Garber (ed.), p. 323.

'**Ibid. , p. 328.
'*̂ Ibid. , p. 340.
°̂Ibid. , p. 341.
^Frederick Burwick, 'The Grotesque: Illusion vs.

Aesthetic Illusion, Theoretical and Historical Approaches, F. 
Burwick and Walter Pape (eds) , Berlin and New York, 1990, p. 129.
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recognized in the grotesque a challenge to the mind's 
instinctive endeavor to synthesize.

This definition, emphasizing the unstable and contradictory
nature of grotesque literature, provides a useful tool in
analysis of Capek-Chod's writings.

2. The Grotesque and Capek-Chod
The narrator, identical to the implied author, of the epistolary 
novel Vëtrnik resents the 'grotesque' label which critics have 
applied to his works. The narrator justifies his wilful 
decision to 'destroy' the barracks shielding the windmill from 
wind by invoking his reputation for grotesquerie: 'Mohu je
odkliditi se svëdomim tim lehdim, 2e jsem se ondyno doCetl, 2e
mam realism i naturalism u2 za sebou, a 2e tou dobou pëstuju
vyhradnë grotesku. Ta je pak pravym opakem skuteCnosti a 
proto2!'.^ As if to mock the critics, the narrator declares his 
intention to top his previous efforts: 'Mâm-li toti2 zhotoviti 
grotesku, zvlâstë pak, ma-li tato groteska bÿti v mém dile 
posledni, musi bÿti samozfejmë nejen grotesknl, ale co 
nejgrotesknëjsl.

Although, one is wary of identifying dapek-Chod
automatically with the narrator of Vëtrnlk, the author suggests 
that such an identification is valid; in 'Jak pisu sve knihy?' 
he writes :

Stalo se j 12 jednou, 2e jsem byl dotâzân velmi
roztomilou damou, jak to asi vypada v me tak zv. 
dusevni dilnë, a jâ s vënovânim spanilé tazatelce 
pokusil se o vyliCeni fedené dilny romanem-essaiem

^Ibid., p. 130.
”k. M. dapek-Chod, Vëtrnlk [1923], Prague, 1927, pp. 17-18. 

The narrator refers to a polemic with Saida; see: K. M. dapek- 
Chod, 'F. X. Saida, panegyrik a pamfletik', Cesta, 3 (1920-21), 
49, pp. 763-4.

^dapek-Chod, Vëtrnlk, p. 43.
%Tbid, p. 61.
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'Vëtrnlk', autoanalysou své metody spisovatelské tak
?lkajlc od suroviny a2 k hotovému vyrobku

As the narrator constitutes a representation of the author, 
analysis of this 'most grotesque' novel may suggest the author's 
conception of the grotesque aspects of his prose, even if these 
are parodied. The Vëtrnlk devices and themes are characteristic 
of grotesque literature and have been present in Ôapek-Chod's 
writing from his first collection of short stories: self-
referential narration; characters with deformities; the 
incongruous pairing of characters; the conflation of the high 
(spiritual) with the low (physical) ; the comic treatment of 
death; an emphasis on the body as the source of emotions and 
motivator of actions; the depiction of human delusions, the 
importance of chance, the 'cruel jokes' of Nature, and the 
indifference of the 'world' to individual suffering.

The novel has two main narrative levels: the narrator's 
explanation to the addressee of his artistic method; and the 
story which demonstrates the method, the account of the hunchback 
KaCenka's disillusion with love. The 'author's' footnotes 
directed at critics indicate a third level on which the novel 
functions: as a polemic with contemporaneous critics. Vëtrnlk can 
be regarded as a grotesque story within a grotesque frame. The 
novel's frame, that is, the first narrative level, is grotesque 
in that its premise is paradoxical, consisting of seven letters 
addressed by the narrator to a woman whom he identifies as his 
fictional creation. When she objects to the publication of their 
conversation, the narrator asserts, 'Vy sama pfedobfe vite, Be 
raCite bÿt pouhou mou fikci a Be tudlB pospas vefejnosti nemâ pro 
Vas Bâdného nebezpeëi. Characteristically playful, however, 
the narrator then warns her that even fiction will not save her 
from putting on weight. The structure of the novel destabilizes 
the presentation of reality. The narrator reveals himself as 
creator of the text, yet characters appear and disappear.

M. ëapek-Chod, 'Jak pisu sve knihy?', Cesta, 10 (1927- 
28), 6-7, p. 100. This brief article was published posthumously, 
accompanied by a drawing of two nudes by the author.

^Ibid., p. 18.
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criticize and make demands on the narrator, oscillate between 
'real' (independent) and 'fictional' (created) status, not only 
according to his will but sometimes arbitrarily. For example, the 
narrator seems surprised to discover a dwarf cobbler living in 
the windmill. He excuses himself for not relating the dialogue 
which occurs between them with the explanation that the cobbler 
is partially deaf. He even refers to the cobbler by a pseudonym, 
to protect his i d e n t i t y Y e t  he expels the 'paradoxical' man 
from the windmill when he no longer suits the narrator's 
developing story.The reader cannot trust any presentation of 
reality in the text, as is exemplified by the series of endings 
the narrator offers for his story about Kadenka.^ One is 
reminded of the variety of endings offered by the narrator of 
Diderot's Jacques le fataliste (1796).

That the two main characters in the story are physically 
deformed might suggest a relation to grotesque literature and 
art, but that is only superficial; in art criticism, characters 
with deformities were referred to as 'grotesques' following the 
application of the term to Callot's engravings in the early 
seventeenth century/" Kadenka and Josef Pulpit, however, cannot 
be considered grotesque simply because they are physically 
abnormal. Kadenka's character is built on incongruities; she 
typifies the paradoxical individual, whose gifts derive from her 
defects and whose dreams and desires are undermined by her own 
nature. The narrator depicts the contrast between her beautiful 
face and hunchback's body as a cruel irony.^ Her angelic voice 
contrasts with her deformed body, that of a 'fallen angel'.^

^*Ibid. , p. 39.
^^Ibid. , p. 45.
60,See the discussion of parabasis in Albert, 'Understanding 

Irony; Three essais on Friedrich Schlegel', pp. 841-2.
61Barasch, The Grotesque, A Study in Meanings, pp. 78-81.
^^Pobufujlci vtip osudu na ni spâchanÿ vëzel v tom, 2e na 

jeji znetvofenou hrud' vstavena hlava tak honosnë klasické 
krâsy'. ëapek-Chod, Vètrnik, p. 51.

63Ibid.
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Yet, the narrator states, the quality of her voice derives from
her build; 'Zpravidla hrud' mnohem sirs! ne2 vyssi pfiskrcuje
hlas, tomuto naopak dodavala nesmirné resonance.Her longing
for a kindred spirit, the narrator suggests, will never be
fulfilled because her appearance precludes the possibility that
her love will be requited. Thomas Mann similarly uses a deformed
character in 'Little Herr Friedemann' ('Der kleine Herr
Friedemann', 1897) to dramatize sexual awakening and frustration.

The unlikely pairing of the diminutive and misshapen KaCenka
with the ugly giant Josef may be regarded as bizarre, considering
the incongruity in their sizes. Josef's face, however, is
described as so extremely repulsive as to render her attraction
to him grotesque. Josef's appearance, moreover, is presented in
such a way as to emphasize the 'unruly' nature of the body.
KaCenka first sees him, dressed in fake leopard-skin, performing
for a travelling waxworks; he is a barker who gathers a crowd and
cajoles the audience into visiting the show. When he summons
people, shouting with powerful lungs, his throat opens
'nestoudnë'. His facial features suggest uninhibited growth, the
body extending beyond its borders:

Brunâtnâ jeho tvâf s siroce rozplesklÿm nosem a 
vyvalenë pyskatymi ûsty, hustym ëernÿm knirem, jemu2 
daleko vyvstalé oboëi mâlo zadalo, mêla tak divoce 
svefepe vzezfenl, 2e mohlo sleënë Spuntlkové snadno 
kukâtko z rukou vypadnouti, kdy% si ji skly 
pfibllBila.^

During his act, Josef shocks the crowd by rolling back his 
eyelids to reveal their bloody underside. The narrator comments: 
'Badna lidska tvaf nebyla schopna tak zoufale Baluplneho vyrazu, 
jakÿ jevila nyni grimasa vyvolâvaëova [...] Û2as byl tim vëtsi, 
2e nikdo nebyl s to, aby si vysvëtlil, kterak si ten dryâCnik 
nasadil najednou tvaf, docela jinou a2 k nepoznani!'^ When the 
owner of the show urges him to show a more friendly face to the 
crowd, the strongman tears off his (fake) moustache and bares his

"ibid.
"Capek-Chod, Vëtrnlk, p. 88. 
"Ibid., p. 89.
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long white teeth to the public. A caricature of his face, with 
mouth wide open, is painted on his bald crown, provoking the 
laughter of the crowd whenever he bends over. He represents the 
grotesque body, as Bakhtin has defined it: open to, rather than 
separate from, the world, outgrowing itself, transgressing its 
limits.^

As an embodiment of unruly material vitality, Josef may 
contrast with stunted Kadenka. The capricious force which fuels 
Josef's antics, however, is also manifest in the unusual 
proportions of Kadenka's body, her long legs and short torso.^ 
On the one hand, KaCenka does not represent spirituality, or the 
psyche, as opposed to Josef's materiality. On the other, to claim 
that her dreams can be reduced to the impulses and needs of the 
body would be an oversimplification. Ôapek-Chod strongly objected 
to critics' interpretation of his works as demonstrating the 
victory of sensuality over the psyche.^ KaCenka's longing for 
love and for a spiritual companion, however, does seem to 
manifest itself as sexual desire. This is suggested in the 
description of her improvisation on the harmonium, during which 
she imagines ascending to another realm, in which she marries her 
kindred spirit, who is, the narrator emphasizes, of the male 
sex.^ Her marriage-improvisation is interrupted by the noise of 
the hurdy-gurdy played by Josef. The vulgarity and animality of 
the hurdy-gurdy sounds, in such immediate juxtaposition to 
Kafienka's playing, may ironize her longing as self-delusion, as 
well as suggest that her psyche can never escape its material 
confines:

Stâdo vepfû nedovede svefepëji chrochtat a kviCet,
kdy% je jim z jich vlastniho hnusu nejlabu2nëji, jako

^^Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, pp. 317, 355.
^*Ibid. , p. 52. She seems almost a parody of Tynda, who walks 

with a similar long stride. See: Capek-Chod, Turbina [1916], 2nd 
edition, Prague, 1920, pp. 191-2.

^See, for example, his reply to Vodak's review of Vilém 
Rozkoà: K. M. Capek-Chod, 'Autorovo minëni. (Studie
epikriticka)', Cesta, 6 (1923-24), 35, pp. 507-9.

^^apek-Chod, Vëtrnik, pp. 83-4.
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takovâ ohromnâ bedna, z nl2 otrykotënÿ silâk 
setrvaônlkem vytâôî hotové peklo chraptivého a 
huhftavého râmusu nejsprostsl harmonie.^
The narrator leaves no doubt that KaCenka, like most 

artistic or intellectual characters in Sapek-Chod's works, 
deceives herself. After describing her grief over the lost 
harmonium, which she sells to pay for a surgeon to tend Josef's 
broken leg, the narrator comments: 'Nebyla to pravda ûplnâ, nëco 
si nalhâvala po svém zvyku, sebe samu podvâdëti. Za 2ivÿ svët by 
si nebyla doznala, proë vlastnë a doopravdy plâëe.'^ It is clear 
that she suffers because the man she loves is engaged to another 
woman. Her attempt thus to protect herself reminds the reader of 
the tailor Josef's attempt at cynicism in 'Na valech'. Even if 
KaCenka is deceived about her desires, it does not necessarily 
follow that they are sexual in origin. The narrator may be 
suggesting that her predicament, and that of the individual in 
general, is all the more paradoxical because her immaterial 
longing seeks fulfilment in material form, which it will never 
achieve. The 'world' carries on indifferent to her frustrated 
desires and bitterness, as is indicated by the narrator's closing 
description of the windmill's sails gaily turning. Considered 
within the surrounding frame of the novel, the paradoxical nature 
of KaCenka's predicament is further heightened in that it is only 
a story, a construction of chance elements, which might have 
ended otherwise.

Analysis of this 'most grotesque' of novels suggests a view 
of human existence, characteristic of Capek-Chod's works, as 
defined by paradoxes: the individual's ambitions and desires are 
frustrated by his or her own nature, limitations of personality 
or of body; suffering, joy or virtuous actions, despite their 
significance to the individual, do not affect the world or the 
course of life nearly as much as chance or trivial incidents. The 
material world and the demands of the body are inescapable: 
emotions and decisions have a material source or manifestation; 
the individual is subject to the cycles of the material world.

^^Ibid. , p. 85. 
^Ibid., p. 111.
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alternating between destruction and regeneration. From such a 
perspective, morality may seem irrelevant and free will 
unthinkable. Ôapek-Chod, however, portrays the individual as 
responsible for his or her actions even if they are determined; 
he indicates that there is a morality towards which the 
individual should aspire, even though he or she is practically 
incapable of distinguishing a virtuous from a foolish or 
destructive action.

The following chapter will treat devices used to convey this 
view, focusing in particular on self-referential narration but 
also treating; characters embodying an incongruity; trickster 
characters; grotesque situations and role reversals.

3. Self-Referential Narration
Works by Ôapek-Chod in which the reader's attention is drawn 
ostentatiously to the text as construction can be divided into 
three categories, which do overlap somewhat. The first category 
consists of works in which a self-conscious narrator, usually a 
representation of the author, flaunts his activity as writer, 
often providing didactic footnotes and directly addressing the 
reader and critics. This category includes 'Bebrak', 'Nëmâk', 
'Dar svateho Floriana' and 'Berane burc!'. The second category 
comprises works in which the act of writing is thematized: 
'Ûvodnik', Vëtrnik and, to some extent, 'Polichinell Maxi'. The 
third category includes works, the structure of which undermines 
definitive interpretation: Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan, Kaspar Lén
mstitel, 'Zpovëd' naturalistova' and, perhaps, 'Experiment'.

The Ich-Erzahler of 'Bebrak' sets out on a walk as if in 
search of a story; he relates his perceptions and experiences in 
a 'writerly' manner. This is evident in his descriptions of 
people. Of the woman whose husband's corpse is dragged from the 
river, he wonders, 'jak hruby byl asi stëtec, kterÿ rysy tyto 
opatfil sivym, zsinalym liëidlém bidy?'.^" He refers to her, in 
a tone of affected compassion, as 'Trpitelka nase', and invites 
the reader to examine the corpse: 'Pfistupme bli2e, nestrachujme

^ëapek-Chod, 'Bebrak', Povldky [1892], Prague, 1922, p. 52.
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se mrtvolyl'.^^ The implied author emphasizes the narrator's 
sentimental, consciously artistic pose. The reader suspects the 
validity of the narrator's pronouncements about human brutality 
because of the gap between the implied author and narrator.The 
short story is thus ambiguous, but by no means to the same extent 
as 'Nëmâk'.

The reader's certainty is undermined by the capricious
narrator of 'Dar svateho Floriana', who is identified with the
implied author. For example, the narrator claims to present an
accurate history of the bizarre events in Capartice and his
detailed footnotes explaining local expressions and customs
mockingly support this pose. The narrator, however, also
occasionally admits that he cannot vouch for the validity of his
account. After describing Bures Junior's abduction of the grammar
schoolmaster Hftupka, the narrator comments:

Pravili jsme a z opatrnosti jestë jednou opakujeme, 2e 
neni nikterak jisto, zdali se vÿjev tuto vyllëenÿ 
vùbec odehrâl anebo doslovnë takto odehrâl. Cela nase 
historié sepsâna jest na zâkladë spolehlivë 
zjistënÿch, oëitÿmi i usitÿmi svëdky dosvëdôitelnÿch 
zprâv, hodnÿch dùvëry neklamného historického pramene.
Jako svëdomitÿ historik nevâhâ autor oznaëiti pouhou 
domnënku, povëst nebo kombinaci jako takovou.^

The narrator, furthermore, boasts about the characters as
constructions; he also parodies his manipulation of the
characters, expressing exaggerated relief, for example, at the
timely appearance of the deus ex machina, the chimney sweep
Mimrâëek.^ The story is of secondary importance; the text
focuses on itself and the clownish creative activity of the
narrator. Although in 'Berane burc!' the story is related in a
manner calculated to create some suspense, the narrator's

^Ibid., p. 56.
^The ironizing of the judgments of a central character, from 

whose perspective a story is told, is characteristic of works 
like 'Znova a lepe', 'Sniva Katefina', 'Dceruska Jairova' and 
Antonin Vendrejc.

^ëapek-Chod, 'Dar svateho Floriana', Dar svatého Floriana 
a Zvlifatka a Petrovstl, Prague, n. d. [1902], pp. 136-37.

77Ibid., p. 128.
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intrusions here are also disruptive, making the reader aware of 
the polemical intentions of the implied author.

In 'Nëmâk', the narrator's self-presentation relativizes the 
story he recounts. In this case, however, in contrast with 'Dar 
svatého Floriana', the central character is sufficiently 
developed to elicit the reader's empathy and the story holds the 
reader's attention. That is, like the works in the second 
category, the reader appreciates the story (is satisfied by the 
illusion) , while at the same time aware that the narrator is 
having a joke at the reader's expense (is conscious of the text 
as artifice). Unlike works in the second category, the practice 
of writing is not thematized to any great extent. The apostrophes 
to the reader at the beginning and end of the text have the 
effect of destabilizing the reality of the story. First, the 
narrator justifies the use, to introduce the story, of a scene 
in which a mother slaps her daughter.^ The status of the 
characters as constructs is thus emphasized. This status is 
heightened by the representation of an argument between mother 
and daughter as a dumb-show; in other words, the characters 
appear to be puppets.^ The potato-puppet play which Nëmâk 
watches creates a similar effect. During the performance, 
ironically named 'Lâska neni %âdnÿ spâs', the puppet-master 
accidentally knocks off the head of the wrong puppet. Nëmâk is 
bewildered by this acccident and disturbed by the audience's 
amused response.The happy ending of the story leaves the 
reader likewise perplexed. The narrator admits that events may 
not have occurred as he has related them; he cannot guarantee 
that Nëmâk marries and has a child with the woman he loves. 
Thus the reader has the impression that the narrator's hand, like 
the puppet-master's, might have slipped and that Nëmâk might have 
lost his head in an alternative ending. By teasing the implied

^^ëapek-Chod, 'Nëmâk', Povldky, p. 64. 
^Ibid., p. 73.
Mibid., pp. 157-58.
*^Ibid., p. 169.
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readers and undermining their certainty with regard to the events
portrayed, the narrator suggests the arbitrary nature of the
world outside the text.

The texts which are concerned with the activity of writing
question the distinction between reality and fiction. One of the
devices used for this purpose is the embodiment of the implied
author, either in the narrator {Vètrnlk) or in a character in the
story ('Ûvodnik' and 'Polichinell Maxi'). The representation of
the implied author is at once 'real', that is, refers to someone
real, thus revealing the artifice of the text, and fictional,
subordinated to the demands of the text. The author is
represented in 'Polichinell Maxi' as the 'starÿ literat' who
gazes from the street at the women working in the bakery. The
identification is clear from the narrator's description of the
writer leaving the bakery:

zrak jeho zabral se zas do snëni o tom, co vidël, a 
zvlâstë CO slysel. Nehledë k obohacenl jeho slovniho, 
nelze snad fici, 2e 'pokladu', ale pfece aspoft hromady 
Ci zâsoby vÿrazû, vzatÿch 'i z %argonu ulice', jimi% 
tak ôasto znepokojoval ûtlocitnëjsi recensenty.^

The writer also witnesses the reunion of the worker Rôza and her
former lover, the blind flautist. The narrator comments on the
writer's appreciation for the scene:

byl to V podstatë motiv jako mandle, ale! ! ! 2e je 
romantickÿ, nebylo by mu v nejnovëjsi dobë
shovivavosti k novoromantiënosti ani tak vadilo, jako 
ta kleta nahodnost setkani obou milencù, nebot' 
nâhodou nasi estétové zâsadnë vyluëuji z epické 
koncepcei”

In both instances, the narrator is referring to features of 
Sapek-Chod's works noted by critics.^ With the appearances of

^Ûapek-Chod, 'Polichinell Maxi', àtyĵ i odvâ^né povldky 
[1926], 2nd edition, Prague, 1938, p. 237.

^Ibid., p. 293.
^For critics commenting on his rich vocabulary, see: F. V. 

V. [Vykoukal], 'K. M. ëapek: Nedëlni povldky', Svëtozor, 31
(1897), 43, p. 516; 'Nové knihy prosy', Moravsko-slezskâ revue, 
8 (1911-12), pp. 527-32; R. [V. Cervinka], 'Z literârnlho trhu', 
Zlata Praha, 29 (1911-12), 48, pp. 582-3; F. X. Éalda, 'K. M. 
Ûapek: Kaspar Lén mstitel', Novina, 2 (1908-09), pp. 213-15; Arne
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the writer, who wants to create a story from the events he 
witnesses and the reader reads about, the narrator incorporates 
the genesis of the story into the story. The implied author, 
represented by the writer, the 'real' people and events and the 
story constructed around them, are simultaneously included on the 
same plane. Ôapek-Chod affirms the identification of the implied 
author with the 'stary literat' in his article, 'Jak pisu sve 
knihy':

K 'Polichinellu Maxlovi' [...] pomohla mi pekarna na 
oplatky, jejim2 majitelem udëlal jsem Maxe Blausterna.
Na tu jsem padl pfi lovu v jisté ulici na periferii. 
Chodil jsem k té pekârnë, plné pëjicich pekafek tfi 
dny a nakukoval do ni tak vytrvale, a2 po mnë 
nejstateënëjsi ze zpëvaëek-pekafek chrstla vodou, 
zaëe% se stala druhou hrdinkou této odvâ%né povldky, 
k ni2 bylo potfebi i osobni odvahy autorovy.*^
The writing theme is more obviously central to 'Ûvodnik'.

The protagonist, Kandrt, in his search for material from 'real
life' for the creation of a story, resembles the 'starÿ literat'
and the narrator of Vètrnlk, He also represents the implied
author, as is suggested by the character's reputation as a
vitriolic polemicist. When he falls ill after accidentally
stabbing himself with a pen, one of his opponents in polemics is
said to comment, 'Bylo prÿ divu pfi proslulé jedovatosti jeho
pera, 2e vùbec vyvazl'.®^ As in Vëtrnik, the reader is presented
with the versions of stories Kandrt entertains for his planned
novella 'Pisek'; Kandrt never gets further than writing down the
title. The premise that Kandrt derives his story from 'real
life', that is, from people he knows and events he witnesses,
however, is undermined. The reader cannot be sure whether
Plecitÿ, Kandrt's former schoolfellow and the projected
protagonist of 'Pisek', is Kandrt's or the narrator's creation;

Novak, ' Z mësta i obvodu', Pj^ehled, 12 (1913-14), 21, pp. 377-9; 
Frantisek Sekanina, 'K. M. Capek-Chod: Z mësta i obvodu', Zvon, 
14 (1913-14), 16, pp. 223-4. Saida also comments on ëapek-Chod's 
use of chance in 'K. M. Ôapek-Chod: Z mësta i obvodu', Ceskâ
kultura, 2 (1913-14), 12-13, pp. 201-2.

*^0apek-Chod, 'Jak pisu sve knihy', pp. 102-03.
^^apek-Chod, 'Ûvodnik', Silaci a slabosi, Prague, 1916, p.

88.
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one suspects the former. Plecity is first introduced as an 
industrious ploughman whom Kandrt immediately decides is to be 
hero of his story.^ Kandrt's later 'recognition' of Plecitÿ 
strikes the reader as artifice; in other words, the recognition 
constitutes the beginning of Kandrt's story. The narrative line 
which presents Plecity's hunt for sand on the outskirts of Prague 
and his marriage, may be Kandrt's invention. This is suggested 
by the fact that Kandrt's scenario concludes the Plecitÿ 
narrative line; Kandrt imagines a conversation with Plecitÿ's 
daughter-in-law, in which she tells him that Plecitÿ's bride is 
the knacker's daughter and that her poor social standing will 
bring scandal on the family.** The Plecitÿ family conflict is 
thus explained and the reader hears no more of it. Plecitÿ and 
his family disappear from the story quickly and conveniently as 
if the narrator (or Kandrt) had tossed them out of the window.

The reader's ability to discern the actual from the imagined 
in the text is further undermined by the narrator of 'Ûvodnik'. 
A vivid account of Kandrt's inability to meet the deadline for 
completion of the leading article concludes with his suicide. The 
narrator, in the next section, qualifies the account, stating 
that the suicide only occurred in Kandrt's imagination and that 
in reality he wrote the article and then went home to bed. *̂ The 
narrator's reversal of events, like the denial of omniscience in 
'Dar svateho Floriana' and 'Nëmâk', suggests to the reader that 
the text, which seems finished and closed, is unstable, a 
concoction of characters who refuse to be relegated to the world 
of fiction, and who are subject to arbitrary occurrences, the 
consequences of which cannot be predicted rationally. The fly 
which irritates Kandrt, causing him to thrash his arms about and 
stab himself with his pen, thus endangering his health and his 
career, is of greater significance than his despair and suicide, 
which can be rewritten. The implication is that man's life is so 
inconsequential that it makes no difference whether he foolishly

*^Ibid., p. 112.
**Ibid., p. 179. 
*^Ibid., p. 205.
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throws himself out of a window or completes an article and weeps 
over his pathetic, self-pitying nature.^ In both cases the 
reader pities Kandrt, while at the same time recognizing that his 
predicament is laughable and that it is no predicament at all, 
but a caprice of the narrator which could easily be rejected and 
rewritten.

The reversal or obscuring of an event in the narration 
informs the structure of Nejzâpadnëjsî Slovan and Kaspar Lén 
mstitel. In the former, the ambiguity centres on whether or not 
Hvëzda broke the handle of the door from inside the enchanted 
courtyard, or outside on the street in a state of madness brought 
on by typhoid fever. The parodie tone of the first chapter, the 
narrative reversals in the second and third chapters, and 
Hvëzda's own conclusions suggest that he was deluded, that the 
phantom femme fatale and the palazzo were the products of his 
imagination. The ambiguity, however, is not conclusively 
dismissed. The Realist/Naturalist explanation constitutes a 
literary version of a story, and is no more valid or 'true' than 
the Romantic version.

In Kaspar Lén mstitel, the central event, to the annoyance 
of contemporaneous critics, is not depicted.^ The reader cannot 
be certain whether Lén has committed the murder for which he is 
tried. The second part of the novel, which consists of an account 
of Lén's trial and the efforts of the prostitute Mafka to attend 
it, relativizes the portrayal of the psychological tension 
leading to the crime in the first part. The conflicting 
testimonies of the key witnesses, Mafka and Kabourkova, raise 
doubts for the reader as to what actually happened in the first 
part. The interrogation of the Gipsy cement-mixing Kabourkova 
reveals that she and Lén were lovers and that Lén had promised

^Ibid., p. 222.
^̂ See F. X. Saida, 'K. M. Capek: Kaspar Lén mstitel'. For 

critics who argue with the structure of the work, and in 
particular the inclusion of the second half, see: ejë [Jan
Krejëi], 'K. M. Gapek: Kaspar Lén mstitel', Nase doba, 16 (1909), 
9, pp. 708-12; Arne Novak, 'Karel Matëj Ôapek: Kaspar Lén,
mstitel', Pfehled, 1 (1908-09), 22, pp. 393-4; Karel Sezima, 'Z 
nové ëeské belletrie', Lumir, 38 (1909-10), 7, pp. 318-28.
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to leave Prague with her once he had saved forty guilder.^ This
information surprises the implied reader who, like Mafka, had
assumed Lén was saving the money to liberate her from the
brothel. Kabourkova may be lying, but the reader cannot be sure.
Kabourkova's description of Lén's 'comatose' condition
immediately following the supposed murder of Konopik accords with
that of the police and the doctor who found Lén on the building
site.^ The scepticism of one medical expert regarding Lén's
ability to commit the murder, considering the alcohol poisoning
from which he was suffering at the time, undermines the reader's
assumption that Lén had perpetrated the crime.

The uncertainty introduced in the second part and the
conclusion to the novel may suggest that it is of no significance
whether or not Lén is guilty. Regardless of his guilt or
innocence, he will be convicted on the testimony of the woman he
intended to 'save'; regardless of the outcome of the trial, he
will die of tuberculosis. Lén's predicament is similar to that
of the eponymous Sergeant-Major Lemaninskÿ; army doctors make
every effort to save the consumptive and suicidal Lemaninskÿ so
that he can be executed for having shot his superior, wounding
him in the hand.* That death, in one form or another, is
inevitable for both characters makes for a statement on man's
lack of free will and his helplessness before physical decay: the
condition of being human is terminal. This perspective is
expressed explicitly by a minor character in Turbina:

Ostatnë je Ihostejno, jak sebevrah zemfel, nebot' na 
nëco zemfiti musime vsichni a biologicky vzato jest 
sebevraBda prâvë tak smrtelnou chorobou jako 
tuberkulosa; souchotinaf i sebevrah umiraji od 
neschopnosti 2iti ... a oba neradi ...*

^^apek-Chod, Kaspar Lén mstitel [1908], 2nd edition, Prague, 
1928, pp. 213, 218.

93Ibid., pp. 169-70.
*0apek-Chod, 'Sikovatel Lemaninskÿ', Nedëlni povldky, 

Prague, 1897, pp. 21-30.
*0apek-Chod, Turbina, p. 343. Quoted by Donald Rayfield in 

'The Shadow of Schopenhauer', Karel Matëj dapek-Chod, Pynsent 
(ed.), p. 8.
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In both 'Sikovatel Lemaninskÿ' and Kaspar Lén mstitel, the death 
of the eponymous hero is portrayed as grotesque; that is, 
pitiable, laughable and, in Lén's case, repellent. Lén's death, 
as he attempts to address the question of his innocence or guilt, 
may serve as a model for that of Antonin Vondrejc.^ In Kaspar 
Lén mstitel, however, unlike 'Sikovatel Lemaninskÿ', the theme 
is reflected in the structure of the text. The ambiguity raised 
by the omission of a description of the 'crime' and by the second 
part of the novel corresponds to and emphasizes the 
insignificance of man's actions with respect to his fate.

The structure of 'Zpovëd' naturalistova' likewise reflects 
the main theme, the relation between the 'objective' world and 
the imagination.^ Critics have tended to interpret the short 
story as the author's artistic credo and quote sections of the 
'confession' to demonstrate that Ôapek-Chod really was a 
Naturalist.®* Moldanova shows a more percipient approach when she 
notes the 'ironic relativization' which is the basic structural 
principle in the work, and the dual nature of the narrator, who 
is both involved in the story and reflecting on it.®® This 
approach suggests that comparisons with Jean Paul, Dostoevsky, 
Robert Walser or Nabokov, rather than with Zola, would be 
appropriate.To interpret the story as Naturalist is to fall 
victim to the narrator's ruses.

The closer one looks at 'Zpovëd' naturalistova', the more 
evident it becomes that the short story is devised as a paradox

96Capek-Chod, Kaspar Lén mstitel, p. 246.
®^This is also the central theme in Vëtrnik, as is emphasized 

by the reference to Don Quixote, on p. 25.
®*See: Brabec, 'Pfedmluva', p. 23.
®®Dobrava Moldanova, Studie o àeské proze na pfelomu stoleti, 

pp. 45-47. See also: Moldanova, 'K. M. Ôapek-Chod in the
Evolution of Czech Prose', Karel Matëj Capek-Chod, Pynsent (ed.), 
pp. 114-15. Moldanovâ here analyses the relationship between the 
'subjective' and 'objective' narrator of the short story.

i^bne is reminded of the difficulty of acquiring an 
'objective' perspective on the narrator of Dostoevsky's Notes
.from Underground, 1864.
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containing further paradoxes, and thus can be regarded as 
structurally grotesque. To begin from the inside out, we can 
consider Rezinka, the object of the narrator's obsession. As 
Pynsent has noted, she is 'far from a standard beauty', which, 
however, need not render the narrator's attraction to her 
paradoxical.Rezinka is described as emaciated, with a coarse 
mane of hair which covers her body like a fur coat. But more 
than that, when the narrator seeks to describe her charm, the 
first word that occurs to him is 'serednost', that is, 
'hideousness'.He is particularly fascinated by her eyes which 
look as if they were upside down. One suspects that the 
narrator is drawn towards his own double; this is further 
suggested by the imagery associating both Rezinka and the 
narrator with a bizarre, enlarged eye. The narrator identifies 
himself with a poem he has once read: 'jestë v hrobu nerv oka
unylÿ/Të bude vidëti'. He repeatedly depicts himself with his 
eyes pressed against the glass of his binoculars.When the 
narrator first enters the family's flat, he is mesmerized by a 
large black eye, presumably Rezinka's, which stares at him 
through a gap in the curtains covering the door to the adjoining 
room. The narrator describes her in such a way as to suggest 
that she is nothing more than a reflection of his own eye, an 
illusion. This constitutes an ironic comment on the method of the 
Naturalists; it also undermines the 'veracity' of the narrator's 
story, as it places a reflection at the centre of the tale.

loipynsent, 'Capek-Chod and the Grotesque', p. 197.
iM^apek-Chod, 'Zpovëd' naturalistova', Osmero novel [1924], 

2nd edition, Prague, 1938, p. 316. Previously published in Nové 
patero, Prague, 1910.

‘“Ibid., p. 316.
‘“Ibid., p. 334.
‘“ibid., p. 337.
‘“Freud indentifies the eyes with the 'sexual organ'. See 

Steig, 'Defining the Grotesque', p. 257.
‘“Capek-Chod, 'Zpovëd' naturalistova', p. 328.
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This accords with the self-reflective nature of the story; 

the narrator constantly calls attention to his activity as 
constructor of a literary work. The narrator, for example, 
concludes the letter proper with the comment: 'LeC dosti metafor, 
sic od nëkteré z nich umfu o den dfive, ne2 mi souzeno, 
hahaha!'.^* Or, to take another example, the narrator writes, 
'chci Ti poskytnouti - jak se nepfilis desky fika - skolni 
pfiklad "zâkona o vzniku dila z prostfedi", na kterÿ my oba, jâ 
zvlâstë jako zjevnë zneuznanÿ naturalista, pfece pfisahame, at' 
si antitainiste hlâsaji, co libo'

Rezinka's illusive nature is emphasized further as the 
narrator obscures her death. The seduction which devastates 
Rezinka is never described. Her fall is depicted, but not its 
culmination. The narrator sees an account of her death in the 
newspaper, but he reads it in almost total darkness, which must 
cast doubt on his ability to decipher the w o r d s . T h e  narrator, 
furthermore, takes care to state that no one can testify to his 
connection with the events r e l a t e d . H e  hints, but avoids 
stating, that he leaves his inheritance to the girl's f a m i l y .

As was the case with Rezinka, it is futile to search for the 
narrator's corpse, as he himself writes;"^ but such a search is 
futile not because his body will be hidden by the ice floes in 
the Vltava, but because the text is so constructed that the 
narrator must be both alive and dead. One is prepared for such 
a paradox by puzzles like the narrator's assertion that he is 
dying of cowardice and for this reason he must kill himself, in 
order to prove the opposite. The central paradox becomes

i^ibid. , p. 372.
'*Ibid. , P- 331.
"(̂ Ibid. , PP . 356-7.
“^Ibid. , p. 350.
“^ibid. , p. 371.
“^Ibid. , p. 373.
""̂ Ibid. , p. 358.
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complete when the short story is read: the reader confers reality 
on the fictional character of the narrator; as 'you', the 
literary critic addressed in the letter, the reader also confers 
reality on the events the narrator relates. That is, if the 
letter is read, the narrator must be dead, as the opening line 
of the letter asserts."^ The letter is, the narrator states, a 
means by which he prolongs his life, for as soon as the details 
of his fate are written and the letter posted, he is compelled 
to kill himself. The critic/reader, however, who is responsible 
for the narrator's death, on one level at least, is also the 
creation of the narrator; 'you' is defined by the narrator. The 
short story is set, furthermore, in an absolute present, the 
boundaries of which are controlled by the narrator; if he defines 
the present, he cannot be relegated to the past. This is 
suggested by the narrator's description of Emerich. The narrator 
has, theoretically, already lived through the events he is 
describing, thus one would expect him to have 'complete' 
knowledge of his perspective on the events. But the narrator 
occasionally radically alters his perspective. Emerich, for 
example, is described as a 'hanbâf, cynickÿ a2 k 
vychloubadnosti'."* In the next sentence but one, the narrator 
explains that Emerich's treatment of the cat is motivated by 
hunger, human need, rather than perversity. By undermining 
earlier positions or statements the narrator destabilizes the 
reader's perspective. What the reader had taken as the present, 
is suddenly replaced by a 'new' present established by the 
narrator. This is made particularly explicit with the postscript. 
The present tense of the letter is undermined by the 'scribbled' 
postscript, establishing a new present which is not delimited by 
a farewell or a signature. The present tense of the postscript 
thus seems to continue; the possibility remains that the narrator 
might reappear, as he controls the time frame. As has been 
stated, however, this is impossible if the letter is being read. 
The short story constitutes a paradox in that it is a closed.

"^Ibid. , p. 3 09. 
"^Ibid. , p. 335.
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finished structure which seems to contain its opposite - the 
possibility of being open-ended.

4. Grotesque Characters: Incongruities
In Ôapek-Chod's works there is no simple correlation between a 
character's appearance and his or her personality. The author's 
method is like that of the Harlequin, as defined by Moser in 
Harlequin: or, a defence of Grotesque Comic Performances (1761) . 
The Harlequin states that he uses the formula of 'greatness 
without strength' in his creations; they are the 'highest 
representation of ridicule, as I aggrandize my objects and 
figures, and diminish as much as possible their internal force 
or soul'."7 A frequent type in Capek-Chod's works is the 
character whose large and robust frame is accompanied by an 
impractical, day-dreaming or cowardly personality; the character 
thus embodies an incongruity, at least from a neutral 'public' 
point of view. The characters who correspond approximately to 
this type include: Josef in 'Na valech', the eponymous Nëmâk, 
Hvëzda in Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan, Mates Holejch^ Konteska Fina and, 
in particular, Bures in 'Znova a lepe' and Katefina in 'Sniva 
Katefina'. Several of these characters have other features which 
might identify them as grotesque. Both Nëmâk and Konteska Fina 
are giants, such as are frequently depicted in grotesque art. 
Hvëzda's character presents a contradiction; his name and his 
subject of study (astronomy) suggest an ethereal, perhaps even 
mystical nature; he is introduced as an adventurous outsider by 
the narrator, who comments, 'vzpominâm naft tesklivë, jako na 
prvni svou lâsku'.^* Hvëzda's prosaic occupation in the novel's 
'present' as railway offical, however, as well as his earthiness, 
large appetite and 'repulsive' smoking habit, undermine both the 
narrator's introduction of him and his self-presentation as a

“^Justus Moser, Harlequin: or, A defence of Grotesque Comic 
P^erformances [Harlekin oder Verteidigung des Groteske-Komischen, 
1761], translated by J. A. F. Warnecke, London, 1766, p. 61.

“*Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, pp. 328, 341-4.
“^Ôapek-Chod, Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan [1893], Prague, 1921, p.

3.
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victim of a supernatural being or a delusion. Hvëzda's former 
schoolfellows are bored by his autobiographical fantastic story; 
the narrator's comments even indicate a feeling of discomfort, 
if not disgust, with Hvëzda: 'v zubech [mël] nejkrajnëjsi zbytek 
vir2inky piny nikotinu (prazdny mùj Baludek kormoutil se nad 
tim) , a dival se na mne tak vytfestënë, jako kdyby mne chtël 
brâti za svëdka svého neobyôejného vzruseni'.

Likewise one finds in ëapek-Chod's writings characters whose 
'strong' personalities (showing kindness, perspicacity, wit, 
creative talent) contrast with their diminutive or deformed 
bodies (again, in a different sense, 'greatness without 
strength'). Among them are included: the dwarf hunchback painter 
Bachâë (V' tfetlm dvofe, 1895), Krystûfek ('Jak Tondovi 
Nemanskejch pomohli'), the miller Jirka ('Prasatka se ztratily 
...'), Armin Frey (Turbina, 1916), KaCenka (Vëtrnik) and Max 
Blaustern ('Polichinell Maxl').'^^ The potentially grotesque 
nature of these last three is enhanced by the fact that their 
bodies manifest extremes of 'beauty' and 'ugliness'.

5. Tricksters
That the trickster is defined as paradoxical suggests a 
connection between this figure and the grotesque. As an example 
of a paradoxical trickster, Grottanelli mentions Prometheus, 
whose deeds are crimes, from the perspective of the gods, and 
acts of salvation, from the perspective of humanity: 'This
breaker of rules [...] is banned and punished, acting as a 
scapegoat who offers up his life for humanity, for he has sinned 
for the benefit of humans. Prometheus is the ultimate example of 
the duplicity of tricksters: criminal and savior, guilty and 
heroic, impure and sacred, antagonist and m e d i a t o r ' . T h e  
trickster is also identified as closely related to the literary

'M^bid., p. 29.
i^Bachàë's odd, elegant appearance and eccentricity 

prefigure that of Frey in Turbina. Capek-Chod, V tfetim dvofe, 
Prague, 1895, pp. 82-3, 90.

*22cristiano Grottanelli, 'Tricksters, Scapegoats, Champions, 
Saviors', History of Religions, 23 (1983), 2, p. 135.
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fool and the picaro, which also alerts one to his possible
relation to grotesque literature.

William Hynes lists six characteristics common to most
tricksters; the trickster is: fundamentally ambiguous; a deceiver
or trick-player; a shape-shifter; a situation-inverter; a
messenger/imitator of the gods; and a sacred/lewd bricoleur
Implied by the fourth and sixth characteristics is an inversion
of the sacred, a violation of taboos, in particular those which
are sexual, gastronomic or scatological.The trickster has
both divine and human traits; he may cross the border between the
sacred and the profane. By doing so, he contributes to human
culture.^* Grottanelli defines the trickster as a 'breaker of
rules', adding that,

though they are often tragic in their own specific 
way, their breaking of rules is always comical. This 
funny irregularity is the central quality of the 
trickster; and what makes the anomie comical is the 
trickster's lowliness [...] when a human being, he 
never ranks high, and his power lies in his witty 
brain or in some strange gift of nature.

The trickster's dual nature as saviour and pharmakos (both
powerful and impure, like Prometheus and Oedipus), derives from
his daring crossing of boundaries, or violation of taboo.

i^'Klaus-Peter Koepping, 'Absurdity and Hidden Truth: Cunning 
Intelligence and Grotesque Body Images as Manifestations of the 
Trickster', History of Religions, 24 (1985), 3, pp. 193-4. Wicks 
writes that the picaro can be considered the 'literary version 
of the trickster archetype in myth'. Ulrich Wicks, Picaresque 
Narrative, Picaresque Fictions. A Theory and Research Guide, New 
York, Westport, Conn. and London, 1989, pp. 49, 339-44. Her
analysis suggests a similarity between the 'picaresque mode' and 
the grotesque. Ibid., pp. 45, 65-6.

i^William J. Hynes, 'Mapping the Characteristics of Mythic 
Tricksters: A Heuristic Guide', Mythical Trickster Figures,
William J. Hynes and William G. Doty (eds) , Tuscaloosa and 
London, 1993, p. 34.

^^Ibid., pp. 38, 42.
^̂ **Ibid. , p. 40.
‘̂ Grottanelli, 'Tricksters, Scapegoats, Champions, Saviors', 

p. 120.
128Ibid., pp. 135, 137-39.
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Laura Makarius also defines the trickster's function as the 
violation of taboo on behalf of his social g r o u p . S h e  states 
that certain qualities can be attributed to this violator/hero: 
'unbridled sexuality, a pronounced phallic character, and an 
insatiable greediness and hunger'. He must pay for his 
violation, thus often falling victim to his own r u s e s . T h e  
paradoxical response of the spectator to the dramatic 
fool/trickster has also been noted; the spectator perceives the 
fool both as alter ego and as outsider.The fool's attitude 
is ironic; truth is concealed behind a mask of foolishness. 
Koepping distinguishes between the 'intellectual' trickster 
(Prometheus) and the 'earthy body' trickster (Wakdjunkaga, of the 
Winnebagos); '[the former] shows us the operation of thoughts
that hide deceit under the surface of smiling negotiation, and 
[... ] [the latter] shows us the hidden dimension of the naked 
orifices under the clothing of civilized and rule-governed life. 
Both reveal a hidden truth'.

Several of Ôapek-Chod's characters, although they may seem 
to bear little resemblance to one another, can be identified as 
tricksters, thus grotesque characters: Rokyta ('Snivâ Katefina') , 
Plecitÿ ('Ûvodnik'), Bibfid Paprstejn ('Dvë vdovy'), Dr Ûernÿ 
{Jindrové, 1922) and Dr Freund (Antonin Vendre jc) Rokyta is 
portrayed as a liminal and deceptive character. He is introduced 
as a voice which Katefina hears at the site of her lover Klimt's 
death. He photographs Klimt, but is concerned to conceal his

^̂ L̂aura Makarius, 'The Myth of the Trickster: the Necessary 
Breaker of Taboos', Mythical Trickster Figures, Hynes and Doty 
(eds), p. 73.

^̂ °Ibid., p. 85.
i^Ibid., p. 84.
^^^Koepping, 'Absurdity and Hidden Truth', p. 195.
i^^bid., p. 211.
'*Ibid., p. 213.

treat the characters Freund and Bibfid in the chapter 
'Jews in the Works of Capek-Chod'.
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camera for fear of angering Klimt's fellow workers at the
factory.^* When he meets Katefina later, he hides from her the
fact that he was present at Klimt's death. He also hides his
motivation for inviting her to work as a ticket girl at the first
exhibition of the artists' association to which he belongs. He
suggests to her that general concern for her fate has led him to
make the offer, whereas he hopes to convince her to model for
him, so that he can complete his painting of the factory accident
which results in Klimt's death.When he first appears, he is
described as a shadow: Katefina sees his shadow in the window of
the door to her shop. The narrator states that Rokyta brings
with him the twilight, 'v nëm2, zady k svëtlu obracena rÿsovala
se jeho postava jen temnÿm stinem'^^"

Rokyta's defect, his limp, suggests both a demonic and a
'pronounced phallic character'. His ambiguous demonic aspect,
both playful and ominous, is indicated by the amusement he
derives from Klimt's death ; Rokyta is also amused by
Katenina's rejection of his proposal that she model for him.
After the outraged Katefina has left the gallery, the narrator
writes of Rokyta:

Osamël a vyvalenyma oëima pohli2eje vûkol po prâzdném 
sale, smal se, ani2 usta otevfel, bez pohnuti jedineho
svalu V tvafi, smichem, jej2 bylo slyseti jakÿmsi
skytavymi, trhanÿmi zvuky, v hrdle ta j enÿmi.

^ *̂̂ ëapek-Chod, 'Sniva Katefina', Patero novel, Prague, 1904, 
p. 226.

^̂ Îbid. , pp. 258, 319-25.
^̂ *Ibid., p. 251.
”̂lbid., p. 252.
î °The defect is associated with Satan, as well as with 

fertility figures. See the chapter 'Science, Art and Artists'.
'̂**ëapek-Chod, 'Snivâ Katefina', p. 227.
'̂‘̂ Ibid., pp. 328-29.
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His irreverent attitude to death, as well as his attempts to 
seduce the pregnant and poverty-stricken Katefina, constitute 
violations of a moral code, if not violations of taboos.

Despite his brutal treatment of Katefina, Rokyta is not 
simply characterized as selfish, manipulative and 'heartless'. 
He functions as a trickster in that he also unmasks the 'truth'. 
Katefina's delusion that she can redeem herself socially through 
a 'pure' and unfulfilled love for Rokyta are destroyed by his 
cynical propositions to her.̂ "*̂  Rokyta may be interpreted as 
Katefina's 'saviour'; by destroying her false hopes, he 
indirectly forces her to decide what reason she has for 
continuing to live.

As a trickster, Plecity differs from Rokyta, although he too 
can be interpreted as provoking an epiphany in the central 
character, Kandrt. Plecitÿ combines two bodies in one: a body 
that is aging and a body that grows and renews itself. He is the 
same age as Kandrt and is repeatedly described as old and even 
'plesnivÿ'. His frenetic physical labour wastes h i m . T h e  
narrator, however, also insists that Plecitÿ is physically 
strong:

Rek nové povldky Kandrtovy byl vëru prototypem slly 
[...] Bylo jich tu kolem patnacti, ale vsichni 
dohromady by nebyli spravili, co on jedinÿ rek a pân 
stavenistë, aby byli staëili nakopat na prvnl stfldu 
do sesti hodin pro deset vozù.

Plecitÿ has the proportions of a giant: his palm is the size of
a serving-tray; his long arms give him the appearance of a
troglodyte; Kandrt refers to him as a Cyclops.He also regards
him as a 'cultural hero', battling with the earth for the sake
of humanity: 'vzrostl Plecitÿ v jeho oëlch na heroa kultury —

i^^ee pp. 256-7, 2 61-2, 285. Wounded vanity may motivate 
Rokyta to affront Katefina with the proposal that she model for 
him. The reader thus may empathize with his cynicism.

'̂’̂ ëapek-Chod, 'Ûvodnik', p. 156.
^̂ Îbid., p. 134.
^̂ •̂ Ibid., pp. 112-13.
'̂̂ Îbid. , pp. 116, 129, 134.
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stavba lidskÿch pflbytkù jest pfece kulturnim ôinem! —  
bojujiciho s kosmem, podmlnkou i ohro2ovatelem lidské 
k u l t u r y ' . In the risks he takes with his life, Plecitÿ may be 
seen as figuratively crossing the border between life and death; 
this daring is identified with the trickster.Kandrt imagines 
that Plecitÿ is crushed by the boulder under which he has been 
digging; only when he hears Plecitÿ's curses does he realize that 
the man is still a l i v e . Plecitÿ also has the power which the 
trickster acquires through taking risks; for example, he has a 
healing effect on Kandrt's overworked b r a i n . Plecitÿ's power 
is also manifest in his sexual prowess: when a fourth former, he 
makes his former wet nurse pregnant.He begets a child by a 
nineteen-year-old girl, Maryna, who is younger than his childless 
son and daughter-in-law.In marrying the knacker's daughter 
Maryna, Plecitÿ violates a t a b o o . H e  thus acquires the 
'impure' power which accrues to one who sheds blood.

Plecitÿ also demonstrates business acumen, inventiveness and 
guile. His method of ploughing a lot to break up the topsoil 
greatly accelerates the process of removing the earth, and 
astounds the workers who observe him. He conceals from the

i^^bid., p. 142. See also p. 141.
i^^ee Grottanelli, 'Tricksters, scapegoats, champions, 

saviors', p. 137.
i^^apek-Chod, 'Ûvodnik', pp. 144-5.
'^Ibid., p. 129.
i^^bid., pp. 117-18.
i^Ibid., pp. 165, 176.
i^^bid., pp. 179, 220.
^̂ Ŝee Makarius, 'The Jiyth of the Trickster: the Necessary 

Breaker of Taboos'. That Capek-Chod was aware of the 'magical' 
powers associated with the violation of a blood taboo is 
suggested by his use of the motif of the marriage to the 
knacker's daughter in 'Dceruska Jairova'.

i^^apek-Chod, 'Ûvodnik', p. 113. In his inventiveness, he is 
similar to the Czech-American industrialist Mr Mour in Turbina. 
The character Mour may derive in part from Benesovâ's
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owner his suspicion that the lots contain valuable sand; thus he 
is able to buy the land at a cheaper price than he might have 
done.

Plecitÿ can be interpreted as a revealer of 'truth' in that, 
by his example, he stimulates Kandrt to reflect on himself, the 
'meaning' of his life and his work. It would be oversimplifying 
to assert that Plecitÿ reveals Kandrt to be a pitiable old 
bachelor who has wasted his life in slavery to his career and 
literary ambitions. Plecitÿ, however, does make Kandrt aware of 
the insubstantiality of his reputation as a journalist. Plecitÿ 
has not heard of Kandrt's writing; when he learns what newspaper 
Kandrt works for, Plecitÿ comments, 'To to mâs ftâkÿ 
v a c h r l a t ÿ ' . ^ 7  while at first Kandrt is eager to return to 
fiction writing and to compose a story about his former 
schoolfellow, he later realizes that to do so as well as write 
copy would be self-destructive. His encounter with Plecitÿ 
thus impels him to reasses his ambitions and priorities. It also 
encourages him to acknowledge his filial responsibility. Kandrt 
finds it pathetic that he must care for a senile old mother 
rather than a beautiful Madonna with child, like Plecitÿ; the 
short story, however, concludes with Kandrt's visit to his 
mother, a duty he has previously neglected. Plecitÿ brings Kandrt 
to greater self-awareness - '"Inu neurasthenik," fekl si na
vlastni ûtëchu ...' - and awareness of his obligations to others.

In Jindrové, Dr Ôernÿ's defiance of the Austrian officers, 
who insist that he stand while the orchestra plays 'Gott 
erhalte', cannot be interpreted simply as Czech patriotism:

'Pane!' spustil dùstojnik nahle Cesky, 'naposled vas
vyzÿvâm, abyste vstal!'

representation of the Czech-American entrepreneur Petr Kalina in 
'Z mladosti dvou smutnÿch sester', Nedobyta vltëzstvl (1910).

i^^apek-Chod, 'Ûvodnik', p. 128.
i^Ibid., p. 210.
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'Ale mnë se dobfe sedl!” smâl se dr. Ôernÿ,

nachâzel se stranou vseho dobra i zla a ztratil 
naprosto ocenëni situace, v nl2 se nachâzel.^*

Although Jindra Junior regards it as bravery, Dr èernÿ's
behaviour may be interpreted as motivated by a desire to play
games, rather than by political conviction. Dr Cernÿ does not
hesitate to undermine his own position, informing the
interrogating commissar that, 'v tomto prvotfidnlm stâtë také
idioty mâme prvotfidni a [...] zvlâstë u policie nabyvaji nicky
daleko nadpfirozené v e l i k o s t i ' B y  this act of insolence,
foolhardiness or daring. Dr Ôernÿ becomes, even more than the war
itself, an agent of Jindra's fate; Jindra only remains seated
during the imperial anthem because he is afraid Dr Ôernÿ will
ridicule him otherwise. Jindra thus loses his privileged
position as an officer in the medical corps, and is sent to the
front as a common soldier, where he is blinded.

The narrator presents Dr ëernÿ as a stock character who also
self-consciously assumes such a role. He is frequently described
as a 'Cernÿ ClovlCek',^^ which is most likely a reference to his
beard. It may also, however, ironically suggest his 'diabolical'
nature. 'Jmenuju se, jak vypadaml', he introduces himself to
Jindra Junior, indicating that he is conscious of the potentially
representative function of his name. He dresses all in white,
as if to enhance his 'black' appearance and call attention to his
'paradoxical' character.His attire also identifies him as a

211. i^"0apek-Chod, Jindrové [1922], 11th edn, Prague, 1987, p.

'^ibid., pp. 213-14. 
'"Ibid., p. 211. 
'^^bid., p. 119. 
i^Ibid., p. 119.
164̂ Jindra Junior comments to Dr Cerny, 'Seznal jsem, pane 

doktore [...] 2e, abych tak fekl, nâru2ivë râd Bertujete a 2e 
paradoxy pëstujete snad jako jinÿ amatér - tulipâny -'. Ibid.,
p. 126.
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comic figure as Dr Ôernÿ is a w a r e . H e  consistently plays the
role of a clown, mocking and deflating the pretensions of his
acquaintances.He lures people into making fools of, or
embarrassing, themselves; thus, he goads the shy Jifina into
asserting that a man's 'useless' nipples are a sign of his
inferiority to w o m a n . H i s  'challenge' to Jindra to remain
seated during the performance of the imperial anthem may be
interpreted as a trick, intended to reveal Jindra's foolishness.
Dr Ôernÿ discomfits Jindra Senior by calling him a war profiteer,
while at the same time enjoying the scholar/shareholder's
hospitality; Dr Ôernÿ's function (as well as his appearance) thus
resembles that of the court jester. His bawdy humour,
exemplified by his comparison of woman with a torpedo, undermines
Jindra's sentimental conceptions of love and foreshadows Jifina's
pregnancy (and may present the implied author's point of view):

Co do vÿbusnosti a nidivosti i neodolatelnosti svého 
poslani mohlo by bÿt torpedo, ovsem nehledë k tempu a 
jeho pfimoCarosti, symbolem 2eny, nabité stejnë svÿm 
urëenlm v ni dfimajicim, dokud se nachâzi takfikajic 
ve skladisti.^^

The image constitutes a paradox, in that a phallic object is 
designated as representing woman, and thus can be considered 
grotesque. The eponymous turbine (Turbina) is likewise a 
paradoxical symbol.

6. The Grotesque Image and Situation
In defining the grotesque image and situation, I follow the 
definitions critics have given, describing a paradox perceived

i^Ibid., p. 201. Dr Cerny resembles the witty and ugly 
Polichinelle, a figure deriving from the commedia dell' arte mask 
pulcinella. His white costume, however, identifies him with 
Pierrot, deriving from the commedia dell'arte mask Pedrolino.

iN^bid., pp. 121-2.
i^^bid., p. 40.
i^^bid., p. 202. Cerny's dwarf-like dimensions are those of 

the traditional court jester.
169Ibid., p. 205.
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as fundamental to human experience. The grotesque situation has 
different manifestations: Pynsent discusses mismatched couples 
in 'Ôapek-Chod and the Grotesque'. Grotesque images and 
situations in Ôapek-Chod's works also arise from a comic or 
ironic treatment of death.

The tendency of Ôapek-Chod's narrators to demystify death 
and disappoint lyrical expectations is evident in 'San Jago'. The 
ridiculous death of the seminarian Jago constitutes the first use 
of a motif that was to become common in Ôapek-Chod's works: a 
death unintentionally caused by a loved one. This pattern 
suggests the foolishness of man's attempt to influence his fate, 
and ironizes the notion of romantic love. Jago's beloved, 
Anunciata, severs several strands of the bell rope, hoping to 
ensure the death of her betrothed, Pedro, who has the honour of 
ringing the enormous church bell on the saint's day. This honour 
is transferred to Jago at the last minute; he falls from the 
tower to his death while swinging the bell.̂ °̂

The motif occurs twice in Kaspar Lén mstitel: the public 
messenger Cverenc asserts that dëdek fajfka's death is caused by 
his blind grandson. The worker jumps from the scaffolding on the 
building site on hearing his grandson's v o i c e . Dëdek fajfka's 
death is doubly ironic in that he believed the grandson, a 
dexterous basket-weaver, would support him in his old age. The 
prostitute Mafka does not literally cause the death of her 
sweetheart and self-appointed 'saviour' Lén, but her seizure in 
the court following her testimony against him figuratively 
infects him, as the diction and imagery of the final passage make
clear.

The eponymous Dr Salvëj ('Mimofâdnÿ profesor dr. Salvëj') 
dies as a result of seducing his housemaid Filoména. He has 
learned from a doctor that he will not have long to live unless

i^^apek-Chod, 'San Jago', Povldky, Prague, 1892, p. 152. 
This short story was not included in the 1922 edition.

i^Ôapek-Chod, Kaspar Lén mstitel, pp. 112-13.
^̂ Îbid. , p. 68.
^^^Ibid., p. 243-46. See the chapter 'Conceptions of Woman'.
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he gives up smoking and drinking coffee. He gives up both. After 
losing his virginity to Filoména, however, at the age of fifty, 
he feels rejuvenated and drinks and smokes while he considers 
marrying the woman. He has a heart attack as he rushes to propose 
to her.̂ '̂* The grotesque aspect of his death is suggested by the 
conclusion to the short story: Filoména, who is already engaged 
to a railway official, refuses to postpone the wedding, even to 
accomodate Dr êalvëj's funeral. Helena Lukutova ('Dusza ordynarna 
...') is, indirectly, responsible for the death of her first love 
Antonin Mâlek. After leaving her to rejoin his regiment, Mâlek 
repeats to his superior officer the words with which Helena had 
cursed him, 'Dusza ordynarna', whereupon he is shot. 
Representations of vitality and regeneration (a marriage or 
birth) accompany descriptions of the death of a character; this 
is the case with Armin Frey, Dr Salvëj, Klimt and Vendrejc.

Other deaths in ëapek-Chod's works can be regarded as 
grotesque in that they are presented as simultaneously risible 
and pitiable; Thomson writes: 'what is essential to the grotesque 
is a conflict and confusion which is to be found in both the work 
itself and in the reaction it typically evokes'.^* One of the 
clearest examples is Klimt's death, in 'Sniva Katenina'. 
Benyskova's death, in V tfetlm dvofe, is also both comic and 
horrifying. In the description of Benÿsek's discovery of the 
suicide, the representation of the corpse as a marionette mutes 
reactions of shock or pity in the implied reader: 'Chopil ji za 
rameno a prudce ji strSil, ale na mistë co by se mêla pohnouti

i^Ôapek-Chod, 'Mimofâdnÿ profesor dr. Salvëj', Z mësta i 
obvodUf Prague, n. d. [1913], pp. 81-3. It is not certain that 
he is a virgin, but he does tell the doctor who examines him that 
he is 'témë? tak nevinnÿm jako kvartan'. Ibid., p. 66.

i^'Gapek-Chod, 'Dusza ordynarna ...', Ad hoc!, Prague, 1919, 
p. 104. In 'Nedonoseny', also in Ad hod, Anna unwittingly 
provokes her husband to hang himself.

^̂ **Thomson, The Grotesque in German Poetry 1880-1933, p. 6.
i^Pynsent discusses this in 'Ôapek-Chod and the Grotesque',

pp. 203-04.
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horn! ôàstl tëla, zaklâtily se ji nohy kÿvadlem.'^* The 
potentially slapstick aspects of the scene are evoked by the 
narrator's dry comment, '"Ma uboha cerunka Bâbinka" visela', as 
well as the corpse's slide from the upright position against the 
wall, where Benysek has placed it. The horrific nature of the 
incident is evoked by the description of Benyskova's face: 
'Svraskla bezreta usta by la vzdornë naduta do spiCky, z ni% 
Couhal koneCek fialovë modreho jazyka.'^° The position of the 
blind child Rudolfek at the feet of the corpse also contributes 
to the ambiguity in the scene and in the reader's response. 
Rudolfek cries and clutches his mother's body, without full 
awareness of what has happened.

The bow-legged miller Jirka in 'Prasatka se ztratily ... ' 
dies as a result of his own good deed. The poor miller steals his 
neighbour's pigs. The neighbour beats her daughter for not 
minding the pigs, and the girl then tries to drown herself. Jirka 
rescues her and returns the pigs. He catches a chill, however, 
after fishing the girl from the water, falls ill and dies. The 
narrator comments on Jirka's deed: 'tam nad nâma, kde vedou se
knihy o lidskÿch dusich, by la Jirkova duse v ûëtu ztraty
skrtnuta, pfenesena znova na ûôet zisku a tu ëervenë podtrhnuta, 
nebot', jak znamo, nad hfisnikem pokani ëinicim ...'^^ The irony 
in this remark is indicated by the story's conclusion: the
neighbour, having received a good price for her pigs at market, 
can now afford to show generosity to the deceased Jirka, tying
his jaws together with her own s c a r f .

The description of Bures's motives for attacking the Bosnian 
guerrilla ('Znova a lépe') is also grotesque. Bures pities his 
fellow soldier, mortally wounded in the stomach: 'byl to zvlâstë

i^Ôapek-Chod, V tifetlm dvoîfe, p. 228. 
i^Ibid., pp. 228-29. 
i^ibid., p. 229.
i^ëapek-Chod, 'Prasatka se ztratily ...', Dar svatého 

Floriana a ^viifatka a Petrovstl, p. 179. The comment ironizes the 
teachings of the Roman Catholic Church.

182Ibid., p. 180.
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ûpënlivÿ, takfka nelidskÿ, vfestëni postfeleného zajîce
pfipomînajici ton nâfku poranëného, nad nim% Bures plakal slzy
a2 zalykavé'.^s At the same time, he is horrified by the
behaviour of another wounded soldier, meticulously dictating his
will to a comrade from the same home town. Bures's longing to
silence this man is fulfilled by the enemy, who interrupts with
a shot the stream of words he mistakes for curses. Bures,
however, is enraged rather than relieved by the shooting. A
combination of these intolerable, contradictory emotions, as well
as the unbearable pain in his heels resulting from his sustained
crouched position, drives Bures to attack the enemy.

An image of the living consuming the dead occurs in three
works. In the first two instances, the image is intended to
convey the absurdity and horror of World War I, thus the comic
aspect is almost overwhelmed by the humanitarian. In 'Dceruska
Jairova', the narrator ironically describes the rooks feeding on
the corpses of soldiers abandoned at the front:

Zpoëâtku, kdy% se osazovaly zdejsi baterie, 2ivi velmi 
të%ce snâseli pohled na fâdëni ëernÿch ptâkù a 
dùstojnici stfileli je z brokovnic, ale krkavci, 
ptactvo jinak plache, stall se neodbytnÿmi jako 
mouchy, a za tÿden zvyklo se tomu tak, 2e u2 se nikomu 
nezda tak hroznÿm, co se mu pfed tim zdalo 
nejnesnesitelnëjsim, vidëti toti2, jak nëkterÿ z tëch 
dravcù ku2elovitého zobanu kohosi z tëch hromad 
prakticky pfesvëdëuje, 2e jsa mrtev, u2 nemâ zapotfebi

A similar image occurs in Jindrové, although the mingled horror 
and irony in the tone of description are here diluted. In the 
trenches at the front, Jindra Junior watches a large bird of prey 
and its mate tear up the face of a dead soldier trapped in the 
barbed wire. The bird is killed by a shot from the enemy 
trenches.^* In its last occurrence, in Humoreska (1924), the 
image constitutes an aside, suggesting the banality of the life

i^Ôapek-Chod, 'Znova a lépe', Patero novel, p. 19. 
'^ibid., p. 21.
i^Ôapek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', Ad hod, p. 282. 
*^0apek-Chod, Jindrové, pp. 230-1.
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cycle and ironizing Hupka's mad grief over the death of his son: 
'Veliky, hfbitovnimi dervy tuCny kos notoval si vzadu na zdi 
fletnovy svùj popëvek a zoôiv samidku, rychle se kmitl za ni

187

7. Role Reversals
Two main types of role reversals occur in Ôapek-Chod's works: 
male/female, occurring in 'Na valech', V tfetlm dvofe, 'Znova a 
lépe', Kaspar Lén mstitel, Antonin Vondrejc, and 'Dceruska 
Jairova'; and parent/child, occurring in 'Otec', 'Ûvodnik', 
Jindrové, and Humoreska, In 'Zpovëd' naturalistova' and 
'Experiment', the role of the self-proclaimed saviour is reversed 
to that of murderer. A role reversal can give rise to a grotesque 
situation; expectations are baffled and an apparently distorted 
world is presented to the reader. In male/female role reversals, 
the man is represented as passive, weak, often ridiculous; the 
woman is powerful and practical. The reversal of conventional 
male/female roles is consistent with, and reinforces, the 
depiction of woman as embodying the life force, to be found in 
most of ëapek-Chod's works.The parent/child reversal suggests 
a fundamental distortion of the social order. Although Rezi and 
Chocholous, in 'Otec', are not related by blood, a parent/child 
relation obtains between them as Rezi's mother had conceived a 
child by Chocholous. His position prefigures that of Jindra 
Senior in that both are responsible for the suffering and death 
of their mistresses. In 'Otec' and Jindrové, the child educates 
the parent. Chocholous does not profit from the lesson of his 
'daughter', who judges him as 'spino'; that is, he does not try 
to make amends for his g u i l t . T h e  narrator's tongue-in-cheek 
comment that Jindra Junior has raised his father is confirmed by 
the story's conclusion: Jindra judges and rejects his father.

i^^apek-Chod, Humoreska [1924], Prague, 1927, p. 147.
*̂*1 treat this theme in the chapter 'Conceptions of Woman'. 
i^ëapek-Chod, 'Otec', Nedëlni povidky, p. 121.
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banishing him not only from the home but also from the 
country.while Jindra assumes moral authority over his father, 
however, he is also usurped by his father; as in Mâcha's Mâj 
(183 6) , the father deflowers the son's beloved. The relation 
between the Jindras resembles that between Plecitÿ and his son 
in 'Ûvodnik'. Plecity also demonstrates his superiority, in terms 
of sexual prowess, over his son, thus disrupting the 'natural' 
order in which the son succeeds the father. The role reversal in 
Humoreska is not complete. The narrator does comment, however, 
that 'starÿ Hupka dovedl podle okolnosti bÿt mensim hochem ne% 
jeho syneki'.^i Like Jindra in reaction to his impulsive father, 
Hynek tends to be serious and only slowly roused to emotion. 
The role reversal, like the grotesque situation and delineation 
of character, and self-referential narration, contributes to the 
representation of a distorted, paradoxical world in Ôapek-Chod's 
works.

i^^apek-Chod, Jindrové, pp. 105, 287-88. 
*^Ûapek-Chod, Humoreska, p. 103.
i^Ibid., p. 87. See Ûapek-Chod, Jindrové, p. 91.
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Science, Art and Artists 
1 . Science and Art
In his review of Z mësta i obvodu, êalda attempts to define the 
central theme of Capek-Chod's collection and of his writing in 
general:

Jak patrno, sra2i se v novelach p. Ôapkovych dvoji 
protilehlÿ svët; svët vidinnÿ a svët stflzlivë urëitÿ 
a urCenÿ; a teprve touto juxtaposici nabÿvâ svët 
positivnÿ celé své positivnosti a svët fantastickÿ 
celé své fantastiënosti. 2e nesplÿvaji, 2e oboji jest 
ostfe ohraniëen, 2e se nepronikaji, aëkoliv se mis! a 
prostupuji, V tom jest pramen grotesknosti, které 
nebylo mo2no dostoupiti jinak; aie v tom jest i pramen 
zvlâstnl dësivosti a misty i tragiônosti: kdykoli
vystoupi nëkterÿ obyvatel jednoho svëta z jeho mezi a 
pokusi se vniknouti do svëta druhého, jest mu to na 
nestësti, ne-li na smrt a skon, nebot' oboji svët jest 
uzavfenÿ a nepfâtelsky odlouëenÿ od sebe. V této knize 
jsou to ovsem jen obyvatelé svëta vidinného, ktefi se 
rozbijeji o svët stfizlivë hmotnÿ, o svët positivnÿ; 
tak badatelsti monomanové, profesor R. êalvëj a dr 
âmerda [sic], ktefi 2iji st'astnë jen potud, pokud 
2iji svÿ^ vëdeckÿm vidinâm, plénum a snùm, a hynou ve 
chvili, kdy odvâ2i se prvniho kroku do svëta hmotné 
skuteônosti, do 2ivota vasnë erotické.^

The analysis is felicitous in that it indicates the similarity
between Gapek-Chod's depictions of men of 'reason', scientists,
mathematicians, philosophers, and artists.^ This similarity is
also emphasized by the narrator of Vëtrnlk, who suggests possible
interpretations of the author's earlier work. Saida's analysis
points to the combination of opposites which characterizes Capek-
Chod's grotesque themes; the analysis, however, is flawed in that
it does not account for the complexity of the relations between
the two 'realms', which are almost always depicted as merging.
It does not explain, moreover, the depiction of the creative
individual, artist or 'thinker', as parasite or criminal; one
thinks, for example, of Benÿsek in V tîfetlm dvoîfe, Kamenskÿ in
'Jak Ferdinand Sovak pochodil', Rokyta in 'Sniva Katefina', the

^Salda, 'K.M. Capek-Chod: Z mësta i obvodu', p. 202.
Reprinted in Kritické projevy 9 1912-1915, Rudolf Havel and
Ludmila Lantova (eds.), Prague, 1954, pp. 274-5.

^Ibid. âalda notes that the poet Vondrejc's fate is
determined by a woman personifying matter. Ibid.
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narrator of 'Zpovëd' naturalistova', Vondrejc, Slaba in
'Experiment' and Rozkod in Vilém Rozkoà (1923) . It hints at, but
does not develop, the double nature of Ôapek-Chod's
artist/thinker, who is simultaneously a freak, an outsider, and
a typification of the human lot.

The identification of the artist with the scientist is
asserted by the narrator of Vëtrnlk in his characteristically
ironic address to the visitor of his 'workship';

neusla Vâm zajisté jedna vëc, a to, 2e nâs spoleënÿ 
pokus velice se podoba vÿrobë homuncula, podle receptu 
Philippa Aureola Theofrasta Bombasta Paracelsa, jak 
stoji V jeho knize —  'De generatione rerum 
naturalium' —  sestrojenl umëlého ditëte v kfivuli 
cestou chemickou .

The artist, like the scientist, usurps the creative role of God.
RozkoC is explicitly compared with the God of Genesis 2 :

Nanosil naft vody, pistem roztloukal a hnëtl i neustal 
dfive, dokud hllna nenabyla idealni vlaCnosti, co2 
jest, jak dosvëdëi vsichni sochafi, ktefl si ji jsou 
nuceni sami vydëlat, bo2skâ prâce, je2to ji musel 
podniknout i bùh, ne21i zaCal modelovat ëlovëka.*

Slaba, in 'Experiment', attempts to 'save' Julie; he states: 'Byl
jsem vsak svÿm poslanim zachrance posedlÿ'.^ He describes his
efforts to break her resistance to him so that he can 'recreate'
her:

Vyëerpal jsem vsecky mo2né prostfedky, abych jej 
pfivodil a nyni, kdy% se kÿ2enâ reakce dostavila, 
pocitil jsem cosi jako triumf ze zdafilé operace; 
v2dyt' vsechno to, co jsem vâm a2 dosud vypravoval, 
nebylo vlastnë nie jiného, ne2 zaëâtek ryze odborného, 
psychoexperimentâlnlho léëenl.*

^Ôapek-Chod, Vëtrnlk, p. 46.
*Ôapek-Chod, Vilém Rozkoà, vol. 3, Prague, 1923, p. 184.
^Capek-Chod, 'Experiment', Romanetto. Tfl chodskê grotesky. 

Pohâdka, (hereafter Romanetto) , Prague, 1922, p. 43. The primary 
narrator of 'Experiment' is both 'artist' (story-teller) and 
scientist (entomologist). At the beginning of the short story, 
his attitude to people is identical to Slaba's; the narrator 
states: 'poznal jsem, urëil a utfidil u2 velmi slusnou fadu i
lidskÿch broukù'. Ibid., p. 9. The narrator plays God in his 
capacity as Slaba's judge. Ibid., pp. 111-12.

*Ibid., p. 60. He also states that he cultivates Julie as if 
she were one of the lilies in his garden. Ibid., p. 68.
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Even without the comparison between artists and scientists in 
Vëtrnlkf one would recognize Slaba as similar to the painter 
Rokyta and the writer/narrator of 'Zpovëd' naturalistova'. Rokyta 
and Slaba are both handsome men who limp (that is, Byronic) Dr 
âmarda in 'Herbanimal' attempts to manipulate Nature through 
enhancing instinct. He hopes to train a carnivorous plant to move 
in search of food. The plant is implicitly compared with (the 
younger) Ilona; until the end of the short story, she is 
portrayed, with some irony, as a femme fatale J The narrator. 
Ales Sobotka, says of her: 'Postava jeji by la tak neobvyklého 
stfihu, profil tak zvlastniho fezu, jako kdyby ji byl vymyslil 
a komponoval démon —  specialista pro kombinovanou svùdnost 
Benskou'.* When she scowls at him, the narrator comments, 
'neodolal [jsem] a usmal se tomuto pokusu o masku Medusinu'.*® 
The plant is also described as Medusa; Dr Smarda gives an account 
of feeding the plant: 'Jakmile zaSnu s krajenim soust pro
jednotlivé lâôky, to Bivoëisné oBivnuti rostliny, to hem%eni 
snëti a stvolù a ta konkurence laCek o sousto mezi sebou. Radi

^Slaba is described as a 'kulhavÿ krasavec'. ëapek-Chod, 
'Experiment', p. 20. The narrator of 'Sniva Katenina' states that 
Rokyta is 'velmi mlad, velmi stihle urostly, ba mohl bÿti zvan 
a2 nâpadnë ztepilÿ, kdyby nebylo jediné vady, aô sotva patrne.

Kulhal, malo sice, ale nepochybnë'. Ôapek-Chod, 'Snivâ 
Katefina', p. 252.

Herbanimal ' can be interpreted as a parody of Julius 
Zeyer's 'Blaho v zahradë kvetouclch broskvi'. One thinks of the 
themes common to both short stories: the femme fatale who lives, 
trapped, in a walled garden (Mingea and both Ilonas); the nightly 
rendez-vous of lovers in a garden. Julius Zeyer, 'Blaho v zahradë 
kvetouclch broskvi', Novelly II [1884], 2nd edn, Prague, Unie, 
1902, pp. 291-351. Zeyer's short story is referred to twice in 
'Herbanimal'. Ôapek-Chod, 'Herbanimal', Z mësta i obvodu, pp. 
241-2.

*Ibid., pp. 188-9. The narrator comments on Ilona's grace, 
naivety and pride, her 'fiery eyes' and coquetry. Ibid., pp. 192, 
202-3, 264.

^°Ibid., p. 191. Praz discusses the Romantic fascination with 
the horrible beauty of Medusa. Mario Praz, The Romantic Agony, 
3rd edn, London and Glasgow, 1966, pp. 41-71.
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na Medusinë hlavë nemohli bÿt ëilejsî'.^^ That the plant dies on 
the night that âmarda's guardianship of I16na ends, reinforces 
the parallel between his experiment on the plant and his control 
of Ilôna.^^ The writer is compared with the plastic surgeon who 
experiments with human flesh in 'Deset deka'. The author 
dedicates the short story to the surgeon, Frantisek Burian (1881- 
1965), who produces noses from the rib cartilage of his patients 
and cultivates moustaches on their heads.The author declares 
that if he wants to help his character to a new face, he will 
have to rely on the surgeon's advice and method. The author's 
comment on the surgeon's art applies to the work of prose as 
well: 'Je to groteskni, ale nëco pravdy na tom je, nelze se tu 
opfiti dojmu jisteho humoru, kterÿ, jak znamo, jest smësi smichu 
se slzami, ale v tomto pfipadë je tu jestë pflsada —  krve'.^ 

'Thinkers' are also depicted conducting 'unnatural' 
experiments on themselves; in both cases Gapek-Chod ironizes 
Henri Bergson's philosophical method.^ In 'Liberum arbitrium'

^Ôapek-Chod, 'Herbanimal', p. 215. The blending of 
distinctions between human, animal and vegetable is 
characteristic of the grotesque. Kayser, The Grotesque in Art and 
Literature, pp. 24, 183.

^̂ The similarity between Slaba and Smarda's behaviour may be 
seen in that both take their 'sex-goddess' wards to cafés where 
they are the centre of male attention. Ôapek-Chod, 'Experiment', 
p. 71. Capek-Chod, 'Herbanimal', pp. 187-8. That Smarda attempts 
to control Ilona is suggested in that he locks her within the 
grounds while he is out on errands. Ibid., p. 177.

^In a letter in thanks for the dedication, Burian expresses 
amazement that Ôapek has foreseen developments in medicine which 
doctors anticipate. Papers: Ôapek-Chod; letter from Frantisek 
Burian to Ôapek-Chod; 5 February 1925; PNP. Ôapek notes the 
incident which inspired the story in his journal: Papers: Ôapek- 
Chod; journal fragments, 1-29 November 1924; entry dated 6 
Novemer 1924; PNP.

^'*0apek-Chod, 'Deset deka', àtyfi odvà^né povidky, p. 81. The 
quotation makes clear that Ôapek-Chod identified humour with the 
grotesque.

^Bergson uses an analysis of his own states of mind as a 
starting point in L'Évolution créatrice (1907) . Henri Bergson, 
Creative Evolution, translated by Arthur Mitchell, Westport, 
Connecticut, 1975, p. 3. He argues that an intuition of personal 
experience can be used to understand an external process as the
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the philosophy teacher Dr Hâba, a 'vÿluônÿ indeterminista',^ 
seeks the company of the attractive Sôfta to demonstrate his 
freedom to resist erotic seduction.^ Hâba's experiment is 
disastrous because it is 'successful'; by resisting the woman he 
loves, he loses her to a rival, the 'nadsenÿ determinista- 
monista' Dr Spêska.^ The young philosopher Dr Ôemus in 
Psychologie bez duse (1928) conducts a similar experiment on 
himself.^ His failure to resist temptation may be interpreted 
either as the cause of his subsequent miserable co-existence with 
Marie, or as an opportunity to escape a sterile bachelor's life 
which he bungles by refusing to have sexual intercourse, or any 
affectionate physical contact, with Marie again.

Besides their parallel experimentation and invention, 
thinkers and artists are comparable because of the character of 
their mental activity. The narrator of Vëtrnlk compares his 
narrative technique with that of the mathematician, 'jen2 
vyrâbëje fadu konednou, napise jen prvni jeji Cleny, prosttedek 
jeji vypuntikuje a ptipise pouze jeji n-tÿ, zâvëreCnÿ ëlen'.^ 
As with the sculptor Rozkoë, inspiration comes to the 
mathematician Max Hlouba in a dream state.^ Like Rozkoë who 
creates in a trance as if possessed by a demon. Max is so 
obsessed with disproving Fermat's theorem, that he is indifferent

psychic élan is identical with the vital élan. A. A. Luce, 
Bergson's Doctrine of Intuition, London, 1922, p. 100.

173.
^^apek-Chod, 'Liberum arbitrium', Ctyfi odvâëné povidky, p. 

^^Ibid., pp. 197, 203-4.
*̂Ibid. , p. 173. By indicating that a demonstration of 

'independence' brings Hâba no happiness, ëapek-Chod may be 
criticizing Bergson's conception of free will.

^"ëapek-Chod, Psychologie bez duse, Prague, 1928, pp. 17-8.
^The conclusion of the novel, ëemus's realization that he 

must die because he has never loved anyone, suggests the latter 
interpretation. Ibid., p. 82.

^ëapek-Chod, Vëtrnlk, pp. 78-9.
^^ëapek-Chod, 'x" 4- y" = z"'. Ad hod, p. 59.
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to his family and the war in which he serves.^ Smarda and Slaba
are likewise subject to a scientific passion.^ àalvëj sacrifices
himself for science as if he were a priest in the service of a
secret cult.^' The philosopher Hâba relies on intuition,
according to Bergson a higher stage in the evolution of
intelligence, proper also to the artist.^ When absorbed by a
philosophical question, Ôemus appears to fall into a trance.^
The unknown force which dominates an artist or thinker is
identical to that which seizes a chess player. Hvëzda describes
playing chess in a café before his physical and mental breakdown:

Kolem nas vsechen ruch kavarny, pfeplnëné studentstvem 
a hluënÿm jich poCinanim zmizel v jediném, nâs 
nerusicim chaosu, zapadli jsme ûplnë v nirvanu
kouzelného toho Cernobile vyklâdaného Caïssina oltâfe, 
zapomnëli i na pfedstavu vlastnl bytnosti a vhloubali

^According to Fermat's Great Theorem, 'there are no natural 
numbers x, y, and z such that x“ + y» = z", in which n is a 
natural nimber greater than 2 '. Fermat was a leading seventeenth- 
century French mathematician. The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
vol. 4, 15th edn, Chicago, The University of Chicago, 1987, p. 
739.

^Slaba experiences a 'vëdeckou rozkos' at the opportunity 
to conduct research on the rare specimen Julie. ëapek-Chod, 
'Experiment', pp. 47-8. Smarda is ecstatic when describing his 
experiment on the Nepenthes Rajah: 'Bezvyrazné jeho, jako za
mlhou ztracené oëi prudce se roztëkaly, jako by vidiny honily.' 
ëapek-Chod, 'Herbanimal', p. 205.

^The narrator comments: 'byl ochoten obëtovat jestë i druhé 
oko svaté vëdë, nebot' to kâzal mu jeji zâkon jako jejimu 
veleknëzi esotérického stupnë'. Ôapek-Chod, 'Mimofâdnÿ profesor 
dr. êalvëj', p. 60.

^Hâba lets a half-formed thought travel over the roofs he 
can see from his window to the, 'vysin zorneho ûhlu vëônosti', 
whence it returns, 'jako vëeli krâlovna, na vÿsinâch oplodnënâ, 
do svého ûlu, jeho mozku, docela podle intuitivniho vzorce 
Bergsonova! !'. Capek-Chod, 'Liberum arbitrium', p. 193. For 
Bergson, intuition is 'Instinct become self-conscious, 
reflective, disinterested, fused with intelligence'; the artist 
is engaged in the 'intuition of meaning'. Luce, Bergson's 
Doctrine of Intuition, pp. 21, 23.

^'Utonul tak do své filosofické spekulace, 2e se ho zmocnil 
stav jakési nâmësiSnosti'. ëapek-Chod, Psychologie bez duse, p. 
54.
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se ûplnë v mofe pojmù, je2 pfedstavuji kfehké figurky

For Vondrejc chess is 'nirvana i narkotikum'; while playing a 
game, he 'utonul v ni tak dùkladnë, 2e zapomenul ûplnë na 
Hejholu, na to "dëvëe u Sarslù", na Freunda i na celÿ svët jako 
na smrt' . The violinist Loberle in 'Beethovenùv veëer', is a 
chess enthusiast; the narrator comments, 'nebot' jej chodil jsem 
jâ zase navstëvovat na sachy, je2 miloval snad jestë nad hudbu 
a pfi nich% teprve pozbÿval smyslu pro Cas'.^® In Vëtrnlk, the 
activity of the writer is compared with that of the chess player; 
the narrator recommends chess to every littérateur, 'jakoBto 
vÿteënÿ kombinaôni training'.^

The identification of the artist with the scientist, 
philosopher, mathematician and chess player suggests the common 
character of all mental activity. The author argues with the 
nineteenth-century notion that the artist is superior not only 
to the ordinary man but also to the 'thinker'; Schopenhauer 
regarded the latter as limited because his mental activity was 
subject to the principle of sufficient reason, whereas the artist 
could transcend the categories of space, time and causality.^

ëapek-Chod is not consistent; one does encounter in his work 
a few sentimental depictions of artists, for example, that of the

^ëapek-Chod, Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan, p. 18.
^^apek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, 8th edn, Prague, 1971, pp. 

75, 78.
^^apek-Chod, 'Beethovenùv veëer', Z mësta 1 obvodu, p. 102.
^ëapek-Chod, Vëtrnlk, p. 109.
^'All these, the common name of which is science, therefore 

follow the principle of sufficient reason in its different forms, 
and their theme remains the phenomenon, its laws, connexion, and 
the relations resulting from these. But now, what kind of 
knowledge is it that considers what continues to exist outside 
and independently of all relations, but which alone is really 
essential to the world, the true content of its phenomena, that 
which is subject to no change, and is therefore known with equal 
truth for all time, in a word, the Ideas that are the immediate 
and adequate objectivity of the thing-in-itself, of the will? It 
is art, the work of genius. ' Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as 
Will and Representation, translated by E. F. J. Payne, New York, 
1969, vol. 1, p. 184.
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violinist in Kaspar Lén mstitel. Most often, however, Ôapek- 
Chod's depictions of artists recall Schopenhauer's understanding 
of the intellect as a faculty which serves the preservation of 
the human species.^ The implied author's view, however, does not 
generally concur with Schopenhauer's assertion that the artistic 
genius frees himself from the will in contemplation.* Thus 
intellectual activity, in the creation of art or the conducting 
of an experiment, is sometimes depicted as motivated by sexual 
desire. Nëmâk reproduces Cimabue's Madonna, using the 
typesetter's punctuation marks, because of his obsession with 
Marysa, who resembles the woman in the painting.* RozkoC accepts 
a commission to sculpt busts of Eva Pivkova and her mother 
because he desires Eva.* His eagerness to sculpt the mature 
Madia is inseparable from his sexual attraction to her.* The 
narrator of 'Experiment' asserts that the aim of Slaba's 
experiment had been the seduction of Julie.* By associating 
creative mental activity with the sexual drive the author 
comments on the relation between the psyche and the body. He also

*'Sensibility, nerves, brain, just like other parts of the 
organic being, are only an expression of the will at this grade 
of its objectivity; hence the representation that arises through 
them is also destined to serve the will as a means for the 
attainment of its now complicated ends, for the maintenance of 
a being with many different needs. Thus, originally and by its 
nature, knowledge is completely the servant of the will'. Ibid., 
vol. 1, p. 176.

*Schopenhauer states: 'For genius to appear in an
individual, it is as if a measure of the power of knowledge must 
have fallen to his lot far exceeding that required for the 
service of an individual will; and this superfluity of knowledge 
having become free, now becomes the subject purified of will, the 
clear mirror of the inner nature of the world.' Ibid., vol. 1,
p. 186.

*Gapek-Chod, 'Nëmâk', pp. 100, 142-3.
*The narrator comments, 'Aby vsak pfece k nëëemu doslo, 

hlavnë pak, aby se dostalo take na Eviëku, ujednana k navrhu 
Rozkoëovë plaketa s dvojportrétem, matinka a dceruska na te%e 
desce.' ëapek-Chod, Vilém Rozkoà, vol. 2, p. 4.

*Ibid., vol. 3, pp. 189-94.
*ëapek-Chod, 'Experiment', p. 109.
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uses creative activity as a metaphor for the relationship between 
men and women. The creative act involves a violation. That almost 
all of Capek-Chod's artists are male reinforces the parallel 
between the violence of creative activity and sex.^ The 
individual exploits and sometimes destroys others, especially 
women, in his creative endeavours. Rokyta uses the misery of the 
working class as a source for his paintings. His attempt to 
seduce Katefina parallels his exploitation of the workers. The 
narrator of 'Zpovëd' naturalistova' is responsible for the 
suicide of the object of his artistic and sexual interest; he 
states, 'pokladam se beze vseho za vraha'.^* Rozkoô's rape of 
Madia provides the inspiration for his 'Animal triste'. When he 
wakes the next day and sees the sculpture, the narrator comments, 
'Bylo mu jako vrahu, jen% pfespal se svou obëti v té2e 
mlstnosti.'*! Slaba's experiment drives Julie to suicide. The 
narrator of Vëtrnlk describes his use of aspects of 'real' people 
in the creation of characters as theft.^ The comment is ironic, 
but it corresponds with the frequent depictions of the creative 
individual as a parasite or violator.

The artist or intellectual is also portrayed as having some 
physical or, less frequently, mental, disability. Of 
approximately fifty characters in Ôapek-Chod's works who are in 
some way 'abnormal' —  deprived of a sense or a limb, wounded, 
disfigured or extremely ugly, mad or diseased —  twenty-seven are 
associated with the arts;^ eight are associated with

^The female artists are either singers or musicians: 
Hildegarda in Vÿhry a prohry, Tynda in Turbina, Kaëenka in 
Vëtrnlk and Julie in Humoreska.

^^apek-Chod, 'Zpovëd' naturalistova', p. 350.
^ëapek-Chod, Vilém Rozkoà, vol. 1, p. 70.
^^apek-Chod, Vëtrnlk, p. 60.
^Josef in 'Na valech'(he sings); Nëmâk and Barusa in 

'Nëmâk'; Rudolfek, Frÿda and Bachâë in V tHetlm dvolfe; Krystûfek 
in 'Jak Tondovi Nemanskejch pomohli'; Rokyta in 'Snivâ Katefina'; 
Bures in 'Znova a lépe'; Ruprecht's father in 'Tiiiiiis'; the 
hunchback sister in 'Zpovëd' naturalistova'; Loberle in 
'Beethovenùv veëer'; Armin Frey and Rudolf VâBka in Turbina; 
Rudolf Karabik, Freund and Vondrejc in Antonin Vondrejc; Irma-
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intellectual activity.* From another perspective, of
approximately forty main characters who are either artists or 
intellectuals, five have disabilities: Nëmâk is a deaf-mute; 
Rokyta and Slaba limp; Frey and KaCenka are hunchbacks. Of the 
remaining thirty-five, three are particularly ugly: Dr Freund, 
Rudolf Vâ2ka and Dr ëerny; four are wounded in the course of the 
story: Loberle, Dr Smarda, Jindra Junior and RozkoC; six suffer,
or appear to suffer, from an illness: HVëzda, Strÿc Jan,
Vondrejc, Arnost Zouplna, Jifi Stach and A.V. Lisolej; three 
attempt or commit suicide: the narrator of 'Zpovëd'
naturalistova', Karel Svitek and Dr Ôemus; four meet with a 
sudden death: Dr Salvëj, Mafia Ullikova, Max Hlouba and Dr
Multrus; six suffer a traumatizing shock: Benÿsek, the narrator 
of 'BaliCek', Vojtëch Kopicius, Tynda, Jindra Senior and Julie 
(in Humoreska); five are degraded through disillusion: Sovâk, Dr 
Bazanelli, the narrator of 'Beethovenùv veëer', Dr Hâba and Dr 
Spëska. Only two artists or intellectuals might be seen as 
escaping 'degradation': Hildegarda in Vÿhry a prohry (1915) and 
the child musician Ludvik in 'Nejvyssi "H"'. Hana Jechovâ's 
analysis of the function of disability in Capek-Chod's works is 
unfounded: 'Moral disproportion is translated by some physical
disability or monstrousness, the external aspects of which

Mâfia and Jifi Stach in 'Dceruska Jairova'; Dr Cerny in Jindrové; 
A.V. Lisolej in 'Prapory pan! kalkulatorove'; the devil in 
'Pâchllëek a Cert'; KaCenka and Josef Pulpit in Vëtrnlk; Hupka 
Senior in Humoreska; RozkoC and the novice Aloisia Peklovâ in 
ëesany.

*Hvëzda in Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan; Jan in 'Stryc Jan'; Smarda 
in 'Herbanimal'; Mr Mour and Arnost Zouplna in Turbina; Slaba in 
'Experiment'; Max Blaustern in 'Polichinell Maxi'; Ôemus in 
Psychologie bez duse. Those characters who are physically 
abnormal, or suffer from an illness, and are not associated with 
artistic or intellectual activity include: KaCaba, Franta and 
Michael in 'Frantûv român'; Benÿskovâ and pan hejtman in V tfetlm 
dvote; Jirka in 'Prasâtka se ztratily...'; Klâra in 'Znova a 
lépe'; Ruprecht in 'Tiiiiiis'; dëdek fajfka's grandson and Mafka 
in Kaspar Lén mstitel; the eponymous Konteska Fina; Ada and Dr 
Gotold in Antonin Vondrejc (the latter might be considered an 
intellectual) ; Rudolf in 'Deset deka'; Mariana in Psychologie bez 
duse.
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prevail over psychological or social comment.'^ That 
interpretation might apply to Rokyta and Slaba, but Rudolf 
Karabik, the limping illustrator of Vondrejc's epic poem '2ivÿ 
zvon sevillskÿ' is not presented as embodying a 'moral 
disproportion'. From Capek-Chod's first published book, Povidky, 
a more complex use of disability as metaphor is evident than that 
which Jechova suggests. Physical abnormalities can be regarded 
as part of a general pattern of degradation, in Bakhtin's sense 
of the word. Bakhtin regarded degradation, 'the lowering of all 
that is high, spiritual, ideal, abstract', as characteristic of 
the grotesque/* To degrade an object is 'to hurl it down to the 
reproductive lower stratum, the zone in which conception and a 
new birth take place'.^ Degradation consists in materializing 
the creative individual.

Physical abnormality is depicted as the cause of creativity, 
which thus is reduced to a physiologically explicable phenomenon. 
The resonant quality of the hunchback's voice is due to the 
breadth of his chest: one thinks of Barusa in 'Nëmâk', Krystûfek 
in 'Jak Tondovi Nemanskejch pomohli', and Kaôenka in Vëtrnlk.*^ 
Nëmâk's unusual perception and sensitivity result from his deaf- 
mute condition.^ Creative passion —  artistic or intellectual -

*Hana Jechovâ, 'Description and Narration in the Fiction of 
K.M. Capek-Chod', Karel Matëj dapek-Chod, Pynsent (ed.), p. 59.

*Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, pp. 19-20.
^Ibid., p. 21.
*The narrator comments of Barusa, 'skoda, 2e ubohâ za 

zvuënost jeho [zpëv] dëkovala svému silnë nahrblému hfbetu'. 
Ôapek-Chod, 'Nëmâk', p. 75. Krystûfek is said to have a boyish 
soprano, 'co2 dëkoval snad uboBâk pfirozené resonanci, hrbu, 
kterÿm jej pfiroda obdafila'. Capek-Chod, 'Jak Tondovi 
Nemanskejch pomohli', Nedëlni povidky, p. 65.

^The narrator analyses the Nëmâk's conception of language. 
Ôapek-Chod, 'Nëmâk', p. 96. The impact of the disability on his 
perception of people is emphasized. Ibid., pp. Ill, 113. Human 
behaviour appears absurd to him. Ibid., pp. 153, 156. His
perception of beauty and mystery seems enhanced. For example, the 
narrator describes the Nëmâk observing the workers returning from 
an outing: 'Najednou kmitlo se pfed nim nedaleko rûBové svëtlo, 
vedle nëho modravé, tfi, ëtyfi, zelené, ëervenë, celé mnoBstvi 
jich, fada —  jako kdyby vsechna by la nesena jednou osobou.
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- may result from a wound or disease; in this respect Ôapek-Chod 
diverges from the nineteenth-century conception of disease, 
particularly tuberculosis/consumption and mental illness, as the 
outcome of excessive creativity and intelligence. The violinist 
Loberle in 'Beethovenùv veCer' has an inconspicuous scar on his 
face.^° The botanist Smarda has an open sore on his head; he 
begins to experiment with carnivorous plants after he suffers 
this wound. The tobacconist Frÿda in V tfetim dvofe, who 
suffers from an eye disease, is a poet.^^ In 'Prapory pan! 
kalkulatorove', A. V. Lisolej's desire to write dramas is caused 
by a phosphate stone in his nose.% The portrayal of Dr Freund, 
an intellectual who is eventually confined to an institution for 
the insane, might lead one to suspect that Ôapek-Chod accepted 
the Romantic association of madness and poor health with 
genius.* One might argue, however, that Freund's madness 
constitutes another mask, rather than a psychopathological 
phenomenon. Through the portrayal of Vondrejc's death the author

houpajl se v stejném tempu.' Ibid., p. 160.
^The narrator says of Loberle's shaving cut: 'snad hrou si 

je a% k smrti zhorsil, snad u2 jednou kdysi podobnÿm zpùsobem 
svoje zdravi ohrozil, nëco jako jizvu z davne doby pod uchem jsem 
pfi nëm vidël'. ëapek-Chod, 'Beethovenùv veëer', p. 106.

*For an account of how Smarda received the wound, see:
Ôapek-Chod, 'Herbanimal', pp. 245-8.

^For a description of her eyes, see: Ôapek-Chod, V tîfetlm 
dvoîfe, p. 33. That she writes love poems is revealed at her 
trial. Ibid., pp. 144-5.

*When the stone is removed from his nose, Lisolej feels 
liberated from the desire to write. ëapek-Chod, 'Prapory pan! 
kalkulatorove'. Ad hod, pp. 395-6.

*Schopenhauer writes, 'it might appear that every advance 
of the intellect beyond the usual amount, as an abnormality, 
already disposes to madness'. Schopenhauer, The World as Will and 
Representation, vol. 1, p. 191. Williams notes the impact that 
Dr Moreau's studies of psychology had on the mid nineteenth- 
century French littérateur: 'They gained from him [...] the
assurance that strength is not in muscles but in nerves, that 
genius is necessarily a neurosis, and that excesses of sickly 
sensibility are the outward sign of superiority. ' Roger L.
Williams, The Horror of Life, London, 1980, p. 94.
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parodies the nineteenth-century legend of tuberculosis as the 
disease of the artist, as a sickness which individualizes and 
spiritualizes.^ Disease and death degrade, that is, materialize, 
Vondrejc, who is depicted as pitiable but not tragic.^ Arnost 
Zouplna and Jifi Stach, also supposedly consumptive, recover from 
their illness and abandon their intellectual pursuits.

^Susan Sontag discusses the Romantic mythologizing of 
tuberculosis in Illness as Metaphor, London, 1979. She states 
that TB was considered to be a painless, 'edifying, refined' 
disease. Ibid., p. 16. As it was associated in particular with 
the lungs, TB 'takes on qualities assigned to the lungs, which 
are part of the upper, spiritualized body'. Ibid., p. 17. It was 
regarded as a disease of the soul, rather than of the body; the 
TB death was lyrical in that it supposedly 'dissolved the gross 
body, etherealized the personality, expanded consciousness'. 
Ibid., pp. 18-20. TB was thought to be provoked by a passionate 
feeling, which the individual may have repressed. Ibid., p. 22. 
TB was seen as the disease of 'born victims, of sensitive, 
passive people who are not quite life-loving enough to survive'. 
Ibid., p. 25. It was considered to be a disease of the artist, 
especially the lyrical poet. Ibid., pp. 29, 32. TB
'individualized' in the sense that it separated the sufferer from 
his community; and it was thought that 'a certain inner 
disposition was needed in order to contract the disease'. Ibid., 
pp. 37-9.

^The narrator does not state that Vondrejc has tuberculosis. 
Indeed, Dr Vejbornÿ asserts that the problem is with his heart. 
Capek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 295. Vondrejc, however, like 
Kaspar Lén, has the symptoms of pulmonary tuberculosis: lack of 
energy, weight loss, a persistent cough and blood in the sputum. 
That the disease will degrade rather than spiritualize Vondrejc 
is indicated in the description of the first time he coughs up 
blood 'namistë versù'. Ibid., p. 267. The account of his final 
struggle to prevent the blood from gushing from his mouth, 
emphasizes the material aspect of his being. Ibid., pp. 473-4. 
That the narrative point of view shifts almost entirely from 
Vondrejc's consciousness in the later chapters (from 'Onoho dne', 
with the exception of the penultimate chapter, 'Jestë jedno 
nokturno') suggests that even before his death he is hardly more 
than a body. All sense of tragedy is dispelled by the description 
of the dissection of Vondrejc's corpse. Ibid., p. 490.

^Arnost was misdiagnosed by his future wife Mâfta. Turbina, 
p. 298. After recovering his health he abandons astronomy to 
become an auditor. Ibid., p. 299. In this respect he resembles 
Hvëzda in Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan. The would-be poet Stach plans to 
move to America with his robust country wife and son when he 
'recovers' from the alleged tuberculosis.
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Creativity is also depicted as pathologically explicable; 

it arises out of the neurosis of the socially ostracized 'freak'. 
Armin Frey's art of illusion can be traced to a desire to 
disguise his deformity.^ Dr Ôernÿ's eccentricity is inseparable 
from his ugliness.^ The shy composer Rudolf Va2ka and the anti
social philosopher Cemus are likewise described as very ugly.^ 
Physical abnormality is a device used to explain creativity and 
to represent and comically to degrade the alienation experienced 
by the creative individual.

The author also uses deformity as an emblem of creativity. 
The artist or thinker's power is represented by an image of 
fertility. It is clear from the depiction of the lame devil in 
'Pâchliôek a Cert' that Capek-Chod was aware of the tradition 
which associated that physical defect with Satan. The author may 
draw on this tradition in his characterization of Rokyta and 
Slaba. The defect has also been associated in myth with 
fertility; Hays elaborates on this in The Limping Hero: 
Grotesques in Literature, In antiquity the feet, as well as the 
thighs and knees, were regarded as containers of sperm, the life 
source.The 'limper' was a fertility figure; his vitality was 
prevented from being dispersed by contact with the earth. The 
lame foot was thus an image of castration, performed in ritual 
because it was believed to ensure the retention of sperm, thus 
vitality, within the body. Hays writes:

*̂The dandy Frey wears a long black velvet robe to hide his 
deformed body. Turbina, p. 29. The forging of manuscripts 
similarly involves the art of illusion. Ibid., p. 37. Frey 
regards himself as an artist. Ibid., p. 80. He is depicted as a 
dandy. Ibid., pp. 161-62, 213.

^^Capek-Chod, Jindrové, p. 119. Pan! Pûtovâ describes Cernÿ 
as an 'ohava obsahem i formou'. Ibid., p. 120.

^ h e  narrator of Turbina comments: 'Skladatel Rudolf Vâ2ka 
byl jinoch, za nim2 se divky ohllBely pro jeho serednost. ' Capek- 
Chod, Turbina, p. 88. The young Cemus, 'skuteCnë sereda', was 
afraid women would reject him. Capek-Chod, Psychologie bez duse, 
P" 23.

^Peter L. Hays, The Limping Hero: Grotesques in Literature, 
New York, 1971, pp. 11-15.
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the ritual practices of castration and live sacrifices 
changed to castration alone or ritual laming, and 
finally to the wearing of buskins to imitate laming 
[...] all these signs manifested sacred kingship: the 
lame figure was a fertility deity whose disfiguration 
or wound portended greater goods —  more crops, 
flocks, children —  and, thereby, greater happiness 
for his people.“

That both 'Snivâ Katefina' and 'Experiment' depict the (failed)
courtship of characters who can be interpreted as fertility
figures —  Rokyta and Katefina, and Slaba and Julie —  suggests
that the author deliberately makes use of this mythical
connotation of the limp. The hunchback's hump, another image of
procreation, as Bakhtin has noted, is also used as an emblem of
the artist or thinker's creative power.All the hunchbacks in
Ôapek-Chod's works are associated with the arts or creative
activity: the hump represents the individual's animality and, by
implication, sexuality, which are thus associated with his
creativity.

In his analysis of Z mësta i obvodu, Saida identifies but 
does not fully assess a pattern evident in Ôapek-Chod's portrayal 
of the creative individual. The latter is always degraded, that 
is, anchored in the body. This is often accomplished by 
identifying the creative with the sexual drive, and/or explaining 
creativity as the result of a physical abnormality. The creative 
individual who has no physical defect or wound (as well as some 
who do) is degraded by illness or death. This degradation is not 
tragic, as âalda claimed, but an affirmation of the physical 
world, the life force manifest in the cycle of birth and death. 
The artist or thinker cannot escape this cycle or rise above his 
animality. In his attempt to distance himself from the material 
world, the creative individual approaches it in the form of 
death.

2. Music and Instinct

“Ibid., p. 26-7
“Bakhtin writes: 'Various deformities, such as protruding 

bellies, enormous noses, or humps, are symptoms of pregnancy or 
of procreative power'. Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, p. 91.
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In 'The Shadow of Schopenhauer on Ôapek-Chod', Rayfield states 
that Schopenhauer's 'ideas, formulae, sources and moods 
predominate in the complex chemistry of the Ôapek-Chod novel'.* 
Although Rayfield does not discuss the theme specifically, the 
depiction of music and musicians in Ôapek-Chod's works manifests 
Schopenhauer's influence. Schopenhauer disdained the individual's 
tendency, when listening to the 'extracted quintessence' of 
passions represented in music, to 'clothe it in imagination with 
flesh and bones, to see in it all the different scenes of life 
and nature'.* Capek-Chod ironizes this tendency through the 
characters of Bures, in 'Znova a lépe', and Vojtëch Kopicius, in 
'Mendelssohnùv koncert'. In addition to mocking man's emotional 
reaction to music, however, the author also portrays the 
consoling power of music. In 'Dceruska Jairova', for example, the 
power of the pianist Osip Dulevië to move and soothe the fellow 
soldiers of his audience, is related without irony.* 
Schopenhauer regards the arts, except music, as copies of the 
Platonic Ideas, the grades of objectification of the Will, which 
is the source of being. Music, however, is 'a copy of the will 
itself'; he writes: 'For this reason the effect of music is so 
very much more powerful and penetrating than is that of the other 
arts, for these speak only of the shadow, but music of the 
essence.'* For ëapek-Chod, as well, music represents the Will

*Rayfield, 'The Shadow of Schopenhauer on Capek-Chod', p.
8.

*Schopenhauer, 'On the Metaphysics of Music', The World as 
Will and Representation, vol. 2, p. 450. Alperson comments that 
Schopenhauer succumbs to this temptation with his analogies 
between the structure of music and the phenomenal world. Philip 
Alperson, 'Schopenhauer and Musical Revelation', The Journal of 
Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 40, (1981), Winter, p. 161.

*ëapek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', Ad hoc!, p. 234. One might 
interpret Dulevic's death as grotesquely ironic: a bomb fragment 
tears off part of his head while he is playing for his company 
in an abandoned villa near the front.

*̂ Q̂uoted in Alperson, 'Schopenhauer and Musical Revelation', 
p. 157. Victor Bennett has represented Schopenhauer's theory 
thus:

Will
Music
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to Life. In his works music appeals to 'areas' of the psyche 
which are inaccessible to reason or the other arts. The narrator 
of Vëtrnlk states of music: 'staCi k ni vÿbornë resonantni srdce 
a nenl k ni zapotfebi inteligence'/* He asserts that music's 
greatest possibility is to, 'povëdëti, co slova nedovedou, 
zmocniti se onoho zbytku duse, kterÿ zùstâvâ ka2dému j inému umëni 
nepf istupnÿm'

In his conception of the musically sensitive individual, 
however, ëapek-Chod diverges from Schopenhauer. The latter held 
that aesthetic appreciation did not involve conceptual reason, 
but he did not therefore regard the 'excessiveness of genius' as 
'mere excrescence of unruly will'.^ For Schopenhauer, 'the 
excess of energy which the genius displays also reveals a surplus 
of intellect [...] Through this surplus of contemplative 
intellect, the genius sees the will in the form of its 
universality, prior to the subject-object split and the 
dispersion of will into the multiplicity of phenomena.'^ One 
assumes that this would pertain in particular to the musical 
genius as Schopenhauer regards music as superior to the other 
arts. For ëapek-Chod, however, the individual with a high 
susceptibility to, and talent for, music, is one who embodies

Ideas
Arts

Phenomena
Victor Bennett, 'Referring to Schopenhauer', The Music Review, 
(1950), August, p. 198.

^Ôapek-Chod, Vëtrnik, p. 82.
^Ibid., pp. 82-3. Hübscher discusses Schopenhauer's 

acceptance of the Romantic 'assessment of the pure instrumental 
music as the highest of all the arts', his belief that words were 
foreign to the 'richer language' of music. Arthur Hübscher, 
'Schopenhauer and Wagner', The Philosophy of Schopenhauer in its 
Intellectual Context: Thinker Against the Tide, translated by 
Joachim T. Baer and David E. Cartwright, Lewiston, Lampeter, 
Queenston, 1989, pp. 434.

^°William Desmond, 'Schopenhauer, Art, and the Dark Origin', 
Schopenhauer : New Essays in Honor of His 200th Birthday, Eric von 
der Luft (ed.), Lewiston, Queenston and Lampeter, 1988, p. 106.

'̂ Îbid.
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instinct, unrestrained by intellect. While Schopenhauer asserts 
that women have no susceptibility to the arts, Ôapek-Chod 
represents women, and children, as sensitive to music, because 
they are creatures of instinct; because they are, like music, 
'undiluted' manifestations of the Will.

The numerous female musicians depicted in his works tend to 
be passionate, sexually attractive arid dominating.They are 
represented as having power over male characters through their 
sexuality and their playing or singing; music thus represents the 
reproductive instinct or the Will to Life.^ The two female 
characters who constitute the major exceptions to this pattern, 
the consumptive Irma-Mafia in 'Dceruska Jairova' and the hunchback 
KaCenka in Vëtrnik, can perhaps be seen as types, also common in 
Ôapek-Chod's works, of the musician as sufferer.

The portrayal of the two female characters in Nejzâpadnëjsl 
Slovan introduces the relation between music and sex.^ In the 
first chapter, 'Kapitola romanticka', the phantom femme fatale 
sings and plays on a spinet for Hvëzda. Her performance is an

^Music is sometimes used as a metaphor for emotion; for 
example, in V tfetlm dvofe, the painter Benÿsek's exultation, on 
learning that his court case has been taken up by the lawyer Dr 
Paussig, is described as 'varhany dujici v jeho nitru plnÿm 
strojem symfonii st'astnë nadëje'. ëapek-Chod, V tfetlm dvofe, 
p. 104. Jechova notes ëapek-Chod's use of the fine arts in 
characterization. Jiana Jechova, 'Description and Narration in the 
Fiction of K. M. Capek-Chod', p. 57.

^DoleBel discusses the relation between music and the 
feminine in ëapek-Chod's Humoreska: 'Music's powerful aesthetic 
and emotional effects make it an irresistible force which 
overwhelms its own masters. In this second aspect, music is just 
like love and its embodiment, woman. Not surprisingly, the entire 
core system of Humoreska —  music, love, woman —  operates as a 
non-agential force which, by its mere presence, by its attraction 
and repulsion, dominates the individuals of Ôapek-Chod's 
fictional world and motivates all their acting. ' Lubomir Dole2el, 
'K. M. Capek-Chod and Modernism', Karel Matëj Capek-Chod, Pynsent 
(ed.), pp. 78-9.

^^apek-Chod is also satirizing the nineteenth-century 
conception of the voluptuousness of music. Baudelaire, for 
example, described Wagner's Tannhauser as an 'onomatopoeic 
dictionary of love'. Quoted in Raymond Furness, Wagner and 
Literature, Manchester, 1982, p. 33.
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attempt to seduce him and it is when she is playing that Hvëzda 
most desires her. He relates:

Obnagena, vysoko podpasana hrud' zdviha se oddechem, 
ûtlâ rù2ovâ ramena se chvëji.[... ]

Ve tvâfich plane rumënec, zlaté fasy 2âr oôi
pfiviraji, hlava pohybuje se melodii nadsenë 
milostnÿch versùv.

Krev ve mnë kypëla varem a silenou Bàdostl. 
Skytavé tony klaviru pobodâvaji mne k odvaze.

Tu vzedmula se ji ftadra tak, a2 plnÿ jich obrys
napjal fasnatÿ, nad miru nizkÿ 2ivùtek, hlava
naklonila se nadobro zpët, jakoby umirala zâroveft s 
poslednim tônem pisnë, oëi se zavfely, tvâf tone ve 
vyrazu spité, unavené nëBnosti/^

The description of her 'death' suggests that she experiences
orgasm with the climax of the musical piece. She may be acting
to elicit a kiss from him; Hvëzda comments, 'Bylo by to bÿvalo
polibeni smrt ici . ..'.^ But she may also be independent of him,
finding sexual ecstasy in music.

In later works, ëapek-Chod explores the idea that a union
of psyches in ecstasy is possible in music. The narrator of
Turbina describes Tynda and Rudolf's performance of the letter's
composition:

Duse obou, hudebnika i pëvkynë, dlely v zâmezi
vezdejsiho svëta i nevëdëly o niëem jiném, ne2 jedna 
o druhé. Nemohlo bÿti vroucnëjsiho a cudnëjsiho 
prolnuti jedné druhou a druhé prvni, ne2 v onom
zâsvëti, jeho2 jedinou hmotnotou jest zvuk.^

The description of the two following the performance suggests
that the mutual permeation of souls has not been chaste, or
perhaps, that the spiritual represents a sexual union:

Ani nevëdëla, jak se stalo, 2e dr2ela jeho ruce ve 
svÿch a upjatë pohliSela do jeho lehce spoceného, 
hnëdë ôerveného obliëeje, pleti pfipominajici skladaëe 
cihel.

'Vy?!' fekla schvâcenë, 'jak vy se jmenujete 
kfestnim jménem?'

RozCarovân a2 k ohromeni touto otâzkou v takové 
chvili, ziral na ni chvili, ne2 mohl promluviti.

^ëapek-Chod, Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan, p. 33. 
^^bid., p. 34.
^Ôapek-Chod, Turbina, p. 102.
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Ale jeji ruce, jimi2 dr2ela studené jeho prsty, 

byly horké, kllSni oblouk kypfe vymodelovanÿ na jejlm 
poprsl zdvihal se mocnÿm dechem.^

In 'Beethovenùv veder', the author portrays the impossibility of
a sexual union of psyches in music or in 'real' life. During a
performance of Beethoven's F-major violin sonata, the narrator
is distracted by the femme fatale seated next to him.^ In an
attempt to seduce him, she clutches his little finger with her
own, tightening her grip to indicate the intensity of her
pleasure from the music. The narrator comments, 'Dochâzlvâ sic
za podobnÿch pflle2itostl, za spolednych extasl z umëleckÿch
dojmù k splynutl dus! na minutu, ale mnë bylo, pfiznam-li se,
jako ptadku v ruskem pflslovl, kterÿ je celÿ ztracen, jakmile
drapkem uvazl.'^ Neither in the concert hall nor in the woman's
flat later in the evening do their souls fuse. Although he does
have sexual intercourse with her, the narrator's infatuation with
the woman ends as soon as he hears her banal interpretation of
Beethoven's composition.®^ The woman's power over the narrator,
her sexual attractiveness, decreases when she reveals her
ignorance of music. Indeed, the woman has to insist that the
disillusioned narrator come home with her. In Vëtrnlk the author
again rejects the possibility of a union of psyches in music or
reality, although, as in Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan, he suggests that
a kind of onanistic ecstasy can be attained in aesthetic
experience.^ The author suggests both that human emotions and

^Ibid., pp. 102-3.
^̂ In a letter to his friend Jaroslav Kvapil (1868-1950) , 

Capek describes the incident which inspired the short story: 
Papers: Jaroslav Kvapil; letters from Capek-Chod to Kvapil, 1912- 
1920; letter dated 26 November 1912; PNP.

®°0apek-Chod, 'Beethovenùv veder', p. 131.
®̂ He comments, 'Supiny mi padaly s odi, tohle 2e je jeji 

porozumëni nesmrtelnému mistru! Bylo mi, jako bych ji mël 
odprositi.' Capek-Chod, 'Beethovenùv veder', p. 136. It could be 
argued that the author here reaffirms Schopenhauer's claim that 
women have no appreciation for music.

®^Compare the description of Kadenka's improvisation on the 
harmonium. Capek-Chod, Vëtrnlk, p. 83.
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experience, even aesthetic ecstasy, have the reproductive 
instinct as their source, and that an individual can attain 
ecstasy and happiness in aesthetic experience but not in reality. 
For Schopenhauer, these notions would be mutually contradictory; 
he regards aesthetic contemplation as a moment during which the 
perceiving subject merges with the object and so is temporarily 
freed from the strivings of the Will.^ Happiness consists in the 
negation of Will. Sapek-Chod may thus be seen as rejecting 
Schopenhauer's claim that the individual can transcend egoism and 
the power of the Will; commentators have noted the apparent 
contradiction in this claim.^ One might suggest, however, that 
the author uses sexual ecstasy simply as a metaphor for the 
character of aesthetic pleasure.

Female characters whose sexual attractiveness or power over 
men is represented by their musical talent, like the femme fatale 
in Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan, include Ilona (the mother) in 
'Herbanimal', Hildegarda in Vÿhry a prohry, Tynda in Turbina, 
Julie in 'Experiment', and Lisi and Julie in Humoreska. Roza, the 
earthy baker in 'Polichinell Maxi', might also be included in 
this group. These characters may be distinguished from Madia, in 
Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan, and Rezinka, in 'Zpoved' naturalistova', 
also singers, whose attractiveness derives from their 
vulnerability and innocence.

The botanist Dr Smarda, in 'Herbanimal', is fascinated by 
the beauty and musical talent of the violinist Ilona, a Prague 
German of Magyar and Gipsy descent.^ His acquaintance with her 
and his patronage of her art is fateful: one evening, on his way 
to visit her, he suffers a severe head injury while attempting 
to prevent her Gipsy lover from jumping on a train. Though the

^Georg Simmel, 'The Metaphysics of Art', Schopenhauer and 
Nietzsche [Schopenhauer und Nietzsche: Eln Vortragszyklus, 1907], 
translated by Helmut Loiskandl, Deena Weinstein and Michael 
Weinstein, Amherst, 1986, pp. 76.

^See: Terri Graves Taylor, 'Platonic Ideas, Aesthetic
Experience, and the Resolution of Schopenhauer's "Great 
Contradiction"', International Studies In Philosophy, 19 (1987), 
3, p. 43.

^'Ôapek-Chod, 'Herbanimal', pp. 237-43.
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injury is not fatal, Smarda's mind and career are impaired. Ilona 
leaves the country and dies several years later, when she is 
conductor of a women's band in Croatia. On her death-bed she 
writes to Smarda, asking him to care for her four-year-old 
daughter, also named Ilona, who is inadvertently responsible for 
the failure of Smarda's experiment.^ The cabaret singer 
Hildegarda —  a stage name for Frantiska Sopoteckâ —  controls 
the male characters and the outcome of Vÿhry a prohry. She 
intimidates the nobleman Zobotitz, threatening to tell his wife 
that he had once sought out Hildegarda as if she were a 
prostitute. He is thus afraid to claim the lottery prize which 
Hildegarda wins with the ticket given her by Zobotitz in return 
for her company. Likewise, he is cowed into keeping silent about 
the smuggling ring organized by Hildegarda's father. By 
withholding and revealing information about the other characters, 
she helps to arrange the engagements between Robert Zobotitz and 
Lizinka Sopoteckâ and Rudolfina Zobotitzovâ and Jan Kubat.*^ Both 
Jifi and the elder Jan Kubat propose to Hildegarda, as does the 
detective Neklouda, who is willing to become her 'slave'.^ One 
might argue that Hildegarda's power over men is more clearly 
represented by the diadem she wins in the lottery than by her 
singing talent. Neklouda says to her, 'ZpëvaCka, kterâ ma 
diamanty, nemusl mit ani tuze hlasu'.^ But like Ilona, 
Hildegarda's character is identified with her musical occupation.

^The carnivorous plant starves to death while âmarda is 
tending Ilona's lover, who has wounded his knee when departing 
from a nocturnal rendezvous with Ilona. Ôapek-Chod, 'Herbanimal', 
pp. 268-9.

^^apek-Chod, Vÿhry a prohry, Prague, n.d. [1915], Act II, 
sc. 15 and Act III, sc. 4. In the latter, the detective Neklouda, 
informed by Hildegarda of the location and plans of the young 
couple, betrays Jan and Dolfa to pan! Zobotitzovâ.

*®Ibid., Act II, sc. 13.
^Ibid., Act II, sc. 12.
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The woman who attracts and controls the fates of men is 
identified with the female musical performer.^

The opera singer Tynda, who dominates Prague's haute 
bourgeoisie, enthrals three men: her accompaniest Rudolf Vâ2ka, 
the proletarian student and athlete Vaclav Nezmara and the Czech- 
American industrialist and reputed millionaire Mr Mour. She loses 
two of her admirers following the debacle of her first 
professional appearance as Elsa in Lohengrin and marries the ugly 
but devoted and talented Rudolf.Her failure as a performer is 
accompanied by the collapse of the family industry due to the 
faulty installation of the eponymous turbine, with which Tynda 
is identified. She subsequently also loses her beauty. When 
Vaclav sees the now rotund Tynda on her wedding day, he hardly 
recognizes his former lover. The narrator comments, 'tahle 
nynëjsi 2ivâ Tynda ubila v nëm bÿvalou Tyndu nadobro a ne-li 
nadobro, to2 jestë hùfe, ubijela ji kaBdodennë'.^ Like the femme 
fatale in 'Beethovenùv veëer' who, because of her inability to 
whistle a Chopin nocturne, becomes ridiculous for the narrator.

^ h e  depiction of Hildegarda may conform to the 'woman-on- 
top' topos discussed by Davis. She writes: 'The most popular
comic example of the female's temporary rule, however, is Phyllis 
riding Aristotle, a motif recurring in stories, paintings, and 
household objects from the thirteenth through the seventeenth 
centuries [...] Phyllis' ambiguous ride brings us to a third way 
of presenting the woman-on-top, that is, where the license to be 
a social critic is conferred on her directly. Erhard Schoen's 
woodcuts (early sixteenth century) portray huge women 
distributing fools' caps to men. This is what happens when women 
are given the upper hand; and yet in some sense the men deserve 
it. Erasmus' female Folly is the supreme example of this topos.' 
Natalie Zeman Davis, 'Women on Top', Society and Culture in Early 
Modern France, Stanford, 1975, pp. 135-6.

^Ôapek-Chod parodies late nineteenth-century 'Wagneromania' 
in his depiction of the opera singers, particularly Tynda's rival 
pan! Boguslavska-Zmajova. Both Tynda and pan! Boguslavskâ-Zmajovâ 
are comparable to the robust, sensual and manipulative singer 
Linda Barochova in Felix Tèver's 'Mezi bfehy'. See: Tèver, Duse 
nezakotvené, Prague, 1908. Tèver's depiction of Barochova, 
however, is conventional rather than ironic. Machar's depiction 
of the suicide of the greengrocer-turned-opera-singer in the poem 
'Marie Wiltova' verges on the grotesque. Josef Svatopluk Machar, 
Zde by mëly kvést niëe ...[1894], Prague, 1957, pp. 76-82.

^Ôapek-Chod, Turbina, p. 575.
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Tynda loses her power over men when she loses control of her
voice (and her virginity)

In 'Beethovenùv veder', music is compared with a flower;
describing his experience playing the piano, the narrator states:

Zdavaly se mi [the keys] prodlou2enim meho organismu, 
pfipojenim k mym ramenùm, jich2 se chopil fortnÿf 
jiného svëta a uvâdël mne na louku blaBenÿch, a tu 
rostly —  nikoli nevonne asfodely —  ale divuplna 
flôra, jejlB vùni intensivni, ale prchavou byly 
tony. *4

Women and music are identified with Nature, with sexuality and 
sensuouness, beauty and power.

In Humoreska woman's musical talent is identified with her 
power to attract man. A man's passion for music represents his 
desire for woman; this passion is portrayed, with some irony, as 
his ruin. Hupka, the student of music, later clerk in the Multrus 
law office, falls in love with the violinist Lisi, who plays in 
a trio with her father and sister. Because of his attraction to 
Lisi, Hupka leaves his father's home and his studies to travel 
and perform with the itinerant musicians. Hupka and Lisi's 
musical performance is described as sexual intercourse. Her 
influence over him is suggested in the description of their 
performance:

jeji houslidky, po skliSeni skvostnë znëjici, 
pfilinaly k jeho houslim neménë tësnë a nâruBivë 
veder, jako ona sama k nëmu za dne. Vedla se ho i tady 
ztuha, pfi jeho improvisacich nadchazela mu na svem 
nastroji s pfekvapujicimi kombinacemi vst?ic 
rozohftujic jeho inspiraci [...]

^Tynda is presented as the victim of her 'womb'; her failure 
on stage may be interpreted as the result of breaking her vow of 
chastity. Davis describes the sixteenth-century notion of the 
'wandering womb': 'Her womb was like a hungry animal; when not 
amply fed by sexual intercourse or reproduction, it was likely 
to wander about her body, overpowering her speech and senses'. 
Davis, 'Women on Top', p. 124.

^dapek-Chod, 'Beethovenùv veder', p. 93. The author may be 
ironizing the Decadent fondness for the technique of 
synaesthesia. Pynsent comments on Decadent use of synaesthesia 
to express the intermediate state. 'Conclusory Essay: Decadence, 
Decay and Innovation', Decadence and Innovation: Austro-Hungarian 
Life and Art at the Turn of the Century, R. B. Pynsent (ed.), 
London, 1989, p. 197.
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Hofeli pfi tom oba pëjice na svÿch strunâch o 

svém milovâni, a Hupka zapomnël persiflovati odbornou 
peSavackou sentimentalitu vida, jak zelenavé oëi 
Lisiny o nëj opfené tonou v rozkosi a zâvëreCné 
fermatë kusu, jej2 spolu sehrâli, dâval se na jeji 
viru a stâval se sam stale vie —  Peëavàkem.^

Hupka tries to discourage his son from playing the violin,
convinced that the instrument will - curse him as well.^
Ironically, however, it is Hupka Senior who eventually arranges
for Hupka Junior to play in the law-office quartet, where he
meets the femme fatale 'cello player/variety performer Julie
(Emilie's stage name)

Julie destroys the lives of the two men who are obsessed
with her: her husband, the lawyer Multrus, who has a heart attack
when he learns of Julie's affair with Hupka Junior; and the
latter, who kills himself out of shame.The parallel between
Multrus's passion for music and obsession with Julie is
established in the description of his childhood infatuation with
her. Emilie's face reminds him of an ivory sculpture on the
scroll of his father's viola d'amoreJ* When Emilie moves to
France with her father, the viola becomes Multrus's favourite

^Ôapek-Chod, Humoreska, pp. 49-50. Peëavâk is the family 
name of the itinerant musicians.

96Ibid., p. 65.
^Like Hildegarda, Julie's sexuality, hence power over men, 

is related to her position on tĥ e fringe of society: she is
described as a 'circus performer'. Capek-Chod, Humoreska, pp. 90, 
125. That she wears a man's costume when she plays the 'cello may 
suggest her usurpation of the male role and power, her sexual 
self-sufficiency or the androgynous character of the Will.

^DoleBel states that Julie is 'a force, rather than an 
agent'; he regards her narrative role, which consists in 
'manipulating others by a forceful, almost demonic presence', as 
an indication that the text may be classified as Modernist: 
'Separately or conjointly, diverse non-agential and, therefore, 
ultimately, non-human forces determine the fate of the 
inhabitants of the Modernist fictional world.' DoleBel, 'K. M. 
Ôapek-Chod and Modernism', pp. 75, 79.

^DoleBel comments that this likeness establishes the 
'structural link between the musical and the feminine'. Ibid., 
p. 72. The choice of the viola d'amore as the instrument with 
which Multrus falls in love indicates the author's playfulness.
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instrument; the narrator comments: 'zamiloval se tak do milostné
violy, 2e k vùli ni opustil housle i nevratil se k nim'.^°° When
Multrus meets Emilie, now called Julie, twenty-five years later,
he marries her. Hupka Senior says that Multrus is muddled 'Od
2enskÿÿÿ, —  od muzikyl'.^^ Hupka Senior's description of Julie
playing the 'cello compares the seductiveness of music with that
of woman and the performance of music with sexual intercourse:

kdy% se ji to mezi koleny rozdovadl, zapomenes na 
vsechno. Ta ti veme forte, 2e ti a2 v kfizi zabrni, 
kantilénu ma jako svëtle hnëdâ sametka a kdy% se v 
adâ2ijo dostane do vÿsky, hraje jako pfi offertorium 
V kostele. To se rozumi, 2e je to hlavnë zas jen 
instrument po Herdovi otci; je v nëm peklo i nebe. Bez 
techniky by je ven nedostala a tu ma [...] Trvâm, 2e 
se starej zblâznil spis do toho Cela ne2 do ni.^“
The old writer who observes Roza through the bakery door,

in 'Polichinell Maxi', is fascinated as much by the 'rudo-hnëdou
hudbou tohoto Benskeho hlasu, znëjiciho jako z fujary', as by her
beauty and semi-nudity.^^ Afterwards, whenever he sees the
reproduction of Nefertiti's head in his study, he hears the
'kontraflétnovy ton' of Roza's voi ce .Ro za  is not a musician
and is only described once singing; the coarse lyrics summarize
the sexual histories of her fellow workers in the bakery.^* The
writer's admiration for her voice, however, may be interpreted
as representing his desire for her.

Neither Madia in Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan nor Rezinka in
'Zpovëd' naturalistova' is a talented singer. Hvëzda comments
that Madia sings 'jako jinâ dëvëata té konëiny pronikavym
hlavovym hlasem'.^^ Her untrained voice and the folk songs she

iM^apek-Chod, Humoreska, p. 21.
'^ibid., p. 90.
'^ibid., p. 92.
i^Capek-Chod, 'Polichinell Maxi', p. 236. 
'^Ibid., p. 237. 
i^ibid., pp. 286-7.
i^Capek-Chod, Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan, p. 90.
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sings suggest her innocence, which is what attracts him to 
her. The narrator of 'Zpovëd' naturalistova' is likewise 
attracted to the femme enfant Rezinka. He states, 'co bylo 
nejvlastnëjsim kouzlem, skuteënou exotikou jejiho pohledu, byla 
to prostë jeji panenska neporusenost, nevëdomost Senskosti'.^* 
Her naivety is evident in the nightly concerts she gives at her 
window in the hope that some local music lover will 'discover' 
her. The narrator implies that having insinuated himself into 
her life as her patron, he is able to abuse her t r u s t . H i s  
'appreciation' of her voice disguises his lust. Like the other 
female musicians or singers. Madia and Rezi's attractiveness for 
men is represented through music; in their case, however, 
unconsciousness of sexuality rather than predatory sexuality, as 
was the case with Tynda and both Julies, constitutes 
seductiveness.

The identification of women and the reproductive instinct 
with music and aesthetic ecstasy with onanism suggests mankind's 
animality and subjection to the Will. For the most part, Ôapek- 
Chod takes literally Schopenhauer's claim, 'We could just as well 
call the world embodied music as embodied will'"^ and portrays 
its logical conclusion.

3 . Music and the Human Lot
If music represents 'the world in sound as it were, just as the 
world might be viewed as music in corporeal form',"^ one might 
expect musicians to represent humanity as embodied Will or music. 
This interpretation underlies Capek-Chod's ironic depictions of

i^For a description of his fascination with her childlike 
manner, see ibid., p. 93.

i^Ôapek-Chod, 'Zpovëd' naturalistova', p. 341.
109-'Ibid., p. 332. 
“°Ibid., p. 343.
“^Quoted in Alperson, 'Schopenhauer and Musical Revelation', 

p. 158.
"^Hiibscher, 'In the Tracks of Romanticism', The Philosophy 

of Schopenhauer in its Intellectual Context, p. 51.
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the musician as a typification of the human lot. Musical talent
is often portrayed as inherited, suggesting biological
determination. That an individual's fate is determined by his
character is also hinted at through music; for example, one
thinks of Vojtëch in 'Mendelssohnùv koncert'. The depiction of
the composer in 'Variace Kamila Svitenského' suggests man's lack
of free will. In Humoreska, man's behaviour is portrayed as
motivated by the reproductive instinct. With Capek-Chod, as with
Schopenhauer, because 'our individual wills are phenomenal, they
are determined, and because we sense that we are linked to the
noumenal Will, we believe we are free'.”  ̂ The view that man's
fate should be depicted as ludicrous rather than tragic also
coincides with Schopenhauer's view;

The life of every individual, if we survey it as a 
whole and in general, and only lay stress upon its 
most significant features, is really always a tragedy, 
but gone through in detail it has the character of a 
comedy. For the deeds and vexations of the day, the 
restless irritation of the moment, the desires and 
fears of the week, the mishaps of every hour, are all 
through chance, which is ever bent upon some jest, 
scenes of a comedy. But the never-satisfied wishes, 
the frustrated efforts, the hopes unmercifully crushed 
by fate, the unfortunate errors of the whole life, 
with increasing suffering and death at the end, are 
always a tragedy. Thus, as if fate would add derision 
to the misery of our existence, our life must contain 
all the woes of tragedy, and yet we cannot even assert 
the dignity of tragic characters, but in the broad 
detail of life must inevitably be the foolish 
character of a c o m e d y .
The former opera singer Kamensky in 'Jak Ferdinand Sovak 

pochodil' is described as a vain man who lives in the past, 
cherishing old trophies and newspaper clippings. His wife 
indulges his childishness and seeks to protect him from knowledge 
of their poverty. To this end she is willing to deceive the 
sculptor Sovak, who gives her money to buy medicine for her

iiSTerri Graves Taylor, 'Platonic Ideas, Aesthetic 
Experience, and the Resolution of Schopenhauer's "Great 
Contradiction"', p. 45.

i^^uoted in Frederick Copleston, 'Schopenhauer and 
Nietzsche', Friedrich Nietzsche: Philosopher of Culture [1942], 
London, 1975, p. 145.
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husband, whom she claims is ill. Sovâk later meets Kamenskÿ 
returning cheerfully drunk from a wine bar. As well as 
contrasting the self-indulgent and dependent character of man 
with the resourceful and practical character of woman, the short 
story also depicts the transient and insubstantial nature of 
Fame. At one time adored by the women of Prague society, able to 
throw away money gambling as easily as he could sing a high C, 
the tenor retains only his ridiculous pride from the days of his 
triumph. The narrator does not account for Kamenskÿ's fate, 
except to say that his poverty is a result of debts incurred 
during the time of his success. Kamenskÿ may represent deluded 
man, ignorant of the cause and nature of his fate and a burden 
to others in his ignorance.

Karel Svitek in 'Variace Kamila Svitenského' —  Kamil 
Svitenskÿ is his nom de plume —  has no control over his fate. 
Svitek's hopes for a successful career are threatened when he is 
expelled from the conservatory for reasons not given. The 
narrator comments that Svitek was sacrificed for the rest of his 
class, which suggests he was an innocent _victim.“  ̂ Twice it 
seems that Svitek's situation will improve and that he will no 
longer have to work as a pianist in a disreputable night club; 
on both occasions he is disappointed and no change takes place. 
His former school-friend promises to secure him a position in a 
military band, but the offer is revoked when the school-friend 
learns that Svitek is a person 'known to the police' because of 
his place of work. He does not profit from the public's 
admiration for his one composition for the double-bass, Thema con 
variazioni sul G. He is not even recognized as the composer of 
the piece; a security guard refuses to let him take a bow on 
stage, assuming that the shabby Svitek has gone mad. Svitek is 
blamed when he is not responsible, and cannot take credit for his 
own creation, for which he is responsible. He tries to put an end 
to his humiliation by hanging himself from the G string of his 
double-bass, but his freedom is limited by his character: he

“^Ôapek-Chod, 'Variace Kamila Svitenského', Ad hoc!, p. 39. 
i^Tbid., p. 40.
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believes it is pointless to kill himself without leaving a 
letter, but the woman to whom the letter should be addressed 
should never find out that he loves her. So he goes to sleep, 
leaving the string hanging from the ceiling as a reminder of his 
final option; for the reader, the string represents Svitek's lack 
of freedom. The short story concludes with the news that Svitek 
will most likely be conscripted; his fate will be determined by 
the war.

As in 'Beethovenùv veCer', 'Nejvyssi ”H"' and Humoreska, 
musical talent in 'Mendelssohnùv koncert' is portrayed as 
hereditary. Vojtëch plays the violin as had his father and 
uncle; the family is described as 'muzikantska'.^^ The author 
may suggest that this ability is biologically determined, or he 
may use it as a metaphor for man's subjection to instinct. 
Vojtëch regards his artistic aspirations and his sexual desire 
for his cousin Cecilie as antipodes; the narrator comments: 
'Marnë pfirovnaval vzlet umëleckého Bivota, jakÿ mu kynul, s 
nîzkÿm %ivotem duse, ke ktereS nesmël a nemohl se upoutati'."* 
The structure of the story, however, suggests they are parallel. 
Vojtëch's violation of his uncle's death-bed wish that the 
precious Guarnerius violin be played only in a church for the 
glory of God is paralleled by his violation of his uncle's 
daughter. These two events constitute alternating motifs which

^̂ T̂he narrator/pianist of 'Beethovenùv veëer' is the son of 
an organ-builder. Capek-Chod, 'Beethovenùv veëer', p. 90. The 
father of the child musician Ludvik in 'Nejvyssi "H"' was also 
a violinist. Ludvik is self-taught, implying an inborn talent. 
Ôapek-Chod, 'Nejvyssi "H"', Romanetto, pp. 360-61. The narrator 
of Humoreska states that the Multruses had a 'hudebni genealogii' 
and that in academic bourgeois Prague circles 'vyskytuji se 
takové rodiny s dëdiënou resonanci hudebni'. Capek-Chod, 
Humoreska, pp. 14-5. Both Hupka Senior and Junior are gifted 
violinists. Hupka Junior is also self-taught.

*^ëapek-Chod, 'Mendelssohnùv koncert', p. 102.
'^ibid., p. 131.
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eventually m e r g e . I n  answer to the question 'jak nalo2il i s
dcerou i s houslemi strÿce Xavera?' the narrator states:

Na obou tëchto odkazech jeho prohfesil se Vojtëch 
zcela patrnë. Dva pfibuzné tony byly toho v mysli 
jeho, roznicené zimnici, dùkazem a stâle hlodajlcl 
vÿëitkou: Zaznëni prasklé struny uvnitf houslového 
pouzdra a dusené losknuti kliëe v zâmku Cilôinÿch 
dvefl.^i

The sound of the string breaking, reminding him of his failure 
on the stage of the Rudolfinum during his solo debut playing 
Mendelssohn's E-minor violin concerto, and the sound of the key 
turning in Cecilie's door, indicating her intention to protect 
herself from him, form a melody in Vojtëch's head as he falls 
asleep.Having 'sinned' against both the violin and Cecilie, 
Vojtëch suffers the consequences: he is no longer able to play 
the violin; and he marries Cecilie and takes over the family 
tanning business.The narrator may suggest that while man has 
no control over his instincts, which determine his life, he is 
made responsible for them.

The author may also suggest that a man can have only one 
master: art or a woman. This interpretation is weakened by the 
narrator's indications that Vojtëch will never be a great

uopurness follows Walter Sokel in claiming that 'the 
adoption of the principles of musical composition by the other 
arts is the most dominant characteristic of modernism'. Furness, 
Wagner and Literature, p. 5. See in particular chapter 1: 
'Symbolism and Modernism'. In his discussion of the 
'musicalisation of fiction' Furness is concerned with the 
literary use of the leitmotif. Sokel considers the impact of Kant 
and Schopenhauer's aesthetics, particularly as it is manifest in 
Expressionism. Walter H. Sokel, 'Music and Existence', The Writer 
in Extremis: Expressionism in Twentieth-Century German
Literature, Stanford, 1959, pp. 24-54. One might see Wagner's 
method of characterizing through the 'aesthetic attribute, the 
musical theme which signals an emotional attitude to the 
audience', in the uses to which Dvorak's composition is put in 
Humoreska; Hupka and Hynek often make appearances whistling or 
playing bars from the piece. Capek-Chod, Humoreska, pp. 26, 94-5, 
137, 149. Sokel, 'Music and Existence', p. 34.

i^Capek-Chod, 'Mendelssohnùv koncert', p. 132.
i^^bid., p. 134.
*^The conclusion to the story is also ironic in that Cecilie 

is the patron saint of musicians.
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musician and that his debacle in the concert hall is
predetermined by his character. Vojtëch's talent is inherited;
he is self-taught.^* His attitude to music, however, limits him
as an artist. The music of his consumptive uncle Xaver was
inspiring for the neighbours, who stood on their balconies to
listen to him play; Xaver was such a great musician, Vojtëch is
told, that even the stars trembled to his m u s i c . T h e  balconies
remain empty while Vojtëch plays; the reason for this, the
narrator implies, is Vojtëch's pride and individualism. Vojtëch
improvises instead of playing his uncle's compositions. The
narrator comments ironically:

Nebot' skladbami, podepsanymi 'par Xavier Copicius', 
vyliCoval stryc své osudy a dojmy z nich, kde2to
Vojtëchovi na tom zaleBelo, aby povëdël sam, jak soudi 
o tom, CO vi. A pfisvëdCujici tvafnost stare skfinë se 
spirâlami vysoko natoëenymi, jak zdviBené oboôi, z 
jejichB ûtrob vybiral spousty strÿcovÿch not byla mu 
dùkazem, 2e jeho housle mluvl pravdu, vyprâvëjice o 
umëni a nestësti strÿcovë.

Through the depiction of Vojtëch's debacle, the narrator suggests
both that great art has humility and suffering as its sources,
and that in his attempt to master his fate, man brings disaster
upon himself. If Vojtëch has no power over his character, then
he represents man undermined, but not tragically, by his
aspirations.

4 . Music as Religion
For Schopenhauer the artist was not an Everyman, but a more 
highly evolved being than the ordinary human being. What 
distinguishes the creative genius from others Schopenhauer 
describes as a second faculty, an 'abnormality', which is evident

2̂*ibid., p. 117. 
i^Ibid., p. 95. 
i^Tbid., p. 101.
i27Terri Graves Taylor, 'Platonic Ideas, Aesthetic 

Experience, and the Resolution of Schopenhauer's "Great 
Contradiction"', p. 49.
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even in the physical appearance of the gifted individual.^* The
artist's greatness consists in his ability to transcend his
individuality, perceive and portray the noumenal reality beyond
the world of appearances. Because of his gift the artist suffers
more than others; Schopenhauer states:

in proportion as knowledge attains to distinctness, 
consciousness is enhanced, pain also increases, and 
consequently reaches its highest degree in man; and 
all the more, the more distinctly he knows, and the 
more intelligent he is. The person in whom genius is 
to be found suffers most of all.̂ *̂

Desmond indicates that Schopenhauer was indebted to Kant's
doctrine of genius;^° Sokel also suggests- this when he states
that for Kant 'art became an end in itself': 'since it was the
only realm in which man could be free [of the yoke of empirical
necessity and the categorical imperative of moral law] it also
became man's salvation'.Furness elaborates on the Romantic
reverance for music and the musician:

The musician, above all the lonely impoverished and 
misunderstood musician, becomes visionary and seer 
[...] the supreme portrayal of the Romantic musician, 
that lonely figure who believed that mUsic was the key 
to an invisible world, is Wilhelm Wackenroder's 
Berlinger, who knew that the nonrepresentational world 
of music reflected an ultimate reality, but also 
exacted a fearful penalty: loneliness and alienation 
from normal life [...] Wackenroder's praise of music 
as an ultimate revelatory experience certainly 
foreshadows Schopenhauer's claim that music, being 
non-representational, comes closest of all the arts to

^^Schopenhauer, 'On Genius', The World as Will and 
Representation, vol. 2, pp. 377, 380, 392.

i^^chopenhauer. The World as Will and Representation, vol. 
1, p. 310.

i^besmond, 'Schopenhauer, Art, and the Dark Origin', pp. 
103-7.

i^Sokel, 'Music and Existence', p. 10. Of Schopenhauer's 
aesthetics he writes, 'Music becomes man's salvation, as art had 
been earlier for Schiller and the Romantics, because it liberates 
man from delusion, initiates him into knowledge, and creates 
meaning in a meaningless universe. It is not a means to 
redemption; it is redemption itself.' Ibid., p. 25.
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expressing the ultimate essence of existence
itself.
The influence of Schopenhauer's 'revelation' theory of music 

and the Romantic conception of the artistic genius is also 
evident in Capek-Chod's novels and short stories, where music is 
sometimes described as a religion, demanding a sacrifice and 
'purity of heart' from its priests. These musicians are also 
sufferers; their ability to move their listeners is sometimes 
related to their experience of suffering. A great musician 
becomes one with Nature (the Will) in his music and can 
communicate his awareness to others. This conception of music is 
usually expressed through characters of secondary importance, so 
that it is more palatable for the reader. It almost seems as if 
the author wishes to protect the conception, by ironizing it 
elsewhere, from the reader's scepticism.

In Kaspar Lén mstitel, the consumptive violinist's room is 
located above the building site so that the music falls to the 
workers as if from heaven. Th e first 'performance' Lén hears 
ends with the violinist's coughing fit; his window is slammed 
shut, suggesting that someone is frustrated with the musician for 
endangering his health by playing at an open w i n d o w . I t  is 
implied that the musician's desire to play costs him his life; 
in the courtroom scene the worker Ferdinand Fudik describes 
seeing the musician's corpse. Even though the narrator 
comments that young men of Lén's class have no deep appreciation 
for music, the construction workers are described as moved by the 
violinist's music and fate, which perhaps prefigures their 
own.̂ *̂* They work silently after his coughing fit and stare at 
his window. Fudik cries when he learns that the musician is dead. 
The violin is portrayed as expressing the misery in the workers'

i32Furness, Wagner and Literature, pp. 2-4. 
”̂0apek-Chod, Kaspar Lén mstitel, p. 63. 
i*Ibid., p. 69. 
i^Ibid., p. 221. 
i^Tbid., p. 65.
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lives; it seems to add a refrain, following immediately on dëdek 
fajfka's description of his blind orphaned grandson: 'Piseft
housli plàôem 2alujic po vzdusnÿch stupnich kraCela s vÿsin dolû 
a tu V hloubce vzlykala a doplakala, aby znovu vzletla jestë vÿs 
ne2 pfedtim.'^? The music reminds Lén of his drowned friend 
Krystof and the tears of Krystof's daughter, driven to 
prostitution. The violin 'plays' Lén's fate; after hearing the 
music he realizes, '2e klestë, srdce jeho svirajici, u2 nikdy se 
nerozevfou'.^* Music is used to suggest the pitiable aspect of 
Lén's fate.

A similar consumptive violinist is portrayed in 
'Mendelssohnùv koncert'; uncle Xaver plays on his balcony at 
night until he is exhausted and starts to c o u g h . H i s  listeners 
are likewise moved by his music and horrified by his illness. 
Xaver Kopicius, however, probably has more in common with Mâfta 
in 'Dceruska Jairova' than with the Kaspar Lén violinist. Music 
and unrequited love kill both of them: Xaver longs for his dead 
mistress, Cecilie's mother, and ruins his health in the night 
air; Mâfta tries to seduce Jifi Stach, singing_a duet from Dalibor 
with him although she has been warned by a Prague doctor that 
singing will be her death.

The violinist Zdenko Loberle, in 'Beethovenùv veëer', dies 
from an infected shaving cut, rather than from love. Both 
Zdenko's brother and the narrator, however, are convinced that

^̂ Îbid. , p. 69.
^̂ *Ibid., p. 70. Capek-Chod uses military music and the 

military band to suggest man's subjection to Fate. See V tfetîm 
dvoife, pp. 116-8, 214. In 'Zebrak' references to 'vojenska hudba' 
open and close the story, suggesting that man is caught in a 
vicious circle. Ôapek-Chod, 'Zebrak', pp. 49, 63.

i^^apek-Chod, 'Mendelssohnùv koncert', p. 95.
i^^apek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', p. 266.
i^Capek-Chod, 'Beethovenùv veëer', p. 106. The narrator's 

irony in 'Beethovenùv veëer' contrasts with the depiction of the 
religious adoration of Beethoven and the uncompromising suffering 
musician, R., in Wagner's short stories 'A Pilgrimage to 
Beethoven' and 'An End in Paris', published in the Revue et 
Gazette musicale de Paris in 1840 and 1841 respectively.
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Zdenko's playing kills him. Zdenko seems to suggest this 
himself when he breaks off from playing Beethoven's F-major 
sonata and leaves the room saying, 'I shouldn't have done that'; 
he dies a day later. Zdenko's death is comic; he appears to the 
narrator in a dream, touches the wound under his chin and states, 
'To jsem take nemël dëlat'.̂ '*̂  But even if Zdenko is 'degraded' 
by his death, his attitude to music is idealized in contrast with 
that of the professional musicians the narrator hears perform in 
the Rudolf inum. The narrator states that when Zdenko plays 
Beethoven, 'poCinal si jako obfadnik kultu, modllcl se k proroku 
a zakladateli sekty modlitbou, jim samÿm zùstavenou'.^* Zdenko 
is a 'purist', intolerant of any fanciful interpretation of a 
piece, respectfully deferring to the composer. The narrator says 
of him,

byl to vykonny nadsenec hudebni nejCistsiho zrna, 
jeden ze st'astlivcû, jim% hudba dala, co odepfela 
ka%demu posluchadi a kagdemu hudebnimu profesionâlu, 
nebot' tomuto, i kdy% se vyskytne v nejskvëlejsi formë 
virtuosnî, je ûspëch v2dycky vëtsi rozkosi ne2 hudba 
sama.

As Xaver is contrasted with the individualist Vojtëch, so Zdenko 
is with the musicians in the Rudolf inum who perform Beethoven's 
A-minor sonata as if speed were the crucial factor; the music 
enthusiasts, checking the time of the performance with their 
watches, applaud approvingly.^"^® The Prague German audience and

i^^apek-Chod, 'Beethovenùv veëer', p. 106. 
i^Ibid., p. 105. 
i*Ibid., p. 99. 
i^^bid., pp. 100-1.
i^Tbid., p. 114. One is tempted to see authorial self-irony 

in this depiction. Bohuslav ̂ Bretschneider describes playing in 
a quartet with his uncle Capek-Chod: 'nase sdruBenl nemëlo
dlouhého trvâni. Ztroskotalo na bouflivém ëapkovë temperamentu, 
kterÿ nepfipustil, abychom volnou vêtu hrâli opravdu volnë, hrâli 
a dohrâli. KaBdé rychlejsi tempo promënil ke konci v silenÿ let. 
Kde2 bychom mu byli staëilii Zvlâstë jâ, ubohÿ cellista a 
technicky ze vsech ëtyf nejménë vyspël^, koupal jsem se v konci 
hry témëf ve svém potu. ' Sach, K. M. Capek-Chod, p. 73.
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the emotive musicians are satirized as adherents of a 
r e l i g i o n . T h e  satire is not directed against the Germans; 
Zdenko is also German. Nor does it attack the religion of music; 
it defines it. The presence of an audience is a profanation; the 
narrator comments, 'dnes poznavam, co je to vlastnë intimita 
komorniho dua. Tfeti u2 je pfi nëm nadbyteënÿ jako pfi milostném 
dostaveniëku a jestliBe ma vùbec miti posluchaëù krom hrâCù —  
tedy ve vedlejsim pokoji za pfivfenÿmi dvefmi.'̂ "** The narrator, 
but especially the superior musician Zdenko, are the true 
'initiates'. Music, like love, a god or Fate, requires a 
sacrifice from those it has 'singled out'.

Ludvik in 'Nejvyssi "H"' is the only musician (aside from 
Hildegarda) who neither suffers nor fails. Because Ludvik is a 
child and the short story is a fairytale, the conception of music 
elaborated is sheltered from the reader's scepticism.Ludvik 
can be seen as the divine incarnation of Music. He may inherit 
his musical ability from his natural father, who also played the 
violin, but he is described rather as the heir of the beggar 
musician who asks for a roof under which he can die and in return 
bequeathes his ancient violin to Ludvik.Amazed by Ludvik's 
untrained talent, the father wonders if the violin is not magic

i^^he narrator comments, 'pokud se tÿëe pânù, vùbec ka%dÿ 
pfichozi byl jenom dalsim svëdkem, 2e pro komorniho Beethovena 
neni v Praze zâjmu ne2 mezi pra2skÿmi Nëmci. Sotva 2e nëkterÿ 
referent ëeského listu byl vyjimkou'. Capek-Chod, 'Beethovenùv 
veëer', p. 110. For descriptions of the audience as adherents of 
a faith, see ibid., pp. 112-3.

'^Ibid., p. 118.
^'^^alker claims that Schopenhauer overlooked the fact that 

'Music is the only art form in which it is possible to be an 
infant prodigy'. Walker states that music is 'ideal for the 
expression of the emotional, plastic world of the child'. Alan 
Walker, 'Schopenhauer and Music', Times Literary Supplement, 3 
January 1975, p. 11. One might suggest that Ôapek-Chod was aware 
of this possibility. In V tifetim dvore the narrator describes the 
blind child Rudolfek's fascination with a music box. Ôapek-Chod, 
V tretim dvore, pp. 176-8.

^̂ °The narrator comments, 'tak se stal Ludvik prâvoplatnÿm 
dëdicem stafiëkého muzikanta'. ëapek-Chod, 'Nejvyssi ”H”', p. 
360.
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and the beggar a s p i r i t . T h e  father decides that Ludvik's
talent is a gift from God. The abbot who hears Ludvik perform
during the mass celebrating the Assumption, also believes that
the boy's talent is a sign he is one of God's c h o s e n . T h e
narrator, with slight irony, represents Ludvik as kin to Nature.
He can represent the natural world in his music and communicate
this to his listeners; the father realizes that Ludvik is
portraying the rising of the moon in his improvisations.^^ The
woods, to which he escapes from the monastery to play, are his
first violin teacher.His composition 'Tanec ohnivych skfitkù'
originates as a competition between Ludvik and a 'cricket-
violinist', accompanied by the sound of wood burning in a
stove. His oneness with Nature is also suggested by the
description of the trance into which he falls while playing:

Skoônâ zprvu potichouCku hranâ posedla Ludvika za 
chvilku a2 divoce a rozehrala v nëm kaBdou 2ilku, 
vifici V nëm se strunami o zâvod [...] Hrâl a hrâl s 
cvrëkem o zâvod, a2 mu housliôky v rukou jen svistëly 
a nevëdël ani, jak dlouho hraje

The purity of the eponymous note is compared with a ray of
sunlight. Music is associated with the source of light and life,
but not with the Christian God; in keeping with the anti-clerical
tone of the short story, Ludvik listens impatiently to Father

151Ibid., p. 361.
i^Ibid., p. 363. The author's attitude to such a possibilty 

would seem to be sceptical. In 'PachliCek a Cert' the devil's 
plough makes the sounds of a 'klâdynet' (clarinet) as it is 
dragged over the field. Capek-Chod, 'PâchliCek a Cert', 
Romanetto, pp. 288-9.

i^Ôapek-Chod, 'Nejvyssi "H"', pp. 386-7.
iw^bid., pp. 361-2.
i^Tbid., p. 3 67. The narrator suggests ironically that the 

woods made a poet out of Jifi Stach. Ôapek-Chod, 'Dceruska 
Jairova', p. 213.

i^Capek-Chod, 'Nejvyssi ”H"', pp. 370-1.
i^^bid., pp. 370-1.
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Julius's description of the note as the sound of the Lord's 
lo ve .U nde r the cover of a fairytale is revealed a conception 
of music elsewhere only suggested or ironized; it is the force 
of Nature, embodied most distinctly in individuals who are 
'instinctual', women and children, or those who, through 
suffering, have been cleansed of egotism. In Ôapek-Chod's 
depictions of music and musicians the apparently contradictory 
aspects of Schopenhauer's aesthetics are portrayed: music
represents the Will, manifest in the determined phenomenal world 
to which the individual belongs; and the artist sometimes 
momentarily transcends the demands of the Will by becoming one 
with it in aesthetic experience.

158Ibid., p. 378.
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Conceptions of Woman
1 . Introduction
In 'Vëda, erotika a metafora v românë', a polemical article
addressed to Saida, ëapek-Chod writes:

Mÿm povolanim jako romanopisec jest demaskovati 
hysterku, nymfu, polopannu, zkratka intersexuâlni 
2enu, o nl2 by se to nejménë mohlo mysliti, kde ji 
dopadnu. Podafi-li se mi, otevfit mladému mu2i tim 
smërem oëi, tak zhusta a tak valnë zaslepené bubïici 
sentimentalitou, gongorovskymi, z hrdla lezoucici 
odulostmi a pfepjatostmi o metafysiologické 2enë, budu 
si to klasti za velkou zasluhu.^

The statement indicates that he interprets some of his female
characters as suffering from psychological disorders which are
manifested sexually. The author expects that these characters
will strike the reader as abnormal, if not perverse; and the
responses of contemporary critics indicate that the characters
were indeed perceived in this light. For example, in his review
of Novê patero, Arne Novak describes both Anna (of the 'Antonin
Vondrejc' short stories) and Mafka (Kaspar Lén mstitel) as
hysterical.2 The late-twentieth-century reader is struck rather
by the satire which informs Capek-Chod's depictions of woman than
by the peculiarity of the 'psycho-sexual' disorders portrayed.
The female characters in Capek-Chod's works transcend the
conceptions of woman which he satirizes: the femme enfant, femme
fatale, New Woman and 'fallen woman'. By revealing the inadequacy
of these conceptions, the author suggests the anxieties that give
rise to male definitions of woman; thus, he may be interpreted
as commenting on the fin-de-siècle male crisis of identity.^

K̂. M. Ôapek-Chod, 'Vëda, erotika a metafora v românë', 
Cesta, 1 (1924-25), p. 66. In this instance he refers to the
character Eva in Vilém Rozkoà,

2-il [Arne Novak], 'Poznamky o K. M. Sapkovi', Lidové 
noviny, 4 February 1910, p. 1.

^See for example: Jacques Le Rider, Modernity and Crises of 
Identity. Culture and Society in Fin-de-Siècle Vienna [Modernité 
viennoise et crises de l'identité, 1990], translated by Rosemary 
Morris, Cambridge, 1993, esp. pp. 77-161; R. B. Pynsent, 
'Conclusory Essay: Decadence, Decay and Innovation', pp. 178-79; 
Elaine Showalter, Sexual Anarchy: Gender and Culture at the Fin 
de Siècle, London, 1990, pp. 8-9.
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In the ascription of similar qualities to characters of 

different classes, occupations, nationality and levels of 
education, the author indicates his understanding of the 
feminine. He perceives the prototypical woman as practical, 
sensual and assertive. These qualities do not manifest woman's 
selfishness or narcissism: they derive, at least in part, from 
her biological function. In this sense, woman is dominated by her 
sex organs, but no more so than man, whose behaviour is often 
depicted as determined by his sexuality and his dependence on 
woman. The representation of woman, by contrast, approaches that 
of a self-sufficient being. The author or his narrator rarely 
implies criticism of a female character from a moral standpoint; 
he suggests that the actions of woman which might be regarded as 
'immoral', for example, concealing the fact that she is pregnant 
from a prospective suitor, are determined by need, or by man's 
behaviour. Indeed, the implied author's contempt for male vanity 
and irresponsibility is expressed by female characters, a social 
outcast like the prostitute Rezi ('Otec'), or the childlike 
Madlenka, the temporary object of Rozkoô's lust {Vilém Rozkod) . 
Woman's essentially active nature, however, precludes any 
definition of her as victim. Her 'activity' is represented in 
particular by her transformations: from child to sexually mature 
woman, from unattainable object of desire to 'fallen woman' or 
mother. The capacity for transformation of Ôapek-Chod's female 
characters in part belies the attempt to interpret them under 
different headings; his conception of the feminine underlies the 
portrayal of various 'types'.

In representations of the femme enfant and femme fatale, the 
author ironizes male misconceptions of woman. He heightens this 
irony by embodying the distorted conception in sister-doubles. 
In depictions of New Woman, the author rejects the 
contemporaneous notion that intellectual inclinations in a woman 
are an indication of unnatural barrenness. He also satirizes a 
feminist interpretation of woman as superior to man in her 
indifference to 'animal' desire, as exemplified in Felix Tèver's
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(1852-1932) Duse nezakotvené (1908) / 'Emancipated' female 
characters like Katefina Vokâôovâ ('Snivâ Katefina'), Mâfta 
Ullikovâ (Turbina) and Jifina Menotovâ (Jindrové) are portrayed 
as dominated by desire, despite their intellectual ambitions or 
achievements. Female sensuality and vitality are epitomized in 
representations of the fallen woman, in particular the Jewish 
fallen woman (Anna in Antonin Vondrejc). In the representation 
of these 'outsiders' the author treats the masculine identity 
crisis most extensively.^

2 . The Femme Enfant
Although she was of interest to his contemporaries, Capek-Chod 
does not frequently represent the femme enfant in his works, but 
when he does the author either satirizes literary conventions and 
popular taste, or the male misunderstanding of woman.* The 
depiction of Aniftka ('Frantùv roman') , the beggar's daughter with 
whom the eponymous village 'idiot' falls in love, constitutes a 
parody of the literary type. The narrator ironizes the impact of 
the beloved's strange, diseased gaze: 'I do temného srdce blbého 
Franty jich zâf nalezla skulinu, ale on nemël onoho prismatu 
jinych, st'astnych lidi, aby ji byl rozlo2il v nadheru sedmi 
barev'.7 The description of Franta's small, pale blue eyes, 
'tonouci V Û2asu', spying on Aniftka's eyes, is probably intended 
to parody the sentimental conception of love.* This conception

*See, for example, the contrast between Iza and her 
betrothed in 'Mezi bfehy', Duse nezakotvené. On the perception 
of female passionlessness, see: R. v. Krafft-Ebing, Psychopathia 
Sexualis [1886], London, 1901, pp. 14-15; and Showalter, Sexual 
Anarchy, pp. 21-22, 45.

^On the connection between the masculine identity crisis, 
fear of the feminine and fear of the Jew, see Le Rider, Modernity 
and Crises of Identity, esp. pp. 88-9, 165-83.

^Compare with Otakar AufedniCek, 'Karriéra', Intimnl dramata 
(1895); Rù2ena Jesenska, Roman ditëte (1906); Bo2ena Vikova- 
Kunëtickâ, Holàiàka (1905); or Zeyer, 'Zvëst lâsky z provence', 
Z letopisü lâsky II (1889).

^Ôapek-Chod, 'Frantùv roman', p. 35.
*Ibid., pp. 35-6.
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is ironized further by the description of Franta lifting AniCka's 
eyelids as she lies frozen in the graveyard by her father: Franta 
identifies her by her lifeless eyes.*

Marysa Zapletalka, in 'Nëmâk', also constitutes a 
representation of the femme enfant; she is barely explored as a 
conventional type. The portrayal of the innocent sixteen-year-old 
Marysa, compared, for example, with that of Sefa in Vikovâ- 
Kunëtickâ's (1862-1934) Holàiàka (1905), seems superficial and 
unrealistic. In her lack of resistance or resentment towards her 
mother, who beats her for talking with a soldier, Marysa 
resembles a child rather than an adolescent; it is her mother's 
blows that teach her the significance of the lewd glances men 
have given her.^ Until she develops into an inconsiderate flirt 
while working at the factory, Marysa is portrayed as a child, 
'bez rozumu, lehkomyslného a nade vse nevinneho, na nëm% ani 
povrch nebyl zka2en'.“ Neither the psyche nor the sexuality of 
the child is explored in the character of Marysa. As first 
introduced, her character conforms to the 'ideal' sheltered young 
girl of the period, as described, for example, in Stefan Zweig's 
memoirs.^

Marysa does not exhibit the 'freedom from sexual inhibition' 
associated with the femme enfant; nor does she meet with the 
suffering and the early death typical of the type. She enters 
into the role of untroubled motherhood. By meting out a happy 
destiny to this character, the author satirizes the conception 
of the doom awaiting the femme enfant. He also satirizes male 
misunderstanding of female sexuality: Nëmâk, Marysa's future

*Ibid., p. 43.
^^apek-Chod, 'Nëmâk', p. 70.
“ibid., p. 84.
“stefan Zweig, 'Eros Matutinus', The World of Yesterday [Die 

Welt von Gerstern, 1941], London, 1953, p. 79.
“Edward Timms, 'The "Child-Woman”: Kraus, Freud, Wittels, 

and Irma Karczewska', Vienna 1900. From Altenberg to 
Wittgenstein, E. Timms and Ritchie Robertson (eds), Edinburgh, 
1990, p. 91.
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husband, is mystified by her flirtatious behaviour. Far from 
discerning her shallow, self-centred, somewhat cruel nature, 
Nëmâk idealizes her. The progress of Nëmâk's disillusion 
constitutes the plot of the story.

In Vilém Rozkoà, Capek-Chod treats adolescent sexuality in 
greater depth with the portrayal of the femme enfant Madlenka. 
When first introduced, the seamstress Madlenka is more 
androgynous in appearance than Marysa. Her boyish torso resembles 
that of Skfivânkovâ (Antonin Vondrejc) Her red hair and 
freckles align her with other Ôapek-Chod characters whose 
'desirability' derives from some unusual, conventionally 
unattractive feature.^ Madlenka's 'charm' also derives from her 
animality; the narrator comments: 'hodila by se i do druBiny
Panovy a prod Panovy? èeknëme radëji Volosovy, snadno by mohla 
byti tohoto boha dcerkou anebo lesni 2enkou, to formâlnë animâlnl 
ve své tvâfi mâ'.̂ ** Before losing her virginity to Rozkod, 
Madlenka is described as 'innocent'; that is, she does not flirt 
and she does not know about sexual intercourse. The 
transformation from child to woman occurs instantly with sexual 
intercourse, a brutal and 'unjust' act; the narrator states that 
she becomes a woman, 'ji2 se po jejim prâvu prâvë stalo hrozne 
bezprâvi, jakeB je losem vsech Ben, maji-li se jimi stâti'.^ 
Although as a 'child' she is ignorant, Madlenka experiences 
sexual desire, which impels her to pursue Rozkod.^* She is the 
victim of instinct and of his brutality; at the same time, she 
instigates their relations. She also expresses the narrator's 
judgment of the arrogant Rozkod when she curses him as he tries

^^apek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, pp. 10-11; Capek-Chod, Vilém 
Rozkoà, vol. 1, p. 55.

^^Madla, in Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan, is a red-head, as is 
Cecilie ('Mendelssohnùv koncert') , the prostitute in 'Beethovenùv 
veder' and Iza (Antonin Vondrejc) . Pavlina (V tfetim dvofe) has 
a birthmark, as does Miss Reed (Antonin Vondrejc) . Elvira ('Znova 
a lépe') and Mafka (Kaspar Lén mstitel) are stout.

^^apek-Chod, Vilém Rozkoà, vol. 1, p. 63.
^^Ibid. , p. 67.
^*Ibid., pp. 65-66.
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to pay her for her services as a model.The moral superiority 
of the femme enfant (and of woman in general in Capek-Chod's 
works) derives from the fact that she suffers, on account of 
Nature and at the hand of man. Like Marysa and Madia 
{Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan) , Madlenka is spared the fate of the femme 
enfant, maturing into a beautiful and self-confident woman who 
rejects Rozkod.^*

The adrongynous ideal of beauty admired by the Pre- 
Raphaelites is satirized in the depiction of the ballerina 
Skfivankova, who dances the role of Prince ModraCek in 'Krai 
Jedminek a kralovna PseniCka' {Antonin Vondrejc) Like 
Madlenka, the femme enfant Skfivankova reveals the weaknesses of 
the male protagonist. The red-headed 'child', 'jestë spis 
polohocha ne2 u2 poloBenusky', wins the audience's praise, rather 
than the composer or Vondrejc, the author of the libretto on 
which the pantomime is based.^ She is physically stronger than 
Vondrejc, and sexually assertive, offering her lips for the poet 
to kiss and taking his arm after they leave the theatre.^ 
Vondrejc's attempts to catch glimpses of her flesh as she dances 
reveal the poet's lustful attraction to her.^ Skfivankova also 
flatters the poet's vanity; Vondrejc is so intoxicated on hearing 
his verse recited by Skfivankova that he does not immediately 
perceive the girl's intention to make use of him.^

Likewise Bofka highlights the physical and intellectual 
'deficiencies' of her lover Armin Frey. Unlike the other femme 
enfant characters, Bofka does not have a frail or childlike

^^Ibid. , p. 78.
^Ibid., vol. 3, p. 189-91.
^^Praz notes the obsession with the androgyne type towards 

the end of the nineteenth century. Mario Praz, The Romantic 
Agony, p. 232.

^^apek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, pp. 10-11. 
^Ibid., pp. 11, 15.
^Ibid., p. 9.
%Ibid., pp. 13-14, 17.
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figure. Her height and large bosom contrast with Frey's dwarfish, 
deformed body; however, her youth, childlike face and naivety are 
emphasized.^ Her aggressive nature is suggested not only by her 
physical appearance (for example, her nipples are described as 
'drze'), but also by her first visit to Frey's flat, after which 
she refuses to leave.This stubborness is also childlike. It 
may be her simplicity and seemingly transparent nature that 
baffle Frey. He is unable to interpret her behaviour at the 
moment she decides to accept his money and leave him to his death 
in the Ullik family home.^ Frey cannot determine whether Bofka 
acts out of cunning or the instinct of self-preservation; this 
failure in discernment is fatal for him.^

3 . The Femme Fatale
As in the case of the femme enfant, representations of the femme 
fatale satirize conventional attitudes and, through grotesque 
exaggeration, man's dependence on woman. In The Romantic Agony 
(1933), Praz identifies the main characteristics of the femme 
fatale as she is represented in nineteenth-century literature: 
she is beautiful, cruel and unattainable, inspiring fear and 
horror, but also inflaming a desire which she does not satisfy; 
she is vampiric, killing the male whom she loves, and derives 
pleasure from the spectacle of suffering.^ This type of femme 
fatale is embodied in the character of pan! Dragopulos in Zeyer's 
Jan Maria Plojhar (1891)

^^apek-Chod, Turbina, pp. 433-41.
^Ibid., p. 230.
^Ibid., p. 540.
^One notes the irony in the choice of names: Bofka, wisdom; 

and Frey, suggesting freedom (frei).
^°Praz, The Romantic Agony, see pp. 215-3 00.
Antonin Vondrejc can be interpreted as a parody of Jan 

Maria Plojhar.
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The femme fatale in Nejzâpadnëjsî Slovan is described as 

conventionally beautiful: pale skin, slender neck, noble nose, 
lips like a rosebud, eyes which burn like a thousand stars.^ She 
has blond hair, rather than the standard titian or black for the 
femme fatale. The narrator ironizes Hvëzda's attraction to this 
beauty: having described her as a bird of paradise in a primeval 
forest, Hvëzda adds, 'Nu vezmëte si z toho, co chcete, takové to 
bylo, jâ jsem sice nikdy v tropech nebyl, ale . Her 
standard scornful laughing gaze indicates power and awareness of 
her power over men.* In Hvëzda's desire for a woman who 
humiliates him the narrator ironizes man's passive and 
masochistic sexuality. Moreover, in representing the male thus, 
ëapek-Chod diverges from the contemporary sociological and 
medical identification of masochism with woman.* The first 
chapter of the novel, however, also constitutes a parody of the 
Decadent stylization of sexuality.* This is apparent in the 
account of the femme fatale's attempt to seduce Hvëzda.*

Masochistic desire for a dominating, 'man-devouring', woman 
is also ironized through Bures's obsession with Elvira ('Znova

*ëapek-Chod, Nejzâpadnëjsî Slovan, pp. 11-12.
*Ibid., p. 28.
*Ibid., p. 12.
*This identification derives from the perception of the male 

as active and the woman, passive. Krafft-Ebing perceives sadism 
as a masculine perversity, noting that it is infrequent in women. 
He describes masochism as a 'pathological growth of specific 
feminine mental elements'; he believes that woman is 
physiologically predisposed to masochism, rather than sadism. 
Krafft-Ebing, Psychopathia Sexual is, pp. 80, 112, 187. Freud
describes masochism as comprising a passive, in his terms 
'feminine', attitude to sexual life. Sigmund Freud, 'Three Essays 
on the Theory of Sexuality' (1905), The Standard Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works, vol. VII, London, 1953, see pp. 
158-60. Young-Bruehl argues against the view that Freud 
identified female sexuality with masochism. Elisabeth Young- 
Bruehl, 'Introduction', Freud on Women, London, 1990, see p. 35.

*See, for example, Jifi Karasek's 'Smrt Salomina', Posvâtné 
ohnë (1911), or Miroslav Rutte's Maria z Magdaly (1908).

*ëapek-Chod, Nejzâpadnëjsî Slovan, p. 33.
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a lépe'). Bures appears even more foolish and feeble in that the 
object of his desire, Elvira, is a most unlikely femme fatale. 
Her name sounds slightly ridiculous, as is suggested by Bures's 
private nickname for her; the narrator comments ironically, 
'nenazyval Bures Elviru ve svÿch horoucich modlitbach k ni jinak 
led "Elzevirou", adkoli vëdël, 2e je to nesmyslnâ posetilost a 
2e "elzevirem" rozumi se urditÿ druh starÿch tiskù'.^ The 
baroness is not pretty; in fact, she is more hirsute than the men 
who blush under her gaze.^ The narrator draws attention to her 
large feet/° She has a stronger physical constitution than the 
timid B u r e s I n  their relations, he has the weaker, 'female', 
role/^ Her aggression, as suggested by the fact that she 
proposes marriage to him and not vice versa, is apparent 
throughout.^ In his desire for this female colossus, Bures is 
portrayed as ludicrous, helpless and diminutive; thus the 
narrator underlines man's enslavement to instinct and masochistic 
dependence on woman.

By having Elvira as Austrian-German and Bures as Czech, the 
author comments on the cultural, social and political position 
of his fellow nationals; the Czech sense of inferiority and 
subservience to German power is portrayed ironically.*

4 . Sisters

^*dapek-Chod, 'Znova a lepe', p. 28. The word play is typical 
of dapek-Chod. Brusak remarks that Bures is the victim of his 
desire for Elvira. Karel Brusak, 'Narrator Turned Dramatist', 
Karel Matëj dapek-Chod, Pynsent (ed.), p. 232.

^^Ibid. , p. 29.
^°Ibid., p. 41.
*Ibid., p. 63.
^Ibid., p. 42.
*Ibid., p. 37.
*When the short story was rewritten and performed on stage 

(Begiiv samokres, 1911) , contemporaries perceived the conflict
between the nationalities as one of the main themes of the play.
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The author highlights, by doubling, a conception of the female 
in sister pairs. Man's misunderstanding of woman, which Capek- 
Chod often represents as fatal, thus is also highlighted: man is 
unable to fathom one or the other manifestation of the same 
essence. In 'Znova a lepe', the blind Klâra serves as a foil to 
her younger sister Elvira; Klara constitutes an example of the 
'deformed sibling' topos.^" Klara's presence provides a distorted 
reflection of Elvira's behaviour. Klâra appears on two occasions. 
She is present when Elvira, 'moved' by Bures's violin playing, 
first kisses him; Klara's mistrustful curiosity, the narrator 
suggests, provides an unheeded warning to the foolish Bures/* 
Klara's second appearance following the couple's quarrel 
emphasizes her function. Bures recalls her face as a mask, 
materializing at the critical moment of the scene.^ The 
despairing gestures with which she seeks her sister's body on the 
floor add a sombre note to the otherwise comic-ironic tone of the 
short story.*

Pairs of sisters also occur in 'Zpovëd' naturalistova', 
Turbina, Antonin Vondrejc and Jindrové. In 'Zpovëd' 
naturalistova', the hunchback sister Margl may function as a 
distorted double of the object of the narrator's obsession, 
Rezinka. Margl's coughing fits, culminating in hysteria, 
prefigure Rezinka's despair following her seduction by the

^Compare with the depiction of Josefinka's crippled sister 
Katuska in Neruda's 'Tyden v tichem domë' {Povidky malostranské, 
1878). Aarne and Thompson summarize the 'Beautiful and the Ugly 
Twin' type of folktale thus: 'A queen is childless and gets from 
a witch advice how to have a child, but she breaks a condition 
connected with the advice and has two girls, a very beautiful one 
and one deformed (with an animal's head). The ugly sister always 
assists the handsome one, and is at last to marry a prince. On 
the wedding day she is transformed and becomes as pretty as her 
sister.' Antti Aarne, The Types of the Folktale, A Classification 
and Bibliography, translated by Stith Thompson, 2nd revised edn, 
Helsinki, 1961, p. 247.

*0apek-Chod, 'Znova a lepe', p. 44.
*^bid., pp. 56-7.
^Compare with the grotesque function of the blind grandson 

in Ôapek-Chod, Kaspar Lén mstitel, pp. 106-7, 112-13.
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narrator/’ This is suggested in that the author represents 
female desire as a violent process which distorts the body. On 
a more obvious level, Margl's deformed body manifests the absurd 
and devastating workings of Fate.^ The outcome of events in 
Turbina reveals the similarities between seeming opposites, the 
New Woman Mâfia and her sister Tynda. In the latter, the narrator 
depicts an unlikely femme fatale. Although she uses and torments 
men, Tynda is also subject to instinct. In her the narrator 
ironizes male conceptions of unattainable woman.

The narrator of Jindrové indicates that the hunchback sister 
constitutes Jifina's double: 'Bylat' sestfe filozofce podobnâ
jako jeji obraz ve vydutem zrcadle'.^^ The hunchback supports the 
student of aesthetics Jifina by selling flowers; thus, the sister 
represents Jifina's 'roots', her ties to Nature and biological 
processes. For Capek-Chod, woman's work in a garden indicates her 
material, instinct-driven character.^ That the sister may 
personify instinct is suggested by her watchful presence during 
Jindra Junior's visits to the cottage by the river. On the night 
that Jifina asks Jindra to return to her after the others have 
gone to sleep, their conversation is interrupted by the sister's 
cry, 'Dost!'.^ The exclamation refers to the garden water supply 
which the pair has been replenishing, as well as to the mounting 
sexual tension between them. The cry also expresses Jifina's 
uspoken plea to Jindra: 'Setfi mël ... Zhynu vsak, budes-li dele 
Ota let. '54

4’0apek-Chod, 'Zpovëd' naturalistova', p. 318.
5°Ibid., p. 326.
^ëapek-Chod, Jindrové, p. 165.
^One thinks, for example, of panimama Ticha in 'Nëmâk', both 

Ilonas in 'Herbanimal', Marysa Zavazelka in 'Kdo s koho', and 
Madlenka in Vilém Rozkoà.

^'Ôapek-Chod, Jindrové, p. 187.
54ibid. , p. 186. The sister leads Jindra from the riverbank, 

where he had intended to commit suicide; thus, she also acts as 
an instrument of Fate. Ibid., p. 3 00.
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A contrast is established between the two sets of sisters 

Vondrejc encounters (Antonin Vondrejc). This contrast is 
underlined by the names of the characters (Mirza/Ada, Anna/Iza). 
For Vondrejc, Mirza represents the ideal, and Anna, the material, 
woman. Vondrejc comments: 'Anna a Mirza?i Incommensurablei Lâska 
nebeska a pozemska'.^ Through the sister-doubles, Ada and Iza, 
the narrator ironizes Vondrejc's conceptions of woman and reveals 
the poet's self-deception.

In her arrogance and self-serving behaviour, the Romanian- 
born Mirza is a typical femme fatale. Her exotic origins recall 
those of Zeyer's pan! Dragopulos, whose legal father was a 
Romanian prince; her actual father was a Gipsy.^ Mirza's beauty 
is conventional, except for her intensely red eyebrows.^ The 
narrator satirizes the male perception of the femme fatale, 
together with Czech nationalism, through the portrayal of Mirza's 
ardour for the Czechs. According to her father's wishes, Mirza 
has been brought up a German, while her deformed twin Ada has 
been brought up a Czech. Vystyd comments resentfully, 'pro nâs 
bela dost' dobra kfeva Ada, Nëmcùm vênovanà bohefta Mirza'. 
Mirza becomes acquainted with Vondrejc for 'patriotic' purposes; 
she wishes to be aligned with the Czech national faction.^ Ada 
insists, however, that her sister is merely seeking a diversion 
in her relations with the poet. Ada's role consists in holding 
a distorted mirror to the femme fatale. The sisters are identical 
from the waist up; but they can be distinguished in that one of

^^Capek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 55.
^Julius Zeyer, Jan Maria Plojhar, Prague, 1891, p. 56.
^^apek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 59. The reader expects 

that the ode which Vondrejc writes to her beauty, originally 
entitled 'NedostiBny ideal', is correspondingly banal. Ibid., p. 
56. In this poem Vondrejc gives a definition of beauty - 
'nenadaly, nejlépe nâhlÿ objev k naplnëni lidské touhy po 
dokonalejsim' (ibid.) - which is similar to that proposed by the 
narrator of Vëtrnik: 'nenadalym splnënim podvëdomé touhy po
nejdokonalejsim'. ëapek-Chod, Vëtrnik, p. 49.

^Ôapek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 45.
’̂Ibid., pp. 58-59.
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Ada's legs is shorter than the other.^ Mirza's 'hidden' defect, 
that is, her deceit, may be represented by Ada's physical defect. 
Vondrejc's lack of understanding of Mirza is portrayed in his 
courtship of both sisters; the narrator states of Vondrejc, 'sâm 
sebe podezfival, 2e jest asi spis zblâznën do oslnivého typu 
stefanoviôovského vùbec, ne2 do jediné Mirzy'

Male misconception of the femme fatale is further ironized 
in the description of Mirza's fate. Like Vondrejc, she lives 
unmarried with her partner, her one-time betrothed 
Schreckenstein.^ The narrator turns on its head the 
'inaccessible' nature of the femme fatale; Mirza's availability 
is represented by her occupation on leaving Mirostfe2e: she
becomes a travelling performer, singing to the piano 
accompaniment of Schreckenstein.^ In the Fin de siècle, the 
female performer's social status was dubious.*

5. The Jewish Woman
The author repeatedly draws attention to the 'Jewishness' of the 
second set of sister pairs in Antonin Vondrejc. Contemporary 
critics also saw in Anna a study of a racial type.* Anna and Iza 
together constitute one aspect of Vondrejc's conception of 
femininity: sexual, material woman, in contrast with the 'ideal'

^Ibid., p. 57.
*Ibid.
^^apek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 43.
63Ibid.
*See, for example, Julius Zeyer's 'Miss Olympia', Novelly 

I (1879) . See also: Nina Auerbach, Woman and the Demon: The Life 
of a Victorian Myth, Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, 1982, 
pp. 182, 205; Helen Day, 'Female Daredevils', The New Woman and 
Her Sisters. Feminism and Theatre 1850-1914, Viv Gardner and 
Susan Rutherford (eds), London, 1992, pp. 137-57; Christopher 
Kent, 'Image and Reality: The Actress and Society', A Widening 
Sphere, Changing Roles of Victorian Women, Martha Vicinus (ed.), 
Bloomington and London, 1977, esp. pp. 95, 101; Stefan Zweig, 
'Eros Matutinus', pp. 82, 84.

65See: Arne Novak, 'Roman Antonina Vondrejce'.
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woman, represented by Mirza/Ada.* In the depiction of Anna and 
Iza, the author makes the stock association of sensuality with 
the Jewess, evident, for example, in Otto Weininger's Geschlecht 
und Charakter (1903). Unlike Weininger, Capek-Chod does not 
express loathing for the 'type' he presents. Moreover, while 
contemporaries and the author himself may have perceived Anna as 
the 'quintessential' Jewess, she has the qualities evident in 
most of Ôapek-Chod's non-Jewish female characters.

Like Pavlina {V tfetlm dvoife) Anna is not intellectual. Like 
Elvira, she is stronger than her male partner.Like both of 
these female characters, Anna is sexually assertive, as is 
indicated, for example, by her violent kisses.* Like the 
prostitute who judges Chocholous in 'Otec', and the model 
Madlenka who judges Vilém Rozkoô, Anna also wields moral 
authority in relation to the male; she insists that Vondrejc has 
a responsibility to marry her.* Her 'proposal' of marriage 
indicates her practical nature, further evinced by her intention 
to recover some of the money she has spent on clothes for 
Vondrejc for the wedding, and by her sale of the goose which her 
uncle gives her as a wedding present.^ Her practicality, even 
cunning, is associated with her appreciation of money, 
represented as a 'Jewish' trait.^ Most of Capek-Chod's female 
characters, however, are represented as practical and concerned 
about money. The pregnant serving-maid in 'Na valech', for 
example, attempts to find a husband who can provide a name for 
her child; this motif occurs also in 'Nedonoseny ...'. Pavlina 
contrives to marry the elderly postal official in order to secure

*As noted above, however, Mirza's 'ethereal' nature is 
qualified by the depiction of Ada.

*Capek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 98.
*Ibid., p. 114.
*Ibid., p. 95.
^°Ibid. , pp. 378, 457. Mafia also proposes to Arnost Zouplna 

(Turbina).
^^Ibid. , pp. 117, 256.
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financial and social respectability for herself. Such 
characteristics demonstrate Anna's 'will to life' in contrast to 
Vondrejc's passivity.^ The order of publication of the original 
Vondrejc short stories draws attention to this difference between 
Anna and Vondrejc.

Like Cecilie ('Mendelssohnùv koncert') who snuffs out the 
candle so that her cousin will not see her arousal, Anna is 
modest.^ Anna has never allowed Vondrejc to see her naked. 
Anna is not a femme fatale, as is indicated by the fact that she 
is neither vain nor conscious of her beauty. The narrator 
comments on her, from Vondrejc's perspective: 'Jako takovâ
Michelangelova Noc bez uvëdomëni a bez marnivosti - smutna.'^ 
She is a sensual being. Vondrejc perceives her as, 'tato semitka, 
beze vzletu pro vëci mimo erotiku le2ici';^ 'tato pfekrvenâ 
gidovka, na jeji2 horouci smyslnost naletl jako mol a nynl se 
polospalen svijl'.^ Although she prides herself with not 
'looking' Jewish, Vondrejc regards her sensuality to be evident 
in her 'Jewish' features; the narrator comments: 'Jindy, kdy2 v 
takovem okam2iku vyruseni z bâsnivé nâlady utkvël na 
nejsemitstëjsi znâmce jeji rasy, na tëchhle pfekrvenÿch, pro 
plnost nedovfenÿch pyskâch, vypadajicich jako hlubokâ peëet' 
stfebavych vâsni Anninÿch - kterak dovedl bÿt sprostÿm tento

^^'odhodlâni k 2ivotu'. Ibid., p. 345. Despite her strength, 
however, Anna is also represented as childlike. She cries with 
the abandon of a child. Ibid., p. 121.

^In the first story, 'Antonina Vondrejce statni stipendium', 
for example, Anna stays awake all night worrying when her lover 
will return home. In the second story, 'Posledni veder Antonina 
Vondrejce', Vondrejc is bedridden and tormented by a fear of 
death. Each night he lies awake waiting for Anna to return home 
from work; only her presence can banish his fear {Nové patero, 
1910).

^^apek-Chod, 'Mendelssohnùv knocert', p. 131.
^Capek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 16.
^Tbid.
^Ibid., p. 90.
^Ibid., p. 119.
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lyricky b â s n i k ! Again, with respect to her sensual nature, 
Anna does not differ from other female characters in Ôapek-Chod's 
works, except in that she represents the epitome of the desirable 
woman. The miller's daughter Markytka, Rozkod's lover in Êesany, 
for example, and Sofia in 'Liberum arbitrium', are also described 
as passionate and sensual.Kost'al, in 'Kdo s koho', is as much 
a slave to his passion for Marysa, as Vondrejc is to his desire 
for Anna.

Anna's nature is parodied in the character of her sister 
Iza. Like Mirza and Ada, Anna and Jza are so similar in 
appearance that Vondrejc at first mistakes Iza for Anna; thus, 
one can assume that the character of Iza is intended to comment 
on that of Anna.*i Only Iza's complexion, her blue eyes and red 
hair distinguish the model physically from the pub waitress. 
Iza's occupation identifies her as an 'immoral' woman like the 
prostitute. As a pub waitress, Anna's social position is similar 
to that of Iza's; women of such occupations were considered 
likely to resort to prostitution.*^ Vondrejc regards the sisters 
as two predators, one phlegmatic, the other choleric.^ The 
distinction between them is one of degree rather than of kind. 
Anna's characteristics are present in extreme form in Iza: 
'ruthless' practicality, a certain black humour, passion tending 
towards hysteria, superstition, sexual aggression. The main

^Ibid/, p. 268.
^^apek-Chod, Èesany, Prague, 1927, pp. 105, 148; 'Liberum 

arbitrium', p. 203.
^Ôapek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 82.
^ibid., p. 83.
*̂ See, for example, the attempts of the customers to seduce 

Hana in Marie Majerova's Panenstvl (1907). On the vulnerability 
of waitresses, see 'Pryd s prostituci z hostincùl', Nase doba, 
5 (1898), pp. 767-8; and 'Instituce disnic a prostituce', ^enska 
revue, 4 (1909) , June, p. 13 6. For a rating of occupations
according to risk in nineteenth-century Britain, see Linda 
Mahood, The Magdalenes. Prostitution in the Nineteenth Century, 
London and New York, 1990, p. 73.

^'jedna lehké krve, druha tëSkokrevnâ', Ôapek-Chod, Antonin 
Vondrejc, p. 356.
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distinction between them is that Iza's sexuality is unproductive; 
thus, according to contemporaneous attitudes, she is represented 
as perverse. Anna's desire, however, is likewise not consciously 
directed towards reproduction. She 'gives' herself to Vondrejc 
in order to save him from suicide.^

Like Anna, Iza is defined by her sexuality, as is suggested 
in the description of Vondrejc's first encounter with her; he 
sees her as she poses nude for the sculptor Klauda. In 
appearance, however, in her consciousness of her own beauty and 
in her behaviour, she resembles more the conventional femme 
fatale. The description of her hair, for example, recalls that 
of pan! Dragopulos.^ Iza's sexual aggression is indicated by her 
pursuit of Vondrejc; until the poet falls ill, she pesters him 
whenever Anna leaves the two of them alone in the flat.*^ The 
narrator suggests that Iza indulges in 'perverse' acts with the 
Decadent art critic Nedasek. Anna is amazed to hear the reason 
why Iza has run away from her husband, commenting, 'Takhle 
nebudete mit 2âdnÿ dëti do smrti', and 'Ja bych to neudëlala za 
pul svëta'.*® It is revealed that the effete Neëâsek has bitten 
her.^ Anna, however, is not horrified by Iza's confidences; the 
two sisters laugh over the account/* Iza refuses to submit to 
NeCasek's demands until he signs over half his property to her.^ 
One can hardly distinguish between Anna's cunning and Iza's 
stubborn practicality. The physical and psychological similarity 
between Iza and Anna illustrates the proximity between 
conceptions of the femme fatale and 'natural' or instinct-driven

85Ibid., p. 89.
^They both have the same thick, coarse red hair with shades 

of gold. Zeyer, Jan Maria Plojhar, p. 51; ëapek-Chod, Antonin 
Vondrejc , p. 370.

^Ibid., p. 273.
**Ibid., p. 369. 
^^Ibid. , p. 388. 
^Ibid., p. 369.
^Ibid.
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woman. Both reveal man's fear of female sexuality and 
concommitant fear of powerlessness.

Whereas in Antonin Vondrejc two conceptions of woman are 
represented by the sister pairs, in 'Dceruska Jairova' they are 
combined in one character, Irma-Mafta, the younger sister of the 
Jewish war-profiteer Artur Stein. Whereas Anna represents the 
prototypical woman, Irma-Mafta represents the divided soul, like 
Capek-Chod's male Jewish characters. Her pair of names, 
identifying her associations with both German and Czech 
nationalities, suggests the duality within her nature; 
acoustically, it constitutes a variation on the names of the 
sister pairs, Anna/Iza and Ada/Mirza. Like Anna and Iza, Irma- 
Mafta's first language is German; she speaks German with her 
brother, that is, within the private sphere of the home. By 
insisting that her brother speak Czech with her in the presence 
of others and that he address her as 'Màfta' rather than Irma, she 
demonstrates her Czech patriotism. She identifies Czech with her 
public self and with sexual maturity. Irma-Mafta is an adolescent, 
which for the central character Jifl Stach and for the narrator 
means both child and woman, a femme enfant. From the photograph 
which Stein shows him, Stach learns that as a young child Irma- 
Mâfta had been obese.^ Under the care of a doctor, she has lost 
weight; as a result of this treatment her health had been 
destroyed. Irma-Mâfta's mind has also been moulded at a boarding 
school, which has not eradicated, however, her errors in the use 
of Czech.^ An ethereal, Czech-speaking 'lady' has been sculpted 
from a fat, German-speaking child. As well as her childish self, 
Irma-Mâfta has also rejected her Jewish identity; addressing his 
sister and Stach, Stein states: 'A nemâm pravdu, 2e je to hezkâ 
2idovka? [...] ona to nerada slysi, ne to, 2e by byla hezkâ, ale, 
2e je 2idovka . . . chtëla bys byt radsi snad oskliva kfest'anka, 
Irmo?'^ Her change of allegiance, like her illness, represents

^^apek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', p. 266.
^Ibid., p. 2 32. She was taught Czech at a Prague boarding 

school. Ibid.
94Ibid., pp. 231-32.
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her transition to sexual maturity. Thus in the portrayal of Irma- 
Mâfta the narrator ironizes patriotism, as a metaphor for desire, 
as well as the Romantic and Decadent identification of desire 
with the death-wish.^

The narrative of Antonin Vondrejc suggests that the poet is 
deluded in his perceptions of woman. Neither Mirza nor Anna is 
adequately described by Vondrejc's labels: ideal, in contrast to 
sensual, woman. The apparently contradictory aspects of Irma- 
Mâfta's character remain likewise unresolved.

6. New Woman
In Geschlecht und Charakter Otto Weininger expresses an attitude 
to 'emancipated' woman typical of the Fin de siècle: 'A woman's 
demand for emancipation and her qualification for it are in 
direct proportion to the amount of maleness in h e r . T h i s  
perception of the New Woman informs the depiction of the 
schoolmaster's daughter Kamisa, in Sova's (1864-1928) JvrJv roman 
(1902). Kamisa is accustomed to the company of intellectuals and 
artists, and boasts of her interest in the most modern 
publications.^ Her knowledge is superficial; from her reading 
she has acquired trite phrases and 'postures', such as Decadent 
ennui.Kamisa affects irony and an aggressive curiousity. She 
has 'masculine' mannerisms and a manly physique.^ She takes no 
care over her appearance.The eponymous protagonist comments

^On her disease as a metaphor for desire, see ibid., p. 231.
^Otto Weininger, Sex and Character [Geschlecht und

Charakter, 1903], London and New York, 1975, p. 64. Reprint of
the 1906 edition. The author's overall assessment of this
'mannish' woman, however, was not typical; he writes: 'homo
sexuality in a woman is the outcome of her masculinity and 
presupposes a higher degree of development'. Ibid., p. 66.

^Antonin So va, Ivüv roman, Prague, n.d. [1902], p. 130. Sova 
and Ôapek-Chod were friends. See: Papers: Capek-Chod; letters 
from Antonin Sova to Capek-Chod, 1910-1924.

^*Ibid., pp. 13 0-1.
*Ibid., pp. 109, 130.
100Ibid., p. 130.
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that she is: 'Jedna z tëch sto jinych, které se nedovedly vymanit 
ze spatnë pochopené horeëky emancipaôni. In her portrayal of 
the 'liberated' female art student Mâfta êpaôkovâ, in V rozkvëtu 
léta (1916), Ziegloserovâ (1883-1942) adheres to the conventional 
view according to which woman only displays an interest in an 
intellectual subject in order to attract a man. Mafia is 
tasteless, aggressively sexual and ultimately bourgeois: the aim 
of her licentious behaviour is to find a husband and attain a 
respectable social position.

The New Woman represented in four works by Capek-Chod, 
'Sniva Katefina', 'Tfi dopisy MUC. Rù2eny Hamâëkové MUDru Marii 
Loukotové' (hereafter 'Tfi dopisy'), Turbina and Jindrové, 
contrasts with this conventional depiction in that she is almost 
identical to 'natural', or instinctive, woman. New Woman tends 
to be more idealistic, self-deluded, thus, for Ôapek-Chod, more 
'masculine' than his other female characters; she retains, 
however, her practical, life-affirming, creative nature, which 
in some instances derives from her childbearing capacity.

The emancipation of woman is first addressed by Gapek-Chod 
in 'Sniva Katefina'. That the narrator's treatment of the 'woman 
question' is distant both from the earnestness of Machar or 
Vikovâ-Kunëtickâ, and from the sarcasm of Sova, is suggested in 
the account of Katefina's present circumstances. When her uncle, 
a journalist and enthusiastic supporter of the woman's cause, 
dies, Katefina has to leave grammar school and work as a 
seamstress with her aunt; they fall victim to the short
sightedness of the uncle, who has incurred debts in the course 
of his campaigning for the cause. As well as debts, the 
narrator implies, the uncle has burdened Katefina with

101Ibid., p. 119.
iM^ee Weininger, Sex and Character, p. 70. Ziegloserovâ's 

portrait of the female student contrasts with that drawn by 
Rù2ena Svobodova in V ifisi tulipânkü (1903) and Vikovâ-Kunëtickâ 
in Cop (1905).

i^Anna Ziegloserovâ, V rozkvëtu léta, Prague, 1916, pp. 95,
120.

i^Ôapek-Chod, 'Snivâ Katerina', pp. 171-73.
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impractical conceptions of her position; the narrator comments 
on her reaction to Rokyta's satirical self-portrait: 'Zbytky
zdravého pudu, pokud v ni nebyly zduseny chybnÿm vychovanim a 
falsi nâzoru o vlastnim postaveni, do nëho2 se vemluvila, hlâsily 
se k slovu velice chabë, aie pfece jenom pocitila jakÿsi zmatek 
zahanbeni'.^s The short story consists in an exploration of the 
conflict within Katefina between her practical nature and the 
tendency, fostered by her incomplete education, to escape from 
misery into daydreams. Driven by desire, notions of free love and 
an impulse to debase herself, Katefina becomes pregnant by the 
worker Klimt. She considers suicide, but abandons thoughts of 
self-destruction because of her duty to her unborn child.

Katenina's material nature is suggested by the story's first 
sentence, describing her sigh; the narrator asserts that she is 
not sighing out of sorrow but relief that the morning visitors 
to the gallery where she is temporarily employed at the cash desk 
have left. Sure that no one will disturb her, she unbuttons her 
blouse, removes her shoes and starts to drowse. The narrator 
emphasizes the changes that have occurred in her body as a result 
of her advanced pregnancy. The reader is always aware of the 
possible physical motivations for Katefina's responses. After 
relating that Katenina wears her uncle's ring in the hope that 
others will mistake it for an engagement ring, the narrator 
states: '"L2esl" ozvalo se nahle v Katefinê, u2 ne dvojaké,
bla2ené a ubohé, povznesené a poniSené, nÿbr% jen ubohé a 
poniSené a hroznë trpici - snërovaôkou ...'^^ Her sexual 
assertiveness is manifest in her seduction of Klimt, who is 
unaware of her desire until one evening, in the course of a 
conversation about social theory, she grabs his hand in response 
to his question, 'Und sind Sie selbst etwas anderes, als ein 
Proletarierkind?!'.^? This ironic, unsentimental depiction of 
assertive female desire contrasts with the representation of

'^ibid., p. 279. 
i^Ibid., p. 274.
107Ibid., p. 193.
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Eliska Medfickâ's almost unintentional seduction of Bohuslav 
Dasek in Vikovâ-Kunëtickâ's Medficka (1897) .

Katefina's intellectual shortcomings are ironized by the 
narrator, but he may also be indicating that such shortcomings 
are a manifestation of 'healthy' common sense. For example, the 
narrator states of Katefina's response to Rokyta's speech at a 
private view: 'Nechâpala ani slova z celého toho rufieje s vysoka 
padajici honosivosti'.^* Peering at Rokyta's self-portrait, 
modelled after the Belvedere Apollo, Katefina mistakes the object 
which the figure holds in his left hand for a tube of toothpaste; 
the object is intended to represent a tube of white paint 
('kremBskâ bëloba').“° That Katefina is struck dumb when she 
attempts to interpret for Klimt at a political rally may indicate 
her 'feminine' modesty it functions as a satire on her 
intellectual pretensions, but also on the coarse mud-slinging 
which makes for the agenda of such rallies a l t o g e t h e r . The 
narrator repeatedly indicates that Katefina's education and 
intellectual accomplishments are a veneer behind which dozes 
sensual, material woman.

The portrayal of the medical student Rù2ena Hamaëkovâ in 
'Tfi dopisy' is more ambiguous. Like Katefina's, Rù2ena's 
'emancipated' views do not negate her femininity, understood in 
conventional terms. Rù2ena gives up her studies after fainting 
in the operating theatre, when her fourteen-year-old patient dies 
while giving b i r t h . Rù2ena's modesty is evinced by her angry

^°*Bo2ena Vikovâ-Kunëtickâ, Medficka, Prague, .1897, p. 109.
i^^apek-Chod, 'Snivâ Katefina', p. 2 68.
“°Ibid. , p. 277. The narrator may be thus satirizing the 

'clumsiness' and pretensions of contemporaneous painters.
“^Showalter writes that for late Victorians it seemed a 

'transgression of "womanly" modesty' for a woman to speak from 
the podium. Showalter, Sexual Anarchy, p. 24.

“^Ôapek-Chod, 'Snivâ Katefina', pp. 202-10.
i^^bid., p. 192.
“'‘Ôapek-Chod, 'Tfi dopisy MUC. RuBeny Hamâëkové MUDru Marii 

Loukotové', Osmero novel, p. 272.
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reaction to her suitor, Dr Bazanelli's, lewdness. On a walk in 
the woods, the two of them find an unusual mushroom ('jelenka 
obecna'); Bazanelli recalls the Latin term for the mushroom, and 
laughs when he realizes that she understands the Latin {Phallus 
impudicus). She claims to have a 'romantickou bajivou 
dusi'."* Her sensuality is indicated by her initial attraction 
to Bazanelli; she writes to her friend: 'Nevim, milâ Mâfto, zdali 
bys o nëm na prvni pohled fekla, 2e je krasavec. Ale muif je. ' 
In her reaction to Bazanelli, however, the character of Rù2ena 
differs from that of Katefina. Bazanelli's distinguishing feature 
is his long blond beard; when he kisses her in greeting, she is 
overwhelmed by the unfamiliar scent which his beard emits."* The 
beard is an emblem of his masculinity."* Their exchange over the 
strange-smelling mushroom recalls her ambivalent reaction to his 
beard. When he proposes to her, she suddenly perceives his 
extravagant beard to be ridiculous on his small face.̂ °̂ Although 
she hesitates for a moment, Rù2ena chooses the life of a single 
woman and 'devotion' to science over the prospect of marriage to 
a German scientist.This does not constitute a sacrifice for 
her; she relishes the return to her studies. In this respect, she 
differs from the independent schoolmistresses portrayed in 
Medjficka, whose lives are said to consist in self-denial and

i"Tbid., p. 284.
'"Tbid., p. 275.
i"lbid., p. 280.
"*Ibid., pp. 279-80.
"^Compare with the description of the beard comb which Dasek 

forgets in Medfickâ's room. Vikovâ-Kunëtickâ, Medficka, p. 133. 
On the beard as an emblem of virility, see Krafft-Ebing, 
Psychopathia Sexual is, p. 24.

"°ëapek-Chod, 'Tfi dopisy', p. 289.
"^The narrator also ironizes Czech anti-German sentiment in 

RùBena's rejection of Bazanelli. She writes to her friend: 
'Nezapirâm, milâ Mâniëko, 2e byly chvlle, 2e mne tenhle Artur 
neodstrasoval, a kruté Cinim pokâni za to, 2e ani narodnostnl 
otâzka neznëla dost ëistou odpovëdi ve mnë jako nynl.' Ibid., p. 
289.
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o b l i g a t i o n s . Rùgena also differs from the student Arnost 
Zouplna (Turbina) , who loses his idealism and passion for science 
when he marries Mâfta Ullikova.

The portrayal of the aunt Lucy, at whose home Rù2ena stays 
while in Horn! Slaky, also diverges from the conventional 
depiction of the withered, hopeless old maid. Lucy acts as 
housekeeper for the workers at the family factory; Rû2ena 
comments that the aunt conducts her work with an energy that 
would do justice to any man. Like the New Woman RùBena, Lucy 
is an outsider in her family: 'také takovy rodinny odlétlÿ
odstêpek'.^* Lucy's antipathy to Bazanelli and jealous 
possessiveness of her niece further indicates the camaraderie 
between the two women.

The depiction of Mafia Ullikova (Turbina) reflects, 
superficially, the conventional perception of the New Woman. 
Mâîia wears her hair short ; her attire is plain;^* she is so 
absorbed in her studies as to be ecstatic over the gift of a 
microscope.^* Her severity and self-possession intimidate 
men. In her apparent ascetic studiousness, she is an 
inspiration for contemporary feminists.She is not, however.

‘̂ ^Vikovâ-Kunëtickâ, Medî^ickâ, p. 171.
‘̂ ^Capek-Chod, 'Tri dopisy', p. 277.
‘2̂ Ibid.
‘̂ Tbid., pp. 279-82. A friendship between a 'New Woman' and 

an old maid is also portrayed in Ziegloserovâ's 'Nâvrat', V 
rozkvëtu léta, p. 90.

‘̂ bn the perception of New Woman as unnatural, masculine and 
sterile, see Showalter, Sexual Anarchy, p. 39.

‘̂ Ôapek-Chod, Turbina, p. 128.
‘28jbid., p. 67.
‘̂ ^Ibid., pp. 84-85.
‘̂ °Ibid., p. 127.
‘"Ibid., p. 118.
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asexual, nor able to suppress her d e s i r e . she perceives a
conflict between her 'progressive' principles and her
'reactionary' h e a r t. T he  narrator's treatment of this conflict
as non-essential may suggest the self-sufficiency of woman:

U jinych dvojic, je-li mu2 zavësen v 2enu, je to snad 
podle zbytkû zakona o rytifskosti nemravem. V pfipadë 
Mâninë byl to jenom dùsledek skuteënosti, 2e v teto 
dvojici Bivel muBsky representovala muBatka, za 
kterouB se Mafia Ullikova povaBovala, adkoli byla 
vlastnë nejryzejsi Benou pod sluncem. Nebot' pouze 
ryzi Bena snad vBdycky se fidiva samidlm pfikazem 
pouhé polarity o muBském idealu, veliclm opovrhovati 
muBem, je-li nutno sleviti nëco ze stadnlho pojmu o 
takovem idealu, ale nikoli Bena nejryzejsi. A jen mezi 
tëmi vyskytujl se vzâcnâ Benskâ srdce, kterâB dovedou 
bÿti budoucim otcùm svych dëti srdci matefskymi, kdyB 
toho vidi nutnost . ..̂ *

In her proposal of marriage to Arnost, Mâfia does not differ 
from such 'non-emanicipated' female characters as Elvira ('Znova 
a lepe'), or Anna (Antonin Vondrejc) , Mafia displays the sexual 
assertiveness and practicality which Capek-Chod identifies with 
femininity. As was the case with Anna,, however, sexual 
assertiveness does not preclude shame or mo desty.That Mâfia 
gives birth to twins suggests her fecundity, which has not been 
diminished by her intellectual powers; in this respect, she 
contradicts the popular conception of the 'mannish' emancipated 
w o m a n . W o m a n ' s  child-bearing capacity is also used as an

i^^bid., p. 127.
i^Ibid., pp. 128-29.
*^Tbid., pp. 142-43. Ôapek-Chod may here anticipate Freud's 

comment: 'Even a marriage is not made secure until the wife has 
succeeded in making her husband her child as well and in acting 
as a mother to him.' Freud, 'Femininity', New Introductory 
Lectures on Psychoanalysis, translated by James Strachey, London, 
1974, pp. 133-4.

i^6apek-Chod, Turbina, p. 3 08.
i^Mietzsche writes: 'If a woman has a tendency to

learnedness, there is usually something wrong with her sexuality. 
Infertility predisposes to a certain maleness in taste; the man 
is, if you will permit me to say so, the "unfruitful animal".' 
Quoted in: R. B. Pynsent, 'Conclusory Essay: Decadence, Decay and
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emblem for her material nature; the pigment spots caused by 
pregnancy, a recurring motif in Ôapek-Chod's works, function in 
the same m a n n e r . ôapek-Chod represents man's material nature 
through his dependence on woman; one thinks of Vondrejc and 
Kaspar Lén. That Mâfta's diagnosis of Arnost is inaccurate need 
not be interpreted as an indication of woman's professional 
incompetence, or of a typical novice's error, but rather of the 
partiality of an individual's views. Likewise, the doctor Jifi 
Stach ('Dceruska Jairova') misjudges the nature of Irma-Mâfta's 
illness: 'Tedy nikoli fthise, nybr% puberta, odkud% plameny,
hrdopych a stesk v jejich tvafich, opravoval dr. Stach svou 
domnënku prvotnl.'^* In her reaction to the illness of her 
beloved, Mâfta contrasts with Stach. She marries Arnost in the 
hope that she will be able to treat him and provide for him 
better than his family can. She does not hesitate to 
demonstrate her love and belief in his recovery by kissing 
h i m . S t a c h  assumes the role of bridegroom unwillingly, as a 
means of indulging the dying Irma-Mâfta.He kisses her only 
when he believes that he is already terminally ill h i m s e l f .

Jifina Menotovâ (Jindrové) shares certain characteristics 
with earlier representations of the New Woman in Ôapek-Chod's 
works. Her attractiveness derives from her buxom figure and 
healthy r a d i a n c e . Although sexually assertive, she is also 
shy.̂ *̂  She adopts the poses and principles of radical feminism:

Innovation', p. 185.
i^^or example: Turbina, pp. 304-5; 'Znova a lepe', p. 47; 

'Snivâ Kateftina', p. 314; Jindrové, p. 278.
i^^Ôapek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', p. 256.
i^^apek-Chod, Turbina, p. 171.
iw^bid., p. 173.
i^ëapek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', p. 301-3.
'^^bid., p. 350.
i^Ôapek-Chod, Jindrové, pp. 132-4.
'"Ibid., pp. 125, 187.
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she cuts off her long hair after Jindra Senior praises it;̂ '̂  ̂she 
argues that woman is physiologically superior to man; ironically, 
when Jindra Junior asserts that the answer to the 'woman 
question' is maternity, Jifina counters that for lack of men 
willing to take responsibility for a family, many women cannot 
consider maternity as an option and must seek employment. Like 
so many other male and female characters in Ôapek-Chod's works, 
the outlook identified with Jifina's public self constitutes a 
façade; it masks her nature like the veil which she wears in 
public to hide her b l u s h e s . when Jindra Junior visits her 
cottage and sees her, barefoot, drawing water from the river, 
Jifina's fundamental self is revealed: unaffected, vibrant, tied 
to the processes of creation.

The narrator represents Ji?ina's animality as dominant over 
her intellect; this, however, does not diminish her 'moral 
authority'. Jifina becomes a 'fallen woman' after having sexual 
intercourse with Jindra Senior;^* the narrator, however, seems 
to endorse her criticism of Jindra Junior. She claims that she 
has had sexual intercourse with the father out of love for the 
son, and that the latter has wronged her by not satisfying the 
desires forced on her by the will of her child to be born. *** 
Jifina defends her intention to marry Jindra Senior, stating that 
the life of a single mother is other than its representation in

i^Jbid., p. 162.
i^^apek-Chod, Jindrové, p. 147. The irony derives from the 

outcome of the story: Jifina becomes pregnant by Jindra Senior, 
and Jindra Junior decides to accept paternal responsibility for 
the child. On the social problem of increasing numbers of 
unmarried women in Britain at the Fin de siècle, see Showalter, 
Sexual Anarchy, pp. 19-20.

i^Capek-Chod, Jindrové, p. 164. Showalter points out that 
the veil is associated with the veil of the hymen and thus is an 
emblem of female chastity and modesty. Showalter, Sexual Anarchy, 
p. 145.

i48This is represented by her embrace of Jindra Junior's 
feet, when he returns from the war. Capek-Chod, Jindrové, p. 274.

149Ibid., pp. 281-2.
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novels like Medficka. Jindra Junior accepts Jifina's 
accusations, acknowledging that it was cowardice, rather than a 
delicate conscience, which had prevented him from seducing 
her. Whereas in earlier depictions of the New Woman Ôapek-Chod 
explores the relationship between woman's will and her nature, 
with Jifina the author expounds the theme of the Will to Life as 
the motivator of all human actions.

7. Fallen Woman
The subject of much debate at the Fin de siècle, it is not 
surprising that Ôapek-Chod treats the themes of prostitution and 
the 'fallen woman'. That he returns to the themes throughout his 
career indicates the metaphorical and philosophical possibilities 
which the character of the fallen woman suggested to him. The 
depictions of fallen woman, that is, one who violates social 
conventions by her sexual behaviour, have aspects in common; they 
also, however, cover the spectrum of Capek-Chod's conceptions of 
female nature.

The fate of women like Pepiôka ('Na valech') , a village girl 
who returns pregnant after working as a maidservant in Vienna, 
was a familiar contemporaneous c o n c e r n . the depiction of 
PepiCka, however, the author diverges from conventional 
perceptions of the fallen woman as a victim or as the bane on 
society. The character of PepiCka constitutes a miniature of the 
prototypical Ôapek-Chod woman: practical, energetic, cunning but 
not malicious. PepiCka's physical appearance is not given in 
detail, but from the first description of her one has the

iM^bid., p. 284. 
i^Ibid., pp. 297-98. 
i^^bid., p. 297.
i^Compare, for example, the depiction of the fallen 

maidservant in: Bo2ena Benesova, 'Pamatka', Tiché divky, Prague, 
n.d. [1922, story written in 1900], pp. 5-75; Tèver, 'Samota', 
Duse nezakotvene, pp. 193-224; Vikovâ-Kunëtickâ, Co bylo, Prague, 
1902.
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impression of a robust and sensual woman. The tailor Josef, who 
had lost his legs in the Austro-Prussian War, on seeing the smoke 
rise from her cottage, imagines Pepidka lighting the fire: 
'pfedobfe vidi dvë jiskry v Cernych oôlch, pod nimi% dmou se 
rumëné tvâfe a Û2i se rozkosné, horlivë do ohnë dmychajici rtiky 
jako do prsténku z pouti'.^* The introduction of Pepiôka 
contrasts her with Josef; while she is vigorously engaged in a 
domestic chore, Josef sits motionless at his window dreaming of 
her. Throughout the short story, Pepiëka's mobility is contrasted 
with Josef's 'stationariness'. While PepiCka hurries back and 
forth between her cottage and Josef's window, Josef moves 
perceptibly only twice, if one discounts his use of a needle and 
scissors: when he shifts back from the window to reveal to
PepiCka his crippled state; and when he wipes away his tears with 
the sleeve of the narrator's coat. Just as Josef's immobility is 
emblematic of his dreamy, passive character, Pepiëka's mobility 
indicates her active and shrewd na ture.That  her attentions 
to Josef are calculated and self-serving is indicated by her 
immediate flight from him when she learns thcLt he is crippled.^*

PepiCka's rejection of Josef prefigures Elvira's disdain for 
the invalid Bures. That ëapek-Chod does not identify contempt for 
weakness with female nature, however, is indicated by the 
portrayal of the housekeeper Mary (V tifetlm dvoî e) , who attains 
social respectability through her marriage to the senile and 
crippled retired officer. Indeed, the depictions of Pepiëka and 
Elvira comment, with varying degrees of irony, on male fear that 
woman judges a man according to his physique (that is, as man 
appears to judge woman). This is expressed by Ond?ej Andrÿsek 
Junior, in 'Nedonoseny ...', after he has been conscripted:

KdyB jednou zastavil syna dutkou, Be je sama holka a
sama cigareta, kam to povede, odpovëdël Ondfej, aB

i^^apek-Chod, 'Na valech', Povidky, pp. 10-11.
i^The fact that they have the same name may suggest that 

they are male and female prototypes.
^̂ ®One might, however, claim that sexual potential is in the 

end more important to Pepiëka than money, as Josef has an army 
pension.
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p?ijde domù bez nohy, potom 2e ho dëvdata chtlt
nebudou, a kdyby tarn mël vùbec zùstat, 2e by teprve 
nevykou?il retku u2 ani jedinou.^^^

Male fear of impotence and of female self-sufficiency is also
treated in the theme of uncertain paternity in 'Na valech' and
'Nedonosenÿ Anna's predicament ('Nedonoseny . ..')
resembles Pepiëka's; seduced and impregnated by her employer,
Anna pursues her former suitor Andrÿsek as a husband. The
narrator indicates that Anna has no desire for Andrÿsek and
accepts his proposal for practical reasons. Anna is
conventionally pretty, while Andrÿsek is toothless and twice her
age.*̂  ̂ For Capek-Chod, this does not constitute a barrier to
desire; in 'Ûvodnik', Plecitÿ attracts a woman who is younger
than his son.However, when Andrÿsek tells Anna that he knows
of an honourable man who would like to make her acquaintance, she
replies, 'Je-li ten fâdnÿ a poctivÿ mu2 taky hezkÿ a mladÿ, ale
hodnë . .. ' . Anna's playful, but also cunning, nature is
indicated in the description of her eyes: 'naklonila hlavinku a
selmovskÿm pohledem, jen2 nëkdy dovedl bÿti i selmi, zdola
pohlédla na Andrÿska, a hned je zase sklopila'.^^ The account
of her 'trapping' Andrÿsek indicates guilelessness in combination
with assertiveness. Dismissed from the laundry, she asks Andrÿsek
to carry her belongings to her new lodgings. When he asks where
these lodgings are, she gives him the address of his recently
acquired l a u n d r y . I n  both short stories, the role of the
prospective husband is that of provider rather than progenitor.
In neither case does the narrator condemn the 'immoral' behaviour

129

i^^apek-Chod, 'Nedonosenÿ ...', Ad hod, p. 136. 
i^^apek-Chod treats the theme most extensively in Jindrové. 
i^^apek-Chod, 'Nedonosenÿ ...', pp. Ill, 113. 
i^^apek-Chod, 'Ûvodnik', pp. 170, 175-6. 
i^Capek-Chod, 'Nedonosenÿ ...', p. 116.
i^^bid., p. 119. A similar word-play occurs in Jindrové, p. 

i^Capek-Chod, 'Nedonosenÿ ...', p. 124.
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of the female. That her 'fall' is not represented suggests, 
first, the view that no moral value can be attached to the act 
of sexual intercourse in itself; and second, that the woman is 
sexually sufficient unto herself.The deception practised by 
the female characters is represented as necessary, if hurtful. 
Indeed, Anna is most selfish and cruel when she reveals her 
deception to A n d r ÿ s e k . Her confession, with which she attempts 
to atone for her earlier behaviour, precipitates Andÿsek's
suicide.

Capek-Chod treats prostitution briefly in 'Berane burc'. The
poor prostitute DodliCka is a minor character whose one
petticoat, hanging out to dry at night, is attacked by the
protagonist, a he-goat. In the depiction of DodliCka, the
narrator satirizes the idealistic notion of free love:

'mrkava DodliCka', ani% by byla Cetla anglicky, v 
2ivot uvâdëla nejkrajnëjsi zâsady nejmodernëjsiho 
hnutl emancipaëniho o 2enë, jako2to svobodné 
zakladatelce rodiny a svobodné volitelce pfedmëtu své 
lâsky. A2 dosud volila nejménë sedmkrâte, a sedm 
2ivoucich dokladù [...] bylo dokladem feëenÿch jejichzàsad.^7
The character of the fallen woman is treated in greater 

depth in Kaspar Lén mstitel and 'Experiment'. The depiction of 
the prostitute in the former is both true to life in detail and 
unconventional. Perhaps the one conventional aspect of the 
depiction is the account of her 'fall'; she is a victim in that 
she is raped by the entrepreneur Konopik. He demands that she 
have sexual intercourse with him in exchange for the freedom of

*̂̂ See Auerbach, Woman and the Demon, p. 180.
i^Capek-Chod, 'Nedonosenÿ ...', pp. 154-55.
i^Tbid., pp. 157-8. In his description of Anna's almost 

joyful reaction to the news of her son's death, Capek-Chod's 
narrator may be exploring the relations between the mother and 
the illegitimate child who made marriage necessary. Ibid., p. 
150. See also Capek-Chod, 'Vitëzstvi dobyté', Silàci a slabosi,
p. 26.

i^Capek-Chod, 'Berane burc!'. Bar svatého Floriana a 
Zvifatka a Petrovsti, pp. 208-09. The narrator states that men 
mistake DodliCka's tic (she winks constantly) for an amorous 
proposition.
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her father, who had been caught stealing from Konopik's 
stockroom.^* Once driven to prostitution, Mafka accepts her lot; 
the narrator comments: 'o Mafce bylo jisto, 2e je "râda proto 2e 
je râda”'.̂ ^̂  That she is not resigned, however, is evident in 
her escape from the second brothel in which she is being held. 
The description of her preparations for escape present her plight 
in realistic, unsentimental detail. Because this is only her 
second place of employment, she is not greatly in debt to the 
madame; thus, she is not closely guarded.Because the 
prostitutes have been deprived of street clothes, so that they 
can be easily recognized should they try to flee, Mafka must 
steal a shawl and hide a skirt under her b o d i c e . S h e  steals 
a bonnet from a girl who is beaten when first brought to the 
br ot h el . on  running away, Mafka hears the whistle of the pimp, 
who has influence with the p o l i c e . The narrator depicts the 
full extent of the misery of her predicament; he cannot resist, 
however, describing her flight in gently ironic terms: the plump 
Mafka runs away on tip-toe, 'mys nemohla se ztracet tiseji'.^* 

Although she is a victim of Konopik, Mafka does not remain 
a victim; she gains her own power, which is comically portrayed 
in her first encounter with Lén after his return from military 
service. Her 'fall' is represented by her prostration before Lén. 
She grips his feet so tightly, however, that his balance is 
threatened; when he tries to escape from her, she knocks him

i^^apek-Chod, Kaspar Lén mstitel, pp. 239-41.
'M^bid., p. 181.
^^°Prostitutes were tied to the brothel on account of the 

high prices they had to pay for board and the rent of clothing. 
See Linda Mahood, The Magdalenes. Prostitution in the Nineteenth 
Century, 1990, p. 43. On the role of the pimp, see ibid., p. 44. 
On Mafka's plans for escape, see Kaspar Lén mstitel, pp. 181-7.

i^Ibid., p. 183.
i^^bid., p. 182.
'^Ibid., p. 187.
i^^bid.
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over. She is ashamed when he finds her at the brothel;^*
after his arrest for murder, however, this shame vanishes because
she considers they are now equal.Thus her shame derives from
her sense of inferiority to him, rather than from any abhorrence
of prostitution. She expresses desire for Lén, attempting to lure
him up to her room 'jen na jedno polibeni'.^* She exhibits the
tendency to self-dramatization which one associates with Capek-
Chod's intellectual or artistic characters, like Antonin Vondrejc
or KaCenka in Vëtrnik. In the narrator's description of Matka's
sentiments during Len's trial, he ironizes this tendency, as well
as the sentimentalizing language of journalism:

I zatouBila Mafka vasnivou zavrati ztracencù, 
opovr2encù, kteti v sensaci, do jaké uvrhnou nejsirsi 
vefejnost, jimi opovrhujici a je zatracujici, vidl 
svou rehabilitaci, aby se mohla postaviti tam napfed 
po boku 'hlavnimu reku dnesniho pfeliCeni', i aby se 
na ni ukazalo jako na spoluvinnici ...̂ ^

Mafka's self-dramatization is a product of her youth. That she
is both a child and a woman is repeatedly stated. She has 'dëtskâ
odka'.^o The narrator describes her at the witness box: 'Tfasla
se jako male dëvëe pfed panem uëitelem a take jeji vzlykot byl
plâëem ditëte, dopadeného pfi poklesku, pro kterÿ se boji
vÿprasku. ' Her podginess may indicate that she has not yet
lost her 'baby fat'. That her hair is naturally of two colours,
blond at the ends and red at the roots, may suggest the
child/woman duality within her.̂ *̂  Despite her childishness,
however, Mafka hardly requires Lén as a protector; that she is
able to defend herself is demonstrated by the slap she gives him

i^Ibid., pp. 34-5. 
'^Tbid., p. 35. 
^^Ibid., pp. 196-97 
'^Ibid., p. 87. 
'^Ibid., p. 202. 
'^ibid., p. 33. 
i^ibid., p. 238. 
iM^bid., p. 28.
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when he first finds her soliciting for 'business' by the 
brothel.

Mafka is a victim of her material nature. This is 
represented by her hysterical fits, brought on by moments of 
distress.1*4 The changes to her face during these fits recall the 
author's descriptions of female sexual arousal, for example, that 
of Cecilie in 'Mendelssohnùv koncert': 'celâ tvaf jeji nabyla a 
ztuhnula nâvalem krve, jako kdyby ji nëkdo rdousil, a2 do oônich 
dùlkù stoupla zâplava a rty vzdutim se rozepialy'.^^ The pattern 
of imagery employed at the conclusion to the novel suggests that 
the convulsion which distorts Mafka passes from her to Lén: foam 
pours from her red face, as if her mouth had been stuffed with 
it.i*** When Lén stands to give his last statement, blood gushes 
from his white face; the hand with which he covers his mouth is 
stained as if he had crushed a handful of cherries.i*^ Death is 
represented as moving through Mafka to Lén. The narrator thus 
ironically indent if ies enslavement to desire with mortality. The 
narrator also suggests that while woman is slave to the body, man 
is slave to woman.

In his portrayal of the hysterical prostitute, the author 
also ironizes the theories of social scientists who linked the 
'female' crime of prostitution with certain forms of mental and 
physical degeneration.^*

i^ibid., p. 26. 
i^Ibid., pp. 38, 243.
i^Ôapek-Chod, 'Mendelssohnùv koncert', p. 131. Compare with 

the description of Mafka's fit: '"Më to udusi, udusi, udusi!"
sténala hlubokÿm, nepf irozenÿm, nikdy neslysenym hlasem, tisknouc 
hlavu, celou jaksi nahle opuchlou, mezi ramena, tak2e zjev jeji 
nabyl vzezfeni mrtvë nadutelého. Oëi zfejmë vystupovaly pod 
zavfenÿmi viëky'. Capek-Chod, Kaspar Lén mstitel, p. 38.

iM^bid., p. 243. 
'^Ibid., p. 246.
188i*Krafft-Ebing comments: 'In the hysterical the sexual

sphere is often abnormally excited [...] Shameless prostitution,
even in married women, may result.' Krafft-Ebing, Psychopathia 
Sexualis, p. 468. He defends the association of epilepsy with 
abnormal manifestations of the sexual instinct. Ibid., pp. 453-
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In descriptions of Mafka's fits, attention is focused on her 

throat: '"Je2isi Kriste, Je2isi!” chrdela hrdlem do siroka
rozestouplym';^* 'Lénovi pfipadalo, 2e se nest'astnici jinak 
uleviti nemù2e, leda vyhfeznutim dasti ûtrob ûsty, jak se zdâlo, 
do hrdla se ji tlaCicich''Bylo podivani na Mafku, zrudla ve 
tvafi, hrdlo jeji div se nerozstoupilo, z kulatosti jeho vypnuly 
se kolmé svaly a na nich ukazaly se 2ily jako brky'.^** In 
'Experiment', mastery of Julie, who is 'fallen' although still 
a virgin, is represented in terms of control over her throat, or 
v o i c e . T h i s  is conveyed in the description of her suicide, 
when her character is first introduced to the reader. After she 
takes the mercury tablet, her would-be protector. Dr Slaba, grabs 
her throat to prevent her from swallowing it; the customers in 
the café in which the action is set assume that Slaba is trying 
to choke her and release her from h i m . T h e  narrator comments: 
'osvobozené jeji hrdlo s vltëznou urputnosti provedlo sve'. 
Julie asserts her independence in dying; her death may thus 
suggest the 'transforming power' of the fall.̂ *̂

That the conflict between Julie and Slaba manifests the 
letter's crisis of sexual identity is also suggested in this 
scene; the man who pushes Slaba off Julie represents his sexual

61. Lombroso identifies the 'born criminal' with the epileptic. 
He asserts, however, that in the prostitute, epilepsy is replaced 
by hysteria. See Cesare Lombroso and William Ferrero, The Female 
Offender (La Donna Delinquente, 1893), London, 1895, p. 243. In 
'Experiment', Slaba refers to the association of hysteria with 
prostitution; because Slaba is an unreliable narrator, the reader 
is suspicious of his opinions. 'Experiment', p. 42.

i^Ôapek-Chod, Kaspar Lén mstitel, p. 37.
iM^bid., p. 38.
i^Ibid., p. 239.
i^See Showalter's analysis of Henry James's The Bostonians: 

Showalter, Sexual Anarchy, pp. 27-3 0.
i^Capek-Chod, 'Experiment', p. 21.
'^Ibid., pp. 21-2.
i^Auerbach, Woman and the Demon, p. 161.
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rival. This is indicated in part by his occupation: Alberti is
a fencing master. A week before the suicide, Alberti provokes
Slaba by making a comment about Julie's attractiveness.^* In the
suicide episode the minor character Alberti represents Slaba's
serious rival, his nephew Jindfich. Slaba's attempt to prevent
her suicide is the last in a series of manoeuvres to assert
himself through control over her sexuality.

One night when he is returning to his clinic the
gynaecologist Slaba meets Julie, the orphaned daughter of his
former best friend; it is her first day as a streetwalker and he
is the first client she propositions. For the sake of his friend,
Slaba endeavours to save her from the wretched life of the
prostitute, with which he is familiar from his studies. He first
confines her and then convinces her to stay on the grounds of his
clinic and the adjoining garden. To add weight to his argument,
he draws her attention to the instruments of his profession:

Udefil jsem dlani na kovovou desku jistého nâfadî, 
jaké V ordinaci gynaekologovë nikdy neschâzi.

'Chcete se dfive Ci pozdëji dostat na takovÿ 
stûl?' kfikl jsem na ni.

Otâzka tato mêla na ni ohromnÿ ûCinek.
S oCima a ûsty, hrùzou rozeklanÿmi, hledëla na 

neznâmou vëc, tfpytnou od novoty svÿch kovù.^^
His altruistic intentions mask other motives. The garden

represents the territory of desire: 'Podinal se podletni den u2
V prvnich rannlch hodinach velmi parny, a mo je zahrada, bita
2havŸm sluncem, stale bezohlednëji na ni dokroôujîcim, sténala
hofce sladkou vùni, silnë opojnou.'^* The use of the surgery as
a setting represents Slaba's desire to understand and direct her
sexuality. The doctor himself makes it clear that Julie cannot
be saved from a 'fall'; he states that her nature is 'fallen',
that is, libidinous. Commenting on their first encounter, he
states: 'Nebylo u2 pro mne pochyby, bylo pro mne nutno zafaditi

i^Capek-Chod, 'Experiment', p. 24. 
i^Ibid., pp. 44-45.
i^Ibid., p. 56. Compare, for example, the description of the 

green house in: Karel Sezima, Passiflora, Prague, n.d. (1903), 
p. 52.
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ji do kategorie "rozenych”, pfedurôenlm ztracenÿch.'^* Her mind 
is that of a child, he claims, adding, 'ale prâvë takové divky 
bÿvaji nejerotiCtëji zalo%eny'.^° Her virginity does not 
constitute proof of her innocence, as far as Slaba is 
concerned.Her sexuality is indiscriminate, like that of the 
femme enfant; indeed, Slaba suggests that she has not yet reached 
the age of puberty.slaba may associate the 'polymorphous' 
sexuality of the child with that of the prostitute, a connection 
which Freud makes in 'Three Essays on the Theory of 
Sexuality'

Although he traps her, and establishes his authority by 
reducing her to an object of physical and psychological study, 
she none the less threatens to overpower him. Julie's strength 
is represented ironically through her debasing herself before 
Slaba: 'Padla k mym noham a sevfela mi kolena s takovou silou, 
2e - abych tak fekl - uvedla celou mou stabilitu v pochybu. Byl 
jsem doslova nucen roztrhnouti jeji lokty, abych neupadl.'^* 
Slaba's attempt to remove her from the garden and find her a flat 
elsewhere represents his intention to isolate her from desire. 
His sending her to singing lessons suggests an intention to tame 
her. Jindfich, Slaba's nephew, pursues her as she goes to and 
from these lessons; thus, the symbolic character of her voice is 
emphasized.With his final experiment, the arranged encounters 
between Julie and Jindfich, Slaba hopes to demonstrate that he 
has dominated her, that is, established himself as the one object

i^^apek-Chod, 'Experiment', p. 38. 
z^Ibid., p. 73. 
z^Ibid., p. 78. 
z^ibid., p. 57.
203siaba, however, does not follow Freud in seeing the 

'disposition to perversion' as a 'general and fundamental human 
characteristic'. Freud, 'Three Essays on the Theory of 
Sexuality', p. 191.

2M&apek-Chod, 'Experiment', p. 60.
20̂ Ibid., p. 99.
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of her desire. Her suicide confirms her love for Slaba; at the 
same time the act manifests her independence from his control.

8. Conclusion
In Marysa Zavazelka ('Kdo s koho'), the author caricatures his 
own conception of the feminine; thus, in her portrait one can 
clearly see the prototypical features of Ôapek-Chod's female 
characters: vitality, practicality, a capacity for self-
sacrifice, but also for deceit. She is portrayed as passionate 
and sexually assertive, but not, in contrast to man, a slave to 
desire. Like other female characters in Capek-Chod's works, such 
as Anna/Elsa Pinkusova, Jifina Menotova and Mafta Ullikova, Marysa 
defies definition as a particular literary type; her character 
is that of the femme fatale; her circumstances as an adultress, 
those of the fallen woman. Her character makes manifest the 
features common to these types.

Marysa's appearance is described in conventional terms as 
manifesting innocence and health: her complexion is the colour 
of milk and b l o o d . I n  her imperiousness and seeming despect 
for men, however, she resembles the femme fatale. She treats her 
admirer Kost'al as an inferior; the narrator comments: 'tâhl
udatnëji ne2 ten pes v jejim voziku a jestliSe pfi tom nëkdy 
klel, jeho velitelka jako by neslysela. Zachâzela s nlm jako s 
chlapcem, a nikoli jako s mu2em [...] neschazelo vëru, ne2 aby 
mu tykala.'^^ Kost'al's dependence on her is indicated by the 
fact that she is a fetish for him;̂ °* he attempts to hang himself 
when she encourages him to give up lodging at her house. She has 
sexual intercourse with him to prevent his carrying out his 
intention, as Kost'al later acknowledges.^* However, having 
'given herself' to him once, she does not allow him to make any 
claims on her: 'Marysa chovala se tak, jako by se nebylo vùbec

2M^apek-Chod, 'Kdo s koho', dtyfi odvâ^né povldky, p. 29 
zm^bid., p. 37. 
z^ibid., p. 41.
2o*Ibid., p. 53.
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nie mezi nimi pfihodilo, nejvyse snad, 2e byla k nëmu jestë 
bezohlednëjsi a na praci vydëraënëjsi ne2 kdy pfedtim.'^° She 
acts in a sexually provocative manner in order to enjoy the 
spectacle of his frustrated desire. In this respect, she 
resembles Tynda (Turbina).

However imperious, even barbaric, Marysa may be in her 
treatment of her husband, Zavazel, she respects certain social 
conventions; she puts on an act in order to preserve her 
reputation. The narrator comments on her grief on learning of her 
husband's fatal injury: 'Jeji kvileni siroko se rozléhalo,
zvlâstë kdy% se octla na kraji vesnice. Zavazelka pfece vëdëla, 
CO se na pofadnou 2enu patfi, kdy% se mu2i nëco takového 
pfihodi.'^z Her behaviour, it appears, is also intended to 
deflect suspicion from her and her lover Kost'al. Woman's 
practical nature is satirized further in Marysa's intention to 
discover the password with which her dying husband has protected 
his bank account. Her determination leads her to bribe the priest 
who gives Zavazel Extreme Unction to try to pry the secret from 
him. Her concern for the money is not peculiar to her, however; 
it is shared by Kost'al, who pays for it with his life. As in 
'Znova a lepe', Kaspar Lén mstitel and Antonin Vondrejc, in this 
story obsession with a woman leads to the death of the male 
protagonist, but his weakness is to blame, rather than any 
vampiric or destructive impulse on the woman's part.

z^ibid., p. 43.
2"lbid., p. 47.
212-Ibid., p. 66.
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Jews in the Works of âapek-Chod
1 . dapek-Chod and Antisemitism
That critics questioned Ôapek-Chod's attitude to the Jews was a
source of resentment to the author, as is evident in his
interview with the publisher Otakar Storch-Marien (1897-1974).
When the latter stated, 'Mluvi se nëkdy, Mistfe, o vasem
antisemitismu', Capek-Chod replied:

Jsem rad, 2e jste se o tom zminil. Rozhodnë 
antisemitou nejsem, naopak nalezl jsem mezi 2idy mnoho 
znamenitÿch lidi. Mam naopak jistou pfichylnost k 
2idùm - nasel jsem u nich fadu interesantnich typù.
Jeden Bidovskÿ ëasopis mne pfed valkou zufivë napadal 
pro mùj domnëlÿ antisemitismus - a kdy% jsem pak o 
vâlce napsal fadu feuilletonù o polskÿch Bidech, 
otiskl je tyB ëasopis vsecky doslova. CoB takovou 
"Dcerusku Jairovu” by napsal nëkdo, kdo nenavidi Bidy?i

In a short article in 1919, Karel Capek (1890-1938) argues 
against criticism directed at the Jewish character %ibfid 
Paprstejn, portrayed in 'Dvë vdovy'. ëapek argues that ëapek-Chod 
had not singled out the Jews as targets of his satire; many 
groups, he writes, had been offended by Capek-Chod's pen, 
including copy-editors, Czech Americans and the nobility.%

Pavel Eisner (1889-1958) addresses the question of whether 
or not ëapek-Chod was antisemitic in 'Choulostiva prochâzka s K. 
M. ëapkem-Chodem'. He relates a conversation during which Ôapek- 
Chod expressed distress that Josef Kodiëek (1892-1954) had 
described him as an antisémite.  ̂Eisner defends ëapek-Chod as a

*Otakar Storch-Marien, 'Na besedë u K. M. ëapka-Choda', 
Rozpravy Aventina, 2 (1926-27), p. 74. Capek-Chod most likely
refers to the feuilletons discussed below.

K̂. C. [Karel ëapek], 'Drobnosti. Hlidka ëasopiseckâ', 
Cesta, 1 (1919), 17, pp. 468-9. Considering the treatment of Jews 
in ëapek's works, one would not want to set much store by his 
judgment. See, for example, the characterization of Bondy in 
Capek's Tovarna na Absolutno (1922).

3josef Kodiëek was active in the Czech-Jewish movement in 
the early twentieth century. As a literary and theatre critic he 
contributed to the Czech-Jewish newspaper Tribuna. Hillel J. 
Kieval, The Making of Czech Jewry: National Conflict and Jewish 
Society in Bohemia, 1870-1918, New York and Oxford, 1988, pp. 
154, 185. See also the correspondence between Ôapek-Chod and Arne 
Laurin (pseudonym for Arnost Lustig, 1889-1945). In a letter from
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philo-Semite: 'Tâhla jej k 2idùin jejich Bivotnl slla vsemu
navzdory; 2e je pak mnohdy vidël v zrcadle dost vypouklém, nebyl 
zâmër, nebyl zaujatost - grotesknim deformâtorem naturalismu byl 
p?ec i jinak, je to jedna z jeho autorskÿch zâsluh.'* Eisner 
considers the four Jewish characters in Antonin Vondrejc, Freund, 
Iza, Anna and Jakub Suchâfipa. The latter he describes as a 
character 'jednoznaënë sympaticky pojatâ a sympatie budlcl', 
adding that he is 'vërojatnÿ a2 po usi'.^ He states that Iza is 
'prostë typ velmi fikané hoIky, hystericke v2dy v pravÿ ëas'.* 
Of Anna's arranging her marriage to Vondrejc, Eisner writes; ' je- 
li to vypoSitavost nebo dokonce vypoëitavost 2idovskâ, pak jsou 
vypoôitavÿmi 2idovkami vsechny 2eny na svëtë.'? He adds that Anna 
has nothing to gain materially from the marriage. The characters 
of Anna and Freund, Eisner asserts, claim the reader's interest 
at the expense of the central character Vondrejc. Eisner writes 
of Freund as a grotesque invention without parallel in Czech or 
German literature; his grotesque qualities place him 'beyond good 
and evil', rendering judgment of him from a racial point of view 
impossible. Eisner comments on Capek-Chod's relationship with the 
character of Freund; 'je do té postavy, kterou hÿëkâ a s nl2 
miliskuje, tak velmi zamilovân, 2e jde-li vùbec jestë o nëjakÿ - 
ismus, je to filosemitismus, nie jiného'.*

April 1914, Laurin accused ëapek-Chod of making an antisemitic 
remark in response to a review (-en., 'K. M. Capek-Chod; Z mësta 
i obvodu', Rozvoj, 2 March 1914, p. 6). The two men were later 
on very good terms and Laurin devoted a certain amount of energy 
to the promotion of translations of Capek-Chod's works into 
Italian and German. Papers; ëapek-Chod; letters from Arne Laurin 
to ëapek-Chod, 1914-27; PNP.

*Pavel Eisner, 'Choulostiva prochâzka s K. M. ëapkem- 
Chodem', Kulturnl politika, 3 (1947-48), 16, p. 6.

^Ibid.
*Ibid.
?Ibid.
*Ibid. This description recalls critics' assessments of 

ëapek-Chod's attitude to Armin Frey in Turbina. One reviewer 
describes Frey as, 'genialni falsifikator a Sapkova lâska'. Dr. 
J. L. F. [Fischer], 'K. M. ëapek-Chod; Turbina', p. 128.
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References to Capek-Chod's attitude to Jews in Èach's K. M. 

dapek-Chod must be considered in context.* An incident related 
by the author's brother Vâclav Ôapek suggests that he did hold 
racist views. Vâclav states that while he and his brother were 
on a walk one day during the war they passed a pub regarded as 
a haunt of Prague Germans. At that moment the owner was playing 
the 'Marseillaise' on a gramophone for the Czech soldiers sitting 
outside. Vaclav states that a Jew approached and threatened to 
have them all arrested for listening to the French national 
anthem. According to his brother, Ôapek-Chod had urged him to 
attack the Jew; he did so and then fled to avoid the police. 
Capek-Chod allegedly protected his brother's identity from the 
police.The account does not strike one as plausible. It seems 
unlikely that Czech soldiers would have gathered to drink at a 
'German' pub, and that the owner of such an establishment would 
have shared their anti-Austrian sentiments." Even if the account 
is faithful, the thuggish cry attributed to Ôapek-Chod - 'Dej mu 
nëjakou na hubu! ' - may have constituted an expression of anti- 
Austrian, rather than anti-Jewish, sentiment." The hostility 
towards the Jews expressed in the account appears to be 
characteristic of Vaclav's attitude, rather than of Ôapek-Chod's. 
Likewise Svatopluk Ôech's comment that Ôapek-Chod was collecting 
material in preparation for the creation of a Jewish userer type

*For example, Smejkal demonstrates the falseness of Ema 
Destinnova's claim, printed in Sach's work, that she had given 
ëapek-Chod the idea to link up the previously published Vondrejc 
short stories into a novel. Vâclav Smejkal, 'O jednom literârnim 
pfâtelstvl', Marginâlie 1980/1985, p. 55. Novâk, in his 
appreciative review of Patero tfeti, expresses the hope that the 
Vondrejc stories will be reworked in a different form. See: -il. 
[Arne Novâk], 'Pfibëhové Antonina Vondrejce', Lidové noviny, 2 
June 1912, pp. 3-4.

^°Sach, K. M, dapek-Chod, pp. 3 6-37.
"Cohen writes: 'The group sociability that went on in pubs 

and cafés gave them a certain public character, and ethnic 
differences had a greater impact here than on other businesses.' 
Gary B. Cohen, The Politics of Ethnic Survival: Germans in Prague 
1861-1914, Princeton, N. J., 1981, p. 126. See also: Jan Kfen, 
Konfliktni spoleàenstvi, Toronto, 1989, p. 260.

"êach, K. M. âapek-Chod, p. 37.
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may reveal more about Ôech than about $apek-Chod.^ Ôapek-Chod 
does depict a Jewish war-time profiteer in 'Dceruska Jairova'; 
in the same short story, however, the local non-Jews are also 
represented as having grown rich through smuggling during the 
war.

The writer Bohumil Zahradnik-Brodskÿ (1862-1939) recalls one 
occasion on which a Polish Jew mistook Ôapek-Chod for a 
coreligionist; the author responded in a friendly manner and 
conversed with him using 'Jewish patois'.^ A similar anecdote 
is related by Frantisek Skàcellk ( 1 8 7 3 - 1 9 4 4 ) In an article 
commemorating the twentieth anniversary of the author's death, 
Jaroslava Pecherova-Jahnova writes that Capek-Chod had a ready 
supply of Jewish jokes and that he delighted in often being 
mistaken for an orthodox Jew.^ These accounts provide some 
justification for interpreting the character of Freund as an 
ironic self-portrait of the author. Pecherova-Jahnova's 
description of the author also reminds one of the character of 
Artur Stein in 'Dceruska Jairova': 'Pod maskou ironika skrÿval 
se dlovëk milujici svou rodinu'.^*

The author's identification with his Jewish characters is 
further suggested by his remarks in a letter to a Jewish 
physician friend, J. Friedmann, from September 1927. Ôapek-Chod 
urges Friedmann to marry a beautiful Jewish woman, rich enough 
to enable him to set up practice in a spa. He adds: 'vite

^̂ âach, K. M. dapek-Chod, p. 71. 
w^apek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', pp. 221-22.
^ Ŝach, K, M, âapek-Chod, p. 44.
‘̂̂Ibid., pp. 50-51.
^Jaroslava Pecherovâ-Jahnovâ, 'K. M. Ôapek-Chod. Vzpominka 

k 20. vÿroôi jeho smrti dne 3. XI. 1927', Ôkola a kultura, 2 
(1947), p. 239. See also the comment to this effect in: Jan 
Opolskÿ, 'Drobna vzpominka', Nârodnî listy jubilejnl sbornlk 
1861-1941, p. 155.

18Pecherovâ-Jahnovâ, 'K. M. Ôapek-Chod', p. 239.
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pfedobfe, 2e jâ sâm mâm pro në [Jewish women] osudnou 
slabost!'.^ While self-irony is intended, Ôapek-Chod's advice 
none the less suggests his acknowledgment of the practical 
necessity of such marriage 'deals': 'Vim, 2e je të%ko v kruzich 
Bidovskÿch ëeského p?esvëdCeni najiti dru2ku se vsemi "p" zvlâstë 
pak s onlm velikÿm "P", aie pokuste se o to, radim Vâm tak pfes 
nebezpeëi vÿtky materialismu jako Vas pfitel, zajistê dosti 
upfimnÿ.'^® Ôapek-Chod depicts such a marriage 'deal' in 
'Polichinell Maxi'.

I do not set out to demonstrate in this chapter that Ôapek- 
Chod was a philo-Semite. He was not antisemitic, but 
contemporaneous perceptions of the Jews do inform his writings. 
I shall consider the image of the Jew as revealed not only in his 
major fictional Jewish characters, but also in his feuilletons, 
and in peripheral references in his fiction. When treating his 
Jewish characters, I shall consider his interpretations of 
conventional conceptions, for example, that of the Jew as 
outsider, or as indifferent to national loyalties. Through 
analysis of these interpretations one is able, to place the Jewish 
characters within the wider framework of ëapek-Chod's 'grotesque 
vision' and his understanding of the nature of the self.

2. Feuilletons
Three feuilletons, printed in Narodnl listy and included in the 
ëapek-Chod papers in the National Literature Museum may provide 
evidence of the author's attitude to the Jews. The feuilletons 
are unsigned, but stylistic features, as well as the fact that 
they are included among Capek-Chod's clippings of his own 
newspaper articles, suggest his authorship. All three, 
'ëtyfjazyënâ Praha', I and II, and ' "Das jiidische Prag" ', were 
printed during World War I, thus at a time when Czech hostility

^^Papers: ëapek-Chod; letters from ëapek-Chod to J.
Friedmann, 1922-27; letter dated 11 September 1927; PNP.

20Ibid.
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to the Jews was particularly vehement.^ Despite what one would 
expect, considering that they were printed in Nârodnl listy, a 
newspaper with an established antisemitic bias, the articles do 
not express hostility.^ The first two articles treat the influx 
of Galician Jews to Prague during the war. Part I begins with a 
discussion of the four languages now common in Prague: Czech, 
German, Polish and Yiddish. The author then treats the question 
of the native tongue of the Jews. While conceding that the 
mother-tongue of a Jew can be any language, and that in the 
Bohemian Lands it is usually Czech, the author suggests that 
Yiddish is the language which best expresses the 'spirit' of the 
Jews:

Lze si tudi% pfedstaviti a Ize i pochopiti, 2e jest 
mnoho 2idû, a jsou to prâvë nejnezkaBenëjsl, 
nejpravovërnëjsi 2idé, kte?i svùj nëmeckohebrejskÿ 
2argon miluji tlm nâru2ivëji, ôim vice jest posmivân 
tfeba - vTastnimi asimilovanÿmi souvërci. Lpëji na nëm 
prâvë tak, jako na svém pravovëfi, na svém kroji, na 
svÿch zvycich, tradicich a znalci z literatury 
2idovskÿm 2argonem ujist'uji, 2e srdce 2idovské nikdy 
nepromluvilo 2âdnÿm jinÿm jazykem tak nefalsovanë, tak 
opravdovë a tak ryze bâsnicky, tak plamennë a zas tak 
a2 k slzâm tesknë, jako prâvë milovanÿm 2argonem. Jest 
jazykem tëch mezi 2idy, ktefi zùstali sami sobë 
nejvërnëjsimi a pfes vsechno zdâni nejsou to prâvë 
nejnest'astnëjsi mezi nimi.“

^See Kieval, The Making of Czech Jewry, p. 162.
^̂ On the antisemitic bias of Narodni listy, see: Kieval, The 

Making of Czech Jewry, p. 162; Kieval, 'Jews, Czechs and Germans 
in Bohemia before 1914', Austrians and Jews in the Twentieth 
Century: From Franz Joseph to Waldheim, Robert S. Wistrich (ed.) , 
Basingstoke and London, 1992, p. 24; Michael Anthony Riff, 'The 
Assimilation of the Jews of Bohemia and the Rise of Political 
Anti-semitism, 1848-1918', PhD thesis. University of London, 
1974, p. 128; Riff, 'ëeskÿ antisemitismus a 2idovskâ odezva pfed 
rokem 1914', Stfedni Evropa, 10 (1994), 41, p. 58. Riff, however, 
also notes that Nase doba, the journal of Masaryk's Realist 
Party, criticized the role of the Jews in economic exploitation 
and in the nationality conflict. Riff, 'The Assimilation of the 
Jews of Bohemia', p. 160.

“ [ëapek-Chod], 'ëtyfjazyënâ Praha. I', Nârodni listy, 5 
February 1915, p. 3; see also: Papers: ëapek-Chod; the author's 
own newspaper clippings, 1914-1915; PNP. This article evinces the 
same perception of the Jews as foreigners which one finds in 
ëapek's letter to Kvapil. See: Papers: Jaroslav Kvapil; letters 
from ëapek-Chod to Kvapil, 1912-1920; letter dated 26 November
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These words lend support to Donath's interpretation of Capek- 
Chod's works, which otherwise does not seem plausible.^ Several 
paragraphs on, however, the author expresses approval of the 
efforts of the Czech-Jewish movement. Part II of 'CtyfjazyCna 
Praha' provides a brief history of the persecution of the Jews 
in the Bohemian Lands; the author asserts that the Jews felt 
great empathy for and gave assistance to the persecuted Czech 
Brethren.^ The nature of the Galician Jews as outsiders at home 
and abroad is emphasized; the author writes that in their native 
towns, 'chodi jako u nas, v te%e odpuzenosti a cizotë, jaké se 
jim dostalo za ûdël, pfi ni2 trvaji s houBavnatou a témëf 
fanatickou samovolnostl, pravzor konservatismu! Minor details 
in the article concur with the representation of the Jews in 
ëapek-Chod's fiction; the author comments on the vitality of the 
Jews, which has persisted despite social and economic 
restrictions imposed on them for centuries; he praises the beauty 
of Prague Jewish women; and he comments that while there are few 
'krasavci' among Galician Jewish men, they served as models for 
the handsome patriarchal figures Hynais sketched in preparation 
for his 'Kristus pfed Pilatem'

1912; PNP.
^Donath writes: 'zesmësftuje v2dy jen takové Bidy, ktefi se 

zpronevëfujl své tradici (Pappersteinové, Anna a Iza Pinkusovic, 
Leib Blumenduft), kde2to zidy, ktefi ji zùstâvaji vërni, kresli 
velmi sympaticky.' Oskar Donath, ^idé a iidovstvi v deské 
literatuîfe 19. a 20. stoletl, vol. 2, Brno, 193 0, p. 13 0.

^[ëapek-Chod], 'ëtyfjazyCnâ Praha. II', Narodnl listy, 9 
February 1915, p. 3; see also: Papers: ëapek-Chod; the author's 
own newspaper clippings, 1914-1915; PNP. Compare, for example, 
the description of the patriotic Czech Jew Eliab, who shows 
support for Czechs persecuted after the Battle of the White 
Mountain, in J. J. Kolar's Pra^skÿ ^id (1872).

26 'Ôtyfjazyënâ Praha. II'.
^The reference to Hynais also suggests ëapek-Chod's 

authorship. In this article the author notes the 'tësnohrudost 
a nepatrna plicni kapacita a cela povsechna nedorostlost postavy' 
of the Jews, which he attributes to the unhealthy environments 
in which they have been forced to live. Ibid. One might relate 
Freund's asthma to this.
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In the third feuilleton the author reviews Das jiidische

Prag, produced by the Bohemian Zionist newspaper Selbstwehr in
1917.^* The anthology is described as, 'Neobyôejnë zajimavÿ, ano
jedinednë interesantni sesit'.^ The translations of verse from
Czech to German are praised. The author concentrates, however,
on two essays treating relations between Jews and Czechs in
Prague by Theodor Herzl and Hermann Bahr. While not rejecting it
outright, the author obviously does not approve of Herzl's view
that Prague Jews should align themselves with the Germans as
their cultural kin. The author does agree with the assertion by
Paul Leppin (1878-1945) that Jews have had a dominant influence
on German art, press, theatre and literature in Prague. The
author's admiration for the poems of Herbert Fuchs, especially
the poem 'Ûsmëv', again reveals a preoccupation with the Jew as
outsider and as having a divided self:

Pra2sko2idovskÿ basnik H. Fuchs nezna 2âdného 
pra2ského 2Ida s dobrÿm ûsmëvem, jakÿ jest bezdëënÿm 
reflexem harmonické duse. Usmivaji-li se pra2sti 2idé, 
vëdi prÿ velmi dobfe, 2e se usmlvaji, a vëdi také proë 
se usmlvaji, nëkdy prÿ ze samolibosti, nëkdy aby se 
vysmlvali, nëkdy aby jinÿm byli pfljemni. Nikdy vsak 
to nenl vÿslunl latentniho vesell, odraz pfijatÿch 
svëtelnÿch paprskù. Nejsme to my v tom nasem ûsmëvu, 
nÿbr2 stojlme vedle svÿch navrasklÿch ûst a pozorujeme 
je. Aie jsme-li docela upflmni, zajde nâm i tento 
ûsmëv.

3 . Realia
Among Ôapek-Chod's peripheral references to Jews, I treat first 
popular expressions that serve to characterize the speaker rather 
than reveal the attitude of the author. The phrase, 'ani za

^On Das jiidische Prag, see Kieval, The Making of Czech 
Jewry, pp. 179-82.

’̂[Ôapek-Chod], ' "Das jiidische Prag"', Narodni Listy, 20
December 1916, p. 1; see: Papers: Ôapek-Chod; the author's own 
clippings, Ôapek-Chod's feuilletons published in Nârodni listy, 
1914-1916; PNP. The author notes that in the anthology Czech is 
referred to as 'der bohmischen', a detail which supports the 
supposition that ëapek-Chod was involved in the 
'bohmisch/Cechisch' polemics (1906). See below.

^'"Das jiidische Prag"'.
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peôenyho 2ida', uttered by the sanctimonious small-town factory- 
worker Barusa in 'Nëmâk', indicates the character's milieu.^ The 
phatic function of the expression, the literal meaning of which 
has become effaced, reveals an historical anti-Jewish prejudice 
of this milieu. The expression is intended to indicate the narrow 
horizons of the character. Julie, in 'Experiment', utters the 
same phrase. When Slaba tries to induce her to stay at his clinic 
with the offer of breakfast, she replies, 'Ani kdybyste mi dal 
kus peôenÿho 2ida - nechci'.^ Slaba's comment clarifies the 
characterizing function of the expression: 'Pronesla tuto
vulgarnost vorafské mluvy se zaluskem posupnosti, jen tak 
zasydela.

In other works one also finds that anti-Jewish expressions 
manifest the attitudes of poor, provincial or uneducated 
characters. In V tifetlm dvofe two neighbours, the 
superintendent's wife, pan! hausinspektorova, and the grocer's 
wife, pan! Hudrychovâ, gossip about Benysek's legal case. Pan! 
hausinspektorova describes the lawyer Paussig as 'ftâkej mazanej 
%id'.* The conventional phrase suggests both admiration and 
contempt. That the narrator shares her assumptions concerning the 
'wily' nature of the Jews is indicated by his description of the 
'rysy vychytralé semitské tvâfe advokatovy'.^* In 'Dar svatého 
Floriana' the town in which the story is set, Zbofov, shares a 
'chapel' with the neighbouring community Spâhovice; every week 
the chapel is dragged from one town to the other. The rural dean

^Ôapek-Chod, 'Nëmâk', p. 104.
^^apek-Chod, 'Experiment', p. 56. See Kvapil's article, in 

which he mentions that Ôapek-Chod used the same expression. 
Jaroslav Kvapil, 'Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan', O dem vim. Sto kapitol 
o lidech a dëjlch z mého ëivota, Prague, 1932, p. 328.

^'Capek-Chod, 'Experiment', p. 56.
^Capek-Chod, V tfetim dvoife, p. 165.
%Ibid., p. 176.
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who serves both communities attacks this kind of devotion as 
'pohanskÿm ne-li Bidovsky lakomym'.^

Comments on antisemitism occur infrequently. In Antonin 
Vondrejc Iza describes selling her passport to a Russian Jew whom 
she meets in Germany; she is shocked by the suffering the Russian 
Jews have endured in pogroms.^ NeCasek Senior is horrified when 
his son marries the Jewish Iza and, had he had the strength to 
tear up his will on his death bed, he would have disinherited his 
son.^ When Elsa Pinkusovâ is taken on at the 'U âarslù' pub, she 
has to adopt the ethnically-neutral name 'Anna'; she tells 
Vondrejc: 'Traktér u Sarslù povidal, 2e to jednou netrpi, takovÿ 
jméno 2e nepatfi do poctivÿho lokalu, a potom, ta Anna, co tam 
byla pfede mnou, prodala mi jmeno.'^

Other minor references to Jews scattered throughout Capek- 
Chod' s works provide information about the perception of the Jews 
as social outsiders, 'parasites' and allies of the Habsburgs.^
Sometimes the Jews are identified with certain 'ignoble'
occupations: in Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan and 'Dceruska Jairova',
reference is made to Jews buying hair from the local country
girls.^ In the novel, the shearing of Madlena's hair is related

^^apek-Chod, 'Dar svatého Floriana', p. 17. Compare with the 
description of enmity between two towns in Viktor Dyk, 'Zivot 
Herodesùv, jeho velika myslenka, utrpeni a oslava', Pf^lhody. 
Ironie a smutky, Prague, 1911, pp. 19-41.

^^apek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 353. Iza almost falls 
victim to the white slave trade.

^*Ibid., p. 435.
^^Ibid., p. 363.
^Moldanova writes that Capek-Chod does not portray Prague 

as a city of nationality conflicts: 'zachycuje barvitou symbiozu 
ôeské majority s praBskÿmi Nëmci a 2idy'. Dobrava Moldanova, 
'Zapomlnané dëdictvi: Karel Matëj Capek-Chod', Literarnl
mësldnlk, 16 (1987), 7, p. 102.

^Ôapek-Chod, Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan, pp. 94-7, 106; 'Dceruska 
Jairova', p. 273-4. Riff writes of the intermediary role of the 
Jews in the developing capitalist economy of rural Bohemia; many 
were shopkeepers, pedlars, moneylenders and publicans. Riff, 'The 
Assimilation of the Jews of Bohemia', p. 109. Compare with the 
depiction of the Jewish characters who sell spirits in Jaroslav
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by Hvëzda, an unreliable narrator whose point of view cannot be 
identified with the author's. Hvëzda's antisemitism is revealed 
by his descriptions of the Jew as a 'malÿ svrastëlÿ 2id, Semejëik 
s 2ilnatÿma rukama', and as an 'umazanÿm Hebrejcem'.^^ Hvëzda 
describes the incident as if Madlena's father were procuring her 
for the Jew:

Dëvôe dr2elo obëma rukama satek kfeëovitë pfes usi a 
pustilo teprve, kdy2 starÿ nemilosrdnë udefil ji po 
prstech. Jednlm hmatem strhl ji satek s hlavy a na 
hfbet spadla ji të2ce zâplava vlasù, na div mocnâ, 
obestfela ramena a lehla vlnou a2 na desku lâvky;
[...] ACkoliv Vlasy celou postavu dëvCete zast?ely, 
bylo mi, jako kdyby se byla obna2ila, zjevila se mi v 
pine 2enskosti. Jakoby ti dva starci, hrabajice se v 
tëch kyprÿch zlatÿch vlnâch, strojili se spâchat hfich 
proti pfirodë. Divnou neshodou v tou okam2iku napadly 
më dvë myslenky. 2e 2id smluvil cenu, d?iv ne2 pfedmët 
koupë vidël, a pak slovo 'zkomolit'.^

The narrator ironizes this sentimental reaction with the 
description of Hvëzda slipping and falling on the grass as he 
rushes to prevent the hair being cut.* In 'Dceruska Jairova', 
Baruska states that she has received twenty crowns and a silk 
scarf for her hair; resentment and distrust are expressed in 
Stach's comment: '2id vam dâ desitku a sam proda za pët set a 
satek je hadr'.* Pavlina's mother, in V tifetim dvoife, mentions 
a Jewish seamstress, who charges high prices.* In 'Berane 
burc!', the narrator describes a goat in pursuit of its shadow 
butting a tree-trunk: 'Rozlehl se tfesk, jako kdy2 2id p?ed

Hasek's Osudy dobrého vojaka èvejka za svëtové valky (1921-23) .
^Capek-Chod, Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan, pp. 94-5. In the first 

edition 'ohavny SemejCik'. Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan, Prague, n.d. 
[1893], p. 123.

*Capek-Chod, Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan [1921 edition], pp. 95-6. 
One is reminded of the depiction of the rich Jews in Petr 
Bezruë's Slezské plsnë (1909).

*Capek-Chod, Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan, p. 96.
*Capek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', pp. 273-4.
*Capek-Chod, V tfetlm dvofe, p. 10. A Jewish woman selling 

cloth is also mentioned in 'Chvojka', Ad hod, p. 20.
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hospodou b a d  pytlem kostl o zem'.^ The similreflects of the 
association of the Jews with the rag-and-bone trade. In 'Ûvodnik' 
reference is made to another of the traditional trades of the 
Jews: dealing in animal hides. Dr Fux, who examines prospective 
clients for an insurance agency, tells the journalist Kandrt: 
'Bud'te ujistën, 2e by 2id za mou kù2i nabidl o padesat procent 
mené ne2 za vasi'."̂ * The doctor's name suggests that he is 
Jewish. His portrayal manifests in miniature the main features 
of other, more complex, male Jewish characters in Ôapek-Chod's 
works: black humour, and a craftiness which masks, and
masochistically serves, sentimentality. Dr Fux's black humour is 
evident in his congratulations to Kandrt on the survival of his 
organism considering the stress that he is under at work.'̂  ̂His 
wiliness and sentimentality are evident in that he dishonestly 
takes out an insurance policy for himself, so that through his 
death from an incurable disease he provides for his faithless but 
beloved wife.^°

In Kaspar Lén mstitel, 'Dëdek fajfka' earns a living in the 
winter by sewing army uniforms for a Jew, who presumably 
commissions piece-work to various seasonal workers; in this case 
the Jew acts as a middle-man between Czech workers and the 
Austrian Army.^ In 'Dar svatého Floriana', a Jew is identified 
with Austrian businessmen. Posel z Capartic, the local newspaper 
favourable to the mayor Jlrovec, relates that a representative 
of Viennese magnates and 'pashas' of the international grain 
market tries to bribe Jlrovec to destroy the harvest with a 
hailstorm; Jlrovec possesses a magic 'weather rope'. The narrator 
states: 'Byla prÿ tenkrât strejôkovi Jlrovcojc nablzena nëjakâ 
ukrutnâ suma, ale kdy% mu davano na srozumënou, oë se jednâ, jen

^^apek-Chod, 'Berane burc!', p. 201.
^^ëapek-Chod, 'Ûvodnlk', p. 97. See also Munelis in 'Dvë 

vdovy'.
^^apek-Chod, 'Ûvodnlk', pp. 94-5.
^°Ibid., p. 98.
^Capek-Chod, Kaspar Lén mstitel, p. 57.
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tak jednou rukou popad' podavky a byl by snad Bida pfipichl ke 
vratûm, jak se po nëm rozehnal.'^^ To destroy the impression that 
Jlrovec is above corruption, the narrator reports a story carried 
by a rival newspaper, dmertovské listy, detailing a deal which 
the mayor makes with a sugar refinery.^^ In 'Mates Holejch' the 
Jewish Hendrych smuggles horses into Bavaria with Mates and 
Frollnek. Hendrych, out of fear, fires a shot from his revolver, 
alerting the customs and excise officers; the two other smugglers 
are caught.* Rumours spread that Hendrych had collaborated with 
the officers.*

Other minor details suggest cultural differences between 
Jews and non-Jews. Dr Paussig, in V tifetim dvoife, reads the 
Prague German newspaper Bohemia.* Bibfid's uncle Jakub/Jacques 
Papperstein reads the Prager Tagblatt, as does Artur Stein.* 
Jewish children take French lessons from the eponymous konteska 
Fina.*

4 . Jewish Male Characters
I consider male characters specifically described as Jewish, as 
well as those, like Armin Frey or Dr Freund, who may be 
identified as Jewish.*

*ëapek-Chod, 'Dar svatého Floriana', p. 106. See also the 
reference to 'Bidovsti pilousové'. Ibid., p. 31-2.

*Ibid.
*ëapek-Chod, 'Mates Holejch', p. 295.
*Ibid.
*ëapek-Chod, V tifetim dvoife, p. 111. The Germanized Czech 

Richard Terttlo also reads this newspaper. Ibid., p. 31. A much 
more condemnatory portrait of Jewish identification with German 
culture is presented in Simâëek's 'Chamradina', in Ze zàpiskû 
phil. stud. Filipa Koifinka, vol. 2 (1897).

*Capek-Chod, 'Dvë vdovy'. Ad hod, p. 166; 'Dceruska 
Jairova', ibid., p. 307.

*ëapek-Chod, 'Konteska Fina', Osmero novel, p. 377.
*I discuss female Jewish characters in the chapter which 

treats the depictions of woman in Ôapek-Chod's works.
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Dr Paussig, the first complex Jewish character introduced 

in Capek-Chod's works, acts as Benÿskovâ's lawyer in V tifetim 
dvoife. He speaks both Czech and German.^ The defining aspects 
of later major Jewish characters are manifest in Dr Paussig. He 
manifests his generosity when he gives his clerk Richard Terttlo 
a pay rise of three guilder a month; Paussig has just learned 
that his wife is pregnant and he wishes to share his happiness 
with others.^ He has an impulsive temperament, exploding at the 
news that Terttlo has falsely represented himself as a lawyer, 
acting on behalf of Benysek.® Paussig's sentimentality is 
suggested when he commissions Benÿsek to produce an oil painting 
of the lawyer's newborn son.^ Yet Paussig is also direct and 
shrewd, commenting on Benÿsek's case: 'to jsou nëjaké
obchody!'.* That he is not in the least perturbed to hear that 
Benÿsek lives out of wedlock with Rù2ena indicates the lawyer's 
common sense. His earthy, unpretentious nature contrasts with 
Benÿsek's obsequiousness; Paussig objects to the titles with 
which the painter addresses him, stating: 'Proslm vâs, co mate 
pofâd s tou slovutnostl. Ja jsem doktor prâv a advokât a dost.'^ 
Paussig's education and affluence distinguish him from the other 
characters living in the third courtyard. But there is more than 
a social gap between them; Paussig is as far removed from their 
squabbles and deceptions as the narrator or the reader. This is 
underlined in that Paussig's 'no-nonsense' letter to Benÿsek 
constitutes the conclusion of the novel. This suggests a 
proximity between Paussig's point of view and that of the implied 
author.

*̂ See for example: Ôapek-Chod, V tifetim dvoife, p. 34.
Translations of the German are provided in parentheses in the 
text.

(̂ Îbid. , p. 34. 
w^bid., p. 109.
K^bid., p. 114.
"Ibid., p. 106.
"Ibid., p. 111.
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Two related aspects of Paussig's character recur in the 

portraits of other Jewish men; the duality in his nature; and his 
near identification with the implied author. For Capek-Chod, the 
Jewish man embodies the divided self; in Paussig this is manifest 
in that he is both sentimental and practical, that is, for Gapek- 
Chod, he has both 'male' and 'female' attributes. That the author 
assigns these qualities to sexes, practicality to woman, 
sentimentality to man, is evident, for example, in the contrast 
between Josef and Pepiôka in 'Na valech'. Even if Paussig were 
not given the last word in the novel, his divided nature would 
suggest his similarity to the implied author. Biographical 
details tend to support this identification. Many personal 
recollections about Ôapek-Chod describe a man who hid his 
emotions behind a mask of irony or gruffness. The tribute of his 
opponent in polemics Viktor Dyk is typical: 'kdo se zahledël v 
nestfe2ené chvilce na tohoto drsného obra, ochotného se své cesty 
odstraftovat tvrdë pfekâ2ky, nasel u tohoto drsného, rvavého obra 
nëco neëekanë nëSného. [...] V podstatë nelisil se Capek-Chod od 
typu, u nëho2 drsnost je jen maskou citlivosti'J*

However, one need not resort to biographical sources. A 
similar portrait of the author as a Nietzschean ironist was drawn 
by many critics during his lifetime. Miroslav Rutte's analysis 
of the author's outlook epitomizes this understanding of Ôapek- 
Chod: 'Touha, zgroteskniti vse, zgroteskniti vaseft i bolest, viru 
i skepsi, Bivot i smrt, svléknouti lidskou dusi ze vsech illusi 
a zbofiti v ni vse veliké, prozrazuje smutnou nevëru, sebou samou 
zmuëenou, v ni 2 vysmëch je jakÿmsi vzdornÿm, ukrytÿm 
povzdechem. This perception of a duality in the author 
constitutes an attempt to explain the 'grotesque' aspects of his

*^âach, K. M, âapek-Chod, p. 106. Maur quotes this passage 
from Sach. Jan Maur, Karel Matëj Capek'-Chod. Metodickÿ text k 
100. vÿroël spisovatelova narozenl, pp. 14-15. Maur also quotes 
Karel Josef Benes, who says of Ôapek-Chod: 'Ta hfmotnost a
mnohomluvnost - to byla maska. Pod ni se skrÿval ëlovëk uzavfenÿ 
a nadto, myslim, vykotvenÿ.' Ibid., p. 13.

^Miroslav Hutte, 'Ejhle ôlovëk!', Novÿ svët, Prague, 1919, 
p. 93. For a summary of this article, see Pynsent, 'Capek-Chod 
and the Grotesque', pp. 186-7.
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works, that is, the confusion of incompatibles. This 'confusion' 
is manifest in a large number of Capek-Chod's characters, for 
example, in the clash between a character's physical limitations 
and his or her desires. The Jews are, however, the only group of 
characters to be described individually as inherently divided; 
the Jew thus becomes identified with the divided self and 
Jewishness becomes an emblem of the grotesque.*** Rutte almost 
suggests as much in 'K sedesatinam K. M. Capka-Choda': 'Tato
vaseft kontrastù, je2 s naturalistickou zvëdavosti pozoruje 
dlovëka, uchopeného pâkou osudu, zatimco se zâroveft z vyse 
podivuje s nihilistickÿm ûsmëvem dokonalému mechanismu stroje, 
naplftuje jeho knihy stâlou podvojnosti litosti a vysmëchu. He 
adds, in his analysis of 'Dceruska Jairova': 'projevuje se K. M. 
ëapek-Chod znovu co bystry znatel 2idovské duse, kterâ ho 
p?itahuje svym exotismem a prudkÿmi kontrasty hloubky a mëlkosti, 
mysticismu a praktiënosti, osobitosti a kulturniho snobismu'.^ 

Turbina begins and ends with the character of the Polish 
Orthodox Jew Leib Blumenduft. The motif of duality informs the 
depiction of the Jew in both scenes. Although all the major 
characters in the novel are divided and practice deception or 
self-deception, Blumenduft is the only figure who is not only 
conscious but also tolerant of this duality. In the case of the 
other characters, one aspect of the self eventually dominates; 
only Blumenduft sustains a contradiction within his nature. When 
first introduced Blumenduft stands before a mirror, preparing to 
cut his side-locks so that he will not be recognized when he 
visits Frey at the Ullik household. By doing so, Blumenduft 
violates the Orthodox prohibition on cutting the hair as well as 
that on working on the Sabbath; his blasphemy is magnified in

***My interpretation has been influenced by Le Rider's study 
of crises of identity and fin-de-siècle conceptions of 
Jewishness. Le Rider, Modernity and Crises of Identity, pp. 165- 
83.

^Miroslav Rutte, 'K sedesatinam K. M. ëapka-Choda', p. 687.
^Ibid., p. 688. In this article, Rutte also points out the 

similarities between the character Jifl Stach ('Dceruska 
Jairova') and Antonin Vondrejc. Ibid., p. 687.
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that it is committed on the first day of the Jewish New Year. The
conflict between Blumenduft's religious principles and the need
to violate these for business reasons is represented by a quarrel
which he has with his image in the mirror: 'Sâm sobë podivil se
Leib, jak se mu podafil nobl ironicky vysmëch do tvâfe hloupému
chudému 2idu, kterÿ naft vyziral zpoza opryskanin zrcadla, nebot'
Leib pfed zrcadlem a Leib v zrcadle byli docela dva rùzni 2idé
a tomu V zrcadle nic nepomahalo, 2e se take smal neménë
ironicky. With the mirror device the narrator is able to
convey the complexitites of a character who is at once horrified
and pleased that he has been able to pretend to fool himself.
The narrator comments:

Mrâz i var polévaly Leiba a chud'as se potil, nebot' 
'spasetle', jimi% ohlusoval sve svëdomi tim, 2e 
rozdramatisoval idejovy rozpor v ka%de 2idovské dusi 
dllci takfka ve dvë osobnosti, ktere% se navzâjem 
ironisovaly, nemohly v nëm docela utlumiti hrùzu ze 
smrtelnÿch hfichù, jakÿch se dnes u2 dopustil a k nim% 
se dnes jestë chystal.^^

His rebellious relationship with God and his determination not
to be robbed by the earthly representatives of the Lord also
manifest Blumenduft's duality; he does not intend to give the
rabbi a percentage of the profit he will earn from the deal with
Frey.^ The depiction of Blumenduft is developed with what the
contemporary reader would regard as antisemitic cliches: Leib is
avaricious;^ he utters the words 'Padesat tisic zlatÿch!
Padesat! Cisteho zisku! ' as if they were a charm ; he has no
appreciation for the beauty of a work of art.^ Blumenduft's

^Ôapek-Chod, Turbina, p. 10. Langer expresses his 
appreciation of the novel: Papers: ëap^ek-Chod; a letter on a 
calling-card, from Frantisek Langer to Capek-Chod, 192 0; PNP.

^^apek-Chod, Turbina, p. 11.
^Ibid., p. 13.
^Ibid., p. 14.
^Ibid., p. 15.
^Ibid., p. 19.
^Ibid., p. 36.
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praise of Frey's cunning may strike the contemporary reader as 
conventional; the narrator comments that for the Jews 'E' 
geschaitr Mann' is a greater compliment than 'E' gerechtr 
Mann'.^ However, the narrator endorses rather than criticizes 
this point of view; for the narrator, the just man is an 
impossibility; in the world described in Turbina there can exist 
only the more and the less deceived.

Blumenduft repeats this praise on hearing of Frey's death: 
'E geschaiter Mon wor erl'.^" It occurs to Nezmara, who informs 
Blumenduft of the death, that the Polish Jew is the only one to 
shed tears over Frey. The narrator comments: 'Co vsak pochopiti 
nemohl, tot' i dik Blumenduftùv za smrt Arminovu i usedavÿ plàô 
jeho nad ni'.*° This mixed response is not only appropriate to 
Blumenduft's divided self, but also to the grotesque nature of 
Armin Frey's death. The narrator attempts to evoke such an 
ambivalent reaction in the reader; this is underlined by the 
narrator's description of the response of the Czech workers to 
Armin's death. The workers laugh when the drowned kitten is found 
clutched in Frey's hands; the narrator calls them 'surovci', 
stating: 'Slo2ky tohoto pfiserného kontrastu nezasahly ovsem jich 
ûtlocit z té prosté pfidiny, 2e se nenalézal v inventâfi jich 
dusevnlch mohutnostl.'" The narrator returns to Blumenduft at 
the conclusion of the novel because the Jew is the only character 
who can respond fully (and thus make explicit for the reader) to 
the grotesque aspect of Frey's death and the collapse of the 
Ullik fortune.

The narrator may also indicate that Frey is Jewish, as his 
name suggests.^ The reader is first introduced to Frey through

^*Ibid., p. 46. 
^Ibid., p. 586.
°̂Ibid. Blumenduft is relieved that the one man who knows the 

identity of the forger of the manuscripts is no longer alive.
*^Ibid., p. 562.
^Several critics have also written about the similarities 

between the Ullik family and that of the opera singer Ema 
Destinnova, née Kittlova. See, for example, Bohumil Plevka, 'Ema
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Blumenduft's thoughts. Blumenduft curses Frey for the sum he will 
demand for the false manuscript bindings. The curse he uses, 
'proklatÿ hrbaC, jemu2 by mélo krom jeho kfivych zad rust kameni 
V bfise a rybiz na nose', is one which he would most likely 
address to a fellow Jew, as the narrator comments in the 
footnote.^ The business transaction between Blumenduft and Frey, 
during which one forger tries to outwit the other, only to be 
reassured of the other's cunning, resembles the interaction 
between the Orthodox Jew Munelis and the assimilated Jew Bibfid 
described in 'Dvë vdovy'.*^ When the livestock dealer ^ibfid 
makes fun of the skin trader's stinking wares, Munelis pretends 
to take umbrage, replying: 'Ale, pane Papperstein, oni provozujou 
pfece ten samej obchod ve velkem, co jâ v malém! [...] To jest, 
jistej rozdil by tady byl pfece jenom, jâ kupuju kozleCi, 
kraliCi, zajedi a taky nëkdy i psl kù2e u2 stagenÿ, ale oni, pane 
Papperstein, je stahujou lidem s tëla.'^

As the narrator does not specifically identify Frey as 
Jewish, one may only speculate. Even if Frey cannot be identified 
as Jewish by descent, he may possess qualities which the author 
identifies with the Jews. Weininger, conventionally regarded as 
the quintessential self-hating Jew, elaborated on the notion that 
Jewishness was a mental, rather than a biologically inherited, 
quality: 'I must, however, make clear what I mean by Judaism; I 
mean neither a race nor a people nor a recognised creed. I think 
of it as a tendency of the mind, as a pyschological constitution 
which is a possibility for all mankind'.^ Thus, according to

Destinnova pise K. M. Capku-Chodovi', Lidova demokracie, 33
(1977), 268, p. 5. Among other correspondences, one finds that 
Tynda's uncle Frey has the same surname as Destinnovâ's brother- 
in-law. See Smejkal, 'O jednom literarnim pfatelstvi', pp. 56, 
61.

^Capek-Chod, Turbina, p. 15.
^Ibid., pp. 39-46.
^ëapek-Chod, 'Dvë vdovy', pp. 169-70.
^Weininger, Sex and Character, p. 303. On Weininger as a 

self-hating Jew, see Steven Beller, Vienna and the Jews, 1867- 
1938: A Cultural History, Cambridge, New York, Melbourne, 1989,
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Weininger, some Aryans, like Wagner, are more Jewish than those 
born of Jewish parents.^ If Ôapek-Chod identifies certain mental 
qualities with the Jews, then he can be said to have a conception 
of a Jewish 'type'; one thus may be justified in considering the 
'Jewishness' of a character in whom these qualities appear. Frey 
may be such a 'Jewish' type, even if the narrator does not 
specify that he is Jewish.

This approach is flawed in that it gives the critic the 
liberty to decide which characters are Jewish. Ôapek-Chod's 
contemporary, Frantisek Sekanina (1875-1958), asserts that at 
least a third of Ôapek-Chod's works are concerned with a Jewish 
milieu.** He assumes that Freund, Tynda and Helena ('Dusza 
ordynarna ...') are Jewish; among works concerned with the Jews 
he includes, without explanation, stories from Nedëlnl povldky.^^ 
He states that the Jewish milieu attracted Ôapek-Chod because he 
found in it those features of greatest interest to him: 'nejenom 
vyspëlé sklony umëlecké ostfe vyhranënÿ kult rodinné intimity, 
ale i bujnou smyslnost, sobëstaënou bezohlednost, spoleëenské 
silâctvi, prudkou robustnost vasni, bizarerii a hystericke 
zachvaty povahové.'^ Sekanina's assertion reveals that there is 
a danger in attempting to derive a 'Jewish type' from ëapek- 
Chod's works. This problem of interpretation arises with the 
character of Dr Freund, whom contemporaneous and later critics 
have assumed to be Jewish, although the narrator only states that 
Freund is German.An interpretation of Freund's 'Jewishness',

p. 221.
^Weininger, Sex and Character, p. 3 05.
**Frantisek Sekanina, 'K. M. Capek-Chod. K jubileu jeho 

sedesâtÿch narozenin 21. t. m. ', Zvon, 20 (1919-20), 24, p. 330.
*®Ibid., pp. 329-30.
^Ibid., p. 330.
*̂See: -il [Arne Novak], 'Poznamky o K. M. ëapkovi', p. 1; 

F. V. Vykoukal, 'Nové pisemnictvi. Vÿpravnà prosa', Osvëta, 45 
(1915), 6, p. 463; Eisner, 'Choulostiva prochazka s K. M.
Capkem-Chodem'; Frantisek Buriânek, 'Antonin Vondrejc. Pfibëhové 
basnika', Z modern! àeské literatury, p. 86.
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however, is essential to an understanding of the character and 
his function in the novel.

5. Dr Freund
Various reasons might have led the contemporaneous reader to 
regard Freund as Jewish. At the turn of the century, most Czechs 
identified the German minority in Prague with the Jews;^ thus, 
because of his German surname and the fact that he is a native 
speaker of German, Freund might be automatically considered a Jew 
by the Czech reader.^ Freund's diction suggests that his 
cultural background is similar to Blumenduft's. Freund tells 
Vondrejc, 'Kdy2 o filosofii slysim, leze mi u2 ves pfes 
jâtrui'.^ Blumenduft uses the same expression in German; the 
narrator of Turbina provides a translation and the following 
explanation in a footnote: 'podle povëry polsko2idovské je to
pfiCinou jaternlch chorob. Jinak uBiva se pofekadla toho na 
oznadeni nëdi svrchovanë mrzuté nâlady. Freund has acquired 
doctorates in subjects which qualify one for professions which 
attracted a high proportion of Jews, that is, medicine and law.^ 
Freund's first name, Jakub, is the same as that of Anna and Iza's

^See: Kieval, The Making of Czech Jewry, pp. 16, 47; Gary 
B. Cohen, The Politics of Ethnic Survival: Germans in Prague 
1861-1914, pp. 80-1, 83, 177. Beller also writes about Jewish 
identification with North Germans, and Jewish loyalty to the 
Habsburg Monarchy. Beller, Vienna and the Jews, 1867-1938 : A 
cultural history, pp. 145, 147, 155.

^By a decree of 1787, all Jews were required to have German 
first names and surnames, and thus by name alone tended to be 
identified with the German minority. Riff, 'The Assimilation of 
the Jews of Bohemia', p. 11.

^Ôapek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 144.
^Capek-Chod, Turbina, p. 19. The expression is provided in 

German: 'e' Laus is ihm iiberde Leber gekrochen, wern se sagn'.
Ibid., pp. 18-19.

^See Gary B. Cohen, 'Jews in German Society: Prague, 1860- 
1914', Central European History, 10 (1977), March, 1, pp. 28-54, 
p. 43.
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Jewish uncle, Suchafipa.^ Suchafipa, when he first meets Freund 
on the street, takes him for a fellow Orthodox Jew and asks him 
for directions to Vondrejc's flat. The uncle comments on the fact 
that Freund sends him in the wrong direction: 'Spis 2id napali 
2ida ne2 velebnej pan, tak jsem si myslel, jinaC neni, ne2 2e ten 
velebnej pan zna Prahu spatnë

Freund possesses certain characteristics conventionally 
attributed to the Jews: he is a polyglot; at the pub Upanisady, 
he declaims in English and Sanskrit/* He claims to be fluent in 
English and F r en ch. The  antisemitic stereotyping of the Jews 
as interpreters rather than creators is ironized in Freund's 
comment on his gifts as a translator: 'Mûj talent jest, bud' to 
Bohu 2alovano, jen reproduktivni'.^^ This self-appraisal may be 
undermined by Freund's claim, which the narrator and the poet 
endorse, to have 'made' Vondrejc; the narrator states: 
'Vondrejcovi byl dr. Freund mi le j si ne2 Bùh, nebot' Bùh Vondrejce 
toliko stvofil, dr. Freund jej udëlal, byl mu tedy vdëCen za

^ëapek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, pp. 391, 405.
^®Ibid. , p. 405. From the uncle's comments about his good 

relations with the local priest in his town, one gains an 
impression of religious tolerance in the countryside. Ibid. This 
is somewhat undermined by the uncle's atavistic fear of the 
priest who arrives to administer the last rites and marry Anna 
to Vondrejc. Ibid., p. 416.

^Ibid., pp. 163, 229. One might add that in this respect, 
as in, for example, his passion for chess, Freund resembles the 
author. By the turn of the century the vast majority of Bohemian 
Jews was bilingual in Czech and German. Kieval, The Making of 
Czech Jewry, p. 61. On the Jews as a polyglot nation, see 
Neruda's antisemitic study, '"Pro strach 2idovskÿ". Politickâ 
studie', Studie, krâtké a kratsi [1876], vol. 2, 3rd edition, 
Prague, 1910, p. 39. The article is derivative of Wagner's 'Das 
Judentum in der Musik'.

iM^apek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 140.
*°̂ Ibid. Wagner writes: 'Our whole European art and

civilization, however, have remained to the Jew a foreign tongue: 
for, just as he has taken no part in the evolution of the one, 
so has he taken none in that of the other'. Richard Wagner, 'Jews 
in Music', On Music and Drama, H. Ashton Ellis (trans.), Lincoln 
and London, 1964, p. 52. See also: Neruda, '"Pro strach
2idovskÿ"', pp. 45-6; for the notion that Jews (and women) lack 
genius, see Weininger, Sex and Character, pp. 316-19.
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prokâzanou ôest jak nâle2i.'^°^ Freund has 'made' Vondrejc in 
that he has drawn critical attention to the poet's work through 
his translations;^^ Freund may also have recreated the poems 
through his interpretations.^*

Minor details in descriptions of Freund's appearance align 
him with Jewish characters. The narrator portrays him with 
'mohutnÿmi vlasy nad smolu dernëjsimi, v tÿTi vodorovnë 
zast?i2enÿmi, takBe vypadaly jako stfapcovitÿ Blnënÿ chochol na 
pfilbë dvorniho harcife'.*®^ Iza's hair is also described as 
'21në'.*°* In 'Dceruska Jairova', Baruska states that Irma-Mâfta 
does not have hair, but 'vlasiny' or 'Binë'.^^ Freund's frame 
is characterized by a 'goticka hubenost';^* the torso of the 
Jewish prostitute in 'Beethovenùv veëer' reminds the narrator of 
late Gothic woodcuts.^*

The defining feature of Freund's appearance consists in the 
mask-like quality of his face. That Freund's image is a guise is 
underlined consistently: the narrator states that Vondrejc,
meeting Freund a second time, 'dlouho nemohl zapomenouti na jeho 
z masky vlasù a vousù bolestnë vyzirajicî oëi'."° A more

*^Capek-Chod, Antonîn Vondrejc, p. 136.
if̂ For example, Vondrejc acquires the nickname 'nas bâsnik' 

when his co-workers at Mîrnÿ pokrok learn of the positive 
reception of Freund's translations. Ibid., p. 68.

*®*See, for example, ibid., p. 142. Thus, with the character 
of Freund, the author may be participating in the fin-de-siècle 
debate on the relation between the artist and his critics; that 
Freund is awarded a state prize for his translation, rather than 
Vondrejc for the original collection, may constitute an ironic 
comment on the apparent triumph of the critic over the artist, 
as well as that of the German over the Czech.

*“lbid., p. 136.
'*Ibid., p. 370.
i^^apek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', p. 273. 
*°*ëapek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 137. 
i^Ôapek-Chod, 'Beethovenùv veëer', p. 119 
“°Ôapek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 78.
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detailed description of Freund, on the day the poet and
translator encounter one another on the way to the Statthalter's
office, suggests the artificial quality of his appearance:

Blkalo se o nëm, 2e jest ôernë obleôen a2 po oboëi, 
ëlm% velmi trefnë vysti2ena jeho smolnÿmi vousy a2 po 
oCi zarostlâ tvâf. ënël z ni jenom p?ikfe ostrÿ a 
rovnÿ, papirovë bilÿ nos. Leckdo pâëil Freundûv nos, 
podobnÿ pùli rovnomërného trojûhelnika, za falesnÿ. 
Zdaleka dodâval Freundovi ovsem vzezfeni smësného.^i

On the same occasion the narrator refers to Freund as a 'huftatâ
maska s mrtvÿm nosem'.”  ̂His face is portrayed in the same terms
in the Upanisady sequence.

The description of his face as a mask identifies Freund with
Jewish characters. Blumenduft's disguise constitutes a metaphor
for his divided self. Likewise with Freund, the fact that he is
concealed and revealed by his appearance corresponds to his
nature, which is 'ironic' in Schlegel's sense of the term. The
narrator provides information about Freund by commenting directly
on his manner of speaking: 'V2dycky zaCinal paradoxem, nëkdy
vtipnÿm, nëkdy nedotaBenÿm'."* Vondrejc also reflects on
Freund's shifting, self-contradicting nature: 'Vondrejc poëal
prozirati temperament dr. Freunda; skladal se z chvil, z nichB
ka2da byla opakem pfedeslé. Patrnë nemël 2âdného literârniho,
umëleckého a filosofického pfesvëdëeni, anebo podle nâlady
nëkolikeré za den.'“  ̂ Freund's nature is manifest in his habit
of contradicting himself; when he makes Vondrejc's acquaintance,
Freund praises the poet's writing, but adds: 'Zpravidla neni
lyrika nic jiného ne2 platonicke sebeprznëni'."^ Freund states
that philosophy is useless: 'Philosophieren, to znamena
upotfebiti schopnosti, danych ôlovëku k ûëelùm biologickÿm, pro

i"lbid., p. 137.
"^Ibid., p. 143.
“^Ibid., pp. 208-9.
'"Ibid., p. 136.
"^Ibid., p. 171.
'"ibid., p. 76. The translation of Freund's German is 

provided by the editor in a footnote. Ibid., p. 504.
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spekulace transcendentni.' Such a statement might lead one to 
conclude that Freund was a materialist, yet he qualifies the 
statement with the Kantian comment: 'System rod! system, a 2âdnÿ 
z nich nepfisel a nepfijde na posledni pfiCinu a na vëc na 
sobë.'“* Likewise in his diatribes at the 'wedding party', 
Freund's philosophical position is inconsistent.^* Freund's 
protean character is manifest in that he interrupts his diatribe 
on the god within us to gulp down a s a u s a g e . I t  is also 
suggested by the dying visions Vondrejc has of Freund: while 
discoursing on the possibility of the subject becoming its own 
object of contemplation, Freund is.transformed into a poodle;^^ 
he reappears as D e a t h . g y  representing Freund as the 
embodiment of a paradox, the author gives grotesque expression 
to the conception of the 'divided' Jew.

This understanding of the double, unstable identity of the 
Jew is represented in Ôapek-Chod's works as an alternation 
between sentimentality and shrewdness, as in the case of Dr 
Paussig; between the demands of religion and those of business 
or family (Blumenduft, Suchafipa) ; between. Czech and German 
'national' affiliations (Siegfried Papperstein, Artur Stein) 
between desire and practicality (Max Blaustern). Weininger

i^^bid. , p. 145. 
“*Ibid.
“*His theories combine aspects of monism and Schopenhauerian 

mysticism (freedom of the Will through the transcendence of 
desire). Vondrejc also relates Freund's exposition to Bergson's 
theory of intuition. Ibid., p. 414.

120Ibid., pp. 402-3.
i^Ibid., pp. 467-68. Compare with Mephistopheles in Goethe's 

Faust,

i^Ôapek-Chod, Antonîn Vondrejc, p. 472.
i^Kieval comments on the perception of the Jews as having no 

fixed national allegiance. Kieval, The Making of Czech Jewry, pp. 
46, 70. See also Kieval, 'Jews, Czechs and Germans in Bohemia 
before 1914', p. 27; and Cohen, The Politics of Ethnic Survival: 
Germans in Prague,, 1861-^1914, pp. 101, 103, 106, 224.
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identifies this instability, which he perceives in the Jew, with 
the néant:

Belief is everything. It does not matter if a man does 
not believe in God; let him believe in atheism. But 
the Jew believes nothing; he does not believe his own 
belief; he doubts as to his own doubt. He is never 
absorbed by his own joy, or engrossed by his own 
sorrow. He never takes himself in earnest, and so 
never takes any one else in earnest. [...] He is not 
a critic, but only critical; he is not a sceptic in 
the Cartesian sense, not a doubter who sets out from 
doubt towards truth, but an ironist; as, for instance, 
to take a conspicuous example, Heine.

What, then is the Jew if he is nothing that a man 
can be? What goes on within him if he is utterly 
without finality, if there is no ground in him which 
the plumb line of psychology may reach?

The psychological contents of the Jewish mind are 
always double or multiple. There are always before him 
two or many possibilities, where the Aryan, although 
he sees as widely, feels himself limited in his 
choice. [...] Internal multiplicity is the essence of 
Judaism, internal simplicity that of the Aryan.

Through the character of Dr Freund Ôapek-Chod represents, and
ironizes, the conception of the Jew as the embodiment of this
chaotic, creative principle.

The recurrent description of Freund's eyes as beasts of prey
hiding in the 'caves' or 'lairs' of their sockets also suggests
that his face is a mask: 'Vypadaly jako dva sousede dravci v
hlubokych jeskynich';^'* 'Freund vsak zarazil se uprostfed feôi
a dravé oài jako by byly vysly ze svych hlubokych doupat podlvat
se ven' ; 'ukrutna oboôl, jich% huste brvy zastiraly odni dûlky
jako doupata selem, zdvihla se a najevo pfisly ubohé maniakalni

i^Gtto Weininger, Sex and Character, pp. 321, 323-4.
'^Beller analyses the paradoxical aspects of the theories of 

Weininger, for whom the Jew was the embodiment of nihilism and 
potentially the redeemer of modern society. He writes that for 
Weininger: 'At base this Jewish question was one of how to regain 
belief. The solution to the Jewish question was thus the solution 
to the general malady of mankind. The answer was self
overcoming.' Beller, Vienna and the Jews, 1867-1938, p. 224.

i^^apek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 137. 
i^^bid., p. 163.
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On his deathbed, Vondrejc recognizes that the Commodore 

with whom he has been conversing is Death, and that Death's head 
is Freund's skull: 'Poznal jej pfes to, 2e zlopovëstné jeho oëi 
j 12 nebyly ve svych doupatech'.^* This metaphor for the eyes 
recalls the blind cave-dwelling newts of Vondrejc's poem 'Proteus 
anguineus';^° Freund interprets these creatures as symbols of 
the drives of the unconscious ('zlé pudy dolniho vêdomi').^* 
Reflecting on this poem, Freund states that the problem of self- 
awareness ('feseni problému des IchbewuAtseins') will eventually 
be solved by a lyric poet.

The motif of the eyes identifies Freund with the theme of 
the mystery of the self: his eyes look out from a mask; they are 
creatures concealed in a solid structure. The eyes reveal the 
soul understood as the impulses of the unconscious; the 
aggression and evil ascribed to the animal impulses of the 
unconscious are qualified by the description of Freund's eyebrows 
overhanging the 'den' of his eyes. The motif complements the 
preoccupation with knowledge of the self which characterizes 
Freund's philosophical speculations. As they discuss the nature 
of the self on the way to the Statthalter's office, Freund 
rejects Vondrejc's mechanistic model, derived from Mach.^” After 
the miracle during which Freund seems to raise Vondrejc from the 
dead, Freund expounds on his understanding of the relation 
between matter and spirit, or body and soul.*^ In his last

'^Ibid., pp. 390-1. 
i^Ibid., p. 473.
'M^bid., p. 138.
'^Ibid., p. 140. 
i^Ibid., p. 142.
'^Ibid., pp. 143-45.
i^He argues that through successive generations, humankind 

must become further removed from matter until achieving an astral 
body. Ibid., pp. 408-10. There can be little doubt that the 
author satirizes Freund's theorizing, which culminates in the 
assertion that the energy of the planet, once the will of humans 
has been united, will take its place in the interplanetary net:
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diatribe, in Vondrejc's death-bed vision, Freund reflects on the 
possibility of humankind's achieving self-knowledge: 'nâm tvorùm 
myslicim dotud bude odepfeno postfehnouti nejnitrnëjsi jâdro 
nepoznatelna - to jest obsah pojmu 'jâ', objektivaci subjektu -, 
dokud nebudeme s to sami do svych vlastnich odi pohlednouti'.^^ 
The author explores the nature of the self through the depiction 
of the divided Jew, embodied in grotesque form in the character 
of Dr Freund.

6. Post-war Works
In post-war works, Ôapek-Chod depicts Jews assimilating to Czech 
society. These short stories can be read as social documents; the 
analysis, however, is more psychological than social. The 
imperfect nature of this assimilation corresponds with the 
author's conception of the divided Jew. The narrator of 'Dvë 
vdovy' relates the romantic entanglements of the Jewish rake 
Bibfid Paprstejn/Siegfried Papperstein, the youngest partner in 
the family agricultural produce firm; the story is set in an 
unidentified town in the southeastern Bohemian countryside.^* 
The narrator depicts the Jewish family in the process of 
assimilation. Bibfid's father Siegfried, the senior partner of 
the firm and an agnostic, has converted to Christianity. That the 
conversion is motivated by practical considerations rather than 
religious conviction is suggested in that Siegfried does not 
adopt the name of a saint;^^ Siegfried also defends his decision 
against the attacks of his brother Jacques, stating: 'Kdybys ty 
mël syna, taky bys mo2na jednal jako jâ [...] ale ty mâs jenom

Wireless-Telegraph-Company. Ibid., p. 413. Ironically, the 
greater Freund's preoccupation with freedom from matter, the more 
animal his behaviour. The reader, like Neëâsek, is not convinced 
that Freund is able to overcome dualism in his theory or action. 
Ibid., p. 409.

135Ibid., p. 467.
^̂ *The firm deals with grain and farm products. ëapek-Chod, 

'Dvë vdovy', p. 165. It also has a cattle-breeding branch. Ibid., 
p. 163.

'^^bid., p. 165.
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dceryl'.^* While Jacques has remained faithful to his religion, 
however, he has changed his name, during the war, to Jakub. 
Premature obituaries for Bibfid in the local newspaper appear in 
Czech, on behalf of the Christian head of the family, and in 
German, on behalf of the f irm. The narrator comments 
ironically: 'Rovnopravnost musela byt.'̂ "*̂  Amongst themselves the 
family members speak a mixture of Czech and G e r m a n . The family 
is thus depicted as having an ethnic identity distinct from that 
of the Germans and Czechs;^^ the family is willing to abandon 
its attachment to the German language and, at least 
superficially, to the Jewish faith, in order to find greater 
acceptance among non-Jewish Czechs.^* The narrator does not 
appear to criticize this practical approach to the declaration 
of national and religious loyalties.

Satire on the 'turncoat' character of the Jews, however, 
becomes more pointed in the description of Siegfried's response 
to his frustration in attempting to recover his son's 'corpse'. 
At first, Siegfried turns against the town and argues for the

i^Ibid., p. 167. Beller notes that at the turn of the 
century in Austria conversion was 'a great boost to any career'. 
Beller, Vienna and the Jews, 1867-1938, p. 189.

^^^Perhaps because the latter sounds less foreign. Capek- 
Chod, 'Dvë vdovy', p. 166.

i^^bid., pp. 164-65.
i^Ibid., p. 165.
i^Munelis, the narrator states, does not have a good command 

of Czech or German. Ibid., p. 170. That the narrator does not 
provide translations for all the German phrases, as he does, for 
example, in V tfetlm dvofe, suggests that the use of German in 
Czech texts no longer raises the issue of national loyalty; 
certainly readers at the turn of the century would have had no 
greater difficulty understanding the German. Capek-Chod was 
criticized for using German in his plays. See Bor. [Jan Jaroslav 
Strejëek], 'Begùv samokres', Samostatnost, 11 March 1911, p. 135.

i^^Contrast with the depiction of rural Czech Jews in Vojtëch 
Rakous's Vojkoviàtl a pifespolnl (1910) .

‘'‘̂ Compare with Karel Polâëek's attitude to conversion in 
Povidky izraelského vyznani (192 6), especially: 'Rozhovor o
naboBenskych otazkach' and 'Nasledky vystoupeni z cirkve'.
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reinstatement of 'German' order and the rights of the German 
minority.This minority consists of fourteen people, eight of 
whom work for Siegfried, that is, are most likely his 
relations.However, when Karola wins the right to assume the 
title 'pan! Pappersteinova', that is, she is recognized legally 
as 2ibfid's widow, Siegfried turns against the Germans and 
embraces the Czechs. It is implied that he rejects the German 
nationality because the authorities have not served his interests 
in the legal battle with Karola; he prefers to align himself with 
the Czech 'underdogs'.The narrator satirizes Siegfried's 
fickle nature, rather than the town's response, with the comment: 
'Vefejné minëni v mëstë vzalo s povdëkem toto opëtné ûplné 
poëestëni firmy "Z. Papperstein a spol.", resp. vrâceni nârodu, 
vdëënë na vëdomi, aë nebylo v jejich dëjinâch pofadem prvni.'^* 

A similar ambiguity informs the narrator's treatment of the 
business acumen of the Jewish characters. The narrator relishes 
the wiliness of the Jewish characters; this is evident from the 
comic tone of the obituary which introduces the short story: 
'Ano, Bibfida Paprstejna bylo, avsak neni vicel'.^* Bibfid 
pursues his own interests in business.His family recognizes 
the seriousness of his affair with Karola only when he abandons 
worship of the divine Profit.Bibfid is able to turn even his 
death to account; it is implied that the family smuggles goods 
inside his coffin, which is sent six times to Hungary in search 
of his c o r p s e . upon returning to his hometown, Bibfid

i^'ëapek-Chod, 'Dvë vdovy', p. 202. 
iwjbid.
i^^his is suggested by the phrase: 'zkysl ve svém nëmeckém 

smÿsleni tak, 2e se stal ëeskÿm rebelantem'. Ibid., p. 202.
'^ibid.
i^lbid., p. 163.
'^^bid., p. 169.
'^Ibid., p. 181. 
i^lbid., p. 205.
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advertises the sale of his coffin. The  narrator admires this 
roguish versatility, but there may be a hint of reproach in the 
description of Bibfid being called up; he is conscripted as a 
clerk, not as a front-line soldier.^* Likewise the depiction of 
Munelis growing rich through buying up produce during the war may 
constitute criticism of profiteering from a patriotic point of 
view. Ôapek-Chod employs a conventional interpretation of the 
Jew as adopting national loyalities for self-serving reasons, 
while at the same time indicating that the Jew is led to do so 
because of his social circumstances. The Jew is here portrayed 
as a trickster: vigorous, manipulative, deceptive, and finally 
successful. He belongs among Capek-Chod's 'silaci', rather than 
the 'slabosi'; his strength derives from his use of masks, that 
is, his duality.

The character of Artur Stein, in 'Dceruska Jairova', 
manifests the distinctive aspects attributed to Jews in other 
works by Capek-Chod: he is an outsider; and his ironic mask 
indicates his divided self. The depiction of Stein is complicated 
in that it is revealed to the reader through the eyes of the 
bigoted Stach. Since the short story is told from Stach's point 
of view, it is only through the occasional ironic comments of the 
narrator that the reader is able to assess Stach's perceptions. 
Through this qualification of Stach's judgments, the reader 
obtains a twofold perception of Stein. His character is 
contrasted throughout with Stach's: whereas Stein is impulsive, 
generous and unselfish in his devotion to his sister, Stach is 
hampered by social prejudices and self-deception.

Stach regards Stein as an outsider attempting to buy his way 
into Czech society. He is ashamed that Stein once paid his bill 
at a local pub. Stein is offended when Stach repays the debt, and 
states that he can only accept such a gesture if Stach will, in 
return, drink his champagne. That Stach perceives Stein as

'^Ibid.
i^'mêl [se] dostaviti ve své vlastnosti zaloBniho zasobniho 

akcesisty'. Ibid, p. 189.
'^Ibid., pp. 194-95.
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outsider is indicated by his reply: 'dr. Stach ozval se jestë
jizlivëji, 2e se pan Stein nepochybnë domnivâ, 2e "nâm" svou 
sampaftskou bude imponovat'.^* The narrator satirizes Stach's 
bigotry by representing him as weak-willed: despite his
reservations, Stach repeatedly succumbs to Stein's demands. Stach 
becomes drunk on Stein's champagne, takes an oath of brotherhood 
and accepts his hospitality.Stach tries to reassert his 
dignity the next day by insisting that he will not eat at Stein's 
house. Stein fears social rejection; he tells Stach: 'To bys mne 
urazil a rozhnëval na smrt! [. . . ] Anebo abys se ... snad 
stltil?'.^'* Stach submits to Stein's pressure; the narrator 
comments: 'ka2dym soustem mizelo mu jedno skrupulum po
druhem'.^* In the course of his leave, during which the army 
medical officer visits the Steins' house every day, Stach is 
induced by Stein into an engagement with Irma-Mâfta.

The reader learns from Stach of Stein's poor taste, 
characteristic of the nouveau riche, S t a c h  is horrified by 
Stein's social pretensions, revealed by the livery which he 
provides for his coachman.Stach assumes that Stein must 
expect some material gain from his engagement to Irma-Mafta 
because, he comments, 'tito Arturove a ti ostatnl jednaji takto 
jenom ze z i s t n o s t i ' . ^ ^  stach notices how ridiculous Stein can

i^^apek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', p. 219. Stach's impression 
is qualified for the reader later in the short story; the 
narrator states that Stein is popular among the peasants and day- 
labourers. Ibid., p. 240. Also, the narrator states that many 
non-Jews attend Irma-Mafta's funeral: 'mëlt' Irmiëku Steinovu kde 
kdo râd'. Ibid., p. 362. Donath's assertion that Ôapek-Chod 
satirizes the Czech-Jewish movement through the characters of 
Stein and Papperstein is over-simplifying. Donath, ^idé a 
^idovstvl V àeské literature 19, a 20, stoleti, vol. 2, p. 128.

^^^Capek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', pp. 219-23.
'^Ibid., p. 224.
'^Ibid., pp. 224-25.
'w^bid., p. 249.
'^ibid., p. 322.
'w^bid., p. 3 03.
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be; he is irritated, for example, to observe Stein's hat, bobbing 
in time to his sobs.

The narrator's comments, however, underline the nature of 
Stein's clowning as a mask to hide emotion: 'Cynismus Artura
Steina byl tomuto doôasnému milionafi pouhou maskou. I to bylo 
jisto, 2e svou sestru miluje nade vse' .̂  ̂ Stein clowns even at 
Mâfta's deathbed to conceal his grief and to distract her. In 
this respect, the narrator contrasts Stein with Stach, who in 
deceiving Mafia hides his lack of love. The ugly Stein can make 
fun of himself; he says of his sister, 'Ta je zrovna takova 
krasavice, jako jâ seredai'.^^ Stach is dishonest with himself: 
he indulges thoughts of suicide and at the same time worries 
about getting caught in the r a i n . T h e  contrast between the two 
men is sharpest in the description of Mafia's funeral. Stein's 
grief is manifest in his rapid physical decline. Stach attends 
the funeral for sentimental reasons, and is preoccupied with 
trivial thoughts. He imagines Mafia approaching the Lord's throne 
with her plaits flying: 'hie jakâ Cest pro vaSenou rodinu pané 
S t e i n o v u l ' . ^ s  yet even Stach is aware of Stein's moral authority 
over him. The narrator conveys Stach's feelings of guilt, as well 
as his unworthiness and bigotry, at the funeral: 'Stach citil se 
pfed nim [Stein] nesmirnë vinnym a zdalo se mu, 2e by vsechnu 
vinu razem napravil a Mâniëku usmifil, kdyby sel a postavil se

i^Ibid.
'"Ibid., p. 228. 
i^Ibid., p. 340. 
i^ibid., p. 227.
i^^bid. , p. 371. This reminds one of Heinrich Hermann's 

comment in The Road to the Open [Der Weg ins Freie, 1908]: 'If
I wanted to kill myself I wouldn't choose either poisoned 
mushrooms or decayed sausage, but a nobler and swifter poison. 
At times one is sick of life, but one is never sick of health, 
even in one's last quarter of an hour.' Arthur Schnitzler, The 
Road to the Open, translated by Horace Samuel, London, 1922, p. 
272.

i^Capek-Chod, 'Dceruska Jairova', p. 363. The narrator notes 
that the obituaries for Mafia are mostly in Czech; and that the 
rabbi at her funeral speaks perfect Czech. Ibid., pp. 360, 363.
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vedle Artura take jako pflbuzny. P?edstava byla tak nutkava, 2e 
byl rad, kdy% se koneônë zâstup pflbuznÿch hnul; ten poprask, 
kdyby se to bylo stalo!'.^** Stach's shallow sentimentality is 
manifest in his attempt to have one last look at Mafia's coffin 
in the grave. His attitude is contrasted with that of the Jewish 
mourners who adhere to the tradition which dictates that they 
leave the cemetery without looking into the open g r a v e . A s  
with Stein's character, the seeming heartlessness of this 
tradition is deceptive; it conceals a reverence for life, for the 
emotions of the mourners and their memories of the dead.

That the Jewish protagonist of 'Polichinell Maxi' is a clown 
is indicated by his nickname, which serves as the title of the 
short story; Max Blaustern fools and is made a fool of by others, 
but his clowning mostly consists in consciously deceiving 
himself. Only a character whose nature is divided can accomplish 
this. Max's dual nature is suggested by his appearance. Like 
Frey, his diminutive and slightly deformed body contrasts with 
his handsome f a c e . L i k e  Bibfid Paprstejn and Artur Stein, he 
has ties with the Czechs and the Germans; his conversion and his 
decision to write the 's' of his name with a hààek signal his 
adoption of Czech nationality.His 'son' is not baptised, 
which is ambivalent: it might suggest that the family will not 
assimilate with the Czechs completely; or, secondly, it might 
suggest that they were good Czech nationalists and refused to

'w^bid., p. 3 64. 
i^^bid., pp. 364-65.
i^Capek-Chod, 'Polichinell Maxi', p. 250. Max has a small 

hump on his back. Like Freund, he also has respiratory problems. 
Ibid., p. 253. When the collection in which this short story 
appears was reviewed in the Czech-Jewish newspaper Tribuna, the 
reviewer did not comment on the portrayal of the Jews, but 
objected to the author's depiction of deformed characters. M. 
Pujmanova-Hennerova, 'K. M. Capek-Chod: "Ctyfi odvâSné povidky" ', 
Tribuna, 26 September 192 6, p. 7. The reviewer K. J. (probably 
Karel Juda) describes the Jewish characters in the short story 
as individuals for whom love and honour are matters of business 
calculation. 'K. M. Capek-Chod, Ctyfi odva%ne povidky', Ceska 
revue, 19 (1926), 3, p. 177.

^^^ëapek-Chod, 'Polichinell Maxi', p. 231.
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join the Roman Catholic Church. The duality within Max is also
manifest in his personality: because he is in love with Sali, he
does not want to believe that she has been seduced by her
employer and distant uncle Moritz Baderle. At the same time, he
knows that Sali and Moritz have had an affair and are conspiring
to manipulate him into marriage with Sali; and he intends to
arrange the most profitable deal for h im s e l f . T h e  narrator
comments: 'V jeho dusi 2il dvojnik'. Max laughs to hide his
pain when he gives his new wife an ultimatum: have an abortion
or end the marriage.He has both a weak and a strong self: he
sobs uncontrollably on leaving his wife's bedroom after
delivering his ultimatum; on the same night, he visits a club
with the intention of gambling away the money with which Moritz
has bought him as a groom. As with Blumenduft, the duality within
Max is dramatized as a dialogue between his selves: 'V jeho
nitru, na dvi rozeklanem, zadala se toti% zase jednou rozmluva
mezi Maxlem, sentimentalnlm, mo2no fici idealistou a Maxlem,
cynickÿm praktikem.'^* The knowledge that his wife has become
pregnant again by Moritz Baderle provides the occasion for the
dialogue; one self confronts the other:

-A kdo ji poslal Baderlovi, ne2 ty sam, hloupy chlape, 
kdy% jsi fekl: Lepsi nëjaké ditë ne2 2âdné!?
-K Cemu tedy ta komedie?
-K vùli tobë, sentimentâlni blâzne, ponëvadS jsi svûj 
vlastnl podvodnik a komedianti'.

Max's strength derives from this conscious self-deception: he
marries the woman he loves and accepts the child she bears by
Baderle. By accepting the ridiculousness of his position, he can

i^He demands that Moritz give him 10,000 crowns to marry 
Sali. The negotiations over the settlement resemble the 
transaction between Blumenduft and Frey. Ibid., pp. 271-75.

^̂ Îbid., p. 275.
^̂ Îbid. , p. 277.
^̂“̂Ibid. , p. 302. Max's unsentimental expression for Sali's 

tears, 'Fensterschwitz', identifies him with Jakub Suchafipa in 
Antonin Vondrejc, who uses the same term to describe Anna's 
tears. Ibid., p. 281. See Ôapek-Chod, Antonin Vondrejc, p. 421.

^^Ôapek-Chod, 'Polichinell Maxi', p. 303.
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achieve certain goals; that is, he is granted a son and heir. Max
chooses to be cuckolded; in this respect, he contrasts with the
Gentile character Ondfej Andrysek in 'Nedonoseny . . . ', who hangs
himself on learning that the son for whom he grieves is not his
own. The Jewish character confronts his fate with a grimace which
conceals his suffering; this mask represents the attitude which
critics have consistently attributed to the author. It is also
an attitude with which the author identifies himself; in his
interview with Storch-Marien, Ôapek-Chod states:

V mem dile neni tendence - podavam 2ivot tak, jak jsem 
jej vidël. Velmi mnë ubliBuje ten, kdo mnë vyëitâ 
cynismus. Jen malokdo poznal, jak sam trpim se svÿmi 
hrdiny. Co pak ôlovëk ma bÿt larmoyantni - aby nebyl 
obviftovan ze skodolibosti? Tragikomicky je ka%dÿ, kdo 
nedosel sveho die. A co jâ sam pfi praci probreëim, 
nechci do ni davat - ale jinak davam do knihy 
vsechno.^*

178Otakar âtorch-Marien, 'Na besedë u K. M. Capka-Choda', p.
74.
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I . Frantisek Bilek
Ôapek's review of the second exhibition of the association of 
Czech graphic artists Mânes in 1898 initiates the 'Bilek' 
dispute. Frantisek Bilek's (1872-1941) work has been given a 
place of prominence at the exhibition and thus Capek concentrates 
his attention on Bilek's sculptures. To understand why Ôapek's 
remarks, which seem to be little more than expressions of taste, 
provoke a strong response, one must consider the context in which 
the particular criticisms are made. Before he turns his attention 
to the exhibition, Ôapek comments generally on Mânes and 
contemporary art. He asserts that of all cultural endeavours, 
only those in the realm of art should not be conservative; that 
it is in the nature of art to reject dogma and stagnation: 'Bÿti 
originâlnim ve vytvarném umëni, bÿti aspoft jinÿm ne2 pfedchozi 
a souôasnÿ, to jest heslo celé evoluce umëni vÿtvarného zvlâst' 
V dobë moderni'.i His description of the intransigence and 
incoherence of the art of the Sezession, however, indicates that 
he has little admiration for this rebellion against tradition. 
Czech art, he notes, has been spared this upheaval. He poses the 
question of whether or not Mânes takes a rebellious stance, and 
concludes that it does not: 'na letosni vystavë nelze
postfehnouti 2âdného znameni boje; na celé exposici neni jediného 
pfedmëtu, kterÿ by mohl porusiti ensemble rudolfinského, posud 
za oficielni poklâdaného Salonu'.^ Arnost Prochâzka makes the 
same point in his review of the exhibition for Modern! revue J 
Rather inconsistently, Capek believes that this dearth of signs 
of rebellion constitutes one of Mânes's strengths: 'Neni také, 
proti Semu by bo j oval, neni toti% smëru, jemu2 by u nâs mohl 
vypovëditi boj'/* ëapek also expresses relief that Decadent 
trends are not in evidence at the exhibition and praises Czech

K̂. M. Capek, 'II. vystava spolku "Manes"', Svëtozor, 33
(1898-99), p. 9.

^Ibid.
^Arnost Prochâzka, 'Druhâ vystava spolku "Mânes"', Modern! 

revue, 9 (1898), 3, pp. 76-78.
*Sapek, 'II. vystava spolku "Manes"', p. 9.
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artists for following an independent path: 'Tim lisi se nâs ôeskÿ 
nejmladsi proud od nejnovëjsich proudù v umëni cizim, 2e nechce 
bÿti za kaBdou cenu apartnim, odlisnÿm, aie 2e si vâ2i nikoli 
pouhé odvahy, nÿbr2 pfedevsim jejiho ûspëchu'

His comments suggest the social and political importance of 
the exhibition; the display of works by contemporary artists is 
perceived as a manifestation of the Czech cultural, hence 
national, identity. Thus an exhibition commands public attention 
and provokes debates in the press, ëapek indicates this aspect 
of the exhibition in the introduction to the review: he
castigates the public for lagging behind developments in Czech 
art. The public, he asserts, has not yet understood that artists 
require more than admiration; their works must also sell. With 
the appeal to the public to support Czech art he introduces a 
tendentious strain into the review. Capek directs his comments 
not only at a group of artists, but also at the general public. 
Before he begins to assess the individual artists at the 
exhibition, the reviewer thus treats two questions: the
'character' of the Czech nation, and strategies for national 
survival, since the state of Czech culture is equated with the 
'health' of the nation. It is not surprising, then, that ëapek's 
review provokes a response in the press.

For the most part, Ôapek praises the artists exhibiting; he 
is critical, however, of the works of three artists: Bilek,
Stanislav Sucharda (1866-1916) and Jaroslav Panuska (1872-1958). 
He dismisses the latter with one sentence: 'J. Panuska vystavil 
nudnou, duchaprazdnou, bizarrerii CernoknëBnik. The reviewer 
admires Bilek's technical virtuosity. His criticisms of 'Studie 
ke Kristu' centre on the sculptor's rendering of Christ's 
expression, which, in Capek's opinion, is affected and 
ridiculous.7 Bilek, he suggests, has yet to overcome a self

^Ibid., pp. 9-10.
*Ibid., p. 46. This painting is reproduced in Volné smëry, 

3 (1899), p. 85.
^Compare with the reproduction in Volné smêry, 3 (1899), p.

73.
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conscious, humourless tendency to glorify the emotional states 
of the self:*

ie tento Bilkûv Kristus s grimasou tak frapantnë 
momentu pfed kÿchnutim svëdôici mù2e bÿti po pfipadë 
také studii k alkoholiku, - kromë nâpisu, zûmyslnë a 
nevkusnë mrzaëenou frakturou provedeného - ji% 
vysloviti nëco podobného znamenâ blasfemii na tomto 
podivném poblouzeni modernismu, kterého ani nase 
'ëeské' umëni nezùstalo usetfeno, aëkoli jinde nàleBi 
k vëcem ûplnë pfekonanÿm a odbytÿm.*

Ôapek's comment that Bilek's 'Orba' is more human and of greater
worth than 'Studie ke Kristu' suggests that he disapproves of art
which is obscure and self-consciously intellectual.^ He objects
to the aesthetic which informs both works; that is, the desire
to invoke an emotional response at the expense of a sense of
harmony and beauty.“ He condemns Bilek's intention, manifest in
particular in 'Studie ke Kristu', to stimulate 'hysterical
bliss', bordering on religious ecstasy. Likewise he criticizes
the tendentious character of Sucharda's 'Skizza dekorace domu
hyperproducenta', although here he is also having a joke at the
expense of the artist:

i on svou pfitomnou praci stavi své umëni v sluBbu 
ideje umëni dosti vzdâlené; aspoh sociàlnë- 
demokratické ëlânky nebyly dosud modelovâny. Jeho 
'dekorace domu hyperproducenta' nedostane se zajisté 
nikdy na prùëeli tovârnikova palace - a v tom zâle2i 
bfitkâ duchaplnost umëlcovy ironie -, naopak spis by 
mohla poslouBiti za zâhlavi socialistického orgânu.*^

The reviewer does not argue with the subject matter of these
works; he does not reject religion or the suffering of the poor
as themes unfit for art. He objects to the manner in which these

*0apek satirizes this tendency in his portrayal of the 
inferior poet Antonin Vondrejc.

*Capek, 'II. vystava spolku "Manes”', p. 33.
°̂Ibid. 'Orba' is reproduced in Petr Wittlich, deska secese, 

Prague, 1982, p. 29.
“Ôapek's criticism of Bilek prefigures attacks on his own 

prose as grotesque. See, for example, his polemic with âalda in 
1921, discussed in the section, 'Hofka groteska a ûmyslné 
pokfiveniny'.

*^0apek, 'II. vÿstava spolku "Manes"', p. 33.
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themes are treated; the earnest, apparently pompous, attitude of 
the artists.^

The themes introduced in Karel Pelant's (1874-1925) 
response, 'SloviCko o kritice', recur in later polemics: the role 
and proper activity of the critic; the state of Czech art and the 
ignorance of the general public; the relation between art and the 
nation.w Pelant's article was published in the Social Democrat 
journal Akademie; his remarks thus may constitute an attack on 
the conservative political stance which Capek represents.^ 
Pelant begins the article with an expression of hope that art 
will become more democratic, or perhaps national: 'Sni se o tom, 
aby kfe Umëni pokryly se kvëty celé, a2 ku kofenùm svÿm, k lidu 
z kterého vzrostly; aby nejen vysoci prochâzeti se mohli okolo 
nich a dÿchati jejich vùni, aie aby ka2dy byl pfipustën do 
zahrad, ve kterÿch kvëtou.'^* He comments on the undeveloped but 
promising state of the arts in the Bohemian Lands: 'Jestë neni 
sad V kvëtu, ale ji2 zastupy sadafù pfipravuji se na pfisti jaro 
ûpravou pùdy neb vsimanim praci u sousedù.'^ In this art- 
orchard, he states, a caterpillar (Capek)_ has appeared who 
mistakenly believes that he is a critic/fruit-grower: 'Takova
maliëkâ bestie, vrhajici se hlavnë na mladé, kfehké listky.

‘̂ Prochâzka comments that the poverty of Czech artistic 
circles is demonstrated by Sucharda's piece. Unlike Capek, 
Prochâzka praises Bilek's work. Prochazka, 'Druha vystava spolku 
"Mânes"', pp. 77-78.

^Wittlich writes of the 'crisis of the hitherto valid notion 
of a "national art"' in the Fin de siècle, Petr Wittlich, 'The 
Self: Destruction of Synthesis, Two Problems of Czech Art at the 
Turn of the Century', Decadence and Innovation, Pynsent (ed.), 
p. 82. In the same collection, see also Jifi Kudrnâë, 'The 
Significance of Czech Fin-de-Siècle Criticism', pp. 88-101. He 
states that literary criticism, 'followed all aspects of national 
life'. Ibid., p. 91.

*̂ 0n Akademie, see the note in: Bruce M. Carver, The Young 
Czech Party 1874-1901 and the Emergence of a Multi-party System, 
New Haven and London, 1978, p. 513. At this time Capek is working 
for the Old Czech Narodni politika,

***Karel Pelant, 'SloviCko o kritice', Akademie, 3 (1898-99), 
p. 135.

^̂ Ibid.
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llsîci se od ostatnich svou barvou a tvarem; ty se nestrpl, ty 
se musl okoll pfizpùsobit, své ostré cipky zakulatit.'^ For 
Pelant, Ôapek's review is destructive in that it discourages 
innovative artists and misleads the public: 'Nejsme vysoko v
umëni a musime se snaSit nëkam vys; ale pak-li se pfece za das 
objevi cosi sveho aneb svym bÿt chtëjiciho, mus! se to 
nepfiznivou kritikou utlouci: zdigustovat autory ku tvofeni a 
obecenstvo k pojimani dël.

Pelant characterizes the state of the arts in the Bohemian 
Lands as young and fragile. The general public is ignorant: 
'Kdyby se zde v dechach objevil nëjakÿ takovy Rops, Toorop, 
Rodin, takové pychy jinych narodu, zabezpedujici své raçe v2dy 
nové pûlstoleti v dëjinâch, co bychom jim za jejich "blâznivosti” 
udëlali? 2e bychom je nenechali umfit hlady neb souchotinami z 
nâmahy?'.^ Both critics are concerned with educating the public, 
exhorting the nation to value its artists; while dapek harangues 
the public. Pelant expresses contempt for Czech philistinism.^^

The role of the critic, as Pelant understands it, is even 
more elevated than that of the artist: art represents the apex 
of contemporary culture and the critic must understand the forces 
propelling it.^ The critic must not be a dilettante, expressing 
his impressions and delight. He must have a command of all 
aspects of life in order to understand a work of art and 
interpret it for others; therefore he must grasp not only 
aesthetics, but also psychology, sociology and history. The 
critic serves the interests of humanity and promotes the 
reputation of the nation:

^*Ibid., p. 136. 
'̂ Ibid.
^Ibid., p. 154. Pelant addresses the question to Karel 

Hlavadek.
^^Their engagé attitude contrasts with that of Prochazka, who 

asserts that the masses have nothing in commom with and cannot 
be taught to appreciate art. See: Arnost Prochazka, 'Umëni a 
lid', Meditace, Prague, 1912, pp. 10-20.

22Pelant, 'Slovidko o kritice', p. 154.
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jeho ûloha ma bÿti podat dllo, tak, jak je umëlec 
citil, podat umëlce samého a zprostfedkovat jeho idee 
k porozumëni a tim i prospëchu lidstva, spojit Umëni 
a Vëdu V jedinÿ celek, bÿti vûdcem ukazujicim cizincùm 
vsechny ty skryté krâsy a ta je a ne rozmno2ovatelem 
potistëného papiru a mrzutosti mezi praktiky a 
theoretiky Umëni.

Capek makes a similar assertion, in more straightforward
language, in the Rodin polemic with Saida: the role of the critic
is not to express his feelings, but to interpret, to mediate
between the artist and the public, and to publicize the merits
of Czech art abroad. Capek would probably scoff at the claims
Pelant makes for the role of the critic; that he shares Pelant's
assumption of the critic's importance, however, is indicated by
his involvement in the dispute.

Pelant's criticism of Capek focuses, first, on his outlook:
his sacreligious attitude;^* his scorn for those who are
concerned with metaphysical questions; his ignorance of the
struggles of an individual seeking to understand himself;^ his
inability either to doubt or to believe.^ He attacks Capek's
rigid and conservative approach to art.^ Sucharda's love for the
nation leads him to portray the conditions of the Czech worker;
Pelant claims that Capek, because of his ignorance of social
phenomena, and his journalistic tendency to drag politics into
art criticism, cannot comprehend the noble message of Sucharda's
work. ëapek thereby demonstrates. Pelant implies, a lack of
patriotism and of empathy for the working class. Pelant concludes
the article with the comment that for the sake of the Czech
nation such critics should be discredited as obstacles to

%Ibid., p. 154. 
^Ibid., p. 136.
%Ibid., p. 137.
^Ibid. Weininger levels the same charge against the Jews. 
2^Ibid.
^Ibid., pp. 151-52.
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cultural life.^

Pelant's article is accompanied by an announcement on behalf 
of Manes's exhibition committee, printed in Volné smëry, Manes's 
journal. Signed by Arnost Hofbauer (1869-1944), Jan Preisler 
(1872-1918), Antonin SlaviCek (1870-1910), Josef Schusser (1864- 
1941) and Sucharda, the announcement condemns the 'frivolous' 
tone of Ôapek's review; it asserts that he has no understanding 
of Bilek's work.^ Again, Capek is attacked for his irreverence, 
a criticism directed at him in the Rodin and Bém polemics. His 
attitude to Mânes also continues to be a source of contention. 
However, despite the ironic comments which he directs at artists 
or critics, Capek shares their assumption of the importance of 
art for the nation; indeed, that this constitutes one of the main 
motives for his polemical remarks is evident from his response 
to Mânes. While acknowledging Bilek's talent, Gapek does not 
retreat from his original position. He claims that he felt 
compelled to treat Bilek's work at length because Mânes had given 
it such prominence at the exhibition. He states that the Mânes 
announcement confirms for him the correctness of his decision: 
'Nebot' podpisy onëch pânù, z nich% ka%deho uznâvâm za 
plnokrevneho umëlce [...] jsou mi svëdectvim, jaké nebezpeëi pro 
nase umëni v sobë chovâ propaganda pfedstirané primitivnosti a 
falesneho pathosu a nesnesitelného, chorého a f e k t u . T h e  
polemic concludes with this statement; however, later polemics, 
for example, those with Saida and with Bém, make reference to the 
Bilek dispute.

^Ibid., pp. 154-55.
30'Prohlâseni! ', Volné smëry, 3 (1899), p. 115. It is dated: 

7 December 1898.
M. Capek, 'S mÿm posudkem', Svëtozor, 33 (1898-99), 7, 

p. 82. Ôapek does not respond to Pelant's article. To indicate 
that he is not alone in his rejection of Bilek's work, Ôapek 
quotes extensively from a review by Renâta Tyrsovâ (1854-1937) 
in a footnote; he also refers to the opinions of two artists whom 
he does not identify.

^In a letter to Novak in 1922 Ôapek writes that he always 
felt an extreme dislike for Bilek's work: 'Svatouskovâni, posa 
a komediantstvi zabrânilo tu jednomu z nejvëtsich talentù
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2. The Emperor's Gift
Ôapek's review of the sixty-second anniversary exhibition of the 
Krasoumna jednota (Kunstverein fur Bdhmen) begins with words of 
admiration for the decoration of the rooms in which the 
exhibition is set at the Rudolf inum. Capek introduces his 
criticism with the remark: 'Jedinou vëc nenajdeme v tomto
labyrintu velmi komplikovanem - raj ôeského umëni.'” He takes 
issue with the exhibition committee for providing space for 
collected exhibitions of Belgian and German, but not Czech, 
artists. He states that it would have been wise to display a 
coherent collection of art produced in the Bohemian Lands, rather 
than scattering the works in a haphazard fashion throughout the 
gallery rooms; such a treatment of Czech art would have been 
timely in view of the money which the Emperor has pledged for the 
creation of a new gallery.” Ôapek complains that whereas in 
other countries domestic art is given preference, at the 
Rudolfinum in Prague one has to search for the Czech paintings 
which are hidden in dark corners: 'v salonë tomto kromë nëkolika 
vzâcnych vyjimek vyplftuji ëesti hosté - a tu minime nase nârodni 
Ceské umëni - kouty, jako ti pozvani, ktefi jsou ménë vitâni ne% 
nezvani, a ktefi stâvaji hezky z râny s nest'astnÿm vzezfenim 
onoho pfesvëdëeni, je2 doufâ, 2e by dostalo kosem, kdyby se mëlo 
k tanci'.” He asserts, furthermore, that many of the foremost 
representatives of Czech art have not been included in the 
exhibition and that the position of Czech graphic artists in this

sochafskÿch, aby rozkvetl k utësenosti a soutë2il o primât s 
Myslbekem, jej2 Bilek nenâvidël.' Papers: Arne Novak; letters 
from ëapek-Chod to Novak, 1909-1922; see letter dated 17 August 
1922; PNP.

”KM0 [ëapek], 'Vÿtvarné umëni', Zvon, 1 (1900-1901), 31, p.
371.

”lbid. Wittlich also criticizes the manner of exhibition of 
the Krasoumna jednota. He writes that at its anniversary shows 
a vast number of paintings were displayed without regard for 
quality. The paintings were hung in rows, one on top of the 
other; appropriate lighting was not taken into consideration. 
Wittlich, deskâ secese, p. 8.

”0apek, 'Vÿtvarné umëni', p. 371. Use of metaphor 
characterizes ëapek's polemics and reviews.
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year's exhibition is humiliating. He argues that, in questions
of national concern, Czech artists should act as one body; until
the Rudolfinum shows respect for Czech art, no Czech artists
should exhibit there.

Capek objects to the fact that, while most of the Czech
works are scattered throughout the exhibition, Bilek has been
given a room of his own. Bilek, Capek states, is not
representative of Czech art; indeed, his work is inaccessible.
The reviewer comments ironically; 'Bilek nâle2i k umëlcùm, ktefi
definici tuto [of beauty] obratili hnedle v nejkrajnëjsi opak,
nebot' CO na jeho dile jest krasne, libi se nejmensimu poCtu
lidi. Ovsemt', okolnost, 2e jeho umëni nale%i k umëni, ktere% se
malo komu libi, sama u2 je pfednost neposledni.'^

Jan Opolsky's (1875-1942) satirical poem, 'P. Capek contra
Bohemia', suggests that Capek's review constitutes part of a
polemic.^ This poem indicates that Capek is assumed to be
engaged in a polemic with the German press over an issue
involving Czech artists:

Dva bataillony tâhnou v boj, z nichB jeden Capek vede, 
a V druhém ëele tvrdë ëni stin Bohemie bledé.
Ti tâhnou - za stit paletu - od Mohanu a Seldy,
2e musi Capka pfelomit i s jeho Ottenfeldy.
Pfes dvoje pfisli pohofi a pfes patery feky,
2e musi zhubit Amorty a strmé Myslbeky.
Vsak Capek vëfi pfespfilis své niëitelské praxi:
'Mûj jeden krâsny feuilleton vâm zdisgustuje Maxy!
Jen jeden pasus feënicky, jimi2 jâ pfece slynu; 
jen nëco z mého slovniëku a - mate po Bôcklinu!

Like Pelant, Opolskÿ regards Capek's art criticism to be
destructive.

It seems likely that Opolskÿ is not referring specifically 
to Capek's review in Zvon, but to a debate between Narodnl listy

^Tbid.
^Opolskÿ expresses affection and admiration for Capek in 

'Drobnâ vzpominka', p. 155.
^Jan Opolskÿ, 'P. Capek contra Bohemia', Rozhledy, 11

(1901), 5, p. 144. Bohemia is a Bohemian German newspaper. Mohan 
and êelda are rivers. Opolskÿ refers to: the German painter
Rudolf Ottenfeld (died 1913); the sculptors Vilim Amort (1864- 
1913) and Josef Vaclav Myslbek (1848-1922); the painters Gabriel 
Max (1840-1915) and the Swiss Arnold Bocklin (1827-1901).
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and the Prague German press conducted in April and May 1901. The 
'Denni zpravy' articles in Narodnl listy are unsigned; one must, 
however, consider, the possibility that Capek is their author. 
The 1901 articles under consideration treat the founding of a new 
gallery in Prague, and the promotion of artists of Czech 
nationality, both of which themes Capek also considers in his 
review. The author of the Nârodni listy articles attacks Prague 
German painters, claiming that their technique involves daubing 
paint on photographs; this technique is explicated and satirized 
in Capek's V tifetim dvoife,̂  ̂ The author refers to the silence
which the German newspapers have maintained regarding the
nationality of the major new graphic artists in the Bohemian 
Lands: 'O pfevratu v ohledu narodnim zachovavaly "Tagblatt" i
"Bohemia", pokud se vÿtvarného umëni tÿCe, hluboké mlôeni jako 
kamenné polopanny na schodisti vedoucim ku dvoranë Rudolfina.''‘° 
'Polopanna' is one of the epithets given to Tynda in Turbina.*^ 
However, the author does not identify his name with the opinions 
expressed; one must assume, therefore, that the standpoint taken 
is not his own but that of the newspaper. Bearing all this in 
mind, I shall consider the themes of the polemic, first, because 
Opolskÿ appears to attribute it to Capek; and secondly, because 
the themes shed light on later polemics.

The articles are all characterized by the strongly anti- 
German tone typical of Nârodni listy. Hostility towards the
Germans at this time was fuelled by the triumph of the German 
nationalists in the January 1901 elections to the Reichsrat; 
twenty-one of the twenty-two seats gained by the German

^The author refers to the 'kolorovane fotograficke snimky 
nëmeckÿch mistrû praBskÿch za olejové obrazy vydàvané'. 'Utopie 
nëmeckého vÿtvarného umëni v Cechâch', Nârodni listy, 24 April 
1901, p. 2. Compare with V tfetim dvofe, pp. 85, 176.

Utopie nëmeckého vÿtvarného umëni v Cechâch'.
'̂ Ŝee, for example. Turbina, p. 258. In the definition of the 

term in the Slovnik spisovného jazyka àeského, Capek-Chod is 
cited twice. Saida is also cited. Slovnik spisovného jazyka 
àeskêho, IV, Prague, 1989, pp. 253-54. In the entry in Püiruàni 
slovnik jazyka àeskêho, Capek-Chod and Vaclav Hladik are cited. 
Pfiruàni slovnik jazyka àeskêho, vol. 4, no. 1, Prague, 1941-43, 
p. 627.
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nationalists were won in the Bohemian Lands.^ In the first 
article in Narodnl listy, 'Utopie nëmeckého vÿtvarného umëni v 
Cechâch', the author states that the Emperor's gift for the 
funding of a new art gallery will have the positive result of 
finally unmasking the deception practised by German art critics. 
These have always hidden the humiliation of the German 
nationality which the new Czech graphic artists represent by 
treating the artists as 'domestic': 'S nejvëtsim klidem
referovala o "domâcim" umëni jako dfive, a nëmecko-nacionâlni 
bête humaine krotla pfed vÿtvory ëeskÿch mistrû, ale kfeëovitë 
zat'ala zuby, kdy% mêla doznat, 2e pùvodcové tohoto moderniho 
rozvoje "domâciho” umëni jsou Cesi.'^ The Germans, however, now 
assume that half of the 80,000 crowns which the Emperor has 
contributed will be used to purchase the work of Bohemian German 
artists. The author of the article asserts that there are no 
German artists to whom this money could be given. Over the past 
fourteen days, he writes, the German press has been calling for 
a German art school, a German department at the Academy of Fine 
Arts, and a German curatorial committee at the new gallery, to 
foster the development of Bohemian German art. He challenges the 
German press to name the stars of the Bohemian German art 
world.* Although it is not mentioned in the article. Premier 
Ernst Koerber (1850-1919) promised to create a new gallery in 
Prague in order to persuade the Young Czechs to move from an 
obstructionist to a constructive oppositional stance in the 
Reichsrat.*

In 'V zapase o ëeské a nëmecké umëni v Cechâch', the author 
repeats that the Emperor's intention to establish a new modern 
art gallery in Prague has revealed the poverty of German graphic

*Otto Urban, deskâ spoleànost 1848-1918, p. 511. Kfen 
comments that German nationalists constituted one third of the 
representatives of the Bohemian Germans. Jan Kfen, Konfliktnl 
spoledenstvl, p. 294.

*'Utopie nëmeckého vÿtvarného umëni v Cechâch'.
*The author also identifies Prague-German with Jewish 

culture.
*Urban, deskâ spoleànost 1848-1918, p. 512.
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art in Bohemia. The issue of funding raises that of the 
nationality conflict, and in particular the insecurities of the 
Germans. The gallery is to display works by both nationalities; 
while the Germans insist that funding should be divided equally, 
the author of the article argues that purchases should be made 
strictly according to artistic merit. If this is the case, the 
author implies, Czech art will dominate in the gallery; in the 
sphere of culture, the German minority has no power.^ In 
demagogic terms, the author rejects the claims that German 
artists have suffered from a lack of German teachers, and that 
German artists have been driven out of the Bohemian Lands. The 
'fact' that Czech artists withered away unnoticed while mediocre 
German talents dominated the Academy is cited as proof that no 
reconciliation between the nationalities is possible; 'ten 
hfbitov nasich nadanÿch lidi nale%i k tëm foudroyantnlm kfivdâm 
na nâs spâchanÿm, které se nikdy, nikdy nezapominaji a pro në% 
smifovâni je vëci tak smrtelnë të%kou'.^ He describes the German 
reaction to the Emperor's gift as 'niggardliness'. The article 
concludes with a statement which reveals the political importance 
of cultural issues: 'v umëni, tomto oboru zâpoleni die zâsad
zlaté svobody, jsme pany my Cesi zde v Ôechâch podle legitimni 
souverenity naseho naroda a tu nepomù2e niBàdné sebe delsi a 
vytrvalejsi - kftourani obou orgânù kasinal'.^

In 'Otazka galerie umëni', the author attacks the Deutscher 
Verein for advocating that the management of the gallery be 
divided into national sections.^" He insists that any self- 
respecting German artist would reject such a solution. The 
article is characterized by a note of humour; the Deutscher 
Verein, the author states, cites as a precedent the division of

^'V zapase o ëeské a nëmecké umëni v Ôechâch', Narodnl 
listy, 29 April 1901, p. 2.

^Ibid.
"‘*Ibid. The use of a dash followed by an unexpected 

conclusion is characteristic of the polemical style of journalism 
of the period. Ôapek employs the same device in his prose 
fiction.

^'Otâzka galerie umëni', Narodnl listy, 5 May 1901, p. 3.
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the Agricultural Council (zemëdëlské rady) into national 
sections. This example, however, does not constitute a model to 
be emulated: 'Nebot' zakupovani umëleckÿch dël a - licentovani 
bÿkù jsou vëci tak rozdilne, 2e by je znamenati mohl mu2 tak 
bystrozrakÿ, jakÿm se zdâ bÿti p. dr. Lingg.'^® The author lists 
various artists whom the Germans have heralded as 'fellow 
nationals': Schwaiger, Marold, Dvofak and Fibich.^^ Like the
preceding article, this piece appears to identify the Prague 
Germans with the Jews, whom it denigrates.^ This article 
indicates that the gallery polemic has moved from the sphere of 
the press to that of civic organizations.

3. The Rodin Exhibition: the Press^
The Czechs attribute political significance to the Rodin 
exhibition: Rodin is perceived as a representative of the French 
nation; the Czechs hope to cultivate ties with France as a sign 
of their distinctness from German Austria. That the sculptor 
agrees to exhibit in Prague is interpreted as an indication that 
the city has matured as a cultural centre; likewise, Czech 
appreciation for Rodin is regarded as a measure of national 
cultural development. Thus interpretations of and reports on the

^Ibid.
^^Hanus Schwaiger; Ludëk Marold (1865-1898); either of the 

painters Frantisek Dvofak (1862-1927) and Bohuslav Dvofak (1867- 
1951), or the composer Antonin Dvofak (1841-1904); Zdenëk Fibich 
(1850-1900).

^In referring to the 'ponëkud pfefimstëlé nosy' of the 
members of the 'Deutscher Verein', the author seems to echo a 
stereotypical antisemitic characterization of the Jews. Ibid. On 
the notion that the Czechs are inherently antisemitic, see the 
excerpts from L. K. Hofman's diary printed in Viktor Dyk, 
Vzpominky a komentaife 1893-1918, vol. 1, Prague, 1927, especially 
p. 93.

^̂ Of ëapek's polemics, only the debate over the Rodin 
exhibition, and later exchanges between Saida and ëapek, have 
received critical attention. See: Walter Annuss, 'Ôapek-Chod and 
âalda', Karel Matëj Capek-Chod, Pynsent (ed.), pp. 128-49. This 
article provides a good summary of the polemics, but does not 
comment in depth on the themes raised. Annuss provides little 
analysis of ëapek's responses to Saida.
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response to Rodin's work have a political and social subtext. The 
exhibition provokes discussion on the nature of art, including 
its 'national' character, and thus its social function, which, 
Wittlich observes, is the dominant question for artists and 
critics at the turn of the century.* Almost all the themes 
addressed by Capek and Saida are raised first in accounts in the 
press of the exhibition or of Rodin's visit.

One finds many of these themes in the Narodnl listy account 
of the opening of the exhibition. The writer eulogizes the 
affirmation of Czech-French relations which the event represents: 
'Dvë racy, citici umëlecky, vyslovujici nejupfimnëji svou dusi 
V  pisni a poesii, sdru2uji se ve spoleënÿch zajmech kulturnich, 
je2 jsou tu mohutnou a nadhernou podporou i spoleënÿch zâjmû 
politickÿch a nârodnich.'* He praises Manes's arrangement of the 
exhibition as propaganda for art and as an act of political 
significance. He states that Czech society had fulfilled a duty 
by attending the opening in great numbers: 'Pochopila, 2e jde o 
vëc neobyCejnou, o svrchovany ëin noblessy kulturni.'* He also 
notes that at the opening there are almost more representatives 
from political than from literary and artistic circles. The 
welcoming speech of the chairman of Manes is reproduced in the 
article; Sucharda states that the organization has always aimed 
to display the works of foreign artists, largely as a means of 
measuring the growth of Czech art. He expresses the hope that the 
exhibition will revitalize Prague as a centre for the arts. 
Vladimir Srb (1856-1916), the mayor of Prague, concludes his 
speech with the hope that the exhibition heralds the triumphs of

*Wittlich writes: 'Jadrem nespokojenosti byla hlavnë otazka 
po celkovém vyznamu umëni v 2ivotë spoleënosti a jeho adekvatnim 
ocenëni.' Wittlich, deskâ secese, p. 8. See also his comments on 
the cult of French art and the myth of Paris as the 'city of 
light'. Ibid., p. 37.

*'Slavnostni otevfeni vystavy Aug. Rodina', Narodnl listy, 
11 May 1902, p. 2. In this article the unnamed author expresses 
admiration for Saida's introduction to the catalogue.

*Ibid.
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Czech art abroad.^

The political importance attributed to the event is evident 
in descriptions of Rodin's visit. Crowds chanting 'Slava 
Rodinovi!' and 'At' 2ije Francie!' greet Rodin upon his arrival 
at the railway station and at his hotel.^ The reporter for 
Narodnl listy interprets this display as an expression of the 
public's enthusiasm for ties with the French nation.^ The Young 
Czech deputy, Josef Herold (1850-1908) , in his speech at the 
banquet for Rodin, attributes a specific meaning to the artist's 
visit: 'V politickÿch zapasech naroda ôeského jsou sympatie
velkych kulturnich nârodù jednim z nejzâva2nëjsich a 
nejdùleSitëjsich prostfedkù k dosaSeni vitëzstvi.'^ The German 
minority's sensitivity to the political aspect of the exhibition 
is indicated by the coverage it receives in Die Information. 
Nârodni listy attacks Die Information for its criticism of Czech 
'political immaturity', manifest in the response to Rodin.^

The controversy over Manes's invitations to the gala in 
honour of Rodin makes explicit the relation between the 
exhibition and Czech nationalism. To quell rumours, the chairman 
of the organization makes a public statement to the effect that 
Mânes did not send any invitations written in German, except to 
its associates in Germany.^ The 'Denni zpravy' column of Nârodni 
listy expresses indignation that Mânes could have posted any 
invitations written in German, even to Germany; such an act was 
contrary to Mânes's regulations, which specify that the

^Ibid. The promotion of Czech art abroad is a theme which 
runs through twenty years of Capek's polemics. See, for example, 
his polemic with Winter in 1926.

58'p^^jezd Augusta Rodina do Prahy', Nârodni listy, 29 May 
1902, p. 2.

^̂ Ibid.
^'Rodin V  Praze', Nârodni listy, 31 May 1902, p. 3. The 

article lists ëapek as among those present at the banquet.
'"Die Information" o nâvstëvë mistra Rodina v Praze', 

Nârodni listy, 5 June 1902, p. 2.
62S. Sucharda, 'Zaslâno', Nârodni listy, 29 May 1902, p. 5.
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organization's language of business is Czech.^ The committee
arranging the gala had decided that the invitations should be in
Czech and French. Bohemia responds with the information that
invitations written in German were sent to German individuals and
corporations in Prague.^ The beleaguered Sucharda feels
compelled to print another statement in which he explains that
invitations in German may have been sent by accident and without
his knowledge to German addressees in Prague.^

The controversy over the invitations is related to
discussions in the press of the nature of art, and in particular
of the relation between nation and artist. Behind affirmations
of the national character of Rodin's sculptures lie the
assumptions that art is a reflection of the national spirit and
that the function of the artist is to serve the nation. Herold
touches on these themes in his speech:

Jsou, ktefi fikaji, 2e umëni jest mezinarodni. Myslim,
2e toto minëni neni spravne. Umëni jest zrcadlem [...] 
ve kterém zraôi se duch nârodni, umëni jest zrcadlem 
naroda samého. Umëni jest narodnim, ano jest pfednim 
bojovnikem naroda [...] Ve stfedu svém zfime mu2e, 
jehoB umëni znamena velky projev dusevni sily Francie

If France can take pride in Rodin's successes, then the Czechs 
can feel uplifted by the triumphs of Czech artists.

The importance of these issues can be measured by the fact 
that a leading article in Nârodni listy on 4 June is devoted to 
the question of art and nationalism. The article focuses on the 
scandal of the German invitations; the author introduces the 
topic, however, with remarks on the national character of art. 
He asserts that national character is as important as originality 
in a work of art.^ Imitation of the art of another nation does

«'Vyklad k nëmeckÿm pozvânkâm', Nârodni listy, 30 May 1902,
p. 2.

*See: 'Ke znamemu "zaslanu”, jménem "Manesa”', Nârodni
listy, 31 May 1902, p. 3.

^^ucharda, 'Zaslâno', Nârodni listy, 2 June 1902, p. 3.
*^'Rodin V Praze', p. 3.
*̂ '̂Umëni a nârodnost ...', Nârodni listy, 4 June 1902, p. 1.
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not contribute to one's own cultural stock/* Certain statements 
in this article may constitute responses to Saida's introduction, 
although he is not mentioned. The author states that language is 
not enough to guarantee the national quality of a work of art; 
'K tomu zapotfebi jest takového srostitého pfilnuti a pfi2ehnuti 
narodnl obce umëlcù k lidove dusi narodnl'.^" He claims that the 
genius of national art emerges from the union of great talent 
with an explosive patriotism.

In reply to the objections of Cas, another article on the 
subject is carried in the 'Denni zpravy' column. The author again 
notes the French character of Rodin's work: 'Prâvë proto, 2e je 
tak ryze francouzske, tak ryze narodnl, stâlo za to, aby si je 
nasi mladl do Prahy pfivezli, jemu odkoukat, kterak se dëlâ ryze 
narodnl umëni, aëkoli nenl o tom pochyby, 2e k tomu ûCelu majl 
na Vlas postaëitelnÿ, bohu2el, tak ztëBka dosaBitelny vzor v 
Myslbekovi.'^

In a short article prior to the exhibition, a commentator 
poses the question of whether Rodin in his works depicts the 
external world or his inner visions. The writer asserts that 
'matter' or the representation of Nature is for Rodin only a 
tool: 'je mu pouhym, dokonale poslusnym prostfedkem, vyjadfit
svoje ideu, to co v dusi jeho vyrostlo a vykvetlo'.^^ The article 
concludes with the statement that many do not understand the 
greatness of Rodin's art; the assertion is provocative in that 
it implies that only cretins can criticize Rodin.

Marie Vesellkova (1880-1948), in her feuilleton 'U Rodina', 
attributes to the Czechs the sensitivity and maturity necessary

^Ibid.
^Ibid. This also strongly resembles the opening statement 

in Pelant's article. See: Pelant, 'Slovlëko o kritice'.
70'iiumënl a nârodnost"', Nârodni listy, 1 June 1902, p. 2. 

His comment that a Czech sculptor producing work of a 'French' 
character does not contribute to Czech art may refer to Bilek. 
In 1892 Bilek's sculptures 'Orba' and 'Golgota', presented to the 
grant committee in Prague, caused a scandal; the funding which 
he had received to study in Paris was withdrawn. See Wittlich, 
deskâ secese, pp. 27-30.

Rodinovë vystavë', Nârodni listy, 9 May 1902, p. 4.
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to appreciate Rodin. She concludes her description of a visit
to Rodin's studio with the statement: 'Prostoupilo nâs upfimné
pfâni, aby Rodin nalezl pochopeni v nasem malem, Casto
zapominaném nârodê, kterÿ vsak je schopnÿ porozumët a ocenit.'^

Karel B. Mâdl's (1859-1932) perspective is more sceptical.
In his review of the exhibition he states that the press has so
inflated the expectations of the public that most people who
visit the exhibition are disappointed. His comment on the crowds
may allude to êalda's introduction to the catalogue: 'Mnë je
zamlklost a nejistota nâvstëvnikù vystavy Rodinovy stokrât
milejsi, ne21i hypokritni panegyrika opisujicich per.'^ The
average inhabitant of Prague, 'umëlecky zanedbany, neteënÿ, okem
lenivÿ', will hardly be able to appreciate Rodin; after all, it
had taken a quarter of a century for the artist to win
recognition in his native France.He claims that as yet the
Czechs do not have an appreciation for such independent spirits.
The Rodin exhibition will fulfil its function if it helps to
educate the public. He scorns the euphoric tone of studies of
Rodin; again, his contentious remarks may refer to Saida:

Skoda, 2e cestu k Rodinovi zatarasili, aneb aspoft 
ztiBili spoustou nejklikatëjsich filosofickych ûvah a 
metafysickych kombinacl. Jejich zavoj opfâdâ jeho zjev 
a znejasftuje jeho linie a v brzce budeme na teto cestë 
vÿkladu vÿtvarnÿch dël, kde byli pfed 70 lety, misto 
co by umëlecky vytvor mël bÿti bran za to, ëim vskutku 
je, ovocem tvùrëi fantasie, oplodnëné stykem s 
realitou [. . . ]

4. The Rodin Polemic: Capek and èalda
Salda insists that the polemic with Capek concerns three issues:

^M. Vesellkova, 'U Rodina', Narodnl listy, 13 May 1902, p.
1.

^Wittlich describes Madl as, 'nejagilnëjsim ôeskÿm vÿtvarnÿm 
kritikem'. Wittlich, Ceska secese, p. 26. He was the regular art 
critic for Nârodni listy for many years.

B. M. , 'Rodinova vystava', Nârodni listy, 25 May 1902,
p. 13.

^Ibid.
^Ibid.
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journalistic integrity; correct Czech style; and the character 
of Rodin's art. This is not an accurate account of the issues 
involved. The polemic treats: the national character of art; the 
maturity of the Czech 'nation', critics and artists; and the role 
of the critic, which includes the question of an appropriate 
critical approach. Salda dodges the first issue: he wants to 
claim both that art is above nationalism and, like Ôapek, that 
art has a national character. Where Ôapek is more vocal in his 
praise of Czech artists, Salda wishes to clear himself of the 
charge of denigrating Czech artists. In this polemic, Capek and 
Èalda assume that one's patriotism 'guarantees' one's reliability 
as a critic of Czech art. Both Salda and Ôapek criticize the 
immaturity and pettiness of Czech critics. The polemic has a 
didactic function; both writers assume that the critic is obliged 
to root out the 'errors' of Czech criticism, and thus to 
contribute to the development of national culture, hence the 
nation. They both agree that the critic plays the role of an 
intermediary between artist and public.

They disagree in their understanding of the act of 
interpretation. Capek's approach is more prosaic; he assumes that 
the critic acts as a neutral funnel through which the concrete, 
definable character of one entity, the work of art, is 
communicated to another, the public. Concomittant to this 
assumption is the notion that nation and artist share one nature, 
thus that the artist's work can be understood by the public. The 
critic's activity consists in observation, definition, evaluation 
and promotion.

Saida's approach is metaphysical, as the title of his
introduction, 'Geniova matefstina', may suggest. Salda implies
that Rodin's work is above national distinctions; Rodin's 'mother
tongue' is the language of the soul, to which great men of all
nations have access:

Vyznam kaBdeho velikeho umëlce-tvùrce a genia pro 
2ivot je V tom, 2e on jedinÿ mluvi k nam psychickou 
matefstinou a nuti nas, abychom mu v ni odpovidali - 
nebot' jinych odpovëdi neprijima a jinym odpovëdim 
nerozumi. [...] Psychicka matetstina! Jak malo kdo z 
nas ji slysel i jen jednou v 2ivotë, jak mâlo kdo z 
nas ji ne mluvil - ale jen vykfikl jednou za 2ivot, z 
hlubin vnittni uzkosti a tisnë! Nebot' hovofime
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vsichni stale jazykem cizim, hladkym a vypùjôenÿm, 
jemu2 nauCily nas 2ebrâcké potfeby nasi malosti a 
slabosti - jazykem celého svëta, jazykem paplrové 
vseobecnosti, kterÿ na nâs odevsad doléhâ a vsude nâs 
dusl.^

âalda asserts that ordinary language is insufficient to express 
mysteries and truths. He implies that one's mother tongue is a 
poor replica of a primary, noumenal language of the psyche. One's 
language does not reveal the soul, still less the 'soul' of the 
nation: one must reject everyday language, and by implication all 
particularizing national characteristics, in order to produce 
art. He also points out the interaction between artist, the work 
of art and the viewer; the latter is not merely a passive 
recipient, but a co-creator of meaning.

Salda claims, provocatively, that Rodin's greatness far 
exceeds that of his contemporaries: 'Rodinovi je plastika
matefstinou jako 2âdnému druhému sochafi od staletl. Postavte 
vedle nëho i nejvëtsl mistry, je2 jste posud vidëli, a zpatrnl 
se vâm celÿ rozdll mezi nimi: plastika jest jim jen feôl 
nauëenou'.^ In the popular press, praise for Rodin implies 
praise for the Czech nation, because it is capable of 
appreciating him. Saida's eulogy of Rodin is accompanied by a 
vague denigration of the Czechs. For example, he exhorts the 
gallery visitor: 'Pfed Rodinem musite se nauëit odvaze obdivu a 
odvaze nenâvisti, bez nich% nejste umëleckÿm lidem, ale beztvarym 
blâtem. The tone of the article is ecstatic and the 
interpretation of Rodin's works Romantic: 'Vùnë tvùrëiho chaosu, 
vùnë tmy a jejiho mysteria ulpëla a spi jestë ve vlhké svaté 
atmosféfe na sochâch Rodinovych jako na fierstvë zrozenych

^F. X. Salda, 'Geniova matefstina', Katalog vystavy dël 
sochaife Aug. Rodina v Praze, Prague, 1902, unpaginated, p. [1]. 
'Geniova matefstina' is reproduced in Salda, Boje o zitifek 
[1905], 2nd edn, Prague, 1915, pp. 101-9. Salda here echoes the 
anti-nationalist stance adopted in the manifesto of Ôeskâ 
Moderna. See F. X. Salda, Kritické projevy 2, 1894-1895, Felix 
VodiCka (ed.), Prague, 1950, pp. 361-3.

^®Salda, 'Geniova matefstina', p. [5].
^Ibid., p. [8].
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hvëzdâch.

Capek's article, 'Rodinova vystava', which sparks the 
polemic, constitutes not only a response to Saida's introduction, 
but also to Sucharda's article, 'Sochaf Rodin', printed in the 
catalogue, and, generally, to the public fervour over the 
exhibition. First, ëapek criticizes the Czech critics for their 
self-congratulatory, effusive welcome of Rodin: 'Tentokrâte, v 
dobach pfisti dlla Rodinova do Prahy, byl takovy vÿlev kalamâfe, 
lâvou vrouclho, oprâvnën a porozumën jako2to vykon a ukazka sily 
V umëlecké apercepci u nas neoprâvnënëjsi. He criticizes Salda 
for putting himself forward as the one capable of understanding 
Rodin's genius; for his pompous style; for denigrating his 
compatriots, and in particular Czech graphic artists. The 
introduction, he states, is written, 'nikoli matefstinou geniu, 
nybr2 mluvou nejvykutâlenëjsiho snobismu'.^ He attacks Sucharda 
for implying that the training he has received is inadequate; 
Sucharda was a pupil of Josef Vaclav Myslbek.^ He also 
criticizes Sucharda for suggesting that Rodin's art does not have 
a national character.^ Capek considers it his duty to combat

^ibid., p. [5].
M. Capek, 'Rodinova vystava', Ceska revue, 5 (1902), p.

939.
82Ibid., p. 941.
*^Ibid., p. 940. Capek's criticism of Sucharda may be fuelled 

by the letter's conflict with Myslbek. Wittlich relates that 
Sucharda speaks for a generation in his criticism of Myslbek's 
late works. Wittlich, Ceska secese, p. 50. Salda also implies 
that Myslbek's powers have declined; the critic refers to an 
article in Volné smëry devoted to the artist: 'Tam poklonily se 
vrcholkùm dlla Myslbekova vfele a upfimnë, a musily-li po svém 
umëleckém svëdoml konstatovati klesâni, uëinily to stejnë vëcnë 
jako taktnë.' F. X. Salda, 'Odvaha - k pomluvë', Volné smëry 
(1901-02), p. 267. Reproduced in Salda, Kritické projevy 5 1901- 
1904, Emanuel Macek (éd.), Prague, 1951, pp. 95-100.

^This seems to be an unfair reading of Sucharda's article. 
Sucharda writes that the names of Rodin's predecessors and 
contemporaries will be included in histories of the national art 
of France, whereas Rodin's name will be included in histories of 
art in general. Sucharda, 'Sochaf Rodin', Katalog vÿstavy dël 
sochaife Aug. Rodina v Praze, p. [14].
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certain contemporary trends which he perceives in the two
articles: the 'cult of hatred' of Czech artists; the
encouragement of the younger generation's scorn for its teachers;
and the denial of the national character of art. He writes: 'To,
CO z dùsledkù Rodinovy exposice oCekavame pfedevsim, jest pouCeni
o umëni v pravdë a ryze narodnim, nebot' Rodin jest velikÿm prâvë
proto, ponëvad2 jest nacionalnlm v onom smyslu, v jakém to poplrâ
zâvërek druhého ëlânku v katalogu vystavy.

In 'Odvaha - k pomluvë', Salda addresses the state of Czech
criticism and the role of the critic. For Salda, the critic
supplants the artist as the bearer of culture. Although he
praises the genius of Rodin, the figure of the artist becomes
secondary in Èalda's account of critical activity. As he sees it,
the work of art is like a thing-in-itself, the contours of which
must remain amorphous to the public at large until the critic
recreates them. By his act of interpretation, the critic gives
meaning to this otherwise inaccessible object:

mël jsem osvëtlit nejsirslmu obecenstvu [...] vÿznam 
vÿstavy, pfibli2it jim genia Rodinova, dâti jim 
hledisko, odkud se majl dlvat na toto divadlo [...] 
musil jsem podat charakteristiku Rodinova genia v 
nejprostslch a nejlapidârnëjslch linilch, v poslednl 
syntése [...] Musil jsem Rodina pfibll2it co nejvlc 
Bivotu, citu a nazoru divakovu, musil jsem osvëtlit 
ûlohu genia v Bivotë a jeho obrodny vyznam pro kulturu

Thus Salda defends a 'mystical' approach and despises sober, 
technical criticism which attempts to substantiate every 
statement with an example. His article, he states, is more 
objective than many a specialist study because it captures the 
'zakon tvorby Rodinovy a poslednl kofeny jeho genia [...] ani 
nejlepsl "odbornlci" nepovëdëli ve svych ëlânclch v podstatë nie

*^Ôapek, 'Rodinova vystava', p. 941.
**̂ Salda, 'Odvaha - k pomluvë', p. 266. Compare with the 

depiction of the relationship between Vondrejc and his translator 
Freund. Also, compare with the assertion in the manifesto of the 
Ôeskâ Moderna: 'Kriticka ëinnost jest pracl tvùrël, umëlecko-
vëdeckou, samostatnÿm literârnlm genrem, rovnocennÿm vsem 
ostatnlm.' Salda, Kritické projevy 2, 1894-1895, p. 361.
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jiného ne2 jâ - jenom 2e mluvili jinÿm jazykem, feknëme, abychom 
byli zdvofili: stfizlivëjsim, techniëtëjsim'The true critic 
has access to the nature of things; his insights cannot be 
expressed except in the ecstatic language of the visionary. He 
cites the French critic Gabriel Mourey (1865-1943) as having 
written about Rodin in terms similar to his own; 'jak je psanai 
Jakym hymnickym, vasnivym, pathetickÿm a basnickym jazykem!'.** 
âalda asserts that a 'pfesna a rozhodna polarita dusevni, 
rozhodnost obdivu jako rozhodnost nenâvisti' is fundamental to 
criticism.*^

Salda criticizes the pettiness of the Czechs, who cannot 
imagine unambiguous opinions; in his view, Capek embodies this 
mentality: 'Nemù2e pochopit takovy charakteroyy luxus, v Ôechâch 
nevidany a neslÿchanÿ, aby nëkdo mluvil nebojâcnë, vâsnivë, 
hrdou, p?imou, dobfe a plnë znici vëtou!'.^ Capek represents 
the type of critic who hides his lack of discernment behind cold, 
'reasonable' criticisms; Capek is mediocre, provincial, 
bourgeois, conservative, a critical 'walrus'.^ In responding to 
Capek's attack on his style, Salda attempts to discredit his 
opponent's ability to fulfil the tasks of a critic. He points out 
two grammatical errors in Capek's article and condemns his use 
of the 'worst Viennese journalese', the result of years of 
writing polemics in the daily press.^ Salda accuses Capek of 
having written the article in order to toady to his 'masters'.

^Salda, 'Odvaha - k pomluvë', p. 266. However, by referring 
to his work as a 'Clâneëek', he also exhibits self-deprecation.

**Ibid. , p. 267.
*®Ibid.
^ibid., p. 266.
^̂ 'on, K. M. Capek, je hrdÿ na svou mro2i pfirozenost'. Ibid. 

He attacks Capek for describing Rodin's work with the trite term 
'duchaplny'. Ibid., p. 268. Capek-Chod later objects when the 
term is applied to his own works in Arne Novâk's review of Vilém 
Rozkoà,

^Ibid., p. 267. This theme of the impact of journalism on 
a writer's style recurs in polemics with Dyk.
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presumably at Narodnl listy, S a l d a  denies having disparaged 
Myslbek or Czech artists.

Finally, Salda vacillates over the question of the national 
character of art. On the one hand, he asserts that Rodin is not 
typically French, although some of his sculptures are 
'francouzske a narodnl'/* On the other, he claims that no artist 
is without a nationality: often those artists who seem to reject 
the national 'type' are really harking back to an earlier 
national tradition; when this is realized by later critics, the 
works of art become absorbed into the national canon.Rodin is 
such a seemingly iconoclastic artist.^

The styles of the polemical retorts answer to the different 
perspectives and critical methods of the authors. Thus, while 
Èalda is lavish with his insults, Capek appears to be more 
reserved. For the sake of parody, Capek assumes the style which 
Èalda attributes to him: 'Sama tflst'ka, samy odskok, sama
klausule, sama insinuace, sama klikatinai Samy schnorkl, samy 
snek, samÿ Cachflk se slovem i logikou [...] kliôkuje, kroutl se, 
uhyba se a provozuje vùbec nejrùznëjsl cirkusové femeslo.'^ 
Ôapek ironizes himself to make his opponent appear utterly 
foolish. Thus he accepts the label of circus rodeo-rider, adding:

”lbid.
*Ibid., p. 269.
95-’In 'Problem narodnosti v umëni', Salda pursues a similar 

argument. Here he refers to Mâcha as a 'typical' national artist, 
unappreciated by his contemporaries. He writes: 'Nârodnost v
umëni [...] jest tak hluboky klad, 2e bÿvâ v2dy citën jako zâpor 
prùmërem vrstevnikù'. F. X. Èalda, 'Problem nârodnosti v umëni', 
Boje o zitîfekf p. 183. In this essay, Èalda elaborates his 
mystical conception of the nation and of national art: 'Bÿti
nârodnim znamenâ pracovati na mystickém cili a ûkolu'; 'Nârodnost 
jest jen slovo pro uvëdomëni si 2ivota a kultury, danÿ a pfijatÿ 
slib metafysického dila'; 'bÿt narodnim jest vùle k utrpeni a k 
hrdinstvi a slu2ba nadëje a viry na poplenënÿch polich ëasu'; 
'Milovat nârod a uctivat nârodnost znamenâ milovat a uctivat 
mysterium nadëje a vykoupeni, hrdinstvi a krâsy'. Ibid., pp. 168- 
9, 178, 184.

^Èalda, 'Odvaha - k pomluvë', p. 2 69.
^Ibid., p. 267.
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'pfipoïïilnâm si nedâvnÿch v Praze vykonù amerického krotitele 
jankovitÿch koni i doufam, 2e jsem pfedvedl obecenstvu jl2 tak 
mnohého zkroceného janka i snad 2e se mi to podafi - vyjma 
nevyléôitelnosti - i s p .  Saldou'.^* At the same time as he 
attacks his opponent, he asserts that he will not lower himself 
to Saida's level of insult; regarding Saida's claim that Ôapek 
is a critical 'walrus', he writes: 'Nebudu s nim mluvit arkticky, 
ani2 se budu ohll2eti po fisi 2ivodisstva, abych se mu odvdëôil, 
nebot' nazval-li bych jej "kriticky oppossum" aneb "magotem", nic 
bych nedokazal, jako p. Salda svymi nadavkami nic nedokazuje' 
Capek, for all his protests, is as determined to vilify his 
opponent as èalda; he labels Saida's bi-polar soul, evincing 
admiration and hatred, as 'krobjanistni'; and he attacks Saida's 
'velkohubost'.^o Because of the amount of abuse the writers 
exchange, one might forget that serious questions are involved.

Capek claims that he is vindicated by Saida's retreat over 
the question of the greatness of Czech artists. He insists that 
he only wrote the article for Ceska revue in order to express the 
indignation of Czech intellectuals over Selda and Sucharda's 
articles. He reveals the contradiction in èalda's assertions 
about the national character of Rodin's art. While both Capek and 
èalda continue to address these questions in the polemic, their 
views more or less concur. Sapek, however, states that èalda's 
citing of a French critic is proof that he has plagiarized his 
opinions and has nothing original to say. Capek's attack on 
èalda's originality, like èalda's attack on Capek's style, 
constitute attempts to discredit the opponent's qualifications 
as a critic.

These attacks serve an important function because the

M. Capek, 'Neodolatelny milek muz, p. F. X. èalda' 
(Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 28 September 1902, p. 22.

^Ibid.
i^Ibid.
i^Wittlich writes that at the turn of the century a typical 

accusation directed by the older generation at younger artists 
was that of plagiarization of foreign models. Wittlich, deskâ 
secese, p. 49.
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notion of the role of the critic is crucial to the polemic. Capek 
objects to the view that the critic recreates the work of art: 
he states that he is repelled by critics who regard their 
occupation: 'nikoli jako publicistické praci, provozované
umëlecky vyt?ibenou mluvou, ale jako osobnimu svému "umëni" a 
zfejmë dychtlclm po tom, ne aby zjednali uznanl anebo poznanl 
dllu, o në2 bë21, nÿbr% pfedevsim uznanl sobë samÿm'.^®^ Salda, 
in his opinion, is the quintessential aesthete, one of those who, 
'draBdl se k stylistickym vylevùm, ani% by ovladali jich 
zâvëreëné konvulse a pysnl se touto "vasnivou" opilostl'.^^ 
Capek relates that he has already encountered this type of 
ecstatic art critic in the Bilek affair; Pelant and Saida's 
critical perspectives have much in common.

In his response, 'Desatery odbornlk', Salda introduces new 
elements into the debate. He accuses Capek of being a shallow 
jack-of-all-trades in the field of criticism, a label which is 
later applied to Capek's creative writing and becomes a source 
of contention in polemics which address the question of the role 
of information in a work of art:

Desatery odbornlk K. M. Capek, nejvëtsl polyhistor od 
dob Leibnitzovÿch, kterÿ pise stejnë hluboce a vëcnë 
o kombinaclch zahraniënl politiky jako o problemu, jak 
vyvâSet smetl z Prahy, dokazal mi obslrnÿmi a 
st'avnatymi exkursy ve svém svatovâclavském klânl v 
"Nârodnlch Listech", 2e rozuml opravdu do detailû 
metafstvl, koftafstvl, hokynâfstvl, dfevënkâfstvl a 
sumafenl - vsemu pod sluncem - jenom prâvë ne tëm 
zpropadenÿm lapalilm, o në2 vedeme spor: novinârské 
poctivosti, ëeskému stylu a jazyku a charakteru 
Rodinova umëni.

iM̂ ëapek, 'Neodolatelny mllek muz, p. F. X. Salda'. 
i^ibid.

X. Salda, 'Desatery odbornlk K. M. Capek', Cas, 5
October 1902, p. 6. Salda chooses to publish his responses to
Capek in the Realist newspaper, while Capek publishes his
'letters' in the newspaper for which he works, the organ of the 
Young Czech Party. The polemic thus acquires a secondary
political dimension; this is referred to indirectly in Saida's 
comment that ëapek is toadying to his masters. Rivalry between 
parties forms the context for several polemics (for example, that 
with Bém, and with the editor-in-chief of Cas).
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Salda perhaps attempts to elevate the tone of the polemic with 
this summary of the issues at stake. The debate, however, has 
little to do with Rodin's art, except insofar as it provides a 
starting point for discussing whether or not art is 'national'; 
Capek devotes more attention than Salda to analysis of sculptures 
by Rodin. 'Journalistic integrity' is here an empty phrase; the 
'debate' on style mainly provides an opportunity to discredit the 
opponent.

Thus Saida's claim that Capek's style is repleat with 
Germanisms constitutes an attempt to undermine Capek's 
trustworthiness.Salda insinuates that Capek is not thoroughly 
'Czech': if one's language is not nationally 'pure', then one's 
nationalism must be questionable. Saida's assertion that Capek's 
critical terms hark back to the clichés of German criticism 
common twenty years previously constitutes a similar attack: 
'teto ubohé, nesmyslné frâze [i.e. 'duchaplnost'], dnes, kdy ji 
Nëmci ji2 davno odloBili, chytaji se nasi pùvodni a 
pravlasteneCti Capkove!'.^^ Salda again denies having denigrated 
Myslbek or Czech artists in general; that is^ his own patriotism 
and thus his authority as a critic of Czech art are above 
reproach. He asserts that Rodin's work does manifest a 'national' 
spirit: 'Napsal jsem ve Volnych Smërech, 2e Rodin, kterÿ se zdâl 
nedâvno jestë Francouzùm nefrancouzskÿm, bude se zdât 
francouzskÿm budoucim svym krajanùm, "a% jeho novoty a obnovy 
budou sankcionovâny a pfijaty a pfejdou v obecnÿ nârodni 
statek”.

The polemic becomes increasingly personal and vindictive. 
In his response, Capek turns the phrase 'desatery odbornik' 
against Salda: 'Timto vyrokem ocenil pan F. X. Salda asi tak
pfibli2në vzâjemnÿ nâs pomër, kterÿ se dâ vyjâdfiti rovnici: 
Salda:Capek = 1:10.'^* He again criticizes Salda for borrowing

i^ibid., p. 7. 
i^Ibid., p. 6.
107-Jbid., p. 7.

M. Capek, 'Desaterÿm odbornikem' (Zaslâno), Narodnl
listy, 8 October 1902, p. 6.
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his ideas from foreign sources. He implies that Salda exults
foreign models to hide his own deficiencies, thus providing a
negative example for others:

Jeho epistoly o umëni jsou ukolébavkami, p?i nich% 
umlka lltost nad vlastni neplodnosti a neschopnosti, 
vytvofit modern! typ narodniho umëni, nalézti sama 
sebe a utéci se k nohâm genia, jehoB materstina jest 
nynëjsim jeho dëtem nesrozumitelnou a tajemstvim 
sedmerou peëeti zapeëetënym, jméno jeho pak jestë 
dobrÿm spolkovému titulu.^*

Capek claims that Salda has a negative impact on young Czech
artists; he expects that Saida's theories will 'ruin' at least
a few graduates of the Academy of Fine Arts, just as they have
ruined advocates of Ôeskâ Moderna: 'Z police literarni ëeské
moderny sklebi se nëkolik nedonosenych vypjatcù, uloBenÿch ve
spiritusu, vyluhovaném z pânë Saldovy erudice'.^° Ôapek also
identifies Salda with the Realists who, he claims, are incapable
of original and 'positive' thought in any sphere and despise all
that is C z e c h . H e  also points out Saida's use of Germanisms
and satirizes his verse, stating that he has succumbed to the
'zâchvëvùm chorych pudu uropoetického systému'."^

The polemic concludes with Saida's 'Lokâlkâfskÿ literat K.
M. Ôapek', which contributes nothing new to the debate. Salda
again attacks Ôapek's credibility. He implies that Ôapek is a
'turn-coat', as the Narodnl listy journalist used to work for
Ceska [Narodnl] politika; thus, Capek is a hypocrite and his
views are not to be trusted.Salda derides Capek for using a

°̂̂ Ibid. This remark refers to Mânes.
^̂ °Ibid.
‘“His comment recalls the 'positive' politics of the Young 

Czechs.
“^ibid.
‘“The question of a journalist's political loyalties is 

raised in later polemics (for example, that with Machar). The 
Czech National Party was founded in 1860. Divisions within the 
party led to the formation of a 'Young Czech' left wing of the 
National Party. The Young Czechs seceded from the National, or 
'Old Czech', Party in December 1874. The Young Czech Party 
differed from the parent party more in terms of its tactics and 
supporters than its political principles. The Young Czechs,
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method which, he writes, is popular among Czechs: heaping abuse 
on one's opponent, especially for his lack of patriotism, to hide 
one's own embarrassment and inadequacy. Èalda, however, has also 
employed this tactic and immediately resorts to it again, 
repeating that Capek's Czech has been spoiled by the influence 
of Viennese daily n e w s p a p e r s . H e  scoffs at Capek for 
suggesting that Salda has had a negative financial impact on 
Mânes; Capek has made this attack, Salda states, only because he 
knows that Czech readers will be unmoved by complaints about 
Èalda's betrayal of 'national' artists. Èalda ridicules the claim 
that he has spoiled the young of the nation. He sarcastically 
remarks that the young have no interest in imitating the model 
of modern national art represented by Capek's works: Tfeti dvür 
(sic) and Nedëlni povidky.^^ To Capek's proposal that he compile 
a grammar of native geniuses, Èalda replies that he has only 
treated the grammar of two 'geniuses': Vilém Mrstik (1863-1912) 
and C a p e k . Èalda adds rather pompously: 'jinak pracoval jsem
jen na estetice, psychologii a ethice nasich mistrû a na 
umëleckém a kritickém obrozeni nasi literatury v duchu a smyslu 
prâvë tëchto m i s t r û ' . Whereas Capek concludes his last letter 
with an assessment of Èalda as a '"s uma ssedsim" geniem', Èalda 
refers to Capek as a 'podnormâlni zanedbanec'; both forswear 
further polemics with one another.

5. German Newspapers

identified with a more vehement nationalism, anticlericalism and 
support for extended suffrage and civil liberties, defeated the 
Old Czechs in the Reichsrat elections of March 1891. See: Carver, 
The Young Czech Party 1874-1901, pp. 1-2, 30, 61-2, 79.

X. Èalda, 'Lokâlkâfskÿ 1 itérât ̂ K. M. Capek', Cas, 14 
October 1902, p. 5. Thus, criticism of Capek's 'journalistic' 
style constituted in part an attack on his patriotism; that is, 
he was subject to the influence of 'inferior' German models.

“^Ibid. , p. 6.
“®Capek was probably not averse to being lumped together 

with Mrstik. They were friends. Papers: Mrstikové; 2 letters from 
V. Mrstik to Capek-Chod, 1907-1910; PNP.

i^Èalda, 'Lokâlkâfskÿ literât K. M. Capek', p. 6.
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An exchange between Capek and das gives evidence of the conflict 
between the Young Czechs and Masaryk's Realist Party over the 
issue of reconciliation between the nationalities. At this time, 
German deputies were obstructing proceedings in the Bohemian Diet 
and Czech deputies were practising a policy of obstruction in the 
Moravian Diet and in the Reichsrat. Urban writes of the public's 
boredom with the continuing rows in parliament: 'In the end, not 
even the occasional slaps and shouts provoked much attention.
The exchange between Capek and Cas reveals an identification of 
the journalist with his newspaper's party, thus a public figure 
who must declare his loyalties. In this case, Capek voices the 
Young Czech position.

Cas rejects the view expressed in Nârodni listy that, for 
patriotic reasons, Czechs should not attend performances at the 
German t h e a t r e . Cas attacks Nârodni listy for advocating that 
Czechs forgo social contact with Germans. Such a policy is 
hypocritical: the Gregrs, owners of the newspaper, married German 
w o m e n . T h e  Realist newspaper published an anonymous letter 
which attacks Madl because he freguents the German theatre and 
yet continues to write for an anti-German newspaper. The letter 
also criticizes Capek as a hypocrite because he used to 
contribute to German newspapers.*^* In a letter printed in 
Nârodni listy, Capek explains that from 1895 until 1902 he 
regularly wrote reports for the Munich journal Kunst fiir alls 
about developments in the representational arts; he defends this 
work as promotion of Czech art. *̂  ̂ He states that he ceased to

***Urban, deskâ spoleànost 1848-1918, p. 514.
**®'Narodni policajti', das, 11 November 1903, p. 3.
*20The article refers to Julius Grégr (1831-1896) , founder of 

Nârodni listy and a deputy in the Bohemian Diet and the 
Reichsrat, and his eldest son Prokop Grégr.

*̂ *X, 'Panu K. B. Madlovi', (Zaslâno), Cas, 11 November 1903,
p. 6.

*^Vojtêch Hynais may have mediated the contact between Capek 
and the Munich journal. In a letter dated 9 December 1895, Hynais 
writes to Capek that he has a message for him from the publisher 
of Kunst fiir alle. Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Hynais to
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contribute articles when he realized that the journal was 
succumbing to the resentful pressure of Prague German
journalists.

das relishes this response; it declares that Capek is so 
confused by anti-German sentiment that he feels the need to 
apologize for writing for German journals, an activity which Cas 
commends. Capek replies that he had wanted to make clear that 
he wrote for a Munich paper, not a Prague German paper; he thus 
implies that his contributions cannot be compared with the 
'treachery' of attending performances at the German theatre. 
The exchange recalls the debate over Mânes's invitations to the 
gala for the Rodin exhibition. Promotion of Czech culture abroad 
justifies contacts with Germans ; however, Nârodni listy, like 
Capek, condemns friendly exchanges with Prague Germans as a 
betrayal of the national cause.

6. Edvard Bém and the Realist Press
The identification of the journalist or critic with the politics 
of the newspaper for which he writes, and the hostility between 
Realists and Young Czechs, are also manifest in the polemic 
between Capek and Edvard Bern (1883-1945). The themes of earlier 
polemics recur: the state of the arts and the immaturity of the 
'general public' in the Bohemian Lands; the relation between art 
and nation; and the role of the critic. In his articles, Bém 
expresses reverence for truth and criticism of Czech pettiness.

Capek-Chod, 1895-1923; PNP. See also: Papers: Capek-Chod;
documents: statement of fees from the publisher of Kunst fiir
alle, Munich, 1896; PNP.

M. Capek, 'Moje psani do nëmeckÿch listù' (Zaslâno), 
Nârodni listy, 12 November 1903, p. 5. He also states that two 
years previously he had contributed several articles about 
politics to Pester Lloyd,

i^^Pâté pfes devâté'. Cas, 13 November 1903, p. 5.
M. Capek, 'Ani mi nenapadlo' (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 

14 November 1903, p. 6.
i^Contrast with his portrayal of the Prague German audience 

in 'Beethovenùv veCer'.
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Although he despises the 'vulgar' masses, Bern assumes that the 
artist has a responsibility to the nation and vice versa.

The polemic begins with Capek's anonymous response to two 
articles by Bém, published in Masaryk's journal, Nase doba 
(founded in 1893): 'Subvence na umëlecké vystavy' and 'Situace 
vytvarneho umëni v ëechâch'.^^ The first article, which bemoans 
the lack of appreciation for culture in the Bohemian Lands, also 
constitutes a political attack on the Agrarian Party. Bém 
criticizes the Agrarians (Agrarni nadkulturni velikani), first, 
for their proposal to cut subsidies for Czech and German theatres 
from the budget of the provincial diet. He claims that the 
Agrarians are concerned only for their political careers when 
they advocate that the money be used to meet the material needs 
of the poor. Secondly, he defends Manes's application for a 
subsidy to cover its deficit; the Diet's promise to grant a sum 
is now threatened by the Agrarians' objections.^* Bém asserts 
that the predominance of the Agrarians, who are incapable of 
appreciating beauty, forebodes the death of culture, which, in 
his view, is essential to the nation. Bém's characterization of 
Czech pettiness, manifest in Agrarian politicians, recalls 
Saida's attack on Czech bourgeois sobriety in the Rodin polemic. 
Bém writes: 'Neni pfipadnëji vystiBen obraz nasi malosti, ubohé 
ûzkostlivosti, stfizlivosti a bezspontannosti - ne2 v jednani o 
kulturnich otazkach: nejvëtsich nutnostech naroda a generaci.'^° 

The second article constitutes an attack on the Young 
Czechs, as well as a defence of Manes for accepting a subsidy 
from Vienna. Bém depicts the Bohemian Lands as languishing in a 
state of cultural backwardness; Czech artists offer the thankless 
nation spiritual regeneration. The artists are the leaders, and

i^Masaryk was editor-in-chief from October 1894 until the 
outbreak of World War I.

i^Edvard Bém, 'Subvence na umëlecké vystavy', Nase doba, 11 
(1904), p. 438.

i^Ibid., p. 440.
^̂ °Ibid. , p. 438. Compare: Saida, 'Odvaha - k pomluvë', p.

266.
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not merely members, of the n a t i o n . I n  Part I, Bém addresses 
the problems which artists face in the Bohemian Lands. 
Organizations for the promotion of art are ineffective: Umëleckâ 
Beseda has reduced art to a commodity which appeals to the 
bourgeoisie; the last exhibition of Jednota vytvarnych umëlcù was 
a fiasco; the Academy of Fine Arts contributes a scandalously 
small amount to the funding of Dllo.̂ ^̂  Cultural organizations 
have not educated the Czech public. He criticizes in particular 
the exhibitions at the Rudolfinum; the haphazard display of a 
great quantity of works of varying worth has only confused 
visitors to the gallery. Such an arrangement has degraded art to 
the level of the mob: 'Je pfirozeno, 2e divak v takovém umëleckém 
labyrintë spise châpal prostfednost ne2 vyjimeënost - a tak 
demokraticka nerozdilnost mezi umëleckÿm dilem a divakem nalezla 
jednu spoleënou cestu: v s e d n o s t . ' ^ ^  Those arranging exhibitions 
have an obligation to educate the public; this dictates strict 
criteria for selection, emphasizing harmony, the elevation of 
style, individuality and, in particular, the inner national 
character of the w o r k s . The Czechs lag behind other nations 
in terms of cultural maturity; while appreciation for 
impressionist works spread beyond France, Czechs continued to 
admire detailed, realistic 'malovanky'.

In this sterile Czech environment, a herd mentality 
d o m i n a t e s . Bém depicts the artist, in Decadent terms, as a

i^Compare Masaryk's representation of Palacky in Ceska 
otâzka. Masaryk quotes Palacky: 'naléhât' i na spisovatele ëeské, 
CO duchovni budiëe a vùdce naroda svého, povinnost, nejen 
vynikati a svititi pravou osvëtou, pokrokem, obëtavostl a 
bezûhonnosti, ale i snaBiti se, aby ctnostmi ducha, inteligenci 
a mravni stateënosti ptedëili a ptemahali rozhodnë vsecky ty^ kdo 
narodnimu bytu nasemu na odpor se stavl'. T. G. Masaryk, Ceska 
otâzka, Prague, 1895, p. 150.

i^^dvard Bém, 'Situace vytvarného umëni v Cechâch', Nase 
doba, 11 (1904), p. 726. Dilo (founded 1902) was the journal of 
Jednota umëlcù vytvarnych v Praze.

'^Ibid., p. 727.
i^Ibid.
'%Jbid.
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visionary outsider scorned by the vulgar officials who rule the 
cultural world. Photographic precision in art is heralded as 
natural and divinely simple; the masses have grown fat on this 
kind of 'digestible' fare: 'Vÿjimeônost a paradox odsouzeny k
tajemné mluvë, nesrozumitelné vulgârnim a vsednim, nastala vlâda 
demokratismu v umëni, nebot' bylo u2iteëné a vsem srozumitelné 
a hlavnë nebylo rozdilu mezi podâvajicim a pfijimacim.'^* Bém's 
view on the national character of art is similar to âalda's; that 
is, those artists who are truly 'national' are not recognized as 
such by their contemporaries. Bém cites as typical the critical 
neglect of Jan Preisler (1872-1918) , the best and the most 
'Czech' of the young generation of painters. The painter Antonin 
SlaviCek has won recognition abroad but is unappreciated in his 
own land. This is symptomatic of the cultural 'plague' 
devastating the nation: the Czech environment lacks authenticity 
('opravdovost'), character, and respect for beauty; behind a 
façade of culture, truth is silenced; righteous anger is regarded 
as treasonable; 'democratic despots' have shackled freedom of 
speech:

Tak narod, kterÿ touBi po volnosti a svobodë, neuctiva 
ve svém nitru pravdu, byt' i krutou, jako prvni zakon 
vÿvoje a kultury, nepovznesl ji na nejsvëtëjsi oltaf 
svého Bivota, ale za to postavil chramy vzâjemného 
uctivani, lichoceni, domÿslivosti a podeziravosti. V 
nich zmizel pojem naroda jako jednoty: ta sila tajemnâ 
V  dramatë lidstva: sila kladu a gravitace.^?
Bém implicitly associates Mânes with the leaders of the

National Revival who had reacted against Habsburg 'darkness': 'V
té dobë temna, vsednosti a obvyklosti: tajemnÿ zakon paradoxu -
dal vzniknouti v smutné ëeské zemi nové malifské generaci, jeB
seskupila se ve spolku vytvarnych umëlcù "Mânes” These
artists have been enriched by their self-imposed exile. They
embody the national spirit: 'v ni krystalisoval se pojem naroda

'^Ibid., p. 728. 
'^Ibid., p. 729.
138Ibid.
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jako velké jednoty v kladu %ivota, kultury a krasy'.^* Bém 
banally echoes Nietzsche when he asserts that isolation awakened 
in these artists a desire to re-evaluate existing values. 
According to Bern, this involves a change in focus in art from the 
outward to the inner world. The publication of the Mânes journal, 
Volné smëry, constitutes a significant cultural event. Among 
Czechs, however, all that is exceptional meets with failure; the 
journal consistently operates with a deficit. Bém attacks the 
Young Czechs for not supporting culture. Mânes has been 
criticized for accepting money from Vienna to fund Volné smëry, 
Bém, however, asserts that this most patriotic of associations 
is justified in accepting a subsidy from Vienna because Mânes has 
been neglected by its own nation.

In Part II Bém continues the attack on the Young Czechs he 
had begun in Part I; he also continues to defend Manes's 
seemingly unpatriotic stance towards Vienna. He begins this 
section with a summary of the difficulties which Manes has faced. 
Exhibitions of works by members met with bewilderment.When 
its exhibition space, Topiôûv salon, closed. Mânes, because of 
a lack of funds, chose to exhibit in the unsuitable rooms of 'U 
âtajgrù'. 'Official literature' did nothing to raise the 
spiritual capacity of the nation; thus Mânes was all the more 
isolated in its struggle to introduce new currents into art. 
The representational arts were undervalued and artists were 
regarded as parasites. In attacking the lack of understanding of 
art in the Bohemian Lands, Bém singles out the organ of the Young 
Czechs: 'V2dyt' u nâs pojem o umëni je tak straslivy. V tëch
surovych vypadech, insinuacich, nâjezdech, upjatosti, v 
nesoudnosti a neproziravosti je2 soust^edily kolem sebe
obmezenou chasu temna, od "Nâr. Listù” a2 do klerikâlnich vrstev 
[. . . ] bylo nutno bojovati a zâroveft vychovâvati dusi za dusi, den

'^Ibid.
i^^bid., p. 730. 
i^Ibid., p. 801. 
i^^bid., p. 802.
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za dnem.'^s Just as Volné smëry had to turn to 'foreigners' for 
a subsidy, the development of exhibitions relied on foreigners 
for moral support. Because innovations were not appreciated in 
the Czech environment. Mânes turned to France for inspiration; 
by inviting Rodin to exhibit in Prague, Mânes realized one of its 
'educational' (vÿchovnÿ) dreams. Bém criticizes Czech politicians 
for making an empty display of their love of culture and for 
turning Rodin's visit into a political event. Neither 
officials nor ordinary people have any appreciation for artists: 
the jubilee exhibition of Mikolâs Ales (1852-1913) and the Josef 
Mânes (1820-71) exhibition attracted few visitors. A recent 
exhibition of artists of the Worpswede School was visited mainly 
by Prague Germans. Narodnl listy, because of this exhibition, 
criticized Mânes for being unpatriotic. Bém again attacks the 
Young Czechs for the influence they have had: 'vedouci strana
vykonala straslivy vliv na mlâde% svou politikou kompromisù, 
etap, zbabëlosti, pfetvâfky a bezcharakternosti. Vykonala 
straslivé dilo, rozsela bezpâtefnost, povrchnost a frasovitost, 
deprimovala odvahu a zpùsobila stagnaci sily'.^^ He insists that 
this 'chasa temna' is responsible for the anaesthetized spiritual 
state of the Czech public.

The anonymous response, of which Ôapek later admits 
authorship, concentrates on the political barbs in Bém's 
articles. The journal in which the articles are published, Nase 
doba, is mentioned; the author also wonders whether or not Bém 
is writing on his own initiative.The author insists that no

'"Ibid.
'"ibid., p. 803.
'"ibid., p. 805. The power of the Young Czechs had declined 

in this period. However, the reference to the politics of 
'stages' (etapa) identifies the Young Czechs as the butt of his 
attack. The Young Czechs were associated with this 'step-by-step' 
or 'positive' approach to politics. Carver, The Young Czech Party 
1874-1901, p. 62. Bém's article predates the electoral demise of 
the Young Czechs following the suffrage reforms in 1907.

'"[K. M. ëapek], '"Situace vÿtvarného umëni v ëechâch"', 
Narodnl listy, 20 August 1904, p. 2. He refers to Bém ironically 
as the 'svëtlého andëla chrâmu nevsednosti - mâlem bychom fekli
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other Czech newspaper has done as much as Narodnl listy to 
promote Mânes; as proof of this, he mentions the extensive 
coverage each Mânes exhibition receives in the weekend section 
of the newspaper. He denies Bém's allegation that the newspaper 
ever attacked Mânes as unpatriotic; he recalls, however, that the 
organization was criticized for issuing invitations in German for 
the Rodin gala. He provides a definition of 'national art' as 
Narodnl listy conceives of it: 'pro nâs politicks praktiky a
nacionalisty v fadë prvni bude platiti ono umëni za 
nejnârodnëjsi, které% pfispëje k vychovâni nârodniho karakteru 
nejen co do kulturni odlisnosti a individuality nâroda, aie i co 
do upevnëni nârodni vzdornosti proti vsem odnârodfiovacim 
tendencim'.^? He states that in the context of the present 
struggle against the influences of germanization, Czechs will not 
be hounded into visiting a gallery displaying the works of German 
artists, even if they are talented and popular.^* It is futile, 
he claims, to distinguish the political from the cultural ties 
between the two nations.

The vehemence of the opponents enhances the comic aspect of 
the polemic. Mistaking Vaclav Hladik for the author of the 
article in Narodnl listy, Bém publishes his essay as a pamphlet: 
'Situace vytvarného umëni v Ôechâch. Dodatek osvëtleni kulturni

svëtlého chasnika'. Ibid. It is not surprising that Capek 
presumes the articles to be tendentious. Drews comments that in 
the journal Masaryk, 'exploited literary issues to illustrate and 
to explain the intellectual and moral problems of his time'. 
Peter Drews, 'Masaryk and Machar's Literary Criticism in Nase 
doba', T. G. Masaryk (1850-1937), vol. 2, Thinker and Critic, 
Pynsent (ed.), p. 160.

147 [Ôapek], '"Situace vytvarného umëni v Cechâch'.
'̂‘̂ The author approves of the fact that most of the visitors 

of the Worpswede exhibition are German: 'tihnet' svùj k svému
nejradëji'. Ibid. This is a reference to the 'svùj k svému' 
economic boycotts of German businesses. The public letter from 
Mâj, an association of Czech writers, printed in Nârodni listy, 
urging Czechs to put national considerations first, even in the 
area of art appreciation, indicates that the 'svùj k svému' 
campaign continued well beyond the turn of the century. Jaroslav 
Vrchlickÿ, Frantisek Sekanina and Frantisek Herites, 'Nejsirsi 
ëeské vefejnosti!', Narodnl listy, 1 December 1908, pp. 2-3.
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ôinnosti "Nârodnich Listù" a odpovëd' na kritiku pana V. 
Hladika'.w* In his response, printed in Nârodni listy, Hladik 
describes the essay as, 'plnou pomatenosti, ignorantstvi a 
surovosti'.^o He refuses to enter into the debate, because, he 
states, 'nepolemisuji s lecjakÿm panem Bémem, jen2 se mi pfiplete 
do cesty'.^i He also reveals that he is not the author of the 
'offending' article.

The political subtext of the polemic is underlined in Bém's 
reply to Hladik; this and further replies by Bém were published 
in the Realist newspaper das, Bém states that he did not write
a study of the graphic arts; that is, the state of the arts
provided him with a pretext to attack another target; 'situace 
vytv. umëni by la mi obrazem k studii naseho vniterného a 
kulturniho 2ivota. Bàdné umëni, nÿbr% nâs Bivot'.^^ yg insists 
that he responded to Hladik initially because he wanted to dispel 
the suspicion that his article was inspired by someone else; that 
is, he interprets the article in Narodnl listy as aimed at
Realist politicians. Bém repeats that the 'sins' of the editors 
of Nârodni listy have had a fatal impact on culture.

On the following day, Capek explains that he is the author 
of the original article directed at Bém: 'Jen velmi nerad
vystupuji V této jinak svou zâmënou svandovni Comedii del [sic] 
Arte, abych nastavil dodateënë sva zada ranâm hrachem naplnëné 
mëchufiny B é m o v y . ' ^ ^  He reveals that he responded to Bém's 
article because he perceived it as an expression of the opinion 
of Masaryk's journal. Capek's description of Bém, however, 
suggests that differences of style and perspectives on art and 
criticism contribute to the rancour of the polemic: 'jeho jektava

i^^ublished in Prague in 1904.
^^Vaclav Hladik, 'Celou bro2urku' (Zaslano), Nârodni listy, 

18 November 1904, p. 10.
isiibid.
^^^Edvard Bém, 'Pan V. Hladik' (Zaslâno) , das, 19 November 

1904, p. 6.
M. Capek, 'K broBurce Ed. Béma' (Zaslâno), Nârodni

listy, 20 November 1904, p. 6.
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odpovëd' na Hladikovo "zaslâno” [...] jest mi dokladem, 2e bylo
mi ôiniti s docela tuctovym drmolou skoly velikého hysterika
souëasné kritiky nasi, jeho2 slova pleni a extasi rùznë
napodobi'.^* Apart from this remark, Capek's response
concentrates on the relation between nation and art. Capek again
denies that Narodnl listy ever accused Mânes of lacking
patriotism; he does, however, acknowledge that, 'politicko-
nacionâlni boj nâroda [. ..] nasim vÿtvarnÿm umënim velikého slohu
ûplnë jest opustën'.^^ He states that Narodnl listy has not
challenged Volné smëry to engage in this battle, and that the
journal, funded by Vienna, would hardly descend to such a level
anyway.^* He cites Ludëk Harold's illustrations of the 1897
demonstrations, which publicized the predicament of the Czechs
to the rest of Europe, as an example of the national role that
art can play. Capek describes Bém's article as a howl of pain
over the separation of the Czech people from the representational
arts; it is a symptom, not an understanding of, or a means of
removing, that pain. He expresses regret over this gulf between
art and ordinary people, and, perhaps, doubt that contemporary
art is 'national':

Jâ, mluvë tedy za sebe, mysllm si, 2e kdyby se duse 
nâroda sama od sebe neozvala a nevzplâla pro umëni 
skuteCnë z jeho duse ëerpané, by ani 2âdnou dusi 
nâroda nebyla, a za velkou nehodu ano nestësti 
poklâdâm, 2e nâs demokratickÿ nârod ëeskÿ, kterÿ ze 
vsech nârodù nejvice mâ zapotfebi umëni k nârodu 
obrâceného, mâ dnes vytvarné umëni ze vsech nârodù 
takfka nejexklusivnëjsi a nejaristokratiëtëjsi. Tôt' 
tajemstvim jeho obdivu venku a 2alné Ihostejnosti k

i*Ibid.
i^Tbid.
^̂ Îbid. Capek is answering statements made by Bém in the 

pamphlet.
i^^apek's comment on the relation between the 

representational arts and literature suggests that Pynsent may 
be right in assuming that the demonstration scene in Antonin 
Vondrejc is based on Harold's drawing. Pynsent, 'Capek-Chod and 
the Grotesque', p. 203. The collapse of Badeni's government in 
November 1897 over the issue of the language ordinances was 
followed by demonstrations and riots in Vienna and Prague.
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nëmu doma.̂ *̂
The editors of Cas enter the polemic anonymously, treating 

it as another opportunity to defame a rival newspaper and 
political party; under the heading 'Hlasy novin', Lidové noviny's 
commentary on Bém's article is cited. The writer for Lidové 
noviny describes the article as foolish, but praiseworthy in its 
intention to support Mânes. das asserts that Bém has shown 
that the Young Czech Party is not an 'enlightening element' in 
the nation and that Nârodni listy has consistently harassed 
Mânes, das describes Ôapek's recent letter as 'vtëlenÿm stvanim 
proti Mânesu opët'; Capek is said to be, 'ëlovëka neodpovëdného 
a V listë odpovëdném za kulturni zâlesâctvi'.^° That is, 'Matëj 
Capek' determines the relations between Mânes and Narodnl listy. 
By referring to Capek as 'Matëj', the author attempts to 
disparage him as a boor. The author claims that Capek wishes to 
take revenge on the organization which had tried to discredit him 
once and for all as an art critic.

Capek's response is directed at the founder and owner of 
Cas, Jan Herben. Capek assumes that das was referring to his 
conflict with Mânes over Bilek; Capek states that he 'forgave' 
the artists for their outburst. As proof of his support for 
Mânes, he mentions the articles which he wrote for the Munich art 
journal: 'opravdové to hymny na spolek "Mânes" a jeho vynikajici 
deny, tak nadsené, 2e pro në mêla mnichovskâ redakce pùtky s 
pra%skÿmi nëmeckÿmi kruhy'.^^ Capek is probably accurate when 
he assures Herben: 'pokud znâ Matëj Capek pomëry, ujist'uje Jana 
Herbena, 2e v ëeské vefejnosti nemû2e "Mânesa" 2âdné stvani

i^Capek, 'K broBurce Ed. Béma'. This quotation suggests the 
mixture of emotions underlying Capek's art reviews. While urging 
the public to show greater support for Czech artists, he is 
adamant in dismissing works which he believes do not address the 
public; that is, works which are, in his opinion, expressions of 
an artist's pretension or self-indulgence.

i^'Hlasy novin', Cas, 22 November 1904, p. 4.
i^ibid.

M. Capek, 'V utery utrousil "Cas"' (Zaslâno), Nârodni 
listy, 24 November 1904, p. 10. See: Capek's polemic with Cas 
over his contributions to Kunst fiir alle.
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poskoditi tak, jako Herbenova chvala'.^^

In his reply to Ôapek, Bém repeats certain claims and heaps 
more insults on his opponent. He states that his pamphlet is 
concerned with culture and the Young Czech P a r t y . H e  also 
insists that he is engaged in the polemic strictly on his own 
initiative. He criticizes Capek for his attack on Volné smëry. 
He offers evidence of Nârodni listy's slurs on Mânes, quoting 
from an article printed in October 1903 which appears to accuse 
Mânes of lacking a conscience in questions of nationality. Bém 
drags up against Capek the conventional accusation, in polemics, 
of inconsistency, although his arguments are weak.

Capek responds with a conventional disclaimer: 'Zâle2itost 
s p. E. Bémem tëmito fâdky konôim, nebot' nemâm Casu na 
nejnudnëjsi a nejzoufalejsi sport ëeské souëasnosti, zaslânovou 
"kopanou". He reiterates that he was only interested in Bém's 
article as an expression of the opinion of Nase doba. He repeats 
his criticism of Volné smëry for accepting money from Vienna 
(ministerstvo kultu). Capek claims that Bém has misrepresented 
the views expressed in the article on Mânes from which he quotes. 
The 'article' is actually a letter sent by a student, Jaroslav 
Novotny, who complains of the prohibitive cost of exhibitions, 
as well as of Mânes's indifference to manifestations of German 
chauvinism.^* Capek concludes his letter with a parody of Bém's

i^Ibid. Capek appears to anticipate the embezzlement 
charges, later dropped, against Herben in 1905.

i^Edvard Bém, 'K mé bro2ufe' (Zaslâno), das, 25 November 
1904, p. 6. The letter published on the same page gives an 
indication of how common this quibbling in the press was.

i^^mëni své nâzory a pfesvëdëeni, jako kaleidoskop'. Ibid.
M. Capek, 'ZâleBitost s p. E. Bémem' (Zaslâno), Narodnl 

listy, 26 November 1904, p. 5.
i^Novotny writes in response to an article about the poor 

attendance of students at Mânes exhibitions. He complains that 
exhibitions and theatre performances are too expensive for most 
students. The 'attack' on Manes's patriotism refers to Novotny's 
criticism of Mânes and the arts community generally for not 
responding to the 'vilification' of Czechs in German journals, 
including the journal of German artists, Jugend, 'Cesti studenti 
a umëlecké vystavy v Praze', Narodnl listy, 18 October 1903, p.
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style;

Takovÿ jsou tedy zbranë p. E. Béma i neni divu, 2e se 
o né pofezal sâm. Necht' uchÿll se na léôenl do 
soumrakù svych fialovÿch intimit s nadherou obmezeného 
jeho horizontu, kde panuje subtilnl hudba barev, 
mancovana oddanostl kvëtin, kde hlemÿ2dl pry nejradëji 
lezou prachem silnic a na obderstvenou polykajl 
pelyftky vÿroby pânë Bémovy .
Bém replies that by publishing Novotnÿ's letter, Narodnl 

listy identifies itself with the contents of the letter. He 
states that Capek is right to abandon the polemic: 'Lidé, ktefl 
byli usvëdôeni z nepravdy, fixlovanl, necharakternosti, v mënënl 
nâzorù a pfesvëdCenl - nemajl prâva mluviti k soudu vefejnosti, 
nebot' jsou mezi slusnÿmi lidmi odsouzeni.'^* In response, 
Capek, accompanied by his colleague, Ladislav Tûma, visits Bém 
at his flat and demands that he retract the accusations. When Bém 
refuses, Capek attempts to slap him; the slap is deflected by 
Bém. The exchange ends with the entry of Bém's pregnant sister, 
whose health is said to be threatened by Capek's coarse 
behaviour. Bém charges him with defamation of character and 
assault (uraBka na cti die 496. tr. z., spachanou zlÿm 
naklâdânlm) . Pfehled comments on the affair, bemoaning the 
fact that polemics between Czech writers are resolved in court: 
'Smutné je to zejména proto, Be se tlm ukazuje, jak bezmocné a 
mravnë nevyvinuté je u nâs vefejné minëni. Nebot' kdyby vefejné 
mlnënl mëlo dosti mravnl slly, samo by dâvno vymÿtilo pëstnl 
prâvo jako poslednî dùvod literârnî diskuse.'^° In its account 
of the court case, the Social Democrats' newspaper Prâvo lidu 
asserts that, although the case is dismissed, Capek has suffered

3.
i^Capek, 'ZaleBitost s p. E. Bémem'.
i^Edvard Bém, 'Pan K. M. Capek' (Zaslano) , das, 28 November 

1904, p. 4.
î "For Bém's account of the incident, see 'Pânë K. M. Capkova 

surovost', das, 30 November 1904, p. 5. In Capek's brief 
statement, he condemns Bohemia's commentary on the event. K. M. 
Capek and L. Tùma, 'Na mistë nemoBnÿch uB polemik', Narodnl 
listy, 1 December 1904, p. 5.

i^^Podivnym zpùsobem', Pîfehled, 3 (1904), 10, p. 179.
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a moral d e f e a t . T h e  incident earns him a reputation; Prâvo 
lidu refers to him as '"bfitkého” polemika', and the 'nârodni 
p o l e m i k ' . The newspaper account also suggests that some 
contemporaries regard Bém's humiliation as justified; the witness 
Tûma, when asked by the judge if Capek had intended to slap Bém, 
replies: 'Ja mysllm, 2e to snad mël bÿt takovÿ morâlni poliôek
. . . . '  173

The vituperative remarks exchanged by Bém and Ôapek and the 
conclusion to the polemic in court might suggest that the 
conflict between the two men derives from a difference of 
personalities. There is, however^ a real clash of opinions 
between Ôapek and Bém. Both seem to agree that art should be 
'national' in character and that artist and nation should be in 
a relation of mutual responsibility. For Bém, however, the artist 
fulfils his or her responsibility through innovative work; the 
artist elevates the nation, raising the level of culture by 
creative work inspired by inner vision. This view, which accords 
with the manifesto of the Ceska Moderna, transcends the 
nationality conflict. Capek insists that the artist and his 
activity cannot be disentangled from politics. The question of 
funding provides a concrete example: because Volné smëry receives 
a subsidy from the national 'enemy', Vienna, it has compromised 
itself morally and is thus incapable of encouraging the Czechs 
in their political battle. According to this view, the Mânes 
artists have betrayed their nation. Their work does not emanate 
from the 'national soul'; that is, it is not tied to an 'organic' 
nation. This is manifest in the indifferent popular response to

i^'Soudni sift. Pânë ëapkova vyprava polemickâ', Prâvo lidu, 
25 January 1905, pp. 6-7. The case is dismissed because, 
according to the article of the law under which Capek is charged, 
the assault must be committed in a public place, or before a 
number of people. This incident had, however, occurred in a 
private residence, before a single witness, Tùma. The testimonies 
of the two court witnesses, Tùma and Bém's sister, differ.

i^Ibid.
'^^bid.
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7. F. V, Krejàl: Informace pro cizinu
In the autumn of 1905, Frantisek Vaclav Krejfii's (1867-1941) 
article about Czech literature, published in the Vienna 
Osterreichische Rundschau, initiated a polemic among several 
writers and journals.The debate drew together a number of 
questions: it continues the discussion on the 'meaning of Czech 
history'; that is, whether a nation is endowed with a specific 
purpose or mission.^* Those who contribute to the polemic 
consider the 'national character' of the Czechs: their political 
inclination; their nostalgic, historicist tendencies; and, in 
particular, their relation to the German nation. Krejôi justly 
maintains that the debate has flared up because his article had 
been published in a German journal. Thus, the debate involves the 
relation between art and politics; that is, the question of how 
the portrayal of the nation in literary criticism affects the 
political position of the Czechs in Austria; the stances which 
the journals and newspapers adopt underline this aspect of the 
debate. No writer questions the assumption that a survey of 
literature is premised on a conception of the character of the 
nation. These arguments constitute a debate over the role and 
activity of the critic. While attempting to follow the debate 
chronologically, I shall also consider the identification of a 
journal or newspaper with a particular stance.

i^This polemic helps to explain why Ôapek was so outraged by 
Vodak's claim that Vilém Rozkoà did not portray contemporary life 
in Prague.

^̂ M̂ost of the articles are published anonymously. Ôapek 
confirms his involvement in the debate in an open letter. K. M. 
Capek, 'V Clanku svém' (Zaslano), Narodnl listy, 11 February 
1906, p. 5.

i^On the question of the purpose of the nation's existence, 
see: Hubert Gordon Schauer, 'Nase dvë otazky' [1886], deskÿ
liberalismus: texty a osobnosti, Milan Znoj, Jan Havranek and 
Martin Sekera (eds), Prague, 1995, pp. 202-06. See also: Masaryk, 
deska otâzka; and Karel Brusak, 'The Meaning of Czech History: 
Peka? versus Masaryk', Intellectuals and the Future in the 
Habsburg Monarchy 1890-1914, Laszlo Péter and R. B. Pynsent 
(eds), Houndmills and London, 1988, pp. 92-106.
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KrejCî, a reviewer for Prâvo lidu, the organ of the Social 

Democrats, publishes his 'defence' in that newspaper, and in the 
Realist Pifehled. Other writers identify his views with the 
politics of the Social Democrats and the Realists. Ironically, 
Emanuel Chalupny (1879-1958), a writer for and editor-in-chief 
of Pîfehled, initiates the polemic when he criticizes recent 
attempts to provide non-Czechs with information about Czech 
literature. He states that such articles, which intend to present 
the best and most characteristic works of Czech literature, 
should follow certain guidelines: they should be selective,
ignoring inferior works but not omitting anything 'significant'; 
they should indicate the merits of the works: 'cizinu interesuje 
pouze to, CO ji podame cenneho - co neni cennÿm, s tim pfed 
cizinu vùbec nechod'me'.^? Chalupny thus assumes that literature 
reveals the character of the nation; the critic who addresses 
foreigners has an obligation to promote the nation and thus 
should treat only that literature which represents the nation in 
a complimentary light. KrejCi, according to Chalupnÿ, fails to 
satisfy the second demand.^* That Pfehled subsequently supports 
KrejCi by printing his articles, indicates that the polemic has 
assumed a polarized political character.

The first vehement reaction against Krejôi's article is 
published anonymously in Samostatnost, the organ of the Radical 
Progressive Party (Strana radikâlnë [stâtoprâvnë] pokrokovâ) . The 
use of exclamation marks in parentheses might lead one to suppose 
that Capek is the author; however, he is not alone in making 
dramatic use of punctuation marks. To my knowledge, he did not 
publish in Samostatnost, at least, not under his own name. The 
author's quarrels with KrejCi's article are, however, identical 
to those which Capek raises in his public letter. They focus on 
Krejëi's allegedly unflattering portrait of the Czechs, thus his 
failure to serve the national cause. The author objects to 
Krejëi's use of the word tschechisch instead of bohmisch; this

i^Ch. [Emanuel Chalupny], 'Informace pro cizinu', Pfehled, 
4 (1905-06), 49, p. 852.

i^Ibid., p. 853.
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indicates a link between the Krejdi polemic and the 1906 
bohmisch-tschechisch debate. Tschechisch is interpreted as a 
derogatory designation.^* The author cites as proof that KrejCi 
does not understand politics his statement that in the Bohemian 
Lands politicians have little connection with cultural 
development. He rejects Krejdi's contrast of the Czechs with the 
Viennese, which he summarizes thus: the Czechs are more closely 
bound with and similar to the Germans, through centuries of 
interacting, than any other nation, and the Czech nation has been 
steeped in German culture; relations between Vienna and Prague 
have raised mountains of 'misunderstandings'; Vienna is an old 
city with a fine culture which is tied to the idea of the state 
and the Monarchy; Prague is a provincial city; contemporary life 
in Prague seems desolate in contrast with its 'romantic' 
architectural backdrop reminding one of the past. The historical 
role of the Czechs, according to KrejCi, has been accomplished 
and the newly awakened nation must seek a new purpose for its 
existence. The nation wavers between the dreams of historicism 
and ideas of the future, which might find a solid base for 
cultivation among democratic, radically minded Czechs. Until 
recently, KrejCi asserts, patriotic Czechs had conceived of 
active political involvement as a struggle against the State. 
Social democracy, fortunately, has made progress in changing the 
attitude of the public. The author objects to Krejdi's 
characterization of the artists of the 1890s as anti-nationalist. 
He expresses irritation with Krejfii's reference to the Czechs as 
a malÿ nârod (small nation); KrejCi's national self-deprecation 
manifests subservience to German Austria. As long as literary 
spokesmen adopt this approach, foreigners will regard the Czechs 
as a malÿ nârod. Most of the objections which will be raised 
against KrejCi in the course of the polemic are presented in this 
first article in Samostatnost.

They are reiterated in a short article in Zvon, in which one 
sees again the use of exclamation marks in parentheses and the 
use of hyperbole. The author interprets Krejdl's article as

^̂ *'Pan F. V. Krejdi', Samostatnost, 2 September 1905, p.
353.
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stating that Czech spiritual life and Czech literature are 
worthless: 'Ôeskÿ nârod neni ne2 houba napita nëmeckou kulturou, 
a pan Krejôi vymâëkl tuto houbu do zkusebne sklenice.'^° The 
German reader will come to the conclusion that if Czechs are 
identical to Germans, the article on tschechische Literatur is 
redundant. The writer for Zvon also objects to the use of the 
term tschechisch instead of bohmisch. He employs a conventional 
metaphor to describe KrejCi's attitude: his pen is 'namodeneho 
do nëmeckého kalamafe'.^^ He regrets that a Czech critic writing 
about Czech culture and publishing in a Viennese journal is 
obliged to assume a tone of apologetic indulgence.

Prâvo lidu responds, first, with an article asserting that 
the writer for Samostatnost is mad or uneducated or both; the 
title of the article, 'Radikâlnë pokrokové blâznovstvi ëi 
nevzdëlanost?', indicates a perception of the debate as party 
politicing.^2 The newspaper responds, secondly, by printing an 
article by Krejëi which also constitutes a reply to an article 
in Narodnl listy. Krejëi introduces his article with the 
disclaimer: the tone of the fanatical attack in Samostatnost rids 
him of the obligation to re spond.He reproduces a section of 
his original article, translated into Czech, in order to 
demonstrate to the reader, 'jak mâlo staëi, aby se ëlovëk stal 
V  oëich vlastenecké policie vlastizrâdcem'.^* The offending 
assertions are included in this article. Krejëi denies writing 
with affected humility for the sake of the Viennese public. His 
conclusion to the article, however, tends to belie his claim:

^°'0 tom, kterak ëeskÿ dusevni 2ivot', Zvon, 5 (1905), 52, 
p. 799. ëapek must have written the articles for Zvon and/or 
Nârodni listy. He was writing regularly for Zvon at this time.

is'lbid.
i^^Radikâlnë pokrokové blâznovstvi ëi nevzdëlanost?', Prâvo 

lidu, 6 September 1905, p. [5].
V. Krejëi, '"Die tschechische Literatur"', Prâvo lidu, 

8 September 1905, pp. [1-2].
'^ibid., p. [1].
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'Kultura jest u nâs spise jestë praci ne2 poBitkem.'^^ 
Samostatnost replies by reprinting large sections of the Zvon 
article. The concluding comment indicates the further 
identification of Krejôi's views with those of the Realists; 
'Jedinë prof. Masaryk mù2e bÿti potësen, kdy% vidi, jak p. Krejëi 
za nëho a v jeho duchu fesi jeho trudnÿ "problem mrftavého 
naroda" '.

In its reply to Krejëi, Nârodni listy attacks the critic, 
referred to as comrade (that is, an ironic reference to terms of 
address in the Social Democratic Party), for not reprinting his 
characterization of the Czechs as a small nation which must be 
sensitive to its powerful neighbours to avoid annihilation. The 
Narodnl listy writer implies that according to Krejëi this
'sensitivity' corresponds to the nation's new p u r p o s e . I t  is 
not true, the author asserts, that the nation does not have a 
purpose. Nevertheless, he adds that even if the nation were 
searching for such a purpose, men like Krejëi, 'nostalgove,
churavi perversi po Vidni', could not offer h e l p . T h e  author 
expresses the political goal of the Young Czechs, and, indeed, 
of most Czech parties, when he interprets the polemic in terms
of the Czech battle for greater political autonomy within
Austria: 'smyslem existence nâroda ëeského ode v2dy byl, jest a 
bude boj proti videhske nekultufe [...] Co studii F. V. Krejëiho 
ëeskému ëtenâfi ëini odpornou, to jest nit', na ni2 duchaplné 
jeji perly jsou navleëeny, ëeskâ poklona videftské kultufe, 
stoudné pokârâni ëeského boje proti "staatsideji"'.^*

The by now traditionalist journal Lumir likewise criticizes 
Krejëi for his 'worship' of Vienna, described as, 'podlizave

'^ibid., p. [2].
186'panu F. V. Krejëimu za jeho literârni tlachânî', 

Samostatnost, 9 September 1905, p. 3 63.
187'fiDie tschechische Literatur"', Narodnl listy, 10 

September 1905, p. 3.
i**Ibid.
i^Ibid.
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zkrousenosti Cechâôka pfed velkopanstvîm Vldnë'.^° Lumir regards 
this attitude as characteristic of certain cultural circles which 
it identifies with 'modern' trends in art. The journal states of 
KrejCi's article: 'Plochost a ledabylost stylu a strannicka
pfedpojatost kritiky tohoto druhu mù2e snad jestë imponovati 
lidem, které pfesvëdëi etiketa modernosti, 2e nalévanâ jim 
syrovâtka je delikâtnim likérem.'^i Zvon reacts to the 
publication of the second part of KrejSi's article, rejecting his 
claim that the study is brief on account of a lack of adequate 
material. Zvon implies criticism of KrejSi's selection of leading 
authors; Krejëi names Karasek, Sezima, Matëjka, Sramek, Noskova 
and Novàkovà.^2 The writer for Zvon criticizes Krejëi for not 
supporting his statement about the influence of German on Czech 
culture with examples; that is, he does not perform the basic 
tasks of the critic. This assertion, which is repeated in Ôapek's 
open letter, suggests his authorship of the Zvon article. In his 
playful conclusion, the author emphasizes the political 
circumstances of the Czechs, rather than the failings in the 
'national' character or the immaturity of Czech society, both 
frequent laments in fin-de-siècle polemics: 'Studie celâ jest
dùkazem nëzmënëného dosud kulturniho pomëru naseho k Vidni; dosud 
ani prosty krejëifskÿ tovarys neudëlâ ve Vidni stësti, nehanobi- 
li své krajany.'^s

The heading under which Krejëi's reply is published in 
Pfehled, 'Z pathologie nasi spoleënosti', introduces the main 
theme of the article: that Czech nationalism, in its hatred of 
the Germans, denies Czech history, and thus retards its 
development. The article begins and ends with conventional 
disclaimers; most writers claim to engage in polemics only 
reluctantly. Krejëi states that he will no longer explain his

ëeské literature', Lumir, 33 (1905), p. 581.
‘̂ ^Ibid.
192/iiQĵ g tschechische Literatur"', Zvon, 6 (1905), 2, p. 32.
193'«Die tschechische Literatur"', Zvon, 6. The adjective 

'krejëifskÿ' (sartorial) in this instance constitutes a sarcastic 
pun on Krejëi's (tailor) name.
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opinions to journalists and writers who decline to understand 
him, nor will he polemicize with individual journals: 'èkoda Casu 
a prace'.^* Nevertheless, what follows constitutes a defence of 
his original article. He concludes with the statement, 'tot' me 
posledni slovo v této vëci', a promise rarely kept in 
polemics.KrejCi justifies his reply by observing that the 
polemic has riled the 'general public'; he may feel that he is 
damaging the reputation of the Social Democrats: 'je slyset u% 
ozvënu této stvanice v massach, a na taborech lidu hromuje se 
proti beznarodnim literâtùm a professorûm, ktefi za tuCnÿ honorât 
pisou do videftskych listù vlastizrâdné Clânky'.^*

Krejëi asserts that the polemic testifies to the principal 
failing of 'official' Czech patriotism: 'nedutklivy strach pted 
pravdou'.^^ This constitutes a recurrent theme in polemics of 
the period: one accuses one's opponent of a chauvinism or
conservatism that cannot tolerate freedom of speech.^* KrejCi 
insists that most Czechs consider the statements in his original 
article to be obvious and accurate; none the less, they do not 
wish to publicize these truths to the Germans. The same approach, 
he asserts, was advocated during the battle of the Forged 
Manuscripts: 'snad je to pravda, ale naC to fikat pfed 
svëtem?'.

KrejCi states that the cultural similarity between Czechs 
and Germans indicates their equality.As a demonstration of 
their cultural and historical kinship, he refers to: the relation

V. KrejCi, 'Vlastenectvi, které nesnese pravdy', 
Pîfehled, 3 (1905), 52, p. 881.

i^Ibid., p. 884.
i^Tbid., p. 881.
^^Ibid.
i^KrejCl states that he wishes to demonstrate, 'jakÿm 

nebezpeCim a jakou pfekaSkou pro volné mysleni o vëcech narodnich 
a kulturnich je toto vlastenectvi, které se stiti pravdy jako 
sova denniho svëtla'. Ibid.

'*Ibid., p. 884.
ZMlbid., p. 882.
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of the Czech state to the Holy Roman Empire; the Reformation; the 
National Revival; and the history of music. He rejects the view 
that the Germans have been enemies throughout the ages. In 
support of his position he states: 'Kdyby hodnota Cesstvi u
nëkoho byla mëfena jen die toho, jak silnë nenavidi Nëmectvi, a 
jak je vzdalen nëmecké kultufe, pak by byli nejhorsimi ëechy nasi 
buditele, od Dobrovského a2 k Nerudovi, nebot' v nëmeckém 
dusevnim svëtë citili se jako doma a z dojmù nëmecké kultury 
2ivili své snahy. That the two nations have a common history 
and similar 'spirit', is attested to by the fact that, despite 
their mutual antagonism, a war of extermination never arose 
between them. At the Battle of the White Mountain (1620), the 
Czechs were defeated, not by Germandom, but by the Spanish- 
Catholic spirit of Habsburg V i e n n a . Krejëi denies a preference 
for the culture of Vienna, insisting that he is a Czech patriot.

Krejëi also returns to the theme of the purpose of the 
nation's existence, which he regards as an urgent question, 
confounded by the gulf Czechs experience between the nation's 
past and present. Krejëi accepts the notion that the nation must 
have a higher purpose, which he sees in the development of 
culture: 'oznaëuji-li smysl starého ëeského Bivota slova ëeskÿ
stat a reformace, vyjadfuje slovo kultura touhy a nadëje, s nimiB 
krâëime vstfic rozfeseni dnesniho ëeského problému. According 
to Krejëi, the search for the meaning of the nation's existence 
motivates Masaryk's Ceska otâzka (1895) , Karasek's Gothicka duse, 
(1900) Dyk's Konec Hackenschmidiiv (1904) , and Machar's 
invectives. Both Masaryk and Machar publish in Realist Party 
periodicals. Karasek is an editor of the self-proclaimed avante- 
garde Modern! revue. The polemic predates Dyk's editorial work 
for Lumlr and Samostatnost, Krejëi thus seems to speak for 
'progressive' or unconventional political and artistic circles 
whose views coincide. Krejëi echoes Masaryk's ideology when he 
states that the nature of the national character is for the

20'lbid.
z^ibid.
ZM^bid., p. 884.
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younger generation a, 'tëSkÿm 2ivotnÿm problémem, jej2 rozfesiti 
Ize jen pravdou, praci a Cistou snahou'.^*

In his defence of the term tschechisch, Krejôi aligns 
himself not only with the Social Democrats, but also with the 
Realists. He states that the word is commonly used by Germans and 
no longer has a derogatory connotation; also, Moravians are 
Tschechen but not Bohmen; the French refer to the Tchèques; the 
Czechs use the same term to designate themselves. Although he 
does not make this clear, KrejCi's argument addresses the 
question of state rights: the nation is no longer identified with 
a particular land; 'territorial' patriotism is outdated. This 
view is advocated by the Social Democrats and the Realists, and 
censured by most other Czech parties. Thus, the title of the 
original article asserts a political position.

A copy of KrejCi's article, with notes in the margins, is 
preserved among Capek's papers. Most of Capek's comments consist 
in exclamations of dismay. He expresses disbelief that Krejëi 
could have written the article.^®^ Where Krejëi claims to have 
provided proofs of the cultural and historical ties linking the 
Czechs and the Germans, Ôapek writes, 'Neni to pravda!'.^* He 
rejects the notion that the Czechs and Germans have a similar 
spirit; and he disagrees with Krejëi's interpretation of the 
Battle of the White Mountain.

Krejëi may refer to ëapek when he states: 'nyni jsem s
û2asem shledal, 2e i v redakci pfedniho naseho denniku mohou bÿt 
lidé, ktefi tfebas napsali fadu knih a dvakrate dennë potiraji 
plamennym meëem vnitfni i vnëjsi skùdce naroda, nedospëli ve svém 
nârodnim citu k tomu, co jsem vyslovil onëmi slovy, a co die mého 
pfesvëdëeni tvofi zakladni notu moderniho ëesstvi.'^* The

z^ibid.
^°^Papers: Capek-Chod; Capek-Chod's notes on F. V. Krejëi's 

article, see p. 881; PNP.
2*Ibid., p. 882.
ZM^bid.
2o*Krejëi, 'Vlastenectvi, které nesnese pravdy', p. 884.
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Nârodni listy writer assumes that Krejôi's comment is directed
at him; 'Osobni ûtok na pisatele tëchto fâdkû budi2 mu pfi tom
prominut a za zlo dobrem splaceno, p o u C e n i m . H e  addresses,
first, the political implications of the use of tschechisch in
the title of Krejëi's original article and the question of the
nation's 'meaning':

Kdyby rozumnël pan Krejëi duchu jazyka, mluvicimu jako 
kategoricky zakon sebeurëeni nârodniho prâvë z 
nezmënitelného nâzoru nârodniho o totoBnosti zemë a 
nâroda, nikdy by nemohl napsati, 2e znovu probuzenÿ 
ëeskÿ nârod musi si hledati teprve novy smysl pro svou 
existenci. Le2it' ona prâvë v koherenci, v 
neodluënosti pojmu 'ëechy' a 'ëesi' jako nejstruënëji 
vyslovenÿ politicko-kulturni program ëéskÿ.^°

By using the term tschechisch, Austrian Germans demonstrate an
intention to interrupt, by dividing up the hereditary lands, the
development of the Czechs; this development should culminate with
the alignment of national and territorial borders. The writer
jokes that, although Krejëi may sweat through all his pores, the
same pores that had absorbed German culture, he will not disprove
the assertion that his article presents Czech literature as a,
'vÿpotkem nëmecké a zvlâstë stare jemné kultury videftské [...]
2e literature ëeskâ existuje jenom v kausâlnim vztahu k
n ë m e c k é ' . The writer dismisses the claim that the Czechs are
kin to the Germans. The meaning of the nation's existence
consists in its ability to survive and resist German influence.

Arne Novâk contributes to the polemic when he publishes
'Hranice kulturnich vztahu naseho 2ivota k nëmectvi ' in Pîfehled.
In his introduction, Novâk describes Krejëi as an 'objective
analyst' combatting 'peevish c h a u v i n i s m ' Novâk states that
the undeniable influence of German on Czech culture has been the
subject of scholarly study for ten years, but the main point of

209/iiDie tschechische Literatur" ', Narodnl listy, 26 
September 1905, p. 2.

2̂ °Ibid.
2“lbid.
^̂ Ârne Novâk, 'Hranice kulturnich vztahu naseho 2ivota k 

nëmectvi', P^ehled, 4 (1905), 3, p. 51.
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Novâk's article is that the Czech nation is not similar to the 
German. He argues, first, that German influences on the Czechs 
have alternated with French and English, citing Wycliffe's impact 
on Hus, Byron's influence on Mâcha, and Vrchlickÿ's models among 
French poets. He states that, 'pfiklady uvedene ukâzaly, 2e 
nëmeckÿ dusevni vliv neni pro nâs veliôinou stâlou a pevnou a 2e 
v2dy po silném jeho proniknuti dostavuje se mocnâ reakce'.^^^ 
Secondly, he states that Czechs have never accepted those artists 
considered to be typically German. The abstruse 'German' features 
of Luther's temperament, for example, repelled the Czechs. He 
concludes: 'o zvlâstni nëjaké vnimavosti ëeského ducha pro prvky 
specielnë nëmecké nelze nikterak mluviti; naopak zdâ se, 2e 
kulturni instinkt ëeskÿ pfimo odmitâ 2ivly vÿluënë a typicky 
nëmecké, je%to by je tvùrëi sila nârodni stë2i dovedla zpracovati 
a vstfebati'.^* The Czechs have not preferred German culture to 
that of the rest of Western Europe; and if in certain periods the 
Germans did have a greater impact, this was the result of social 
and political conditions, not an inner affinity between the Czech 
and German nations.These conditions, as well as geographical 
proximity, meant that the Germans often mediated foreign trends 
and ideas to the Czechs. Novâk comments, however, that this 
mediation is not a sign of dependence: 'kulturnë rovnocenné
nârody v2dy si zprostfedkovaly a budou zprostfedkovati vzâjemnou 
vÿmënou a postupnÿm odevzdâvânim svoje duchovni statky'.^* Novâk 
harks back to Romantic Slavism when he suggests that because of 
their geographical position, the Czechs have served the West as 
a bastion against Oriental barbarism and fanaticism.

Krejëi's article 'Politikové a literâti' probably 
constitutes a response to an article in Samostatnost, addressed 
to Novâk, which concludes with the statement: 'Bude zle z ëeskou

z^Ibid., p. 52. 
2"lbid., p. 53. 
zî ibid.
2i*Ibid.
2"^bid.
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vëci, a2 o politickém programu ëeského nâroda budou rozhodovat - 
Novâkové a K r e j ë i . K r e j ë i  expands on the themes of his 

original article when he addresses the role that the critic may 
play in Czech political life. He introduces his article with the 
assertion that Czech politicians look with contempt on the 
political ideas of the littérateurs. The programmes of Czech 
political parties have been devised by people who have nothing 
to do with literature; not one Czech writer represents the nation 
in the Reichsrat This contempt is characteristic of patriotic 
parties whose representatives continue to claim that political 
activity is an art. When he condemns these same politicians for 
negotiating with the government and chasing ministerial seats, 
Krejëi is no doubt referring to the Young C z e c h s . B y  contrast, 
those who practise 'modern' politics, that is, those who rely on 
the strength of mass movements (the Social Democrats), regard 
each person who knows how to protect his interests as capable of 
understanding politics. Those who view the intellectual as a 
sceptic, a man of words and chimeras, have difficulty 
comprehending that a writer can have greater insight into the 
meaning of life and human truth than a politician can.^^ The 
latter bases his actions on a limited view of human truths. The 
morality of the artist is different; he sees the complexity and 
relativity of human affairs and the limits of each truth. His 
morality demands that he cultivate his individuality and speak

^^*'Panu Arne Novakovi', Samostatnost, 1 October 1905, p. 
403. This article concerns the political role of the journalist 
and addresses Novak's writings in Pîfehled,

V. Krejëi, 'Politikové a literati', Pfehled, 4 (1905), 
4, p. 69. Jaroslav Vrchlickÿ became a member of the Upper House 
in 1901.

^̂ ®Ibid. The following Young Czech deputies served as 
ministers: Josef Kaizl was Minister of Finance for 1898-1899; 
Antonin Rezek, Minister without Portfolio for Czech Affairs, 
1900-1903; Josef Foft, Minster of Trade, 1906-1907; Frantisek 
Fiedler, Minister of Public Works, 1907-1908; Bedfich Pacâk, 
Minister without Portfolio for Czech Affairs, 1906-1907. Carver, 
The Young Czech Party 1874-1901, p. 492.

z^Krejëi, 'Politikové a literati', p. 70. Krejëi criticizes 
here the state rights programme.
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with his own voice. He should have a political outlook and act 
on it in the interests of society. However, he can never become 
a follower of political leaders, nor allow his opinions to merge 
with those of the m a s s e s . Littérateurs have much to contribute 
to political life because they understand the inner workings of 
society's fluctuations, the character and strengths of the 
nation. Among the littérateurs, the literary historian perhaps 
has the most to contribute, as one who must daily scrutinize the 
voices of the national psyche and understand the 'mysterious 
relation' between the past and the present. The literary critic 
can enrich the intellectual basis of Czech political life. He can 
offer politicians a deeper insight into their opponents, that is, 
the Germans:

Jak mù2e na pflklad fesiti otazku naseho pomëru k 
Nëmcùm ten, kdo nezna duse a razu jejich kultury? Mezi 
nejzufivëjsimi stâtoprâvniky nalezneme lidi, ktefi ve 
svém Bivotë jistë 2e nepfeëetli ni jediné Goethovy 
pisnë - nedivme se pak fantasmagorickÿm, vsecky 
reality politické, citové a kulturni ignorujicim 
pfedpokladùm, na nichB buduji svùj program ëeského 
stâtu. 223

Cultural and literary historians can teach politicians to 
consider their work in a truly 'political' manner, that is, as 
creative work, constructing new forms from the complex structure 
of social forces and circumstances.

A poem published in Zvon, probably written by Capek, returns 
to the debate over Krejëi's original article.^* The poem, 
'Nëkterym dopisovatelùm o ëeské literature do nëmeckÿch listù', 
presents the polemic in a comic light:

Velky Manitu pernatÿ svët
V  rajském kdys ëastoval parku i sâlu.
Vsichni tam zapëli, jâsali hned, 
dudek jen pod vëtve natrousil kalu.
V listy psât nëmecké - 6, jakâ ëest, 
necht' z toho vzejde i nejedna pûtka.
Nasim vsak 'estetùm' nad râj to jest.

222ibid.
223ibid.
2^Compare poems ëapek addresses to Viktor Dyk.
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jen2e tak mnohy v nëm dëlâ jen - dudka.^^
Saida's article in Volné smëry, addressing a new development 

in the polemic, lacks humour. He is responding to a debate over 
KrejCi's article which took place in Jungmann, a progressive 
student organization; Chalupnÿ was instrumental in determining 
the outcome of the debate. The students decided that the article 
was a manifestation of an unhealthy tendency in the Czech 
literary world: 'hyperkriticismus - kriticismus upfllisenÿ a
proto skodlivy'.^* Saida argues that the concept of 
hypercriticism, like the notion of being too healthy, is absurd. 
He attacks the students and their supporters in Narodnl listy as 
shallow and intellectually timid. Saida returns to a theme of the 
Rodin polemic: the role of the critic. With his comment that in 
the Bohemian Lands today, more is written, and with greater 
truth, enthusiasm and knowledge, about waste disposal than about 
art, Saida repeats an attack that he made on ëapek in the Rodin 
p o l e m i c . Czechs, according to Saida, regard criticism as a 
destructive element which must be restrained. In fact, criticism 
stimulates new forms of literature, as is evident from the 
history of Romanticism and Realism.^* The greatest writers of 
the nineteenth century, such as Poe, Baudelaire, Flaubert and 
Dostoevsky, were also critics and their critical spirit 
influenced their fiction. Saida believes that in rejecting 
'hypercriticism', the students dismiss perspectives which are 
extreme. Saida regards extremes, emotional and intellectual, as 
positive values; the students, he writes, 'Nemaji tuseni o 
celosti 2ivota, o duchu, kterÿ via a posvëcuje, o 2aru, kterÿ 
nese a rytmuje, o vzdanl se proudu velikého utrpeni, velike 
lâsky, velikého hnëvu, kterÿ vykupuje. As in the Rodin

225'Nëkterÿm dopisovatelûm o ëeské literature do nëmeckÿch 
listù', Zvon, 6 (1905), 7, p. 112.

226Quidam [F. X. Salda], 'Nova fraze byla nedâvno raBena', 
Volné smëry, 10 (1906), 1, p. 38.

^^^Ibid., p. 39. See: Salda, 'Desaterÿ odbornik K. M. Ôapek'. 
2^[Salda], 'Nova fraze byla nedâvno ra%ena', p. 38.
229ibid., p. 39.
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polemic, he suggests that a critic resembles a mystic. It is
absurd, he writes, that hypercriticism is attacked at a time when
true critics are so rare in the Bohemian Lands. What is needed
is an attack on inferior criticism. In explaining why sound
criticism is always hypercritical, Salda defines the activity of
the critic, which completes the work of art:

vyhraftuje literarni myslenku v nejtvrdsi a nejfiistsi 
tvar, odvrhuje vsecko nâhodné, vnëjsi a kompromissni 
a propaluje se k vlastnimu bytostnému jadru a stfedu, 
jest zâroveft charakternâ i subtilna - va21 dilo na 
vahach éthernÿch a slysi disharmonie, kterÿchEfeslÿchâ obydejné ucho. A tato dobrâ kritika ( v 
echâch vzâcnëjsi nad zlato) jest vBdycky kladnâ: 

ukazuje nejen, kde a v ëem dilo kritisované zradilo 
zâkon jednoty a svobody, aie naznaCuje i, tfebas jen 
ve skizze, jak jej mëlo naplnit, v kterém smëru le%elo 
umëlecké vykoupeni.^®

Nârodnl listy defends Jungmann, and its spokesman Chalupnÿ
(author of the first article in Pfehled criticizing KrejSi), for
judging Krejëi's article as a, 'nest'astnÿm pokusem informovâni
ciziny, z nedostatku mu2nosti a sebevëdomi klesajici a2 k
flagelantstvi, p?ed cizinou odpor vzbuzujicimu'The newspaper
reports that Chalupnÿ identifies Krejëi's 'hypercriticism' with
a fawning appreciation of foreign cultures and with the influence
of Masaryk's writings. The Narodni listy writer states that the
'tedious affair' is an indication not only of the danger of
hypercriticism, but also of a mental sickness in Realist
aesthetic circles. Such people are incapable of finding a 'new
meaning' for the existence of the nation.

ëapek responds with an open letter to Krejdi's accusations
that he delighted in Jungmann's condemnation of
h y p e r c r i t i c i s m . capek states that he does not regard Krejëi's

^^°Ibid., p. 40.
2^'Jestë jednou "Die tschechische Literatur"', Narodnl 

listy, 8 February 1906, p. 2.
z^ibid.
^^The article by KrejCi to which Capek refers appeared in 

Pravo lidu, 9 February 1906. This issue, however, was 
confiscated; I have not been able to find a copy of it.
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work as hypercriticism, but as the epitome of uncritical
thinking.^ Krejôi, he states, fails to carry out the most 
essential and characteristic work of the critic, which is to 
prove the validity of his assertions; this failure is all the 
more culpable because Krejdi's assertions offend the Czech nation 
and debase it in the eyes of foreigners. Capek thus approves of 
a sober criticism. His attack on Krejôi is fuelled by an anti- 
German nationalism. All the assertions that Capek condemns in 
KrejSi's article concern the relations between Czechs and 
Germans; thus, he objects to the claims: that the Czech and
German nations are similar in spirit; that the Czechs must be
more attentive to the cultural great powers; that the Czech
nation must find a new meaning for its existence; that the 
Realist, anti-nationalist generation is the one force that can 
ensure future Czech development; and that the little Czech nation 
has absorbed German culture through all its pores. From this list 
of objections one may conclude either that Ôapek is responsible 
for many of the articles in this polemic, or that he expresses 
a nationalism common to most of his contemporaries. If, however, 
Ôapek is the author of the satirical poem published in Zvon, or 
the occasionally humorous articles in Narodnl listy, one must 
assume that he can also ironize the issues involved in the 
polemic. This assumption is further supported by the fact that 
he does not acknowledge authorship of any of the articles until 
he is named by KrejSi; that is, by publishing anonymously, he 
reserves the right to treat the polemic with some flippancy. This 
ironic treatment of nationalism finds an echo in his fictional 
work.

8. The Krejài Epilogue
The polemic peters out in squabbles between Krejfii and Narodni 
listy about the celebration of Svatopluk Cech's (1846-1908) 
sixtieth birthday. The newspaper suggests that the anti-

^^Ôapek, 'V ôlânku svém'.
235por example, the street demonstration scenes in 'Dar 

svateho Floriana' or in Antonin Vondrejc.
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nationalist Krejôi does not appreciate the poet, an accusation 
which he denies. Narodnl listy implies that the telegrams which 
the general public has sent to the newspaper to honour Svatopluk 
Ôech represent the nationalist enthusiasm of ordinary people.

The 1906 'bohmisch-tschechisch' polemic also returns to the 
themes of the Krejdi polemic, explicating the political 
implications of the t e r m s . O n e  might expect that Capek is 
engaged in the 'bohmisch-tschechisch' polemic, not only because 
it continues the KrejCi polemic, but also because it concerns the 
possibility of the division of the Bohemian Lands. In his 1926 
speech to the Syndicate of Journalists, Capek asserts that he had 
been fighting for twenty-five years against the administrative 
division of the Bohemian Lands into Czech and German 
districts.^* A letter from Vaclav Flajshans (1866-1950), 
preserved among Capek's papers, confirms his involvement in the 
polemic. Flajshans provides a quotation from Athenaeum which 
Capek had requested.^* Reference is made to the quotation in an 
article treating the 'bohmisch-tschechisch' dispute in Narodnl 
listy on 18 November 1906.̂ ^̂ °

The title of a new journal, concerned with Czech cultural 
life and written in German, dechische Revue, initiates the 
polemic between Narodnl listy and Samostatnost on the one hand.

^̂ Ŝee: F. V. Krejài, '"Narodni listy"', Pravo lidu, 23
February 1906, supplement to no. 53, p. [9]; 'Nase poukazani k 
obrovske popularité Svatopluka Cecha', Narodnl listy, 24 February 
1906, p. 2.

^̂ T̂he narrator of 'Antonina Vondrejce statni stipendium' 
comments on the Berlin journal's review of Freund's translation 
of Poskvrnënà poàetli 'bylat' vyslovena vùbec dru Freundovi s 
politovanim nad svizelnou praci, s jakou asi spojeno takove 
zevropstëni àeského (tschechischen) basnika'. K. M. Capek, 
'Antonina Vondrejce statni stipendium', Nové patero, Prague, 
1910, p. 193.

2^Capek-Chod, 'Veteran, nikoli vsak invalida', p. 467.
^^^Papers: Capek-Chod; letter from Vaclav Flajshans to Capek- 

Chod, 23 October 1906; PNP.
240'prof. vondrak jim neni autoritou', Narodnl listy, 18

November 1906, p. 3.
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and das on the other.That German newspapers in the Bohemian 
Lands also side with das, is seen as evidence of the unpatriotic 
stance of the R e a l i s t s . The term tschechisch, Narodnl listy 
states, has become a symbol for the division of the Bohemian 
L a n d s . Narodnl listy agrees with the view that the term 
tschechisch is a brand, 'vpaleny nêmecko-Bidovskÿm tiskem ve 
vseobecnem u2ivani vsemu ôeskému'.^* A statement in Narodnl 
listy outlines the core of its position: 'Jméno naroda, odvozene 
od zemë jim obÿvané, znamena narod té zemë pfedni, pana té zemë. 
[...] Vsecko to zâsti, je2 vfe proti nam v srdcich tak mnohÿch 
Nëmcù, vyjadfuje se nejstruënëji timto jménem, jim% jsme 
poznamenâni jako nëjaci vetfelci do zemë n ë m e c k é . Nârodnl 
listy supports its case with an historical argument: in the
Bohemian Diet in 1861 the deputies agreed that the term deche was 
derogatory and decided to use only Bohme and bohmisch in the 
proceedings of the D i e t Samostatnost prints a letter from a 
Czech living in Vienna who asserts that tschechisch is a derisive 
appellation and accuses the Realists of anti-Czech activities. 
das replies that Germans in Berlin assume that Bohme designates 
a German from the Bohemian L a n d s . T o  avoid the stigma of tepid 
patriotism, das prints the comments of a Viennese Czech to the

"̂̂ Ŝee: '"Cechische Revue”?', Narodnl listy, 20 September
1906, p. 3.

2 — 3 .
242/ii^Qchische Revue”', Narodnl listy, 22 September 1906, pp.

2̂ Îbid.
'̂‘̂This view is expressed in a letter sent to Narodnl listy 

and printed without commentary. '"Bohmisch” aneb "Sechisch”?', 
Narodnl listy, 23 September 1906, p. 3.

245/iiB5hmisch” ëi "Cechisch”? ! ', Narodnl listy, 25 September 
1906, p. 2.

'̂̂ '̂Snëm krai, ëeského o "bohmisch” a "ëechisch”', Narodnl 
listy, 16 October 1906, p. 2.

247/iiB5hmisch” a "tschechisch”', Samostatnost, 24 October 
1906, p. 436.

2̂ *'Ke sporu Bohmisch-Cechisch', das, 28 October 1906, p. 7.
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effect that the Viennese use Bohme to indicate a dechâàek, one 
who denies his nationality, whereas by deche, they denote the 
'new' type of Czech who is proud of his nationality.^* Political 
circumstances fuel the polemic; at the same time that it engages 
in the polemic, Narodnl listy reports on German promotion of the 
administrative division of the Bohemian Lands.

9. Japanese Millions
In a dispute concerning reports on events in Russia, Pravo lidu 
vilifies 'Matëj Capek' as the mouthpiece of the Young Czech 
newspaper. This conflict does not constitute a polemic, for Ôapek 
never responds personally to the objections of the Social 
Democrats. The dispute does, however, indicate that at this time 
Ôapek is identified by his contemporaries with the polemical, 
political column 'Dennl zpravy'.

The article which riles Pravo lidu reports that the Japanese 
have a secret fund on which they draw to encourage social unrest 
in Russia. The anonymous article in Narodni listy bases its 
information on a report in the Paris newspaper La France 
e x t é r i e u r e . This newspaper carries an interview with an 
unnamed official who asserts that forty-eight million yen in the 
Japanese war budget are devoted to secret-service work in Russia. 
In the French parliament, Théophile Delcassé (1852-1923), the 
minister for foreign affairs, points out the 'suspicious 
coincidence' that strikes break out at the arsenal which arms 
ships in Liepaja and Sebastopol, at the same time that strikes 
occur in St Petersburg and in the mines of Westphalia, which 
provide coal for the Russian ships in the B a l t i c . Narodni

249 'Cechisch nebo bohmisch?'. Cas, 26 October 1906, p. 5.
^̂ °See: 'Nejnovëjsi nazory nasich Nëmcù o narodnostnim

rozdëleni krai, ëeského', Nârodnl listy, 2 October 1906, p. 2; 
'Nëmecké fantasie o narodnostnim rozdëleni Cech', Narodni listy, 
1 October 1906, p. 2; 'Narodnostni rozdëleni Cech', Narodni 
listy, 12 October 1906, p. 2.

^^'Hnuti na Rusi. 48 millionù japonskych do Ruska', Narodni 
listy, 13 February 1905, p. 1.

^̂ îbid.
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listy comments that it is odd that the French press does not
carry the entire speech by Delcassé; this probably results from
the influence of the 'rusofobského zednafstva, vsemocne "Alliance
Israélite"' on the French p r e s s . T h e  Russian newspaper Svët
announces that there is proof of a conspiracy; the Holy Synod has
proclaimed that the workers have been deceived by the intrigues
of foreigners. The Narodni listy article claims merely to cite
other sources, yet it appears to endorse these reports.

In its response, Pravo lidu attacks Narodni listy for
attempting to discredit the workers' movement in Russia, of which
it is ignorant. It is ridiculous to suppose that in a country as
large as Russia a few million could fund widespread social
protest. The Social Democrat newspaper concentrates its criticism
on Nârodni listy and its owner Prokop Grégr for printing such an
article.Indeed, it states that Grégr deserves to have every
honest worker spit on the ground before him. Pravo lidu also
implies that Narodni listy is under the influence of the Russian
police and the Tsar's spies.

The argument subsequently moves into the polemics columns.
Nârodni listy's response, which Pravo lidu attributes to Ôapek,
does not address the arguments of the Pravo lidu article. It
attacks the style and tone of the article so hyperbolically that
one wonders if the writer does not intend irony:

Ôlànek napsan jest tonem pomyslnë nejsurovëjsim, v 
2urnalistice ëeské dosud neslÿchanÿm; z vëtsi ëâsti 
sestâvâ z odpadkù nejvulgârnëjsi mluvy, z obratù, 
jakÿch neu2ije 2âdné péro, pokud vëzi v ruce ëestného 
ëlovëka, tfeba jak2 tak% civilisovaného, nato2 pise-li 
jim publicista, poklâdajici se za spolupracovnika 
evropské kultury.^”

The Nârodni listy writer insists that in citing the French
newspaper it did not express any bias and was merely fulfilling

2%Ibid.
^'48 japonskÿch milionù na ruskou revoluci', Pravo lidu, 14 

February 1905, p. [1].
^̂ '̂48 japonskÿch millionù na ruskou revoluci', Nârodni 

listy, 15 February 1905, p. 3.
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its obligation to inform the public.^* If Pravo lidu disputes 
the truth of the reports, it should address its criticisms to the 
newspapers cited, not to Narodni listy. The 'baseness' of the 
Pravo lidu attack is such that the Young Czech newspaper does not 
feel offended; it has no intention of competing with Pravo lidu 
in coarseness: 'Zpùsob, kterÿ ji zajist^uje vùbec hors concours 
championat sprostoty v kralovstvich a zemich na fisské radë 
zastoupenÿch, vyrâ2i zbrah z ka2dé ruky. Nârodni listy 
expresses regret that such coarseness is possible in the Czech 
press, 'pokud k ni list sociâlnë-demokratickÿ nale%i'.^* These 
are typical of the daily accusations made against rival organs; 
one reads them in the political column of every major 
contemporary newspaper.

Pravo lidu responds with a personal attack on 'Matëj Ôapek', 
accusing him of lacking principles. That Capek formerly worked 
for Nârodni politika and now works for Nârodni listy is mentioned 
as an indication that he cares only for money, not for 
convictions.^* Pravo lidu criticizes the Young Czech newspaper 
not only for its recent articles about Japanese espionage in 
Russia, but its coverage of Russian affairs in general; Nârodni 
listy articles read like the reports of the Russian secret 
police. Nârodni listy journalists write about every workers' 
strike as if it were secretly funded by Jews or G e r m a n s . Prâvo 
lidu addresses its denial of the corruption of the workers' 
movement to the Nârodni listy editors who 'manufacture the public 
opinion of the Czech nation'.The Social Democrat newspaper

^^^Compare with the newspaper's denial of responsibility for 
the opinions expressed in the Novotny letter in the Bém polemic.

^̂ '̂48 japonskych millionù na ruskou revoluci', Nârodni 
listy.

258Ibid.
^̂ *'48 japonskych milionù na ruskou revoluci', Prâvo lidu, 16 

February 1905, p. [5].
2M^bid. Prâvo lidu justly draws attention to the antisemitic 

and anti-German bias of the Young Czech newspaper.
2̂ Îbid.
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reiterates its criticism of Narodnl listy in 'Podplacena Ceska 
2urnalistika'; it attacks Ôapek for his comments in the 'Dennl 
zprâvy' column, referring to him sarcastically as the ' jemnocitnÿ 
a nadmlru distinguovanÿ pan Matëj C a p e k ' . Neither Capek nor 
Nârodnl listy responds to these attacks publicly; Prâvo lidu, 
however, carries the report of a Viennese newspaper that Nârodnl 
listy intends to sue Prâvo lidu for l i b e l .

10, Electoral Reform
Prâvo lidu assumes that Capek writes the articles in an exchange 
between the Social Democrat and Young Czech newspapers over the 
1905 electoral reform to the curia system in the Bohemian Diet; 
indeed, Prâvo lidu attempts to provoke a reaction from him. Capek 
does not respond to their accusations. One must assume either 
that he did not write the articles, or that he feels no need to 
defend them; that is, once more, he regards the articles as 
expressions of the opinion of the newspaper. While the journalist 
assumes the mask of the Party, his opponents continue to attack 
his personal role in the formation of public opinion. The 
influence the journalist has over the public is further suggested 
by the comparison, unfavourable for Capek, between him and Gustav 
Eim (1849-1897), former Young Czech deputy and Nârodnl listy 
correspondent in Vienna, a man who had great power within his 
party.

The debate concerns the attitude Czech deputies intend to 
take towards the Gautsch government's proposed reform, which 
would add a fifth curia, with eighteen mandates, to the existing 
system of representation in the Diet. Dissatisfied with this 
conservative proposal, the Social Democrats agitated for reform 
on the basis of universal manhood suffrage. At first the Young 
Czechs appeared to support restricted reform as an inadequate but 
realistic solution. Karel Kramaf, after witnessing the political

262'Podplacena Ceska 2urnalistika', Prâvo lidu, 17 February 
1905, pp. [4-5]. The newspaper also mentions caricatures of Capek 
in èlpky, in which he is represented with a bear skin and a club.

z^^Jestë 48 japonskych milionù na ruskou revoluci', Prâvo 
lidu, 19 February 1905, p. [5].
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turmoil in Russia, argued that the Young Czechs should take a 
more radical stance.^* When the Diet was convened on 10 October, 
the Young Czechs and the majority of Czech deputies propose 
extensive electoral reform; that proposal, and the government's 
proposal for curial reform, were passed on to a committee, and 
the question of electoral reform to the Diet was delayed 
indef initely.

This particular debate between Pravo lidu and Narodni listy 
begins when the Social Democratic newspaper published a letter 
from Karel Kramâf to socialists demonstrating in favour of 
reform. Kramâf expressed approval of their goal, but, because the 
German deputies would probably block extensive reform, he would 
support curial reform. Pravo lidu stated that Kramâf should 
promote support for universal manhood suffrage within his 
p a r t y . Nârodnl listy replied that with his letter Krama? had 
informed the Social Democrats first of the tactics to be followed 
by the Czech deputies in the Diet.̂ ®̂  Prâvo lidu was not 
impressed with this honour and stated that the Young Czechs had 
done nothing to realize the goal of universal manhood 
suffrage.^* Nârodni listy reproached Kramâf for communicating 
his stance first to the Social Democrats; Prâvo lidu replied that 
the deputy had voiced merely his personal opinion.^* Prâvo lidu 
implicitly criticized Young Czech political regression and 
indecision by publishing a speech made by Gustav Eim in the

2^Urban, Ceskâ spoleànost, pp. 523-24; on the movement for 
electoral reform in 1905, see: ibid., pp. 521-27.

2̂ T̂he proposal for universal manhood suffrage for the 
Reichsrat became law in January 1907. Electoral reform of the 
Bohemian Diet was not effected before World War I.

266,Dr. Kramaf', Prâvo lidu, 30 August 1905, p. [3].
2̂ '̂Posl. dr. Kramaf o vseobecnem volebnim pravu', Nârodnl 

listy, 31 August 1905, p. 2.
268,iijĝ rodni Listy”', Prâvo lidu, 1 September 1905, p. [2].
269'liNârodni listy”', Prâvo lidu, 2 September 1905, p. [5].
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Reichsrat in March 1895 in favour of universal manhood 
s u f f r a g e . T h e  organ of the Social Democrats published 
statements in favour of extensive reform by two Young Czech 
deputies, Servac Heller (1845-1922) and Jindfich Vladimir Houra 
(died 1 9 1 7 ) Narodnl listy responded to this article and to 
Social Democrat agitation directed at the Prague town council. 
Prâvo lidu attributed this article to Capek; judging by the 
terse, ironical style, the author may be either Capek or Hladik. 
The Narodnl listy writer criticized the Social Democrats for 
directing their energies at the Prague town council: 'Celkem
vzato, sociâlnë-demokratické stfely v boji za vseobecné volebnl 
pravo nasly si falesny terd - radnici pra%skou, z falesné aneb 
pfedstirané dùminky, 2e tam Ize dosici vseobecneho volebniho 
prava pro snëm zemsky.'^ The writer states that the tactics of 
the Social Democratic leadership suggest that the party is 
interested: 'jen o lermo, at' u2 plati komukoli, o vypjate
postavenl demagoga, kterÿ terrorem massy, a co horsiho, nizkosti 
tistëného i mluveneho slova domysli se vynutiti na Praze podpis 
pro svou resoluci'.^^ To discredit the Social Democrats, the 
writer accuses them of following the direction of the Party's 
Vienna leadership. He makes fun of 'comrade' Antonin Nëmec (1858- 
192 6), who intends to 'abandon the barricades' and deal a blow 
to the state by calling a general strike in the Bohemian 
L a n d s . The writer recalls the recent humiliation of the Czech 
Social Democrats at the conference of the Socialist International 
in Amsterdam in 1905; at the conference the Vienna leadership

^^°'Mladodesi o rovném pravu hlasovacim pfed desiti lety', 
Prâvo lidu, 3 September 1905, p. [1].

poslaneckych projevù', Prâvo lidu, 6 September 1905, p.
[1].

z^^deskoslovanska socialni demokracie a vseobecné rovne 
hlasovaci pravo', Nârodnl listy, 7 September 1905, p. 2.

z^Ibid.
z^Antonin Nëmec was the editor-in-chief of Prâvo lidu, and 

a deputy in the Reichsrat from 1907-1918.
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represented all A u s t r i a . T h e  writer thus attacks the 
'hypocrisy' of the socialists, who prove as unwilling to endorse 
'human rights' (that is, the right of the Czechs to independent 
representation) as the Austrian government. He comments that it 
is unrealistic to expect the Diet to support manhood suffrage 
when the large landowners, the Agrarians and the German deputies 
oppose such change.

Prâvo lidu asserts that it will continue to pressure public 
figures and institutions to clarify their stance regarding 
suffrage reform. The newspaper declares that considering the 
Young Czechs' lack of political successes, they have no right to 
lecture other parties on political tactics. Responding to the 
accusation of demagoguery, Prâvo lidu refers to Eim's passionate 
speech of 1895: 'Myslime, 2e se p. Ôapek pfi veskere sve
troufalosti pfece jen neodvaSi nazyvati G. Eima demagogem, vBdyt' 
by se mu vsichni soudni lidé vysmali. G. Eim a M. C a p e k ! T h e  
newspaper regards the journalist as its enemy, swearing that the 
longer the rights of the people are denied, 'tim bouflivêji 
budeme pak take na svou obranu vystupovat proti kaBdemu at' si 
nam jiB p^lmo bude prâvo nase upirat anebo ûskodnë "moudrÿmi 
radami" podlamovat nasi bojovnou energii anebo nam vpadat do 
zad'.^^ However, Prâvo lidu also declares that it is indifferent 
to Nârodni listy's empathy or antipathy, in particular regarding 
the humiliation of the Czech Social Democrats in Amsterdam.

The Nârodni listy writer responds to this inconsistency: 
'Sdëleni ûstfedniho orgânu. Be jest mu nas usudek "ûplnë 
bezvyznamny," stoicky sneseme. Prozatim mâme v rukou dùkaz této 
bezvÿznamnosti, tf iadevadesât fâdek bezvyznamné odvety ûstfedniho 
orgânu na nâs ûsudek'.^* The intention of the writer is to 
discredit the Social Democrats, and he does so by satirizing them

^^^Urban, Ceskâ spoleànost, p. 555.
*̂*'Boj nâs za vseobecné a rovne prâvo hlasovaci', Prâvo 

lidu, 8 September 1905, p. [4].
2^Ibid.
2'̂*'Sociâlnë-demokratickÿ utok na radnici', Nârodni listy, 9 

September 1905, p. 2.
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as buffoons; both the Social Democrats and the Young Czechs, 
after all, share the same goal of universal manhood suffrage. He 
describes the last Prâvo lidu article as full of the usual, 
'chudozubÿch kousavosti' He repeats that the Social 
Democrats, by encouraging the crowds to storm the town hall, have 
chosen the wrong direction, 'falsche Direction'.He suspects 
that with this tactic, the Party hopes to distract attention from 
the 'fiasco' of the Amsterdam conference.The Narodni listy 
writer appears more concerned to disparage his opponent wittily 
than to attack a political programme.

In responding, Prâvo lidu again identifies Capek as its 
opponent and holds him responsible for the views expressed in 
Nârodni listy: 'Jak ukazuje skutednost, vyvolil si p. Ôapek
nejnepfihodnëjsi dobu pro sve usilovani podlomiti boj ôeského 
dëlnictva za svou narodnl rovnopravnost a obCanskou 
rovnocennost.'^z it accuses Capek of attempting to effect a 
conservative backlash with his, 'zlomyslnÿm p o p i c h o v a n l m ' . ^ ^  

Because of his incessant repetition of the accusation that Viktor 
Adler (1852-1918) gives the Czech Social Democrats their 
commands, readers will start to doubt the seriousness of his 
polemics.The  newspaper states that one can hardly expect a 
bourgeois journalist to understand the inner workings of the 
Social Democratic Party, but one can ask that he refrain from 
writing about matters of which he is ignorant. However, Prâvo 
lidu then admits that Capek is correct when he writes about the 
actions of the German Social Democrats in Brno, who had attempted

z^Ibid.
z^ibid.
*̂̂ He repeats this point in 'K vydobytl vseobecneho rovného 

prava', Nârodni listy, 11 September 1905, p. 2.
®̂̂ 'Ji2 druhy tyden opakuje organ Marianské ulice', Prâvo 

lidu, 13 September 1905, p. [4].
z^Ibid.
2^Tbid. Adler, a deputy in the Reichsrat from 1905-1918, was 

the leading figure of the Austrian Social Democratic Party.
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to undermine the autonomy of the Czech section of the Party. 
Prâvo lidu, like contemporaneous literary critics, attributes a 
malicious humour to Capek; 'Mÿli se tedy velice, mysll-li, 2e 
svou strojenou starostlivostl o osud ôeskoslovanské socialni 
demokracie, za ni2 se spatnë skrÿvâ nemotorné posklebovâni, nam 
nëjak uskodi.'^^ Thus even if Capek's polemics and literary 
works differed in terms of content, contemporaries identified 
them with one outlook, which they named alternatively 'ironic', 
'mocking', 'cynical' or 'grotesque'.

The Social Democrat newspaper did not confront ëapek again 
over the issue of reform. It was too preoccupied with changing 
political circumstances to concern itself with him. Narodni listy 
also changed its stance with regard to reform; thus there was no 
reason to carry the debate further. Prâvo lidu continued to 
criticize Young Czech deputies for their hypocrisy in supporting 
a compromise reform: 'pod maskou svobodomyslnosti a pokrokovosti 
dëlali politiku z p â te ë ni c ko u ' The Social Democrat newspaper, 
however, reported that the Young Czech newspaper was now 
diverging from its Party, arguing in favour-of more extensive 
electoral reform for the sake of Czech national representation 
in the Bohemian DietSubsequently, Nârodni listy for the most 
part reported with approval the Social Democrat demands for 
electoral reform.^* The Young Czech newspaper did, however, 
express some concern about whether the Social Democrats were not 
damaging the cause with their agitation. Prâvo lidu referred to 
Nârodni listy's alternating enthusiasm and reserve as its two 
inkpots: 'Jeden den namaCi péro v kalamaf svobodomyslnÿ a druhÿ

2^lbid. See: 'K vydobytl vseobecneho rovného prava'.
druhy tyden opakuje organ Marianské ulice', p. [4].

2^'Cesky lid proti mladoëeskÿm "stâtnikûm"', Prâvo lidu, 18 
September 1905, p. [1].

28*'Pozor na podvodniky', Prâvo lidu, 20 September 1905, p. 
[1]; 'Kudy ku pfedu?', ibid., 29 September 1905, p. [1]. See 
also: 'Pilny navrh ôeskÿ na vseobecné rovné hlasovaci prâvo',
Nârodni listy, 28 September 1905, p. 1.

289'Za vseobecné rovné prâvo hlasovaci', Nârodni listy, 25
September 1905, p. 1.
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den V oportunistickÿ, aby bylo na vsechny strany dobfe.'^®°

II. das
Capek's polemic with Cas continued the debate over the 'national' 
character of art. In this polemic the conflict over the character 
of art dovetails with political disputes. The polemic also 
manifests a generation conflict between Mânes and Jednota umëlcù 
vÿtvarnÿch, a conflict between Realists and Young Czechs, and 
Czechs and Germans. The court case into which the polemic 
escalates combines three controversies; a dispute over art; 
Realist support for a Pan-German proposal in the Reichsrat; and 
the award of a contract for mains pipes for the Prague 
waterworks.

The conflict over art begins with a damning review of 
Manes's twenty-sixth exhibition, published in Dilo.^* This 
conflict treats the social role of the artist, his or her 
responsibility to the nation. The review implicitly rejects 
stylistic innovation. The reviewer accuses Mânes of arrogance, 
of uncritically aping foreign models and reviling domestic 
artistic t r e n d s . He singles out particular artists for 
criticism: Max Svabinskÿ's (1873-1962) works are inferior; he 
cannot master the medium of oil paint; there is no thought behind 
his work. The pose of the nude figure in his 'Modrâ rajka' 
reduces the woman to a soulless object. The artist is interested 
only in still-life; he manifests no responsibility for the

^^'Namodily péro sve zase do druheho kalamâfe', Prâvo lidu, 
30 September 1905, p. [4],

^^^Ôapek does not claim responsibility for the article in 
Dilo, His correspondence with Alois Kalvoda, however, suggests 
that he was on friendly terms with the editors of the journal. 
In 1910, the journal offered Ôapek the position of text editor. 
A letter from Kalvoda indicates that Ôapek accepted the position. 
I have not found any other evidence that Capek worked for the 
journal. Papers: Capek-Chod; three letters from Kalvoda to Capek- 
Chod, 1908-1910; PNP.

292'Zprâvy umëlecké a literârni. XXVI. Vÿstava spolku 
"Manes"', Dilo, 6 (1908-09), pp. 113-14.
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created work. The reviewer is offended by âvabinskÿ's works. 
Jan ètursa's (1880-1925) little sculptures are only 'subjective 
improvisations' imperfectly articulated.^* Antonin SlaviCek has 
not improved on his earlier material; Stanislav Sucharda is 
exhibiting his 'Hus' yet again; Josef Mafatka (1874-1937) 
imitates Rodin; Tavik Frantisek Simon's (1877-1942) works also 
derive from French models. Bilek's religious mysticism spoils his 
sculptures.The reviewer concludes: 'Cela vÿstava jest zkratka 
snùskou vsech smërù od stfizlivé reality a2 k neoimpressionismu, 
od nezdafenych pokusù nevykvaseného mlâdi a2 k propukâvajIcimu 
umëleckému "staresinstvi".'^*

The anonymous response, printed in the Realist Besedy Casu, 
indicates the wider context of the review. The author replies not 
to the reviewer's remarks, but to the intentions of the journal 
in which they are published. He states that Dilo was created as 
an alternative to Volné smëry, it was to be distinguished by its 
'Czech spirit' but became a haven for weak artists and writers 
because, 'od ëasù Havliëkovÿch u2 je vypozorovâno v Cechâch, 2e 
spatni spisovatelé a slabi umëlci byvaji- - nejëestëjsl a 
nejvlasteneëtëjsi' The author addresses the politics of the 
Dilo reviewer and appears to criticize his support for 
'historical state rights': 'Kdo ma smysl pro evropské mravy
aspoft, musi protestovat proti této prùkopnické praci ëeské, ryze 
ëeské a ryze vlastenecké, kterâ patrnë ma nam vybudovat novy 
ëeskÿ krâlovsko-zemskÿ styl v umëlecké kritice.

z^Ibid., pp. 114-15.
2^Ibid., p. 115.
2^Jbid., p. 116.
2̂ Îbid., p. 116.
^̂ F. Slabÿ, 'Musi se vefejnë protestovat!', Besedy Casu, 13 

(1908), 25, p. 198. The reference is to Havliëek's review of
Tyl's Posledni Cech,

^̂ ®Ibid. The Realist Party advocated national autonomy on the 
basis of 'natural' as opposed to 'historic' Bohemian State 
Rights. See Bruce Carver, 'Masaryk and Czech Politics, 1906- 
1914', Stanley B. Winters (ed.), T. G, Masaryk (1850-1937), vol. 
1, Thinker and Politician, Basingstoke and London, 1990, pp. 232,
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Reviewing an exhibition of Ales's drawings and watercolours,

Capek addresses both the Besedy Casu commentary and an article
by Krejôi about 'modern' art. As Salda had with Rodin, Capek
elevates Ales above all other contemporaneous Czech artists; his
name is, 'onomapoietikon pro pojem deského malife'; 'Ales je sam
a samojediny v ôeském umëni malifském [...] nâsledovnikû a
napodobitelù nemà'. Through praise of Ales, Ôapek attacks
'modern' Czech art: 'Alsùv obraz v2dycky tak odrùzni se od svého
vystavniho sousedstvi, tak dokonale nâpadnë vynikne z
nivellujiciho niveau ëeského modernismu, na nëm% tak malo
ëeského, 2e nenajdeme v Bàdném jiném umëni nârodnim takove
inkoherence jednotlivcovy oproti ostatnimu celku'.^° Ales is not
'modern', as Krejëi defines the term. For Capek, Ales's work
manifests all that is positive in culture, while Czech Modernism
represents all that is negative:

Tato 'sila ëeského 2ivota,' tato modernost jest 
aristokratickou. Ales jest demokratem; moderna jest 
exklusivni. Ales popularisujicim a popularnim; moderna 
komplikovanou, a2 zahadnou. Ales jasnym a 
srozumitelnÿm; moderna hledanou a nepfirozenou. Ales 
bezprostfednim a naivnim; moderna kosmopolitickou.
Ales nârodnim od kosti [. . . ] .̂°̂

Ales's art, he states, thus disproves the assertion printed in
Besedy dasu that patriotic national artists tend to be inferior
artists. Capek objects both to the style and subject matter of
modern art; modern painting technique consists of a counterpoint
of coloured spots; colours practically drip over the frames.
Czech Modernism, like Modernism everywhere, is pessimistic and
lacks the humour of Ales's art. It is distant from ordinary
people and the 'nation': 'ëeskâ moderna ani jedinÿm rysem, ani
jedinym tvarem netvofl umëni a kulturu ze souëasnÿch ûtvarû
ëeského 2iti, z ëeskÿch nâzorù o lidech a vëcech, a z ëeského

239-40.
^^KMC [Karel Matëj Capek], 'Mikulâs Ales', Zvon, 8, 1907-08, 

49, p. 747.
300Ibid.
3^Ibid., p. 748. The phrase 'sila ëeského Bivota' is a 

quotation from the Krejëi article.
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pocitu existence'.

In Krejfii's article, Ôapek objects most strongly to the 
conception of modern art as rejecting old styles and conventions 
which are empty, and creating from 'contemporary configurations 
of existence'. However, it is possible that Ôapek did not finish 
reading the article. In the first seven pages, up to the passage 
which Capek quotes, KrejSi presents a Romantic conception of the 
artist as messianic outsider, burdened by a heightened awareness 
and by dreams. According to KrejCi, the artist transforms the 
new forces and values of life into art; to do this, he must live 
in isolation, blaspheme against all that is sacred to society and 
drink 'power from the cup of evil and hatred'.Talent is not 
a gift, but a curse; beauty is created through the suffering of 
the artist.^* The 'energy' sucked into the work of art, returns 
to the world through contact with the spectator; thus art serves 
life, but not truth, morality or social interests.^* The 
artist's role consists in easing the burden which others bear.

In the remainder of the article, however, KrejCi states that 
Modernism has become conventional, a term used to excuse inferior 
works. He criticizes writers who produce 'celé archy 
dusemalebnymi traktâty nebo naladovymi popisy pfirody', instead 
of economical short stories.Pessimism has become a pose, a 
sign of spiritual stagnation. He argues that social pessimism is 
no longer justifiable; it is clear that culture will not fall 
with the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie, but that democracy and 
socialism guarantee its development.Czech culture has 
matured; the young no longer regard it as a wasteland, and feel

s^ibid.
V. KrejCi, 'Modern! umëni jako sila Bivota', Volné 

smëry, 12, 1908, pp. 165-180.
s^Ibid., p. 167.
s^ibid., p. 168.
3*Ibid., p. 169.
sm^bid., p. 176.
s^ibid.
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no need to seek out European models; 'marne sve 2ivotni a kulturnl 
hodnoty, jimi2 se vyrovname i nejpysnëjslm kulturnlm nârodùm'.^^ 
While in the first part of the article, KrejCi appears to argue 
that art is independent of society, in the conclusion he asserts 
that art has an ethical function: 'Byt v pravdë modernim znamena 
tolik, jako mit oëi otevfeny pro reâlné hodnoty pfltomneho 
Bivota.'^o In other words, Krejëi conceives of art as engagé, 
deriving from and addressing the forces which drive humanity. In 
his account of the decline of Modernism, KrejCi approaches 
Ôapek's point of view.

The àas polemic also touches on the controversy provoked by 
Masaryk and Drtina's support for a Pan-German resolution in the 
Reichsrat. Karel Hermann Wolf (1862-1941), a German nationalist 
second in notoriety only to Georg von Schonerer (1842-1921), 
proposed that the state fund a new German academy of fine arts 
in Prague, because Czechs were oppressing Germans in the existing 
institution.^! Of all the Czech deputies in the Reichsrat, only 
the Realists supported the resolution, which was passed; not even 
the Czech Social Democrats endorsed it The Ueue Freie Presse 
reports it as a victory of the German bloc over the S l a v s .  

Narodnl listy describes the Realist decision as traitorous: 'Lze 
si pomyslit, jak udefil tento mrzky Sin v prsa vsech upfimnych 
Ôechû a Slovanùv. When Cas attempts to justify the action of

3*Ibid., p. 180. 
3!°Ibid.
^^^Narodni listy describes Wolf as the 'nejurputnëjsiho 

nenavistnika krve ëeské'. 'Trojllstek: Wolf - Masaryk a Drtina', 
Narodni listy, 28 June 1908, p. 1.

!̂̂ The Czech Social Democrats had a reputation for being 
lukewarm on nationality issues. See: Garver, The Young Czech 
Party 1874-1901, pp. 242, 247.

313/Trojllstek: Wolf - Masaryk a Drtina'.
!̂'*Ibid. Masaryk's support, in 1908, for the German teacher 

Ludwig Wahrmund in the Tyrol, likewise did not meet with the 
understanding of his fellow Czechs. The dismissal of Wahrmund, 
a Catholic Modernist, was initiated by conservative clerics. See 
Bruce Garver, 'Masaryk and Czech Politics, 1906-1914', pp. 245- 
46.
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the deputies, Narodnl listy responds:

Tâ2eme se jen té Câsti vefejnosti, kterâ celÿ spor 
sleduje: je nëjakâ nadëje, 2e organ realistù vysine se 
jednou aspoft na takovÿ stupeft novovëké vzdëlanosti, 
aby V jeho sloupcich nebylo mista pro mrzké 
individuum, které svou povahou a svou mravni ûrovnl 
nepatfi do 2âdné spoleënosti, kterâ ëinl nârok aspoft 
na jméno spoleënosti slusné? At' pise a vyklâdâ orgân 
realistù, co chce, tolik je jisto, 2e hlasovâni prof. 
Masaryka a Drtiny pfineslo dâvno 2âdouci vyjasnëni o 
torn, jak vypadaji velkohubi, theoretiëti filosofové 
pfi praktické politické prâci a jak by se vedlo 
nârodu, kdyby jeho zâjmy tëmto lidem byly svëfeny.^^
ëapek's polemic with das also involves the controversy over

the Prague waterworks contract for mains pipes. The two main bids
came from a French company, Pont à Mousson, and the Austrian
Pra2sko2elezâfskâ spoleënost. The latter was unpopular among the
Czechs as an iron cartel which profits from high customs duties
on imported iron; the company is also accused of Germanizing
activities in communities dependent on iron works, such as
Kladno, Vitkovice and Ostrava.^* It appears to have been a
public secret that the French company would gain the contract.
When Wilhelm Kestranek (1862-1925) , director of the
Pra2sko2elezâfskâ spoleënost, accused the board of directors of
the waterworks and the Prague town council of corruption, the
Czech public interpreted his statements as an attack on Czech
nationalism, which had apparently informed the award of the
contract.Kestranek accused an unnamed individual, later
identified as the alderman and Young Czech Reichsrat deputy Karel
ëernohorskÿ, of offering to intervene on his behalf with the
board of directors in return for a commission. After Kestranek
revealed this in a letter printed in the Prager Tagblatt, the
board of directors announced that the contract would be awarded
to Pont à Mousson, ëernohorskÿ, the Prague waterworks board of

^̂ '̂Na realistickém denniku', Narodnl listy, 19 July 1908, p.
3.

^̂ "^Anonymus, 'Otevfeny list panu centrâlnimu fediteli 
Kestrankovii' (Zaslâno), Narodnl politika, 21 August 1908, p. 9.

s^^Pânë Kestrankovo sensaëni odhaleni', Narodnl listy, 28
August 1908, p. 1.
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directors and many town councillors sued Kestranek and Gustav 
Horn, the editor of the Prager Tagblatt, for libel. Narodnl listy 
reported on the scandal as yet another example of appalling 
German behaviour towards the Czechs. In a curious decision which 
perhaps reflects popular opinion, Kestranek's accusations against 
Ôernohorskÿ were accepted as well-founded, but the director was 
nevertheless found guilty of libel against the board of directors 
and the town councillors.^* Ôapek's involvement in the affair 
consists of a response to an article in Cas.

das carried an interview with Kestranek by an unidentified 
Czech living in Vienna, a person 'well-informed in economic 
matters'.^* The interviewer presents the director in a 
favourable light; he describes Kestranek as a brilliant, tolerant 
man who has often been vilified by his Austrian German 
compatriots for not defending the interests of Germans. 
Kestranek, according to the interviewer, is motivated solely by 
the interests of his investors, and not by nationality concerns. 
In fact, he respects the honesty of the Czechs and is an admirer 
of Czech art. Kestranek denies that he or his company has had a 
germanizing influence in Kladno. The interviewer provides a 
physical description of the director: 'je mu2 v nejlepsim vëku, 
elegantni a imponujici postavy, 2ivych a pruBnych pohybù, 
krâsnÿch pâtravych, otevfenë do svëta hledicich oëi'.̂ °̂ The 
profile of the director belies the article's conclusion: 'Neni 
ûëelem tëchto fâdkû oprâvnëné nâmitky proti Belezâfûm seslabovat. 
Jen podat nëkolik ëistë osobnich rysù povahy pana Kestranka jsem 
chtël, nie vice.

In a leading article, Nârodnl listy summarizes the week's 
developments in the 'Kestranek Affair'. The author does not give

3^'Rozsudek v procesu Viléma Kestranka', Narodnl listy, 9 
February 1909, pp. 3-4; 'Kestrankùv rourovy procès', Narodnl 
listy, 10 February 1909, p. 3.

Interview s fed. Kestrankem', das, 3 September 1908, p.
1 .

32°Ibid.
s^Ibid., p. 2.
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prominence to his attack on the Realist interview; the Cas 
article is mentioned only in the third column. The author 
criticizes das for portraying Kestranek as the Monte Christo of 
the twentieth century; he quotes extensively from the interview 
to give evidence of its toadying tone. What provokes contention, 
however, is the author's reference to the interviewer; he 
describes the Cas article as a portrait, 'malovanou umëlcem, 
jeho2 jmeno tlaôi se na rty pfi ka2dé fadce "interviewu". 
"Interviewer", ve Vidni 2ijlci Ôech, je okouzlen nitrem i 
vnëjskem centralniho ôarodëje pra2sko-2elezâfského'The 
author does not name the interviewer; nor does the ensuing court 
case reveal his identity.

das, however, assumes that ëapek is referring to the poet 
and essayist Josef Svatopluk Machar; the journal implies that 
Capek is mistaken, but does not reject his claim explicitly 
The author dismisses the suggestion that das has any connection 
with the company: 'Novinâfskÿ otrapa, kterÿ nâs list pojmenoval 
listem kartelu blizkym (nebot' my jsme prvni vynesli na svëtlo 
jméno dra Cernohorského) , to jest od kartelu podplacenym, je nam 
docela Ihostejny. Za mizernost tu odpovida cela redakce Nâr. 
Listù. das regards Cernohorskÿ, rather than Kestranek, as the 
central figure in the scandal, and construes the affair as a 
matter of Young Czech corruption. One might suspect that in its 
concentration on trivial questions, Narodni listy is attempting 
to downplay this aspect; however, polemics in the 'Dennl zprâvy' 
and comparable columns tend to be petty; thus one must be wary 
of attributing intentions. Narodni listy sarcastically welcomes 
the 'coarseness' and curses of the das column, 'jako2to novy 
doklad o nebetyëné ûrovni, nedozlrné vysoké inteligenci i 
neobsâhlé kultufe, jakou jeho sloupce pfetékaj1 ' The author.

^̂ [̂K. M. Capek], 'Tÿdennl pfehled kestrankoviny ', Nârodni 
listy, 4 September 1908, p. 1.

^^'Nârodni listy', das, 5 September 1908, p. 4.
3%^bid.
^^[K. M. Capek], 'Po pïeCtenl naseho pâteënlho ëlânku',

Nârodni listy, 6 September 1908, p. 3.
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Capek, denies having accused das of accepting bribes; indeed, 
neither the interviewer nor the journal is named in the 'Tÿdennl 
pfehled kestrankoviny': 'Nemù2eme za to, 2e nezfizené fantasii 
realistického denniku nelze si 2urnalisticky pfedstaviti pod 
slovem "bllzkÿ" nie jiného ne2 "podplacenÿ". Nazvati "Cas" 
kartelu "bllzkÿm", to jest "pflznivÿm" - co2 jsme my vÿslovnë 
neuCinili - ma kaBdÿ prâvo od jeho CtvrteCnlho interviewu s fed. 
Kestrankem.

The das-Nârodnî listy polemic merges with the Besedy dasu- 
Zvon dispute, indicating that a personal attack on Capek lies 
behind the conflict. Capek at least had the satisfaction of 
knowing that his opponents read his fiction; 'Zavfi hubu, 
Matysku!', the title of the response to Capek's review of Ales, 
refers to Capek's autobiographical short story, 'Jak panenka na 
podpatku'.^^ Besedy dasu claims that Capek quoted the passage 
about HavllCek and inferior patriotic writers in order to suggest 
that the Realist journal would condemn the works of Ales: 'jehoB 
umëni i Ceskost jsou nad vsecku pochybnost prâvë v nasem listë 
vBdy uznâvâny'.^s All critics accept that art has a 'national 
character'. In its attack on Capek, Besedy dasu cites a phrase 
from the Masaryk-Drtina-Wolf polemic: 'Okolnosti, za kterÿch
HavllCek podobnÿ vÿrok uCinil a okolnosti, za kterÿch my se 
HavllCka dovolavali, jsou v literarnlch kruzlch nepochybnë tak 
dobfe znamy. Be zneuBitl tohoto nazoru mohlo se dopustit jen 
"mrzké individuum", které je Bivo z pfekrucovanl jasnÿch 
pojmù.'^* At the same time, in response to Narodni listy, das 
states that it distinguishes between Kestranek and the iron 
cartel and has always been hostile to the latter, das asserts 
that Narodnl listy abuses Kestranek in order to hide its support 
of the cartel. Cas also accuses the Young Czech newspaper of 
lacking integrity, because it misquotes passages from Realist

%*Ibid.
^^In Patero novel, 1904. '"Zavfi hubu, Matÿsku!"', Besedy 

dasu, 13 (1908), 36, p. 288.
%wibid.
s^^bid.
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articles.

Capek's response in Zvon also constitutes an attack on
Mânes. He denies having distorted the meaning of the HavllCek
quotation: 'Vëtou, ode mne citovanou, vyslovil Casùv besednik
axiom, kterÿ neni nidlm jinÿm ne2 horrendnlm nesmyslem, na
kvadrat povÿsenÿm, kdy% jej "Volné Smëry", organ sp. vÿtv. umëlcù
"Manes", pfijaly za svùj. Myslim, 2e je to vùbec nejvëtsl nesmysl
ve XX. vëku v jazyce nasem a2 dosud proneseny. Capek again
asserts that Ales, as the most 'Czech', most patriotic and as the
best of Czech painters, reveals the falsehood of HavllCek's
assertion, paraphrased in Besedy Casu. In describing his
intentions in writing the review, he indicates his perception of
the role of the critic: 'Jâ Bâdné zdânl nevzbuzoval, Bâdnou
pravdu nepfekrucoval, jâ naopak zdânl a nepravdu konstatoval a
vyvrâtil, zkroucené pojmy napravil a vlastenecké i silné umëni
ëeské ëestnë obhâjil.'^^ He concludes the letter with the
statement that he has commissioned Antonin Schauer, the same
lawyer who had presented the case against Kestranek, to initiate
legal proceedings against Besedy Casu.

After the matter is taken to court, Cyrill Dusek (1881-
1924), editor responsible in Cas, printed a retraction in Narodnl
listy and in das:

O p. K. M. Capkovi, ëlenu redakce Nâr. Listù a 
umëleckém referentu Zvonu u2ili jsme v Case tëchto 
vÿrokù: 'Mrzké individuum', 'pfekrucovânl', 'neëestné 
psanl', 'otrapa'. Pfesvëdëili jsme se, 2e tyto vyroky 
nejsou vzhledem k osobë p. K. M. Capka nikterak 
oprâvnëny, litujeme jich a odvolâvâme je. Zâroveft 
zavazujeme se, 2e na pfistë zdr21me se vsech ûtokù, 
jimi2 by p. K. M. Capek mohl se cltiti na své osobnl cti ura2en.^3

330'"j^estrankovina"' and 'Co je to?'. Cas, 7 September 1908,
p. 2.

M. Capek, '"Besedy Casu"' (Zaslâno), Zvon, 8 (1908), 
50, p. 764.

%%Ibid.
333cyriii Dusek, '0 p. K. M. Capkovi' (Zaslâno) , Nârodnl 

listy, 12 December 1908, p. 6; 'Pan K. M. Capek', Cas, 12 
December 1908, p. 5.
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An explanation and defence of all the remarks in the Realist 
press preceeds the retraction in Cas; the author reveals that das 
had been convinced that Capek had been involved in the Masaryk- 
Drtina-Wolf polemic and the Kestranek polemic. In fact, Capek 
denies having written the remark 'mrzké individuum' which das 
attributes to him.

Capek insists that the retraction is inadequate; according 
to the record of the court proceedings, not Dusek but the 
editorial board of das is obliged to sign the statement. Capek's 
open letter constitutes a restatement of his arguments and 
criticism of the Realist press. He somewhat vacuously adds that 
the numerous performances of Tyl's dramas at the National Theatre 
invalidate HavliCek's judgment on the writer (as novelist)
The conflict between Dusek and Capek continues for several days, 
but contributes little to the polemic; das, however, does 
indicate that it identifies criticism of Mânes with jingoism.

12. Machar and the Sale of 'Nârodnl listy'
The sale of Nârodnl listy in January 1910 provoked a polemic 
among several newspapers (Cas, Samostatnost, deské slovo and 
Nârodnl listy) which escalated into two court cases. Repeatedly, 
Capek is identified with the newspaper for which he works; he is 
held responsible for Nârodnl listy's polemics with other 
newspapers, its political opponents. The change of opinions 
expressed by the newspaper in editorials and polemics after the 
sale is attributed to Capek's fickleness; the fact that he had 
sold his principles is regretted as an indication of the lowering 
of standards of Czech journalism. The polemic concerns the 
influence of political leaders on the press, the impact of the 
press on public opinion and the ethics of journalism. It asks to 
what extent the journalist is responsible for the views he

M. Capek, 'Pan Cyrill Dusek' (Zaslâno), Nârodnl listy, 
13 December 1908, p. 5.

335'zbytednou korespondenci', Jas, 14 December 1908, p. 3. 
Capek replies the following day: K. M. Capek, 'Na me prohlâsenl' 
(Zaslâno), Nârodnl listy, 15 December 1908, p. 5.
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expresses anonymously.^* Ôapek falls victim to the earnestness 
of his opponents and their good fortune to find themselves in a 
situation in which they can 'call the kettle black'. The Narodnl 
listy polemicist concentrates his attacks on his opponents' style 
of writing. This may derive from the lack of substance in the 
polemic; it may, however, constitute a diversionary tactic; or 
it may indicate the Narodni listy writer's distance from the 
issues involved. Ôapek may not have written all the articles 
which are attributed to him, but he probably wrote some of them; 
I shall consider the style of polemic with which he is 
identified.

The Czech press regards the purchase of the newspaper by 
Karel Kramâf as a political move intended to silence his 
opponents. For three years prior to the purchase, Narodni listy 
had battled with Kramâf, who had founded his own newspaper. Den, 
as a mouthpiece for his o p i n i o n s . Narodni listy had denounced 
Kramaf's positive politics during the second reconstruction of 
the Beck cabinet at the end of 1907, when the Young Czech deputy 
Frantisek Fiedler (1858-1925) became Minister of Trade, and the 
Agrarian deputy Karel Prasek (1868-1932) became Minister without 
Portfolio for Czech A f f a i r s ; ^ ^  from that time until the 
transaction in 1910, Narodni listy had been outside the Party. 
In December 1907, Narodni listy had expressed disapproval of the 
Young Czech leadership for joining the Agrarians and Czech 
clerical deputies in supporting the ruling majority.^* It had 
criticized Czech deputies for supporting the re-negotiation of 
the Ausgleich. Czech deputies should have remained in opposition.

”*In a letter to Ignat Herrmann, who is angry with Capek for 
articles which he has written about the National Theatre in a 
polemic with Slovo, Capek explains that only those articles which 
he signs with his name represent his private views. See: Papers: 
Ôapek-Chod; fragment of a copy of a letter to Ignat Herrmann, 
1902; PNP.

3^For background information, see: 'Kup Narodnich Listù',
das, 20 July 1911, p. 1.

s^Urban, Ceska spolednost 1848-1918, p. 541.
^̂ '̂Na obhajeni naseho stanoviska - I.', Narodni listy, 8

December 1907, p. 1.
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it argued, until the government had offered guarantees that Czech 
demands would be met (that is, greater autonomy, electoral reform 
in the Bohemian Lands, and a language reform providing for the 
use of Czech in the administration and the courts) Narodni 
listy had claimed that it remained faithful to the programme of 
the Young Czech Party, which Kramâf had a b a n d o n e d . T h e  
newspaper had labelled Kramâf the bane of Czech politics.

Narodni listy's rivals praise the former glory of the 
newspaper, that is, its position prior to 1910, in order to 
denigrate its present state. Ceské slovo, the organ of the 
National Socials, proclaims: 'Z hrdeho organu svobodomyslniku, 
stal se bankovni list, sifici uhasinajici slavu neuznaneho 
velikana'.^^ das prints two articles, one of which welcomes the 
sale because it will end the factionalism within the Young Czech 
Party, the other condemns it as a capitalist manoeuvre on 
Kramaf's part which degrades Czech journalism.^ Narodni listy 
replies that, with the sale of the newspaper, Julius Grégr's 
heirs come into their inheritance. The journalists gain nothing 
from the transaction; their relationship to the management of the 
newspaper remains unchanged.Furthermore, all journalists must 
conform to the demands of management: 'V 2âdném listé na svëtë 
neotiskuje se ani fâdek mimo souhlas vedeni jeho; tak bylo za 
stareho vedeni "Nâr. Listù”, tak bude i za noveho'.^* Narodni 
listy serves the Young Czech Party, not individuals; all changes

^Ibid.
^*'Na obhajeni naseho stanoviska - II.', Narodni listy, 10 

December 1907, p. 1; Prokop Grégr, 'Nëkolik slov panu dru. Karlu 
Kramafovi', Narodni listy, 28 December 1907, p. 1.

^^-by- [J. S. Machar], 'Okresni soud - souboj - a milosrdnâ 
rada', das, 30 July 1911, pp. 2-5.

^^'Narodni Listy majetkem konsorcia', deské slovo, 6 January 
1910, p. 3.

^See the summary in: '"Ôas” pfijal zmënu', Narodni listy, 
8 January 1910, p. 3.

^^Ibid.
^®Ibid.
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of opinion expressed in the newspaper regarding political tactics 
represent a voluntary submission to discipline in the interests 
of the Party. d a s  responds that it welcomes the order which 
the purchase has brought to the leadership of the Party, but 
disapproves of the 'mechanical, capitalist manner' in which this 
order had been brought about. Nârodnî listy hails the move as 
effecting harmony between the Party leadership and its press, 
thus heralding a hopeful future for the Party, which continues 
to proclaim itself the leader of Czech political 
representation.^* Narodni listy informs das that the major 
newspapers in the contemporary world are closely linked with big 
capital and that thus the management of a daily must be 
'capitalistic'.The oldest members of the Narodni listy 
editorial board welcomed the transaction as a resolution of 
conflicts within the Party; the change of ownership had taken 
place congenially and all members of the editorial board had been 
retained.

Adolf Dusek, writing in Samostatnost, condemns the sale as 
the 'silencing and sidelining' of political rebels within the 
Young Czech P a r t y . yg states that the new owners expect to use 
the newspaper as an instrument of agitation for their own 
political purposes, as if almost all newspapers at this time did 
not function in the same manner. He notes that the sale took 
place just prior to local elections in the Prague New Town, in 
which the Young Czechs were running a candidate (Alois Rasin). 
Dusek's conclusion suggests a fall in Narodni listy's ideals and 
prestige: 'Kainovo znameni vysmësnë a d'abelsky pfimo oBehlo
svobodomyslny dflve organ Grégrùv a stkvi se honosnë v ëele

%"lbid.
^*'Ûsudek naseho listu', das, 9 January 1910, p. 1.

"Narodni Listy"', Narodni listy, 9 January 1910, p. 3.
350'"Nârodni Listy"', Narodni listy, 10 January 1910, p. 2.
351/"gas"', Narodni listy, 13 January 1910, p. 2.
^^^Adolf Dusek, 'Kainovo znameni', Samostatnost, 15 January

1910, p. 1.
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listu, jeho2 majitelé i spolupracovnici nemëli vznesenëjsiho a 
slechetnëjsiho elle ne2 slou2it nârodu. The response to this 
article in Narodni listy suggests that, for the writer, nothing 
has changed and that 'outrage' over the sale has manufactured a 
false issue. The writer criticizes Dusek's charges by an attack 
on his style. Dusek reaches a zenith of stylistic waywardness 
with his article: 'Takova rëenl nale2eji vëru u2 ke druhùm
exotickÿm ve kvëtenë nesmyslù, daflclm se jenom v pfetopenych - 
sklennlclch. Jsou frase, pfi jich2 ëteni zda se, 2e autoru musily 
zlomit vaz, led ejhle! - mël jestë dosti slly a odvahy, podepsat 
svùj vÿkon. The writer identifies the stylistic inferiority 
of the article with its lack of substance: 'radikalnl pustota
idejova ma své pflslusné roucho'.^^

A contribution to Samostatnost returns the polemic to a more 
mundane level. The author, J. Karhan, is disgusted by the thought 
that this unscrupulous action of Narodni listy could have such 
a strong impact on the convictions of the general public.^* The 
article reveals that the political opponents of the Young Czechs 
fear lest the reorganized Party make electoral gains. The writer 
also perceptively comments, however, that the declining Young 
Czech Party no longer warrants two newspapers; Den becomes 
redundant with Kramaf's purchase of Narodni listy. In his reply, 
the Narodni listy writer first addresses the style of Karhan's 
article, stating that at least it is not as crass as Dusek's 
'slohove cvideni s të2kÿmi zavaBlmi'.^^ The Narodni listy writer 
does not have many options in this polemic; the sale of the 
newspaper is a fait accompli, Considering that the transaction 
represents the unification of factions within a political party.

3*Ibid.
^^'Pokrokovy a radikalnl sramot', Narodni listy, 18 January 

1910, p. 3.
s^Ibid.
^̂ Ĵ. Karhan, 'Jestë "Narodni Listy"', Samostatnost, 18 

January 1910, p. 40.
3^^Po prasmësném bombastu', Narodni listy, 19 January 1910,

p. 3.
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it hardly warranted the scandal which the rival newspapers 
manufactured. The Narodni listy writer can only repeat that the 
sale in fact accords with the will of Julius Grégr and does not 
concern the honour of the editorial board. The writer is 
primarily concerned with making his point in a clever manner. 
This motivates the elaborate refutation of Karhan's charges; the 
writer treats Karhan's attack on the sale as an attack on Grégr's 
provisions for his heirs: 'Kritika tohoto opatfeni, k nëmu2 mël 
bo%ské i lidské pràvo, ano povinnost, a jeho vÿkonu, kritika tak 
nezfizenâ a nestoudnâ, jak ji provozuje hlavnë tisk tak zvanë 
pokrokovë-stàtopràvni, jest vlastnë uràSkou mânù Grégrovych - a 
tu je pflleBitost vrâtiti v mife neobmezené panu Janu ëi Josefu 
Karhanovi "hnus”, o nëm% vëera mluvi.'^^

This is exactly the kind of complex sentence with which 
ëapek, as polemicist and fiction writer, is associated by his 
contemporaries; thus, it is not surprising that Samostatnost 
directs its response at him. The Samostatnost writer describes 
the purchase of Narodni listy as the purchase of souls: 'Ne
Gogolovskych mrtvych dusi, nybr% koupë 2ijIciho pfesvëdëenî 
vnitfniho, kulturnich pfedstavitelù ëeské 2urnalistiky. Redakce 
Nâr. Listù byla hromadnë, a takfka pfes noc znâsilnëna hmotnou 
silou drBitele moci, zamëstnavatele, chlebodarce, at' u2 je jeho 
jméno takové nebo jiné.'^* He argues that matter has triumphed 
over spirit, or financial concerns over convictions; Narodni 
listy journalists, who formerly attacked Kramaf's positive 
politics, will now violate their convictions by supporting 
Kramâf. Samostatnost places Capek's reputation at the centre of 
the polemic:

A zaslou21-li kdo z redakce N. L. politovani 
nejupfimnëjsiho, je to pan. K. M. Capek, kterÿ stal 
dlouha leta v ëele bojovné redakce, ûtoëil na politiku 
dra Kramâfe nejvâsnivëji a zachycoval nejvice a 
nejprudsi râny protivnikovy. At' se posuzuje polemicka 
prace pané ëapkova v Nâr. Listech jakkoli, v2dy musil 
spravedlivy stoupenec i odpùrce uznat, 2e z jeho ûtokù 
na politiku reorganisovanÿch Mladoëechù srsela jiskra

358Ibid., p. 4.
3̂ Ŝkÿ [possibly Jifi Skorkovskÿ], 'A jestë Nârodnl Listy', 

Samostatnost, 22 January 1910, p. 48.
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poctivého vnitïniho vêdoml, 2e hâjl vëc dobrou. Dnes 
postavili p. K. M. Ôapka na tuté2 zodpovëdnou frontu, 
aie na opaëné stranë tâbora. [...] Vzpomlnàme, s jakou 
vervou a s jak trpkÿm sarkasmem u2il p. K. M. Capek 
nedâvno agrârniho vtipu o dru Kramâfovi: 'Kam vkroëi 
dr. Kramâf, tam trâva neroste." Nu2e dnes vkroëil dr. 
Kramâf do staré tvrze starych, nereorganisovanÿch 
MladoCechù, do Nâr. Listù. Vëfl p. K. M. ëapek, 2e tam 
vyrostou ëeskému nârodu rù2e spâsy?'^°

The Samostatnost writer, however, is wrong to suppose that
ëapek's attacks on Kramâf's politics had been motivated by
conviction. Ôapek wrote for newspapers of different political
orientations; he regarded journalism as his source of income.
That he was not particularly interested in squabbles between
political parties is suggested by the fact that parties are
rarely treated in his creative writing.The work he undertook
in his free time, that is, his fiction and theatre and art
reviews, engaged his passion. The rest was necessary drudgery
which could provide some amusement at best. This is suggested by
the description in 'Ûvodnik' of the journalist forced to write
a leading article in one night; ëapek describes not the contents
of the article, but the process of writing. This same interest
in the writing process and in style is manifest in the polemics
attributed to him.

deské slovo identified ëapek, and his distinctive style, as
Narodni listy's main weapon in polemics. Referring to the
corruptness of the Young Czech Party, the writer for Ceské slovo
states: 'Domnivajl-li se "Narodni Listy", 2e takové zjevy mo2no
odbyti Ôapkovymi kudrlinkami, nemâme pfiëin vyvâdëti je z toho
klamu. Die naseho nâzoru v tak dùle2ité vëci bylo by lépe nechati
mluviti srdce a pfesvëdëeni ëlovëka, ne21i odbÿti to nëjakÿmi
krkolomnÿmi pfemety slovniho akrobata, vypoëtenÿmi na gaudium
nemyslicich ëtenâfù. Capek did not respond to the

s^ïbid.
^^Exceptions to this are 'Dar svateho Floriâna', 'Snivâ 

Katefina' and Antonin Vondrejc.
362/liNârodni Listy"', Ceské slovo, 24 January 1910, p. 2. 

This description of ëapek recalls Saida's comparison of Capek to 
a circus performer. See: Saida, 'Odvaha - k pomluvë', p. 267.
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provocations of Samostatnost or Ceské slovo. However, the organ 
of the National Socials continued to attack him in its polemics 
column.

The debate between deské slovo and Narodni listy continued
along two lines. First, Vaclav Klofad (1868-1942), leader of the
National Socials, printed a three-part article entitled 'Hrr na
nârodnë socialni hnuti' in his newspaper, Ceské slovo. The
article proported to constitute a critique of Kramâf and the
Young Czech P a r t y . Narodni listy's response in the 'Denni
zpravy' column concentrates on the ridiculousness of KlofaC's
description of Kramâf as a 'zbohatlÿ plebejdlk'.^* The writer
dismisses the content of the article through an attack on the
manner of expression:

U2iva-li slova plebejdik - nechceme fici proletaf - 
ale demokrat, zni to cynicky i komicky. Plebs a demos 
jsou pfece synonyma a co se tyde bohatstvi, mêla by se 
tato vytka vystëhovati u2 jednou aspoft z vefejné 
diskuse, naroda, kterÿ vidi, 2e jednou ze zaruk jeho 
budoucnosti jest jeho hospodafsky vÿvoj

deské slovo attributes this article to Capek and accuses him of
trying to evade the issues with 'slovîëkâfs t v i m ' Narodni
listy's response to the second part of 'Hrr na nârodnë socialni
hnuti' again concentrates on style; the second part is not as
coarse: 'Vypustiv nadavky, pfisel autor o vsecko jadro, nebot'
takovym bylo témëf vyhradnë a je%to hloubka jeho rozkladù stoji
k sifce V pomëru obrâceném, stâvaji se i jeho ûvahy s rostouci
sifl jestë ménë hlubsimi, ne2 byly z p o ë â t k u . ' ^ ?  T h e  writer adds
that Klofâë had formerly been a member of the Young Czech Party
and on the editorial board of Narodni listy; thus his political
'achievements' had not begun with the founding of the National

Klofâë, 'Hrr na nârodnë sociâlnl hnuti', deské slovo, 
2 6 January 1910, pp. 1-2; 27 January 1910, pp. 1-2; 28 January 
1910, p. 1.

364'Hrr na nârodnë-sociâlni hnuti', Narodni listy, 26 January 
1910, p. 2.

s^Ibid.
3^^Na dvë strany', deské slovo, 27 January 1910, pp. 2-3. 
3̂ 7'«Hrr atd. " ', Nârodnl listy, 27 January 1910, p. 2.
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Socials.

The polemic continues with Narodni listy's attack on 
Klofâô's financial affairs. When taken to court for not paying 
his debts to the former owner of Zlata husa, KlofaC, current 
owner of the hotel, accepts credit from the Lânderbank. Nârodnl 
listy construes this as evidence that the National Socials and 
deské slovo are under German control. The ironic tone behind the 
hysterical chauvinism of the article becomes manifest when the 
writer states that every unbiased person must wonder what could 
have motivated German capital to give credit to National Socials, 
'lidem notoricky ne-li nezamo2nym, tedy daleko nevladnoucim 
takovymi majetky, jaké by se nachazely v nëjakém solidnim pomëru 
k milionovemu objektu "Zlaté husy"'.^^* The article intends to 
discredit Klofâë as a judge of the morality of the Narodni listy 
editors. Ceské slovo attributes this 'Mrzka denunciace' to 'Matëj 
ëapek'.^* The National Social newspaper denies that it has 
anything to do with the Lânderbank; it does admit, however, that 
Klofâë was compelled to turn to the German institution when Czech 
banks refused credit, because of the politicking of Narodni 
listy, Ceské slovo repeats its accusation that the Narodni listy 
editors sold their conscience to Kramâf. The newspaper lists 
ëapek's work for the clerical Naslnec and for Old and Young Czech 
newspapers as proof that he has no scruples and thus no right to 
attack the honour of others. The frustration of the Narodni listy 
writer is evident in his condemnation of the National Social 
charges as 'prolhanou blbost'.^° Ceské slovo labels this the 
'kvëtomluvy Kaspara Lena'.^^ It repeats its attacks on the 
unscrupulousness of Capek and of Josef Any2 (1852-1912), deputy 
in the Bohemian Diet and editor responsible in Narodni listy, 
ëapek is accused of having written the most scathing articles

368 ,Nârodnë-sociâlni orgân "Landerbanky” ', Nârodnl listy, 15 
March 1910, p. 2.

3^'Polemiky "Narodnich Listù"', Ceské slovo, 16 March 1910,
p. 3.

37o,vëerejsi odpovëd'', Nârodnl listy, 16 March 1910, p. 2. 
3^'Oosel jim vtip', Ceské slovo, 17 March 1910, p. 3.
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condemning Kramâ? prior to the change of ownership. Capek should 
at least have had the good taste to ask for another column when 
Kramâf took over the n e w s p a p e r . The Narodni listy writer 
denies that either of the men mentioned had sold his 
c o n s c i e n c e . He does not reveal whether or not Ceské slovo is 
correct in attributing the 'Denni zpravy' polemics to Capek; he 
describes the attacks of the National Social newspaper as 
'terorem osobnlm', intended to replace objective arguments.^* 
deské slovo replies by concentrating its attack almost entirely 
on Capek. The newspaper warns that thus far it has shown 
restraint in criticizing the private affairs of Young Czech 
politicians, but it will not back down if Narodni listy provokes 
a slander competition: 'Pak ovsem pan Capek - na nëho2 take
nezapomeneme, musl bÿti pfipraven, 2e zatim, ne%li ze sebe 
vysouka jednu jako Rokycany dlouhou, afektovanou, vyumëlkovanou 
a kudrlinkovou vêtu, dostane tolik padnych ran, 2e se hned tak 
brzo nevzpamatuje.'^s The 'Zlata husa' controversy drags on for 
several more days; however, the basic charges remain the same on 
both sides.

In the midst of these debates, Ceské slovo printed a review 
of Capek's Nové patero. As one might have expected, the review 
continued the polemic; it condemns Capek's work, while at the 
same time recognizing his talent. The review suggests that 
contemporary criticism of Capek's fiction must be seen in the 
context of political and personal disputes. The reviewer states 
that this collection awakens in the reader: 'udiv nad
podivinstvlm razu zcela neobvykleho, je2 zradi se ve vsech

3.

372ibid.
3^^"2eske slovo"', Nârodnl listy, 17 March 1910, p. 3. 
s^^Sebe prudCi paroxysmus', Narodni listy, 18 March 1910, p.

375'iiNâr. Listy" troubi k ustupu', deské slovo, 18 March 
1910, p. 2.

^̂ ®See: 'Historié "Zlaté husy"', Nârodnl listy, 19 March
1910, p. 1; 'Na "historii Zlaté husy"J, ibid., 20 March 1910, p. 
2; 'Obkladek na rozpalenou hlavu', deské slovo, 20 March 1910, 
p. 3; 'A jestë "Narodni Listy"', ibid., 22 March 1910, p. 3.
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pracech tohoto belletristy odpor vùôi jeho zpùsobu, vyjadfovati 
se a na konec (ale nejsilnëjsi) pocit upfîmné lltosti, 2e talent 
tak rozhodnÿ ocitl se nenâvratnë na scesti'.^^ The reviewer's 
comment that even Capek's staunchest enemy would not deny his 
gift of observation or his originality, indicates the polemical 
background of the review. The reviewer states that this 
originality manifests itself in the bizarre choice of subject; 
Ôapek's treatment of his material is affected. He criticizes 
Gapek for trying to flaunt his knowledge to the reader. 
Perceptions of Ôapek as a polemicist appear to inform the 
reviewer's assessments: 'Capek je ëi spise povaBuje se za
naturalistu, ale ve skuteënosti jim neni. Neni jim, protoBe pfes 
to, 2e jeho pozorovaci talent je opravdu neobyëejnÿ, nedovede 
skuteCnost liëiti tak, jakou opravdu je, nybr% zkarikovanou a 
pfebarvenou, zachycenou pod zornym uhlem velmi zû2enÿm. [...] 
Mâte stale dojem, jakoby si spisovatel z vas tropil sasky a 
jakoby jen pfedstiral soucit, jen% tu a tam se ozve'.^* He 
attacks Capek's work for lacking intellectual substance, a 
criticism frequently levelled against polemics, which concentrate 
on discrediting an opponent rather than on addressing issues. The 
criticism of the extraneous details may likewise echo charges 
made against Capek as polemicist. The reviewer's attack on Capek 
the author explicitly constitutes an attack on Capek the 
polemicist: 'Capkùv sloh i v novellistickych pracech z daleka
prozrazuje znâmého autora polemickych lokalek v "Narodnich 
Listech" strojenosti a kroucenosti svych pfeti2enych vët, je2 se 
plazi a zdlouhavë vinou jako pfecpani hadi.'^*

A year later, the debates over the sale of Narodni listy 
result in two court cases, the first involving Josef Any2 and 
Antonin Uhlif (1882-1957), the second Machar and Cyrill Bd'arsky 
(born 1872). The debates are revived because of the elections to 
the Reichsrat in June 1911; in an election -meeting on 11 May

^^-ek., 'K. M. Capek: Nové patero', deské slovo, 18 March
1910, p. 5.

™Ibid.
^^Ibid.
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1911, Uhlif accuses Kramâf of having bought the conscience of the 
Narodni listy editorial board. Krainaf advises Anÿ2 to press 
charges of libel and the case is heard in a Prague district court 
on 21 J u l y U h l i f  insists that his comment had been directed 
at Kramâf, but he does not deny that his claim also implicates 
the journalists of Nârodnl listy. In court, Any2 attacks das's 
coverage of the sale, which he defends against the slurs of the 
press.Uhlif's lawyer argues that his client had done no more 
than repeat accusations which had been made in the press for over 
a year. Uhlif was cleared of the charges; at the court of appeal, 
however, Any2 won his case.̂ *̂

The Any2/Uhlif court case inspired Machar's 'Mrtvé duse', 
printed in Cas. In this article, he compares the Narodni listy 
editors and Kramâf to two battling galleons: 'kanonyfi jeji [that 
is, Nârodnl listy] zamifili na neblaheho plavce a bouchali mu do 
lodiCky vsickni - M. K. [sic] Ôapek své granâty, jinl bomby, jini 
smolne vënce - a2 si mily doktor vzpomnël na Lehrjahre mladosti 
své - - - a sel a koupil houfnici i s kanonyry' He compares 
Kramaf to Gogol's Chichikov, because he 'buys' the dead souls of 
the Young Czech newspaper. Machar implies that the transaction 
demonstrates the corruption of the nation: 'dr. Karel Ciôikov sel 
a koupil, CO se koupit dalo: marianskou houfnici, vëdu, umëni, 
slavu svoji, vefejné mlnëni, narodni moralku, smysl nasich 
dëjin'.^w Machar claimed that in denoucing Krama? and the Young 
Czech newspaper he had fulfilled his responsibility as a Czech 
writer; however, his vanity was also at stake. He is irritated 
in particular that these 'dead souls' are the creators of public

printed a biased summary of the proceedings. 'Procès 
Narodnich Listù', Cas, 21 July 1911, pp. 7-9.

3^Ibid., p. 7.
*̂̂ See: J. S. [Jaroslav Strânskÿ], 'Ke sporu Narodnich Listù 

s Macharem', Pifltomnost, 1, 1924, 16, p. 256. In the First
Republic, Uhlif was deputy for the Czechoslovak Socialist Party.

383_by- [J. s. Machar], 'Mrtvé duse'. Cas, 2 3 July 1911, p.
2.

3^Ibid., p. 3. The offices of Nârodnl listy were located on 
Marianska ulice.
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opinion; 'vëdci provozuji v Marianské ulici politiku, krâsni
literâti diplomacii a smok-lokàlkât vynâsi literârni soudy
.. . ' .3*5 Machar specifies his personal grievances: in answer to
Machar's claim that the Narodni listy editors lied about Kramaf's
attempts at a pre-election reconciliation with the Social
Democrats, 'M. K. Capek, osvëdôenÿ kanonyr mariânské houfnice,
vydal zdrcujici odsudek me literârni ëinnosti'.^* Machar
vilifies Hladik, as well as Kramaf and Capek, for writing a
feuilleton against him. As in Machar's satire on Czech liberal
politics {Magdalena, 1894), personal differences fuel a conflict
between parties, in this case the Realists and the Young Czechs.

The article provokes Cyrill Bd'ârskÿ, member of the Narodni
listy editorial board and reserve lieutenant, to challenge Machar
to a duel. Machar relates, in 'Okresni soud - souboj - a
milosrdnâ rada', that Bd'ârskÿ's seconds had arrived at his door
at midnight on 25 July to deliver the challenge. Machar's self-
mythologizing as the conscience of the nation is evident in his
dismissal of the challenge as ridiculous:

Pan Cyrill Bd'ârskÿ se citi ura2en, a tëch druhÿch 
devët a tficet ëlenù redakce ne? Ti nejsou ura2eni?
Anÿ2? Capek? Hladik, Tûma? atd. atd. Chce jim fici p.
C. %d'ârskÿ, 2e maji hrosi kù2i? Ze pravem nosi ten 
cejch, kterÿ jim celâ vefejnost ëeskâ vpâlila a kterÿ 
byl pfi soudnim pfeliCeni ûfednë ovëfen? - P. Cyrill 
Bd'ârskÿ se citi "ura2enÿm” - ale co je do toho mnë, 
chirurgovi naseho vefejného 2ivota a historiografovi 
nasi ëeské bidy?̂ *?

Machar reports Lidové noviny's claim that Rasin had encouraged
Bd'ârskÿ to make the challenge.^* He encourages Bd'ârskÿ to
leave his job if he feels offended: 'Jâ sâm - a jsem starsi
ëlovëk a leCcemus u nâs u2 zvyklÿ - bych v spoleCnosti Capka,
Anÿ2e a Hladika nebyl ani minutu.'^* Bd'ârskÿ sues Machar for

sKjbid.
sw^bid., p. 4.
387-by- [Machar], 'Okresni soud - souboj - a milosrdnâ rada',

p. 4.
s^ibid., p. 5.
s^^bid., p. 4.
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libel and the case was tried in November 1911.

The trial was politicized by the press. Narodni listy 
asserted that in its coverage of the trial, Cas had manifested 
spite at Realist losses in the summer elections to the 
Reichsrat.The Young Czech newspaper similarly interprets the 
claims made by the Realist Uhlif as pre-election provocation, and 
Machar's feuilletons as a continuation of the party conflict. 
Both the Young Czechs and the Realists address Machar's character 
as a writer. In his report on the trial, the Narodni listy writer 
includes an attack on the style of Machar's feuilletons; 'Vÿrazy 
naprosto nebâsnickÿmi a slohem nevazanym, pfesvëdôen, 2e nadavky 
V jeho ustech maji pùvab duchaplnosti, v nëkolika feuilletonech 
zle fâdil proti redakci "Narodnich L i s t ù " . He implies that 
such a coarse poet must be a dishonourable man. The portrait of 
the poet in the Realist press, and its concentration on the 
national role of the poet and the journalist, indicate a 
conception of the political role of culture. The Realist 
newspaper represents the trial as a conflict between Young Czech, 
capitalist corruption, and the voice of the nation, embodied in 
the 'honest' poet. Thus, while Narodni listy refers to the case 
as, 'Procès red. C. Bd'àrského proti J. S. Macharovi', das refers 
to it as, 'Narodni Listy proti J. S. Macharovi', that is, the 
conglomerate of power versus the individual. In his concluding 
speech in defence of Machar, the lawyer Vaclav Bouëek (born 1869) 
reads several poems by Machar as examples of the poet's 
patriotism, the alleged motivation for his denunciation of 
Nârodnl listy. Bouëek remarks to the jury: 'Basnlk té velikosti 
a té vrouci lasky k nârodu mate uvrhnouti do vëzenl.'^^ The 
writer for Cas states: 'Pravy basnlk je bojovnlk a Machar v2dycky 
byl bojovnlkem. Cas claims that the poet had expressed the

390'Proces red. C. Bd'ârského proti J. S. Macharovi', Narodni 
listy, 27 November 1911, p. 2.

3^ibid., p. 2.
392'Narodni Listy proti J. S. Macharovi', das, 28 November 

1911, p. 10.
3*Ibid., p. 6.
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nation's condemnation of Kramaf's purchase of the Young Czech 
newspaper; thousands of Czechs believed, '2e slovo basnikovo 
osvobozuje od mravni bolesti, nebot' je ortelem vyssim a trvalÿm 
a je bleskem, kterÿ oCist'uje vzduch'.^*

Bd'arsky claims that as an editor of Narodni listy, his 
honour is implicated by Machar's descriptions of the Young Czech 
journalists as 'Koupene mrtvé duse', 'koupeni otroci', men who 
can be paid to spit in each other's eyes. Bd'ârskÿ's lawyer 
tried to focus the trial on the question of whether or not his 
client was justified in seeking satisfaction for the insulting 
of his honour. That Bd'àrskÿ was in charge of articles on foreign 
affairs and thus has never written anything about Kramâf, 
weakened his case. Boudek, Machar's lawyer, reiterated that 
Machar's comments were addressed to Ôapek, as the editor of the 
political section of the 'Denni zpravy' column, and to Hladik.^* 
BouCek suggests that Bd'àrskÿ has been directed by his employers 
to pursue the case. The lawyer attempts to prove that the senior 
journalists working for Narodni listy did 'sell' their political 
convictions to Kramâf and that thus Machar had been stating only 
an obvious truth, and fulfilling his duty to the nation. The jury 
unanimously cleared Machar of the charges; das reports that the 
hundreds of people waiting outside the courthouse had greeted 
Machar as a hero.

The writer for Cas implies that the outcome of the trial 
represented a 'moral' victory for the Realists and humiliation 
for the Young Czechs; however, he also predicts the literary 
significance of the trial: 'Bed dra. Boudka bude opët a opët
ëtena a zasluhovala by, aby se vsim materialem uloBena byla v 
Museu kralovstvi ëeského ve fasciklu pro pfisti literârni 
historii. N a r o d n i  listy attempted to minimize the cultural- 
historical significance of the trial by denigrating Machar. It

3Wibid.
395'Procès red. C. Bd'ârského proti J. S. Macharovi', p. 2. 

These remarks appear in Machar's 'Mrtvé duse'.
^^^Nârodni Listy proti J. S. Macharovi', p. 9.
s^Ibid., p. 11.
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stated that the jury had acquitted the popular poet, while 
denying satisfaction to the young, little known journalist; that 
is, the trial had represented the triumph of the undiscriminating 
opinion of the masses.^* Regarding the Realist portrayal of the 
trial as a conflict between Narodni listy and Machar, and the 
poet's claim that the newspaper needed his conviction, Narodni 
listy replies: 'V obojim je falesny ton, marné ladënÿ ku potlesku 
laCné massy. "Narodni Listy" nic nemëly a nemajl s panem
Macharem. Jejich cti se nemù2e dotknouti cynik a fanatickÿ 
maniak, i kdyby byl sebe vice zbo2ftovan krâtkozrakÿm davem. 
Viktor Dyk, in 'Konec chytractvi', published in Samostatnost, 
asserts that the jury had condemned Czech journalism in
g e n e r a l . H i s  reference to Capek's literary works in the 
feuilleton, even if included for the sake of a joke, suggests 
that Ôapek's reputation as a writer might have been damaged. Dyk 
relates a conversation that he has 'overheard' between an unnamed 
journalist and a certain lawyer; the journalist addresses the 
second man:

Doktore, Biviteli, chlebodàrëe zlatoûstÿ a 
zlatokapesnÿ!

ZneuBil jste me nevëdomosti. Vite, 2e rozumim 
politice jako koza petr2eli. Byl jsem najat, abych
nadaval. Nadaval jsem vam a nadavam nyni vasim
odpùrcùm. Nefekl jste mi, 2e je to nëco spatneho.
[. . . ]

Ujist'oval jste mne naopak, 2e nase dùvërnâ 
znamost zûstane bez nâsledkù. Jaka salba! Châpu 
spatnë. Tolik vsak pfece chapu, 2e se stala nëjakâ 
ostuda. [...]

Stane-li se vam nëjakâ ostuda, mù2ete odjeti na 
Krym. Co se mnou? Mohu pouze s pfitelem Vondrejcem k 
pani Sâdë. A pani Sada mi nestaCi. Mam sahnouti k 
Begovu samokresu?

Pryô, chmurné myslenky! Doktore, jste hrd na své 
ëisté ruce, pro në2 tolik cizich rukou musi se 
spiniti; dovolte, abych vam pfedstavil své ruce, které

398

p. 3.
'Vsemi hlasy osvobozen', Narodni listy, 28 November 1911,

399Ibid.
^ooyiktor Dyk, 'Konec chytractvi', Samostatnost, 29 November

1911, p. 1.
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se spinily pro vÉs.^^
The fear that the Nârodnl llsty/Machar trial might harm his 

reputation as a writer drove Capek to respond personally. In a 
letter to the editor Capek explains why he had not sued Machar 
for libel: 'NeuCinil jsem tak proto, 2e pfednë neuznâvâm nikoho 
na svëtë za soudce své cti'.'̂  ̂ He admits that he has adopted 
this attitude only recently, and that previously he had settled 
questions of honour with two slaps, 'z nich2 druhÿ byl nëkdy 
proto fiznëjsi, 2e se mùj protivnlk hned po prvnim nepostavil na 
h l a v u ' . I n  the last affair of this sort, he states, 'zaBil 
jsem okamBiky nevyslovnych utrap d u s e v n i c h ' t h e  affair took 
place in cirmcumstances which might have ended sadly for someone 
close to Capek's opponent, ëapek may be referring here to Bem's 
pregnant sister; Bém claimed that his sister's health had been 
threatened by Capek's behaviour. At that time, Capek states, he 
swore that he would refrain from taking such a course again, 
except under specific cirmcumstances which he prefers not to 
disclose. He explains that he has sued for libel only twice; the 
first case concerned a German journal; however, the identity of 
the culprit could not be determined and Capek agreed to accept 
an out-of-court settlement, which he subsequently donated to the 
Central School Foundation and the Union of Czech Journalists.^^ 
The second case involved Cas and took place in circumstances

'̂ ^̂ Ibid. Dyk refers to the pub frequented by artists and 
littérateurs in Antonin Vondrejc and to ëapek's play Begüv 
samokres.

M. Capek, 'V procesu "Bd'arsky contra Machar"' 
(Zaslano), Narodni listy, 29 November 1911, p. 6.

*%Ibid.
4Wibid.
^^ibid. Capek's papers give evidence of two cases in which 

he defends his honour. 'Protokol sporu s Viktorem Olivou' 
provides details of a verbal exchange in the Slavie café with the 
painter Viktor Oliva (1861-1928). It is dated 22 June 1892. 
Papers: ëapek-Chod; documents: Report of the law suit against 
Viktor Oliva; PNP. He sues the journalist Oskar Kuh (born 1858) 
for defamation of character in 1906. Papers: Capek-Chod;
documents: Criminal court in Prague, the judicial case of K. M. 
Capek-Chod versus Oskar Kuh; PNP.
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which were 'grotesque' rather than offensive, because he had been 
mistaken for someone else. He recalls that the case concluded 
with the publication of Dusek's retraction, in which he undertook 
to refrain from attacks on Ôapek in the press in the future. 
Capek claims that he would win the case if he chose to sue 
Machar, who had published his accusations in Cas. However, Capek 
insists that his honour cannot be tainted by the contributors or 
editors of Cas. He then explains why Machar has no right to 
accuse him of hypocrisy, recalling the scandal involving Herben, 
former editor and owner of das. Herben had remained on the 
editorial board, even though Masaryk had expelled him from the 
Realist Party on suspicion of fraud. Machar had been responsible 
for asking Herben to cease working for the newspaper. Capek 
quotes Machar's assessment of the scandal thus: 'svinstvem, které 
bude sotva pfekonano v celém dvacâtém stoleti'.^* Capek 
comments: 'Mezi chefem me strany, drem. Kramâfem, a mnou
nepfihodilo se ani stin stinu vseho toho, co se pfihodilo mezi 
Herbenem, Macharem, Masarykem, nemluvë arci ani o tom, 2e vÿkonnÿ 
vybor strany Herbenovy pohrozil mu trestnlm udanim pro zloCin, 
a 2e Herben na vykonny vybor své strany podal Balobu pro utrhani, 
pozdëji odvolanou.'^? Yet both Machar and Herben continue to 
work on the same editorial board, because, Capek comments, 
'domluvili se a smifili se' This is exactly what has taken 
place between him and Kramâf; he recalls the day when Kramâf 
entered the Narodni listy offices, 'a podaval mi ruku s jedinÿm, 
ale pro mne do smrti nezapomenutelnym slovem "NiCevo!” v nëmB 
bylo smifeni vsech vin' Capek's critics are probably correct 
to assume that financial concerns led him to decide to remain at 
the newspaper. That hardly seems hypocritical given that Capek

4M^apek, 'V procesu "Zd'arsky contra Machar"', p. 6. On the 
scandal involving Herben, see: Emanuel Chalupny, 'Vznik Ceské 
strany pokrokové' ; Alois Hajn, 'Aféra Herbenova', divot novinâdüv 
1894-1930, Prague, 1930, pp. 169-170. Hajn also writes treats the 
Machar trial. Hajn, 'Machar osvobozen', ibid., pp. 195-96.

4^Capek, 'V procesu "Zd'arsky contra Machar"', p. 6.
**Ibid.
4Wlbid.
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had loyalties to the newspaper for which he had worked for ten
years, rather than to any faction within the Young Czech Party.
In the conclusion to the letter, Capek expresses bitterness that
he has been reproached for dedication to a newspaper that has
exploited his talents:

Dnes jsem chud, krejcaru, ktereho nevypisu, nemarn, a 
vedle redakCnich hodin pisu dennë jestë pët doma, slly 
mé pfed prodejem 'Nâr. Listù' bylo vykofist'ovano do 
ûpadu, a pfece jsem prùbëhem tëchto let odmltl 
nabldku, rovnou témëf sinekufe. To je o mnë v kruzlch 
Burnalistù znamo. Za to jsem nafknut z prodejnosti. A 
kÿm? Ôlovëkem, jen% za 50 zl., neohroBujlclch jeho 
existenci, byl hotov pracovati pod chefem, i kdyby se 
mu dokazalo, 2e je defraudantem! A mluvl se mi o 
naplivânl do tvafe lidmi, ktefl by to musili povaBovat 
za vyznamenanl, kdybych jâ to udëlal - jim!'̂ ®̂

Cas recommends Dyk's article in Samostatnost to its readers; the
Realist newspaper also promises to reply to Ôapek's letter.'*”

The pathos of ëapek's first letter to the editor is absent
in the second. In the first, he openly reveals his personal
feelings to the public. In the second, he resumes the mask of the
ironist. As in other polemics, he engages here in a vigorous, but
also comic, dismissal of his opponents, primarily Machar and Dyk,
disguised as an attack on their literary work. He explains his
reasons for demanding the attention of the public yet again in
this affair:

obhâjce pânë Macharùv ujist'oval porotu. Be o jeho 
pfipadu bude se v Cechâch mluvit jestë za padesât let, 
a jeBto jâ, at' zaslouBenou at' nezaslouBenou mërou 
jsem byl ozdobou feël pana dra. Bouëka na mlstë 
prvnim, bude se tedy i o mnë za padesât let mluvit. 
ZâleBI mi tedy na tom velmi, abych pro pfltomnost i 
pro budoucnost byl také jâ slysen.'*”

'**°Ibid. ëapek may here refer to the attempt by ëeskâ 
spofitelna to bribe him. See: Tûma, 'JeBatec', p. 83. Ôapek's 
1923 letter to a Nârodnl listy editor suggests the devastating 
impact which this polemic had on him. He states that he would 
never return to the 'polemické vfavy' which destroyed his health, 
ruined his career as a journalist and brought him great 
humiliation. Papers: Capek-Chod; letter to the editor of Narodni 
listy from ëapek-Chod, 1923; PNP.

^"'Nârodnl Listy', das, 30 November 1911, pp. 6-7.
'*”K. M. ëapek, 'Uctivë proslm za odpustënl' (Zaslâno) ,

Nârodnl listy, 1 December 1911, p. 6.
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Ôapek asserts that Cas can never refute his charges; the
newspaper cannot deny that it was forced to print Dusek's
statement, in which he retracts 'vyslovnë nadavky, nejryzejsi
masarykovskou kulturou nesene', and promises never to attack
Capek again in the p r e s s . printing Machar's articles, das
has violated the court agreement. Capek returns to the Herben
scandal and challenges Cas:

Jak mi doka2e, 2e to, co jâ kdy v "Narodnich Listech" 
napsal proti dru. Kramafovi i jen zdaleka snese 
porovnani se "svinstvem" Macharovym, Herbenovÿm a 
Masarykovym i Boudkovym? Kde berou tito lidé odvahu i 
se svym drem. Boudkem mnë hnâti k Balobë pro 
koprolalické vyroky bÿvalého bâsnika, kdy2 maji nikoli 
mâslo, aie macharovské svinstvo na hlavë [...]?̂ *̂

Capek caricatures Machar:
slysim anakreontskÿ ton kdysi bâsnika Machara, tohoto 
vseslitovnika nad "Casem", Dalajlamu, bilÿm slonem, 
Majstrem atd. a neûprosného mstitele na vsechny jiné 
strany! On s drem. BouCkem udili absoluce vsem 
hfisnikùm pod spoleënou s nim pfikrÿvkou a snad 
uslysime co nevidët zase mlaskavé hubiCky jeho, 
vymënované s Tomâsem anebo Herbenem, jako je vymënil 
s drem. Bouëkem po st'astném vyvâznuti

The whole affair, Capek relates, reminds him of an incident which
occurred long ago: 'Jednou jsem sel pozdë v noci a slâpl jsem do
lou2e, vyplynulé z prâce mu2ù jen v noci pracujicich a pfi prâci
pod dla2bu ponofenÿch. Zpozorovali, jak osklivë to nesu a hlasitë
se mi smâli. Kdy2 jsem se nezdr2el a poukâzal na to, 2e oni jsou
V  torn po krk, slysel jsem odpovëd': "My smime, to je nâs
2ivel ! " ' Capek compares Machar and Dyk to the sewage workers.
He asserts that after reading Machar's 'Mrtvé duse', he attempted
to outdo Machar: 'kdy2 jsem byl se svou praci hotov, vsichni, kdo
ji V  rukopis ëetli, uznali, 2e jsem dokâzal vëc zdânlivë
nemo2nou, to jest nëco jestë sprostsiho ne2 M a c h a r ' . H e  tore

^̂ Îbid.
‘̂̂ Ibid.
'*'̂ Ibid. 'Tomas' refers to T. G. Masaryk. 
‘̂‘̂Ibid.
"*̂ Îbid.
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up this piece of writing, thus destroying the evidence, '2e jsem
mël chvili, ve které jsem byl jestë vëtslm bâsnikem, ne2 Bouëkùv
nejvëtsi bâsnik ëeskÿ'

In the letter's conclusion, ëapek responds to Dyk: 'Ano,
"Samostatnost” skuteënë zdvihla své "ëertovské kopyto" a mâvla
jim stranou po "Narodnich Listech" a zvlâstë po mne. [...] Jak
pak by mohla uslechtilâ fysiognomie p. V. Dyka schâzet mezi
mstiteli, dnes mne obkliëujicimi!'^* ëapek interprets Dyk's
comments as deriving from wounded pride:

Vsechny râny, které jsem kdy rozdal, se otevfely, a 
znovu prysti, nadtoB tak svë2i jako pânë Dykovy! S nim 
budu ostatnë struënëji hotov. Tento rhytmik a ëeskÿ 
rekapitulant nejen Bourgetùv mâ rùzné sladké 
sebeklamy, nejznâmëjsi z nich jest, 2e se domnivâ, 2e 
je dramatikem. Pokusil jsem se poctivë vyvésti jej z 
tohoto bludu, aie odplâci tak, jak vùbec odplâci 
s vët. 420

ëapek is here referring to his critical reviews of Dyk's 
p l a y s . 421 He insists that if Dyk were a decent journalist, he 
would print what he knows to be true, that is, that the Narodni 
listy journalists had not sold their honour to the present owner. 
This second letter constituted the 'last word' in the polemic. 
Machar's articles and the anonymous response in Cas were too 
feeble to refute Capek's attacks.

In its reply to ëapek's letters, das claims: 'Nebudeme
situaci pana K. M. Capka zhorsovat, proto2e (die ruského

4Wibid.
4̂ Îbid. He alludes to Dyk's 'Epizoda Tacitova' (1903), Konec 

Hackenschmidiiv (1904) and Prosinec (1906) .
42ô apek, 'Uctivë prosim za odpustëni'. He refers to 

Bourget's Le Disciple (1889) , which was said to be the model for 
Konec Hackenschmidiiv,

421RMC. [Karel Matëj Capek], 'Pfed otevfenim', Zvon, 8 (1907- 
8), 10, pp. 157-58; KMÔ., 'Pora2eni', Zvon, 11 (1910-11), 22, pp. 
349-50. See also the critical review of Dyk's Pohadky z nasi 
vesnice in Narodni listy, 3 April, 1910, p. 14; and Spektator's 
[possibly Emil Frida or Augustin 2alud] review of Dyk's Ironie 
a smutky in Nârodnl listy, 11 January 1911, pp. 1-2. Capek wrote 
positive reviews of other works by Dyk; see: KMC., 'Episoda', 
Zvon, 1 (1906-7), 11, pp. 158-59; and KMÔ., 'Posel', Zvon, 8
(1907-08), 3, pp. 44-6.
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pflslovi) do ôlovëka na zemi le21clho u2 se nepers. The 
defensive tone of the article, however, suggests that the das 
writer is wary of offending Capek. He recapitulates the course 
of Ôapek's polemic with Cyrill Dusek, and misrepresents the 
outcome of the polemic when he claims that das willingly
published the retraction on learning that Capek had not written 
the offending article containing the phrase 'mrzké individuum'. 
At that time, Dusek had asserted that he had signed the 
retraction only to get Capek off his back. In 1911, however, das 
claims: 'Pan Capek nebyl take tak bojovny, jak vypada nyni ve
svém zaslanu'.^^ The das writer also addresses the Herben 
scandal, pointing out that all those who had accused Herben of 
fraud later retracted their assertions. The conclusion indicates 
a disinclination to continue the polemic: 'Doufame ve vsi
skromnosti, 2e timto jsou fâdnë zodpovëzeny obë hlavni otâzky 
pânë Capkovy. [...] Ostatek fekneme, a2 my budeme chtit.'^*

Machar publishes a statement on the outcome of the trial, 
in which his self-satisfaction verges on self-parody. He 
describes the trial as a purging of the nation's ills:

Slo o vie, ne2 o mou osobu a o ura2enou Cest p. 
Cyrilla 2d'arskeho ....

A dnes je jisto, 2e v nârodë roze2raném
mladoëesstvim, radnicemi, lokajstvim a strébrovstvim,
2ije pfec zdrave jâdro. Vira v në byla v2dy mou 
posilou, a vira ta më v pra2ské porotni sini
nezklamala.

A vëru byl j 12 nevyssi Cas. Dusno bylo u nâs k zalknuti.^s
He repeats his accusations against the editors of Narodni listy, 
naming Capek, Hladik, Tûma and Any2. Machar's satirical attack 
on the Czech public is mundane: he thanks his lawyer, 'za tu 
û2asnou nâmahu, kterâ byla nutna, aby se vefejnë dokâzalo, 2e 
dvakrât dvë neni p ë t ' M a c h a r  thanks the jury for being worthy

pravda, 2e odpovime ...', Cas, 8 December 1911, p. 5. 
4%Ibid., p. 6.
4%^bid.

S. Machar, 'Po procesu', Cas, 3 December 1911, p. 2. 
^̂‘̂Ibid.
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of his trust; 'V té sini, kde jsem pfed Vami sedël jako 
ob2alovany, nemël jsem obav o své soudy, o svou osobu - ne, jenom 
o Vâs, jen o tu viru v nâs lid, jeho2 jste byli zâstupci, jen o 
tu jsem se chvël.'^? He attests that Bd/arsky is indeed an 
honourable man, commenting that he, too, will have a keepsake 
from the trial: 'setkal se s ëlovëkem generosnim, toti% se mnou, 
zabral misto v mém omnibusu, jim% se jede do fise nesmrtelnosti - 
a jâ mu je râd p o n e c h â m ' Machar's thanks to his supporters 
is consistent with his self-mythologizing throughout the trial: 
'Dobfe se 2ije a lehSeji se bojuje, kdy% ëlovëk vi, 2e jeho 
dechem dÿchaji tisicové a k jeho prâci hledl s lâskou sta a sta 
pohledù! Machar also publishes a short play in which he 
satirizes Young Czech politicians and those critics who have 
judged his works harshly, including Arne Novâk and Milos Marten 
(1883-1917) These 'villains' burn the poet and his works on 
a pyre in Old Town Square in honour of St John Nepomucene. They 
intend to sacrifice Masaryk and Herben in future years. This 
clumsy satire demonstrates Machar's vindictiveness.

In Modern! revue Arnost Prochâzka predictably regards the 
trial as an indication of the low level of culture and public 
life in the Bohemian Lands: 'Je to hrozné, pomysli-li se, co je 
dovoleno psâti a co je dovoleno Siniti; obë strany stâly na 
stejné ûrovni. I nepflëetnë lajici spisovatel, i Burnalisté, 
ktefi se skryli zbabële za osobu nevyznamnou. Prochâzka 
regards the defence lawyer's speech as the most appalling moment 
of this pathetic spectacle: 'Nëco takového, jako byla jeho

^^Ibid.
2̂*Ibid.
"29ibid.
430-by- J, g, Machar], 'Svatojansky ohhostro j ', Cas, 19 May 

1912, pp. 2-4. Reprinted in J. S. Machar, Satiricon, 2nd edn, 
Prague, 1919, pp. 222-230. Capek is one of the figures frequently 
attacked in the second part of this work. Poems which refer to 
ëapek, in the first part, are found on the following pages: 
ibid., pp. 31, 33, 34, 45, 85-87, 97, 113, 118-19.

4^[Arnost Prochâzka], 'Jaké kalné, spinavé vody', Modern! 
revue, 24 (1912), p. 152.
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obhajovaci teà, pronésti by se stydël i poslednl fednik na tâbofe 
fvavÿch: bylo v ni tolik dusevni nejemnosti, kulturni
neokfesanosti, literârni nevëdomosti'/^^ Only the crude language 
of Machar or Capek could adequately characterize the lawyer's 
speech.

Capek responds privately to this provocation, as Prochâzka 
reveals in his journal: 'P. K. M. Capek poslal mi pfipis, ve
kterém 2âdâ, abych mu dokâzal citâty, kdy u21val ve svych 
polemikâch hrubÿch vÿrazù. [...] To2 lituji i jeho 
nespokojenosti, i toho, 2e nemohu "Modern! Revui" potiskovati 
jeho vyrony. Prochâzka advises Capek to reread the articles
he wrote after the trial, adding, 'nerozpoznâ-li toho, snad v 
redakci "Nârodnl Listù" nalezne nëkoho, kdo si zachoval aspoft 
spetku citu pro urbanni formy polemické'

Capek replies in a letter to the editor printed in Narodni 
listy: he reproaches Prochâzka for not providing examples of the 
coarse language which he attributes to him and for not revealing 
the true contents of Capek's l e t t e r . H e  asserts that he has 
no need to turn to anyone else for an understanding of the polite 
form of polemics; he will rely on Prochâzka's authority. He 
quotes from Prochâzka's polemics with Novina, in which he writes 
of Saida: 'Mimo to vi, 2e nasi blahovolné, vychovné pozornosti
nijak neujde. Zvlâstë nyni, kdy2 se vraci do dëtskÿch kalhotek. 
Tu met la je v2dy dobrym lekem. Capek concludes with the 
comment that he is not disturbed to have been condemned by 
Prochâzka: 'nebot' nyni znâm pfedstavy sveho karatele o polemické 
urbannitë zevrubnë. A jsem spokojen'

432lbid.
^^Arnost Prochâzka, 'P. K. M. Capek', Modern! revue, 24 

(1912), p. 210.
4Mlbid.
'̂ ^̂ This second reproach seems far-fetched. K. M. Capek, 'V 

"Modern! Revui"', Narodni listy, 19 January 1912, p. 7.
^̂ *̂ Ibid.
^̂ ■̂ Ibid.
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The response to Jaroslav Strânskÿ's 1924 article, 'Tisk a 

poroty', which mentions the Machar-^d'ârskÿ case, reveals Ôapek's 
lasting bitterness over the polemic, and his disrespect for 
Machar.^* Strânskÿ prints the letter in his response to 
Gapek.^* In the letter, Capek insists that the case was a 
private matter between Zd'ârskÿ and Machar. As a reserve officer, 
2d'ârskÿ was compelled to defend his honour in court when Machar 
refused the challenge to a duel. Capek implies that Machar 
behaved in a dishonourable manner: 'Myslim, 2e Machar u2 tehdâ 
nebyl zâlo2nim dûstojnikem, sic jinak by bylo nevysvëtlitelno, 
2e by jeho odmitnuti bylo se minulo bez jedinë mo2nÿch nâsledkù 
pro jeho dùstojnickou hodnost. ëapek's praise of Bd'ârskÿ 
implies criticism of Machar: 'Bylt' to vojâk dusi, tëlem, prâvë 
jak to legenda vypravuje o J. S. Macharovi. Mël vsak vëtsi stësti 
ne2 dnesni pan generâlnl inspektor ësl. armâdy.'^i Bd'ârskÿ 
fought as a Russian and French legionary in World War I; Capek 
describes in impassioned terms how 2d'ârskÿ, as captain, marched 
at the head of the Czech division in the triumphal procession 
through Paris, adding: 'Nasi hosi byli bombardovâni kyticemi za 
volâni: Pour la Sibérie! To jen mimochodem, ponëvadB to dosud 
nikde nebylo zaznamenâno.'^^^ Capek states that Machar's 
offensive comments about the editors of Narodni listy did not 
concern 2d'ârskÿ. ëapek comments on his letters to the editor: 
'Dùvody mé byly tak zdrcujici, 2e mi "ëas" velmi rozpaëitë 
odpovëdël, 2e jsem pfilis rozëilen, a 2e mi vëcnë odpovi, a2 prÿ 
se uklidnim. Napsal jsem ihned v odvetu, 2e se nikdy nedo2iji

4^Jaroslav Strânskÿ, 'Tisk a poroty', Pi‘ltomnost, 1, 1924, 
pp. 161-62, 177-78, 195-97.

4^^trânskÿ, 'Ke sporu Narodnich Listù s Macharem', pp. 255- 
56. A copy of the letter Capek sends to Strânskÿ is preserved 
among the former's papers; Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, 
1 April - 14 May 1924; PNP. The letter, dated 11 April 1924, is 
included among his journal entries.

'*^®Strânskÿ, 'Ke sporu Narodnich Listù s Macharem', pp. 255-
56.

^^Ibid., p. 256.
^^ibid.
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této odpovëdi, ponëvad2 fakta, mnou uvedenâ a doloBenà, jsou ze 
svëta neodstranitelna. Pfi torn také zùstalo. Capek refers to 
these events as 'pfîsery minulosti'

^^Ibid.
^Ibid.
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Polemics II: dapek-Chod's Fiction and Drama 
1 . Polemical Fiction
Ôapek responded to those who had criticized him as a writer not 
only in open letters, but also in his fiction. In Bar svatého 
Floriana a Zvlîfâtka a Petrovsti, the author addresses reviews of 
his earlier works. The narrator of 'Dar svatého Floriana' 
comments in a footnote on the character of the schoolmaster 
Hftupka: 'Myslim, 2e ka%dy bez velkeho namahanl mohl seznati, 2e 
pan prof. Hftupka jest jedinou idealni figurou tuto vystupujici, 
i proslm, aby takto od pânù kritikù v pfipadnÿch referâtech byl 
posuzovân, aby nebyla autoru poka2ena radost' z jediné idealni 
figury, kterou se mu podafilo za jeho dosavadni literarnl tvorby 
slepiti.'i The narrator of 'Berane burc!' states; 'Autor teto 
historicke povidky, s dùstatek pouden nëkterymi vynikajicimi 
nasimi kritiky o sve vskutku fenomenalni nedostatednosti v 
psychologii a psychologickem lideni, ostychem pfechazi 
psychologicke stavy, v nichB té chvile vëzela psycha obecniho 
kozla V  Myslovech.'Z The reviews of dapek's first collection 
generally praise his characterization.^ Arnost Prochazka, 
however, comments that dapek has no understanding of psychology.* 
Jindfich Vodak (1867-1940) makes the same criticism of 
Nejzâpadnëjsl Slovan: 'To neni psychologicky genre, - to je
kuriosni historié. Psychologické Bonglérstvi.'^ He criticizes 
dapek's tendency to mystify the reader, and the lack of ethical 
purpose in the work. Prokop Sup, however, writing for Hlidka

K̂. M. dapek, 'Dar svatého Floriana', p. 118.
^dapek-Chod, 'Berane burc!', p. 207.
^Suç is impressed by the characterization in 'Nëmâk': Sup, 

'K. M. Capek: Povidky', pp. 73-6. Another critic regards the
collection as a promising beginning: Leander dech, 'Vÿpravnâ
prosa', p. 86. The reviewer for Narodni listy is also 
enthusiastic: 'K. M. dapek, Povidky', Narodni listy, 17 December 
1892, p. 4.

*Ar. Pr. [Arnost Prochazka], 'K. M. dapek: Povidky', pp. 
190-1.

^jv. [Jindfich Vodak], 'Nejzâpadnëjsi Slovan', Literarni 
listy, 14 (1893), 17-18, p. 305.
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literarnl, recognizes Ôapek's interest in psychology.* While 
Vykoukal and Stanëk write positive reviews of Nedëlnl povidky, 
Prochazka again criticizes Capek's inability to portray 
characters in any depth.? Reviewers for Zlata Praha and Svëtozor 
praise V tfetlm dvoHe;^ however, Prochazka, F. V. KrejCi and 
Vodak all condemn the work and attack, in particular, Capek's 
superficial grasp of psychology.*

In his next collection. Patera novel, Capek does not address 
his critics directly.However, he caricatures the all-powerful 
arbiter of taste in 'Mendelssohnùv koncert'. The career of the 
protagonist Vojtëch Kopicius is destroyed by his patron, the 
music critic F. X. Kadeëka {kadeëka: a little tub). When Vojtëch 
falters during his début at the Rudolfinum, his patron applauds 
him contemptuously and leaves the concert hall. Unable to recover 
his poise, Vojtëch flees the stage.“ In Vojtëch's dream, 
hundreds of Kadeôkas fill the concert hall.^ They sing in

*P. Sup, 'Lacina knihovna narodni', Hlldka literarnl, 10 
(1893), 10, pp. 375-6.

[Arnost Prochazka], 'K. M. Capek: Nedëlnl povidky',
Literarnl listy, 18 (1897), 17, pp. 289-90. See also: F. V. V. 
[Vykoukal], 'K. M. Capek: Nedëlnl povidky', Svëtozor, 31 (1897), 
43, p. 516; and K. Stanëk, 'Nové pisemnictvi. Vÿpravnâ prosa', 
Osvëta, 27 (1897), 11, pp. 1012-16.

®'V tfetim dvofe. K. M. Capek', Zlata Praha, 12 (1895), 14, 
p. 166; -Ir., 'V tfetim dvofe', Svëtozor, 29 (1895), 52, pp. 623-
4.

*A -a. [Arnost Prochazka], 'K. M. Capek: V tfetim dvofe', 
Literarnl listy, 16 (1895), 11, pp. 182-5; F. V. Krejdi, 'O
praBskem românë', Nase doba, 2 (1895), pp. 849-53, 943-8; jv 
[Vodâk] , 'K. M. Capek: V tfetim dvofe', Rozhledy, 4 (1895), 9, 
pp. 551-7.

^^Patero novel is praised by most reviewers: -âskÿ. , 'K. M. 
Capek: Patero novel', Zvon, 5 (1905), 5, p. 78; J. V. Masek,
'Ceska prosa roku 1904', Nova àeskà revue, 2 (1905), 6, pp. 469- 
76; S., 'K. M. Capek: Patero novel', Màj, 3 (1904-5), 8, pp. 126- 
7; A. [perhaps Jakub Arbes], 'K. M. Capek: Patero novel', Zlata 
Praha, 22 (1905), 7, pp. 83-4; F. V. Vykoukal, 'Vÿpravnâ proza', 
Osvëta, 34 (1904), 10, pp. 938-43.

“k . M. Capek, 'Mendelssohnùv koncert', p. 117.
^̂ Ibid. , p. 136.
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unison, accompanying his performance.^ One KadeCka grows to the 
size of a giant and plays on the pipes which he has taken from 
the organ: 'Tu teprve [Vojtëch] vidël, jak tento mocny mu2 z
blizka vypada. Vidël slabounce modrave odi jeho s makovymi 
zf itelnicemi, s vyrazem neobsâhlé domyslivosti a vëdomi o vlastni 
dùle2itosti a v té chvili krajnë domÿslivé, slehajici bleskem 
vitëzné muzikantské kritidnosti. Byl to faun, byl to Pan!'" The 
critic's initials lead one to assume that Capek caricatures 
èalda. èalda had not yet reviewed any of his works; however, the 
Rodin polemic between dapek and Saida takes place in 1902.

dapek may parody several of his critics in the character of 
the critic in 'Zpovëd' naturalistova'. The critic who destroys 
the career of the eponymous protagonist is identified as O. F., 
writing for Nase dasy; Otokar Fischer (1883-1938), who wrote an 
unflattering review of Patero novel for Nase doba, used this 
cipher." The Naturalist of the story refers to O. F.'s 
assessment that his work was focused on external incidents: 'ano, 
ka2dâ moje povidka, ka%dÿ mùj roman jest detektivni v nejhorsim 
slova smyslu, ka2dâ prace souhrn distë vnëjsich zaBitkù'." This 
recalls Arnost Prochazka's repeated condemnation of dapek's works 
for their lack of psychological depth. The Naturalist also makes 
a direct reference to Saida and the Rodin polemic. Summarizing 
the critic's views of his work, the Naturalist asks: 'Prod toto 
vsechno, vëci Tobë znâmé, uvâdlm zrovna témëf veskrze Tvÿmi 
slovy? - Pùsobi mi to rozkos, mùj drahÿ, a poklâdej takové mé 
kochànl v lahùdkâch Tvé "materstiny geniù" za posledni hostinu 
k smrti odsouzeného ...'̂ ^

"Ibid., p. 143. 
"Ibid., p. 149.
"o. F. [Otokar Fischer], 'Literature', Nase doba, 12 (1904- 

5), 4, pp. 311-13. See: dapek-Chod, 'Zpovëd' naturalistova', p. 
310.

16Ibid., p. 311.
"ibid., pp. 312-13. See above, the title of Saida's 

introduction to the Rodin exhibition. The short story was first 
serialized in Zvon in 1906-7, before the reconciliation between 
âalda and dapek.
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The Ich-Erzahler of Vëtrnlk addresses Capek's critics by 

name. He refers, for example, to the 1921 polemic of Capek with 
Èalda, stating that before he could allow anyone to visit his 
'dusevni dilna', he would have to tidy it up; 'byl by tu nanejvÿs 
svrchovanë potfeben dùkladny ûklid zbytkû po vÿrobë poslednich 
mÿch neëistÿch a pokfivenÿch grotesek (F. X. Salda)'.^* The 
narrator addresses two critics who disparage Jindrové: J. R. 
Hradeckÿ (pseudonym for Josef RoubiCek, 1886-1947) , notorious for 
his 'nedostatku erudice', and Jindfich Vodak.Capek's narrator 
sets a trap for one of these critics by stating: 'Ja bych vsak 
byl malem vzkfikl : "Heureka", kdyby tak nebyl u2 v sedem
dâvnovëku uCinil Aristoteles.'^ In a footnote he adds: 'Jsem
opravdu dychtiv, zdali mùj nesmifitelny a ji2 nahofe dotëenÿ 
kritik pozna jemnou léëku tuto mu nastrojenou. A u t o r . W h e n  the 
narrator mentions critics who have attacked the exploitation of 
coincidence in his fiction, he is alluding to Vodak. The 
narrator seeks to refute the notion that he is a pessimist;^ his 
detractors, like Saida, as well as his admirers, like Rutte, 
perceived a pessimistic view of the world behind his works.

In this section I shall treat Capek's responses to reviews 
of his works. His contemporaries described him as hypersensitive 
to criticism. The clippings, transcriptions and careful notes 
which he made of reviews, preserved in his papers at the National 
Literature Museum, indicate that he paid close attention to what

^Capek-Chod, Vëtrnlk, p. 17. This refers to Saida's 'Ad 
vocem', printed in Venkov, 19 May 1921, pp. 2-3. Reprinted in 
Kritické projevy 11, 1919-1921, Zina Trochova (ed.), Prague,
1959, pp. 252-4. For further references to the 1921 polemic in 
Vëtrnlk, see Vëtrnlk, pp. 55, 72.

*^Ibid., p. 42. Capek addresses criticism of Jindrové in '"Z 
Cista jasna" ...!', Cesta, 3 (1920-21), 43, pp. 667-8.

^Capek-Chod, Vëtrnlk, p. 43.
^̂ Ibid. In other words, the crass schoolboyish replacement 

of Archimedes by Aristotle.
^See: Capek-Chod, ' "Z Cista jasna" ...!'; Capek-Chod,

Vëtrnlk, pp. 38, 81, 102-3.
^Ibid., p. 42.
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critics wrote about him. He did not forget a harsh word, even if 
it was included in a positive review. He was grateful and loyal 
to those who admired his works and expressed support, as his 
friendships with the fiction-writer Bo2ena Benesova (1873-1936) 
and the opera-singer Ema Destinnova demonstrate.^ His conflicts 
with critics must be considered in the context of other polemics. 
Personal animosities sometimes determined the nature of reviews; 
and, as in the deské slovo review of Nové patero, criticism of 
Ôapek's works could be motivated by rivalry between newspapers 
of different political persuasions. These personal and political 
differences have affected the labels literary critics have since 
applied to Ôapek. For example, the comment that Gapek's 
occupation as a journalist marred the character of his fiction 
constituted an attack on Capek as the editor responsible for the 
Narodni listy polemics. The polemics over reviews also indicate 
that Capek was criticized not for the aesthetic qualities of his 
works but for his 'outlook', which perplexed or irritated 
contemporary critics.

2. Kaspar Lén mstitel
Reviews of Capek's third novel did not occasion a polemic. Arne 
Novâk's reviews of the work, however, elicit a private response 
from Capek. In 'Roman o zloCinu', printed in Lidové noviny, Novak 
describes the work as, 'knihu odvaBneho, drsneho, misty a2 
brutalniho naturalismu'.^ He approves of Capek's 'original' 
choice of subject matter, and he admits that the novel has much 
dramatic p o w e r . H e  finds fault with the author's apparent 
carelessness. Novak also criticizes him for concentrating on the

^See: Dobrava Moldanova, 'Vzajemna korespondence BoBeny
Benesove a Karla Matëje Capka Choda', Bo^ena Benesova, Prague, 
1976, pp. 256-77. Capek-Chod praises Destinnova's Ve stinu modré 
niif’e (1924-25) because he feels indebted to her for her 
enthusiastic reception of Turbina. Vâclav Smejkal, 'O jednom 
literarnim pfatelstvi', pp. 62-4.

^-il. [Arne Novak], 'Roman o zloCinu', Lidové noviny, 6 
February 1909, p. 1.

^Ibid.
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circumstances surrounding the crime instead of the crime 
itself.^ His praise is guarded: 'je zajimavÿm obrazem 2ivota
lid! nam neznamych, 2ivota nejvys bëdného'.^ Novak is more 
generous in the review he published in Pîfehled, 'Karel Matëj 
Ôapek: Kaspar Lén, mstitel'; Novak here provides a brief overview 
of Capek's work. He praises the consistent Realism of Povidky, 
Capek's first collection. Of Capek's later works, however, he 
writes: 'Zda se vsak, 2e K. M. Capek nasadil veskeré sily, aby 
pfestai vùbec kritiku zajimati. Opustil svùj trpëlivÿ, studenÿ, 
solidni objektivism a se svou grotesknë a burlesknë neklidnou 
osobnostl vmlsil se do dëjù. Kaspar Lén represents a return 
to the author's beginnings. Novak claims that Capek makes the 
same mistake as other Naturalists when he represents the 
individual as the product of the environment: 'Postavil se docela 
ûpornë na pfekonané a dnes u2 vysmivane stanovisko literarni; ale 
pfece jen upornost, s ni2 se stal reakcionafem, mnë imponuje. 
Novâk rejects the second part of the novel as overladen with 
arabesques, genre details and burlesque.^ Novak criticizes the 
characteristics of the second part of the novel one would 
associate with the grotesque: 'jest to référât psany s protivnou 
vtipnosti a pfeplnënÿ vtiravymi napady, kde se dëj nerozviji, ale 
vyklada, kde postavy nerostou, nybr2 gestikuluji'.^

In a letter to Novak, he objects that the author of Kaspar 
Lén is not Karel Matëj Capek, but K. M. Capek: 'Tak zni toti2
moje literarni jmeno. Ani obëanské jméno moje neni Karel Matëj

^^Contrast with Ignat Herrmann's comments on the novel. 
Herrmann praises Capek for not describing the murder. See: 
Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Ignat Herrmann to Capek-Chod; 
letter dated 21 September 1909; PNP.

^®Novak, 'Roman o zloëinu'.
^Arne Novak, 'Karel Matëj Capek: Kaspar Lén, mstitel', p.

393
^°Ibid., p. 394. 
^Ibid.
^̂ Ibid.
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Capek, nÿbr2 /odpust'te!/ Matëi C a p e k . C a p e k  cannot resist a 
joke at his own expense.^ He states that he is pleased that 
Novak does not consider him a poet {basnlk, i.e. Dichter): 'Za 
2ivy svët nechtël bych toti% bÿti basnlkem Vasi klassifikace.'^ 
Capek defends his style by comparing it with that of two writers 
of the grotesque, Jean Paul and Edgar Allen Poe; later critics 
of Capek's works rebuke him for his similarity to these writers. 
He asserts that his sentences are not awkward in comparison with 
Novâk's in 'O dobë a pùsobeni Vaclava Matëje Krameria'. He 
regrets that none of his critics has understood his intention in 
writing the second part of the novel: 'Pfiznam se, 2e jsem prvni 
dll napsal jenom k vùli tendenci druheho, tendenci proti 
trestnimu fadu soudnimu, myslim, 2e je dost zfetelnal NastrCiti 
nevinného inkulpata, nebylo by byvalo nic tëBkého, ale zâleBelo 
mi na jemnostech omylu odbornych prâvnikû.

3 . Nové patero
Capek engages in a polemic with critics over reviews of Nové 
patero at the same time that he fends off attacks on his honour 
for remaining on the editorial board of Nârodnî listy. 
Predictably, the Realist Cas and the National Social deské slovo 
print negative reviews; Moravska orlice prints a review written 
by Josef Holÿ (1874-1928). Arnost Prochazka, in Modern! revue, 
expresses contempt for Capek and for the collection, referred to 
as Druhé patero: 'Clovëk ma pocit nëCeho troglodytniho pfi teto

^Papers: Capek-Chod; draft of letter to Arne Novak, 24
February 1909; PNP.

^Sezima writes of Capek-Chod: 'Sebevëdomÿ ne bez
samolibosti, nebyl pfesto malichernë jesitny a znamenitë dovedl 
persiflovat sve vlastni slabiny.' Karel Sezima, Z mého Pivota, 
vol. 2, Prague, 1946, p. 22. In Herrmann's short story 'Mali? a 
fiakrista', the painter is ashamed to be named Matëj. See: Ignât 
Herrmann, 'Mali? a fiakrista', Drobnl lidé [1888], 4th edition, 
Prague, 1921, p. 27.

^Capek-Chod, draft of letter to Novak, 24 February 1909.
^Ibid.
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knize.'^ Like other critics, Prochazka labels Capek's work not 
only Naturalist but also grotesque. Thus, the reviewer for Osvëta 
describes the short story 'Posledni veCer Antonina Vondrejce' as 
Naturalist, and expresses reservations about the grotesque 
character of 'Zpovëd' naturalistova'.^ The reviewer for Praëskâ 
lidova revue praises the collection, but objects to the grotesque 
quality of the short stories.Jan Krejôi (1868-1942), in Nase 
doba, objects to Capek's 'petty' and 'undignified' attacks on 
other literary trends; that is, he interprets 'Zpovëd' 
naturalistova' as polemical.^ He admits, however, that the 
Vondrejc short stories are among the best works that Capek has 
written.

'Poznamky o K. M. Capkovi', printed in Lidové noviny, 
constitutes the second appreciative review Novak writes of 
Capek's works. Novak's review concentrates on the last three 
stories in the collection: 'Zpovëd' naturalistova', 'Antonina
Vondrejce statni stipendium' and 'Posledni veCer Antonina 
Vondrejce'/" He identifies fear and passion as the dominant 
motifs and he finds no humour in the works, which, in his 
opinion, are characterized by an atmosphere of imminent 
catastrophe: 'Zde vsechno kfiCi, syCi, supi, upi, sviji se a
plazi V  jakychsi hroznych kfeCich'." Novak describes Capek as 
an experienced Naturalist, dissecting the passions and tragic 
fates of his characters. He praises Capek's bold, if primitive, 
style: 'nezna nuanci, jemnych pfechodû a polotônù; on umi zahrat

^Arnost Prochazka, 'Knihy prosou'. Modern! revue, 22 (1909-
10), 6, p. 333.

^'Vÿpravnâ prosa', Osvëta, 40 (1910), 5, p. 418.
^^'Neni tu souladu mezi va2nym a posmësnÿm, opravdovÿm a 

poznamkou na okra j. ' V. K. [possibly Vaclav Krofta], 'K. M.
Capek: Nové patero', Praëskâ lidova revue, 6 (1910), 2, p. 59.

'*°-ejë [Jan Krejëi] , 'K. M. Capek: Nové patero', Nase doba, 
17 (1909-10), 12, p. 927.

"-il. [Arne Novak], 'Poznamky o K. M. Capkovi', p. 1. The 
first two stories in the collection are 'Tfi dopisy MUG Rû2eny 
HamâCkové MUDru Marii Loukotové' and 'Mates Holejch'.

^Ibid.
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jen fortissimo a to tak 2ivelnë, 2e a2 fysickÿmi pocity reagujeme 
na jeho divosské produkce' He asserts that the treatment of 
the erotic by most other Czech writers, in comparison with Ôapek, 
is 'lifeless'. Novak assesses the Vondrejc short stories as 
Capek's best work to date; he adds that it is difficult to recall 
another work which is similar and equal to the Vondrejc stories. 
Novak admires above all Capek's individual vision. He echoes the 
manifesto of the Ceska Moderna when he writes that Capek has 
achieved the aim of every artist: to be distinctive.

The anonymous reviewer for Cas condemns the collection, 
though he makes perceptive comments about the work and about the 
reception of Capek's writings. The reviewer addresses, first of 
all, the superficial judgments of Czech critics who are loath to 
abandon labels they have given to writers/* Critics have 
labelled Capek a Naturalist, without considering theoretical 
definitions of the term 'Naturalism': 'K. M. Capkovi zùstane
cedulka naturalisty a mladi adepti literarni historié, rozmnoBeni 
jako houby po desti, budou psat o nëm dlouhanânské fantasie na 
to théma.'^ The reviewer criticizes Capek's similarity to 
writers of the grotesque, noting that Capek has more in common 
with Jean Paul, the 'alcoholic' E. T. A. Hoffmann and Edgar Allen 
Poe than with Naturalist writers.^ The reviewer condemns the 
'doubling' of the narrator as a character who takes part in the 
spectacle and as one who analyses it. One has the impression that 
the reviewer attacks a rival journalist through an attack on the 
style of the short story: 'Sklada se to ze samych rozumafskÿch, 
novinà^skÿch, zpravodajskÿch ûvodkù, pfechodù a floskuli'.^

The reviewer does not appreciate the Vondrejc short stories. 
He mocks Vondrejc's pseudo-philosophizing: Vondrejc labels his

^Ibid.
"*'Poznamka o literarni etiketë', âas, 6 February 1910, p.

4.
^Ibid. Capek interprets this comment as addressed to Novak.
^Ibid. He also identifies the influence of Jakub Arbes 

(1840-1914) in 'Zpovëd' naturalistova'.
^Ibid.
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need to drink as 'objektivacl subjektu', because he aims to 
overcome his subjective perception of his own suffering; that is, 
he wants to regard himself as an object, for which he can feel 
pity. The reviewer identifies Vondrejc with Capek; both like to 
create illusions which they subsequently destroy. Although the 
reviewer's intention is malicious, he does identify features of 
Capek's fiction: the self-reflective character of the narration 
and the tragicomic perspective from which the implied author 
regards the characters. The reviewer misinterprets the narrator's 
ironizing of Vondrejc, in particular in the scene treating the 
poet's death, as ghoulishness. To provide further evidence that 
Capek is not a 'Naturalist', the reviewer considers that Capek's 
style teems with strange words, with women's 'kitchen talk', 
Czech as spoken by Germans, bureacratic jargon, the ill-mannered 
diction of a butcher: 'Ne pro charakteristiku, ne z naturalismu, 
- nebot' vse je tu nadsazeno, vysinuto z polohy, zkarikovano, - 
nÿbr% jen pro tu bujnou pitvornost.'^ The reviewer inadvertently 
identifies Capek's delight in language for its own sake. This 
'pitvornost', the reviewer concludes, contains something of the 
tragedy of life in that it cannot rise from its baseness to 
penetrate to the light, to beauty and nobility.^"

Holÿ derives his judgments mainly from the Cas review. He 
describes the first short story, 'Tfi dopisy', as 'lively', 
adding that the epistolary form of the story is implausible but 
that the work is nonetheless entertaining.^ In his opinion, 
'Mates Holejch' is the best of the short stories; the last three 
are unsuccessful. Holy does not read 'Zpovëd' naturalistova' 
closely; he assumes that it is the girl's father, rather than her 
brother, who has epilepsy. Her father does not actually appear 
in the short story. Holy states that the Naturalist of 'Zpovëd' 
naturalistova' is sentimental and expresses himself crudely. Holÿ 
unintentionally describes the paradoxical nature of the story:

^Ibid.
^Ibid.
^Josef Holÿ, 'K. M. Capek: Nové patero', Moravska orlice, 

9 February 1910, supplement to no. 32, unpaginated.
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'pan Capek nechtël podati ani karikaturu, ani vâ2nÿ zjev, 
nakreslil pouze schema nemo2né duse, je2 pfi tragice vzbuzuje 
smich a pfi komice odpor'.^‘ He identifies, and criticizes, the 
'artificiality' of the story, a feature which one associates with 
the grotesque; the story, he claims, is characterized by extreme 
devices, an accumulation of contradictions, affectation and 
implausibility. He compares it, unfavourably, with the works of 
Poe and Arbes, and recognizes the influence of Hoffmann in the 
depiction of the divided psyche of the Naturalist.

Holÿ also expresses contempt for the Vondrejc stories: the 
narrative devices arouse only disgust. Holy berates Capek for 
attempting to present Vondrejc as a serious writer; he claims 
that any student of the fifth form would laugh at Vondrejc the 
poet, who is a clown, a confused, distorted 'paëlovëk'.^ Holÿ 
thus comes closer to guessing the author's intention than those 
critics who describe Vondrejc as a tragic figure.^

Capek writes two responses to this criticism: a letter to 
the editor printed in Narodni listy; and the epilogue published 
in the second collection of Vondrejc short stories, Patero tfetl 
(1912). In the letter to the editor, Capek cites Novak's praise 
of the collection; he asserts that the title of the Cas review 
identifies it as a polemical response to Novak's piece.^ The das 
review, he claims, makes personal attacks, an activity 
characteristic of the review column of the Realist newspaper. In

^Ibid.
%^bid.
^̂ I would argue, and the comments of reviewers appear to 

confirm, that Vondrejc is a grotesque figure; he is presented at 
such a distance from the reader as to be regarded, 
simultaneously, as pitiable and risible. He has the tragic flaw 
of hubris. For the interpretation of Vondrejc as a tragic 
character see: R. [V. Cervinka], 'Z literarnlho trhu', Zlata
Praha, p. 583; Tristan [either Vratislav Friedl or Frantisek 
Josef CeCetka], 'K. M. Capek: Patero tfetl', Zvon, 12 (1911-12), 
37, p. 588; Vaclav Stejskal, 'Doslov', K. M. Capek-Chod, Antonin 
Vondrejc, PUlhëhové hasnlka, 6th edition, Prague, 1955, pp. 471- 
2 .

M. Capek, 'Slavna redakce! ' (Zaslano) , Narodni listy,
18 February 1910, p. 6.
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attacking Novâk, Capek asserts, the Cas reviewer hurried to 
defend his pre-eminence as executioner. Capek states, however, 
that he is able to laugh off the attempt to strangle him; he has 
long recognized that the Cas reviewer is incapable of judging a 
literary work fairly. The Cas reviewer does not perceive that all 
five short stories are 'stylistic imitations'. Capek appears to 
suggest that the stories constitute experiments with form and 
points of view: the first story is epistolary; the second is 
related by an eye-witness ('sousedsky pamëtnik'); the third 
comprises the confession of a writer, addressed to his critic; 
the fourth and fifth are told from the point of view of the 
central character, Vondrejc. Capek claims that in the Vondrejc 
stories: 'Ani jedinÿ vjem, ani jedinâ myslenka, ûsudek, zâvër, 
metafora, pocit v tëchto obou povidkach vyjadfeny, nesmël se 
fiktivnë toti% diti mimo pfesnë determinovany mozek tohoto 
basnika a korrektora, inferiornlho jako literata i jako 
ëlovëka.'^^ One may argue with Capek's assessment; if the reader 
is meant to observe that Vondrejc is an inferior poet, a point 
of view other than Vondrejc's must be expressed in the short 
stories. Indeed, the narrator constantly ironizes Vondrejc's 
perspective. Furthermore, the narrator has greater knowledge of 
the other characters than does Vondrejc. Capek's intention here 
is to distinguish between the perceptions of the author and those 
of the central characters. He objects to the das writer's 
identification of the characters with the author.

Ôapek turns his attention to the review by Holy, which he 
recognizes as a paraphrase of the Cas review. He states that the 
spiteful character of the review is explained if this Holÿ is 
identical to the author of Adamovské lesy (1905) : 'P?i teto
svatbë dopustil se toti% ëeskÿ Faust, "Vasiëek Nejlû” neliterârni 
nezpùsobu a tenkrâte byl on polo2en na bfich a pfijal ode mne 
odmënu mu nâleBitou. Za to v ”M. Orlici" pfevrâtil nynî mùj 
literarnl kabriolet "koly vzhùru" do blâtivého pflkopu.

^Ibid.
^Ibid. I have not been able to find Capek's attack on Holÿ's 

Adamovské lesy, which provoked a polemic among contemporary 
writers and critics. Prochazka accuses Capek of creating the most
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Regarding Vondrejc's verse, disparaged by Holy, Capek comments; 
'Vondrejc opravdu jest myslen jako prostfedni, ale pfes to pfece 
jestë lepsi basnlk ne2 pëvec z Lesù Adamovych '.

Certain that critics will not perceive his intentions, Capek 
provides his interpretation of the Vondrejc cycle in the 
'Autorovy poznamky', printed in Patero tfeti. Here, he states 
that the account of Vondrejc's death was written f irst.The 
sequence of public events described in the short stories is 
fictitious; thus, the cycle is not set in a specific period of 
Czech history. Capek comments that the action might be set at the 
end of the previous century, if it were not for references to 
contemporary ideas, in particular in the Upanisada sequence. He 
notes that he has included these anachronisms to prevent the 
identification of characters with living persons.Capek states 
that the Vondrejc stories are: 'psychologickou kasuistikou
pflpadu basnika a korektora Antonina Vondrejce, pfi Cem2 ûpadek 
tëlesnÿ naznaëen pokud bylo nutno, jeho fase uvesti v souvislosti 
s fasemi dusevni regresse Vondrejcovy, o nl2 on sam byl v 
klamu'.*^® The author is certainly wrong when he asserts that the 
stories are almost entirely concerned with Vondrejc's perceptions 
and ideas.Perhaps Capek hopes that with this assertion he will 
distinguish his point of view from Vondrejc's; he may also hope 
to maintain that there is a measure of continuity in his works: 
'Zevnl Antonlnùv svët autor sam nevidl ("nechce vidëti"), jinak

fuss over the literary scandal: Julius Cepek [A. Prochazka],
'Poznamky', Modernl revue, 17 (1905-06), 6, pp. 166-70.

^^Capek, 'Slavna redakce!'.
M. Capek, 'Autorovy poznamky', Patero tifetl, Prague, 

n.d. [1912], pp. 513-19.
^^Ibid., p. 514.
M^bid., pp. 514-15.
"̂ K̂re jël also notes that Capek does not succeed in his 

alleged intention to present only Vondrejc's point of view. 
Krejôl recognizes the complexity involved in the presentation of 
Vondrejc's epic poem. See: K. , [F. V. Krejëi] , 'K. M. Capek:
Patero tfeti', Pravo lidu, 13 October 1912, supplement to no. 
283, p. [1].
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ne2 jeho zrakem a vnitrny 2ivot jeho vyCetl autor z vidma, 
promitnutého do mysle Antoninovy hranolem vlastni Antoninovy 
introspekce. Zkratka autor nic jiného neliCi ne2 dëni duse 
Antoninovy a sledoval pfi tom tu2e methodu, jako ve sve prâci 
Zpovëd' naturalistova ("Nové patero") a v I. dilU românu Kaspar 
Lén.'^ He notes that the ideas, judgments and conclusions 
expressed in the cycle are Vondrejc's. He makes this statement, 
he explains, because a certain critic, himself a poet, criticized 
Vondrejc's verse as if it had been the author's, ëapek asserts: 
'%e by jeho rek byl vyteônym basnikem,_ autor ovsem netvrdi, a 
nechce, aby byl povaBovan za lepsiho, ne2 jak vypada'.^ 
Vondrejc's poetry is of the same quality as his philosophical 
speculations, Ôapek states, and thus he is surprised that 
Vondrejc's 'naCisto ji2 pathologicka spekulace se Spencerovou 
vëtou o nepomijitelnosti hmoty ("Posledni veëer") byla vytÿkâna 
autoru (I) jako nemalo smëlà'.* Capek asserts that the role of 
the critic is to determine the intention of the author, and 
demonstrate whether or not he succeeds in realizing it: 
'Neslÿchanou vlastnosti nëkterÿch nasich kritikù jest pak 
svlékati reka z toho, do ëeho oblekl jej autor, roztrhati to v 
cary a navlekati je autoru, dokonce i jako osobité jeho 
vlastnosti.'^ Capek is certain that his reviewers have ulterior 
motives in identifying characters with the author: 'Pùsobi to
neodolatelnë, zvlâstë kdy% Ize pozorovati, jak se pfi tom v 
kritikovi teteli jizliva zlomyslnost, odemstivajici politické i 
2urnalistické strannictvi na autora. A 2e se politické orgâny 
stran svymi kritickÿmi rubrikami hoji na mé beletrii, dosvëdëi 
mi ka2dÿ znatel pomërù. Capek states that the reviewers for 
Pravo lidu, Narodni politika and Lidové noviny are exceptional 
in that they distinguish between Capek the writer and Ôapek the

^^apek, 'Autorovy poznamky', p. 515. 
^Ibid., p. 516.
"Ibid.
^Ibid., pp. 516-17.
^Ibid., p. 517.
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journalist/political opponent. He concludes by repeating that the 
'author' knows, '2e rek jeho Vondrejc neni rekem, nÿbr2 
slabochem, 2e jej prâvë takovym chce miti'.^^ He notes that one 
critic described the death of Vondrejc, in Nové patero, as 
'unkontrollierbar'. That critic has since died, afflicted by an 
illness similar to Vondrejc's. Ôapek states that he felt great 
compassion for the critic during his illness and adds that now 
the critic cannot relate his experience of the process of dying 
because he was fated to die the first time that his life was 
threatened. He, however, has been able to relate his experience: 
'Nevratil se u2 od brâny, jejlB kliku jâ pfed dvaceti a nëkolika 
lety take u2 v ruce drBel - a proto mohl jsem kontrolovati.'^

4 . Begûv samokres
Reviewing Capek's first play for Mâj, Kronbauer (1864-1915) 
writes: 'Tak dlouho psal divadelni referâty, a2 napsal sam
divadelni kus! Novellista, romanopisec, referent - neni to mnoho 
uskali najednou? V K. M. Capkovi uvizlo kus medika, a ponëvadB 
mu uklouzl pitevni nù2, zachoval si alespoft pitevni péro. 
Provâdël dost ëasto a nëkdy dost bezohlednë vivisekci - a ejhle - 
koneënë se dostal na operaëni stùl sam! Kronbauer comments 

that, given ëapek's influential position as a journalist, it is 
not surprising that both the critics and the audience awaited the 
première of Begûv samokres with malicious anticipation: 'Do teto 
chvile, panâëku, jsi dëlal censora - ted' se posadime my na tvoje 
kfeslo a ted' budes poslouchat ty nas, co soudime o tvé hfe! 
Kronbauer's statement thus supports Capek's claim that critics 
take revenge on him, for personal and political reasons, in their 
reviews of his works. Kronbauer's review is generally positive:

^Ibid., pp. 517-18.
^Ibid., p. 518. Capek is referring to the bout of typhus he 

suffered in 1888.
^R[udolf]. J[aroslav]. Kronbauer, 'Begûv samokres', Mâj, 9 

(1910-11), 24, p. 301. For a comparison of the play with the 
short story on which it is based, see: Brusak, 'Narrator Turned 
Dramatist', pp. 216-33.

^Kronbauer, 'Begûv samokres', p. 301.
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he praises Capek's talent for delineating characters and milieu. 
He regards Lena as the 'pillar' of the play and admires both the 
character and the actress who plays the role. He criticizes, 
however, the contrived motif of the cursed weapon. Kronbauer also 
notes that in depicting a German family in decline, 'jezdi Capek 
na svém zamilovaném koniCku'.^ In other words, for Capek's 
contemporaries, the play concerns the nationalities conflict in 
the Bohemian Lands.

Jaroslav Hamper (1871-1911) writes that the only merit of 
the work lies in the originality of the subject matter. The play 
bears the signs of its prose origins: the author has no awareness 
of what can be portrayed effectively on stage.^ His Naturalist 
representation of life is not at all dramatic. Capek's strength 
as a writer, his pursuit of novel material, is also the source 
of his weakness, since it carries him beyond the limits of 
propriety.^ Hamper finds the last two scenes of the play 
tasteless. There is little hope, he concludes, that Capek's 
attempts to write drama will meet with greater success in the 
future. Miroslav Rutte likewise judges the play crude and 
vacuous. It leaves one with the same impression as does perusal 
of the daily newspapers/^ Rutte aligns himself with a Decadent 
point of view in rejecting Capek's 'Naturalist' aesthetics: 
'nenofi se do ba%in, aby z jejich otrâveného lùna vynesl odvâBnê 
smutnou bledost ta jemnych kvëtù, nofi se do nich pouze pro rozkos 
pâchnouci làznê'.^

The dramatist Jaroslav Hilbert (1871-193 6), writing in 
Venkovf condemns the play: those who saw more in Capek's novels 
than mere vulgarity, Hilbert writes, had an opportunity during 
the first night of Begûv samokres to witness the 'nizkou

^^Ibid. , p. 302.
^Jaroslav Hamper, 'Narodni divadlo', Lumlr, 39 (1910-11),

6, p. 281.
^Ibid., p. 282.
^Miroslav Rutte, 'Vyslechnuv p. Capkovu hru', Modernl revue, 

23 (1910-11), 7, p. 358.
^Ibid., p. 359.
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rassovost' of Capek's art.^ Hilbert states that he knows of no 
other Czech author with such a predilection for Naturalist 
'fvavosti'.^ Hilbert also objects to the 'unseemly' subject 
matter which Ôapek treats on the stage: of the three main
characters, one is blind; one has a miscarriage; and the third 
shoots himself. Hilbert comments, 'Neni to rekord nevkusu a 
osklivosti?'.^ Hilbert criticizes the melodramatic presentation 
of the miscarriage, which occurs during a storm. Like Kronbauer, 
Hilbert reproaches Capek, 'well-known for his positivism', for 
using the motif of the charmed pistol, which brings bad luck to 
anyone who claims it as a trophy.

Capek responds with a letter to the editor printed in 
Narodni listy, written from the point of view of Kaspar Len.^" 
'Lén' claims that his name and honour have been slighted by 
Hilbert; he is responding to Hilbert's comment in his review of 
Begûv samokres: 'tu neni vice zednik Lén se svou laskou k
nevêstce'.^ 'Lén' writes: 'PonêvadB jsem fâdnÿ zednickÿ tovarys 
a lepsi faSarnik, ktery se poctivë vlastnima rukama 2ivi, kterému 
nikdo nic zadarmo nedâ, oznamuju vam, 2e sledna Mafenka 
Krystofova nebyla mo je milâ, ale 2e jsem zlatku ke zlatce 
skladal, aby to nest'astné dëvde po starém kamarâdu vyplatil z 
mista hanby. 'Lén' states that in his relations with Mafka he 
was more honourable than the fine society surrounding 'rytif

Hilbert, 'Begûv samokres', Venkov, 8 March 1911, 8.
Hilbert may be reacting to Capek's critical review of Ceska 
komedie (1907). ëapek's writes there that Hilbert's best work was 
his first play, Vina (1896). KMC. [Capek], 'Ceska komedie', Zvon, 
9 (1908-9), 19, pp. 301-2.

^Hilbert, 'Begûv samokres', p. 8.
^^Ibid. Compare: E. V., 'Begûv samokres', Pfehled, 9 (1910-

11), 25, p. 350. E. V. states that the melodramatic effects
border on the ridiculous.

^Kaspar Lén [K. M. Capek], 'Jeho Blahorodi, panu, panu 
JAROSLAVU HILBERTOVI' (Zaslano) , Narodni listy, 9 March 1911, 
evening edition, p. 3.

*°Hilbert, 'Begûv samokres', p. 8.
^[Capek], 'Jeho Blahorodi'.
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Kura', the eponymous hero of Hilbert's novel Rytlf Kura (1910).

Seven months later, Capek's review of Hilbert's Patria
(1911), also responds to the Begûv samokres review. Capek 
complains that the subject of Hilbert's play is tedious and 
lifeless.^ The audience, he claims, 'bavilo se zjevnë na utraty 
autora vysmëchem na mlsto smichem'.^ With his sarcastic comments 
on the jokes in the play, Capek refers to Hilbert's review: '6 
vznesena rasovosti umëleckâ! [...] 6 rasovosti! [...] vysoka
rasovost!'

The Samostatnost reviewer is more generous than Hilbert 
about Begûv samokres He comments.that the censor's deletions 
have detracted from the impact of the play.^ The reviewer for 
Narodni listy suggests that those deletions have weakened the 
presentation of the nationality conflict in the play.*^ The 
Samostatnost reviewer perceives the 'characteristic' features of 
ëapek's art in the play: his curious and often crude
interpretation of reality, and his romantic leaning towards the 
grotesque and unusual.** He praises Capek for treating a military 
milieu, generally avoided by Czech dramatists. Like Hilbert, 
however, the reviewer objects to the representation on stage of 
an incident such as a miscarriage. He also criticizes the use of 
German in the dialogue. The German, he maintains, does not add 
to the characterization or the representation of the milieu; on

*̂ KMC. [Capek-Chod], 'Patria', Zvon, 12 (1911-12), 4, p. 62.
*^Ibid.
*^Ibid.
*̂ The play also receives a positive review from -jm- in 

Lidové noviny, who writes: 'nelze popfiti, 2e z ni vane stejnë 
jako z povidek tého2 autora jista sveraznost, jistâ 
individualita, prudkost smyslu, touha po zachyceni 2ivého slova, 
nikoliv fraze'. -jm-, 'K. M. Capek: Begûv samokres', Lidové
noviny, 9 March 1911, pp. 2-3.

*̂ Bor. [probably Jan Jaroslav Strejëek], 'Begûv samokres', 
Samostatnost, p. 135.

*̂ T. [possibly Frantisek S. Tichÿ or Vaclav Tille], 'K. M.
Capek: Begûv samokres', Narodni listy, 8 March 1911, p. 1.

®*Bor., 'Begûv samokres'.
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the contrary, it strikes one as affected, an attempt to impress 
the audience with the originality of the device.

Krejdl, reviewing the play for Pravo lidu, also states that 
the play bears the imprint of its author: Naturalist
representation of milieu and the use of slang, and the focus on 
a bizarre tale.^ Krejdi finds the motivation for Bures's 
suicide attempt implausible; he is, after all, a war hero. He 
asserts that the portrayal of the psychology of the characters 
is superficial. However, he judges the realistic representation 
of the mileu as a merit: 'Nëco z vùnë urëitého ëeského kraje dÿse 
z prvych dvou aktù i ze stuchlého ovzdusi upadajici polonëmecké 
dùstojnické rodiny, uzavfené do svych tësnÿch zâjmù a 
pfedsudkù.

Karel Cvanëara (1882-1970) , writing for Osvëta, takes issue 
with Krejëi's criticism of the portrayal of Bures: such heroes 
are the most sensitive people, thus the suicide attempt is 
plausible.^ Cvanëara addresses the question of whether or not 
Bures's suicide is determined by Fate, commenting that an 
attentive member of the audience will perceive that Bures himself 
is responsible. He criticizes the play as more like a short story 
than a drama. In his opinion, Capek's preoccupation with the 
bizarre does not suit the stage.

Viktor Dyk's feuilleton in Samostatnost does not actually 
constitute a review, since the author admits that he has not seen 
the play. Dyk responds to claims in Narodni listy that the play 
presents 'Czech material' taken from real life.^ Dyk comments 
that the dispute over the use of 'foreign' as opposed to 
'domestic' subjects in art has a long history. He is compelled, 
however, to revive the discussion because the author of Begûv 
samokres had once lectured him on the necessity of working with

[F. V. Krejëi], 'Begûv samokres', Pravo lidu, 8 March 
1911, p. [9].

^ibid.
^^Karel CvanCara, 'Obzor divadelni', Osvëta, 41 (1911), 4, 

p. 312.
^Viktor Dyk, 'Lâtka', Samostatnost, 14 March 1911, p. 1.
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Czech themes. This comment probably alludes to Capek's review of 
Dyk's Pora^enl (first staged in 1911) . Capek had attacked Dyk's 
choice of the French Revolution as subject: 'Vùbec jakÿ ma miti 
smysl a rozum toto psani francouzskych kusù ôeskÿm jazykem? Proô 
lézt z vlastni zahrady do sousedovy na svestky? Cekâ skuteônê, 
snad dokonce ve Francii nëkdo na to, co ôeskÿ autor dramaticky 
fekne o francouzské revoluci? V nejkrâsnëjsim pfipadë, kdyby 
cyklus "Revoluce" byl skuteônë ?adou dramatickÿch perel, bylo by 
v2dy Skoda, 2e se tëmi perlami nestaly - lâtky domàci.'^ In 
'Lâtka', Dyk argues that the choice of subject matter is 
secondary to the artist's skill in shaping the material.^ Dyk 
states that the 'Czech' character of Capek's play is superficial: 
his Czechness derives only from the setting and his use of 
dialect. The play resembles, in his opinion, a German 
Schicksalstragodie; he comments: 'Na podiv, jak skoro vsichni
ctihodni hlasatelé ëeskÿch lâtek kotvi v nëmectvi'.^ Dyk also 
objects to the unsavoury subject matter: in plays like Begûv
samokres, the 'Czech' atmosphere reeks of a pig-sty. Such a 
presentation of 'domestic' material derives from a sorry 
conception of one's native land. The role of the dramatist is to 
move the people with tragedy. But Capek does not write tragedy: 
'Miluje pouze grotesky. Miluje pathologicke pfipady a miluje 
vondrejcovskou ubohost. Osvobozujiciho slova se od nëho 
nedoôekâte. Pouze grimassy. Those who rely on a 'domestic' 
subject do not have a strong 'Czech character'. Dyk may be 
indulging in self-promotion when he comments, 'Nevëfim ostatnë, 
2e by veliky talent fieského ducha nedovedl dâti latce tfeba 
cizi.

In a letter to the editor printed in Narodni listy, Capek

^̂ KMC. [Capek-Chod], 'Pora2eni', p. 349.
^By referring here to 'M. A. Capek', Dyk may be teasing 

Capek for having adopted the name Karel, or may be deliberately 
putting him alongside Simâëek.

^Dyk, 'Lâtka', p. 1.
^ibid.
^Ibid., p. 2.
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responds to Dyk's criticism of the treatment of Czech themes: 
'Pan Viktor Dyk napsal o mé hfe "Begùv samokres”, 2e jeji ôeské 
ovzdusi jest "atmosferou prasedlho chlivka”.'̂ * Capek's retort 
is brief and good-humoured: 'Mâm za to, 2e tento dojem jest ryze 
subjektivni a 2e by panu Dykovi pomohly pfimëfené prostfedky. 
Anebo tak zavani snad obsah jeho kalamafe?'.^

Ôapek's review of his own play, printed in Zvon, constitutes 
a further response to his critics. He states that he is compelled 
to reply in order to correct the misunderstandings of his 
reviewers. Ôapek denies the importance of the motif of the cursed 
pistol to the play: 'Nikdo z referentù nepoukazal k tomu, 2e
motiv kletby, vepsané na stare bambitce, jest pouhou dobovou 
devis! a 2e zapletka i jeji feseni ma svou samostatnou motivaci 
vÿhradnë psychologickou, kterâ pfece ironisuje nejposlednëjsi 
zâvër Buresùv, dovrsenÿ suggesci fatalismu k l e t b y . C a p e k  also 
reproaches an unnamed critic for identifying the character of 
Bures with the author. He defends the play against the charge of 
brutality and vulgarity; much more daring material had been 
presented in the National Theatre. Furthermore, the miscarriage 
occurs in the interval between the second and third acts. Capek 
addresses the critics who are displeased by the use of German in 
the play, turning their barbs against them: 'Nic mne netësi vice 
ne2 tento dojem. Tato lekce je zdrava v dobë, kdy nasi 
spoleënosti a vefejnosti nëmôina zaëinâ tak sladnouti He
states that the play represents one episode in his life-long 
battle against the Germans and Germanness ('nëmectvi'). He adds, 
however, that the standpoint of Realism justifies the use on 
stage of German, like the use of dialect.

In an ironical denouement to the polemic, Narodni listy

®̂K. M. Capek, 'Pan Viktor Dyk' (Zaslano) , Narodni listy, 15 
March 1911, evening edition, p. 3.

*ibid.
°̂°KmC. [Capek], ' Begùv samokres ', Zvon, 11 (1910-11), 26, p.

413.
°̂̂ Ibid. This comment reads like jingoism, considering that 

conflicts between Czechs and Germans in the Bohemian Lands had 
been constant since the early 1890s.
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reports that a Berlin theatre journal, Der Biihnenroland, carries 
a long review of the play. The reviewer, after summarizing the 
plot, concludes: 'Tim konfii hra, nejlepsi, jakou jsme v
poslednich letech na tomto jevisti vidëli. Autor ukazal 
mistrovskou techniku, kterâ nam slibuje jestë mnoho 
krâsnëjsiho.'^z Zâhîfebskÿ obzor prints a review which identifies 
the Czech-German conflict as the main theme of the play. The 
reviewer writes: 'Tolik bujnosti, sily a koloritu ode davna
nevidël jsem v souëasné ëeské ëinohfe.'^* He states that 
everyone, except those critics who have been stung by Capek's 
theatre reviews, must admit that the form and content of the play 
are original and successful.

The polemic finds an echo in the comments which Jindfich 
Vodak makes about the play in acknowledgement of Capek's sixtieth 
birthday. Vodak uses the opportunity to attack Capek's dramatic 
works, none of which, he notes, has become a permanent feature 
of any theatre repertoire.The plays, Vodak writes, manifest 
ëapek's 'penchant for curiosities, for various peculiarities'. 
For example, he writes, in Begûv samokres,_ the cursed pistol 
plays the most important role. Vodak refers to Capek's Naturalist 
'daring' in depicting Erna's miscarriage, and the accident which 
dislodges the bullet from Bures's body. He implicitly identifies 
the author with his characters, stating that Capek's speciality 
is characters who speak a mixture of coarse ('bezohledna') Czech 
and some foreign tongue, in particular German. He concludes with 
condescension: 'Ka2dy projevujeme lasku k lidem svym zpùsobem a 
Capek chce je brât tak, jak vysli uhnëteni z dllny pfirody pfi

première "Begova Samokresu"', Narodni listy, 6 April 
1911, p. 3. The reviewer also comments that the audience 
applauded the author. Udon Radenius, resident in Prague, is the 
author of the review. See: 'Divadlo', Narodni listy, 9 April
1911, p. 4.

i^See: K. V. H. [Karel Vladislav Havranek], 'Zahfebsky
Obzor', Zvon, 11 (1910-11), 34, p. 590.

'^ibid.
i^jv. [Jindfich Vodak] , 'K. M. ëapek', Jevistë, 1 (1920), 5, 

p. 61.
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prvnl modelaci, jestë neupraveni a neuhlazeni. Nepozoruje ani, 
2e jsou V  té neupravenosti ëasto umëlejsi a strojenëjsl, ne21i 
naopak.

The journal prints a response from Ôapek which indicates 
that he interprets Vodak's comments as unjustified. He writes 
that the play was awarded the Novotny prize in 1914; Saida 
chaired the committee which made the awards.

5. Slunovrat^°^
The public received Capek's second play with enthusiasm, but 
critics condemned it. Resentment informed Capek's response to 
his critics, in particular Viktor Dyk.

Krejdi, however much he admires Capek's fiction, can find 
little positive to say about Slunovrat. He criticizes its 
conventional and old-fashioned 'romanesknost'. The characters 
are one-dimensional, each representing a moral attitude. KrejCi 
concedes that the play has strong scenes. He insists, however, 
that in writing the play the author has relinquished the best 
features of his style: wit and unusual diction. KrejCi adds: 'Je 
sentimentalni, a to mu neslusi, nebot' zda se nam, 2e vidime 
stale za tim tvaf duchaplneho ironika a parodisty, jen2 nemù2e

i^Ibid.
i^jv. [Vodak], 'K. M. Capek-Chod dodava k poznamce', 

Jevistë, 1 (1920), 7, p. 85.
i^Jaroslav Kvapil tried to discourage Capek from having 

Slunovrat performed. Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Kvapil to 
Capek-Chod, 1893-1923; see letter dated 22 May 1912; PNP.

*^^he play was performed, without Capek's permission, by the 
amateur theatre company 'Pokrok' in Vienna. A letter from the 
young director, Hanus Klar, suggests that the audience found 
certain scenes ridiculous rather than funny. Regarding a 
disturbance during the performance, Klar explains that reportedly 
someone had sprinkled a powder which provoked sneezes. Papers: 
Capek-Chod; two letters from Hanus Klar to Capek-Chod; see the 
letter dated 18 April 1913; PNP.

^̂ °K. [F. V. KrejCi], 'Slunovrat', Pravo lidu, 1 November
1912, p. 9.
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tyto vëci brât tak straslivë vâ2në.'^“ As an example of affected 
diction, KrejCi cites the line which JulCa utters when it appears 
that the man she has fallen in love with will leave for America 
without her: 'S bohem, 6, mùj luzny snei'.“  ̂ KrejCi comments,
'Tento "luzny sen" mi zni u autora Vondrejcovych pfihod pfimo 
nemoBnë, skoro jako nâbëh k parodii.'”  ̂ KrejCi compares the 
character of the evil cousin with that of Franz Moor in 
Schiller's Die Rauber. He also notes that Capek imitates Ibsen 
in attempting to summon up an image of the past through dialogue. 
KrejCi does not make these comparisons in Capek's favour.

Hanus Jelinek (1878-1944) , writing for Samostatnost, praises 
Capek as a fiction writer and journalist;"* however, when he 
attempts to write drama, Jelinek continues, he fails. He tries 
to include too much in three acts; because of his adherence to 
the three unities, the action strikes Jelinek as unrealistic, 
schematic. He criticizes Capek's indiscretion in including a 
scene in which two men fight a few feet away from a corpse. 
Arnost Prochazka dismisses the play as a popular story of the 
oldest sort; one does not know whether one should be more 
surprised by the naive arogance of the villain, the childlike 
character of the noble adventurer, or the artistic simple- 
mindedness of the author.Otokar Fischer describes Slunovrat 
as a combination of Naturalism and SchicksalsromantikThe 
reviewer for Stopa also comments that Capek has adopted Ibsen's 
method of revealing the past; he has forgotten, however, that

"^Ibid. One tends to agree with KrejCi's assessment.
"^Ibid.
'"Ibid.
"*H[anus] Jelinek, 'Slunovrat', Samostatnost, 8 November 

1912, p. 6.
'"a. p. [Arnost Prochazka], 'Divadlo', Modernl revue, 26 

(1912-13), 3, p. 142.
"̂ ^Otokar Fischer, 'Divadlo', àeskà revue (1912-13), 3, p.

192.
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he's not Ibsen at all, but only K. M. Capek.

One suspects that generosity rather than enthusiasm 
motivates those critics who review the play favourably. Panyrek 
(1867-1940), writing for Mâj, states that the play manifests all 
the merits of Capek's style."* He notes that the audience 
applauded the author and threw flowers onto the stage. He does 
not specify what the play is lacking. The reviewer for Zlata 
Praha praises the play's vitality and 'artistic self- 
confidence'."* In Osvëta, CvanCara comments that the play is 
an improvement on Begûv samokres; he describes the atmosphere of 
the play as, 'sentimental Ibsenesque'.^° Benesova's review is 
positive, but her comments are vague: 'Ji2 smëlost, s jakou
vtësnal autor sloBitÿ dëj do necelÿch dvanâcti hodin, a 
obratnost, s ni2 rozvinul v teto krâtké Ihùtë i spletitou 
minulost jednajicich osob, pouta a tvofi napëti zvlastniho 
razu.'^i She praises the author's 'groteskni bravurou' in the 
characterization of the evil c o u s i n . The last two acts do not 
constitute a drama, but a 'prudce vzedmutou a rychle opadavajlci 
vlnou zneklidnëni a vydrâ2dënosti'. The similarity between the 
romantic pasts of the two sisters, however, lends itself to 
caricature and impairs the dramatic impact of the play.^^

Capek responds to his critics in the afterword published 
with the text of the play in 1913. These 'remarks' manifest

"^Arne Laurin [Arnost Lustig], 'K. M. Capek: Slunovrat',
Stopa, 3 (1912-14), 8, pp. 229-30.

"*Dr. P. [Duchoslav Panyrek], 'K. M. Capek: Slunovrat', Mâj, 
11 (1912-13), 7, p. 86.

"*R. [probably Vincenc Cervinka], 'K. M. Capek: Slunovrat', 
Zlatâ Praha, 30 (1912-13), 10, p. 119.

^̂ °Karel Ôvanëara, 'Obzor divadelni', Osvëta, 43 (1913), 1, 
p. 69.

i^[Bo2ena Benesova], 'Slunovrat', àeskâ kultura, 1 (1912-
13), pp. 153-4.

*22ibid., p. 154.
i^Ibid.
'^^bid.
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several of Capek's characteristic polemical techniques; one 
misses here, however, the more vigorous self-irony and vivid 
metaphors of his other exchanges with critics. He begins by 
stating that the play was well received by the public, a fact 
which even his detractors admit. Ôapek stretches the truth when 
he gratefully acknowledges that most critics praise the play; 
this acknowledgement serves to diminish the importance of the 
critics who reject it. He does not mention any critic by name. 
Ôapek appeals to the reader's forbearance in allowing him to 
state his views in the afterword since he has no other tribunal 
to which he can appeal. Capek represents himself as victimized 
and, indeed, silenced by those critics whom he has just described 
as marginal. He declares his intention to address not the 
criticism but the unusually great disparity in appraisals of his 
second play: '[the author] Mysli, 2e mâlokterÿ dramatik desky
setkava se u kritiky s tak pestrou smësi nâzorù'.^^ He thus 
suggests that the tone of the reviews has little to do with the 
quality of the play. He contrasts Czech and German reviews which 
compare his style with Ibsen's with those which criticize the 
play as schematic. dapek represents himself as naive, 
beleaguered, disappointed by his critics: he asks what an author, 
one of the youngest of Czech dramatists, is to think when he 
hears from one critic that his play reeks of boredom and 
desolation, and from another that his theatrical dexterity 
gripped the audience from the first to the last act. Capek 
distorts the tenor of Krejdl's review when he claims it among the 
positive assessments of the play. He contrasts Jelinek's 
assertion that Capek as a dramatist shows no understanding of 
psychology, with the Zvon reviewer's claim that Slunovrat 
presents the psychological drama of Anna, former lover of Jan: 
'tento dusevni procès Annin, toto bolestne drama jeji jest

M. Capek, 'Autorovy poznamky', Slunovrat, Prague, 1913,
p. 71.

*̂ *̂ Ibid. The phrase 'nuda a zla bezûtësnost' is from Josef 
Kodidek's (1892-1954) review of the play: K-dek, 'Narodni a
Vinohradské divadlo', Pfehled, 11 (1912-13), 7, p. 122.
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nejkrâsnëjsi strânkou "Slunovratu"' . The reviewer for Zvon has 
discerned the author's intention.

Ôapek maintains that the critic's task is to educate young 
and inexperienced talents. He can be only perplexed, however, 
when his critics contradict one another in such an overt manner: 
'Co si ma autor z toho vseho vybrat pro svou snad nadëjnou, snad 
zoufalou budoucnost dramatickou?'.^*

Capek returns to KrejCi's review. The playful epithet he 
invents for the critic manifests his delight in comic word 
formations; KrejCi is, 'Jeden z nejdùstojnëjsich mraënopozorcù 
nasich'.^* Capek responds to KrejCi's criticism of the phrase, 
'S bohem, 6 mùj luznÿ snei': 'Pro pânaboha, v2dyt' vÿrok s
"luznym snem” fekne Julëa a ne autor! a voll-li obrat v dîvëi 
ëetbë z poëâtku sedmdesâtÿch let tak bë2nÿ, zachovala se jako 
logické dëvëe své doby!'.^° Capek does not address the gist of 
KrejCi's criticism, that Capek's depiction of JulCa is 
uncharacteristically sentimental.

Capek ironizes himself in order to denigrate his critics, 
commenting that one person above all has derived an unseemly 
pleasure from the critical attacks: '"nas prosaik, romancier a 
novellista K. M. Capek". Ten mnul si ruce radostl nad zady 
dramatika K. M. Capka, na nich% hojili tak mnozi, co je ji2 tak 
dlouho palilo, za sebe a rùzné "ropuchy" svych kamarâdù. Jak2ivo 
nedostalo se mu tolik uznani a lichotek jako tentokrâte'.^^ 
Capek refers to the critics' tendency to praise his fiction in 
contrast with his 'inferior' drama. The mention of 'ropuchy' 
probably recalls Capek's critical reviews of Dyk's Revoludnl 
trilogie, one part of which is titled Ranni ropucha (first staged 
in 1908). Capek's assertion that reviews of his plays are

i^Capek, 'Autorovy poznamky', p. 71. See: J. M. ,
'Slunovrat', Zvon, 13 (1912-13), 9, pp. 126-7.

i^Capek, 'Autorovy poznamky', p. 71. 
'%^bid.
130-Ubid. , p. 72. 
^̂ Îbid.
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motivated by revenge, is more than convincing because it is
expressed with humour; many of his contemporaries would concur.
Capek refers to Jelinek's review in Samostatnost when he writes
that one critic claims to tear Capek apart as a dramatist for the
very reason that he values Capek so highly as a fiction writer.

In apologizing to those dramatists whom he has offended as
a critic, Capek again humbles himself in order to denigrate his
opponents even further. He apologizes because now he knows that
the most ridiculous creature under the sun is a theatre critic
who knows what is needed to improve the drama of another writer,
but forgets all such useful considerations when writing his own
p l a y s . H e  directs this remark at Hilbert, as is evident from
the next line, in which he attacks Hilbert's Patria,^^^

Capek states that the most savage criticism of Slunovrat
comes from a certain notorious executioner of dramatic literature
who has a chest full of his own plays at home, but will never
dare to entrust them to the public. With his reviews of the works
of others, the critic has damned the reception of his plays: he
prefers to collect the scalps of Czech theatre professionals
rather than wreaths. Capek relates that he had a dream about this
critic after reading his review of Slunovrat:

Vidël jsem jej v strasné situaci; roztahoval svâ 
nesmirnâ ûsta tak, aby zavësil jich koutky a2 na usi.
Mâlem by se mu to bylo podafilo, ale kdykoli byl tak 
daleko, usi jeho v%dycky povyrostly o znatelny 
kouslëek. Od té doby je mi ëetba jeho literarnich 
studii teprve naleBitym po2itkem, pfi kaBde fâdce 
vidim, jak mu ûsta rostou do sifky a usi do vysky

I 134

Capek uses the same grotesque image in the Rodin polemic: 
'Vidite, p. Saldo, 2e si nevidite do ûst! A pfece jest jich 
velkohubost tak znaënâ, 2e by bylo mo2no zavësiti je obëma koutky 
a2 za usi, kdyby tomu nepfeka2ela jich vyvÿsenosti'^^ It is 
unlikely that Capek addresses Saida in his Slunovrat 'remarks'.

i^^bid. He quotes from Krejëi's review.
^̂ Ĉf. the polemic over Begiiv samokres.
i^Capek, 'Autorovy poznamky', p. 72.
i^Capek, 'Neodolatelny milek muz, p. F. X. Saida'.
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I have not found a review of Slunovrat by âalda. Saida reviews 
positively Z mësta i obvodu, and Capek dedicates In articula 
mortis to Saida. It seems more likely that Capek found the image 
intriguing and refashioned it in the later polemic, which 
suggests the 'literariness' of Capek's polemics. His self
representation in polemics is as crafted as the characterization 
of the narrator in a short story such as 'Zpovëd' naturalistova'. 
In the polemics he represents his critics as characters even more 
bizarre than those of his fiction. Indeed, the portrait of the 
critic whose ears constantly outgrow the expansion of the corners 
of his vast mouth, has no equivalent in Capek's fiction. One 
suspects that Capek would have reserved such a caricature for one 
of his longstanding enemies. Perhaps, however, he hopes that each 
of his critics will see himself in the caricature.

6. Dykiiv pflpad a müj
In an interview with Storch-Marien, Capek-Chod states that his 
favourite Czech poets are Bfezina, Dyk, Sova and F. X. 
Svoboda.^^ The assertion lends support to Sezima's observation 
that Capek-Chod and Dyk came to respect one another, despite 
their unresolved quarrels from the years when Dyk wrote for 
Samostatnost The failure of Slunovrat to win an award 
occasions their most prolonged polemic from the period of their 
pre-war conflicts. It appears that Dyk sat on the committee which 
chose not to award Capek a prize for the play. The polemic 
consists of ironical poems and letters to the editor printed in 
Samostatnost and Narodni listy. Despite the insults and the 
accusations which they direct at one another, the tone of the 
polemic remains good-humoured; it is not as vituperative as the 
polemics with Saida. Dyk's first verse apostrophe to Capek is 
printed on the first page of Samostatnost. This suggests that the

i^Ètorch-Marien, 'Na besedë u K. M. Capka-Choda', p. 74. He 
states that in his youth he had admired Alexandr Dumas, and that 
Prosper Merimée and the brothers Concourt had had an influence 
on him. He expresses admiration for Flaubert, Zola and, to a 
lesser extent, Balzac.

137Karel Sezima, Z mého Pivota, vol. 2, p. 20.
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quarrels of the writers, however personal, were a source of
interest and amusement to the general public.

Capek appears to initiate the polemic with an attack on the
members of the committee who reject the merits of his play.^^®
Dyk replies with a poem:

Chodi V  masopustni utery 
Prahou maskary, ba pfisery 
z Mariânské ulice, zfim bledna, 
nakoukla sem na mne take jedna, 
kfiCl na mne organ pfehfmotny:
Hus a 2i%ka - Dyk a Novotny.
Rozmilÿ Matëji Capku, 
rozvahy zachovejte kapku, 
kdy% u2 tê%ko zachovat vkus.
Doka2u, 2e nejsem Mistr Hus.
Suchymi to konstatuji slovy:
Nevëfil bych v glejty Sigmundovy!

Capek responds with less elegance:
Chytfejsi Bet' Husa mistra, 
hlasa V. Dyk, hlava bystra: 
on Be nevëfil by v glejty - 
radikâlni svëte znej ty!
Tyhle Be jsou jen rozdily 
mezi nimi? Bohumilÿ 
shofel kacif nam v Kostnici - 
za to ëichâme to vsicci.
Be jen pouha slama hofi, 
kdyB Dyk svëty hubou bofl.
Kde ysak spaliti se mùBe 
do opravdy Ceska kùBe, 
tam at' jiny, kdo chce bëBi - 
na své doma Dyk si leBiî '*®

He ironizes himself by signing his name as 'Matëj Capek'. In his
reply, Dyk refers to Hejhola, the patriotic editor in Capek's
'Vondrejc' short stories who is killed during an anti-Habsburg

^̂*1 have not been able to find the article which sparked off 
the polemic.

^^Viktor Dyk, 'Feuilleton', Samostatnost, 5 February 1913,
p. 1.

"̂̂ âtëj Capek, 'Pan Viktor Dyk' (Zaslano) , Narodni listy, 6
February 1913, p. 6.
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street demonstration.

Capku, Capku, ptilis slavnÿ mu2i, 
stojlte, jak vidim, o mou kù2i.
Ale smutno 2it i mtiti sam.
Mu2i proslÿ heroismu skolou: 
pojd'te svornë se mnou za Hejholou.Lacinëji kù2i n e p r o d à m l ^ ^

Capek's delayed response refers to Dyk's satirical political 
novel Konec Hackenschmidiiv (1904) . It did not inspire more than 
a curt reply from Dyk: 'Nazyvate mne Certovym chlapikem;/ lituji, 
2e se nemohu revanchovati.'^^ Capek's bitterness is evident in 
his retort: 'Pravite, 2e se mi nemù2ete revansovat?/ Ale ano!
Ofiekâvâm Vasi obvyklou/ revans positivnë v nejbli2si literârni/ 
porotë, V  ni2 budete sedët.'^* Dyk teases him in reply:

P. T.
Matëji Capkovi 
dramatickému autoru.
Mate pravdu, do jisté vsak miry:

"Slunovrat" vâs zamrz' nemile.
Z pravidla sam nesedim vsak v jury, 

nernam take srdce zavilé.
Tfeba jury rovnal byste katùm,

nezmëni to smutné pravdy bëh.
Hlasovat pro cenu "Slunovratùm"

mù2e jenom skalni Mladoëech.^^
Capek in turn attacks Dyk's plays:

i^Krejëi states that the scenes do not refer to specific 
events. K [rejëi], 'K. M. Capek: Patero tfeti', p. [1]. Vykoukal 
interprets the crowd scenes as referring to demonstrations in 
favour of universal manhood suffrage for elections to the 
Bohemian Diet, and in favour of a settlement between the 
nationalities. F. V. Vykoukal, 'Vypravna prosa', Osvëta, 42
(1912), 10, p. 790.

i^Viktor Dyk, 'Capku, Capku' (Zaslano), Samostatnost, 1 
February 1913, p. 7.

i^Viktor Dyk, 'Matëji Capkovi' (Zaslano), Samostatnost, 9 
March 1913, p. 9

M. Capek, 'ViktOru Dykovi', Narodni listy, 10 March 
1913, evening edition, p. 3.

i^Viktor Dyk, 'P. T. Matëji Capkovi' (Zaslano),
Samostatnost, 12 March 1913, p. 7.
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Viktor Dykovi 
p. t .
take dramatickému autoru!
Ano, nemile mi zamrz' "Slunovrat”,
za to vsak vam po Poslu zbyl jenom - dÿm!
Posla tak i vase skvostna Ropucha, 
publikum nechtëlo ji do bfucha.
Ne2 i posledni vas aktik z Renana 
(nazev zapomnël jsem) praskl do râna.
Tak propadl jste v prvni, druhe i tfeti stâtnici 
a ptece posadil jste se na soudcù stolici!
Tot' jeden z krâsnÿch nasich literarnich nâvykù: 
mivâme jury vëtsinou jen z soudcù laikù!̂ '̂

Dyk does not appear to be offended by this criticism:
Matëji Capkovi
p. t . dramatickému autoru
Do zdi vy jste zajel misto do vrat, 
o hodnotu nejde mojich kusù, 
nÿbr% - zkuste také jinÿch vkusù - 
na mistë-li cena pro "Slunovrat".
Zbyteënÿch jâ nemâm mnoho slov râd: 
fek' jste sam ne, *) tedy pac a pusu!
Viktor Dyk.
*) "Ano, nemile me zamrz' "Slunovrat".

In distorting the meaning of the phrase which he quotes from
Capek's 'poem', Dyk employs a conventional technique of polemics
in the press. Capek responds the same day. By addressing Dyk as
a juror, ëapek further attacks Dyk's abilities as a playwright:

Viktoru Dykovi, 
dramatickému porotci p. t.
Tvrdé vasi pomoc nesu appercepci, 
zticha svëtu hlâsâm to i nahlas sepci:
2e chapadla pfetë2kâ, Dyku, mate, 
po?ad jen té ëiré ceny dbâte!
Nejde p?ece jenom o tu fura%,
ale do poroty jit, 2e mël jste kuraB!
Tfikrât poraBeny Ropusin a Posla pùvodce, 
stane-li se, ajta, z nëho nad dramaty porotce -

M. ëapek, 'Viktor Dykovi, p. t. ' (Zaslâno) , Narodni 
listy, 13 March 1913, p. 6.

i^Viktor Dyk, 'Matëji ëapkovi' (Zaslâno), Samostatnost, 14
March 1913, p. 7.
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V ôele konkursni podstaty - tot' pravdy zâf 
trojnasobny vypada jak bankrotaf!^*

Dyk responds in a feuilleton titled 'K ôeské polemické
pathologii'. He quotes Capek's poems of 13 and 14 March and
reprints Capek's positive review of Dyk's Episoda and Smutedni
hostina, printed in 1906.̂ '̂ ^

In his reply, 'Dykùv pflpad a mùj', Capek uses Dyk's own
arguments against him. He states that even today he would praise
Episoda and Smutedni hostina; if these plays had followed Posel
(1907), Ranni ropucha (1908) and Pora^eni (1911), Ôapek would
have congratulated Dyk that, 'z dramatického bfidila stal
dramaticky basnik'.^° In his later plays, Dyk no longer
manifests the qualities of a true dramatist and: 'pozbyv
autokritiky (co2 jest skvële dokâzâno i politickÿm jeho
vystupovânimi!) nemâ ani schopnosti kritickÿch vùbec a nehodî se
tudl2 do literarnich porot, nehledë ani k tomu, 2e dokonce
vÿslovnë pfipousti literârni votum porotni odvislé od politického
pfislusenstvi'.^i By citing Capek, Dyk provides evidence of his
own decline; Dyk is not the first writer, Ôapek asserts, to be
ruined by journalism and politics.

Dyk's response is addressed to 'Matëji Capkovi, tentokrate
p r o s a i k o v i ' . ^ z  dismisses Ôapek's criticism of his drama by
recalling that Smutedni hostina was written in the spring, and
Posel in the autumn, of 1906: 'Oëividnë pfisel jsem o vlastnost
dramatického basnika pfes leto'.^^ Regarding the deleterious
influence of journalism and politics, Dyk comments, 'U ëerta!

M. Capek, 'Viktoru Dykovi', Narodni listy, 14 March 
1913, evening edition, p. 3.

i^^Viktor Dyk], 'K ëeské polemické pathologii', 
Samostatnost, 16 March 1913, pp. 1-2. See also: KMC. [Ôapek], 
'Episoda', pp. 158-9.

M. Capek, 'Dykùv pfipad a mùj', Narodni listy, 17 March 
1913, evening edition, p. 3.

isiibid.
i^Viktor Dyk, 'Matëji Capkovi' (Zaslano), Samostatnost, 18

March 1913, p. 7.
i^^bid.
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Tedy politika a 2urnalistika! Ale s politikou i 2urnalistikou 
zaCal jsem mnohem pozdëji; jak to, 2e zhoubnÿ jejich vliv 
dostavil se nëkolik let pfedem?'^^ He advises Capek to write 
fewer polemics, 'Aby to s Vâmi take spatnë nedopadlo. 
Nadepisujete beztoho své fikani "Dykùv pfipad a miij." Pozori'^^

Capek responds to 'Viktoru Dykovi, basniku tentokrat v 
p r o s e ' . H e  reiterates his criticism of Dyk as a writer in his 
paraphrase of Dyk's last letter: 'Tvrdlte, 2e u Vâs politika
plnou silou propukla mnohem pozdëji ne2 Jste pfestai bÿti 
bâsnikem. To je moBno, nefâdila-li politika ve Vasem podvëdomî 
a mnohem dfive, ne2 Jste vùbec poznal, 2e Jste politikem.'^? He 
advises Dyk to consult a 'psychopathologist': 'upozornëte jej
zvlastë na Svou vetfelou pfedstavu, 2e se poklâdâte za nejvëtsiho 
ëeského stâtnika, 2e to dokonce na vefejnÿch schùzich tvrdite. 
Neni-li to nie horsiho ne2 contagium, t. j. nâsledek Vasich 
politickÿch stykù, ruëlm za to, 2e je Vâm dosud p o m o c ' . He 
writes that Dyk need not fear for him; Capek does not take 
politics so seriously. Thirty years of journalism have benefited 
him, whereas a few years have proved too much for Dyk. Therefore, 
his case is different from Dyk's: 'nejnâpadnëjsi rozdll mezi nâmi 
jest, 2e jâ se Matëj pouze jmenuji, kde2to Vy matëj skuteCnë 
Jste! '1̂*

Dyk's reply is dull. He repeats his view that Capek is 
inconsistent in his judgments. He agrees that Capek will be doing 
him a favour by ending the polemic: 'tohle je pro mne vskutku 
"silnâ vëc". Sobë byste byl vsak prokâzal dobrodini, kdybyste ji

i^Ibid.
'^Ibid.
^^^atëj Capek, 'Viktoru Dykovi', Nârodnl listy, 18 March 

1913, evening edition, p. 3.
i^^bid.
iŝ ibid.
i^^bid.
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vùbec nebyl zaôinal'.^*^

7. Antonln Vondrejc
In 1919, in a feuilleton for Nârodnl listy surveying recent 
literature, Miroslav Rutte describes the second volume of Antonin 
Vondrejc, together with Tilschova's Synové (1918), as the most 
significant works published in the past ten months.^* He describes 
Capek as a disconsolate pessimist for whom Fate is a monstrous, 
evil mechanism which plays with human puppets, twisting their 
hearts and minds and distorting their least selfish wishes. Capek, 
he writes, does not believe in God, in man or in Progress; he adds 
that Capek 'disguises' his nihilism with ridicule and 
t h e a t r i c a l i t y . *̂2 This nihilism sometimes relents: in Antonin
Vondrejc there are places where the author appears to lose the 
courage to mock. In those instances, according to Rutte, one feels 
all the weight of disbelief which crushes the author.

Capek-Chod's letter to the editor of Narodni listy indicates 
his reaction to reviewers who characterize his outlook as 
pessimistic. It is difficult to determine what motivates Capek's 
response in this instance. On the one hand, one detects a note of 
peevishness in his reaction to Rutte, one of his most effusive 
admirers. On the other, Capek may show perspicuity in his 
assessment of the average Narodni listy reader, and of the demands 
made by the literary establishment on works at this time. Later 
polemics with Novak and Vodak suggest that works which do not 
evince a 'sober' and optimistic outlook incur the disapproval of 
the literary establishment. For example, in 'Pët literarnich let', 
Vodak, a senior official in the Ministry of Education and National 
Culture in the First Republic, associates the contemporary decay of 
literature with the prevalent mood of cynicism; he writes that 
ridicule is the stance of the powerless, of those who are incapable

^^°Viktor Dyk, 'K. M. Capkovi!' (Zaslano), Samostatnost, 19 
March 1913, p. 6.

i^Miroslav Rutte, 'Trochu retrospektivy II.', Narodni listy,
10 April 1919, pp. 1-2.

^̂ Îbid. , p. 1.
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of successfully laying a hand to the 'great national task'.^^ 
Capek's response to Rutte also indicates the attention which he 
gives to reviews of his work: considering that most serious critics 
(KrejCi, Novâk, Sezima) had such high praise for the work, Capek 
states, he was almost tempted to ignore Rutte's 'vehement and 
negative condemnation' of his life's work. However, he feels 
compelled to respond to some of Rutte's conclusions.^* Capek 
objects to Rutte's characterization of the author of Antonin 
Vondrejc. He denies that one can find atheism in the novel; he is 
affronted by the 'charges' of lack of faith in man and Progress, 
charges of nihilism, theatricality and brutality. He refers to 
Novak's review of Antonin Vondrejc, in which the reviewer describes 
the author as a clairvoyant psychologist without prejudice who 
reveals the purest human tones in Anna's 'racial animality'.^^ 
Capek endorses Novak's interpretation of a redeeming moral 
philosophy underlying the novel. He cites Novak's comment that the 
appearance of Florys Vestyd at the beginning and end of the novel 
represents the triumph of life and power over decadence and death, 
Moravian youth over poisoned Prague.Capek's slightly ironic 
concluding remark gives an insight into his relations with Novâk: 
'Pfestâvâm na tomto svëdectvi kritika, o jeho2 vyznamu nemù2e bÿt 
sporu [Novâk], a ktery mo je knihy a2 do românu "Kaspar Lén" potirai

“̂jv. [Jindfich Vodâk], 'Pët literârnich let', deské slovo, 28 
October 1923, p. 10. On Vodâk, see: Albert PraBâk, 'Kritik-
vychovatel Jindfich Vodâk', Mlza stromu, Prague, 1940, pp. 195-203. 
Pra2âk characterizes Vodâk's critical perspective: 'V literature
vidël ukazovatelku nârodnich snah, obraz lidi, sklâdajicich dnesni 
i pristi nârod, vystavu nârodnich typù a myslenek, zrcadlo 
politického a sociâlniho usili, ne hru a sen. Proto chtël od ni, 
aby streSila, Cistila a silila nâs 2ivot, krâsa splÿvala mu s 
mravnosti a odpovëdnosti nârodniho Bivota.' PraBâk, 'Kritik- 
vychovatel Jindfich Vodâk', pp. 196-7.

M. Capek-Chod, 'V rubrice "Literature"', Narodni listy, 
12 April 1919, p. 2.

i^Ibid. See: Arne Novâk, 'Român Antonina Vondrejce'.
i^Capek-Chod, 'V rubrice "Literature"'.
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CO nejbfitôeji, proti protestovanému referâtu p. M. Rutteho s 
velikÿia zadostiuôinënim a vdëkem, jako2to ëin mé zâchrany pfede 
mnou samÿm a posileni mé viry - v ëlovëka.'^?

A perplexed Rutte responds the following day in Nârodnl 
l ist y.R utt e does not understand why Capek considers the review 
a 'vehement and negative condemnation'. By stating that Capek is a 
pessimist lie does not thereby demean the artistic value of the 
work: even lack of faith can be a creative p o w e r. On l y Capek, he 
writes, could have the impression that Rutte had dismissed his 
work. He adds that Capek knows that Rutte was one of the first to 
defend Capek's works when others attacked it: Capek's statements, 
therefore, are not only a deliberate untruth, but also an 
injustice.The comments in Narodni listy are only a summary of 
Rutte's 'Ejhle ëlovëkl', printed in Cesta, Indeed, the sentences 
about Capek's lack of faith are quoted almost word for word from 
the Cesta article; at the time of its publication, Capek had not 
protested.

Capek's crafted reply suggests that he has been somewhat 
placated. The employment of metaphor and self-irony characteristic 
of his earlier polemics remains. He explains why he responded to 
Rutte's feuilleton rather than the earlier articles by the same 
critic: 'ôlovëku zdravého Baludku jest toti% mo2no s chuti snisti 
i pfipalenou peëeni, odfizne-li oharek, a flci jestë "zaplat' 
pânbùh!”, byl-li zbytek k jidlu, ale dostane-li se mu potom 
vÿhradnë jen tohoto oharku, vzepfe se tomu soustu i zdravy

i^Ibid.
^^^Miroslav Rutte, 'K poznamkam K. M. Capka-Choda', Narodni 

listy, 13 April 1919, p. 3.
iN^bid.
i^^bid.
^̂ Ŝee also Rutte's article in Cesta, 2, where he writes: 

'Mechanismus osudu, jen% lame surovë lidske ëiny a s mstivou 
vÿsmësnosti karikuje ôistâ pfani, tot' filosofie K. M. Capka- 
Choda'. Miroslav Rutte, 'K sedesatinam K. M. Capka-Choda', p. 687.
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%aludek'.^2 Regarding the reception of Rutte's feuilleton, he 
states that the Narodni listy readers of today are indifferent to 
what was written a year ago. A reader with a good memory would 
consider Rutte's feuilleton a refutation of his earlier judgments 
of Capek's works. Most readers, who have poor memories, are 
concerned only with Rutte's recent commentary, which reads like a 
warning against a dull book. Capek's conclusion may sound petty, 
but it was probably based on a sound assessment of the readership 
of the newspaper: 'Co platno, %e p. dr. Rutte ve svych nedëlnich 
poznâmkâch vytahuje - abych u2il jeho obrazu - nù2 z mého 
probodeného srdce, a ulamuje mu dodateCnë hrot? Nemohlo tëch 
nëkolik uznalÿch fâdek stât u2 v jeho retrospektivë ve ëtvrtek? 
By la by to bÿvala aspoft hofëice na ropuchu z onoho râna, a jâ bych 
ji byl spolkl a nebyl bych ani mukl.'̂ '̂* The exchange concludes 
with a note from the editors printed below Capek's comments. The 
editors state that Rutte was commissioned to write a survey of 
fiction and poetry and that therefore the remarks on Antonin 
Vondrejc were necessarily brief. They insist that Rutte's judgment 
does not constitute a condemnation of Capek's novel.

A letter from Capek-Chod to Rù2ena Svobodovâ indicates that

M. Capek-Chod, 'Pan dr. Mir. Rutte', Narodni listy, 15 
April 1919, p. 2.

i^Ibid.
'^Ibid.
i^The disparaging remarks about Rutte which Capek makes in his 

journal indicate that he did not agree with the critic's 
interpretation of his works. In December 1926, for example, he 
writes: '"Cesta" uvefejnila o mÿch "Ctyfech odv. povidkâch"
struCnou zprâvu, v ni2 ujist'uje, %e jâ jako dr Freud vidim v sexu 
nejmocnëjsi hybnou silu a 2e jej dovedu sledovati od "nejhrubsi 
smyslnosti a2 po nejrafinovanëjsi chlipnost". Co2 je obmyslne 
sprost'âctvi dra. Rutte.' Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, 
see 25 December 1926; PNP. Cestmir Jefâbek refers to the exchange 
in 'P. Capek-Chod neni pessimistou', printed in Moravsko-slezska 
revue. Jefâbek questions whether Rutte's article can really be 
described as an 'attack'. C. J[efâbek]., 'P. Capek-Chod neni
pessimistou', Moravsko-slezska revue, 13 (1919-20), pp. 32-3.
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the former objected to the review of Antonin Vondrejc published in 
Llpa. The review suggests that Sapek-Chod took revenge on actual 
literary figures by caricaturing them in the n o v e l . H e  denies 
that any of the people on whom characters in the novel are based 
have ever given him cause for revenge.

8 . Jindrové
Capek responds to Vodâk's review of Jindrové in das, which 
disparages the novel as mere entertainment.^* The entertaining 
quality of the novel derives from the plot and from the curious 
pieces of information which Capek 'hangs' on the narration. Vodâk 
attributes Capek's attention to such a wide variety of apparently 
irrelevant topics to his occupation as a journalist: journalistic 
'blood', according to Vodâk, cannot be suppressed.^* Capek replies 
that in his opinion both the novelist and the journalist have an 
obligation to entertain. He notes that Vodâk's objection is 
surprising, considering that the critic's published work consists 
entirely of newspaper articles: 'aCkoliv mu ovsem neupirâm, 2e se

i^See: Fr. Gotz, 'K. M. Capek, Antonin Vondrejc', Llpa, 2
(1918), 12-13, p. 200.

i^Papers: Rù2ena Svobodovâ; letters from Capek-Chod to
Svobodovâ; see letter dated 23 July 1919; PNP. In a draft of a 
letter to Arne Novâk, Capek-Chod writes that the character of 
Vondrejc is based on a number of people: the author himself, his 
cousin Jan Cech, the poet Jan SpâCil-2eranovskÿ, R. J. Kronbauer 
and others still living. Papers: Capek-Chod; journal fragments, 15 
August - 16 September 1922; see p. [5] of the notebook; PNP. Tvrdoft 
discusses possible sources of the character of Vondrejc in: 
'Antonin Vondrejc a Jan SpâCil', Ostravsky kulturnl mëslànlk, 3 
(1978), 4, pp. 24-5.

^̂ *jv. [Jindfich Vodâk], 'Otâzky Capkova românu', das, 10 April 
1921, p. 7. Prochâzka, Vesely and Sezima praise the novel: Kaz. 
[Frantisek S. Prochâzka], 'K. M. Capek-Chod: Jindrové', Zvon, 21 
(1920-21), 21, p. 293; Antonin Vesely, 'K. M. Capek-Chod:
Jindrové', Pramen, 2 (1921), 4, pp. 182-7; Karel Sezima, 'Z pùvodni 
tvorby românové', Lumlr, 49 (1922), 1, 11-17.

179 [Vodâk], 'Otâzky Capkova românu'.
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V ni vyskytlo mâlo fâdek, je2 by zapïely krev zlého profesora'.^°

Vodâk criticizes the author's materialism as sensualism.He 
suggests that Capek uses the scene in which he presents the 
sunbathing outing of the Opalka society as an opportunity to 
describe the female body. Vodâk comments that Capek must be aware 
that in his passion for beautiful, exuberant matter he reaches a 
limit at which he can be suspected of deliberately seeking out 
salacious s t o r i e s . Capek replies; 'Spilati mi za to smyslnikû 
jest tolik, jako kdybych jâ, p. "jo" spilal vilnikù, proto2e se 
kochâ ve smyslnostech a z kontextu vytr2enÿmi citâty dëlâ smyslné 
knize reklamu a propaganda u - amatérù.'^^ Capek defends the theme 
of the novel as the tragic martyrdom of the innocence and virginity 
of Jindra Junior.

He rejects Vodâk's comment that he conceives of life only as 
a series of unexpected interventions from w i t h o u t . Vodâk 
criticizes the construction of the plot around chance events, for 
example: Jindra Senior's discovery of his illegitimate son; the 
colonel's seduction of Jindra's wife in India; the arrest of Jindra 
Junior in a café when he refuses to stand for the national anthem; 
the dispatch of Jindra Junior to the most dangerous location on the 
front. Vodâk's comment constitutes an attack on Capek's outlook, 
described as 'truly wartime'; Vodâk objects to the portrayal of the 
individual as subordinate to a treacherous, capricious and mocking 
p o w e r . H e  also implies that Capek shirks his 'duty' as a writer 
by not justifying occurrences through the motives and emotions of

M. Capek-Chod, '"Z ôista jasna" ...!', p. 667. 
i^[Vodâk], 'Otâzky Capkova românu'. 
i^ïbid.
i^Capek-Chod, '"Z ëista jasna" ...!', p. 668. 
iw%bid.
'^[Vodâk], 'Otâzky Capkova românu'. 
iwjbid.
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characters; in Capek's works, things occur 'out of the blue', as if 
by the will of God. Ôapek defends his novel as true to life: 'Pro 
pana boha! Co2 nepfisla sarajevskâ udâlost, mobilisace, valka z 
"Cista jasna”? Nebyla pro miliony a miliony "zasahnutim z vend!”, 
pferusujicim "vsechen bëh a souvislost jich Bivotniho dëni" docela 
nenadale a v pravy opak jich hodlani? Zda2 ëeskâ samostatnost a 
svoboda neuskutednila se ëirÿm zasahnutim z v end z Cista 
jasna?'^7

In supporting his argument, Capek demonstrates the potential 
of a polemic to entertain. He states that Vodâk's review also found 
its way into Cas 'z dista jasna'; if Capek had not, by chance, met 
Vodak while walking in Riegrovy sady, reminded the critic that he 
had yet to review Jindrové, and sent a copy of the novel to him, 
the review would never have appeared. Capek states that although he 
knew what the outcome would be, he was compelled to encourage Vodâk 
to write the review: 'to je mo je slabost, 2e nemohu bÿt bez jeho 
referâtu. Snad je to povëra, ale dim vie p. "jo" nëkterou mou knihu 
zfe2e, tim skvëleji "potom jde"'.̂ ** Capek implies a causal 
connection between Vodâk's disparaging review of Turbina and the 
fact that more than eight thousand copies of the novel have now 
been sold.

9. Hofka groteska a ûmyslné pokifiveniny
An exchange between Arne Novâk and Saida provokes a response from 
Capek-Chod. Saida is reacting to Novâk's review of Strom bolesti 
and In memoriam Rd^eny Svobodové,^^ Saida objects to Novâk's 
comment that he has attempted to create a legend rather than

^*^Capek-Chod, '"Z dista jasna" ...!', p. 668.
*̂*Ibid.
^̂ Îbid. See: jv. [Vodâk], 'Nove podoby silâctvi Capkova',

Lidové noviny, 27 December 1916, pp. 1-3. Capek responds in: K. M. 
Capek, 'Epikritika', Narodni listy, 16 January 1917, pp. 1-2.

i^^alda is referring to Novâk's review in Venkov, 10 May 1921.
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present an objective portrait. Saida insists that his aim had been
to depict the r e a l i t y . H e  objects to Novak's assessment that
Svobodovâ 'se prodirala k prostotë ôisté linie zahofklou
groteskou'.^z Saida does not see any inherent contradiction
between 'zahofklou groteskou' and 'prostou Cistou linii'; he
contrasts this admirable grotesque, exemplified in the work of
Anatole France, with the grotesque of K. M. Ôapek, so much admired
by Novâk. Novâk has stated that Saida's poems contain, 'deliberate
flaws and distortions'.^” Saida denies any such intention:

Slova: ûmyslny kaz a ûmyslnâ pokfivenina mohou miti
jedinÿ rozumny smysl: mohou znamenati jen nëco
vypoëteného na efekt, dopoôitâvajiciho se jakési 
pozornosti ëtenâfovy. Takové pokfiveniny dëlâ virtuosnë 
a se zâlibnou horlivosti na pfiklad p. K. M. Ôapek, tÿ2, 
na nëho2 pëje léta kritické panegyriky p. Arne Novâk a 
kterého klade na sâm vrchol ëeského umëni slovesného.^*

âalda adds sarcastically that he is too clumsy to practise this 
kind of 'verbal acrobatics', a remark that recalls âalda's 
characterization of ëapek as a circus performer in the Rodin 
polemic.

ëapek replies in 'F. X. Saida, panegyrik a pamfletik', printed 
in Cesta, He provides an ironic interpretation of why àalda has 
attacked him in this instance: 'Pan F. X. Saida mou hlavu otloukâ 
o hlavu p. dra. A. Novâka, nejekonomiëtëjsi to zpùsob, chce-li 
gigant s jakousi usporou ëasu zabit dva pidimuBlky, jichB nosy se 
mu pohflchu nelibi.'^” Capek facetiously expresses surprise that 
âalda's opinion of his works has changed since the time of his 
review of Kaspar Lén; he notes that Saida's review, together with

763.

”̂f . X. Saida, 'Ad vocem mych dvou knih', pp. 252-54.
'”lbid., p. 253. 
i”lbid., p. 254. 
i^Ibid.

M. ëapek-Chod, 'F. X. Saida, panegyrik a pamfletik', p.
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Arne Novak's, had been responsible for the change in the reception 
of Capek's works by Czech critics.^* Out of gratitude, Capek had 
dedicated In articula mortis (1915) to Saida, and after sending the 
critic a copy of the work, Capek relates, he had received a letter 
praising the work for its grotesque quality. Capek here reprints 
the letter. Saida writes: 'PfeCetl jsem "In articulo" ji2 dvakrate 
a znovu podivuji se Vasemu umëni, kterÿm rozpoutal jste ten sileny 
hexensabat pozorovani i fantasie, grotesknosti i tragidnosti, 
kypivé hry slovné i sevfené karakteristiky, posetilosti i 
moudrosti, ale nad në jestë Vasemu zoru, kterÿm roste celÿ ten 
babel ze sebe a vdlehuje se v sebe a tvofi tak organism, svët, 
kosmos.'^7 ôapek alleges that either Saida's praise or his 
criticism is insincere.

Capek offers to provide evidence of the similarity between 
Saida's judgments and those of Svobodovâ. He reprints sections from 
a letter which Svobodovâ wrote to him on receiving the second and 
third volumes of Turbina. Her praise of the work is extravagant: 
'Umite vidët, umite slyset, umite chutnat. Je to renesanCni. Snad 
Vâm napisi jestë jednou o celku, dnes jen toto: AntiCti bohové s 
Vâmi, vâ2enÿ pfiteli. Bud'te zdrav, jste velkolepÿ a mu%nÿ!'^* 
Capek also prints sections of a second letter in which Svobodovâ 
reiterates her praise. He comments: 'je-li jen zrnko ryzi soli v 
tom, dim mne obmyslil duch F. X. Saldovi nejbliBsi a s duchem jeho 
takfka splynuly, necht' sâm uva%i toto svëdectvi k ohromnemu svému 
despektu nad mÿm literârnim dilem'.^^

'w^bid., p. 764.
^^Ibid. The letter is dated 13 May 1915. 
i^Ibid.
i^^bid. In a letter to Arne Novak, Capek-Chod states that he 

had never believed a word that Svobodovâ wrote about Turbina in her 
letters. In his opinion, she had only flattered him because he had 
a certain power as the editor of the Narodni listy feuilleton 
column. Papers: Arne Novâk; letters from Capek-Chod to Novak; see 
letter dated 3 June 1921; PNP.
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In his reply, Saida explains why he referred to Capek in his 

polemic with Novâk: if Novâk does not see any 'distortions' in 
Capek's work, he cannot see them in Strom bolesti e i t h e r . âalda 
insists that his point was directed against Novâk, whom he 
challenged to define his terms more precisely. êalda is 
unconvincing when he claims that he was only trying to shed light 
on questions of crucial importance to Czech literary criticism. He 
accuses Capek of attempting to provoke a scandal.Saida presents 
his response in six points. First, he defends his review of Kaspar 
Lén, stating that he had written it because he realized that 
Capek's work was underrated, just as it is at present overrated. He 
distorts Capek's words by claiming all the credit for himself for 
'breaking the ice of Czech criticism' which had dismissed Capek. 
Secondly, êalda states that he would still praise In articulo 
mortis, because he considers it 'excellent'. However, he would not 
praise Antonin Vondrejc with such enthusiasm: the novel as a whole 
is weaker than the original, individual stories. Thirdly, Saida 
dates the change in his assessment of Capek to 1917, when he 
reviewed Turbina: 'Zde tedy - na poââtku r. 1917 - podinaji se mé 
pochyby o dapkovi, poàinà se müj ideovÿ odklon od nëho. êalda 
cites passages from his review of Turbina which criticize the work 
for lacking a positive message; he states that he wishes to gain 
more than 'a few negations' from a work that is 600 pages long.̂ °̂  
Fourthly, êalda comments, Turbina convinced him that Capek could 
not manage the novel form. Jindrové, he asserts, further

zMp. X. êalda, 'Jestë kus literârnich mravù Ceskÿch', Kritické 
projevy 11, 1919-1921, p. 255. First printed in Venkov,^ 12 June
1921, pp. 5-6. Novâk interprets êalda's attacks on Capek as 
motivated by jealousy of the writer's success, and fear that 
Capek's fame will overshadow the works of Svobodovâ. Papers: Capek- 
Chod; letters from Arne Novâk to Capek-Chod, 1912-1922; see letter 
dated 12 June 1921; PNP.

z^salda, 'Jestë kus literârnich mravù ëeskÿch', p. 255.
“̂ibid., p. 256. Emphasis in the original.

203Ibid.
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substantiates this impression: it is very lively and amusing, but 
not the epic work of art that a true novel should be.̂ °̂  As his 
fifth point, âalda notes that he has never displayed contempt for 
Capek's works. Capek, he writes, is a hypochondriac. Finally, he 
states that his present assessment of Capek does not contradict, 
but completes, his earlier assessment.

In his reply, Capek indicates his interpretation of the 
article which had sparked off the polemic: 'Ve stati "Ad vocem"
smahem, sumârnë a pausâlnë beze vsech taxativnich vÿjimek smetl 
vsechny me grotesky s povrchu ëeské literatury jako ûmyslnÿ kaz a 
ûmyslnou pokfiveninu'.^^ Capek accuses Saida of inconsistency 
because the critic appears to revise his opinion in 'Jestë kus 
literarnich mravù ëeskÿch': 'Situace se tedy nâpadnë zlepsila, dnes 
jsou aspoft me groteskni novely a tragikomicke povidky chvalabohu 
zase znamenitÿmi; pfi svem vypadu proti A. Novakovi o nich 
nevëdël.'^* Regarding the lack of positive values in Turbina, 
Capek asks what sort of positive values Saida finds in Madame 
Bovary, a masterpiece of negation. Capek states that Saida's Loutky 
a dèlnlci bo^i (1917) does not fulfil the .demands which he as a 
critic makes of a novel. Capek levels the same reproach at Saida 
which Vodak had levelled at him: Saida's characters, Capek writes, 
are not human types but dreamt-up creations which never have lived 
and never will live. Saida's novels do not take place in the 'real' 
world, in which the author himself is in any case a stranger; Capek 
maintains that Saida is fortunate in that he is able to build his 
own world, in which he is happy. He states that no parting of ways 
had ever taken place between the two men: 'nebylo nikdy mezi nâmi 
Bâdného ideového sklonu, neni ani moBnÿm mezi dvëma tak polârnë

2^Ibid. The comment echoes Vodâk's criticism of Jindrové.
M. Capek-Chod, 'Pan F. X. Saida', Cesta, 4 (1921-22), 1,

p. 20.
2*Ibid.
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odklonënÿmi svëtovymi nàzory'.^?

10. Vilém Rozkoà
À polemic over Vilém Rozkoà began on publication. Ôapek addresses 
his critics in the 'Author's Notes' at the end of the novel; 'Kdo 
êtes, rozumëj a seznas vlastni ûôel tëchto poznâmek: jich pisatel 
chce jimi fici, 2e vsechno, co bude jeho dilu vytÿkâno, vëdël 
napfed a dfive ne2 k nëmu pfikroêil a 2e pfes to je napsal tak, 
jaké je. Je v tom zâpasnicky chvat, vykroutit protivniku dùtky.'^* 
êapek anticipates criticism of the eponymous protagonist as an 
anti-hero. He writes that he regrets that he had not entitled the 
novel 'Vsivak', the damning name Madlena addresses to Rozkoê. Had 
he done so, Ôapek writes, he would have disarmed those critics who 
agree with Madlena's assessment of Rozkoë: with such a title, he 
would have demonstrated that he had intended to construct a less 
than admirable figure as protagonist, êapek states that although 
nothing would have been easier, he had been unable to ascribe to 
his protagonist a noble sacrifice which would have pleased both 
readers and critics: 'Nebude-li za t. zv. "osvobozujici din” tak 
neûstupnë poBadovany oficialni nasi poetikou na epickém dile, 
pokladano zâvëreêné vzepjeti Vilemova talentu, jest "Vilém Rozkod" 
jako kniha ztracen a jeho autor s nim. dapek states that in 
depicting Rozkod he was determined by the character and its milieu. 
He asserts that he will be satisifed if readers acknowledge that 
the character is at least true to life.

dapek also anticipates criticism of the novel as an 
accumulation of episodes that have little relation to the fate of 
the protagonist; he predicts that critics will attack the length of 
the novel and the plethora of characters. He defends his method as

2°̂ Ibid.
M. dapek-Chod, 'Autorovy poznamky', Vilém Rozkoà, p.

[200] .
zw^bid., p. [199].
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an attempt to paint a panorama of life;

ACkoliv jsem z toho vseho byl ji2 mnohokrate kârân, nikdy 
nevzdam se nejmohutnëjsi mo2nosti velkého românu o 
praSském prostfedl, vyCerpati toti% proud praBského 
2ivota V urCitém obdobi a2 na samo dno a niCeho si 
neodpustiti co na pfiklad Rozkoôovu pfipadu doliCiti mù2e 
oba jeho svëty, ze kteréhoB vysel i do kterého vstoupil. 
Mnohost 2ivota jest mi svrchovanÿm skladebnÿm pfikazem i 
abych zdûraznil také jeho kontinuitu, uvedl jsem do nëho 
i nëkteré karaktery z 'Turbiny' jako Tyndu, Nezmara a 
Vâ2ku, Zouplnu ba i Annu 'Vondrejcovu' a jeho 
dcerusku.
Vodâk reviewed Vilém Rozkoà for Cas and Ceské slovo, 

newspapers which for many years had derided Capek as a writer and 
journalist. In the Ceské slovo review, he criticizes Capek for 
writing the novel to amuse himself: Capek sees only the empire of 
his novel, in which he feels like an independent lord, recognizing 
only those laws which he imposes on h i m s e l f . Vodâk inveighs 
against the author's conception of the central character of the 
novel: 'pro nâs je tuctovym, nerozvâSnÿm, blâhovym, unâhlenÿm
hochem, kterÿm românovë neni proC se zabÿvat. RozkoC is too 
superficial a protagonist to sustain the novel. Vodâk dismisses 
Ôapek's assertion in the 'Author's Notes' that his narrative 
'digressions' derive from a desire to study all aspects of life in 
Prague: the novel hardly depicts life in contemporary Prague;
rather it leads one away from the real city into a strange, 
fantastic world. Vodâk portrays the work as superficial: Capek's 
narration is a clever, ebullient concealment of how little the 
narration actually contains. Vodâk's characterization of Capek's 
style resembles that in the review of Nové patero printed in the

z^ibid., p. [200].
jv. [Jindfich Vodâk], 'Volba hrdiny', Ceské slovo, 4 November 

1923, p. 6. Vodâk's comment recalls the description of the 
grotesque as a 'ruleless realm'. See: Gerald Gillespie, 'Romantic 
Irony and the Grotesque', p. 323.

z^Vodâk, 'Volba hrdiny'.
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same journal, Ceské slovo, in 1910

In the das review, Vodâk writes that the work will offend 
every educated lover of literature who expects to find worthwhile 
ideas in a n o v e l . H e  states that Çapek would have done well to 
omit the characters from earlier novels. To support this statement, 
Vodâk describes at length the scene in which Zouplna seduces Anna 
Vondrejcovâ. For Vodâk the scene exemplifies Ôapek's spiritual and 
intellectual sterility: Capek harps on about the same thing: the 
inevitable victory of sensual, physical matter over the soul; for 
him, as for Rozkod, man is driven by instinct and nothing else.̂ î  

Capek responds in Cesta with 'Autorovo minëni. (Studie 
epikritickâ.)'. The article begins with his recollection of a 
master at grammar school. The man had intended to introduce his 
students to the masterpieces of Classical sculpture; yet he was 
also concerned to protect their modesty. Therefore, when he had 
shown them photographs of sculptures, he covered the images with 
his notebook so that the students could see only the figures' 
heads.C ape k comments: 'Byvaly profesor p. J. Vodak zachoval se 
k mému Rozkodovi docela opaônë ne2 mùj profesor k madonë z 
M i l o . '̂ 7 Vodâk, he insists, dwells hypocritically on the bawdy 
incidents in the novel: 'To jsou mravnostnici, ktefl by byli s to

^̂ T̂he reviewer for Ceské slovo writes of Capek: 'Marnë se
ptâte, proë tedy vlastnë tak dlouho vâs zabavoval, nemël-li vâm co 
fici. Nedostatek jakési ûstfedni myslenky, kterâ by byla podkladem 
vypravovanÿch pfibëhû a jejich osou, je zde jako ve vsech 
naturalistickÿch novellâch a românech a2 trapnë nâpadny.' -ek. 
[possibly Louis Kadefâbek], 'K. M. Capek: Nové patero', deské
slovo, p. 5.

2W[jindfich Vodâk], 'Poznâmky literârni a divadelni'. Cas, 10 
November 192 3, p. 4.

^̂ Îbid.
M. Capek-Chod, 'Autorovo minëni. (Studie epikritickâ.)', 

pp. 507-8. This is described in 'Snivâ Katerina' as an incident 
from the past of the eponymous heroine. See: 'Snivâ Katerina', pp. 
187-9.

217Capek-Chod, 'Autorovo minëni', p. 508.
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odtâhnouti Afroditë ruku z lùna, aby bylo vidët, co kryje . . . !
He dismisses the claim that he portrays the victory of sensual love 
over the soul: 'Vodâk 12e vëdomë, nebot' neni tak tupého ignoranta, 
aby mu mohlo ujiti, 2e kniha je napsâna jako oëista rekova z pudu 
umënim'.^* Vodak's obsessions blind him to the portrayals of self- 
sacrificing love in the novel. Ôapek dismisses Vodak's assertion 
that his novels do not depict with adequate complexity the 
character of life in Prague: 'V tëchto mÿch românech a novelâch je 
onen tisic rùznÿch a rozmanitÿch praBskÿch lidi a zjevù, je2 mi 
Vodâk drze zalhâvâ, tvâfe se, jakoby o nich nevëdël'.^° As a 
critic and the most important figure in literary politics of the 
Ministry of Culture Vodâk must be familiar with his works. Capek 
claims that all other critics, except for Saida and J. R. Hradeckÿ, 
acknowledge him to be the originator of the 'Prague novel'.

In the second part of 'Autorovo minëni', Capek points out 
inconsistencies between Vodâk's two re v ie w s. H e  rejects Vodâk's 
identification of the protagonist with the author: 'schâzelo jenom, 
aby tvrdil, 2e v "Rozkodovi" Capek vypravuje své vlastni eroticke

2i*Ibid.
zî Ibid.
z^Ibid.
z^lbid., p. 509. Capek is furious to learn that after writing 

devastating reviews of Vilém Rozkoà, Vodâk, in the state committee, 
votes that the novel be awarded the State Prize. See: Papers:
Capek-Chod; manuscript copy of 'Svëtovost ...?'; PNP. This article 
constitutes a response to Vodâk's 'Narodni literatura a svëtovâ', 
deské slovo, 28 October 1924, pp. 8-9. Vodâk prescribes thorough 
study of Czech and other European literature for those writers who 
aspire to produce works which are 'national' and on the same level 
as the masterpieces of Weltliteratur. He states that there are no 
world-class Czech authors. Capek considers the article as a 
political statement of an official of the Ministry of Culture. He 
argues that no amount of study will produce a great artist, as is 
evident from the writings of Vodâk and Saida. He also argues with 
Vodâk's condemnation of contemporary Czech writers.

222Capek-Chod, 'Autorovo minëni', p. 526.
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"zâ2itky", jak znl krâsné slovo z geniovy matefstiny'.^^ Capek 
concludes by citing Bfezina's praise for his work: he betrays his 
anxiety about how his work will be received by future generations.

Arne Novak abhors the philosophy expressed in a novel whose 
artistic qualities he admires: 'marnë hledam kritickou rovnovahu 
mezi obdivem românové technice Capkovë a mezi nesouhlasem s jeho 
koncepci svëta a osudu, prâvë zde dùslednë a energicky 
provedenou'.^* The tragic element, he writes, is excluded from 
Vilém Rozkoà; one finds only Capek's tragicomic burlesque. In 
formal terms, the novel represents an improvement on Antonin 
Vondrejc and Turbina: Capek's ebullient inventive talent is here 
governed by his structural design. Novâk comments on the treatment 
of sexuality and the erotic in the novel: 'Nebyl by to K. M. Capek- 
Chod, kdyby podstatu zmatkù citovÿch nevyvozoval z fysiologickÿch 
kofenû, je2 obnaBuje obdas s odvahou duchaplné nestoudnosti a obdas 
ze zâliby pro drâ2divé pohorseni' Novâk objects to the 
'primitive' morality which informs the novel: 'Nikoliv proBitâ
bolest, nikoliv schopnost promitnouti své lidstvl do bliSniho, 
nikoliv rozkos z vlastniho dobrého dinu, nybrB vÿhradnë 
pomstychtivâ snaha oddiniti utrpëné pohanëni ovlâdâ tento BiBkovskÿ 
svët'.^* He concludes that he expects a more elevated perspective, 
in addition to technical virtuosity, from a writer of Capek's 
significance and maturity; thus he cannot admire Vilém Rozkoà.

In a letter printed in Narodni listy, Capek responds to 
Novâk's 'subjective' dismissal of the novel: 'Povysil Jste (di
snlBil?) vëdecké stanovisko své kritiky na pouhy dojem soukromého

223Ibid. Capek is referring to the Rodin polemic with Saida.
z^Arne Novâk, 'Român Viléma Rozkode od K. M. Capka-Choda', 

Lidové noviny, 28 February 1924, p. 7.
z^Ibid.
%*Ibid.
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Ctenâfe . . . Regarding the question of a more 'elevated
perspective', Ôapek replies as he had to Vodak: 'Mù2e bÿti nëco
vyssiho nad osvobozeni ducha - a tvrdim, 2e v pfipadë Vilémovë také
tëlal - nad osvobozeni tvùrëim ëinem?!'^^ He outlines another 
ending according to which Madlena is reconciled with Rozkoô. Such 
an ending would satisfy Novak's demands, but would not accord with 
the milieu and characters which Ôapek presents. Madlena is not the 
type of woman to fall into Rozkoë's arms; and if she had forgiven 
Rozkoë, he would not have found redemption in his art. Sapek
writes: 'Nejsem jâ strùjcem postav a osudù, ani% mohu anebo chci
bÿti soudcem lidského 2ivota, jâ mohu bÿti nejvÿse malifem postav 
a osudù a jestliBe jsem poznal zakony osudù sprâvnë, dosâhl jsem 
nejvyssi mety svého umëni a jestliBe znam zakony BiBkovskÿch
sprâvnë, potom jest 2ivotni pfibëh Vilémùv a Madlenin ethicky
sprâvnÿ, at' tfeba jen podle primitivni ethiky BiBkovské.'^* He
objects to Novâk's phrases: 'Duchaplnâ nestoudnost'; and 'zâliba
pro drâBdivé pohorseni'. By citing an encomium to his works in 
Novâk's Pîfehledné dëjiny literatury àeské, ëapek suggests that 
Novâk is inconsistent in his judgments; thus he adopts the argument 
which Dyk had used against him in 1913.

A copy of Ôapek's letter to Novâk of April 1924 suggests other 
motives for the Narodnl listy letter. Ôapek states that he chooses 
to write a private letter because Novâk has not responded to the 
public letter. He admits that he had decided to write the private 
letter after a night's reflecting on Novâk's statement about the 
reasons for his loving his occupation, in Lidové noviny.^^^ ëapek 
wishes to communicate something which he would rather not 'take

M. Capek-Chod, 'Panu prof. Arne Novâkoviî' (Zaslâno), 
Narodnl listy, 6 March 1924, p. 7.

%%Ibid.
229Ibid.
^^°Papers: Capek-Chod; letters from Capek-Chod to Novâk, one 

draft letter from 1920 and one copy of a letter from 1924; see 
letter dated 23 April 1924; PNP.
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with him to the grave': that he knows that Novak has been
responsible on two occasions for the rejection of his works by the 
State Prize committee. The first instance concerned Jindrové. A 
member of the committee had suggested, without providing any public 
justification, that the work be excluded from the competition. 
Another member of the committee had supported the suggestion. Capek 
does not specify in the letter which role Novâk assumed, commenting 
only: 'Skoda, "Jindrové” pfece byli românem Vaseho srdce, vâBenÿ
pane profesore, soudé podle referatu "L. N."'.̂ ^̂  Novâk was also on 
the committee which debated the merits of Vëtrnlk, Ôapek states 
that the majority on the committee had favoured giving the award to 
the author of Vëtrnlk} the majority, however, had been overruled by 
those who favoured Jan Vrba's (1889-1961) Ba^antnice a jiné ohrazky 
z piflrody (1922) . Ôapek implies that Novâk had been one of those 
who argued against Vëtrnlk, He states that the fate of Vllém Rozkoà 
has already been decided, since Vodâk and Novâk have both written 
critical reviews. This would have been his last chance to win the 
award, he writes; he will soon celebrate not only his sixty-fifth 
birthday, but also the fortieth anniversary of his first 
publication in Lumlr, His comment reveals a maudlin streak in his 
character: 'Skvëlâ pflle%itost k jubilejnlmu kopnuti do bficha.'^^ 

éapek covertly addresses Novâk and perhaps also Vodâk in a 
short article printed in Lidové noviny whose title, 'Prod mâm râd 
své povolâni', indicates that it refers, and constitutes an 
ironical submission, to an essay competition organized by Lidové

^̂ Îbid.
^̂ Îbid. éapek preserves in his journal a letter from Novak 

(dated 1 January 1923) praising Vëtrnlk, See: Papers: Capek-Chod; 
journal fragments, 3 December 1922 - 9 March 1923; PNP. In the 
entry for 18 November 1923 Ôapek describes the committee meeting at 
which Novâk argued against awarding the State Prize to Vëtrnlk, 
Papers: Ôapek-Chod; journal fragments from 11 May - 1 December
1923, PNP.
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n o v i n y . Novâk also submits a response to the competition, in 
which he writes of his occupations as teacher and writer, 'jâ sâm 
citim dennë, 2e mne k nim Bùh dâvno p f e d u r C i l ' C a p e k  offers 
various justifications in answer to the question asked by the 
title: 'ProtoBe nemâm na vybranou!/Proto2e mi bylo tolik
zostuzovâno .../PonêvadB je pro mne hors c o n c o u r s ! He suggests 
that his occupation is his 'competitive sport'; his typewriter 
competes with the type-setters. He must love his occupation, he 
states: 'kdyB tak doBlrâ - nejvëtsiho hlupâka v ëeskoslovenské
republics! DoBirat hlupâky bÿvalo odjakBiva mÿm nejskvostnëjsim 
poBitkem'.^* Here, he demonstrates his delight in verbal games: 
'PonëvadB [the occupation] mne chrânl pfed niCemnosti; nebot' je 
znâmo. Be jen niëemové dëlaji nëco lépe, neB dovedou; jâ pak své 
povolâni provozuji jenom, jak nejlépe dovedu. Jsou ovsem lidé, 
ktefi mne svâdëjl k tomu, abych to délai jestë lépe. Na stësti 
nejsem této niëemnosti schopen ...'̂ ^

11. State Prizes
Resentment that he has not received his due recognition, and

233see: 'SoutëB Lidovych Novin. Vsem ëtenâfùm', Lidové noviny, 
30 March 1924, p. 3. For the winning responses see: Lidové noviny, 
20 April 1924, pp. 7-8.

2^Arne Novâk, 'Mâm dvë povolâni', Lidové noviny, 20 April 1924, 
p. 8. Novâk's entry gives evidence of an almost mystical linguistic 
nationalism: 'V obou povolânich slouBim myslence, uBivaje nâstroje, 
kterÿ jest mnë na svëtë nejdraBsi. Minim matefskou fed, jeB jest 
vlastnë Simsi vyssim neB pouhym nâstrojem - jenom skrze ni si plnë 
uvëdomuji, jak myslim a citim; ona mne spojuje s mrtvÿmi a 
nenarozenym pokrevenci; jediné v ni mohu bÿti také tvùrcem.' 
Novâk's description of the ecstatic state he achieves when he 
writes and 'flows' into his thoughts indicates that he is a critic 
of the sort with whom Ôapek would quarrel.

M. Ôapek-Chod, 'Proë mâm râd své povolâni', Lidové noviny, 
5 June 1924, p. 5.

^̂‘̂Ibid.
23^Ibid.
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frustration that Vodâk has such great influence over the award of 
prizes, explain to some extent the energy which Ôapek-Chod devotes 
to the question of the award of State Prizes. The debates over the 
awards appear to have commanded the attention of critics and 
artists, as well as the general public.^* In 1920, Ôapek-Chod 
receives a State Prize for Antonin Vondrejc. He does not receive 
the state award for Jindrové or Vëtrnlk. However, the Academy of 
Arts and Sciences awards Ôapek-Chod a first prize for Jindrové, a 
second prize for Romanetto. Tfi chodské grotesky. Pohadka, and a 
second prize Vëtrnik.^^^

In 1923, Jan Vrba's Baëantnice was chosen for the State Prize 
in preference to V ë t r n l k . Vrba wrote an article in which he 
suggested that Capek's novel had not received recognition because 
of its polemical character. Vëtrnlk, he writes, constitutes a 
polemical response to the faults which critics have found in 
Ôapek's works. Vrba compares Vëtrnlk with 'Dar svatého Floriâna'; 
both works, he asserts, had been inspired by resentment at an 
inju r y. V rb a  attributes the critics' reaction to Capek to his 
activity as a journalist: Capek's works were criticized because of 
the offence he had given as an aggressive journalist and
polemicist. 2̂

Viktor Dyk reacted strongly to the new statute governing the 
award of State Prizes, announced in 1923. The statute specifies

238For example, see: Karel Capek, 'O Literarnich Poradnich
Sborech', Lidové noviny, 6 May 1921, morning edition, pp. 1-2. He 
complains about the presence of political figures on the committee 
for the National Theatre.

^̂ Ŝee: 'VÿroCni literârnî ceny', Zvon, 22 (1921-22), 21, p.
296; 'Ceska akademie vëd a umëni', Zvon, 23 (1922-23), 14, p. 196;
'Literarni ceny', Zvon, 24 (1923-24), 14-15, p. 210.

240Yrba considered Capek-Chod a good friend.
Jan Vrba, 'Dvë knihy K. M. Capka-Choda', Pramen, 4 (1923-24), 

2, p. 87. Vrba suggests that the 'key' to understanding 'Dar
svatého Floriâna' lies in Capek's youth.

'̂̂ Îbid.
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that prizes should be awarded without regard to the nationality of 
the writers. Dyk argues that no state in the world awards prizes to 
works which are not written in the state l an g ua ge. Dyk  also 
objects to the stipulation that a writer cannot receive the State 
Prize more than three times in a given field; this constitutes a 
bias against those writers who are not only prolific, but also 
superior. The State Prize is not a bursary, and should be awarded 
on the basis of merit, not need.

Saida responds to Dyk in 'Na okraj dni', stating that members 
of the national minorities should be eligible for State Prizes; he 
believes, however, that a separate prize should be established for 
the minorities, since works written in different languages cannot 
be compared. He agrees with the regulation that specifies an author 
cannot win a State Prize more than three times. Czech critics are 
extreme in both their praise and condemnation of authors. He names 
Vrchlicky as an example of a writer who won prizes for many 
consecutive years, regardless of the quality of his works; he also 
refers to the admiration of the French for Victor Hugo during his 
lifetime. Like all those who have not enjoyed freedom, Saida 
writes, the Czechs lack self-control/^* The reaction of critics to 
Ôapek-Chod constitutes a case in point, according to Saida: 'Pfed 
"Kasparem Lénem" zachazela kritika s jeho knihami jako s trusem a 
smetim. Salda provides a distorted account of the reception of 
Ôapek's early works, some of which received enthusiastic reviews; 
he takes all the credit for having established Ôapek's critical 
respectability. Now the critics err in the other direction: 'SmeCka 
pouliCnich literarnich camelotù v dele s Arnem Novakem bd%i za

D. [Viktor Dyk], 'Statni stipendia', Lumlr, 50 (1923), p.
495.

X. Salda, 'Na okraj dni', Ceské slovo, 18 November 1923, 
p. 3. Reprinted as '0 statnich cenach literarnich', in Kritické 
projevy 12, 1922-1924, Zina Trochova (ed.), Prague, 1959, pp. 198- 
202.

%Kibid.
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ka2dou jeho novou knihou a mù2e se ufvat vyk^ikovanlm jejl 
geniality, hloubky, plastiky, intuice ... nevim Ceho vseho'.** The 
efforts of the judicious Vodâk to point out Capek's shortcomings 
have been in vain: 'Literarni moda jehlucha, nepfistupna literarni 
myslence a literarnimu soudu. Musi se vyzufit à vybësnit. Je to 
jako epidemie a pfejde to jako e p i d e m i e ' . ^ ?  salda implies that the 
number of times an author can win a State Prize should be 
restricted so that writers like Capek-Chod will not win it for 
several consecutive years. He argues with the awards that have been 
made this year, attacking Vrba in particular. He states that the 
decisions of the committee reflect the personal ties and suspect 
tastes of Arne Novâk.

Miroslav Hysek ( 1 8 8 5 - 1 9 5 7 )  , one of the members of the 
committee, responded to Saida's remarks. He states that âalda 
welcomes the dispute over the prizes as an opportunity to attack 
Novâk and Capek-Chod.^* Salda, Hysek writes, was a member of the 
committee in the Ministry of Education and Culture when the prizes 
were first established. At that time he had the opportunity to 
express his opinions; however, he did not attend the meetings of 
the committee. Regarding Saida's claim that the literary historians 
on the committee for the State Prizes do not understand 
contemporary literature, Hysek states that Salda had been selected 
as a member of the committee on two previous occasions, but had 
never attended the sessions, even when a car was sent for him. If 
âalda had fulfilled his obligations on those occasions, he would 
probably have been appointed again. Hysek dismisses Saida's 
suggestion that the awards were made on the basis of Novâk's 
judgments.

Capek-Chod responded to Salda in 'Na okraj okraje'. He writes

%wibid.
2 ^ ' ^ I b i d . ,  p .  4 .

^^Miroslav Hysek, 'K fejetonu o stâtnich cenâch literârnich', 
Narodnl listy, 22 November 192 3, p. 4.
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that Salda insults Czech artists with his praise for two poets of 
the German national minority, and debases his colleagues, who are 
members of the committee.^* With regard to the attack on his 
works, Capek states that he considers Salda an unfortunate man who 
cannot be held responsible for what he writes. His praise and his 
criticism are equally worthless. Capek claims to be greatly amused 
by Saida's criticism, given the dubious quality of Saida's Dltë and 
Loutky a dëlnlci boël. Capek adds that Salda need not condemn 
Novâk; if it were not for Novâk, Capek would already have his 
second and third State Prizes.Capek refers to Saida's insulting 
phrases as 'matefstina genia'.^^

Vrba also uses the phrase 'geniovy matefstiny' in his response 
to Salda; this may suggest support for Cape k-C hod .it  also 
indicates that the Rodin polemic constitutes the background for 
debates between Salda and Capek-Chod in the 1920s. Vrba identifies 
Saida's attack on Capek-Chod, Novâk and Dyk as the primary motive 
for Saida's article. He states that the antipathy between Capek and 
Salda derives from differences in their personalities: Salda cannot 
understand Capek's works because of the robust health which they 
m a n i f e s t . v r b a  implies that Salda disparages Capek in this 
instance because he wishes to indicate that Vëtrnik is no more 
worthy of a State Prize than Vrba's own Baëantnice.

In 'Jestë stâtni literârnî ceny', Dyk argues with Josef 
Kodlëek's point that the awards are not made by the nation, but by 
the State, and that therefore the nationality of the candidates is

M. Capek-Chod, 'Na okraj okraje', Cesta, 6 (1923-24), 18,
pp. 280-1.

z^Ibid., p. 281.
2̂ Îbid.
J an Vrba, 'Saldùv pfipad', Pramen, 4 (1923-24), 4, p. 183. 

^̂ Îbid. , p. 181.
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irrelevant.^* Dyk asserts that the State is a nation-state with 
one state l a n g u a g e . H e  admits that Saida's assessment of 
Vrchlicky and Victor Hugo is correct; he adds, however, that these 
writers produced more than three excellent works. He describes the 
comments on Capek-Chod as an indication of Saida's 'pathological 
arrogance'.^* Of Saida's characterization of literary fashion as 
a passing epidemic, Dyk comments, 'Skoda, 2e lucida intervalla u F. 
X. êaldy jsou velmi fidka; ôinë zde spravnou diagnosu choroby, 
neuvëdomuje si, 2e ji trpi nejvice s â m . The writer for the 
culture pages of Cesta defends Capek, while at the same time 
endorsing some of Saida's views: 'Nebudeme se podrobnëji zabÿvati 
nâzory F. X. Saldy o hodnotë tvorby K. M. Capka-Choda, v nich% je 
mnoho prepiaté jesitnosti a osobniho zaujetl. NemûSeme vsak ne% 
plnë souhlasiti s nim tam, kde kritisuje letosni rozhodnuti poroty 
pfi udileni cen literârnich, v nëm% se tolik uplatnila 
individualita Arne Novâkova.'^*

Capek-Chod comments on the lax and irresponsible attitude 
which the ministry and members of the committee have to the 
procedures governing the award of prizes. In an article printed in

^*See KodiCek's lucid article: 'Stâtni literârni ceny'.
Tribuna, 13 November 1923, p. 1. KodiCek argues that the 
nationality question is the most important issue in the debate over 
the statutes for the State Prizes. He notes that the literary 
community has split into two camps over the issue of treatment of 
the nationalities: those who support the claims of the Germans and 
those who do not.

^̂ V̂. D. [Viktor Dyk], 'Jestë stâtni literârni ceny', Lumlr, 50 
(1923) , p. 555. Dyk implies that Max Brod should not be eligible 
for the State Prize because he is a Zionist: 'Rozhodnë nesprâvnâ 
argumentace je, uvâdi-li se jako argument pro sprâvnost statutu 
propagaëni ëinnost urëitych spisovatelù nëmeckÿch a Bidovskÿch - 
jet' Max Brod sionista.' Ibid.

2̂ Îbid., p. 556.
257ibid.
258 'Jestë o statut stâtnich cen', Cesta, 6 (1923-24), 18-19, p.

283.
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Narodnl listy he relates that he had been nominated by the ministry 
to sit on the committee considering awards for d r a m a . H e  visited 
Vodâk at the ministry to announce that he could not accept the 
function: he did not consider himself a competent judge since he 
had attended plays only at the Municipal and National Theatres in 
Prague; moreover, he had been outside Prague from May to September. 
Vodâk tried to dissuade him from resigning the function, stating 
that Hilbert, who was also on the committee, had been ill for a 
long time and likewise had not seen everything. He asked Capek, 
'co2 si mysllte, 2e Clenove poroty literârni take vsechno 
Cetli?'^° Capek was convinced by Vodâk's arguments. After leaving 
the building, however, he changed his mind and returned to deliver 
his definitive resignation. Vodâk commented cynically, 'Poctivost 
je sice krâsnâ ctnost, ale k ufedni potfebë nenii'^i Capek learned 
after the awards were made that he had not been replaced on the 
committee; the decisions were thus made by the remaining two 
members. Following the announcement of the awards, Vodâk printed an 
article in das criticizing the decisions of the committee and 
attacking Hilbert for incompetence, because he did not see any 
performances for a period of three months. Capek argues that Vodâk 
has attacked Hilbert only because he did not share Vodâk's opinions 
regarding the candidates. Cesta comments that the affair confirms 
suspicions about Vodâk's 'devious' m o r a l i t y .

The airing of grievances over the issue of State Prizes 
probably occasioned the anonymous satirical poem entitled 'Karel 
Matëj Capek-Chod', published in Apollon:

Od sirâku k spiCkâm bot

M. Capek-Chod, 'Pfispëvek k historii prvni stâtni ceny pro 
herectvi atd.', Narodnl listy, 5 December 1923, supplement to no. 
334, p. 9.

2“lbid.
2*ilbid.
2^^j[osef]. O[tto]. Novotny, 'Poctivost, kterâ nenl k ûfedni 

potfebë', Cesta, 6 (1923-24), 21-22, p. 322.
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geniâlni Capek-Chod
vëdoin vlastni velké ceny,
krâCî và%nÿ, nachmufenÿ,
oko vrhâ kolem blesky;
zvân je Ceskÿ Dostojevskÿ,
jeho2 pry jest ekvivalent
(-a% na obsah, formu, talent!-)^^

Capek-Chod prints a response in Narodnl listy:
Jene Klepetâfi 
Apollona oslunëny zâfi 
za Vâs na mnë epigram 
V  nëm% neni mozku miligram 
Marsyas polobù2e, 
pozbyl vlastni kù2e, 
zdrhl mu ji Apollo,
2e se k nëmu tlaCil, 
tak mu kurâ2 spàCil.
Vy druhÿ Marsye, vëzte to 
Vâm urazi - klepeto!^*

In 1924, Capek-Chod received a State Prize for Vilém Rozkoà. This
did not, however, silence his criticism of the statute governing
State Prizes.

12. Gustav Winter: Nase literatura ve Francii
In 192 6, Capek engaged in a polemic with Gustav Winter (1889-1943) 
concerning Czech national self-assessment. Winter publishes an 
article in Nova svoboda about the promotion of Czech literature 
abroad. Cultural relations with France, Winter suggests, indicate 
the immaturity of the Czechs: 'styky kulturni jsou doposud
jednostranné; Francouzi davaji a my pfijlmame'.^^ This state of 
affairs remains constant despite the fact that a few Czech novels 
had 'well-nigh officially' been translated into French ('cestou 
skoro ûfedni'). Winter comments that there is nothing inherently 
wrong with this propagandist route; unofficial initiatives.

2^'Karel Matëj Capek-Chod', Apollon, 2 (1924), 1, p. 13.
2^Capek-Chod, 'Apollonu', Narodnl listy, 8 October 1924, 

evening edition, p. 1.
Winter, 'Nase literatura ve Francii', Nova svoboda, 3 

(1926) 3, p. 37.
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however, can accomplish more. Winter then criticizes the first 
route because official support is given only to those authors who 
have received a first-class grade in 'patriotism' and 'moral 
behaviour' in Czech official circles.^* Winter comments that 
foreigners will judge Czech authors not according to their 
patriotism, but their experimentation with style and content. 
Winter states that the French are not biased against the Czechs; 
French publishers would not hesitate to publish a Czech work which, 
because of its value or reputation, promised to be a financial 
success. Winter comments: 'Malér je v tom, 2e takovÿch dël neni, 2e 
francouzsky nakladatel pfijima vydanim Ceské knihy risiko'.^^ If 
any Czech author. Winter writes, had the international stature of 
Masaryk, for example, he would have no difficulty finding a French 
publisher.

It sometimes happens, however. Winter writes, that when one 
has overcome the obstacles and found a French publisher for an 
obscure writer, one's efforts are thwarted by Czechs themselves. 
Winter relates that he had found a publisher willing to print a 
translation of a young Czech writer, who happened to be a 
Communist. Czechs expressed regret that this author was to be 
published rather than one who was known to be a patriot. The French 
publisher subsequently rejected the manuscript, probably because 
his attention was drawn to the fact that he would be committing a 
faux pas if he published an author who was not in favour at home. 
Winter maintains that no Prague political or literary clique should 
have power to decide which books are translated.

Winter refers to the PEN club conference which had taken place 
in Paris in the spring; the conference endorsed a motion to the 
effect that the PEN clubs of large nations should support the PEN 
clubs of small nations with publications of translations of three 
works into major languages. Winter assesses the potential value of

zw^bid., p. 38.
z^^bid.
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this support: 'Mravni pomoc francouzského literarniho svëta mus!
skuteënë pfedchâzet jakoukoli akci, kterâ chce miti trvalÿ vyznam. 
Do francouzské literatury se nemûSeme vetfit, nÿbr% musime bÿti do 
ni uvedeni.'^* Winter considers the question of which works should 
be translated. He states that few works could expect financial and 
literary success abroad. Czech fiction, unlike Czech verse, does 
not meet European standards: 'schazi ji takfka veskrze komposice a 
slohova kazeh'.^* He adds that many Czech writers lack a basic 
knowledge of Czech. The French intellectual élite has an interest 
in Czech poetry, he notes; poetry, however, has no appeal for the 
public: 'Cestu do vefejnosti musi _razit proza, ale jak jsem fekl, 
nevim o ëeské knize, kterâ by zaruôenë mêla dostateënou prùbojnou 
silu. He concludes that the Czechs do not need to worry about 
inherent French indifference to Czech literature: 'Doëkâ-li se nase 
proza jedineho autora, jen% vynikne nad evropskÿ prùmër, jak jsme 
jig fekli, nebude tfeba pomâhat mu do Francie umële, naopak 
Francouzi se sami postaraji, aby ho poznali.'^^

One might expect that ëapek would empathize with Winter's 
frustration with the literary establishment. Indeed, in his
response Capek comments in a footnote that on three occasions plans 
to translate his works were thwarted because of official 
d i s a p p r o v a l . whether or not Winter's article offended Capek's
vanity, he responds from the standpoint of national pride,
attacking Winter's judgments and the logic of his conclusions. He

2̂ *Ibid.
2'5’lbid.
2̂ °Ibid., p. 39. 
^^Ibid.

M. Capek-Ch. [sic], 'Dr. G. Winter o "Nasi literature ve 
Francii"', Lumlr, 53 (1926-27), 1, p. 49. He refers to plans to
translate Turbina into Polish and Slovene. See his correspondence 
with Adolf ëernÿ (3 letters, 1922-2 3; PNP) and Frantisek Bradâë (2 
letters, 1922-23; PNP). The latter was interested in translating 
Jindrové.
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interprets Winter's article as a reproof of initiatives to promote 
Czech literature in France. Winter's opinions of these initiatives, 
Capek notes, are inconsistent. At first Winter writes that there is 
nothing inherently wrong with official attempts to promote 
literature. However, Winter concludes his article with the comment 
that it is impossible to force one's way into the French literary 
world, which suggests that he does indeed condemn official and 
unofficial attempts to seek publishers for Czech works: 'obë se
pokouseji "vetfiti se do francouzské literatury”' Winter 
himself, however, as he states in the article, has sought a 
publisher for a Czech author. That the publication of this work was 
only stopped because of official Czech disfavour indicates that, 
'pokus vetfeni ôeského romanu do francouzské literatury skonôil 
teoreticky naprostym ûspëchem, zmafenym jenom stejnë ûspësnÿm 
negativnim zakroëenlm - z té%e Prahy!'.^* Capek quotes passages 
from Winter's article which disparage Czech fiction writers. He 
asks how Winter was able to find a publisher for his unknown 
Communist writer: 'Pfisel k onomu francouzkému nakladateli a fekl 
mu: "Monsieur, jâ sice nevim o 2âdné ëeské knize, kterâ by mêla 
zaruëenë dostateônou prùbujnou silu nebo zâruku vnitfni ceny a 
komerëniho ûspëchu, anebo alespoft snesla evropské mëfitko, aie vzal 
to nest', tady vâm nesu pfeklad ëeského românu od spisovatele 
naprosto neznâmého etc.”'.̂  ̂ If this writer were of European 
standard, Ôapek notes, Winter would have mentioned him in the 
article. If he were not such a fine writer, Capek suggests. Winter 
should not have attempted to find him a publisher. He regrets that 
Winter, with his negative opinion of Czech fiction, has such 
influential connections with French publishers. Winter's criticism, 
and the identical 'official' view expressed by Vodâk, will

2^Gapek-Chod, 'Dr. G. Winter o "Nasi literature ve Francii"', 
p. 49.

^^Ibid.
2'̂ Îbid., p. 50.
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discourage the French from attempts to translate Czech works. Ôapek 
thus suggests that Czechs will not find recognition abroad if they 
do not value their own culture. He mentions Karel Capek as an 
example of an author whose dramatic works, rather than his Krakatit
[1924], have achieved international success. Drama, Capek claims, 
like music and the graphic arts, is at an advantage in that 
knowledge of the language in which it is written is not essential 
to an appreciation of its effect.

In 'Jestë nase literatura ve Francii', Winter answers the 
objections made to his article; he does not respond specifically to 
Capek-Chod. In his reply he mentions two articles: that of an 
anonymous writer in deskoslovenska r e p u b l i k a and Arne Novak's 
article in Lidové noviny,^ Winter responds to the claim of the 
deskoslovenska republika writer that the best works of Czech 
literature, for example those by Capek-Chod, Sezima, Sramek and 
Durych, are almost untranslatable. Winter argues that these writers 
do not surpass Flaubert, Meredith, d'Annunzio or Turgenev: in a
certain sense, every work is untranslatable, but translations are 
adequate enough to allow readers to enjoy the works of 
Weltliteratur.^^^ Winter asserts that linguistic difficulties have 
not prevented the translation of Czech works. He denies having 
stated that no Czech work was worthy of translation.

In replying to Arne Novâk, Winter repeats that French 
publishers have no bias against Czech works, but they cannot expect 
to make a profit from publishing them. Winter states that there are 
Czech authors of a quality equal to that of Italian, Russian and

[possibly Bedfich Vaclavek], 'O tëBkÿch starostech s 
pfeklâdânlm nasi prosy do francouzstiny', deskoslovenska republika, 
23 January 192 6, p. 7.

2̂ A. N. [Arne Novâk], 'Nase literatura ve Francii', Lidové 
noviny, 21 January 1926, morning edition, p. 7. Novâk comments that 
the Communist writer to whom Winter refers is obviously Ivan 
Olbracht.

27*Dr. G[ustav] Winter, 'Jestë nase literatura ve Francii', Nova 
svoboda, 3 (192 6) 8, p. 116.
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Spanish authors translated into French. He wonders, however, 
whether there is a Czech writer equal to Tolstoy, d'Annunzio or 
Kipling. He claims: 'Arne Novâk mi mylnë vytÿkâ nedostatek
"spanëlské hrdosti"; snad je prâvë pfemira této hrdosti, kterâ mi 
radi k opatrnosti a uklâdâ mi vysoké mëfitko.'^* Winter's 
subsequent comments, however, appear to undermine this claim. He 
poses the question of why French works can achieve such success in 
Czechoslovakia, while Czech fiction, 'probiji tak të%ce, i do 
Nëmecka, kde je jinak zâjem o nasi kulturu vyssi ne2 ve 
Francii'. 0̂ The answer, he states, is that French writers have an 
indefinable 'je ne sais quoi', which makes them interesting 
regardless of the language or country in which they are published. 
Czech fiction, by contrast, is characterized by 'nedostatek ûëelné 
a ukâznëné tektoniky [...] nedostatek, kterÿ asi organicky souvisi 
se slabosti ôeského dramatu a se slabostmi Ceské architektury'.^i 
Winter reflects that the Czechs might command the attention of 
Europe in a sphere other than literature. Rather inconsistently, he 
concludes with a quotation from Novâk's article: 'Uchâzejice se o 
pfîzeft cizincù Ci chcete-li pfâtel, nesmite pozbÿvati nie ze své 
hrdosti a ze svého dùstojného s e b e v ë d o m i . ' ^ ^

13. 'Vèda, erotika a metafora v românë'
Salda's review of three works by Capek-Chod initiates the final 
polemic between the two men, who return to the themes of the
earlier polemics. In his review, Salda treats 'Experiment', from
Romanetto, as well as Vëtrnlk and Vilém Rozkoà. Although he later 
insists that the review is simply an objective analysis of the
works, a vindictive tone is manifest from the first sentence, in
which âalda declares that the three works provide sufficient

2^̂ Ibid., pp. 116-17 
z^ibid.
z^Ibid., p. 117. 
zH^bid., p. 118.
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material for anyone who required further proof that Ôapek-Chod 
woefully lacked, 'umëlecké uvëdomëni a umëleckâ metoda'.^^ §alda 
clearly uses the review as another opportunity to vent his
animosity towards Capek-Chod. He does not consider the works as
they are, but as they should be in his opinion; this critical 
perspective frequently characterizes reviews of Capek-Chod's works 
by âalda, Novâk and Vodâk. He admires the plot of 'Experiment', but 
considers the narrative framing device ludicrous, a violation of 
artistic economy which weakens the central story. The author 
should have chosen a simple first-person narrator; in order to 
enhance the tragic dimension of the story, the author should have 
indicated the immorality of Slaba's experiment. Salda objects to 
the main theme of Vëtrnik: 'Psâti româny o romanopiseëtëni jako
bâsniti o bâsnëni, poklâdâm za vrchol narcissismu a
nejnesnesitelnëjsi, ponëvad% nejneplodnëjsl koketerii.'^^ Salda 
again demonstrates a lack of understanding of Capek-Chod's 
characteristic experimentation with narrative point of view; he 
grudgingly expresses admiration for the story within the novel of 
the hunchback Kaëenka's love for the circus performer, but 
dismisses the 'tasteless' manner in which it is told. Not 
surprisingly, considering that he is addressed by name in the
novel, Salda sneers at the literary invectives in the work.

Of the three works under review, Salda considers Vilém Rozkoà 
to be the best. Even this work, however, is in his opinion

X. âalda, 'Posledni K. M. Capek-Chod', Kritika, 1 (1924), 
pp. 250-55. Reproduced in Kritické projevy 12, 1922-1924, pp. 263- 
9.

2^In a letter to Novâk, who also objected to the narrative 
framework, Ôapek-Chod states that this distancing device was 
necessary to him because his own experience is related in the 
story. In a second letter he states that 'Experiment' for him 
constituted an experiment in narrative: he wanted to relate a story 
backwards, from the end to the beginning. Papers: Arne Novâk;
letters from Capek-Chod to Novâk, 1909-1922; see letters of 10 May 
1922 and 17 August 1922; PNP.

285 eSalda, 'Posledni K. M. Capek-Chod', p. 251.
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incomplete. He criticizes the sentimental episodes in the novel,
for example, Sindelafova's devotion to her beloved, êalda praises
the conclusion to the novel, the 'moral catharsis' Rozkofi
experiences when, having been rejected by Madlenka, he emerges from
his pain a mature man and an artist capable of creating, âalda,
however, bemoans the fact that Capek wrote the novel about this
process of disillusion and maturation: 'Nebylo by zajimavëjsi,
proto2e umëleckÿ i lidsky plodnëjsi, zaCiti român tam, kde konël:
uvésti na scenu ëlovëka ji2 aspoh na polo uzrâlého? [...] Pan K. M.
Capek plat! za autora po vytce robustniho a velmi mu2ného a hie -
neni mu2e v pravém slova smyslu v jeho dilel '2** Salda criticizes
Capek's flowery journalese; his style is laborious and
inconsistent, including mythological allusions alongside jokes
appropriate to àvanda dudak, Salda reiterates the criticism he had
made of Capek the journalist in the Rodin polemic: 'tyto
gertovnosti a spasky, které nejsou vyjimkou, prâvë jako ony barokni
snerkle a dekoraënosti vnaseji do romanu Capkova nëco frivolniho,
CO mu odnima va2nosti a dùsa%nosti. Je to psano jako novinàfskÿ
feuilleton nebo lokâlka, ne jako Bivotni a spoleëenskÿ epos'.

Finally, Salda addresses the 'central shortcoming' of Capek's
works. His art would be better off if he knew less:

Capek ma mnoho vëdomosti odbornych, neziskanych tvorbou, 
nybr% a priori: naukovë a vëdnë, A tyto vëdomosti navlékâ 
na sîiûry svého beletristického dëje, svych 
beletristickÿch situaci. Vznikâ z toho ëetba rozhodnë 
zâbavnâ, pestrâ, rusnâ, ëasto hâdankovë napinavâ a 
namâhavâ. Aie umëleckâ metoda tvùrëi je zcela jinâ. V ni 
plati ne co autor vi, aie co poznâvâ intuitivnë pfi 
procesu tvofivém a procesem tvofivym.^**

zwjbid., p. 253.
z^^bid., p. 254. Italics in the original. Compare: Salda,

'Odvaha - k pomluvë', p. 2 67.
^*®Salda, 'Posledni K. M. Capek-Chod', p. 255. In his attempt 

to discredit Capek, Salda makes a perceptive comment about his 
work: 'Subjektivnâ fantastika a zvùle le%i mnohem vëtsi mërou, ne2 
se zdâ, na dnë jeho dila a snoubi se zcela pfirozenë s jeho 
naturalismem.' Ibid.
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Whether âalda's criticism is valid or not, it is expressed in such 
a manner as to provide an easy target for Capek's retort.

Indeed, Capek poses the question: 'Jaka jest nepfekroditelna 
norma vëd a nauk, ku které smi slovesny tvùrce dospëti a jaké sml 
ve své tvorbë pouBiti?'.^* He points out the ridiculousness of 
Saida's assertion by recalling that not only many Czech writers, 
but also ^world-class' authors such as Flaubert, Zola and Tolstoy 
have used in their works knowledge gained a priori, that is, as 
defined in the polemic, knowledge acquired without the intention to 
use it in a particular work of art. Regarding Saida's criticism of 
his use of medical, in particular sexological and neurological, 
knowledge, ëapek replies that he considers it his obligation as a 
writer to know every aspect of man. To this end, he asserts, he has 
carried out studies for the requirements of specific w o r k s . A l l  
the female characters in his works who suffer from sexual 
disorders, however, he had observed in real life, without any 
preparatory study of sexological or neurological phenomena. He 
states: 'jestili2e kritik %asne nad detaily tëchto studii podle
pfirody, nemoha si jich vysvëtliti jinak, nei odbornym studiem, pak 
je to holé nestësti jeho naivni neprohlédavosti, ktera% nedovede 
rozeznati hysterku od zdravé 2eny, snad proto, 2e idealni Benstvi 
je mu s hysterii totoBnol'^^ It is no wonder, Capek adds, that the 
mother in Saida's Dltë is hysterical and the main male character 
impotent. Capek asserts that it is also the duty of the critic to 
have an understanding of pathological and psychological phenomena, 
the subjects which he must treat once he gives up his 'ivory tower' 
of intellectual isolation.

In the second part of his reply, ëapek responds to Saida's 
attacks on his style, in particular his use of mythological

^*^Capek-Chod, 'Vëda, erotika a metafora v românë', Cesta, p.
66.

z^ibid., p. 67.
2̂ 'lbid.
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allusions. Ôapek's approach consists in pointing out the 
shortcomings of Saida's creative writing, which suffers from the 
same flaws that he attacks in others. Thus, Salda criticizes the 
description of Rozkod's banknotes as arrows which leap from the 
quiver of a legendary Nordic hero, yet in his poem 'Princeznë ze 
ôtvrti tovarni' he compares a factory worker with an amphora filled 
with wine. Capek ties problems of style with the question of the 
writer's use of information when he asserts that Saida's work would 
profit from more a priori knowledge. For example, a cursory study 
of the graphic arts would have dissuaded Salda from comparing, in 
his poem, the breasts of the factory girl with two lemons; one can 
produce two pair of breasts from two lemons. Capek attributes the 
inconsistencies in Saida's review to the critic's amnesia.

The title of Saida's reply, 'Kritické pfispëvky k poznâni K. 
M. Capka', promises an analysis of the author. In fact, âalda 
summarizes his objections to Capek's work based on a conception of 
the role of the artist and the function of art.^” Salda returns to 
the question of how much knowledge an artist should possess, which 
he had addressed in previous reviews of Capek's works. In his 
review of Kaspar Lén mstitel, Salda writes: 'Autor vi pfilis mnoho 
z vnëjskovych fakt a toto poznâni vecpâvâ do nas - doslova vecpâvâ 
- neustale a vsim, za pfile2itosti vhodnych i nevhodnÿch'.^* In 
his review of Z mësta i obvodu, by contrast, Èalda comments 
positively on Capek's knowledge of various fields: 'poznal tyto
oblasti lidskÿch zâjmù do detailu dlouhym, laskyplnym studiem, ne 
povrchni snùskou jakych takych vëdomosti, posbiranych ad hoc z

2^^Capek-Chod, 'Vëda, erotika a metafora v românë', p. 81.
X. Salda, 'Kritické pfispëvky k poznâni K. M. Capka', 

Kritika, 2 (1925), pp. 41-5, 83-6, 123-4. Reprinted in Kritické 
projevy 13, 1925-28, Emanuel Macek (éd.), Prague, 1963, pp. 107-16.

ẑ F. X. Salda, 'K. M. Capek: Kaspar Lén mstitel', Novina, p. 
214. Compare with Sezima, who perceives the detail as detrimental 
to the work and indicative of the author's lack of discipline. 
Karel Sezima, 'Z nové ëeské belletrie', Lumir, p. 326.
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pflruôek'.^s Reviewing the same work, Novâk wonders whether less 
detail might not be desirable, but comes to no conclusion. 
Frantisek Sekanina (1875-1958) regards Capek's delight in detail 
and digressions as a merit.Vykoukal considers that Ôapek's wide 
range of knowledge contributes to the plausibility of his short 
stories.^* Krejdi also considers that Capek's thorough knowledge 
of his subjects commands respect.^* Sezima, however, criticizes 
Ôapek's reliance on 'encyclopaedias'.

In 'Kritické pfispëvky', Salda asserts that the writer must 
use his knowledge to create a work of art which is moving in that 
it presents a typically human phenomenon: 'Jinak podava misto 
2ivota anatomicky praeparat; jinak dëje se mu, co vytÿkala a vytÿkâ 
jestë dnes prâvem nejlepsi kritika Zolovi, 2e ëasto lepi z vnëjska 
na figuru své poznatky odborné. Tâ2 vytka, opakuji, stihla leckdy 
Ôapka. '301 salda justly maintains that it is irrelevant whether or 
not the author based his characters on people he had observed in 
real life. Salda refers to the character Eva in Vilém Rozkoà when 
he writes: 'znal-li ji, to2 ji nedovedl vyvolat v àivotné 
pîfesvèdàivosti a vtëliti v à ivy typ, kterÿ by 2 il objektivnë

z^Salda, 'K. M. Capek: Z mesta i obvodu', pp. 201-2.
^̂ Ârne Novâk, 'K. M. Capek-Chod: Z mësta i obvodu', Pàehled, 

p. 377.
Sekanina, 'K. M. Capek-Chod: "Z mësta i obvodu"', Zvon,

p. 223.
^̂ *F. V. Vykoukal, 'Vÿpravnâ prôsa', Osvëta, 44 (1914), 2, p.

141.
[F. V. Krejëi], 'K. M. Capek-Chod: Z mësta i obvodu',

Prâvo lidu, 14 December 1913, supplement to no. 342, p. [1].
300-iim- [Karel Sezima], 'K. M. Capek-Chod: Z mësta i obvodu', 

Samostatnost, 4 February 1914, p. 3. Capek responds in: 'Slovutnÿ 
panel', Samostatnost, 14 February 1914, p. 4.

3015Salda, 'Kritické pfispëvky k poznâni K. M. ëapka', p. 42.
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svéprâvnÿm a svézâkonnÿm 2ivotem'.^“ A faithful depiction of 
reality does not result in great art. The role of the artist, §alda 
states, is not to present life as it is, but to give order to the 
world of phenomena. Art should not be didactic; the doctor, rather 
than the artist, should lecture man about the mysteries of 
sexology. Salda summarizes this view with a quotation from Goethe: 
'Schaffe, Künstler, rede nicht.

Ôapek's declared intention to attack conventional lies and 
open the eyes of young men is not only redundant but misguided. 
Somewhat inconsistently, Salda asserts that this is not an activity 
proper to the artist, and that superior artists, like Dostoevsky, 
have achieved as much with greater success than Capek. Dostoevsky's 
success derives from his approach, his love for his characters, 
which contrasts with Capek's ambiguous contempt: 'Tento zvlastni 
autoruv stav, na pùl interessovanosti na pùl necitelnosti a 
vÿsmësnosti, odpuzuje nejvice a poskozuje nejvice umëleckou 
ûëinnost C a p k o v u . S a l d a  here criticizes Eapek's philosophy, as 
he had in his review of Turbina.

Salda repeats his objection to ëapek's style as journalese, by 
which he means the use of complex periods. He describes Capek as 
old-fashioned for attempting to defend his work by criticizing 
Dltëi 'ëapek jest z té specie autorù, kterâ ji% v cizinë vymfela a 
dr2i se snad ji2 jen u nas.'^“* That is, Capek represents a 
reactionary faction which is retarding the development of Czech 
culture.

The second and third parts of Saida's 'Kritické pfispëvky'.

“̂̂ Ibid. , pp. 42-3. Italics in the original.
°̂̂ Ibid. , p. 43. Italics in the original,
s^ibid.
sM^alda, 'K. M. Capkova Turbina', Kritické projevy 10, 1917-

1918, Emanuel Macek (ed.), Prague, 1957, p. 104. Originally
published in Kmen, 1 (1917-18), 4, pp. 7-8.

“̂Salda, 'Kritické pfispëvky k poznâni K. M. ëapka', p. 44.
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which constitute reponses to an article published by Ôapek in 
Narodnl listy, do not contribute much to the polemic. Salda 
describes Capek as coarse and cowardly; he maintains that Capek 
demonstrated his total lack of critical acuity by his abuse of 
Rodin, Bilek and Masaryk.Salda thus misrepresents Ôapek's 
involvement in the Rodin polemic, which did not address the work of 
the sculptor but the activity of the critic. With his reference to 
Masaryk, Salda implies that if Capek had had any true insight into 
politics he would have been able to predict Masaryk's eventual rise 
to power. Finally, Salda defends the character of Ales in Dltë 
against Ôapek's ridicule. Capek had written of Ales: 'Jak2 by take 
mohl bÿti 2ivym typem bib, kterÿ se domnivâ, 2e hrou na housle v 
patfe zabrani kontaminaci slu2ky s jeho bratrem v kuchyni! Nëco 
jiného by snad bylo, kdyby spustil bandurskou na tureckÿ buben hned 
za dvefmi!'^^* Saida's defence of the character indicates that he 
could never appreciate Capek's anti-sentimental view on life; it 
suggests that, like other critics, Saida's main objection to Capek 
is philosophical.

3^Ibid., pp. 84, 86. Salda refers to the attacks on Masaryk in
Narodnl listy before the war.

M. Capek-Chod, '"Schaffe Künstler, rede nicht!"', Narodnl 
listy, 17 December 1924, evening edition, p. 1. See: F. X. Salda,
'Dltë' [1923], Dramata, Emanuel Macek (ed.), 1957, p. 130.
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to no. 352, p. 9.
-'Veteran, nikoliv vsak invalida', Lumlr, 53 (1926-1927), 9, pp. 

460-7.
-'Jak plsu své knihy?', Cesta, 10 (1927-28), 6-7, pp. 100-3.

A.iii. Polemics by Capek-Chod
-'II. vystava spolku "Manes"', Svëtozor, 33 (1898-1899), pp. 9- 

10, 33-4, 45-6.
-'S mÿm posudkem', Svëtozor, 33 (1898-1899), 7, pp. 82-3. 
-'Vÿtvarné umëni', Zvon, 1 (1900-1901), 31, pp. 371-2. 
-'Rodinova vystava', deska revue, 5 (1902), pp. 939-41. 
-'Neodolatelny milek muz, p. F. X. Salda', (Zaslâno), Narodnl 

listy, 28 September 1902, p. 22.
-'Desaterym odbornikem', (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 8 October 

1902, p. 6.
-'Moje psani do nëmeckÿch listù', (Zaslâno), Narodnl listy, 12 

November 1903, p. 5.
-'Ani mi nenapadlo' (Zaslâno), Narodnl listy, 14 November 1903,

p. 6.
-'"Situace vÿtvarného umëni v Cechâch"', Narodnl listy, 20 August 

1904, p. 2.
-'K broBurce Ed. Béma' (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 2 0 November 

1904, p. 6.
-'V ûterÿ utrousil "Cas"' (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 24 November 

1904, p. 10.
-'Zâle%itost s p. E. Bémem' (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 26 November 

1904, p. 5.
-'Na mistë nemo2nÿch u2 polemik', Nârodni listy, 1 December 1904, 

p. 5. Cosigned by L. Tûma.
-'V ëlânku svém', (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 11 February 1906, 

p. 5.
-'Mikulâs Ales', Zvon, 8 (1907-1908), 49, pp. 747-8.
-'Tÿdenni pfehled kestrankoviny', Nârodni listy, 4 September 

1908, p. 1.
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-'Po pfeôtenl naseho pâteÊniho Clânku', Nârodnî listy, 6 

September 1908, p. 3.
-'"Besedy Ôasu”', (Zaslâno), Zvon, 8 (1907-1908), 50, p. 764. 
-'Pan Cyrill Dusek', (Zaslâno), Nârodnî listy, 13 December 1908, 

p. 5.
-'Na me prohlâseni', (Zaslâno), Nârodnl listy, 15 December 1908, 

p. 5.
-'Slavnâ redakcei', (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 18 February 1910,

p. 6.
-'Pan Viktor Dyk', (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 15 March 1911, 

evening edn, p. 3.
-'Begùv samokres', Zvon, 11 (1910-1911), 26, p. 413.
-'V "Cas"', Nârodnl listy, 8 June 1911, p. 4.
-'V procesu "Bd'ârskÿ contra Machar”', (Zaslâno), Nârodnl listy, 

29 November 1911, p. 6.
-'Uctivë prosim za odpustëni', (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 1 

December 1911, p. 6.
-[Kaspar Lén] , 'Jeho Blahorodi, pânu, panu JAROSLAVU HILBERTOVI', 

(Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 9 March 1911, evening edition, 
p. 3.

-'Patria', Zvon, 12 (1911-1912), 4, pp. 62-3.
-'Autorovy poznâmky', Patero tfeti, pp. 513-19.
-'V "Modern! Revui"', Nârodnl listy, 19 January 1912, p. 7. 
-'Autorovy poznâmky', Slunovrat, pp. [71-2].
-'Pan Viktor Dyk', (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 6 February 1913, p. 

6.
-'Viktoru Dykovi', Nârodnl listy, 10 March 1913, evening edn, p. 

3.
-'Viktor Dykovi, p. t.', (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 13 March 1913, 

p. 6.
-'Viktoru Dykovi', Nârodni listy, 14 March 1913, evening edn, p. 

3.
-'Dykùv pfipad a mûj', Nârodnl listy, 17 March 1913, evening edn, 

p. 3.
-'Viktoru Dykovi', Nârodnl listy, 18 March 1913, evening edn, p. 

3 .
-'Slovutnÿ pane!', Samostatnost, 14 February 1914, p. 4.
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-'V rubrics "Literatura”', Nârodnî listy, 9 January 1917, p. 5.
-'Epikritika', Nârodni listy, 16 January 1917, pp. 1-2.
-'V rubrics "Litsratura”', Nârodni listy, 12 April 1919, p. 2.
-'Pan dr. Mir. Putts', Nârodni listy, 15 April 1919, p. 2.
-'”Z ôista jasna" ...!', Cesta, 3 (1920-1921), 43, pp. 667-8.
-'F. X. Saida, pansgyrik a pamflstik', Cesta, 3 (1920-1921), 49, 

pp. 763-4.
-'Pan F. X. Saida', Cesta, 4 (1921-1922), 1, pp. 19-20.
-'Autorovo minëni. (Studis spikriticka)', Cesta, 6 (1923-1924), 

35—6, pp. 507-9, 526-7.
-'Autorovy poznâmky', Vilém Rozkoà, vol. 3, pp. [199-200].
-'Na okraj okrajs', Cesta, 6 (1923-1924), 18, pp. 280-1.
-'Pfispëvsk k historii prvni statnl csny pro hsrsctvi atd.', 

Nârodni listy, 5 December 1923, supplement to no. 334, p. 
9.

-'Panu prof. Arne Novakovi!', (Zaslâno), Nârodni listy, 6 March 
1924, p. 7.

-'Proë mâm râd své povolâni', Lidové noviny, 5 June 1924, p. 5.
-'Vëda, erotika a metafora v românë', Cesta, 7 (1924-1925), 4-5, 

pp. 66-8, 81-2.
-'"Schaffe Künstler, rede nicht!"', Nârodni listy, 17 December 

1924, evening edn, p. 1.
-'Apollonu', Nârodni listy, 8 October 1924, evening edn, p. 1.
-'Dr. G. Winter o "Nasi literature ve Francii”', Lumir, 53 (1926- 

1927), 1, pp. 49-51.

A.iv. Polemics attributed to Capek-Chod
-'Utopie nëmeckého vytvarného umënl v Ôechâch', Nârodni listy, 

24 April 1901, p. 2.
-'V zâpase o ëeské a nëmecké umëni v Cechâch', Nârodni listy, 29 

April 1901, p. 2.
-'Otâzka galerie umëni', Nârodni listy, 5 May 1901, p. 3.
-'48 japonskÿch millionù na ruskou revoluci', Nârodni listy, 15 

February 1905, p. 3.
-'Ceskoslovanskâ sociâlni demokracie a vseobecné rovné hlasovaci 

prâvo', Nârodni listy, 1 September 1905, p. 2.
-'0 tom, kterak ëeskÿ dusevni 2ivot', Zvon, 5 (1905), 52, p. 799.
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Sociâlnë-demokratickÿ ûtok na radnici', Nârodni listy, 9 

September 1905, p. 2.
-'"Die tschechische Literatur"', Nârodnl listy, 10 September 

1905, p. 3.
-'K vydobyti vseobecného rovného prâva', Nârodni listy, 11 

September 1905, p. 2.
-'"Die tschechische Literatur"', Zvon, 6 (1905), 2, p. 32. 
-'"Die tschechische Literatur"', Nârodni listy, 26 September

1905, p. 2.
-'Nëkterÿm dopisovatelùm o ëeské literature do nëmeckÿch listù', 

Zvon, 6 (1905), 7, p. 112.
-'Jestë jednou "Die tschechische Literatur"', Nârodni listy, 8 

February 1906, p. 2.
-'"Ôechische Revue"?', Nârodni listy, 20 September 1906, p. 3. 
-'"Cechische Revue"', Nârodni listy, 22 September 1906, pp. 2-3. 
-'"Bôhmisch" ëi "Cechisch"?!', Nârodni listy, 25 September 1906,

p. 2.
-'Snëm krâl. ëeského o "bôhmisch" a "ëechisch"', Nârodni listy, 

16 October 1906, p. 2.
-'Prof. Vondrâk jim neni autoritou', Nârodni listy, 18 November

1906, p. 3.
-'Na realistickém denniku', Nârodni listy, 19 July 1908, pp. 3-4. 
-'Po prasmësném bombastu', Nârodni listy, 19 January 1910, pp. 

3-4.
-'Hrr na nârodnë-sociâlni hnutl', Nârodni listy, 26 January 1910,

p. 2.
-'"Hrr atd."', Nârodni listy, 21 January 1910, p. 2. 
-'Nârodnë-sociâlni orgân "Landerbanky"', Nârodni listy, 15 March 

1910, pp. 2-3.
-'Vôerejsi odpovëd'', Nârodni listy, 16 March 1910, p. 2. 
-'"ëeské Slovo"', Nârodni listy, 17 March 1910, p. 3.
-'Sebe prudëi paroxysmus', Nârodni listy, 18 March 1910, p. 3. 
-'Historii "Zlaté husy"', Nârodni listy, 19 March 1910, p. 1. 
-'Na "historié Zlaté husy"', Nârodni listy, 20 March 1910, p. 2.
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A.v. Archive material - Pamatnik narodniho pisemnictvi (National 

Literature Museum)

Papers: Ôapek-Chod, Karel Matëj
a) Correspondence received:
-Bradàô, Frantisek; 1922-1923. Not catalogued.
-Burian, Frantisek; inventory no.: 5; acquisition no.: 93/76; 5 

February 1925.
-ëernÿ, Adolf; inv. no.: 253; acq. no.: 155/30, 93/76; 1922-1923. 
-Flajshans, Vaclav; 23 October 1906. Not catalogued.
-Grégr, Prokop; 1905-1919. Not catalogued.
-Herrmann, Ignat; dep.: 16/A/25; inv. no.: 11; acq. no.: 35/73; 

1907-1927.
-Hevera, Josef Stanislav; 1911-1916. Not catalogued.
-Hromadka, Jan; acq. no.: 155/30; 24 January 1912.
-Hrubÿ, T.; acq. no.: 155/30; 3 November 1913.
-Hruska, Jan Frantisek; 1905-1925. Not catalogued.
-Hynais, Vojtëch; deposit: 16/A/25; 1895-1923.
-Kalvoda, Alois; acq. no.: 155/30; 1908-1910.
-Kaspar, Frantisek; acq. no.: 155/30; 4 November 1892.
-Klar, Hanus; acq. no.: 155/30; 1913-1915.
-Kuba, Ludvik; acq. no.: 155/30; 1896-1923.
-Kummer, Josef; acq. no.: 155/30; 24 October 1888.
-Kvapil, Jaroslav; deposit: 16/A/27; inv. no.: 19; acq. no.:

155/30, 93/76; 1893-1923.
-Langer, Frantisek; acq. no.: 155/30; 1920.
-Laurin, Arne; acq. no.: 155/30; 1914-1927
-Novak, Arne; inv. no.: 17; acq. no.: 155/30, 35/73; 1912-1922. 
-Rutte, Miroslav; acq. no.: 155/30.
-Saida, Frantisek Xaver; deposit: 16/B/5; 1908-1915.
-Schwaiger, Hanus; deposit: 16/B/4; 1899.
-SimaCek, Matëj Anastazia, deposit: 16/A/32; 1894-1911.
-Sova, Antonin; deposit: 16/B/4; 1910-1924.
-Stech, Vaclav; 1895-1921. Not catalogued.
-Svoboda, Frantisek Xaver; 1902-1920. Not catalogued.
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b) Correspondence sent (among Ôapek-Chod's papers):
-Friedmann, J.; deposit: 16/B/9; acq. no.: 161/42; 3 copies of

letters from Ôapek-Chod to Friedmann, 1922-1927.
-Grégr, Prokop; deposit: 16/B/9; acq. no.: 376/39, 212/44;

letters from Capek-Chod to Grégr, 1903-19Ô7.
-Herrmann, Ignat; deposit: 16/B/9; inv. no. : 60; acq. no.: 93/76; 

fragment of a copy of a letter from Ôapek-Chod to Herrmann, 
1902.

-Nârodnl listy, editor-in-chief; draft letter; deposit: 16/B/lO; 
inv. no.: 50; acq. no.: 93/76; 1918.

-Nârodnl listy, editor; deposit: 16/B/lO; inv. no.: 52; acq. no.: 
93/76; 1923.

-Novak, Arne; draft of a letter to Novak; deposit: 16/B/9; inv.
no.: 61; acq. no.: 93/76; 24 February 1909.

-Novak, Arne; 1 draft of a letter from 1920, and 1 copy of a
letter from 1924; deposit: 16/B/9; inv. no.: 16; acq. no.:
35/73.

c) Documents:
-school-leaving certificate; deposit: 16/A/21; 1879.
-certificate of matriculation; deposit: 16/A/21; 1879.
-eight membership cards, 1883-1925; dep.: 16/A/21; inv. no.: 1; 

acq. no.: 155/30, 93/76.
-report on the law suit against Viktor Oliva; inv. no.: 99; acq. 

no.: 10/76; 22 June 1892.
-statement of fees from the publisher of Kunst fiir alle; deposit: 

16/A/27; 1896.
-request for a state grant; deposit: 16/A/27; 20 April 1898.
-journalist's accreditation for the Paris Exhibition; deposit: 

16/A/27; 1900.
-the judicial case of K. M. Ôapek-Chod versus Oskar Kuh; deposit: 

16/A/27; 1906.
-bills for the funeral of K. M. Capek-Chod; 1927-1928. Not 

catalogued.
-Braun, Jan; K. M. Ôapek-Chod's family tree. Not catalogued.

d) Draft Feuilleton; manuscript memoirs, no date; deposit:
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16/B/20.

e) Draft of 'Svëtovost deposit: 16/B/20; inv. no.: 128-29;
acq. no.: 93/76, 63/30.

f) Journal Fragments
-15 August - 16 September 1922; inv. no.: 251; acq. no.: 93/76. 
-3 December 1922 - 9 March 1923; inv. no.: 255; acq. no.: 93/76.
-11 May - 1 December 1923; inv. no.: 257; acq. no.: 93/76.
-1 April - 14 May 1924; deposit: 16/B/24; inv. no.: 260; acq. 

no.: 93/76.
-12 June 1924; inv. no.: 261; acq. no.: 93/76.
-23 July 1924; inv. no.: 262; acq. no.: 93/76.
-August 1924; inv. no.: 264; acq. no.: 93/76.
-1-29 November 1924; inv. no.: 266; acq. no.: 93/76.
-17-20 December 1924; inv. no.: 267; acq. no.: 93/76.
-26 June 1925; inv. no.: 272; acq. no.: 93/76.
-August - December 1925; inv. no.: 273; acq. no.: 93/76.
-6 September - 25 December 1926; inv. no.: 274; acq. no.: 93/76.
-17 January - 5 June 1927; inv. no.: 276; acq. no.: 93/76.
-16 June 1927; inv. no.: 277; acq. no.: 93/76.
-10 July - 28 October 1927; inv. no.: 278; acq. no.: 93/76.

g)Newspaper Clippings:
-K. M. Sapek-Chod's notes on an article by F. V. Krejôi; deposit: 

16/B/20; inv. no.: 327; acq. no.: 93/76.
-the author's own newspaper clippings, 1914-1915; deposit: 

16/B/28.
-the author's own clippings: K. M. ëapek-Chod's feuilletons 

published in Nârodni listy 1914-1916; deposit: 16/B/28; acq. 
no.: 63/30.

B.i. Czech Authors, Fiction
-AufedniSek, Otakar, 'Karriéra', Intimni dramata, Prague, Èaska, 

1895, pp. 148-170.
-Benesova, Bo2ena, 'Z mladosti dvou smutnych sester', Nedobyta
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vltëzstvi, Prague, Vilimek, 1910, pp. 7-69.
-Ohlouzenl, Prague, Dru2stevni prâce, 1923.
-Tiché dlvky, Prague, Sole and Simâôek, n.d. [1922]. 

-Bezruô, Petr, Slezské plsnë [1909], 2nd edn, Prague, Spolek 
ôeskÿch bibliofilù, 1911.

-Ôapek, Karel, Tovârna na Absolutno, Brno, Polygrafie, 1922. 
-Dyk, Viktor, 'Bivot Herodesùv, jeho velikâ myslenka, utrpeni a 

oslava', Pflhody, Ironie a smutky, Prague, Hajn, 1911, pp. 
19-41.

-Hasek, Jaroslav, Osudy dobrého vojâka. évejka za svëtové vâlky 
[1920-1923], 36th edn, Prague, Baronet, 1996.

-Herrmann, Ignât, Drobni lidé [1888], 4th edn, Prague, Topiô, 
1921.

-Jesenskâ, Rù2ena, Roman ditëte, Prague, Leschinger, n.d. [1906]. 
-Karâsek, Jifi, Posvâtné ohnë, Prague, Adâmek, 1911. Spisy 15. 
-Kolar, J. J. , Pra^sky ^id [1872], Prague, Orbis, 1959.
-Machar, J. S., Zde by mëly kvést rûëe ... [1894], Prague,

SNKLHU, 1957.
-Majerovâ, Marie, Panenstvl, Prague, Grosman a Svoboda, 1907. 
-Merhaut, Josef, Had a jiné povidky [1892], 2nd edn, Prague, âolc 

and SimâCek, n.d. [1921].
-Andëlskâ sonata [1900], 2nd edn, Brno, Pisa, 1923. 

-Neruda, Jan, Povidky malostranské, Prague, Grégr and Dattl, 
1878.

-Polâôek, Karel, 'Povidky izraelského vyznâni' [1926], Povidky 
pana Koëkodana, Prague, Franz Kafka, 1995, pp. 173-231. 

-Rakous, Vojtëch, Vojkoviàti a püespolni, Prague, Dëlnickâ knih- 
tiskârna, 1910.

-Rutte, Miroslav, Maria z Magdaly, Prague, Knihovna mladÿch 
autorû, n.d. [1908].

-Salda, F. X., Ditë [1923], Emanuel Macek (éd.), Dramata, Prague, 
Ceskoslovenskÿ spisovatel, 1957, pp. 109-67.

-Sezima, Karel, Passiflora, Prague, Vilimek, n.d. [1903]. 
-Simâëek, M. A., Duse tovârny, Prague, Simâôek, 1894.

-Ze zâpiskü phil. stud. Filipa Kofinka, Prague, SimâCek, 
1893-1897.

-Sova, Antonin, Jviîv roman, Prague, Hejda a Tuëek, n.d. [1902].
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-Svobodovâ, Rù2ena, V fi si tulipânkü [1903], 2nd edn, Prague, 

Unie, 1924.
-Tèver, Felix [Anna Lauermannovâ-Mikschovâ], Duse nezakotvené, 

Prague, Vilimek, 1908.
-[Tilschovâ], Anna Maria, Na horâch, Prague, Otto, 1905. 
“Vikovâ-Kunëtickâ, Bo2ena, Medîfickâ, Prague, SimâCek, 1897.

-Co bylo, Prague, Simâdek, 1902.
-Cop [1905], 3rd edn, Prague, Unie, 1921.
-Holàiàka [1905], Prague, Unie, 1923.

-Zeyer, Julius,'Miss Olympia', Novelly I [1879], 2nd edn, Prague, 
Unie, 1902, Spisy 2, pp. 155-269.
-'Blaho V  zahradë kvetoucich broskvi', Novelly II [1884], 
2nd edn, Prague, Unie, 1902, pp. 291-351.
-'Zvëst lâsky z provence', Z letopisû lâsky II [1889], 
Prague, Unie, 1904, Spisy 15, pp. 121-85.
- Jan Maria Plojhar, Prague, Otto, 1891.

-Ziegloserovâ, Anna, V rozkvëtu léta [1916], 2nd edn, Prague, 
Neubert, 1918.

B. ii. Polemics, other authors
-[anonymous], 'Cesti studenti a umëlecké vystavy v Praze', 

Nârodnl listy, 18 October 1903, p. 3.
-[anon.], X, 'Panu K. B. Mâdlovi', (Zaslâno), Cas, 11 November 

1903, p. 6.
-[anon.], 'Nârodni policajti'. Cas, 11 November 1903, p. 3. 
-[anon.], 'Pâté pfes devâté', Cas, 13 November 1903, p. 5. 
-[anon.], 'A jestë K. M. Capek', Slovo, 1 March 19.04, p. 9. 
-[anon.], 'Hlasy novin', Cas, 22 November 1904, pp. 3-4. 
-[anon.], 'Podivnym zpùsobem', Pfehled, 3 (1904-1905), 10, p.

179.
-[anon.], 'Soudni sift. Pânë Capkova vÿprava polemickâ', Prâvo 

lidu, 25 January 1905, pp. 6-7.
-[anon.], 'Hnuti na Rusi. 48 millionù japonskÿch do Ruska', 

Nârodni listy, 13 February 1905, p. 1.
-[anon. ], '48 japonskÿch milionù na ruskou revoluci', Prâvo lidu, 

14 February 1905, p. [1].
-[anon.] , '48 japonskÿch milionù na ruskou revoluci', Prâvo lidu,
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16 February 1905, p. [5].

-[anon.], 'Podplacena Ceska 2urnalistika', Prâvo lidu, 17 
February 1905, pp. [4-5].

-[anon. ], 'Jestë 48 japonskÿch milionù na ruskou revoluci', Prâvo 
lidu, 19 February 1905, p. [5].

-[anon.], 'Dr. Kramaf', Prâvo lidu, 3 0 August 1905, p. [3]. 
-[anon. ], 'Posl. dr. Kramâf o vseobecném volebnim pravu', Nârodni 

listy, 31 August 1905, p. 2.
-[anon.], '"Nârodni listy"', Prâvo lidu, 1 September 1905, p. 

[2] .
-[anon.], '"Nârodni listy"', Prâvo lidu, 2 September 1905, p. 

[5].
-[anon.], 'Pan F. V. Krejëi', Samostatnost, 2 September 1905, p. 

353.
-[anon. ] , 'Mladoëesi o rovnem prâvu hlasovacim pfed desiti lety', 

Prâvo lidu, 3 September 1905, pp. [1-2].
-[anon.], ' Z poslaneckych projevù', Prâvo lidu, 6 September 1905,

p. [1].
-[anon.], 'Radikâlnë pokrokové blâznovstvi Ci nevzdëlanost?', 

Prâvo lidu, 6 September 1905, p. [5].
-[anon.], 'Boj nâs za vseobecné a rovné prâvo hlasovaci', Prâvo 

lidu, 8 September 1905, p. [4].
-[anon.], 'Panu F. V. Krejëimu za jeho literârni tlachâni', 

Samostatnost, 9 September 1905, p. 3 63.
-[anon.], 'Ji2 druhÿ tÿden opakuje orgân Marianské ulice', Prâvo 

lidu, 13 September 1905, pp. [4-5].
-[anon.], 'Ceskÿ lid proti mladoëeskÿm "stâtnikùm"', Prâvo lidu, 

18 September 1905, p. [1].
-[anon.], 'Pozor na podvodniky', Prâvo lidu, 20 September 1905,

p. [1].
-[anon.], 'Za vseobecné rovné prâvo hlasovaci', Nârodni listy, 

25 September 1905, p. 1.
-[anon.], 'Pilnÿ nâvrh ëeskÿ na vseobecné rovné hlasovaci prâvo', 

Nârodni listy, 28 September 1905, p. 1.
-[anon.], 'Kudy ku pfedu?', Prâvo lidu, 29 September 1905, pp. 

[1-2].
-[anon.], 'Namoëily péro své zase do druhého kalamâfe', Prâvo
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lidu, 30 September 1905, pp. [4-5].

-[anon.], 'O âeské literature', Lumir, 33 (1905), p. 581. 
-[anon.], 'Panu Arne Novakovi', Samostatnost, 7 October 1905, p. 

403.
-[anon.], 'Nase poukazani k obrovske popularité Svatopluka

Cecha', Nârodni listy, 24 February 1906, p. 2.
-[anon.], '"Bôhmisch” aneb "Cechisch"?', Nârodni listy, 23

September 1906, p. 3.
-[anon.], '"Bôhmisch" a "tschechisch"', Samostatnost, 24 October 

1906, p. 436.
-[anon.], 'Cechisch nebo bôhmisch?'. Cas, 26 October 1906, p. 5. 
-[anon.], 'Ke sporu Bôhmisch-Cechisch', Cas, 28 October 1906, p. 

7 .

-[anon.], 'Zpravy umëlecké a literârni. XXVI. Vÿstava spolku
"Manes"', Dilo, 6 (1908-1909), pp. 113-16.

-[anon.], 'Trojlistek: Wolf - Masaryk a Drtina', Nârodni listy, 
28 June 1908, p. 1.

-Anonymus, 'Otevfeny list panu centralnimu fediteli 
Kestrankovi!', (Zaslâno), Nârodni politika, 21 August 1908, 
p. 9.

-[anon.], 'Interview s fed. Kestrankem', Cas, 3 September 1908,
pp. 1-2.

-[anon.], 'Nârodni listy', das, 5 September 1908, pp. 4-5. 
-[anon.], '"Zavri hubu, Matysku!"', Besedy dasu, 13 (1908), 36, 

p. 288.
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